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a b s t r a c t

Regarding the enormous interest in brown and brite/beige adipose tissue in the context of metabolic
disease, reliable quantification of thermogenesis in these adipocytes is a central issue. This requires an
assay specific for uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1) mediated thermogenesis in adherent intact cells. In a
recent study we identified a major pitfall associated with established procedures generally applied for
this purpose. Meaningful respirometry of UCP1-mediated thermogenesis imperatively requires activa-
tion of UCP1 and control over free fatty acid levels. By comparison of respiration profiles of wild-type
(WT) and UCP1 knock-out (KO) cells we reproducibly quantified the thermogenic capacity enabled by
UCP1 in both brown and brite adipocytes. Employing this protocol, we demonstrated that (1) brite ad-
ipocytes display a similar thermogenic capacity as classical brown adipocytes, (2) variations in brite
adipogenesis known for inbred mouse strains are associated with differential capacities for thermo-
genesis in these cells, and (3) adipose triglyceride lipase (ATGL) activity is required for UCP1 activation in
intact cells. We here further refined our cell-based respirometry assay by implementation of two stra-
tegies to inhibit UCP1 in WT cells. First, we employed the purine nucleotide guanosine diphosphate
(GDP) to directly quantify the fraction of thermogenesis enabled by UCP1 activity. Second, applying
siRNA mediated knockdown of UCP1 and ATGL we demonstrated the feasibility of this technology to
study the functional relevance of candidate genes for thermogenesis in brown and brite adipocytes.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. and Société Française de Biochimie et Biologie Moléculaire (SFBBM). All rights
reserved.

1. Introduction

It is well established that the mitochondrial uncoupling protein
1 (UCP1) is responsible for nonshivering thermogenesis in brown
adipose tissue (BAT) [1]. When cold sensation is relayed in the
hypothalamus, catecholamines are released from the sympathetic
nervous system, which activates adrenergic receptors of brown
adipocytes and in turn stimulates the cAMP-dependent protein
kinase PKA, leading to the activation of triacylglycerol lipases and
thereby increased lipolysis. Adipose triglyceride lipase (ATGL) and
hormone-sensitive lipase (HSL) are the major enzymes contrib-
uting to triacylglycerol breakdown [2]. Free fatty acids (FFAs)
liberated by lipolysis serve at least four functions: 1) activate UCP1
by overcoming the constitutive inhibitory effects of cytosolic purine

nucleotides (i.e. guanosine diphosphate (GDP), guanosine triphos-
phate (GTP), adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and adenosine
triphosphate (ATP)) on UCP1; 2) serve as a substrate for mito-
chondrial b-oxidation to fuel UCP1-mediated thermogenesis; 3)
store energy by reesterification into triglycerides; 4) export into the
bloodstream raising the plasma level of FFA. Upon activation, UCP1
short circuits the electrochemical proton gradient that drives ATP
synthesis and thereby stimulates electron transport and enhances
respiration. Heat is generated from the combustion of available
substrates and is distributed to the rest of the body through blood
circulation [3,4].

2. Free fatty acids and UCP1

Historically, even before the discovery of UCP1, the close rela-
tionship between FFA and the uncoupled state of brown fat mito-
chondria was well recognized. For example, from the early studies
of isolated brown adipocyte mitochondria, it is clear that freshly
isolated brown fat mitochondria contain significant amounts of
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FFAs which are partially responsible for the uncoupled state [5,6];
while in intact brown fat cells, lipolytic stimuli markedly stimulate
oxygen consumption [7]. Notably, the uncoupled state of brown fat
mitochondria can be reversed by incubation with albumin to
remove endogenous FFA and by addition of purine nucleotides [8],
indicating regulatory roles of FFA and purine nucleotides on
uncoupled respiration. Although mitochondria from any tissue can
be uncoupled by sufficiently high fatty acid concentrations, brown
fat mitochondria are extremely sensitive to FFA, suggesting a
physiological role as regulators of uncoupling, from which the
concept of ‘fatty acid uncoupling’ was developed and later
confirmed and widely accepted [9]. This concept states that FFA
concentrations in the nanomolar range activate UCP1-mediated
uncoupling, not excluding that higher FFA levels in the micro-
molar range can also induce additional ‘fatty acid uncoupling’ as
proposed by Wojtczak and Schonfeld [10] for any cell.

The mechanism by which FFA activate UCP1 is a matter of
debate. The controversy is mainly centered on whether fatty acids
are the substrate transported by UCP1 or if they are activators/co-
factors for proton transport. Recently, Fedorenko and colleagues
suggested that UCP1 operates in a long-chain fatty acid shuttling
mode. In their model UCP1 is a symporter of fatty acid anions and
protons that simultaneously transports one fatty acid anion and
one proton per transport cycle. Due to strong hydrophobic in-
teractions, however, the long-chain fatty acid anion cannot disso-
ciate from UCP1 and is retained to initiate another proton
translocation cycle [11]. Anyway, free fatty acid activation of UCP1
fits precisely within the physiological context, with their genera-
tion via b-adrenergic stimulation in the cell and utilization as
substrate and UCP1-activator. Indeed, all manipulations that induce
lipolysis in brown adipocytes will activate UCP1 and induce ther-
mogenesis, and no UCP1 dependent thermogenesis can be evoked
without simultaneously evoking lipolysis. In this scenario, lipolytic
agents which are independent of adrenergic receptors are potential
novel activators of brown adipose tissue and may therapeutically
bypass the negative effect of sympathomimetics on the cardiovas-
cular system.

3. Purine nucleotides and UCP1

In contrast to fatty acids, purine nucleotides are negative regu-
lators of UCP1 activity. Purine nucleotides have been associated
with UCP1 inhibition since the earliest studies on the protein [8].
Actually, the nucleotide sensitivity of UCP1 has been a key tool to
investigate its properties. By taking advantage of nucleotide bind-
ing, Ricquier and Kader in 1976 found that a 32 kDa protein of
unknown function was increased in brown fat mitochondria from
cold-adapted rats [12]. Nevertheless, the nature of purine nucleo-
tide interaction with fatty acids remains unresolved. Questions
pertain to whether fatty acids displace nucleotides in order to
activate UCP1, as well as how fatty acids can physiologically over-
come inhibition of UCP1 by purine nucleotides (See review [4,13]).
On the other hand, the noradrenaline-stimulation of respiration in
isolated brown adipocytes is accompanied by a decrease in cyto-
solic purine nucleotides [14], and an upregulation of a purine
degrading enzyme [15], suggesting a mechanism in which the
downregulation of purine nucleotide concentration facilitates UCP1
activation. This hypothesis is unproven and has remained so for
decades.

4. Albumin and uncoupled respiration

In respirometry studies of isolated brown adipocyte mitochon-
dria, albumin must be used as fatty acid acceptor during isolation
and measurement to observe coupled respiration. Essentially fatty

acid free bovine serum albumin (BSA) has generally been used for
this purpose. In accordance, in early publications on oxygen con-
sumption measurements of intact brown adipocytes following
norepinephrine stimulation, 4% BSA (0.6 mM, similar to the con-
centration found in blood) was included into the respiration me-
dium [7,16e18]. Under this condition, most of the fatty acids
released by norepinephrine-stimulated lipolysis are exported from
brown adipocytes, while the level of cell-associated free fatty acids
does not change dramatically or even remains constant. However,
when the extracellular free fatty acid buffering capacity is limited,
e.g. in a fatty acid to albumin ratio well above 3:1, the level of cell-
associated free fatty acids increases dramatically [19].

Shortly after the discovery of UCP1, based on the rationales that
(1) activated brown fat releases fatty acids and (2) in vivo these
released fatty acids are bound by albumin in blood, in 1979,
Nedergaard and Lindberg investigated the effect of albumin on the
metabolism of isolated brown fat cells. The addition of albumin
increased norepinephrine-induced fatty acid release and induced a
more stable norepinephrine-stimulated respiration rate [20]. This
study provided direct evidence that the presence of albumin has
beneficial effects on brown adipocyte metabolism, but the under-
lying mechanisms were not known. Consistent with previous
findings, this study also demonstrated that a larger fraction of the
fatty acids released upon norepinephrine stimulation is exported
while less than 20% is combusted, indicating that fatty acid export
is an intrinsic property for brown fat cells. Nevertheless, the
mechanism(s) of FFA export from adipocytes, either through pas-
sive diffusion (flip-flop) or a protein-mediated process (fatty acid
exporter), are not finally settled.

By using the albumin-buffering setup, in 2000, Matthias et al.
reported a marked difference in oxygen consumption between
isolated brown adipocytes from wild-type (WT) and UCP1 knock-
out (KO) mice, both following norepinephrine stimulation as well
as addition of oleate [21]. This study also showed that there was no
difference in basal respiration between genotypes, demonstrating
UCP1 was not active without stimulation. Thus, in the basal state,
the basal rate of lipolysis is not sufficient to override the inhibition
of UCP1 thereby favoring coupled ATP-generating respiration.
These observations were further confirmed by Shabalina et al.
when studying the bioenergetics of WT and UCP1 KO brown-fat
mitochondria [22]. In addition, investigations with trypsinized
primary cultures of brown and brown-like cells (termed beige or
brite adipocytes) by Petrovic et al., in 2008 and 2010, respectively,
showed a correlation between UCP1 expression (as induced by
rosiglitazone) and norepinephrine-stimulated oxygen consump-
tion [23,24]. In all these studies, UCP1-mediated thermogenesis
was observed when albumin was present in the respiration me-
dium using a Warburg apparatus or Clark-type oxygen electrode
systems.

5. Quantification of UCP1 mediated thermogenesis using
microplate-based respirometry

Regulation of UCP1 within adherent intact brown-fat cells has
been examined less frequently than its regulation in isolated
mitochondria. Nowadays, microplate-based respirometry has
become a mainstream method for measuring thermogenesis in
cultured brown and brite cells. This technique allows for the study
of mitochondrial bioenergetics in a higher-throughput fashion in
intact, adherent cells [25]. The bioenergetic profile widely assayed
in most studies published, so far, are illustrated in Fig. 1A: Basal
respiration is determined first, after which oligomycin (5 mM), an
inhibitor of ATP synthase, is added to distinguish oxygen con-
sumption used for ATP synthesis (coupled respiration) from basal
proton leak (basal uncoupled respiration). The basal proton leak is
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unregulated, compared to the inducible leak which is catalysed by
specific mitochondrial inner membrane proteins and can be
inhibited and activated (i.e. UCP1 mediated leak respiration). The
precise mechanism of the basal proton leak is not fully understood.
Proton leakage at the interface of mitochondrial inner membrane
proteins and the phospholipid bilayer may contribute to the basal
proton leak. Actually, up to two-thirds of the basal leak is attrib-
utable to the adenine nucleotide translocator (ANT), a trans-
membrane protein responsible for shuttling ATP and ADP across
the mitochondrial inner membrane [26]. Next, an uncoupling agent
such as carbonyl cyanide 4- (trifluoromethoxy) phenylhydrazone
(FCCP,1 mM) is used to assess maximal respiratory capacity. Finally,
antimycin A (5 mM) is added to block the electron transport chain,
leaving only non-mitochondrial oxygen consumption. Apparently,
this method largely ignores the fact that UCP1 is inherently not
leaky without stimulation. Consequently, using the procedure
described above, there is no difference in any of these four different
respiration states between UCP1 WT and KO brown adipocytes
(Fig. 1B). Thus, any differential respiration between cell types using
this protocol is not due to UCP1 but rather reflects differences in
mitochondrial content [27].

In brown adipocytes, FFAs liberated by lipolysis serve as acti-
vators of UCP1. We therefore modified the protocol as illustrated in
Fig. 2A. After measuring coupled respiration and basal leak respi-
ration, UCP1 was activated by FFAs released via b-adrenergic
stimulation of lipolysis with isoproterenol (ISO, 0.5 mM), and the
increase in UCP1-mediated leak respiration was measured. Of note,
albumin is not included in the respiration buffer, and not recom-
mended, as defined by the provider of the microplate respirometry
apparatus (Seahorse Biosciences), which neglects previously
established respiration media for brown fat mitochondria and cells
in suspension. In retrospect, it is not surprising that we observed
identical ISO-induced leak respiration in UCP1 WT and KO primary
cells (Fig. 2A). From our understanding, when UCP1 is activated by
stimulation of lipolysis, it is essential to take control over intra-
cellular FFA levels to avoid unspecific uncoupling effects of FFAs.
Otherwise, an excessive rise of intracellular FFA levels released
during lipolysis masks UCP1-mediated leak respiration (Fig. 2C)
[27]. Accordingly, when applying a suitable concentration of
essentially fatty acid-free BSA (2% BSA) to scavenge extracellular
FFAs released by lipolysis in the respirationmedium, we observed a
prominent difference in uncoupled respiration betweenWTand KO
cells, which represents UCP1-mediated uncoupled respiration
(Fig. 2B and C).

Therefore, we conclude that meaningful respirometric mea-
surements of cultured brown and brown-like (beige or brite)

adipocytes imperatively require (1) activation of UCP1 and (2)
control over free fatty acid levels. Employing this protocol, we for
the first time demonstrated that brite adipocytes display a similar
thermogenic capacity as classical brown adipocytes and strain
differences in brite adipogenesis are associated with differential
capacity for uncoupled respiration [27,28]. This protocol has been
successfully applied in a few recent studies [29e31]. Recently, we
found that the degree of adipocyte differentiation must also be
considered, especially in the study of human adipocytes. When cell
differentiation is sparse or patchy, the amount of free fatty acids
released by a low number of lipid-filled adipocytes is quickly
diluted in the respiration buffer and unspecific uncoupling artifacts
of FFAs are avoided.

It is generally believed that it is through adrenergic stimulation
of lipolysis and the resulting release of fatty acids within the cell
that UCP1 is activated. Evidences supporting this notion include the
following observations: 1) lipolytic stimulus markedly stimulated
oxygen consumption in intact brown fat cells, which coincidedwith
a rise in cytosolic fatty acid concentration; 2) exogenous addition of
fatty acids activated UCP1 in isolated brown fat mitochondria.
However, whether endogenously mobilized free fatty acids are
required for UCP1 function has not been critically tested until
recently. Employing our protocol and taking advantage of the
available inhibitors targeting lipases involved in lipolysis, we
demonstrated that inhibition of ATGL and HSL results in an almost
complete blockage of UCP1-mediated uncoupled respiration [27].
To our knowledge, this is the first data set providing direct proof
that intracellular mobilization of fatty acids is essential for UCP1
activation upon adrenergic stimulation.

Our study not only highlights the extreme sensitivity of UCP1 to
fatty acids, but also reveals the necessity of using UCP1 knockout
cells to isolate the UCP1-mediated component of uncoupled
respiration. However, in the attempt to study novel molecular
components of the thermogenic machinery in brown and brite
adipocytes the demand to include UCP1 knockout cells as controls
may be inconvenient and not always feasible. To circumvent this
problem, we sought to validate the susceptibility of UCP1-mediated
uncoupled respiration to inhibition by the purine nucleotide GDP.
The cell membrane, however, is not permeable for GDP. Therefore,
we modified our established 2% BSA-buffering setup as follows:
after ISO-stimulation of UCP1-mediated uncoupled respiration, we
simultaneously injected digitonin and GDP to permeabilize the
cells and inhibit UCP1 activity. As expected, UCP1-mediated
uncoupled respiration was gradually inhibited by GDP (20 mM),
while digitonin (10 mM) alone had no effect on respiration (Fig. 3A).
In addition, we also found that digitonin at a concentration of 1 mM

Fig. 1. The widely used mitochondrial bioenergetic profiling protocol fails to reveal any differences in differential respiration states between UCP1WT and KO brown adipocytes. (A)
Schematic representation of the mitochondrial bioenergetic profiling. Bioenergetic parameters including basal respiration, basal coupled respiration, basal proton leak respiration
and maximal oxygen consumption as well as non-mitochondrial respiration can be measured following the addition of specific chemical effectors. (B) UCP1 WT and KO brown
adipocytes have identical cellular bioenergetic profiles when using the mitochondrial bioenergetic profiling method, demonstrating UCP1 is inherently not leaky without stim-
ulation. Part of this figure is reprinted with permission from ref. [27].
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Fig. 2. Comparison of cellular bioenergetic profiles of UCP1 WT and KO brown adipocytes under non-buffering (A) and free fatty acids buffering (B) conditions, i.e. in the absence or
presence of bovine serum albumin, and the proposed working model (C). Under non-buffering condition, free fatty acids accumulate to high concentrations and mask UCP1-
mediated leak respiration in cells, as ISO-induced leak respiration was completely independent of UCP1 (A;C left). The unspecific uncoupling effects of free fatty acids can be
avoided by adding essentially fatty acid-free BSA to the respiration medium to scavenge extracellular free fatty acids released by lipolysis. The difference in uncoupled respiration
between WT and KO cells can be considered UCP1-mediated leak respiration (B;C right). Figure is reprinted with permission from ref. [27].

Fig. 3. Validation of the specificity of UCP1 mediated uncoupled respiration by GDP mediated inhibition (A) and siRNA mediated knockdown of UCP1 and ATGL(B). After measuring
the ISO-induced leak respiration, brown adipocytes were permeabilized and treated with GDP via injection of digitonin plus or minus GDP. UCP1-mediated leak respiration is
gradually and completely inhibited by GDP, while digitonin alone has no effect (A). (B) Functional consequences of UCP1 and ATGL knockdown in brite adipocytes. Reverse
transfection of Ucp1 and Atgl siRNA into differentiated brite adipocytes were performed, respectively. Three days after transfection, cellular bioenergetic analysis was conducted.
The ISO-induced leak respiration was decreased in siRNA-transfected cells, validating the efficiency of knockdown and the specificity of our assay for UCP1 mediated uncoupled
respiration.
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did not permeabilize the cells since GDP had no effect on respira-
tion, while 6mM-10mM of digitonin was effective (data not shown).
This protocol thus allows us to directly quantify the UCP1-mediated
component of uncoupled respiration, without the requirement to
use UCP1-KO cells. This refined approach also validated the speci-
ficity of our method to quantify UCP1-mediated uncoupled respi-
ration. Uncoupled respiration insensitive to GDP must operate
through UCP1-independent mechanisms. The possible pleiotropic
effects of GDP on brown adipocyte metabolic rate can be further
tested using UCP1-KO cells.

To further validate the specificity of UCP1-mediated uncoupled
respiration and establish an assay for gene function in thermogenic
adipocytes, we performed reverse transfection of differentiated
brite adipocytes with Ucp1 and Atgl siRNA directly in cell culture
microplates (Seahorse XF96) as recently demonstrated by Isidor
et al. [30], respectively. Three days after transfection, we performed
the cellular bioenergetic analysis using our established buffering
system. The ISO-induced respiration was decreased in both Ucp1
siRNA and ATGL siRNA-transfected cells, demonstrating the effi-
ciency of knockdown (50%) and the specificity of our assay for
UCP1-mediated uncoupled respiration.

Based on our results, it is tempting to speculate that brown
adipocytes do not strictly require UCP1 to perform uncoupled
respiration but alternatively increase fatty acid flux, even in vivo.
However, this seems unlikely, since UCP1 knockout mice are cold
intolerant [32]. One possible explanation for this discrepancy be-
tween in vitro and in vivo could be that the albumin in blood serves
as a fatty acid sink for brown adipocytes in vivo. Another possible
explanation is that cultured adipocytes in vitro lose their ability to
control the intracellular level of free fatty acid. Indeed, some fatty
acid binding proteins (FABPs) such as FABP3 are not expressed in
cultured brown and brite adipocytes, but highly expressed in vivo
[33]. Whether the lack of fatty acid binding proteins renders
cultured adipocytes less efficient in controlling intracellular FFA
levels warrants further investigation.

6. Conclusions

In summary, UCP1 is regulated physiologically by fatty acids and
purine nucleotides. Based on the observations that UCP1 is inher-
ently not leaky in intact brown and brite adipocytes and that FFA
mask UCP1 mediated uncoupled respiration, meaningful respiro-
metric measurements of this component using microplate-based
respirometry imperatively requires (1) activation of UCP1 and (2)
control over free fatty acid levels. The specificity of UCP1-mediated
thermogenesis can be further validated by the specific inhibitory
effect of GDP on UCP1 activity, which allows quantification of the
UCP1-mediated component of uncoupled respirationwithout using
UCP1-KO cells. Gene silencing by siRNA mediated knockdown of
UCP1 and ATGL provides proof-of-concept to study the functional
relevance of candidate genes in brown and brite adipocytes
applying our respirometry protocol.
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a b s t r a c t

In the early 1930s, the chemical uncoupling agent 2,4-dinitrophenol (DNP) was promoted for the very
first time as a powerful and effective weight loss pill but quickly withdrawn from the market due to its
lack of tissue-selectivity with resulting dangerous side effects, including hyperthermia and death. Today,
novel mitochondria- or tissue-targeted chemical uncouplers with higher safety and therapeutic values
are under investigation in order to tackle obesity, diabetes and fatty liver disease. Moreover, in the past
20 years, transgenic mouse models were generated to understand the molecular and metabolic conse-
quences of targeted uncoupling, expressing functional uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1) ectopically in white
adipose tissue or skeletal muscle. Similar to the action of chemical mitochondrial uncouplers, UCP1
protein dissipates the proton gradient across the inner mitochondrial membrane, thus allowing
maximum activity of the respiratory chain and compensatory increase in oxygen consumption, uncou-
pled from ATP synthesis. Consequently, targeted mitochondrial uncoupling in adipose tissue and skeletal
muscle of UCP1-transgenic mice increased substrate metabolism and ameliorates obesity, hyper-
triglyceridemia and insulin resistance. Further, muscle-specific decrease in mitochondrial efficiency
promotes a cell-autonomous and cell-non-autonomous adaptive metabolic remodeling with increased
oxidative stress tolerance. This review provides an overview of novel chemical uncouplers as well as the
metabolic consequences and adaptive processes of targeted mitochondrial uncoupling on metabolic
health and survival.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. and Société Française de Biochimie et Biologie Moléculaire (SFBBM). All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction

Metabolic diseases such as obesity, hypertriglyceridemia and
type 2 diabetes (T2D) have reached an epidemic level globally [1,2].
Metabolic health is closely associated with body weight andwhole-
body energy balance which can be regulated by the amount of
energy intake or energy expenditure. Targeting processes that lead
to a reduction in mitochondrial coupling/efficiency could be a
promising therapeutic strategy to combat obesity and its co-
morbidities. The uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1) is the first identi-
fied and most studied uncoupling protein, discovered almost 40
years ago [3,4]. Despite the existence of other UCPs such as UCP2 [5]
and UCP3 [6,7], only UCP1 seems to mediate energy dissipation as
heat for adaptive thermogenesis via functional mitochondrial
uncoupling in vivo [8,9]. UCP1 is predominantly expressed in brown
adipose tissue (BAT) mitochondria and dissipates upon activation
the proton gradient across the inner mitochondrial membrane [10],
thus uncoupling electron transfer system from ATP synthesis and
accelerating mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) in
order to maintain ATP homeostasis [11]. Basically, mitochondrial
uncoupling refers to a loss of coupling between the mitochondrial
innermembrane electrochemical proton gradient and the synthesis
of ATP (Fig. 1), thereby releasing energy as heat [12]. Within BAT
depots, this metabolic process is called non-shivering thermogen-
esis which is UCP1-dependent and strongly increased by cold
exposure [13,14]. The manipulation of UCP1 activity is an excellent

approach to influence energy expenditure and a natural defense
against obesity. However, it is localized in BAT, a tissuewhich, when
not activated by cold induction, represents only a small part of the
human body [15e18].

Pharmacological agents that increase metabolic rate by
increasing uncoupling of mitochondrial OXPHOS were intensively
studied in the past. However, systemic chemical mitochondrial
uncoupling agents, such as 2,4-dinitrophenol (DNP) or carbonyl
cyanide p-(trifluoromethoxy) phenylhydrazone (FCCP) lack selec-
tivity and have a narrow therapeutic window, largely due to their
severe side effects and toxic doses [19]. Instead, tissue-specific and
thereby targeted mitochondrial uncoupling has been investigated
during the last decades as a powerful strategy to regulate whole-
body energy homeostasis and metabolic health for the treatment
of obesity and associated metabolic disorders. This review provides
an overview of the metabolic consequences and adaptive processes
in response to a targeted treatment with chemical uncoupling
agents or ectopic overexpression of functional UCP1, as a model of
tissue-targeted mitochondrial uncoupling.

2. Metabolic impact of chemical mitochondrial uncoupling
agents

Apart from dietary and pharmacological interventions affecting
satiety or intestinal absorption efficiency to decrease energy intake,
increasing energy output through pharmacological uncoupling has

Fig. 1. Mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation and uncoupling. Cellular energetics is efficiently controlled by rate of the electron transfer system (ETS) and oxidative phos-
phorylation, referred to as the mitochondrial respiratory chain (RC). Substrate muscle metabolism of glucose (glycolysis), fatty acids (b-Oxidation) and amino acids is closely coupled
with ATP formation through mitochondrial RC. The primary reducing equivalents of the ETS are nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH), and flavin adenine dinucleotide (FADH2)
which are mainly generated by the tricarboxylic acid cycle or during b-Oxidation of fatty acids/acyl-CoA. Electrons received from NADH or FADH2 are passed through the series of
OXPHOS complexes in the RC, ultimately reducing oxygen to water. This electron flow particular through complex I, III and IV results in pumping of protons from the matrix into the
intermembrane space (IMS), generating a membrane potential (Djm) and proton motive force that in turn is used to generate ATP from ADP and inorganic phosphate (Pi) via the
ATP synthase (F1/F0). Predominantly expressed in brown adipose tissue, uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1) dissipates the proton gradient across the inner mitochondrial membrane
(IMM), thus uncoupling ETS from ATP synthesis and accelerating mitochondrial RC activity in order to maintain energy homeostasis [11]. During mitochondrial uncoupling the
energy amount stored in the proton gradient is released as heat. See text for details on chemical uncouplers. This figure was created using Servier Medical Art (http://www.servier.
com).
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been proposed as a weight-loss therapy [20]. Below we review
well-known and novel chemical uncoupling agents and discuss
their relevance for metabolic health and treatment of human
metabolic disease.

2.1. DNP (2,4-dinitrophenol)

The first and best-studied example is the artificial uncoupler
DNP, a lipid-soluble weak acid which acts as a chemical proto-
nophore and allows protons to leak across the inner mitochondrial
membrane [21], mimicking the uncoupling effect of activated UCPs.
In the 1930s, DNP was widely used to treat obesity [22]. Neverthe-
less, because at high doses nonspecific uncoupling in all tissues
causes dangerous side effects including hyperthermia and death
[23], DNPwas withdrawn from themarket by the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) in 1938. Case reports demonstrated that an
acute administration of 20e50 mg per kilogram of body weight in
humans can be lethal [24]. Nevertheless, in 2015 in the UK, a sub-
stantial increasewas reported in clinical presentations with toxicity
and associated high mortality caused by exposure to DNP [25]. In
contrast, recent studies demonstrate that long-term treatmentwith
low doses of DNP protects against diet-induced obesity, improves
insulin sensitivity and increases lifespan in mice [26,27]. Because of
the strong effects on body weight in humans and survival in mice,
the mechanism of action of DNP remains under investigation as a
potential approach for the treatment of obesity and associated
metabolic disorders (Fig. 2). In 2006, Murphy and colleagues
developed a mitochondrial-targeted form of DNP, by coupling it to
the lipophilic triphenylphosphonium (TPP) cation, which accumu-
lates within mitochondria driven by the membrane potential [28].
They found that MitoDNP was extensively taken up by mitochon-
dria, howeverno increase in uncoupling couldbeobserved. Six years
later Chalmers et al. developed a compound calledMitoPhotoDNP, a
mitochondria-targeted photoactivated protonophore [29]. Compa-
rable with MitoDNP, it is targeted to mitochondrion by TTP, but re-
leases DNP only in response to directed irradiation with UV light.
Indeed, MitoPhotoDNP led to the selective uncoupling of individual

and/or several mitochondriawithin a cell when used in conjunction
with fluorescence imaging. Thus, MitoPhotoDNP represents a
promising tool to elucidate the effects of mitochondrial uncoupling
on cellular metabolism in vitro which is of great importance in the
development of less toxic protonophore.

2.2. Next generation chemical uncouplers

Several novel mitochondrial- or tissue-targeted chemical un-
couplers with a higher safety and therapeutic valuewere developed
and investigated in the last couple of years (Fig. 2). In 2010, the
group of Vladimir P. Skulachev synthesized penetrating cation/fatty
acid anion pairs as mitochondria-targeted protonophore. While
initially searching for mitochondria-targeted antioxidants, they
discovered that the synthesized plastoquinone derivates SkQ1 (10-
(6�-plastoquinonyl) decyltriphenylphosphonium) and C12TPP
(dodecyltriphenylphosphonium) potentiated the fatty acid-
induced uncoupling of respiration and OXPHOS in isolated rat-
liver mitochondria [30]. SkQ1 was further investigated as
mitochondria-targeted antioxidant for potential treatment of
various age-related diseases, such as Alzheimer's disease [31] or
retinopathy [32,33]. Furthermore, a recent study demonstrated that
the mitochondrial-targeted C12TPP effectively increased oxygen
consumption in isolated brown-fat mitochondria, independent of
UCP1, and abolished diet-induced obesity in mice by reducing food
intake, increasing the resting metabolic rate and overall fatty acid
oxidation [34].

In addition, Rhodamine 19 butyl ester (C4R1), a short-chain alkyl
derivative of Rhodamine 19, was found to decrease the membrane
potential and stimulate respiration of isolated liver mitochondria as
well as reduce oxidative stress induced by brain ischemia and
reperfusion in rats [35]. In addition, similar to the in vivo effects of
C12TPP, the penetrating cation C4R1 effectively reduced body
weight and fat mass of obese mice fed a high-fat diet [36]. Thus,
both C12TPP and C4R1 are considered as novel promising candidates
for mild mitochondrial uncoupling anti-obesity drugs. With the
overall aim to identify mitochondrial-targeted uncouplers that lack

Fig. 2. Timeline of chemical uncoupling agents and targeted UCP1 overexpression. This illustrates the increasing interest in mitochondrial uncoupling for the treatment of
obesity and associated metabolic disorders during the past 20 years. Of note, in parallel the re-evaluation of the role of brown adipose tissue (BAT) for the treatment of obesity took
place, supported by observations using positron emission tomographyecomputed tomography (PET/CT) scanning that revealed the presence of BAT in adult humans [15e18].
Moreover, in the last decade research focused intensively on the induction of endogenous UCP1 in white adipose tissue depots, also called the “browning” of white fat, and the
effects on metabolic health [56,62]. Abbreviations: BAM15, N5,N6-bis(2-Fluorophenyl)-oxadiazolo-pyrazine-5,6-diamine [37]; CRMP, controlled-released mitochondrial proto-
nophore [44]; C4R1, Rhodamine 19 butyl ester [36]; C1, nomenclature not defined [38], CZ5, nomenclature not defined [39]; C12TPP, dodecyltriphenylphosphonium [34]; FDA, US
Food and Drug Administration; DNP, 2,4-dinitrophenol; DNPME, DNP-methylethyl [43]; NEN, niclosamide ethanolamine salt [41]; SkQ1, 10-(6�-plastoquinonyl) decyltriphenyl-
phosphonium) [30]; UCP1, uncoupling protein 1. See text for further details.
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off-target activity at the plasma membrane, the lipophilic weak
acid named BAM15 was recently identified by a small molecule
library and bioenergetics screening approach [37]. Interestingly, the
authors could show that although BAM15 is less cytotoxic because
it does not depolarize the plasma membrane, it still effectively
uncouples OXPHOS in L6 myoblast mitochondria in vitro. Further-
more, first in vivo experiments demonstrated that BAM15 protects
mice from acute renal ischemic-reperfusion injury, whereas effects
on metabolic diseases have not be been addressed so far.

However, the above-mentioned uncoupling agents are not se-
lective for particular mitochondria and the challenge still is to find a
way to deliver those molecules to mitochondria within individual
tissues or cells. Two additional novel mitochondrial uncouplers,
named C1 and CZ5, were recently uncovered performing a high-
throughput screening assay for modulators of mitochondrial
membrane potential [38,39]. The small-molecule compound C1
increased fat oxidation and activity of key cellular energy sensor
AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) [40] acutely 2 h after intra-
peritoneal injection specifically in liver of lean mice as well as
reduced hyperglycemia and plasma fatty acids in diabetic db/db
mice after long-term oral administration for 4 weeks [38].
Remarkably, the compound CZ5 was described to act as a cell type-
specific uncoupler that only targets skeletal muscle and adipose
tissue, but not liver [39]. Chronic orally administrated CZ5 for 25
days ameliorated diet-induced obesity via both increased energy
expenditure and suppressed food intake. Besides, CZ5 treatment
improved glucose and lipid metabolism in vivo, accompanied by an
activated AMPK phosphorylation in targeted white fat depot and
skeletal muscle.

Finally, a recent study by Tao et al. could show that treatment
with niclosamide ethanolamine salt (NEN) uncouples mammalian
mitochondria at upper nanomolar concentrations and increases
energy expenditure and lipid metabolism in mice [41]. Interest-
ingly, NEN represents a salt form of niclosamide (5-chloro-salicyl-
(2-chloro-4-nitro) anilide), an anthelmintic drug approved by the
FDA for treating intestinal infections of tapeworms [42]. Remark-
ably, oral NEN efficaciously prevented and treated hepatic steatosis
and insulin resistance in high-fat-fed mice and improved glycemic
control accompanied by delayed disease progression in db/dbmice.
Moreover, NEN activated AMPK in a dose- and time-dependent

manner in liver, but not in muscle and adipose tissue of treated
mice. Thus, the authors concluded that liver is a direct target of NEN
treatment and AMPK-activation as key mechanism on promoting
lipid oxidation.

2.3. Liver-targeted chemical uncouplers

A study has recently demonstrated that a functionally liver-
targeted derivative of DNP, DNP-methyl ether (DNPME), reversed
a high-fat diet-induced hypertriglyceridemia, hepatic steatosis, and
whole-body insulin resistance in rats without inducing hyper-
thermia or associated hepatic or systemic toxicities [43]. Here, the
authors hypothesized that derivatives of DNP, such as DNPME,
would be preferentially metabolized by the hepatic cytochrome
P450 system to yield the active protonophore DNP in hepatocytes
as primary target cells. Interestingly, they reported that the 50%
lethal dose (LD50) of DNPME is almost 10-fold higher than that of
classic DNP. In a follow-up study, the same group developed a
controlled-release oral formulation of DNP, called CRMP
(controlled-release mitochondrial protonophore) in order to
further improve the safety and efficacy of DNP, consequently
increasing the therapeutic window of this agent [44]. Using a
polymer hydroxypropylcellulose/ethylcellulose coating system
they generated a novel DNP version with lower peak plasma levels
and sustained-release pharmacokinetics. In rat models of diet-
induced or genetic obesity, daily CRMP administration reversed
hepatic steatosis, insulin resistance, T2D, steatohepatitis, and liver
fibrosis without detectable toxicity [44].

Altogether, tissue-targeted chemical mitochondrial uncoupling
agents provide an elegant strategy to combat obesity and associ-
ated disorders, although the issue of dose-dependence and self-
limitation remains an important open question (Fig. 3A). Thus,
regulation and activation of endogenous proteins with uncoupling
action, such as UCP1 or the adenine nucleotide translocase (ANT)
[45], may provide an alternative strategy for dose-independent and
self-limiting tissue-restricted mitochondrial uncoupling.

3. Targeted expression of UCP1 to white fat depots

White adipose tissue (WAT) plays an important role as an

Fig. 3. Overview on metabolic effects of chemical mitochondrial uncouplers and targeted UCP1 overexpression. (A) Tissue-targeted chemical mitochondrial uncoupling agents
provide an additional elegant strategy to combat metabolic syndrome and associated disorders. However, the issues of target tissue, dose-dependence and self-limitation remain
important open questions. (B)þ(C) Studies using transgenic mice with targeted UCP1 overexpression uncovered key molecular mechanisms how mitochondrial uncoupling affects
energy metabolism and metabolic health in vivo. Abbreviations: AMPK, AMP-activated protein kinase; AP2, adipocyte protein 2; FAO, fatty acid oxidation; HSA, human skeletal
actin; MCK, muscle creatine kinase; MYL2, myosin light chain 2, TCA, tricarboxylic acid cycle; UCP1, uncoupling protein 1. See text for further details. This figure was created using
Servier Medical Art (http://www.servier.com).
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endocrine regulator and is involved in whole body glucose as well
as energy homeostasis. However, its major role is the control of
systemic fatty acids levels and the storage of metabolic energy, thus
the opposite of energy burning thermogenic brown adipose tissue.

3.1. Metabolic consequences of white adipose tissue-targeted
mitochondrial uncoupling

In 1995, Kopecky and coworkers established a transgenic mouse
model (AP2-UCP1 mice) expressing UCP1 in WAT [46e48]. In these
mice, the fat-specific AP2 promoter was used to drive expression of
UCP1, resulting in enhanced protein expression of UCP1 in both
WAT and BAT. Notably, whereas the total protein amount of
transgenic UCP1 in WAT of adult mice did not exceed 2% of native
UCP1 found in bona fide BAT depots, this was still sufficient to
uncouple OXPHOS in WAT adipocytes [49]. Moreover, AP2-UCP1
mice showed resistance to diet induced obesity, which is consistent
with the hypothesis, that thermogenesis from elevated expression
of UCP1 reduced adiposity (Fig. 3B). In contrast, the transgene
particular led to BAT atrophy which impaired thermogenic mech-
anisms for protecting body temperature [50]. In fact, it was shown
that ectopic WAT-targeted UCP1 overexpression particularly acti-
vated AMPK and mitochondrial biogenesis in unilocular white ad-
ipocytes [51,52]. Transgenic UCP1 also reduced lipogenesis and
modulated lipolysis and hormonal control of lipid metabolism
[53,54] but resulted in only a marginal stimulation of RMR [50].
Moreover, UCP1 expression in WAT of AP2-UCP1 mice decreases
with age [52], suggesting a posttranscriptional control of the
ectopic UCP1 expression or an elimination of UCP1-containing
adipocytes with time. Finally, Yamada et al. could demonstrate
that ectopic expression of very low levels of UCP1 in epididymal
WAT through injection of a UCP1 adenovirus vector reversed both
insulin and leptin resistance, improved glucose tolerance and
decreased food intake in both diet-induced and genetically obese
mouse models [55].

3.2. Induction of endogenous UCP1 in white fat depots

Nowadays research focus intensively on the induction of
endogenous UCP1 in WAT depots, also called the “browning” of
white fat, which is characterized by the infiltration or trans-
differentiation of so called beige/brite fat cells withinwhite adipose
tissue depots [56]. It was already reported 30 years ago that cold
stimulus induces multilocular, UCP1-positive fat cells within
certain WAT depots [57,58]. Today we know that endogenous UCP1
can be induced in WAT not only by cold exposure, but also in
response to different pharmacological and nutritional stimuli [59]
as well as by secreted endogenous factors [60,61]. In line with the
results of ectopic expression of UCP1 in WAT, the induction of WAT
browning has been associated with improved metabolic health
[62]. However, while it was demonstrated that UCP1 in brite/beige
adipose tissue mitochondria is indeed thermogenically functional
[63], we could recently demonstrate a clear dissociation of WAT
browning from obesity resistance and improved glycemic control
and insulin sensitivity [61]. Thus, the precise physiological rele-
vance of WAT remodeling, including UCP1 expression, still remains
hotly debated [64].

4. Targeted expression of UCP1 to skeletal muscle

Recent studies implicated that BAT and muscle cells, but not
WAT cells, differentiate from a common precursor [65], suggesting
that BAT cells are more similar to muscle cells than to white adi-
pocytes. Moreover, skeletal muscle represents a plastic and highly
metabolic active organ that constitutes up to 40% of total bodymass

in mammals and is the major contributor to RMR and total energy
expenditure [66e68]. Therefore, skeletal muscle represents a pre-
dominant site of glucose disposal and plays a crucial role in gly-
cemic control [69] as well as uptake and utilization of plasma
lipoprotein-derived and free fatty acid [70,71]. In contrast,
chronic metabolic disorders such as obesity and T2D are closely
associated to impaired muscle mitochondrial function [72,73] and
an involvement of skeletal muscle in mitochondrial dysfunction-
associated diseases is frequent [74]. Thus, proper muscle mito-
chondrial performance is tightly connected tometabolic health and
the question came up whether skeletal muscle represents another
suitable tissue for targeted mitochondrial uncoupling?

4.1. Metabolic consequences of muscle-targeted mitochondrial
uncoupling

Almost 16 years ago, the first transgenic mouse model with
ectopic muscle-targeted UCP1 overexpression (mUCP1-Tg) driven
by the ratmyosin light chain 2 (MYL2) promoterwas described by Li
et al. demonstrating that low muscle UCP1 expression doubled
muscle oxygen consumption without affecting thermoregulation
[75]. Moreover, transgenic mice with muscle-targeted UCP1 over-
expression under control of the mouse muscle creatine kinase
(MCK) [76] or the human skeletal actin (HSA) [77] promoter were
generated. Again, while mUCP1-Tg mice indeed show an increased
mitochondrial uncoupling and a reduced muscle mitochondrial
OXPHOS capacity [78], body temperature was normal or rather
decreased with declining ambient temperature [77]. mUCP1-Tg
mice display increased energy expenditure [77] and a whole range
of metabolic improvements such as an increased metabolic flexi-
bility [79],muscle glucose uptake and fatty acid oxidation [80,81], as
well as an increased insulin sensitivity accompanied by decreased
insulin levels, especially under high-fat diet-feeding. Interestingly,
this increased insulin sensitivity is independent of diet and body fat
accumulation suggesting a dissociation of obesity and insulin
resistance in mUCP1-Tg mice [79,82,83]. Surprisingly, not only
muscle is affected in mUCP1-TG mice. Furthermore they show an
increased glucose uptake [84], an augmented lipid metabolism [79]
aswell as an induction of beige/brite adipocytes inWAT depots [85],
suggesting an endocrine role of skeletalmuscle uncoupling. Overall,
improved glucose tolerance accompanied by an increased insulin
sensitivity and muscle glucose uptake seems to be the most robust
metabolic phenotype of mUCP1-Tg models (Fig. 3C).

4.2. Muscle-targeted mitochondrial uncoupling promotes adaptive
metabolic remodeling

Glycolytic and oxidative metabolic processes are rapidly acti-
vated tomaintain cellular energy homeostasis in skeletal muscle. In
line with the above-mentioned liver- and WAT-targeted mito-
chondrial uncoupling approach it was shown that muscle-
restricted mitochondrial uncoupling also led to an increased
AMPK activity [84,86]. Notably, AMPKa2 activity, but not AMPKa1
was highly induced in muscle of mUCP1-Tg mice, and loss of active
AMPKa2 promoted a severe reduction of overall muscle integrity
together with a highly diminished physical activity tolerance and
impaired mitochondrial biogenesis [80]. This revives the signifi-
cance of AMPK for regulating cellular plasticity in response to
chronic decreased mitochondrial energy efficiency. Interestingly,
enhancing AMPK activity in brown adipocytes also increased BAT
activity [87]. Thus, targeting AMPK as a key mediator of a cell-
autonomous adaptive response holds therapeutic potential for
the treatment of obesity and associated metabolic disorders.

Furthermore, muscle-targeted mitochondrial uncoupling pro-
motes cell-non-autonomous effects and endocrine crosstalk via
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secretion of myokines. Treatment of mouse C2C12 muscle cells
in vitro with the chemical uncoupler FCCP resulted in a strong in-
duction of integrated stress response (ISR) as well as fibroblast
growth factor 21 (FGF21) as myokine [85,88]. Notably, muscle
mitochondrial uncoupling induces FGF21, which was previously
described as enhancer of WAT browning [89], in skeletal muscle of
mUCP1-Tg mice in vivo [85]. Indeed, using mUCP1-Tg/FGF21-
knockout mice, we recently demonstrated that cell-non-
autonomous WAT browning and metabolic remodeling is fully
FGF21 dependent [61]. Remarkably, the cell-autonomous muscle
metabolic adaptation and obesity resistance was independent of
FGF21 action as a myokine. With regard to metabolic health and
aging it was shown that transgenic overexpression of FGF21 in liver
markedly extends lifespan in mice probably in an auto-/paracrine
manner by blunting the growth hormone/insulin-like growth
factor-1 signaling pathway [90]. Furthermore, a recent study could
demonstrate that serum FGF21 levels in humans are related to BAT
activity [91]. However, to date, the ultimate contribution of FGF21
to a cell-autonomous and cell-non-autonomous response on effects
of targeted mitochondrial uncoupling and survival remains to be
elucidated.

4.3. Muscle-targeted mitochondrial uncoupling delay age-related
disease

Remarkably, two independent studies found that skeletal
muscle-targeted respiratory uncoupling promotes survival [82,86]
and diminishes age-related diseases, such as atherosclerosis,
vascular disease and blood pressure as well as diabetes [86,92].
Interestingly, markers of lipid-oxidative stress levels were highly
induced in muscle of mUCP1-Tg mice independent of the diet-
feeding regime [93]. In addition, increased activity of endogenous
antioxidant defense enzymes such as catalase or superoxide dis-
mutase (total SOD) provides evidence for an elevated rather than
reduced formation of reactive oxidant species (ROS) in muscle of
mUCP1-Tg mice. Mitochondria are a major site of cellular ROS
production [94] which by itself represents an important mediator
of mitochondrial stress signaling to promote cellular adaptation
[95]. In line with that, glutathione metabolism was induced fol-
lowed muscle-targeted ectopic mitochondrial uncoupling [96,97]
which fits with the induced serine and glycine biosynthetic
pathway [96], as both amino acids are important precursors for
glutathione biosynthesis [98].

Initially, a “rate of living” hypothesis has been proposed by Pearl
in the late 1920s, predicting that increased energy metabolism
would increase the ROS production and thus reduce life span [99].
While 40 years later Peter Mitchell's chemi-osmotic hypothesis
provided the basis for understanding the actual process of OXPHOS
and energy/ATP synthesis [100], it took another 40 years to reveal
that an inefficiency of the respiratory chain through mitochondrial
uncoupling might increase longevity by reducing ROS generation,
despite increased energy expenditure [101]. This so called “uncou-
pling to survive” hypothesis was supported by the study of Speak-
man et al., showing that mice with highest metabolic intensity and
mitochondrial uncoupling live longer than littermates with lower
metabolic rate [102]. However, whether mild mitochondrial
uncoupling under physiological conditions indeed plays a role as
alleviator of oxidative damage remains unclear [103]. Although
mitochondrial function and increased oxidative stress are usually
associated with aging [94], a ROS-induced cellular stress adaption
through an increased endogenous antioxidant defense system is in
line with the concept of “mitohormesis”, suggesting a link between
mild oxidative stress and enhanced cellular function [104]. To date,
mitohormesis has been best studied in Caenorhabditis elegans
(C. elegans) as a model for neurologic and metabolic diseases

[105,106]. In addition, a Drosophila model of mild muscle mito-
chondrial distress showed preserved mitochondrial and muscle
function during aging and a prolonged lifespan [107]. Thus, the
significance of the “uncoupling to survive” hypothesis related to
longevity by uncoupling-mediated reduced ROS formation [101]
should be re-evaluated taking into account the concept of “mito-
hormesis”basedon the invivomitochondrial adaptation in response
to muscle-targeted ectopic mitochondrial uncoupling.

Altogether, despite using different promoters, all mUCP1-Tg
mice display an overall improved metabolic phenotype of
increased insulin sensitivity, reduced obesity and increased survival
(Fig. 3C). However, the molecular mechanisms behind the pheno-
type are quite complex and not fully understood so far.

5. Conclusion and therapeutic perspectives

While discussing potential therapeutic targets for obesity, T2D
and fatty liver disease strategies of life style change such as dietary
restriction and regular exercise programs should always be kept in
mind for improvement of metabolic health status. Nevertheless, if
proofed to be safe and effective, tissue-targeted chemical
mitochondrial uncoupling agents still provide an additional ther-
apeutic strategy to combat metabolic syndrome and associated
disorders.

Studies using transgenic mice with targeted UCP1 over-
expression uncovered key molecular mechanisms how mitochon-
drial uncoupling affects energy metabolism and metabolic health
in vivo. Thereby, it was proven that AMPK plays a crucial role as a
housekeeper for mitochondrial function to maintain energy ho-
meostasis and cellular integrity. Together with mitochondrial
uncoupling-induced endocrine crosstalk via secretion of cytokines,
such as FGF21, this potentially could open up new avenues of in-
vestigations that may help to understand how a specific target
tissue is sufficient to reprogram and tune the metabolic health of
the whole organism. It is worth mentioning that the first human
mitochondrial disease discovered around 50 years ago, Luft's dis-
ease, leads to a muscle atrophy due to increased uncoupled mito-
chondrial oxidative phosphorylation and energy depletion within
skeletal muscle which is also affecting whole-body energy meta-
bolism [108]. Thereby, Luft and colleagues described the first
example how a single dysfunctional organelle within one specific
tissue can affect the whole organism. However, our knowledge
regarding the integrated signaling network of cell plasticity re-
mains rudimentary and further studies are required to enlarge our
understanding.

Overall, there is a still increasing interest in mitochondrial
uncoupling during the past 20 years [109], and we are just half-way
on our journey to discover a safe “polypill” that treats metabolic
disorders such as obesity and T2D. Whether the light at the end of
the tunnel will be a targeted chemical mitochondrial uncoupler or a
train remains to be unknown.
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Abstract 

Here, we identify RBM41 as a novel unique protein component of the minor spliceosome. RBM41 has no previously recognized cellular function 
but has been identified as a paralog of U11 / U12-65K, a known unique component of the U11 / U12 di-snRNP. Both proteins use their highly similar 
C-terminal RRMs to bind to 3 ′ -terminal stem-loops in U12 and U6atac snRNAs with comparable affinity. Our BioID data indicate that the unique 
N-terminal domain of RBM41 is necessary for its association with comple x es containing DHX8, an RNA helicase, which in the major spliceosome 
drives the release of mature mRNA from the spliceosome. Consistently, we show that RBM41 associates with excised U12-type intron lariats, 
is present in the U12 mono-snRNP, and is enriched in Cajal bodies, together suggesting that RBM41 functions in the post-splicing steps of the 
minor spliceosome assembly / disassembly cy cle. T his contrasts with U11 / U1 2-65K, whic h uses its N-terminal region to interact with U11 snRNP 

during intron recognition. Finally, while RBM41 knockout cells are viable, they show alterations in U12-type 3 ′ splice site usage. Together, our 
results highlight the role of the 3 ′ -terminal stem-loop of U12 snRNA as a dynamic binding platform for the U11 / U12-65K and RBM41 proteins, 
which function at distinct stages of the assembly / disassembly cycle. 

Gr aphical abstr act 

Introduction 

In the majority of metazoan species, the removal of spliceo- 
somal introns from pre-mRNA is carried out by two parallel 
ribonucleoprotein machineries: the major spliceosome, which 

splices the U2-type (major) introns, and the minor spliceo- 
some, responsible for splicing of the U12-type (minor) introns. 
The overall architecture of the major and minor spliceosomes 
is similar. Both are composed of five small nuclear ribonucle- 
oprotein (snRNP) particles—U1, U2, U4, U5 and U6 in the 
major spliceosome or U11, U12, U4atac, U5 and U6atac in 

the minor spliceosome—and additional non-snRNP splicing 
factors ( 1–6 ). While the major spliceosome has been exten- 
sively characterized structurally ( 7 ), the structures of a minor 
spliceosome activated for the first step of splicing (B 

act ) ( 8 ) 
and the U11 snRNP ( 9 ) are presently the only high-resolution 

cryo-EM structures of minor spliceosomal complexes avail- 
able. However, it is generally accepted that the overall assem- 
bly pathway of the minor spliceosome is similar to that of the 
major spliceosome as both spliceosomes utilize similar snRNP 

complexes and a two-step splicing mechanism with branch- 
ing and exon ligation reactions ( 2 , 3 , 10 ). A key mechanistic 
difference is in the recognition of U12-type introns, which is 
carried out by a preformed U11 / U12 di-snRNP that cooper- 
atively binds to both the 5 

′ splice site (5 

′ ss) and branch point 
sequence (BPS) ( 11 ,12 ). In contrast to the earlier steps of the 
minor spliceosome assembly, very little is known about the 
post-catalytic events of the minor spliceosome cycle. In the 
major spliceosome, the DHX8 (hPrp22) helicase drives the re- 
lease of the ligated exon product from the post-catalytic (P) 
complex and turns it to the intron lariat spliceosome (ILS) 
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which is subsequently disassembled by the DHX15 (hPrp43) 
helicase ( 13–15 ). Recycling of snRNPs for subsequent rounds 
of splicing is thought to take place in the Cajal body, which is 
also the cellular site for other processes related to snRNP bio- 
genesis ( 16 ). There, the Cajal body-localized recycling factor 
S AR T3 is thought to function in both spliceosomes ( 17 ,18 ). 

Both the major and the minor spliceosome contain four 
unique small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs) and a number of unique 
protein components that are not found in the other spliceo- 
some, while the majority of proteins are likely to be shared 

( 8 ,19–21 ). The first set of minor spliceosome-specific proteins 
(20K, 25K, 31K, 35K, 48K, 59K, 65K) were identified over 20 

years ago by affinity purification and mass spectrometry anal- 
ysis of the U11 / U12 di-snRNP and U11 mono-snRNP frac- 
tions ( 19 ,20 ). Of these, U11 / U12-65K, U11-59K and U11- 
48K form a chain of interactions connecting the U11 and 

U12 mono-snRNPs into a di-snRNP ( 22 ,23 ) and are essential 
for the stability of the di-snRNP ( 23–25 ). The U11 snRNP- 
associated U11-48K protein recognizes the 5 

′ splice site to- 
gether with the U11 snRNA and interacts with the U11-59K 

protein ( 23 ), which is further engaged in an interaction with 

the N-terminal part of U11 / U12-65K ( 22 ). The C-terminal 
RNA recognition motif (RRM) of U11 / U12-65K binds the 
3 

′ -terminal stem-loop of U12 snRNA ( 26 ), but can also inter- 
act with the 3 

′ -terminal stem-loop of the U6atac snRNA ( 27 ). 
ZRSR2, a component of the U11 / U12 di-snRNP responsible 
for 3 

′ splice site recognition ( 20 ), has also been shown to al- 
most exclusively affect splicing of U12-type introns in the cell 
( 28 ), even though it may also have a separate role in the major 
spliceosome ( 29 ). 

The notion that specific protein components of the minor 
spliceosome are needed only during the intron recognition 

phase and not in the later assembly steps has been challenged 

only very recently. The first such factor, the plant ortholog of 
RBM48, was originally identified as a U12-type intron splicing 
factor from a transposon screen in maize ( 30 ), and its speci- 
ficity for U12-type introns was later confirmed in human cells 
( 31 ). A cryo-EM structure of the catalytically activated minor 
spliceosome (B 

act complex) revealed that RBM48, together 
with additional three unique proteins ARMC7, SCNM1 and 

CRIPT, are all specific components of the B 

act complex ( 8 ). 
The first unique protein component of the U4atac / U6atac di- 
snRNP and U4atac / U6atac.U5 tri-snRNP, CENA T AC, was 
initially identified as a human disease gene and was shown 

to be specifically required for the splicing of U12-type introns 
with AT-AN termini ( 32 ). Similarly, mutations in DROL1, the 
plant ortholog of TXNL4B, the main interactor of CENA T AC 

( 32 ), were shown to lead to splicing defects with U12-type in- 
trons with AT-AC termini in Arabidopsis thaliana ( 33 ). 

In this work, we provide evidence that the specific protein 

components in the minor spliceosome are not limited to in- 
tron recognition and catalytic steps. We show that RBM41, 
a closely related paralog of the U11 / U12-65K protein, is a 
novel specific component of the minor spliceosome. The two 

paralogous proteins have a similar shared dual RNA binding 
specificity in vitro , interacting with the same 3 

′ -terminal stem- 
loops of U12 and U6atac snRNAs with approximately equal 
affinity. However, while the U11 / U12-65K functions during 
the intron recognition step, our results provide strong evidence 
that RBM41 functions in post-catalytic steps of the U12-type 
intron splicing. This further suggests that the 3 

′ -terminal stem- 
loop of the U12 snRNA has a role as a protein-binding plat- 
form that is dynamically recognized first by the U11 / U12-65K 

during the early steps of the spliceosome assembly followed by 
an exchange to RBM41 during or after the catalytic steps of 
splicing. 

Materials and methods 

Antibodies 

The following antibodies were used in this study at the di- 
lutions indicated for western blot (WB) and immunofluo- 
rescence (IF): anti-HA (BioLegend, 16B12, WB: 1:2000, IF: 
1:1000), anti-GAPDH (Proteintech, 60004-1, WB: 1:5000), 
anti-PDCD7 (Proteintech, 12485-1-AP, WB: 1:500), anti- 
RBM41 (Atlas Antibodies, HPA042881, WB: 1:1000, IF: 
1:200), anti-RNPC3 (Santa Cruz, sc-514951, WB: 1:500, 
IF: 1:100), anti-Sm (Invitrogen, MA5-13449, WB: 1:500), 
anti-SNRNP48 (Proteintech, 24297–1-AP, WB: 1:500), anti- 
V5 (Invitrogen, R960-25, WB: 1:5000), anti-ZCRB1 (Bethyl 
Laboratories, A304-697A, WB: 1:2000), Goat anti-Rabbit 
Alexa Fluor 488 (Thermo Fischer, A11008, IF: 1:500), Goat 
anti-Mouse Alexa Fluor 568 (Abcam, Ab175473, IF: 1:500), 
Goat Anti-Mouse IgG HRP, light chain-specific (Jackson Im- 
munoResearch, 115–035-174, WB: 1:10 000), Goat Anti- 
Mouse IgG HRP (Millipore, AP308P, WB: 1:10000), Donkey 
Anti-Rabbit IgG HRP (Amersham, NA934V, WB: 1:10 000). 
Mouse IgG2a kappa Isotype Control (Invitrogen, 14-4724- 
82) served as a negative control antibody in IP experiments. 
eBiocience Avidin-HRP (Invitrogen, 18-4100, WB: 1:500) was 
used to detect biotinylated proteins. Protein G-HRP (Milli- 
pore, 18-161, WB: 1:5000) was used in western blotting after 
IP to avoid detection of heavy and light chains from the IP 

antibody. 

Plasmid construction 

RBM41 cDNA sequence, corresponding to Ensembl tran- 
script ENST00000372479.7, was amplified from HEK293 

cDNA in two fragments. Gibson assembly was used to as- 
semble the fragments into vector pCI-neo in-frame with 

an N-terminal V5 epitope tag, resulting in pCI-neo-V5- 
RBM41. For BioID cell line construction, full-length RBM41 

(1–413), RBM41 N-terminal fragment (1–258), RBM41 C- 
terminal fragment (259–413) and full-length 65K were cloned 

into MAC-tag-N vector (Addgene #108078) using Gateway 
cloning as described ( 34 ). Human DHX8 cDNA (MGC clone 
5529639) was obtained from the Genome Biology Unit at the 
University of Helsinki and cloned into pCI-neo in-frame with 

an N-terminal V5 tag. Point mutations were introduced into 

plasmids using site-directed mutagenesis with Phusion poly- 
merase (Thermo). 

Expression and purification of recombinant 
proteins 

C-terminal fragments of RBM41 (amino acids 267–413) and 

U11 / U12-65K (amino acids 380–517) were expressed as GST- 
tagged proteins in E. coli Rosetta cells. Protein expression was 
induced with 0.5 mM IPTG for 3 h at 37 

◦C and cells were 
harvested by centrifugation. Cell pellets were resuspended in 

50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM DTT, 1 ×
cOmplete protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche) and lysed by 
sonication (30 s ON / 30 s OFF, 5 min total sonication time, 
Sonopuls HD 2070 with MS 73 microtip). After removal of 
cell debris (25 000 g, 15 min), GST-tagged proteins were cap- 
tured from the lysate by incubation with glutathione agarose 
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(Pierce) for 1 h at 4 

◦C. The resin was washed 3 times with 

20 volumes of Wash / Cleavage buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 

7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM ED TA, 1 mM D TT) and GST tag 
cleaved by overnight digestion with PreScission Protease (Cy- 
tiva). Purified proteins were dialyzed against EMSA buffer (20 

mM HEPES–KOH, 100 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl 2 , 5% glyc- 
erol, pH 8.0) and protein concentrations measured by Pierce 
BCA protein assay (Thermo Scientific). 

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay 

Recombinant proteins (0.25–25 μM) were incubated for 
1 h on ice with 5 nM [ γ- 32 P]-ATP-labeled RNA oligonu- 
cleotides in binding buffer (20 mM HEPES–KOH (pH 8.0), 
100 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl 2 , 5% glycerol, 0.1 μg / μl BSA, 1 

μg / μl yeast RNA (Roche), 1 U / μl RiboLock RNase inhibitor 
(Thermo Scientific)) in 10 μl final volume. After addition of 
2.5 μl of 5 × loading buffer (20 mM HEPES–KOH, 100 mM 

KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl 2 , 50% glycerol, 0.1% bromophenol blue, 
0.1% xylene cyanol), 4 μl of each binding reaction was loaded 

onto a native polyacrylamide gel (6%, 80:1 acrylamide:bis- 
acrylamide ratio, 0.5 × TBE, 5% glycerol). Electrophoresis 
was carried out at 120 V for 1.5 h at 4 

◦C. After drying, the 
gel was exposed on an imaging plate and scanned using the 
FLA-5100 phosphorimager. Bound and free RNA bands were 
quantified using AIDA software (Raytest). Dissociation con- 
stants were determined by nonlinear regression using Graph- 
Pad Prism (one site – specific binding) from three independent 
replicates. 

Cell culture, transfection and nuclear extract 
preparation 

HEK293 cells were grown in DMEM, 10% FBS, 1% 

penicillin–streptomycin and 2 mM l -glutamine at 37 

◦C, 5% 

CO 2 . All plasmid transfections were carried out using Lipo- 
fectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher) according to manufacturer’s 
instructions. The growth conditions for HeLa S3 suspension 

cells and the subsequent nuclear extract preparation have been 

described by de Wolf et al. ( 32 ). 

CRISPR / Cas9-mediated knockout of RBM41 

HEK293 cells were transfected with pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro 

vectors with sgRNA sequences targeting RBM41 exon 2 or 
3. 24 h after transfection, puromycin was added at 3 μg / ml 
to enrich for transfected cells and puromycin treatment con- 
tinued for 72 h. After puromycin selection, monoclonal cell 
lines were obtained by limiting dilution in 96-well plates. Ge- 
nomic DNA was extracted from single-cell clones using the 
NucleoSpin Tissue kit (Macherey–Nagel), and the targeted ar- 
eas amplified by PCR using primers in the introns flanking ex- 
ons 2 and 3 ( Supplementary Table S1 ). Clones were screened 

for editing using the Surveyor Mutation Detection Kit (IDT). 
Positive clones were verified by TOPO cloning of PCR prod- 
ucts followed by sequencing, as well as by direct sequencing 
of the PCR products and deconvolution of sequencing traces 
using the DECODR tool ( 35 ). 

Northern and western blotting 

Northern blotting was carried out exactly as described 

( 36 ) using LNA or DNA oligonucleotide probes listed in 

Supplementary Table S1 . For western blotting, protein sam- 
ples were resolved on 4 −12% NuPAGE gels and transferred 

to Amersham Hybond P membrane using the Amersham TE 

22 Mighty Small Transphor tank. After blocking for 1 h in 

5% milk / TBS-T, membranes were incubated for 1 h with pri- 
mary antibodies, followed by 3 × 5 min washes with TBS- 
T. After 1 h incubation with an HRP-conjugated secondary 
antibody, membranes were washed 5 × 5 min with TBS-T. 
Chemiluminescence was detected using the SuperSignal West 
Atto (Thermo Scientific) or Amersham ECL Prime detection 

reagent and the LAS-3000 imager (Fuji). 

RNA immunoprecipitation and protein 

co-immunoprecipitation 

For RNA immunoprecipitation with V5-tagged proteins, pCI- 
neo vectors for expressing V5-tagged proteins or empty pCI- 
neo vector (4 μg) were transfected into HEK293 cells in 6-well 
plate format using Lipofectamine 2000. For RNA immuno- 
precipitation with endogenous proteins in cell lysate, typically 
∼20 × 10 

6 cells were used for one IP. 24 h after transfection, 
cells were washed with 1 × PBS, scraped into lysis buffer (20 

mM HEPES, pH 7.9, 137 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1% NP- 
40 + 1 × cOmplete protease inhibitor cocktail + 0.5 U / μl Ri- 
boLock) and sonicated (5 × 30 s, Bioruptor Twin, High set- 
ting). Cell debris was removed by centrifugation at 16000 g 
for 15 min. The supernatant was incubated o / n with rotation 

at 4 

◦C with 2 μg IP antibody and for 1 h with Dynabeads Pro- 
tein G (Invitrogen). Alternatively, the antibody was prebound 

to Dynabeads and incubated with lysate for 1 h at 4 

◦C. After 
five washes with 200 μl lysis buffer, co-immunoprecipitated 

RNA was isolated by treatment of beads with Proteinase K, 
phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (pH 4.8) extraction and 

ethanol precipitation. For nuclear extract RIP experiments, 60 

μl HeLa S3 nuclear extract was used for one IP. Nuclear ex- 
tract was preincubated for 10 min at 37 

◦C in 13 mM HEPES 
(pH 7.9), 2.4 mM MgCl 2 , 40 mM KCl, 2 mM DTT, 20 mM 

creatine phosphate, 0.5 mM ATP. After preincubation, the nu- 
clear extract was diluted 1:5 and adjusted to 20 mM HEPES 
(pH 7.9), 137 mM KCl, 10% glycerol, 0.1% NP-40, 0.5 U / μl 
RiboLock, 1 × cOmplete protease inhibitor. The remaining 
steps were carried out as described above. 

Protein co-immunoprecipitation experiments were carried 

out similarly to RIP experiments, except that the IP an- 
tibodies were crosslinked to Dynabeads Protein G with 

bis(sulfosuccinimidyl)suberate (BS 3 , Thermo) and complexes 
were eluted from the beads by heating in 1 × NuPAGE LDS 
Sample Buffer for 5 min at 95 

◦C. 

Glycerol gradient centrifugation 

HeLa S3 nuclear extract (200 μl), prepared essentially as de- 
scribed in Tarn and Steitz ( 37 ), was adjusted to 13 mM HEPES 
(pH 7.9), 2.4 mM MgCl 2 , 40 mM KCl, 2 mM DTT, 20 mM 

creatine phosphate, 0.5 mM ATP, and pre-incubated for 10 

min at 30 

◦C in a final volume of 300 μl. After incubation, 
210 μl of Gradient buffer (20 mM HEPES (pH 7.9), 40 mM 

KCl, 2 mM DTT, 2.4 mM MgCl 2 ) was added, samples were 
centrifuged briefly (20 000 g, 1 min) and the supernatant 
was loaded on top of 10–30% glycerol gradient in Gradient 
buffer. Gradients were centrifuged in a Sorvall TH-641 rotor 
at 29 000 rpm, 4 

◦C for 18 h and fractionated using BioComp 

Piston Gradient Fractionator. Gradient preparation, centrifu- 
gation and fractionation was carried out by the HiLIFE Bio- 
complex unit at the University of Helsinki. For RNA extrac- 
tion, 20% of each fraction was treated with Proteinase K, 

https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae070#supplementary-data
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phenol:chloroform extracted and precipitated with ethanol. 
The remaining 80% of each fraction was precipitated with 

TCA for western blot analysis. 

BioID analysis 

For each cell line, Flp-In™ T-REx™ 293 cells were grown in 

5 × 15 cm plates to ∼70% confluency. MAC-tagged protein 

expression and biotinylation was induced by addition of 2 

μg / ml of tetracycline and 50 μM biotin. Cells were harvested 

24 h after induction by pipetting up and down with PBS- 
EDTA, centrifugation at 1200 g for 5 min, and snap freezing 
the pellet in liquid nitrogen. Three independent replicates of 
5 × 15 cm dishes were prepared for each cell line. BioID analy- 
sis was carried out essentially as described previously ( 34 ,38 ). 

Immunofluorescence 

HEK293 or Flp-In™ T-REx™ 293 cells were grown on poly- 
l -lysine coated coverslips in a12-well plate. Cells were fixed 

with 4% paraformaldehyde / 1 × PBS for 10 min at room tem- 
perature. After two washes with 1 × PBS, cells were perme- 
abilized with 0.2% Triton X-100 / 1 × PBS for 10 min and 

blocked with 1% BSA / 1 × PBS for 30 min at room tempera- 
ture. Incubation with primary antibodies, diluted in blocking 
buffer, was carried out overnight at 4 

◦C. Following 3 × 5 min 

washes with 1 × PBS, cells were incubated with Alexa Fluor 
488 or 568 conjugated secondary antibodies and DAPI (0.5 

μg / ml) for 1 h at room temperature. Antibodies used for im- 
munofluorescence and their respective dilutions are listed in 

the Antibodies section above. After final washes with 1 × PBS 
(3 × 5 min), coverslips were mounted onto slides with Pro- 
Long Diamond (Invitrogen). Imaging was carried out using a 
Leica DM5000B microscope. 

cDNA synthesis and RT-PCR 

RNA was treated with RQ1 RNase-free DNase (Promega) to 

remove any genomic DNA contamination. cDNA synthesis 
was carried out using Maxima H Minus RT (Thermo) and 

random primers according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
For PCR, Phire polymerase (Thermo) and primers listed in 

Supplementary Table S1 were used. 

High-throughput sequencing 

Total RNA isolated using Trizol extraction followed by 
an additional acidic phenol (pH 5.0) extraction. RNAseq 

libraries were constructed using Illumina TruSeq Stranded 

Total RNA kit (Illumina) Human Ribo-Zero rRNA deple- 
tion kit (Illumina). Paired-end 150 + 150 bp sequencing 
was performed at the Institute for Molecular Medicine 
Finland FIMM Genomics unit with Illumina NovaSeq 

6000 using partial S4 flow cell lane. The STAR aligner 
( 39 ) was used for mapping the paired sequence reads to 

the genome (hg38 / GRCh38). Transcript annotations were 
obtained from GENCODE (v29). The length of the genomic 
sequence flanking the annotated junctions (sjdbOverhang 
parameter) was set to 161. The Illumina adapter sequences 
A GATCGGAA GA GCA CA CGTCTGAA CTCCA GTCA C and 

A GATCGGAA GA GCGTCGTGTA GGGAAA GA GTGTA- 
GA TCTCGGTGGTCGCCGT A TCA TT were, respectively, 
clipped from the 3 

′ of the first and the second pairs in the read 

libraries (using clip3pAdapterSeq parameter). Statistics of the 
RNAseq data are presented in the Supplementary Table S5 . 

Differential alternative splicing analysis and intron 

retention analysis 

Differential alternative splicing (AS) analysis was done us- 
ing Whippet (v0.11) ( 40 ). Both merged aligned reads (bam 

files) and AS event annotations from GENCODE (v29) were 
used to build the index reference for AS events. To de- 
tect the significantly differential events, probability cutoff of 
Pr > 0.9 and Percentage Spliced In deviation cutoff of | �� | 
> 0.05 were used. Differential intron retention was analyzed 

with IRFinder-S using SUPPA2 wrapper ( 41 ,42 ). A custom 

list of human U12-type intron coordinates ( Supplementary 
Table S8 ) combining high-confidence U12-type introns from 

IntEREst ( 43 ), IAOD ( 44 ) and MIDB ( 45 ) databases was 
used in the annotation of U12-type introns and their host 
genes. 

Phylogenetic profiling-based co-evolution analysis 

To conduct the phylogenetic profiling analysis of RBM41, we 
utilized a diverse set of eukaryotic proteomes. This dataset, 
consisting of 167 eukaryotic species, was previously compiled 

to represent the eukaryotic tree of life, and the species were 
selected based on their representation in the tree. We used 

automatic orthologous groups (OG) based on previous work 

( 46 ,47 ), generated using methods such as Orthofinder ( 48 ), 
eggNOG ( 49 ) hmm profile database, and OGs from Vosse- 
berg et al. ( 47 ). However, as RBM41 was not accurately rep- 
resented in these automatically generated OGs, we manually 
created the OG for RBM41. This was achieved by perform- 
ing a blast search with RBM41 against our in-house eukary- 
otic dataset and creating a Hidden Markov model (HMM) 
of RBM41, which was then used to perform a Hmm search 

( 50 ) against the same dataset. To determine the OG, a phy- 
logenetic analysis was carried out with the top 100 entries of 
the Hmmer search using mafft E-INS-I ( 51 ) and IQtree ( 52 ). 
In this phylogeny, a cluster with representatives from diverse 
eukaryotic groups indicated the RBM41 Orthologous group. 
Besides the support-value, the species overlap of this cluster 
with the other putative orthologous groups in the tree solid- 
ifies it as resulting from an ancient duplication and having 
been present in LECA. To compare the phylogenetic similar- 
ity, we computed cosine distances between the phylogenetic 
profile of each automatically generated OG and RBM41. As 
we suspected that RBM41 was part of the minor spliceosome, 
we also compared the phylogenetic profile of RBM41 to the 
profiles of other known spliceosome proteins obtained from 

Vosseberg et al. ( 53 ). 

Results 

RBM41 is a paralog of the U11 / U12-65K protein and 

a putative component of the minor spliceosome 

Human RBM41 is a ∼47 kDa protein with a single an- 
notated domain, an RNA recognition motif (RRM) near 
the C-terminus of the protein (at positions 309–387) (Fig- 
ure 1 A). While no specific cellular function has been as- 
signed to RBM41, it has been listed as a paralog of the 
U11 / U12-65K protein ( RNPC3 ), a structural component of 
the U11 / U12 di-snRNP complex in the minor spliceosome 
( 22 ,53 ). The paralog assignment is based on the local sequence 
similarity between the C-terminal regions of the two proteins, 
that encompass the core RRM and its N-terminal expansion 

https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae070#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae070#supplementary-data
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Figure 1. RBM41 is a paralog of the U11 / U12-65K protein. ( A ) Domain str uct ures of human U11 / U12-65K and RBM41 proteins. ( B ) Pairwise sequence 
alignment of RBM41 and U11 / U12-65K. Local sequence alignment was carried out using Matcher and visualized using ESPript 3.0 ( 80 ). Identical 
residues are shown in white text with blue background and similar residues in blue text with white background. Protein secondary str uct ure elements 
extracted from NMR str uct ures (U11 / U12-65K: 5OBN, RBM41: 2CPX) are shown below the alignment. ( C ) Str uct ure of the U11 / U12-65K C-terminal 
RRM (5OBN) showing identical and similar residues between RBM41 and U11 / U12-65K. ( D ) AlphaFold-predicted str uct ure of human RBM41 colored for 
sequence conservation. Conservation is based on a multiple sequence alignment of RBM41 orthologues from 15 animal species 
( Supplementary Figure S3 ). Conservation was mapped to the str uct ure with ESPript 3.0 and str uct ure rendered using PyMOL. ( E ) Phylogenetic profile of 
RBM41 compared to the known minor spliceosome-specific proteins and minor and major spliceosomal snRNAs. 

(Figure 1 B, C) which in the U11 / U12-65K protein is essen- 
tial for the stability of the C-terminal RRM and its inter- 
action with the U12 snRNA ( 26 ). The RRM sequences of 
65K and RBM41 conform with the general RRM consensus 
( 54 ) except for an aromatic to nonaromatic amino acid sub- 
stitution F / Y352Q at position 3 of the RNP1 motif (Figure 
1 B). The same substitution is present of in the homologous 
N-terminal RRMs of the U1A / U2B 

′′ / SNF family of spliceo- 
some components, which are characterized by a YQF triad 

of RNP2 tyrosine and RNP1 glutamine and phenylalanine 
( 55 ,56 ; Supplementary Figure S1 ). These three residues are 
displayed on the β-sheet surface of the RRM and engage in 

stacking interactions with RNA nucleobases ( 55 ,56 ). Conser- 
vation of the corresponding residues in the RBM41 RRM 

(Y312 / Q352 / F354; Supplementary Figure S1 ) suggests that 
RBM41 may employ a similar mode of RNA binding as uti- 
lized by the U1A / U2B 

′′ / SNF proteins. 
The homology between RBM41 and U11 / U12-65K raises 

the question of whether RBM41 also functions in the mi- 
nor spliceosome. We carried out a phylogenetic profiling- 
based co-evolution analysis in 167 eukaryotic species 
to identify proteins that show a similar phylogenetic 
presence / absence profile as RBM41 and may therefore func- 
tion in the same molecular process (Figure 1 E). Notably, 
three minor spliceosome-specific proteins, CENA T AC, U11- 
48K ( SNRP48 ) and U11 / U12-31K ( ZCRB1 ) were found 

among the proteins showing the strongest co-occurrence with 

RBM41 ( Supplementary Table S3 , Supplementary Figure S2 ), 
suggesting a role in the minor spliceosome. This was further 
supported by earlier reciprocal coevolution analysis for CE- 
NA T AC ( 32 ), which similarly identified RBM41 as one of the 
top co-occurring proteins among the known minor spliceo- 
some components. Upon comparing RBM41’s phylogenetic 
profile with that of other known minor spliceosome proteins 
(Figure 1 E, Supplementary Figure S2 ), it becomes evident that 
RBM41 adheres to the typical presence / absence profile of 
these proteins. However, the presence of RBM41 appears to 

be even less common than that of other minor spliceosome 
proteins. 

In contrast to the homologous C-terminal RRMs, the N- 
termini of the two proteins do not share sequence similar- 
ity. This suggests a functional difference between RBM41 and 

U11 / U12-65K, that uses the N-terminus to promote the for- 
mation of the U11 / U12 di-snRNP via an interaction with 

the U11-59K protein ( 22 ; Figure 1 A). RBM41 N-terminus is 
highly conserved among animal orthologs ( Supplementary 
Figure S3 , Supplementary Table S2 , Figure 1 D) but lacks an- 
notated domains and adopts a predominantly helical confor- 
mation in an AlphaFold prediction ( 57 ) (Figure 1 D). Together 
the sequence analysis suggests similar RNA binding proper- 
ties, but otherwise divergent functions for the two paralogous 
proteins. 

https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae070#supplementary-data
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RBM41 RRM interacts with the U12 and U6atac 

snRNAs in vitro 

Previously, two independent systematic high-throughput stud- 
ies of RNA-binding protein specificities ( 58 ,59 ) reported 

nearly identical consensus RNA motifs for RBM41 (Figure 
2 A) which are preferentially located in a loop sequence within 

an RNA stem-loop context. These RNA motifs bear a striking 
similarity to the loop sequences of the U12 snRNA 3 

′ -terminal 
stem-loop and U6atac snRNA 3 

′ -terminal stem-loop, both of 
which are bound by the U11 / U12-65K protein (Figure 2 A,B; 
22 ,27 ). Given the apparent RNA-binding similarities between 

the RBM41 and U11 / U12-65K proteins, we compared their 
RNA-binding characteristics in vitro, using recombinant C- 
terminal RRMs containing additional N- and C-terminal re- 
gions known to be essential for RNA binding ( 25 ,26 ). RNA 

binding properties were analyzed using electrophoretic mo- 
bility shift assay (EMSA) with untagged RRMs and RNA 

oligonucleotides corresponding to the apical hairpins of the 
U12 snRNA and U6atac 3 

′ -terminal stem-loops (Figure 2 C, D; 
22 , 25 , 26 ). 

Our EMSA analyses revealed that U11 / U12-65K C-RRM 

and RBM41 RRM have similar overall binding characteris- 
tics, binding to both U12 and U6atac hairpins (Figure 2 C, 
compare lanes 1–12 and 13–23). In contrast, no complex for- 
mation was observed with either RRM when a control hair- 
pin (complementary to the U12 hairpin) was used as a ligand 

(Figure 2 C, lanes 24 and 25). A further determination of the 
dissociation constants ( K d ) revealed that the RBM41 RRM 

has a low micromolar affinity to both U12 ( K d = 2.14 μM) 
and U6atac hairpins (K d = 3.78 μM; Figure 2 D). The 65K 

C-RRM showed approximately 2-fold higher affinity to both 

hairpins (U12: K d = 1.04 μM; U6atac: K d = 2.07 μM). Fur- 
thermore, both RRMs bound the U12 hairpin with ∼2-fold 

higher affinity compared to the U6atac hairpin (Figure 2 D). 
Thus, both RBM41 and U11 / U12-65K C-terminal RRMs 
show dual snRNA binding specificity in vitro with only slight 
differences in RNA affinity. 

RBM41 specifically associates with minor 
spliceosomal snRNPs 

We next asked if RBM41 also associates with spliceoso- 
mal snRNAs in vivo. We transfected HEK293 cells with V5- 
tagged 65K or RBM41 followed by RNA immunoprecipita- 
tions (RIP) with anti-V5 antibody and northern blot analysis 
of minor and major spliceosomal snRNAs (Figure 3 A). Con- 
sistent with its function in the U11 / U12 di-snRNP, V5-65K 

strongly co-immunoprecipitated the U11 and U12 snRNAs 
and to a lesser extent U6atac and U4atac snRNAs (Figure 3 A, 
lane 8). In contrast, V5-RBM41 co-immunoprecipitated the 
U12 snRNA, U4atac and U6atac snRNAs, but not the U11 

snRNA (Figure 3 A, lane 7). Similar results were obtained with 

an antibody against the endogenous RBM41 in HeLa nuclear 
extract (Figure 3 B, lanes 1–4) or HEK293 total cell lysate (Fig- 
ure 3 B, lanes 5–8), showing that these interactions are not ar- 
tifacts resulting from RBM41 overexpression. U1, U2, U4, U5 

and U6 snRNAs were variably detected slightly above con- 
trol IP levels with transiently overexpressed V5-RBM41 (Fig- 
ure 3 A,D) and endogenous RBM41 (Figure 3 B), likely due to 

non-specific association of RBM41 with these highly abun- 
dant snRNPs (see below). 

Next, we tested the role of the RBM41 RRM and the 
large N-terminal region lacking any identifiable domains for 

their association with snRNPs. We carried out RIP experi- 
ments using wild-type V5-RBM41, V5-RBM41 lacking the 
RRM domain (V5-RBM41(1–258)) or the entire N-terminal 
region (V5-RBM41(259–413)), as well as V5-RBM41 con- 
structs with alanine substitutions of Gln352 or Phe354 of the 
conserved YQF triad in the RRM (V5-RBM41-Q352A and 

V5-RBM41-F354A) (Figure 3 C). The Q352A and F354A mu- 
tations and deletion of the RRM led to dramatic loss of the 
U12, U4atac and U6atac interactions (Figure 3 D, lanes 8–11), 
while the V5-RBM41(259–413) construct still showed robust 
co-immunoprecipitation of all three snRNAs (Figure 3 D, lane 
12). Notably, while major spliceosome-specific snRNAs (U1, 
U2, U4, U6) and the shared U5 snRNA were also detected 

above control IP levels in the V5-RBM41 anti-V5 IP (Figure 
3 D, lane 8), these were unaffected by the RRM mutations or 
the truncations, indicating that these IP signals represent non- 
specific background rather than specific interactions. Taken 

together, our RIP experiments show that RBM41 specifically 
associates with minor spliceosomal snRNPs in the cell and 

suggest that the snRNP association of RBM41 is primarily 
mediated through the RRM binding with its target snRNAs. 

RBM41 and U11 / U12-65K partition into distinct 
snRNP complexes 

While our in vitro binding experiments demonstrated similar 
RNA-binding properties for RBM41 and U11 / U12-65K, the 
distinct snRNA IP profiles and the lack of sequence similar- 
ity outside the RRM suggested functional divergence of the 
two proteins within the minor spliceosome. As a complemen- 
tary method to study snRNP complex association of RBM41 

and U11 / U12-65K, we carried out glycerol gradient fraction- 
ation of HeLa nuclear extract and analyzed the sedimentation 

behavior of the two proteins by western blot and spliceoso- 
mal snRNAs by northern blot (Figure 4 A). Consistent with 

our RIP experiments, RBM41 and U11 / U12-65K were largely 
found in different fractions, indicating association with differ- 
ent molecular complexes. RBM41 peak co-migrated with the 
U12 mono-snRNP (Figure 4 A, fractions 8–10), whereas the 
U11 / U12-65K peak co-migrated with the U11 / U12 di-snRNP 

(fractions 12–14). Though the U4atac or U6atac snRNAs did 

not show clear co-migration with RBM41, a minor fraction 

of these snRNAs was present in RBM41 peak gradient frac- 
tions. Taken together with our RIP data, while the two pro- 
teins share similar RNA binding specificity in vitro , in the cell 
they partition into distinct snRNP complexes. 

To define the composition and interactions of the RBM41 

in the U12 mono-snRNP related to the 65K in U11 / U12 di- 
snRNP, we used proximity-based labeling (BioID) to map the 
proximity interactors of the two proteins. A panel of RBM41 

constructs and a U11 / U12-65K construct (Figure 4 B), each 

carrying an N-terminal MAC-tag (consisting of BirA* biotin 

ligase, hemagglutinin (HA) and StrepIII tags), were integrated 

into the Flp-In™ T-REx™ 293 cell line, enabling both in- 
ducible transgene control (tetracycline) and inducible biotiny- 
lation of proteins coming into proximity with the bait pro- 
tein. Wild-type U11 / U12-65K, wild-type RBM41, four RNA 

binding deficient RBM41 mutants (Y312A, Q352A, F354A, 
Y312A + F354A) and two RBM41 truncation constructs (1–
258 and 259–413) were analyzed (Figure 4 B). Western blot 
analysis with anti-HA antibody confirmed correct expres- 
sion of MAC-tagged bait proteins ( Supplementary Figure 
S4 A), while biotinylation was visualized with avidin-HRP 

https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae070#supplementary-data
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Figure 2. RBM41 interacts with the U12 and U6atac snRNAs in vitro . ( A ) Consensus RNA motifs bound by RBM41 in vitro and matching sequences in 
the U12 and U6atac snRNAs. The consensus motif (obtained from ENCODE database ( 81 ), entry ENCSR637HFY) determined by Ray et al. ( 58 ) using 
the RNAcompete method is shown. ( B ) RNA hairpins used in EMSA experiments and their location in the U12 and U6atac snRNAs. ( C ) EMSA analysis of 
RBM41 and U11 / U12-65K RRM binding to U12 (top panel) and U6atac snRNA (bottom panel) hairpins. EMSA was carried out using recombinant RBM41 
RRM (residues 267–413) or 65K C-terminal RRM (residues 380–517) and 32 P-labeled U12, U6atac or negative control RNA hairpins shown in panel B. ( D ) 
Binding curves and dissociation constants for the interaction of RBM41 and 65K RRMs with U12 and U6atac hairpins. The inset shows a low protein 
concentration range (0–10 μM) of the same binding curves. 

( Supplementary Figure S4 B). Immunofluorescence with anti- 
HA was used to detect localization of the MAC-tagged pro- 
teins ( Supplementary Figure S5 A). MAC-RBM41-WT and 

MAC-U11 / U12-65K proteins showed a predominantly nu- 
clear localization, with MAC-RBM41-WT showing a more 
prominent cytoplasmic subpopulation. In contrast, MAC- 
RBM41-(1–258) was almost uniformly distributed between 

cytoplasm and nucleus, suggesting that deletion of the C- 
terminal RRM impairs nuclear import of RBM41. 

MAC-tagged protein expression was induced with tetra- 
cycline in the presence of biotin for 24 h before harvest- 
ing of cells. Three independent replicates were analyzed for 
each cell line using an established BioID pipeline that has 
been described in detail ( 34 ,38 ). Consistent with its role in 

U11 / U12 di-snRNP, MAC-U11 / U12-65K interacted with all 
8 minor spliceosome-specific proteins of the U11 / U12 di- 
snRNP complex (Figure 4 C, Supplementary Table S4 ), with 

its top interactors being U11-59K (PDCD7), U11 / U12-20K 

(ZMAT5), U11-48K (SNRNP48) and U11-35K (SNRNP35). 
In contrast, MAC-RBM41-WT only interacted with one of 
the U11 / U12 di-snRNP proteins, U11 / U12-31K (ZCRB1) 
(Figure 4 C, Supplementary Table S4 ). This interaction was 
dependent on a functional RBM41–U12 snRNA interac- 
tion as the construct encoding the RRM-only version of 
MAC-RBM41-(259–413) was still able to support the in- 

teraction with U11 / U12-31K while the Y312A, F354A and 

Y312A + F354A RRM mutants and the RRM deletion con- 
struct (MAC-RBM41-(1–258)) did not. The Q352A mutant 
likely retains some residual binding for U12 snRNP, as the 
BioID signal with U11 / U12-31K was reduced but not com- 
pletely eliminated (see also Figure 5 E). Additionally, the loss 
of the RBM41 N-terminal domain resulted in a strong inter- 
action with ZRSR2 / 1, which functions in 3 

′ ss recognition of 
U12-type introns. 

A further support for the direct or indirect interaction be- 
tween RBM41 and U11 / U12-31K within the U12 mono- 
snRNP is obtained from glycerol gradient centrifugation 

which shows that RBM41 and U11 / U12-31K proteins cosed- 
iment in the same U12 mono-snRNP fractions (Figure 4 A, 
lanes 8–9). Similarly, co-IP experiments show that the en- 
dogenous U11 / U12-31K is preferentially associated with U12 

snRNA, unlike the U11 / U12-65K which shows an even co-IP 

efficiency for both U11 and U12 snRNAs (Figure 4 D, cf. lanes 
3 and 6). Association of the U11 / U12-31K with the mono- 
snRNP is consistent with direct recognition of 2 

′ -O- methy- 
lated A8 residue of the U12 snRNA ( 60 ). Conversely, the in- 
verted co-IP pattern with U11-48K and U11-59K is consistent 
with their role as components of both U11 mono-snRNP and 

the U11 / U12 di-snRNP (Figure 4 D, lanes 4 and 5). Together, 
our RIP, glycerol gradient and BioID data show that RBM41 

https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae070#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae070#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae070#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae070#supplementary-data
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and U11 / U12-65K partition into distinct snRNP complexes 
and are likely to play distinct roles within the minor 
spliceosome. 

RBM41 interacts with DHX8 and localizes to Cajal 
bodies 

One of the top BioID proximity-labeling hits of MAC- 
RBM41-WT was the DEAH-box RNA helicase DHX8 (Fig- 
ure 5 A, Supplementary Table S4 ). The interaction with 

DHX8 was dependent on the highly conserved N-terminal 
region of RBM41, while the RRM mutations and deletion 

of the RRM had no effect. In contrast, no interaction of 
U11 / U12-65K with DHX8 was detected in BioID analysis. 
The DHX8:RBM41 interaction was also reported in a re- 
cently published reciprocal DHX8 BioID dataset ( 61 ). To val- 
idate these findings, we carried out co-immunoprecipitation 

experiments in Flp-In™ T-REx™ 293 cell lines expressing V5- 
RBM41 or V5-65K (Figure 5 B). Consistent with BioID, V5- 

RBM41 co-immunoprecipitated DHX8, while close to back- 
ground levels of DHX8 were detected in V5-65K immuno- 
precipitates. Furthermore, both V5-RBM41 and V5-65K co- 
immunoprecipitated the U11 / U12-31K protein at similar lev- 
els, consistent with U11 / U12-31K associating with both the 
U12 mono-snRNP and the U11 / U12 di-snRNP. Although not 
detected in BioID, Sm proteins were detected in both V5- 
RBM41 and V5-65K immunoprecipitates. In contrast, the 
U11 snRNP and U11 / U12 di-snRNP-associated U11-48K 

and U11-59K proteins were only detected in V5-65K IPs. 
DHX8 has not been shown to function in the minor spliceo- 

some. In the major spliceosome, it is recruited before exon 

ligation, during the transition from C to C* complex ( 62 ), 
and drives the P-to-ILS1 transition presumably by pulling on 

the ligated exon, leading to its release and dissociation of at 
least nine proteins ( 63 ). We thus hypothesized that RBM41 

could have a function in the late stages of minor splicing, pos- 
sibly in the post-catalytic complexes. To test the association 

of RBM41 and DHX8 with late-stage minor spliceosomes, we 

https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae070#supplementary-data
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carried out a RIP experiment in HEK293 cells transfected with 

V5-RBM41, V5-RBM41 mutant and truncation constructs 
(F354A, 1–258 and 259–413), or V5-tagged DHX8 carrying a 
helicase mutation (K594A) that stalls splicing in the P complex 

stage ( 14 ,64 ; Figure 5 C). V5-65K and V5-31K were analyzed 

as controls for U11 / U12 proteins. As DHX8 associates with 

post-branching spliceosomes, we used RT-PCR across branch 

sites ( 65 ,66 ) to detect U2-type and U12-type lariat interme- 
diates and excised intron lariats in the immunoprecipitates. 

V5-DHX8-K594A co-immunoprecipitated both U2-type and 

U12-type lariats from the same genes (Figure 5 C, lane 15), 
suggesting that DHX8 functions in both spliceosomes. In con- 
trast, RBM41 preferentially co-immunoprecipitated U12-type 
but not U2-type intron lariats (Figure 5 C, lane 11). Similar 
results were obtained when RIP was carried out using an an- 
tibody against the endogenous RBM41 protein (Figure 5 D). 
While U11 / U12-65K did not co-IP any lariats (Figure 5 C, 
lane 17), the U11 / U12-31K showed variable and low levels of 
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lariat co-IP (Figure 5 C, lane 16), suggesting that RBM41 

BioID hits for DHX8 and U11 / U12-31K may be originating 
from two separate complexes. 

Another major interactor of MAC-RBM41-WT in our 
BioID data was coilin (Figure 5 E, Supplementary Table S4 ), 
a key scaffolding protein and widely used marker for Ca- 
jal bodies. Consistently, we found that endogenous RBM41 

localizes to Cajal bodies, as shown by colocalization with 

coilin-GFP in HEK293 cells (Figure 5 F). While U11 / U12- 
65K also interacted with coilin, the nuclear bodies labeled 

by the anti-RBM41 antibody did not colocalize with endoge- 
nous U11 / U12-65K ( Supplementary Figure S5 B). This sug- 
gests that U11 / U12-65K enters Cajal bodies only transiently. 
The coilin:RBM41 interaction was dependent on U12 snRNA 

binding, as mutating or deleting the RBM41 RRM reduced or 
completely eliminated the interaction, while MAC-RBM41- 
(259–413) was still able to interact with coilin (Figure 5 E). 
Similarly, anti-HA immunofluorescence staining in BioID 

cell lines detected nuclear bodies in cells expressing MAC- 
RBM41-WT, but not in cells expressing any of the RBM41 

RRM mutants or MAC-RBM41-(1–258) ( Supplementary 
Figure S5 A). This suggests that RBM41 localizes to Cajal bod- 
ies in an RNA binding-dependent manner. 

RBM41 is not essential for cell viability but affects 

the splicing of a subset of U12-type introns 

To assess the effect of RBM41 loss on the splicing of the 
U12-type introns, we generated several independent RBM41 

full knockout lines with HEK293 cells using CRISPR-Cas9 

editing. The loss of functional RBM41 loci in each of the 
three X chromosomes in HEK293 cells was confirmed by 
Sanger sequencing and western blot analyses (Figure 6 A; 
Supplementary Figure S6 ). The knockout cells were not only 
viable, but the loss of RBM41 did not lead to any noticeable 
growth phenotypes. This is consistent with the earlier inves- 
tigations on human essentialomes that consistently indicated 

that RBM41 locus is not essential for the cell viability ( 67 ,68 ). 
To analyze the effects of RBM41 knockout on splicing we 

carried out RNAseq analysis of three independent knockout 
cell lines and matching unedited lines. Subsequent bioinfor- 
matics analysis concentrated on U12-type intron retention 

and alternative / cryptic splice site activation with the U12-type 
intron containing genes. Intron retention analysis revealed 

weak splicing defects in the knockout cell lines for a small 
subset of genes (14 genes), such as the NOL11 (Figure 6 C; 
Supplementary Table S6 ), but also identified 15 genes that in- 
stead showed the opposite, that is, a reduction in the read lev- 
els mapping to the U12-type introns ( Supplementary Table 
S6 ). Additionally, we investigated alternative splice donor 
(AD), splice acceptor (AA) and core exon (CE) usage. We fur- 
ther focused on the events within the U12-type introns and the 
surrounding exons and introns as these are the potential di- 
rect targets of RBM41 knockdown. We detected a total of 37 

statistically significant alternative splicing events in 26 genes, 
as several genes showed multiple AS events being activated 

as a result of RBM41 knockout ( Supplementary Table S7 ). 
Of these, the most notable were the ∼3-fold enrichment in 

alternative 3 

′ ss (AA) usage (Figures 6 B–D; P = 3.4 × 10 

−6 , 
hypergeometric test) and the 1.7-fold reduction in core exon 

(CE) events (Figures 6 B–D; P = 1.2 × 10 

−4 , hypergeometric 
test) when compared to the alternative splicing events detected 

in genes containing only major introns. Notably, most of the 

identified alternative 3 

′ ss events (13 / 18) affected the U12- 
type intron 3 

′ ss choice ( Supplementary Table S6 ), suggesting 
that the loss of RBM41 has a weak, but nevertheless statisti- 
cally significant effect on the splicing of a subset of U12-type 
introns. 

Discussion 

In this work, we have expanded the repertoire of unique pro- 
tein components specific to minor spliceosome by provid- 
ing evidence that RBM41 functions in post-splicing steps of 
the minor spliceosome assembly / disassembly cycle. RBM41 

shows a similar phylogenetic co-evolution pattern as several 
other minor spliceosome components (Figure 1 E) and it has 
earlier been annotated as a paralog of the U11 / U12-65K pro- 
tein, due to the highly similar C-terminal RRMs found in 

the two proteins. Here, we show that the C-terminal RRM 

of RBM41 binds to the 3 

′ -terminal stem-loops of U12 and 

U6atac snRNAs both in vitro and in vivo . Compared to the 
U11 / U12-65K C-terminal RRM, RBM41 has approximately 
2 × lower affinity to its RNA ligands. We further show that un- 
like U11 / U12-65K, which is a component of the U11 / U12 di- 
snRNP , RBM41 associates with a distinct U12 mono-snRNP. 
Both U12 mono-snRNP and U11 / U12 di-snRNP complexes 
have been described previously ( 11 , 20 , 69 ), but the function 

or composition of the U12 mono-snRNP has not been stud- 
ied further. Here, our ultracentrifugation and BioID analy- 
sis provides evidence that the U12 mono-snRNP is a distinct 
functional complex in the minor spliceosome and contains, in 

addition to RBM41, the U11 / U12-31K (ZCRB1) protein as 
the specific protein components. Additionally, we show that 
RBM41 associates specifically with excised U12-type intron 

lariats and uses its unique N-terminal domain to interact with 

the DHX8 helicase, and likely cycles through the Cajal bod- 
ies. Together, our data suggests that the two paralogous pro- 
teins have distinct functions in U12-type intron splicing with 

U11 / U12-65K functioning in the early steps of U12-type in- 
tron recognition and RBM41 in the post-splicing steps and 

during minor spliceosome disassembly (Figure 7 ). 
Our results highlight the role of the 3 

′ stem-loop of U12 

snRNA in the minor spliceosome assembly-disassembly cycle. 
The significance of the 5 

′ end of the U12 snRNA has long 
been recognized due to its function in the BPS recognition 

and the interactions with the U6atac snRNA in the catalytic 
core of the minor spliceosome ( 70 ). In contrast, the 3 

′ -terminal 
stem-loop of the U12 snRNA has appeared as a static binding 
site for the U11 / U12-65K protein, necessary for the forma- 
tion of the U11 / U12 di-snRNP. Our identification of RBM41 

binding to the 3 

′ -terminal stem–loop during minor spliceo- 
some disassembly suggests more dynamic recognition events 
where the 3 

′ -terminal stem-loop serves as a platform for the 
two paralogous proteins which guide the U12 snRNA though 

the minor spliceosome assembly and disassembly cycle. The 
previously characterized steps include the recognition of the 
3 

′ -terminal stem–loop of the U12 snRNA by the U11 / U12- 
65K protein, which uses its N-terminus to interact with the 
U11-59K protein ( 22 ) to form the U11 / U12 di-snRNP, which 

in turn is necessary for the U12-type intron recognition ( 12 ). 
Furthermore, during the formation of the catalytically active 
spliceosome (B 

act complex) the U11 / U12-65K protein remain 

attached to the B 

act complex (presumably to the 3 

′ -terminal 
stem-loop), while U11 snRNP and all the other specific 
protein components of the di-snRNP are released from the 

https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae070#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae070#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae070#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae070#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae070#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae070#supplementary-data
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Validation of the THOC2 and TCTN1 alternative splicing changes using a set of three independent RBM41 knockout cell lines and their matching controls. 

activated spliceosome ( 8 ). Our data indicate that later in the 
splicing process there is an exchange in the 3 

′ -terminal stem- 
loop binding partner from U11 / U12-65K to RBM41 which 

can be detected in post-splicing complexes containing excised 

minor intron lariats, and which is also in close proximity 
with the DHX8 / hPrp22 helicase. Together these results sug- 
gest that RBM41 is present in the minor spliceosome post cat- 
alytic (P) and intron lariat spliceosome (ILS) complexes. Fur- 

thermore, proximity labeling of Cajal body marker coilin (Fig- 
ure 5 E; ( 61 ) and co-localization of RBM41 and coilin in Ca- 
jal bodies (Figure 5 F, Supplementary Figure S5 ) suggests that 
RBM41 remains bound to the U12 snRNA during the entire 
spliceosome disassembly process and follows the snRNA to 

the Cajal body. This is the likely location for a new round 

of assembly of the U11 / U12 di-snRNP complex. The associ- 
ation of U11 / U12-31K with both the U12 mono-snRNP and 

https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae070#supplementary-data
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Figure 7. A model of the dynamic e x changes betw een RBM41 and 65K binding to U12 snRNA during the splicing cy cle. In the U11 / U12 di-snRNP, the 
3 ′ -terminal stem-loop is bound by U11 / U12-65K, which mediates the connection between the U11 and U12 snRNPs. U11 / U12-65K likely remains bound 
to the stem-loop throughout minor spliceosome assembly and activation but is e x changed f or RBM41 during or after the cat alytic steps of splicing . After 
spliceosome disassembly, RBM41 remains bound to the post-spliceosomal U12 mono-snRNP and accompanies it to Cajal bodies. During U11 / U12 
di-snRNP recycling, which likely takes place in Cajal bodies, RBM41 is again replaced by U11 / U12-65K at the 3 ′ -terminal stem-loop. 

U11 / U12 di-snRNP (Figures 4 A, C, D) suggests that it remains 
bound with U12 snRNA ( 60 ) in the new round of U11 / U12 

di-snRNP assembly initiated by the exchange from RBM41 to 

U11 / U12-65K. 
RBM41 and U11 / U12-65K proteins interact with both U12 

and U6atac 3 

′ terminal stem-loops in vitro and in vivo . How- 
ever, the U12 interactions appear more significant, given the 
sensitivity of U12-type intron splicing to mutations in the U12 

single-stranded loop and the insensitivity to U6atac loop mu- 
tations ( 27 ,71 ). Furthermore, an 84C > U mutation that com- 
promises the U12 3 

′ -terminal stem-loop integrity leads to early 
onset cerebellar ataxia due to overtrimming of the 3 

′ -terminal 
stem-loop which removes the binding site of the U11 / U12- 
65K and RBM41 proteins ( 36 ,72 ). Similarly, the U11 / U12- 
65K P474T mutation associated with isolated growth hor- 
mone deficiency has been shown to reduce the U11 / U12 di- 
snRNP levels due to a folding defect of the U11 / U12-65K 

C-RRM, which reduces its affinity to the 3 

′ -terminal stem- 
loop ( 24 ,25 ). However, in that case the potential additional 
effects on U6atac binding in vivo or on the recycling of the 
U12 snRNA have not been ruled out. 

Our data portrays a somewhat conflicting view on the sig- 
nificance of the RBM41 and the need for a specific protein 

factor(s) for the minor spliceosome disassembly process. The 
strong sequence conservation observed with the domains of 
RBM41 that interact either with the U12 snRNA or DHX8 

( Supplementary Figure S2 ) suggests a strong selection pressure 
at the organismal level to maintain these interactions. This is 
reflected in phylogenetic co-occurrence in multiple evolution- 
ary lineages (Figure 1 E), though we note that the locus encod- 
ing RBM41 is more frequently absent in multiple evolutionary 
lineages than several other components of the minor spliceo- 

some. On the other hand, both our knockout data (Figure 6 A) 
and data from essentialomes ( 67 ,68 ) indicate that RBM41 is 
dispensable at least at the cellular level. Based on the weak, 
yet statistically significant effects of RBM41 knockout in hu- 
man HEK293 cells specifically on 3 

′ ss selection of U12-type 
introns (Figure 6 B–D), we hypothesize that while RBM41 is 
dispensable at the cellular level, it may nevertheless be able to 

exert a weak kinetic effect on splicing in addition to later par- 
ticipating in the disassembly process. The effect on 3 

′ ss choice 
is similar to that observed after major spliceosome catalytic 
step II factor knockdowns, which similarly influence the 3 

′ ss 
choice, particularly with NA GNA G introns ( 73 ), further sug- 
gesting that the exchange from the U11 / U12-65K to RBM41 

may take place prior to step II. However, given that our BioID 

analysis did not provide supporting evidence for this possibil- 
ity, it is also possible that the exchange from U11 / U12-65K 

to RBM41 takes place at a later step and the effects on mi- 
nor intron splicing are secondary effects of downstream pro- 
cesses being disturbed. Finally, while RBM41 protein is not 
absolutely needed for cell viability or splicing in the highly 
proliferative cell types used in essentialome and our knock- 
out studies, it may provide selective advantage in specific cell 
types or in the context of whole organisms to account for the 
observed evolutionary conservation. 

RBM41 may also play a role in substituting structures 
or interactions that are present in the major but not in the 
minor spliceosome. Specifically, the human minor B 

act com- 
plex lacks several key protein components that are present 
in the major B 

act complex. These include NTC complex pro- 
teins (PRPF19, SPF27 and SYF1), NTR complex proteins 
(BUD31 and RBM22), SF3a complex, and phosphoprotein 

isomerases (PPIL1 and CypE). Conversely, the minor B 

act 

https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae070#supplementary-data
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complex contains four unique proteins RBM48, ARMC7, 
SCNM1 and CRIPT that are not present in the major B 

act 

complex ( 8 , 30 , 31 ). At least a subset of these differences in pro- 
tein composition can be explained by the presence of distinct 
snRNA components in the two spliceosomes which influences 
the availability of the specific RNA elements for the binding of 
protein factors. For example, U6atac snRNA lacks the 5 

′ stem- 
loop structure which is present in U6 snRNA and recognized 

by the BUD31 and RBM22 proteins in major B 

act complex. 
Instead, in minor B 

act these proteins are replaced by RBM48 

and ARMC7 proteins binding to the γ-monomethyl cap of 
U6atac snRNA ( 8 ). Similarly, as the U11 / U12 di-snRNP lacks 
the SF3a complex ( 19 ) that is present both in the 17S U2 

snRNP and the major B 

act complex ( 74 ,75 ), the functions of 
SF3a in minor B 

act has been taken over by the SCNM1, a 
unique protein component of the minor spliceosome ( 8 ). In 

this respect the absence of CypE and SYF1 from the minor 
B 

act ( 8 ) is intriguing as those are loaded to major B 

act and 

are later involved in post-spliceosomal complex transitions 
( 63 ,64 ). From the available limited structural information, we 
hypothesize that there may be similar differences in the post- 
spliceosomal complex composition between the two spliceo- 
somes such that RBM41 may substitute some of the major 
spliceosome structures and / or interactions that are missing 
from the minor spliceosome. Testing of this hypothesis would 

require similar high-resolution structures of the post-splicing 
minor spliceosome complexes that are available for the major 
spliceosome. 

Unique protein components in the minor spliceosome can 

also offer potential opportunities for differential regulation of 
the two spliceosomes. Given the function of RBM41 in the 
post-splicing complexes, the regulation of minor intron splic- 
ing via RBM41 abundance or activity is unlikely. However, 
earlier work has nevertheless provided evidence of transla- 
tional regulation of RBM41 via differential 3 

′ UTR isoform 

usage ( 76 ), particularly during neuronal development ( 77 ). 
As the abundance of U11 / U12-65K is also regulated by a 
feedback / cross-regulation pathway, particularly during neu- 
ronal differentiation ( 78 ,79 ), it is possible that the cellular lev- 
els of RBM41 protein are similarly linked to the abundance 
of minor spliceosome components or to global regulation of 
mRNA processing pathways. 
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A B S T R A C T   

Acute intoxication with organophosphate (OP) cholinesterase inhibitors poses a significant public health risk. 
While currently approved medical countermeasures can improve survival rates, they often fail to prevent chronic 
neurological damage. Therefore, there is need to develop effective therapies and quantitative metrics for 
assessing OP-induced brain injury and its rescue by these therapies. In this study we used a rat model of acute 
intoxication with the OP, diisopropylfluorophosphate (DFP), to test the hypothesis that T2 measures obtained 
from brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans provide quantitative metrics of brain injury and therapeutic 
efficacy. Adult male Sprague Dawley rats were imaged on a 7T MRI scanner at 3, 7 and 28 days post-exposure to 
DFP or vehicle (VEH) with or without treatment with the standard of care antiseizure drug, midazolam (MDZ); a 
novel antiseizure medication, allopregnanolone (ALLO); or combination therapy with MDZ and ALLO (DUO). 
Our results show that mean T2 values in DFP-exposed animals were: (1) higher than VEH in all volumes of in-
terest (VOIs) at day 3; (2) decreased with time; and (3) decreased in the thalamus at day 28. Treatment with 
ALLO or DUO, but not MDZ alone, significantly decreased mean T2 values relative to untreated DFP animals in 
the piriform cortex at day 3. On day 28, the DUO group showed the most favorable T2 characteristics. This study 
supports the utility of T2 mapping for longitudinally monitoring brain injury and highlights the therapeutic 
potential of ALLO as an adjunct therapy to mitigate chronic morbidity associated with acute OP intoxication.   

1. Introduction 

Organophosphate (OP) anticholinesterases are among the most 
commonly used pesticides worldwide (Bouchard et al., 2010; Voorhees 
et al., 2017; Kumar et al., 2018), and self-poisoning with OP pesticides is 
one of the most prevalent means of suicide in low- and middle-income 
countries, with an estimated hundreds of thousands of deaths globally 
per year between 2010 and 2014 (Gunnell et al., 2007; Mew et al., 
2017). Additionally, OP nerve agents are a significant threat to public 

health due to their ongoing use by militaries and terrorist groups (Tu, 
2007; John et al., 2018; Nepovimova and Kuca, 2020; Young and 
Watson, 2020). 

Acute intoxication with OPs inhibits acetylcholinesterase, which 
normally functions to terminate acetylcholine-mediated neurotrans-
mission, resulting in hyperactivation of cholinergic receptors at central 
and peripheral synapses throughout the body (Sidell and Borak, 1992; 
Marrs, 1993). This manifests clinically as autonomic, somatic, and 
central nervous system dysfunction, including status epilepticus (SE), 
defined as a life-threatening seizure lasting more than 5 min (Todorovic 
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et al., 2012). The long-term neurologic consequences observed in in-
dividuals who survive acute OP intoxication include acquired epilepsy, 
cognitive dysfunction, and changes in brain structure that develop in 
weeks to months following intoxication (Yamasue et al., 2007; Chen, 
2012; Tsai and Lein, 2021). 

Studies of rat models of acute intoxication with the OP diisopro-
pylfluorophosphate (DFP) have demonstrated neurotoxic effects similar 
to those observed in humans acutely intoxicated with OP nerve agents 
(Pouliot et al., 2016), including parasympathetic signs, muscle twitch-
ing, acute seizure activity that rapidly progresses to SE, and subsequent 
chronic morbidities. These morbidities include progressive neuropa-
thology, spontaneous recurrent seizures, and impaired cognitive func-
tion (Sisó et al., 2017; Guignet et al., 2020). Improved control of acute 
seizure activity has shown promise for reducing the severity of the 
long-term consequences of OP intoxication in rat models (Tattersall, 
2009). However, current standard of care for OP-induced SE, the 
benzodiazepine, midazolam (MDZ) (Lowenstein and Alldredge, 1998), 
shows minimal benefit in this regard even when administered within an 
optimal therapeutic window (e.g., within minutes of exposure) (Fig-
ueiredo et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2018; Dhir et al., 2020; Supasai et al., 
2020). Adjunct therapy with the neurosteroid, allopregnanolone 
(ALLO), in combination with MDZ, has shown promise, demonstrating 
attenuation of brain injury following acute OP intoxication as assessed 
by histology (Lumley et al., 2019; Reddy, 2019; Dhir et al., 2020). 
Histological methods for evaluating brain injury, however, do not allow 
for repeated measurements within the same animal longitudinally, 
thereby precluding the study of pathologic progression. In contrast, in 
vivo imaging methods permit longitudinal studies to evaluate the evo-
lution of neuropathology and the efficacy of therapeutic candidates. 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) permits non-invasive monitoring 
of brain pathology. The spin-spin relaxation time (T2), a fundamental 
property of hydrogen nuclei, measures the decay of net magnetization in 
the transverse plane. Tissue T2 values are sensitive to changes in free 
water and absolute quantification of T2, represented as parametric T2 
maps, has been shown to be a reliable and reproducible metric across a 
range of scanning environments (Deoni, 2010; Liachenko and Ramu, 
2017). To date, T2 mapping has been utilized in rodent models of acute 
OP intoxication (Bhagat, Yusuf A.; Obenaus, André; Hamilton, Murray 
G.; Kendall, 2001; Bhagat et al., 2005; Gullapalli et al., 2010; Shrot et al., 
2012, 2015; Lee et al., 2020); however, these studies primarily focused 
on identifying initial pathology. There is a paucity of data characterizing 

changes in T2 beyond the first few days of OP intoxication or evaluating 
its efficacy for monitoring long-term therapeutic response. 

In this paper we evaluated longitudinal T2 mapping as a noninvasive 
means to assess the impact of acute DFP intoxication over the first month 
in a rat model. Furthermore, we assessed the ability of T2 mapping to 
quantify the response to anti-seizure treatments, namely MDZ, ALLO, 
and the combination of MDZ and ALLO (DUO). 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Animals and acute DFP intoxication paradigm 

Adult male Sprague Dawley rats (250–280 g; n = 49; Charles River 
Laboratories, Hollister, California) were housed individually in standard 
plastic cages under controlled environmental conditions (22 ± 2 ◦C, 
40%–50% humidity) with a normal 12 h light/dark cycle and ad libitum 
access to food and water. Since these studies were based on previous 
observations (Dhir et al., 2020) that examined the effects of MDZ and 
ALLO alone or in combination on acute seizure activity in male rats 
following acute intoxication with DFP, only male rats were used in the 
current study. All animal experiments were approved by the University 
of California at Davis Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee with 
attention to minimizing distress and discomfort. 

Prior to any exposures, a random number generator was used to 
randomize rats into vehicle control (VEH) vs. DFP-intoxicated groups 
with the software designed to yield a greater number of DFP animals 
than VEH animals, in part to account for historical observations that 
10–20% of DFP rats in any given cohort will either not develop SE or will 
die during the 24 h post-exposure. A smaller number of VEH relative to 
DFP animals were also selected based on the lower intra- and inter- 
animal variation in imaging metrics observed within VEH controls 
(Supplemental Fig. S9) as previously demonstrated in this animal model 
(Hobson et al., 2017). Rats were injected with DFP (4 mg/kg, s. c., purity 
90% ± 7% as determined by [1H]-NMR (Sigma Chemical Company, St 
Louis, MO)), diluted in 300 μl of sterile, ice-cold, phosphate-buffered 
saline (PBS, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.2); VEH rats were injected with an 
equivalent volume of PBS alone. Approximately 1 min following the first 
injection, all animals received atropine sulfate (2 mg/kg, i. m., purity 
≥97%, Sigma Chemical Company) and pralidoxime (2-PAM, 25 mg/kg, 
i. m., purity ≥97%, Sigma Chemical Company) (Sisó et al., 2017; 
Guignet et al., 2020). This protocol was shown to increase survival rate 
in rats acutely intoxicated with DFP (Li et al., 2011; Bruun et al., 2019). 
Following DFP or vehicle administration, animals were scored for 
seizure behavior at 5 min intervals for the first 2 h and 20 min intervals 
between 2 and 4 h post-DFP intoxication using a previously described 
modified Racine scale (Deshpande et al., 2010). This scale ranges from 1 
to 5, with 5 indicating severe seizure behavior. Criterion for each score 
were: 1- Salivation, Lacrimation, Urination and Defecation (SLUD); 2- 
Tremors/Wet dog shakes; 3- Forelimb Clonus; 4- Rearing of torso; and 5- 
Forelimb and Hindlimb Clonus. 

At 40 min post-DFP intoxication, DFP rats that achieved consecutive 
seizure scores ≥3 during the first 40 min post-exposure were random-
ized using a random number generator into one of three treatment 
groups: 1) DFP rats that did not receive any anti-seizure medication, 2) 
DFP rats treated with MDZ (1.8 mg/kg, i. m.), 3) DFP rats treated with 
ALLO (24 mg/kg, i. m.), and 4) DFP rats treated with combined MDZ 
(1.8 mg/kg, i. m.) + ALLO (24 mg/kg, i. m.) hereafter referred to as the 
DUO group. A schematic of the injection protocol and treatment groups 
is shown in Fig. 1. 

2.2. Magnetic resonance imaging 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans were performed 3, 7 and 28 
days after DFP intoxication or vehicle injection. Scans were acquired on 
a 7T preclinical MR scanner (Biospec 70/30, Bruker Biospin MRI, 
Ettlingen, Germany) equipped with a 116-mm internal diameter B- 

Abbreviations 

(AIC) Akaike information criterion 
(ALLO) allopregnanolone 
(CI) confidence interval 
(DFP) diisopropylfluorophosphate 
(TE) echo time 
(FDR) false discovery rate 
(FOV) field of view 
(GMR) geometric mean ratio 
(H&E) hematoxylin-eosin 
(MRI) magnetic resonance imaging 
(MDZ) midazolam 
(MSME) multi-slice multi-echo 
(OP) organophosphate 
(SE) status epilepticus 
(VEH) vehicle 
(VOIs) volumes of interest 
(RARE) rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement 
(SLUD) Salivation, Lacrimation, Urination and Defecation 
(TR) repetition time  
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GA12S gradient (450 mT/m, 4500 T/m/s), a 72-mm internal diameter 
linear transmit coil, and a four-channel, rat-brain phased array in cross 
coil configuration for signal reception. Animals were anesthetized with 
isoflurane/O2 (Piramal Healthcare, Bethlehem PA), 2.0–3.0% vol/vol 
for 3–5 min, and then placed head-first prone in the MR scanner where 
they received 1.0–2.0%vol/vol of anesthesia. A stereotactic head holder 
consisting of a bite bar and ear canal bars was used to minimize motion 
during scanning. For the duration of the scanning, temperature and 
respiration rate were monitored (Small Animal Instruments, Inc., Stony 
Brook, NY), and anesthesia and delivery of warm air to the scanner bore 
were modulated to ensure that a body temperature of 37 ◦C and respi-
ration rate of 50–70 breaths/min were maintained. Images were ac-
quired using Paravision 5.1 (Bruker BioSpin MRI, Ettlingen, Germany). 

The scanning paradigm included a localizer, followed by a multi- 
slice T2-weighted, rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement 
(RARE) sequence for anatomic reference. Axial images were collected 
using the following parameters: repetition time (TR) = 6250 ms, echo 
time (TE) = 33 ms; RARE factor = 8; averages = 4; field-of-view (FOV) 
= 35.0 × 25.0 × 29.5 mm3, with a matrix size of 280 × 200 in plane and 
59 slices in total, resulting in a resolution of 0.125 × 0.125 mm2 in-plane 
and a slice thickness of 0.500 mm, spanning approximately − 11.25 
mm–18.25 mm Bregma. Lastly, a multi-slice multi-echo (MSME) pulse 
sequence was used to generate T2 maps with 15 echoes equally spaced 
by 10 ms from 10 to 150 ms. The MSME sequence had a TR of 1500 ms; 
FOV of 35.0 × 25.0 × 13.0 mm3; in-plane matrix size of 140 × 100; and 
9 slices along the z direction; in-plane resolution of 0.25 × 0.25 mm2, 
slice thickness of 1.00 mm and slice gap of 0.50 mm, spanning 
approximately − 10 mm–3 mm Bregma. At the time of data acquisition, 
scan geometry was set to align the slice coordinates of the T2-weighted 
data with the slice coordinates of the T2 maps. As a result, the T2- 
weighted and MSME data were inherently co-registered. Total imaging 
time for each rat was approximately 40 min when also accounting for 
animal setup and data acquisition. Positron emission tomography (PET) 
data were also acquired on the same days as MRI. PET scans were 30 min 
in duration and those data are the subject of a separate manuscript and, 
therefore, will not be discussed further in this article. 

2.3. Regional delineation 

Five volumes of interest (VOIs) that encompassed the piriform 

cortex, amygdala, hippocampus, dorsolateral thalamus and medial 
thalamus were delineated from the brain scans, as these brain regions 
have previously been demonstrated to exhibit pathological changes 
following acute DFP intoxication (Hobson et al., 2017; Guignet et al., 
2020). The VOIs were manually segmented on T2-weighted, axial images 
by individuals with experience in analyzing rat brain images and then 
reviewed and confirmed by an expert in rat brain anatomy using AMIRA 
6.0 software (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). The VOIs are 
illustrated in Fig. 2. Atlas-based segmentation, including non-linear 
warping, was not performed, as the marked brain atrophy observed in 
this model (Hobson et al., 2017) produces sub-optimal results. Seg-
mentation was guided by the Paxinos and Watson’s atlas of the rat brain 
(Paxinos, George; Watson, 2007). Where possible, image derived 
anatomic boundaries such as the skull, white matter tracts, and vascu-
lature were utilized as anatomic landmarks. When unavailable, such as 
between portions of the piriform cortex and amygdala, region bound-
aries were approximated using the atlas. The axial extents of VOIs, listed 
as “start/end distance from Bregma” in mm are as follows: amygdala, 
− 2.0/-4.0; hippocampus, − 2.0/6.0; piriform cortex, 0.0/-3.5; thalamus 
(medial and dorsolateral) − 1.5/5.0, and were selected to overlap known 
areas of OP-induced neuropathology (Sisó et al., 2017), and avoid any 
susceptibility or motion artifacts. 

2.4. Creation of T2 maps 

The MRI scans were cropped using a center-of-mass algorithm to 
remove extracerebral anatomy and reduce computation time (MATLAB 
and Statistics Toolbox Release, 2012b; The MathWorks Inc., Natick, 
MA). The software code for image cropping and T2 map calculation is 
available on GitHub (https://github.com/ajchaudhari/T2-mapping). 

To generate the T2 maps, a mono-exponential curve fit was per-
formed voxel-wise on the intensity vs. TE curves over the 15 TEs ac-
cording to the equation: 

M = M0e
− TE
T2 + f  

where M is the signal intensity, M0 is the equilibrium magnetization, and 
f is a constant offset/y-intercept. From the T2 map, the mean, standard 
deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of T2 values in each VOI were calcu-
lated. This voxel-wise method is used as the primary method of analysis. 

Fig. 1. Schematic showing the diisopropylfluorophosphate (DFP) intoxication paradigm design and study timeline, with the number of animals imaged from each 
group: vehicle (VEH), DFP with no anti-seizure treatment, midazolam (MDZ), allopregnanolone (ALLO) and the MDZ + ALLO combination (DUO) at each timepoint 
(days 3, 7 and 28) (bottom right). The table indicates the cohorts of imaged animals per treatment group (rows), and the timepoints at which data was acquired 
(green shaded boxes). The final row for each treatment (light blue shading) indicates the total number of animals imaged for each treatment group at each timepoint. 
Note that not all animals were imaged at every timepoint. 
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Another method of regional quantification, whereby voxel intensity 
values in each VOI were averaged at each TE, was also explored. A single 
curve fit was then performed on these averaged T2 values over 15 TEs for 
each VOI. This method, referred to as Simplified Regional Quantification, 
was investigated due to its reduced computation time and the results of 
this analysis method are presented in the supplementary material 
(Supplemental Figs. S1 and 2). 

2.5. Statistical analysis 

For all outcomes, which were measured in multiple brain regions and 
across time for the same animals, mixed effects models with robust 
standard errors, including animal-specific random effects, were fit to 
assess differences between groups. These models allow for the inclusion 
of between- (group) and within-animal (timepoint and brain VOI) fac-
tors and can accommodate missing data so that not all animals need to 
have outcomes at all timepoints. Primary factors of interest included 
exposure (VEH, DFP, DFP + MDZ, DFP + ALLO, DFP + DUO), brain VOI 
(piriform cortex, amygdala, hippocampus, dorsolateral thalamus, and 
medial thalamus) and timepoint (3, 7 and 28 days post-exposure). For all 
VOIs, except the medial thalamus, outcomes for the left and right 
hemisphere were averaged. For the mean metric, a log transformation 
after a shift in all values (subtracting 40 from the T2 mean to better meet 
the assumptions of the model without changing the conclusions) 

resulted in better meeting the assumptions of the model. Kurtosis (a 
metric that encompasses the extent of outliers in the T2 value distribu-
tion) and standard deviation of T2 values were transformed using the 
natural logarithm to better meet the assumptions of the model (Groe-
neveld and Meeden, 1984). Interactions between the factors (acute--
intoxication, VOI, timepoint) were considered and the best model was 
chosen using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1974). Con-
trasts for differences between groups, either overall or by VOI or time-
point, were constructed and tested using a Wald test. Comparison of the 
classical likelihood-based standard errors to sandwich standard errors 
that are robust to heteroskedasticity revealed substantial differences for 
one of our outcomes (the transformed T2 mean), indicating the 
likelihood-based AIC method was not trustworthy unless adjustments 
are made for the heteroskedasticy (White, 1980; Ronchetti, 1985). 
Hence, for that model, we relied instead on statistical significance 
testing based on the robust standard errors to decide whether or not to 
include the interaction term. The Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery 
rate (FDR) was used within an outcome measure to account for multiple 
comparisons. Results for mean, standard deviation and kurtosis (log--
transformed outcomes) across VOIs or timepoints are presented as 
geometric mean ratios (GMRs) between groups, while those for skew (a 
measure of asymmetry given by the amount of deviation from a 
Gaussian curve) and Simplified Regional Quantification mean (non--
transformed outcomes) are presented as average differences between 

Fig. 2. Exemplary T2-weighted anatomical scans (left) and corresponding T2 maps (right) of the vehicle control (VEH) (row 1) and diisopropylfluorophosphate (DFP) 
groups (row 2) imaged at day 3 post-DFP intoxication. The volumes of interest (VOIs) are overlaid on a representative T2-weighted MRI axial section (row 3). The 
bilateral VOIs evaluated from the magnetic resonance images (MRI) were the hippocampus (green), dorsolateral thalamus (yellow), medial thalamus (red), amygdala 
(blue) and piriform cortex (pink). 
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groups. All analyses were performed using SAS software, version 9.4 and 
alpha was set at 0.05. A nonparametric one-way ANOVA was run to 
compare averaged seizure scores across groups at 40 min and 4 h. The T2 
values were correlated with seizure severity using the nonparametric 
Spearman correlation test with a two-tailed p-value; multiple tests were 
accounted for using FDR. Comparisons remained statistically significant 
after the FDR correction, unless otherwise stated. 

3. Results 

3.1. Acute DFP intoxication elicited robust seizure behavior and seizure 
score was reduced by antiseizure therapy 

The behavioral seizure score of all DFP-intoxicated animals included 
in the study averaged 2.83 over the first 40 min (n = 44, although note 
that not all animals were imaged at all timepoints). All animals achieved 
consecutive seizure severity scores of 3 or above during the first 40 min, 
indicative of SE (Pouliot et al., 2016; Guignet et al., 2020). At 40 min 
post-DFP, DFP animals were randomized into treatment groups, and 
immediately prior to administration of treatments, no significant dif-
ferences were detected in average seizure scores across treatment 
groups. The mean and 95% confidence intervals (CI) of behavioral 
seizure scores at 40 min for the groups were: DFP: 2.80 [2.63, 2.96], 

MDZ: 2.86 [2.76, 2.97], ALLO: 2.81 [2.62, 3.00], DUO 2.87 [2.72, 3.02]. 
Rats in the ALLO and DUO anti-seizure treatment group exhibited 

mild-to-moderate sedation, including brief loss of righting reflex, but 
remained responsive to tail or toe pinch as reported in previous studies 
(Dhir et al., 2020). Relative to the DFP group that did not receive 
anti-seizure medication, administration of anti-seizure treatments 
significantly reduced average seizure scores from 45 min until 4 h 
post-exposure (MDZ, p < 0.001; ALLO, p = 0.001; DUO, p < 0.001). The 
MDZ group had significantly higher averaged seizure score at 4 h 
post-DFP compared to the DUO (p < 0.001) and ALLO (p = 0.01) groups. 
No significant differences were detected between ALLO and DUO 
groups. The mean and 95% CI for seizure scores measured from 45 min 
to 4 h were: DFP: 2.51 [2.19, 2.82], MDZ: 1.78 [1.43, 2.14], ALLO: 0.76 
[− 0.003, 1.52], DUO: 0.13 [0.07, 0.19]. 

3.2. T2 maps revealed lesions following acute DFP intoxication 

Acute DFP intoxication produced hyperintense lesions on T2 maps in 
locations that included, but were not limited to, the piriform cortex, 
thalamus, amygdala, and hippocampus (Fig. 3). Qualitatively, these 
lesions appeared to be more distinguishable (Fig. 2) on T2 maps 
compared to T2-weighted images, and were most prominent on day 3 
post-intoxication. Relative to day 3, lesions detected on days 7 and 28 

Fig. 3. Reconstructed voxel-wise T2 parametric maps depicted brain injury following acute diisopropylfluorophosphate (DFP) intoxication that is modified by 
intervention with anti-seizure medication. Red arrows indicate hyperintensities consistent with edema, while green arrows indicate hypointensities suggestive of 
magnetic susceptibility consistent with previously reported mineralization at later timepoints. 
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generally demonstrated reduced intensity, extent, and prevalence. At 
the 28-day timepoint, hypointensites were noted in the thalami and 
hippocampi of animals in the DFP group, consistent with signal loss due 
to magnetic susceptibility (Fig. 3). 

3.3. Region- and time-dependent changes were observed in mean T2 
values following acute DFP intoxication 

Acute DFP intoxication resulted in a significant increase in mean T2 
values (Table 1) when compared to the VEH group across all VOIs on day 
3 (p < 0.001) (Fig. 4, Table 2). This increase diminished with time, 
consistent with the visual appearance of lesions. The increased mean T2 
values observed in the DFP group on day 3 persisted in the piriform 
cortex (p = 0.003) until day 7 (Fig. 4). However, mean T2 values in the 
medial and dorsolateral thalamus (p < 0.001) were significantly 
reduced when compared to the VEH group on day 28 (Fig. 4). 

3.4. MDZ significantly altered DFP-induced changes in mean T2 values on 
day 3 but not on days 7 and 28 

The MDZ group displayed significantly lower mean T2 values 
compared to the DFP group in the hippocampus (p = 0.003), medial 
thalamus (p = 0.004) and dorsolateral thalamus (p = 0.001) on day 3. 
There were no significant differences compared to the DFP group on day 
7. At day 28, the MDZ group had lower mean T2 values compared to the 
DFP group in the amygdala (p = 0.002) (Fig. 5, Table 2). 

3.5. T2 mapping demonstrated therapeutic rescue by DUO 

On day 3, mean T2 values were significantly lower in the DUO (p <
0.002) group across all VOIs compared to the DFP group (Table 1). The 
ALLO group displayed a similar trend of significantly lower T2 values on 
day 3 (p < 0.016), although the difference in the amygdala was no 
longer significant after FDR correction (Fig. 5, Table 2). Mean T2 values 
remained significantly lower in the piriform cortex of the ALLO group on 
day 7 (p = 0.023), but this did not remain significant after FDR 
correction. By contrast, mean T2 values were significantly higher in the 
medial thalamus of the DUO group on days 7 (p = 0.005) and 28 (p =
0.001) and the dorsolateral thalamus (p = 0.001) on day 28 (Fig. 5). 

3.6. The skewness, standard deviation, and kurtosis of T2 values varied 
spatiotemporally 

When comparing the DFP and VEH group, the standard deviation of 
T2 values was significantly higher in the former timepoint on days 3 and 
28 (day 3; p < 0.001 and day 28; p = 0.005); this difference did not 
significantly vary by VOI. Standard deviation of T2 values was lower in 
ALLO and DUO groups in comparison to the DFP group on day 3 (p <

0.001) and day 7 for the DUO group (p = 0.008) (Supplementary Figs. S3 
and 4). 

Skewness of the fitted T2 values varied by VOI and was higher in the 
DFP group compared to the VEH group in the amygdala (p = 0.005) and 
hippocampus (p = 0.007), but lower in the piriform cortex (p = 0.002). 
Skewness of T2 was significantly lower for the MDZ group in the hip-
pocampus (p = 0.003), for the ALLO group in the amygdala (p = 0.004) 
and medial thalamus (p = 0.007) and for the DUO group in the hippo-
campus (p < 0.001) when compared to the DFP group (Supplemental 
Figs. S5 and 6). 

Kurtosis of the T2 values was significantly lower in the piriform 
cortex (p < 0.001) of the DFP group compared to the VEH group. Kur-
tosis of T2 values was also significantly lower in the hippocampus of the 
DUO group (p < 0.001), but significantly higher in the piriform cortex 
(p = 0.002) when compared to the DFP group (Supplemental Figs. S7 
and 8). 

3.7. Seizure scores and mean T2 values 

Seizure scores averaged at 4 h post-DFP intoxication were signifi-
cantly and positively correlated with mean T2 values at day 3 across all 
analyzed brain VOIs (p < 0.02) (Table 3). There was a significant 
negative correlation between this averaged seizure score and mean T2 
values at day 7 in the medial thalamus (rs = − 0.41, p = 0.008) (Sup-
plementary Table S1). A similar significantly negative correlation in T2 
was observed at day 28 in the medial thalamus (rs = -0.62, p < 0.0001) 
and the dorsolateral thalamus (rs = -0.62, p < 0.0001). However, a 
positive correlation was observed between the average seizure score and 
the mean T2 value in the hippocampus at day 28 (rs = 0.39, p = 0.02) 
(Table 4) (Supplemental Figs. S9 and 10). 

4. Discussion 

Our study utilized T2 mapping to quantify MR scans collected 
longitudinally in a rat model of acute DFP intoxication. Our results 
revealed patterns of region-specific and time-dependent changes in T2 
values in brain regions known to be impacted by acute OP intoxication 
(Lemercier et al., 1983; Chen, 2012). Treatment with ALLO, in combi-
nation with MDZ (DUO), significantly attenuated DFP-induced changes 
in T2, highlighting it’s potential in mitigating brain injury following 
acute DFP intoxication. Significant differences in regional mean T2 
values between treatment groups evolved with time, demonstrating the 
advantages of T2 mapping as a non-invasive biomarker for longitudinal 
monitoring of dynamic brain injury from acute OP intoxication and its 
mitigation by therapy. 

Mean T2 values were significantly elevated in the DFP group on day 3 
in all assessed brain VOIs compared to VEH controls. This increase was 
corroborated by the appearance of hyperintense lesions in those VOIs on 

Table 1 
Mean T2 values in milliseconds (ms) along with standard deviation in vehicle controls (VEH), diisopropylfluorophosphate (DFP) animals that received no anti-seizure 
medication and DFP animals that received combined antiseizure medication of midazolam (MDZ) and allopregnanolone (ALLO), referred to as DUO) across the 5 
volumes of interest (VOIs) at the three timepoints; days 3, 7 and 28 post-acute intoxication.  

VOI T2 values (ms) 

VEH DFP DUO 

Day 03 Day 07 Day 28 Day 03 Day 07 Day 28 Day 03 Day 07 Day 28 

Piriform Cortex 58.0 
±4.5 

57.6 
±4.0 

57.1 
±4.1 

71.9 
±9.0 

59.7 
±4.8 

57.1 
±4.8 

58.0 
±3.8 

58.3 
±3.3 

57.2 
±4.6 

Hippocampus 54.1 
±2.8 

54.0 
±3.1 

53.5 
±3.0 

57.3 
±4.7 

54.3 
±3.9 

54.1 
±4.2 

53.8 
±2.9 

54.1 
±3.1 

53.6 
±3.1 

Amygdala 55.4 
±2.9 

55.4 
±2.9 

54.5 
±3.2 

63.6 
±6.5 

55.8 
±3.3 

55.3 
±3.8 

56.5 
±4.1 

56.2 
±3.2 

55.3 
±3.4 

Medial Thalamus 51.6 
±3.5 

51.6 
±3.5 

50.9 
±3.8 

56.8 
±4.9 

51.0 
±3.8 

47.8 
±4.8 

51.7 
±3.7 

52.3 
±3.6 

50.5 
±3.8 

Dorsolateral Thalamus 48.2 
±2.3 

48.0 
±2.5 

47.4 
±2.3 

50.8 
±4.2 

47.8 
±3.0 

46.0 
±3.6 

47.9 
±2.3 

48.0 
±2.2 

47.4 
±2.4  
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the corresponding T2 parametric maps, and suggest that the observed T2 
hyperintensity is the result of cerebral edema (Loubinoux et al., 1997; 
Testylier et al., 2007). Our results are consistent with previous studies of 
rodent models of acute intoxication with the nerve agent soman or the 
pesticide paraoxon (Gullapalli et al., 2010; Shrot et al., 2012, 2015; Lee 
et al., 2020), as well as SE induced by kainic acid (Liachenko et al., 
2015) or lithium-pilocarpine intoxication (Roch et al., 2002; Fabene 
et al., 2003; Duffy et al., 2014; Suleymanova et al., 2016). Specifically, 
consistent with our observations, these published studies noted 
increased T2 values at early stages post-intoxication, which were simi-
larly attributed to edema. 

While correlative histology was not conducted in this study, and is 
thus a limitation, the hyperintense lesions apparent on T2-weighted 
images and T2 maps were highly consistent with regards to visual 
appearance and spatial distribution to lesions detected in previous MRI- 
based assessments of acute OP intoxicated rodent models in mice (Tes-
tylier et al., 2007), rats (Bar-Klein et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2020; Reddy 
et al., 2020), and guinea pigs (Gullapalli et al., 2010). In these studies, T2 
or T2-weighted abnormalities on MR images were mapped onto, or show 
high levels of correlation with, areas of neuronal necrosis (Hobson et al., 
2017; Reddy et al., 2020), neurodegeneration (Gullapalli et al., 2010), 
and neuroinflammation (Hobson et al., 2017) as identified histologi-
cally. This association between lesions on T2 MRI and underlying edema, 
cell death, and inflammation is consistent with the interpretation of T2 
MRI in the broader field of preclinical seizure and epilepsy models 
(Gröhn and Pitkänen, 2007; Liachenko et al., 2015; Reddy et al., 2019). 
Additionally, histological and biochemical assessments of these same 
brain areas in DFP intoxicated rats (Sisó et al., 2017; Kuruba et al., 2018; 
Lee et al., 2020; Supasai et al., 2020) that used hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) 
staining or FluoroJade C staining and immunohistochemical analyses 
detected severe neuronal necrosis, microgliosis, reactive astrogliosis. 
Thus, while the present study utilized longitudinal in vivo MRI rather 
than histological assessment, the data suggest significant underlying 

neuropathology resultant to DFP intoxication. 
At the 7 day timepoint, we observed a reduction in mean T2 values 

relative to day 3 across all VOIs in the DFP group. While the most likely 
explanation of this effect is the attenuation of edema, we acknowledge 
that this normalization may be the result of concurrent mechanisms with 
differential effects on T2. Specifically, increased T2 due to edematous 
processes may coincide with mechanisms driving the decreased T2 
values seen at later timepoints, such as mineralization (discussed 
below). In this regard, we observed a reduction in the standard deviation 
of T2 values at the 7 day timepoint across regions, suggesting the 
attenuation of edema rather than a cancellation of T2 effects due to 
competing mechanisms. This pattern of increased and subsequently 
decreased mean T2 during the first week post-OP intoxication has been 
previously reported (Gullapalli et al., 2010; Shrot et al., 2015) and is 
consistent with the slow restoration of the blood brain barrier (Bar-Klein 
et al., 2017; Bernardino et al., 2023) and may be associated with sub-
siding of vasogenic edema (Carpentier et al., 1990). However, mean T2 
values remained elevated in the piriform cortex on day 7. The persistent 
injury in the piriform cortex may be the result of more severe underlying 
neuropathology that has been previously reported in the piriform cortex 
in animal models of acute OP intoxication (Baille et al., 2005; de Araujo 
Furtado et al., 2012; Sisó et al., 2017) and has been characterized by 
marked reduction in tissue cellularity following pan necrosis and tissue 
liquification. In terms of regional progression of injury beyond 7 days, at 
the 28 day timepoint, T2 values in the amygdala further decreased to 
levels observed in VEH group, suggesting near complete resolution of 
the edematous process. 

The spatiotemporal progression of edema detected by T2 imaging 
following OP intoxication has varied significantly across studies. In a 
guinea pig model of soman intoxication, mean T2 values remained 
elevated at day 7 in the piriform cortex, amygdala and thalami, but 
returned to VEH levels in the hippocampus (Gullapalli et al., 2010). This 
is in partial agreement with our study where mean T2 values at day 7 

Fig. 4. Geometric mean ratios (GMRs) of mean T2 values in diisopropylfluorophosphate (DFP) vs. vehicle (VEH) groups across all timepoints (in days) and in all 5 
volumes of interest (VOIs). Each dot represents the GMR; the bars indicate 95% confidence intervals (VEH: n = 5 and DFP: n = 12). Blue indicates significantly higher 
T2 values in DFP vs. VEH; red, significantly lower T2 values in DFP vs. VEH; and black, no significant difference in T2 values between the DFP and VEH groups. (When 
the confidence interval for the GMR includes 1, there is no statistical evidence of a difference between groups). 

Table 2 
Summary of the differences observed in mean T2 values (ms) in vehicles (VEH) diisopropylfluorophosphate (DFP) animals that received one of the antiseizure 
medication (midazolam (MDZ), allopregnanolone (ALLO) or combined MDZ and ALLO, referred to as DUO) vs. DFP animals that received no anti-seizure medication 
across all timepoints (in days) and in all 5 volumes of interest (VOIs).  

VOI VEH vs DFP MDZ vs DFP ALLO vs DFP DUO vs DFP 

Day 03 Day 07 Day 28 Day 03 Day 07 Day 28 Day 03 Day 07 Day 28 Day 03 Day 07 Day 28 

Piriform Cortex ↓* ↓*     ↓* ↓  ↓*   
Hippocampus ↓*   ↓*   ↓*   ↓*   
Amygdala ↓*     ↓* ↓   ↓*   
Dorsolateral Thalamus ↓*  ↑* ↓*   ↓*   ↓*  ↑* 
Medial Thalamus ↓*  ↑* ↓*   ↓*   ↓* ↑* ↑* 

* indicates p < .05 after FDR. 
Note: Upward arrows indicate increase, while downward arrows indicate decrease. *p < .05 after False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction. 
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remained elevated in the piriform cortex. However, another study of 
acute paraoxon intoxication reported no changes in T2 in any VOI of the 
rat brain at 7 days post-exposure (Shrot et al., 2012). Elevated T2 values 

at timepoints beyond 7 days have also been reported in the lithium 
pilocarpine model of SE that reported elevated T2 values persisting until 
the 30-day timepoint (Suleymanova et al., 2016), specifically in the 

Fig. 5. Geometric mean ratios (GMRs) of mean T2 values between diisopropylfluorophosphate (DFP) animals that received no anti-seizure medication vs. DFP 
animals that received midazolam (MDZ), allopregnanolone (ALLO) or combined MDZ and ALLO, referred to as DUO across all timepoints (in days) and in all 5 
volumes of interest (VOIs). Each dot represents the GMR between DFP and VEH; bars, the 95% confidence intervals (DFP: n = 12, MDZ: n = 12, ALLO: n = 10, DUO: 
n = 10 animals). Blue indicates significantly higher T2 values in the treated group vs. DFP alone; red, significantly lower T2 values in the treated group vs. DFP; black, 
no significant difference in T2 values between anti-seizure treatment groups (MDZ, ALLO, DUO) and the DFP group. (When the confidence interval for the GMR 
includes 1, there is no statistical evidence of a difference between groups). 

Table 3 
Spearman correlation coefficients between averaged seizure scores and mean T2 
values at day 3 across all 5 volumes of interest (VOIs). (rs: Spearman correlation 
coefficient, CI: confidence interval).  

VOI Correlation between averaged seizure score at 4 h vs T2 

value at day 3 

rs 95% CI p 

Piriform Cortex 0.59 0.33 to 0.76 <0.0001 
Hippocampus 0.38 0.07 to 0.62 0.02 
Amygdala 0.65 0.41 to 0.80 <0.0001 
Medial Thalamus 0.64 0.40 to 0.79 <0.0001 
Dorsolateral Thalamus 0.46 0.16 to 0.67 0.003  

Table 4 
Spearman correlation coefficients between averaged seizure scores and mean T2 
values at day 28 across all 5 volumes of interest (VOIs). (rs: Spearman correlation 
coefficient, CI: confidence interval).  

VOI Correlation between averaged seizure score at 4 h vs T2 

value at day 28 

rs 95% CI p 

Piriform Cortex − 0.07 − 0.38 to 0.26 0.7 
Hippocampus 0.39 0.07 to 0.63 0.02 
Amygdala 0.08 − 0.25 to 0.39 0.6 
Medial Thalamus − 0.62 − 0.78 to − 0.37 <0.0001 
Dorsolateral Thalamus − 0.62 − 0.78 to − 0.37 <0.0001  
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parietal and prefrontal cortices. These discrepancies in patterns of T2 
across studies could be due to differences in the specific mechanism by 
which the intoxicating agent induces SE (Banks and Lein, 2012), 
intra-species variability (Calsbeek et al., 2021), or the variation in MR 
image quality resulting from the tradeoff between acquisition time, 
spatial resolution, and signal to noise, as well as image analysis methods. 

A unique finding of the present work is the significant reduction in T2 
values in the medial and dorsolateral thalamus at 28 days post-acute OP 
intoxication. Visual inspection of T2 maps (Fig. 3) revealed small 
hypointense lesions in both these VOIs. The stark drop-out in signal and 
reduction of estimated T2 values is suggestive of magnetic susceptibility 
effects, often associated with the presence of mineral deposits (Lang-
kammer et al., 2012), which can alter the local magnetic field, thereby 
reducing the T2 values (Borradaile, 1988; Schenck, 1996). Dystrophic 
mineralization in the thalamus is a common finding in preclinical 
models of acute OP intoxication (Kadar et al., 1995; Pouliot et al., 2016; 
Sisó et al., 2017) and preclinical models of epilepsy (Gramsbergen and 
van den Berg, 1994; Gayoso et al., 2003; Aggarwal et al., 2018). Pre-
vious ex vivo studies using CT (González et al., 2020) and histology 
(Kadar et al., 1995; Sisó et al., 2017) have described mineralized lesions 
with a similar spatial pattern within the hippocampus and thalami as a 
long-term consequence of DFP intoxication. While the appearance of 
these lesions is consistent with mineralization, their exact origin remains 
unclear, and may be the result of multiple pathological processes asso-
ciated with OP intoxication including, but not limited, to neuro-
inflammation (Maheshwari et al., 2022), necrotic (Gezercan et al., 2016) 
or non-necrotic (Deshpande et al., 2010) calcium dysregulation (Desh-
pande et al., 2010), and slow accumulation of iron following the 
development of spontaneous recurrent seizures (Zimmer et al., 2021). 
Nonetheless, their development and effect on T2 following DFP intoxi-
cation appears to have been significantly attenuated following admin-
istration of MDZ and ALLO. 

Administration of 1.8 mg/kg of MDZ reduced T2 values in the hip-
pocampus and thalamic VOIs at day 3 compared to DFP alone. In 
addition to these VOIs, a single 24 mg/kg dose of ALLO administered 40 
min post-DFP exposure consistently reduced T2 hyperintense lesions in 
the piriform cortex as well. Furthermore, combined treatment with 
ALLO and MDZ (DUO) not only diminished the early increase in mean T2 
values across all VOIs, but also attenuated the T2 hypointensity observed 
in both the thalamic VOIs at the 28 day timepoint in the DFP group. By 
comparison, MDZ or ALLO alone did not significantly alter T2 values in 
any VOI at the 7 or 28 day timepoint when compared to the DFP group. 
These observations strongly suggest that ALLO, particularly adminis-
tered alongside MDZ, may be a more effective strategy than MDZ alone 
in attenuating OP-related neuropathology. 

The ability of a one-time combined dose of ALLO and MDZ (DUO 
therapy) to attenuate both the initial hyperintense lesions and their later 
hypointense counterparts is likely attributable to an improvement in 
anti-seizure performance compared to MDZ or ALLO alone. Adminis-
tration of DUO significantly reduced seizure behavior when compared to 
MDZ alone. We observed significant positive correlations between the 
average seizure score over the 4-h monitoring window after DFP 
intoxication and mean T2 values in all VOIs assessed at the 3-day 
timepoint. Additionally, the significant negative correlation between 
averaged seizure score at 4 h and T2 measured at day 28 in the medial 
and dorsolateral thalamus likely reflect an association between seizure 
severity and mineralization. The DUO group had the lowest seizure 
score at 4 h, followed by the ALLO and then the MDZ groups, which was 
in agreement with the spatiotemporal patterns of T2, where adminis-
tration of the DUO treatment appeared to be most effective in attenu-
ating both hyper- and hypointense lesions, followed by ALLO. While 
both ALLO and MDZ are positive allosteric modifiers of the GABAA re-
ceptor, each binds to a distinct subset of GABAA receptor subtypes 
(Rogawski et al., 2013). Benzodiazepine-sensitive GABAA receptors are 
synaptic receptors that function to decrease neuronal excitability 
(Masiulis et al., 2019). These synaptic receptors are rapidly internalized 

during SE (Naylor et al., 2005), which diminishes the therapeutic 
effectiveness of benzodiazepines, such as MDZ. By contrast, ALLO binds 
not only synaptic but also extrasynaptic α4δ GABAA receptors (Mos-
tallino et al., 2006) that are not internalized during seizure, and may 
mediate tonic inhibition. The broader target specificity of ALLO likely 
explains the improved performance of the DUO therapy. While it is 
difficult to speculate on the impact of the DUO therapy with regards to 
long-term outcomes of OP intoxication such as SRS and cognition, there 
is some evidence that attenuation of T2-related lesions on MRI is asso-
ciated with a reduction is long-term brain atrophy. Guinea pigs intoxi-
cated with the OP nerve agent soman exhibited a similar pattern of T2 
elevation in the hippocampus followed by an expansion of ventricular 
CSF highly suggestive of brain atrophy (Gullapalli et al., 2010). Simi-
larly, in a rat model of lithium-pilocarpine-induced SE, initial increases 
in T2 in the hippocampus were replaced by expansion of the lateral 
ventricles and a marked reduction in hippocampal volume (Suleyma-
nova et al., 2014). In both models, intervention with candidate therapies 
attenuated both the increased T2 and the subsequent atrophy. In the 
guinea pig model this attenuation associated in reduced histopatholog-
ical evidence of neuronal cell death in the same spatial location as the 
T2-weighted lesions (Gullapalli et al., 2010). Notably, in a mouse model 
of SE using pilocarpine, animals that experienced SE developed T2 in-
creases in the hippocampus, piriform cortex, and amygdala similar to 
the present study, and subsequent hippocampal atrophy. When a subset 
of animals was further instrumented with EEG, no association was 
observed between these changes and spike frequency when assessed 
during a randomly selected 96 h window (Kharatishvili et al., 2014). 
Such data indicate T2 may not be predictive of long-term electrographic 
abnormalities; however, a more comprehensive assessment by EEG 
following T2 MRI is warranted. 

In addition to mean T2 values, our study analyzed additional T2 
metrics, including standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis. Across 
regions, the standard deviation of T2 values was increased in the DFP 
group relative to controls. This higher level of intra-tissue variance is in- 
line with our previous work demonstrating a similar increase in intra- 
regional variance in tissue diffusion following DFP intoxication (Hob-
son et al., 2017). These results suggest subregional structures, such as 
neuronal cell layers, are experiencing varying levels of underlying 
neuropathological processes such as edema, necrosis, or inflammation 
(Hobson et al., 2017, 2018; Sisó et al., 2017). The increased skewness, in 
the hippocampus, would further suggest that the observed changes in 
mean T2 may be similarly driven by localized regions of severe neuro-
pathology. Kurtosis assesses the degree by which the mean is influenced 
by extreme values in the tails of the distribution. Thus, increases in 
kurtosis may indicate spatially heterogeneous effects of DFP intoxication 
on the underlying tissue while reduced kurtosis may indicate that a 
given brain area experienced a more spatially homogenous effect. While 
some patterns exhibited by these novel metrics were unique, differences 
were not as striking as those detected by the mean metric. Further, it is 
important to note that while the subject numbers in the present study 
demonstrated robust effects of DFP intoxication and therapeutic rescue 
as determined by analysis of mean values, assessments of skewness and 
kurtosis values are typically much more meaningful when significantly 
larger datasets are evaluated (Cain et al., 2017). Finally, methods for 
texture analysis of images have recently been developed that capture 
even higher order information from image intensity features (Gillies 
et al., 2016). It is possible that such analyses may aid in the detection of 
subtle features not detected by current metrics (Crombé et al., 2021). 

Traditional T2-weighted images were limited in their sensitivity to 
detect lesions one-week post-acute DFP intoxication (Hobson et al., 
2017). In contrast, T2 mapping enabled absolute quantification and 
further eliminated dependencies on extraneous factors such as acquisi-
tion parameters, signal amplifier gains and geometry of receiver coil 
(Deoni, 2010), thereby resulting in better reproducibility of intensity 
values across scans and timepoints. Previous methods have evaluated 
diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) for tracking pathology in the brain of 
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rats acutely intoxicated with DFP (Testylier et al., 2007; Rosman et al., 
2012; Shrot et al., 2015; Hobson et al., 2017). These studies showed 
heterogenous diffusion in regions that align with those exhibiting T2 
alterations in our study. It is currently unclear if DWI metrics could 
provide complementary information compared to that from T2 maps. 
Additionally, there could be value in comparing assessments of neuro-
inflammation through positron emission tomography (PET) imaging 
(Sisó et al., 2017; Hobson et al., 2019) to evaluate spatiotemporal 
changes in neuroinflammation in the brain relative to lesions identified 
on the T2 maps (Shrot et al., 2015; Hobson et al., 2017, 2018). While 
beyond the scope of this study, such a head-to-head comparison of other 
in vivo imaging metrics and those derived from T2 maps is warranted in 
future studies. 

Our study focused on the effects of ALLO and MDZ on animals 
underdoing acute OP intoxication and did not include separate assess-
ments of ALLO and MDZ on animals not intoxicated with DFP. Similar 
dosing of ALLO was well tolerated in rats (Irwin et al., 2015; Dhir et al., 
2020) and MDZ is canonically used at similar doses in preclinical models 
of OP intoxication and epilepsy (Schläppi, 1983; Reddy and Reddy, 
2015) without adverse outcomes. Thus, while we do not anticipate any 
meaningful effect of these agents on T2 in healthy animals, we are un-
able to decisively conclude this based on the data from the present study. 
We analyzed five brain VOIs chosen because of their known significance 
as targets of acute OP intoxication. A comparative analysis of T2 signals 
in these VOIs with other brain regions could provide comprehensive 
insight into the whole-brain impact of acute OP intoxication. While 
manual delineation of MRI scans is tedious, these analyses could be 
facilitated by recent advancements in machine learning techniques 
enabling more efficient and accurate brain regional analysis (Feo and 
Giove, 2019). While all the animals included in the present study were 
males, we are currently performing experiments with male and female 
rats to account for gender differences. Lastly, a pragmatic choice was 
made at the beginning of the study to balance factors such as spatial 
resolution, signal-to-noise ratio, number of echoes and acquisition time 
to tailor the imaging protocol to the specific goals of this project. A 
different trade-off between imaging parameters may be needed when 
implementing our method for other strains or species or when using an 
MRI scanner operating at a different field strength or having a different 
hardware configuration. 

In conclusion our study demonstrates the potential for T2 mapping as 
a valuable, quantitative tool to track brain injury resulting from OP- 
intoxication and to assess the efficacy of neuroprotective therapies. It 
also highlights the potential of the neurosteroid ALLO as an adjunct 
therapy for mitigating OP-induced damage. The availability of analo-
gous methods for T2 mapping for human brain imaging (Carr and Pur-
cell, 1954; Meiboom and Gill, 1958; Peters et al., 2007) suggests that the 
findings from our study could be translated to clinical settings (Peters 
et al., 2007). With the increasing availability of MRI, T2 mapping could 
serve as a useful tool for developing broad-spectrum medical counter-
measures against various seizure-inducing chemicals, where longitudi-
nal monitoring of brain injury and therapeutic response is crucial. 
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ABSTRACT: Although the first nanomedicine was clinically
approved more than two decades ago, nanoparticles’ (NP) in
vivo behavior is complex and the immune system’s role in their
application remains elusive. At present, only passive-targeting
nanoformulations have been clinically approved, while more
complicated active-targeting strategies typically fail to advance
from the early clinical phase stage. This absence of clinical
translation is, among others, due to the very limited under-
standing for in vivo targeting mechanisms. Dynamic in vivo
phenomena such as NPs’ real-time targeting kinetics and
phagocytes’ contribution to active NP targeting remain largely
unexplored. To better understand in vivo targeting, monitoring
NP accumulation and distribution at complementary levels of
spatial and temporal resolution is imperative. Here, we integrate in vivo positron emission tomography/computed tomography
imaging with intravital microscopy and flow cytometric analyses to study αvβ3-integrin-targeted cyclic arginine-glycine-
aspartate decorated liposomes and oil-in-water nanoemulsions in tumor mouse models. We observed that ligand-mediated
accumulation in cancerous lesions is multifaceted and identified “NP hitchhiking” with phagocytes to contribute considerably
to this intricate process. We anticipate that this understanding can facilitate rational improvement of nanomedicine
applications and that immune cell−NP interactions can be harnessed to develop clinically viable nanomedicine-based
immunotherapies.
KEYWORDS: nanomedicine, cyclic RGD nanoparticles, immune cell hitchhiking, neutrophils,
positron emission tomography/computed tomography imaging, intravital microscopy

For medical purposes, in vivo nanoparticle (NP)
application has become an enormous field with
stakeholders ranging from individual patients to

academics and large pharmaceutical corporations. Admin-
istration of drugs encapsulated in NPs can reduce systemic
exposure and increase drug levels at pathological sites.
Although these attractive features allowed for the first
passive-targeting nanomedicine to be clinically approved
more than two decades ago,1 the lack of an in depth
understanding of NP in vivo behavior remains one of the
barriers for their widespread clinical use.2−4

One aspect of NP in vivo behavior that has largely been
neglected, especially for ligand-decorated formulations, is the

role of the immune system and its cells in NP targeting.5−7

The immune system has evolved to protect its host from
infections and comprises two arms: innate and adaptive
immunity. Innate immunity is an ancient first-line host-
defense system that primarily consists of phagocytes. These
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cells are present in all tissues and have the capacity to rapidly,
but nonspecifically, recognize and engulf foreign materials,
such as nanomedicines. Upon its saturation, adaptive
immunity, a more sophisticated and evolutionary modern
part of the immune system, mounts a highly specific immune
response and builds immunological memory. Here, we
attempted to explore the immune system’s roles in NP in
vivo behavior, with a particular focus on phagocytes’
contribution to active NP targeting.
As NP-targeting ligand, we selected cyclic arginine-glycine-

aspartate (cRGD), which is one of the most widely used NP
ligands in the field.8 This is a ligand for αvβ3-integrin, which is
upregulated on activated/angiogenic tumor vascular endothe-
lium and several types of cancer cells.8−10 Even though more
than 500 preclinical studies (source: scopus.com) and 55
clinical trials (source: clinicaltrials.gov) have attempted to
establish nanoformulations containing the RGD motif, their
clinical utilization remains zero. Preclinically, the targeting
abilities of cRGD-NPs, as well as from other ligand-decorated
nanomedicine, are mainly assessed in vitro, ex vivo, or with
macroscopic in vivo imaging modalities.11,12 This kind of data
provides little insight into in vivo targeting dynamics,
mechanisms, and potential contributions of phagocytes.
Although some studies include techniques that could provide
mechanistic and real-time information on the microscopic
level, observations are typically limited to static “snapshots”
rather than continuous dynamic tracking.13,14

These realizations were our incentive for investigating real-
time the fate of two αvβ3-integrin-targeted lipidic NP
platforms in tumor mouse models using in vivo positron
emission tomography/computed tomography (PET/CT)
imaging integrated with intravital microscopy (IVM) and
flow cytometry (Figure 1 provides the study outline).
Particular attention was given to the full exploration of real-
time NP targeting kinetics and their specific interactions with
the circulating and tumor-homing immune system. We
observed that ligand-mediated NP accumulation in cancerous
lesions is multifaceted and identified “NP hitchhiking” with
phagocytes to contribute considerably to this intricate process.

We anticipate that these insights will facilitate rational
improvements of nanomedicine applications.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Nanoparticles. Since approximately half of the clinically

approved nanomedicines are lipid-based formulations,15,16 we
chose to study liposomes17 (100 nm) and oil-in-water
nanoemulsions18 (150 nm). The lipid composition is very
similar to that of the clinically approved Doxil.19 We surface-
functionalized these NPs with αvβ3-integrin-specific cyclic
arginine-glycine-aspartate peptides (c[RGDfK], abbreviated as
cRGD).20 This peptide is not only one of the most widely
studied targeting ligands (illustrated by both older14,21 and
recent publications22−24) but also one of the few NP-targeting
ligands that has been tested in patients.25−27 As a nonspecific
control peptide, we used cyclic arginine-alanine-aspartate
peptides (c[RADfK], abbreviated as cRAD).28 Figure S1a
provides the NP characterization data.

Biodistribution and Tumor Uptake. We first quantita-
tively studied NP in vivo behavior at the macroscopic level
using a combination of in vivo PET/CT imaging and ex vivo
gamma counting of blood fractions and organs after
intravenous administration of zirconium-89 (89Zr)-labeled
NPs to immunocompetent BALB/c mice bearing orthotopic
66cl4 tumors (murine mammary carcinoma). Contrary to the
intuitive assumption that active targeting universally increases
accumulation at target sites, cRGD-NPs’ shorter blood
circulation half-lives (Figure S1b) and concomitant increased
liver and especially spleen uptake (as compared to cRAD-
decorated analogues) diminished their targeting toward
tumors (Figure 2a−c, Figures S2, S3, and S4a).
We observed that nonspecific cRAD-NPs accumulate

throughout the tumors (Figure 2d), facilitated by the
homogeneous vascularization of our tumor model (Figure
S4b,c) and enhanced endothelial permeability. cRGD-NPs’
tumor distribution pattern, especially their accumulation
kinetics, was strikingly different. In the first hour following
their intravenous injection, αvβ3-integrin-specific cRGD-NPs
were found predominantly in the tumor periphery (Figure
2d,e and Figure S4d,e), a pattern we observed previously in

Figure 1. Study outline. Tumor-bearing mice were intravenously injected with 89Zr- or fluorophore-labeled NPs, of which the
pharmacokinetics, biodistribution, and accumulation in organs were quantified using positron emission tomography imaging and ex vivo
gamma counting. NP interactions with cells were assessed with intravital confocal microscopy of tumors and ex vivo flow cytometry of
blood and tumor single cell suspensions. Abbreviations: Mo/Mφ: monocytes/macrophages, Neu: neutrophils, Ly: lymphocytes.
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various tumor models via magnetic resonance imaging for
cRGD-liposomes,29 cRGD-nanoemulsions,30 and cRGD-quan-
tum dots.31 Moreover, in a patient with liver metastasis,
cRGD-conjugated silica NPs accumulated in the tumor margin
as well.27 Interestingly, between 1 and 4 h post-injection, the
cRGD-NP distribution shifted rapidly from the tumor

periphery to its core, which we did not observe for cRAD-
NPs in the same time frame (Figure 2e,f and Figure S4e).
cRAD-NPs accumulated in the tumor core and periphery at
similar rates (Figure 2e). cRGD-NPs however accumulated
much faster in the core than in the periphery in the 1−4 h
time frame (Figure 2e). Moreover, the relative accumulation

Figure 2. PET/CT imaging and gamma counting. (a) PET/CT images of mice injected with cRAD or cRGD nanoemulsions (liposomes in
Figure S4a). Compared to cRAD-NPs, cRGD-NPs cleared faster (Figure S1b), as evidenced by more rapid signal decrease in the heart (H),
and accumulated to higher extent in the liver (L). (b) Mean SUV as a function of time for spleen, liver, tumor, and heart. cRGD-NPs
accumulated to higher extent in liver and spleen, whereas cRAD-NPs reached higher levels in tumors. Signal from the heart reflects the
differences in circulation half-lives; n = 4−6 per formulation per time point. (c) A heatmap of NP biodistribution profiles obtained with ex
vivo gamma counting on isolated organs corroborated the PET/CT imaging (the heatmap is created based on the data in Figures S2 and
S3). (d) In vivo PET images of tumors showing homogeneous cRAD-NP accumulation at all time-points. At 1 h post-injection, cRGD-
nanoemulsions (liposomes in Figure S4d) were mainly found in the tumor periphery. (e) Tumor SUV as a function of time in the core and
periphery after cRAD-NP or cRGD-nanoemulsions (n = 4 per formulation per time point) administration (liposomes in Figure S4e). (f)
SUV increase in the tumor core, relative to the SUV at 1 h post-injection, as a function of time. From 1 to 4 h post-injection, the cRGD-NP
distribution pattern shifted from the lesion periphery to the tumor core at a much more rapid rate than cRAD-NPs. Error bars in (b) and
(e): SD.
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rate in the core was also faster for cRGD-NPs than for cRAD-
NPs (Figure 2f). Since the cRGD-NP levels in the circulation
drop rapidly in this time frame, tumors were homogeneously
vascularized, and the control cRAD-NPs accumulated
homogeneously throughout the tumor, this tumor accumu-
lation pattern cannot be explained by endothelium targeting
or vascular extravasation of the cRGD-NPs. Since we
suspected this phenomenon was related to interactions with
migrating immune cells, we next studied both lipid NPs’ in
vivo behavior at the cellular level using a combination of real-
time IVM and flow cytometry.
Cellular Interactions Studied with Intravital Micros-

copy. To study cellular interactions in real-time, we

performed high temporal and subcellular resolution IVM on
66cl4 tumors grown either in dorsal window chambers on
immunodeficient TieGFP mice or orthotopically in immuno-
competent Tie2GFP mice.32 IVM showed that both cRGD
liposomes and nanoemulsions behaved in a similar manner
(Figure 3). Nevertheless, the identified patterns were
strikingly different in comparison to their control-analogues
cRAD liposomes and nanoemulsions. Within minutes after
injection, we observed strong indications for cRGD-NP
uptake by circulating immune cells (Figure 3a,b, Movies S1
and S2), which was confirmed by intravital CD45 (a
membrane glycoprotein present on all leukocytes) staining
(Figure 3c and Movie S3). During the first hour, we observed

Figure 3. Intravital microscopy of tumors. (a) cRGD-nanoemulsions (red) agglomerates with ring-like appearances (arrowhead) and inside
circulating “black holes” 15 min post-injection. (b) This phenomenon was especially apparent when FITC-Dextran (green) was coinjected
with cRGD-liposomes (red, 3 h post-injection). (c) Intravital CD45-staining (green) confirmed that circulating immune cells internalize
cRGD-liposomes (red, 6 h post-injection). (d) Co-injections demonstrated higher cellular uptake of cRGD-nanoemulsions (red) than
cRAD-nanoemulsions (green) (35 min post-injection). (e) Frames of an imaging sequence showing a cRGD-nanoemulsion-positive cell
(red) binding to tumor vasculature (green, GFP), indicated with a white region of interest (ROI). In NP fluorescence versus time graphs
originating from such ROIs, “cell binding events” appeared as steps, further demonstrating that this binding did not result from gradual
cRGD-NP accumulation. (f) A significant portion of accumulated cRGD-liposomes (red) presented in CD45+ (green) cells (6 h post-
injection). (g) Z-stack with x−z projections showing a part of cRGD-nanoemulsions (red, 24 h post-injection) to colocalize with
endothelium (green, GFP), indicative of targeting (yellow arrowheads). A considerable portion of the cRGD-nanoemulsions was present in
nonendothelial agglomerates (GFP negative, blue arrowheads). cRGD-liposomes in Figure S6a. (h) A portion of cRAD-nanoemulsions
(red, cRAD-liposomes in Figure S6b,c) was also taken up by endothelium. (i) Frames of an imaging sequence (1.5 h post-injection)
showing “black holes” (arrowheads) in the endothelium (green, GFP), positive for cRGD-nanoemulsions (red). A cRGD-nanoemulsion-
positive cell entering endothelium can also be appreciated (arrow). (j) Frames of an imaging sequence showing extravasation (from an
outlined vessel) of cRGD-nanoemulsion-containing cells (3 h post-injection). Scale bars: (a−c, h−j) 10 μm, (d) 50 μm, and (e−g) 25 μm.
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Figure 4. Flow cytometry analysis of blood and tumor. (a) Gating strategy for myeloid cells (full gating strategy in Figure S7). (b)
Representative histograms showing NP uptake by neutrophils (Neu), alternatively activated Ly6C− monocytes/macrophages (Mo/Mφ),
and classically activated Ly6C+ Mo/Mφ in blood (4 h) and tumor (12 h). In blood, cRGD-NPs were taken up predominantly by
neutrophils and Ly6C− monocytes, and in tumors, neutrophils were the main contributor to cRGD-NP uptake (also see Figure S8). (c)
Heatmap of liposomes and nanoemulsion uptake (median fluorescence intensity) in blood (n = 3−6 per formulation per time point). The
highest uptake was observed in neutrophils and monocytes, which also showed significant preference for cRGD-NPs. Also see Figure S9a.
(d) Heatmap of NP uptake (n = 3−6 per formulation per time point) by tumor-associated phagocytes. Four h post-injection, more
neutrophils and Ly6C- macrophages contained cRGD- than cRAD-NPs. At later time-points, this was still the case for neutrophils, whereas
more Ly6C- macrophages contained cRAD- than cRGD-NPs (also see Figure S9b). P-values: * <0.05, ** <0.01, *** <0.001, **** <0.0001.
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negligible cRAD-NP leukocyte uptake (Movies S4 and S5).
This pattern persisted up to 24 h post-injection, with extensive
cRGD-NP cellular uptake (Movies S6 and S7) and some, but
significantly fewer, cRAD-NP positive circulating leukocytes
(Movies S8 and S9). We corroborated these observations by
studying NP coinjections with IVM (Figure 3d and Movies
S10 and S11) as well as ex vivo microscopy on isolated
leukocytes (Figure S5).
Interestingly, we observed cRGD-NP-positive cells (appear-

ing as red clusters) to bind suddenly in the tumor vasculature
(Figure 3e). By designing region of interests (ROIs) around
the spots where these “red clusters” appeared and plotting the
NP fluorescence as a function of time, it became evident that
the binding events were a result of sudden “targeting” of an
entire cluster, rather than gradual accumulation/binding of
individual cRGD-NPs (Figure 3e). The use of CD45
antibodies allowed us to verify the NPs’ presence in blood
vessel-associated CD45+ immune cells (Figure 3c,f). Un-
expectedly, but in accordance with the idea that immune cells
play a significant role in cRGD-NP tumor targeting, only a
fraction of accumulated cRGD-NPs were associated with
(GFP-expressing) tumor blood vessel endothelial cells (Figure
3g and Figure S6a). Even more surprisingly, a small portion of
accumulated cRAD-NPs directly associated with tumor
vascular endothelium as well (Figure 3h and Figure S6b,c).
cRGD-NP-positive cells not only bound to the luminal

endothelium but also interacted closely with (GFP-expressing)
endothelial cells (Figure 3i). Finally, these cRGD-NP-loaded
cells were observed to extravasate extensively into and migrate
through the tumor tissue (Figure 3j, Movies S12−S16). This
phenomenon, which was not observed for cRAD-NPs (Movie
S17), demonstrates immune cells’ critical role in cRGD-NPs’
distribution through the tumor interstitium.
Cellular Interactions Studied with Flow Cytometry.

The dynamic IVM in mice with endothelial GFP expression
was pivotal for concluding that (CD45+) leukocytes
contribute considerably to cRGD-NP tumor targeting. More-
over, the IVM observation that nanoparticle-loaded cells
migrate through the tumor interstitium may also explain the
cRGD-NP redistribution from the tumor periphery to the core
as observed with PET imaging. To determine which immune
cells were involved, we performed flow cytometry on blood
and tumor single cell suspensions at 4, 12, and 24 h after NP
administration to immunocompetent BALB/c mice bearing
orthotopic 66cl4 tumors. Facilitated by a comprehensive
antibody panel, we identified the main phagocyte (myeloid-
der ived immune ce l l) popula t ions : neutrophi l s
(CD45+CD11b+Ly6G+) and monocytes/macrophages
( C D 4 5 + C D 1 1 b + L y 6 G − L y 6 C − F 4 / 8 0 + o r
CD45+CD11b+Ly6G−Ly6C+F4/80intermediate).
Monocytes constitute 5−10% of circulating immune cells.

Upon entering tissues, these cells differentiate into macro-
phages, a key function of which is to phagocytose pathogens
and extracellular debris.33 Depending on the cytokines in their
surroundings, these phagocytes are subject to classical or
alternative activation. Classically activated monocytes/macro-
phages (CD45+CD11b+Ly6G−Ly6C+F4/80intermediate) usually
fulfill pro-inflammatory functions, as during infection to fight
pathogens. Tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs)
(CD45+CD11b+Ly6G−Ly6C−F4/80+) are typically alterna-
tively activated, similar to macrophages in wound healing,
and contribute to the local immune suppression in the tumor
microenvironment.33

Neutrophils are by far the most abundant leukocyte in
blood (50−70% of circulating immune cells). These
phagocytes are produced at very high rates (more than 1011

per day in humans) and are constantly replenished at
recruitment sites like inflamed tissues and solid tumors.34

Largely due to their short lifespan, neutrophils have long been
considered merely a first line of defense against infections, but
are now recognized as important actors in cancer development
and progression. Not unlike TAMs, neutrophils appear to play
pivotal roles in tumor initiation, immune suppression,
angiogenesis, and metastasis (as reviewed in refs 34 and 35).
Figure 4a illustrates the key gating strategy used to detect

the three main phagocytic myeloid cell populations in blood
and tumor single-cell suspensions. Additionally, we studied
NP interactions with dendritic cells (CD11c+CD103+ or
CD11c+CD103−), which are innate immune cells that shape
adaptive immune responses by presenting antigens. Finally, we
also defined the main lymphoid-derived cell populations
comprising the adaptive immune system: natural killer
(CD11b−FSClowSSClowNK-1.1+) , T- , and B-ce l l s
(CD11b−FSClowSSClowNK-1.1−). Figure S7 describes the full
gating strategy.
In blood, we observed extensive interactions between

CD11b+ myeloid cells and cRGD-NPs, which were predom-
inantly found in Ly6G+ neutrophils and Ly6G−/Ly6C−

alternatively activated monocytes (Figure 4b,c and Figures
S8a,b and S9a). cRAD-NPs were found in the same cell
populations (Figure 4b,c), but at significantly lower levels. We
observed few interactions between either of the NPs and
lymphocytes (Figure 4c and Figures S8a,b and S9a). This
confirmed, as expected, that phagocytic myeloid cells
extensively ingested intravenously administered NPs.
CD11b+ myeloid cells made up 75% of the immune cells in

66cl4 breast tumors (Figure S10). We observed striking
differences between cRGD- and cRAD-NP levels in the
different myeloid cell populations. Although circulating
monocytes/macrophages showed a significant preference for
cRGD-NPs, TAMs tended to contain higher or similar
amounts of nonspecific cRAD-NPs as compared to cRGD-
NPs (Figure 4b,d and Figure S8c,d and S9b). In the context
of cRAD-NPs’ longer blood half-life and higher tumor uptake,
this apparent TAM preference can be best explained by
cRAD-NPs’ extravasation (passive accumulation) into tumor
tissue and their subsequent uptake by TAMs.
Interestingly, αvβ3-integrin-specific cRGD-NPs displayed a

notable proclivity toward neutrophils in both blood and tumor
(Figure 4c,d and Figure S8 and S9). This indicates that these
cRGD-NPs actively associate with neutrophils in the blood
before migrating to the tumor. These clear differences in NP
presence in tumor-associated neutrophils and macrophages
strongly suggest that neutrophils are the main phagocytic
contributor to cRGD-NPs hitchhiking to the tumor. The short
life span of neutrophils, which are highly motile cells,36

requires their tumor infiltration to occur rapidly and
continuously. These cellular features and our observations
support the idea that neutrophils are indeed capable of NP
delivery to tumors and intratumoral nanomaterial distribution.

Associating cRGD-Nanoparticle Uptake with αvβ3-
Integrin Expression. The interesting observations obtained
by IVM and flow cytometry revealed a clear preference of
myeloid cells and especially neutrophils for cRGD-NPs. The
staining of all main immune cell populations with αv and β3
integrin subunits revealed a high co-expression of these
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integrins by myeloid cells. Hence, the increased cRGD−NP
interaction with phagocytes may be an effect of αvβ3-integrin
expression (Figure 5a and Figure S11) on these cells.
Finally, in line with IVM observations, flow cytometry

showed that cRGD- and cRAD-NPs were taken up by CD31+

endothelial cells to similar extents. However, as expected,
cRGD-NPs showed a significant preference for activated
endothelial cells, characterized by dual expression of both αv

and β3 integrin subunits (Figure 5b and Figure S12).
General Discussion. Taken together, the distinctly

detailed results from our complementary approach have here
untangled phagocytes’ contribution to active cRGD-decorated
lipid NP tumor targeting. cRGD-NP accumulation kinetics in
the tumor core, as observed by PET imaging, could not be
explained by established vascular extravasation and direct
endothelium targeting mechanisms. IVM showed that cRGD-
NPs hitchhike with immune cells to the tumor vasculature.
Moreover, these immune cells were found to extravasate and
distribute the internalized nanomaterial into the tumor.
Carefully designed flow cytometry experiments corroborated
these findings and revealed neutrophils to be the main
phagocytic contributor to this intricate process.
Interestingly, we also observed extensive uptake of cRGD-

NPs in circulating immune cells in healthy Balb/c mice in a
previous study.37 Furthermore, in healthy tissue, these cRGD-
NP loaded circulating immune cells behaved as can be
expected; freely circulating as well as some of them rolling
along the vessel wall.38,39 However, no extravasating immune
cells were observed (Figure S13 and Movies 18 and 19).
Taken together this strongly suggests that the cRGD-NP
uptake by myeloid cells occurs independent of cancer and that
hitchhiking depends on (patho)physiological immune cell
infiltration.

The difference between our study and older studies
attempting to explain or exploit the cRGD-mediated targeting
is that our highly complementary approach allowed for
gaining information from macroscopic to submicron level.
High spatial resolution IVM revealed cRGD-NP clusters
bound to tumor vasculature (e.g., Figure 3g,h), which we40

and others13,41−44 have observed before and interpreted as
cRGD−NP interaction with endothelium. The high IVM
temporal resolution (0.2−0.3 s) we utilized allowed for
recording very rapid events and detecting fluorescent clusters
in the circulation that were not NP aggregates, but immune
cells that had endocytosed cRGD-NP. Subsequent flow
cytometric analysis enabled us not only to discover the
extensive association between immune cells and cRGD-NPs
but also to establish “immune cell hitchhiking” as an
important mechanism through which tumor targeting of
lipidic cRGD-NPs can be mediated.
Particularly for cRGD-NP, the contribution of myeloid cells

and specifically neutrophils to tumor targeting has not been
investigated before. However, interestingly, a few other studies
also report myeloid cell proclivity for cRGD-decorated-
liposomes as well as for 1200 nm iron oxide loaded vesicles
and show this phenomenon may be used as a tool to permeate
the blood brain barrier.45,46 This establishes the important
role of phagocytes in the in vivo behavior of a wide variety of
cRGD-decorated lipidic systems. Furthermore, it is well
established that decoration of polymeric/metal/lipidic NPs
with cRGD or other ligands does not necessarily lead to an
improved tumor targeting.47−49 Although in these studies the
role of the immune system was not specifically studied, we
believe that a deep investigation into this aspect of the in vivo
behavior of ligand-decorated nanomedicine might “revive”
their in vivo utilization and allow for alternative in vivo
applications.

Figure 5. Association of nanoparticle uptake with αv and β3integrin. (a) Integrin co-expression for the key cell populations in blood,
showing high αv and β3 integrin co-expression by myeloid cells (see also Figure S11). (b) In tumor, endothelial cells (EC) associated with
cRAD-nanoemulsions (liposomes in Figure S12) similarly as (4 and 24 h) or even more than (12 h post-injection) with cRGD-NPs.
However, significant differences in cRGD-NP uptake (median fluorescence intensity) by activated (αv

+β3
+) and non-activated (αv

+β3
−) cells

were detected at 4 h post-injection. Error bars: Standard error of the mean. P-values: ** <0.01.
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Although we gained these insights into the cRGD-NP
tumor targeting, additional methodologies must be developed
to quantify the relative contribution of NP hitchhiking.
Emerging disciplines like nanoinformatics50 combined with
computational advances may facilitate this.51 For example,
machine learning-based algorithms may be able to distill and
attribute relevance to the different kinetic targeting processes
from multidimensional data sets.52

cRGD-decorated NPs are extensively applied for therapeutic
purposes aimed to deliver drugs to tumors and angiogenic
vasculature.8,21,53,54 First of all, we here demonstrate that in
terms of total NP levels in the tumor, cRGD NPs could only
“match” (at early time points post-injection only) but never
“exceed” those of cRAD-NPs. Moreover, our results suggest
that NP cRGD decoration will also result in elevated drug
levels in both circulating and angiogenesis-associated phag-
ocytes. This stresses the importance of a careful consideration
of the pathological conditions in which cRGD-conjugated
drug delivery systems may be useful as well as what kind of
drugs to incorporate in such formulations. In the case of
conventional cytostatic nanomedicines, cRGD decoration
could actually reduce the amount of therapeutic agent ending
up in the tumor and intensify adverse side effects such as
neutropenia. Instead, the selection of an immunomodulatory
payload that will aim to alter myeloid immune cells toward an
antitumor phenotype55 or to specifically inhibit an immune
subpopulation56 seems more appropriate.
Another widely studied application for cRGD-NPs is

molecular imaging of tumor angiogenesis.29,57−59 We here
showed that the accepted mode of angiogenesis targeting with
cRGD-NPs on which this application is based, namely direct
binding to integrin positive endothelium, only holds partially.
Nevertheless, several studies report good correlation between
in vivo imaging readouts and microvessel density29 or other ex
vivo analysis.58 It is well established that neutrophils and
monocytes interact with activated endothelium and accumu-
late at inflamed and angiogenic sites. Hence, on typically used
macroscopic imaging modalities like MRI, or PET, cRGD-NP
accumulation with these phagocytes in angiogenic/inflamed
tissues could still report quite accurately on angiogenic
activity, explaining the relative success of preclinical cRGD-
NP application for angiogenesis imaging.
A number of recent studies support the insight that

phagocytes can affect NP in vivo performance considerably.
TAMs have been shown to internalize nanodrugs, migrate to
hypoxic tumor regions,60 and release the drug payload to
neighboring tumor cells.6 Furthermore, neutrophil-facilitated
migration of NPs from circulation has been observed in
inflamed61 and cancerous tissues.5 Importantly, recent studies
in cancer patients demonstrate that significant interactions
between nanomedicines and monocytes affect nanodrug
pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics.62,63 Hence, as we
here showed for cRGD-decorated lipid NPs, phagocytic
immune cells can play a notable yet poorly understood role
in nanodrug in vivo applications. To facilitate clinical
translation of ligand-conjugated formulations, which despite
enormous efforts has not yet occurred, and to increase
nanomedicines’ clinical utility in general, we consider
thoroughly assessing NP in vivo behavior, as we have
presented here, to be critically important. Possibly, screening
of NP libraries composed of different types of NPs (particle
size, composition, shape, surface chemistry, charge, and ligand
decoration) may also contribute to stratify NPs for different

applications including immune cell, vascular, and tumor
delivery.64

CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, using an integrative approach combining highly
complementary experimental tools, we studied the complex in
vivo fate of cRGD-decorated NPs. We established “phagocyte
hitchhiking” as an important mechanism for cRGD-NP active
tumor targeting. This demonstrates that despite RGD-NPs’
widespread use and enrollment in clinical trials, we have a lot
left to learn about their in vivo behavior. From a broader
perspective, we believe that thorough investigations into NP in
vivo behavior, like we presented here, are important for the
future of nanomedicine. The resulting understanding and
insights into their interaction with and effects on the immune
system will be pivotal in the development of improved in vivo
applications. Finally, as immunotherapy continues its recent
rise, harnessing immune cell−NP interactions can become a
viable strategy for developing immunomodulating nano-
medicines.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Experimental Design. The objective of the current study was to

obtain a detailed understanding of the role for phagocytes in ligand-
mediated tumor targeting. To do so, we synthesized two different
lipidic NPs conjugated with cRGD, a ligand widely used to target
αvβ3-integrin expressed on activated tumor vasculature. To address
cRGD-NPs’ biodistribution and 66cl4 (murine mammary carcinoma)
tumor targeting, we utilized in vivo PET imaging and ex vivo gamma
counting. cRGD-NPs’ interactions with phagocytes and other cells
were assessed using real-time IVM and ex vivo flow cytometry on
blood and tumor single cell suspensions. Figure 1 and Figure S14
provide a study outline and an overview over the number of animals
used throughout the study, respectively.

Nanoparticle Materials. 1,2-Distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-
choline (DSPC), cholesterol, and 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-
phoethanolamine-N-[methoxy(polyethylene glycol)-2000]
(PEG2000-DSPE) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc.
cRGD-PEG2000-DSPE and cRAD-PEG2000-DSPE were purchased
from SyMO-Chem (Eindhoven, The Netherlands). Fluorescent
lipids, 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine labeled with
Atto 633 (Atto633-DOPE) and 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-
phoethanolamine-N-(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl) (Rho-PE)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and Avanti Polar Lipids,
respectively. Soybean oil and solvents were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich.

Nanoparticle Synthesis. NPs, liposomes, and nanoemulsions
were synthesized according to established methods37,40 (Table S1).
Liposomes consisted of DSPC:cholesterol:PEG2000-DSPE:X-
PEG2000-DSPE (where X is cRGD or cRAD) at 62:33:4:1 molar
ratios. For radiolabeling and fluorescent labeling, we, respectively,
added 0.5 mol % DFO-DSPE and 0.2 mol % fluorescent lipid
(Atto633-DOPE or Rhodamine-PE). To obtain nanoemulsions,
identical lipid mixtures were used, and 2.5 mg of soybean oil per
μmol of lipids was added. All lipids and oil (in case of
nanoemulsions) were dissolved in 4:1 chloroform: methanol. The
lipid mixture was dripped slowly into 2 mL of preheated phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) of pH 7.4, at 70 °C, under vigorous stirring
(700 rpm) upon which solvents evaporated. The obtained crude NPs
were downsized using tip sonication (30 W and 20 kHz; 15 min/
25% duty cycle for 20 μmol lipids for liposomes, and 25 min/50%
duty cycle for 20 μmol lipids for nanoemulsions). NP size (diameter,
nm), dispersity (Đ), and ζ potential (mV) were determined using
dynamic light scattering (DLS, Malvern’s Zetasizer Nano). Lip-
osomes and nanoemulsions were 100 and 150 nm, respectively, with
Đ < 0.15, and ζ potential around −20 and −30 mV, respectively
(Figure S1a). NP suspension had a final lipid concentration of 10
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mM, and in all experiments, mice received an intravenous lipid dose
of 80 μmol per kg, resulting in injection volumes of approximately
200 μL.
Nanoparticle Radiolabeling. For the NP radiolabeling and the

preparation of the phospholipid chelator DSPE-DFO, similar
methods were used as previously described.19,65,66 89Zr-oxalate was
produced at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (New York)
on an EBCO TR19/9 variable-beam energy cyclotron (Ebco
Industries Inc., BC, Canada) via the 89Y(p,n)89Zr reaction and
purified in accordance with previously reported methods to yield 89Zr
with a specific activity of 195−497 MBq/μg.66 Activity measure-
ments were made using a Capintec CRC-15R Dose Calibrator
(Capintec, Ramsey, NJ). 89Zr-oxalate was neutralized with aqueous
Na2CO3 (1 M), added to a solution of 0.5 mol % DFO-bearing
liposomes or nanoemulsions in PBS, and stirred at 37 °C for 2 h.
The labeled NPs were separated from free 89Zr using a PD-10
desalting column (GE Healthcare), with PBS as the eluent and
collecting 0.5 mL fractions. The radiochemical yield was typically
>90%. The fractions containing most activity (∼1.5−2.0 mL) were
used for the experiments. These had a radiochemical purity of >98%,
as determined by SEC radio-HPLC analyses performed on a
Shimadzu system equipped with a Superdex 10/300 SEC column
and a A Lablogic Scan-RAM radio-TLC/HPLC detector. A flow rate
of 1 mL/min was used with demiwater as the eluent.
Animals. For PET/CT, gamma counting, histology, and flow

cytometry experiments, about 200 female BALB/c mice aged 8−12
weeks were purchased from Janvier Laboratories or The Jackson
Laboratory. For IVM, we crossbred STOCK Tg(TIE2GFP)287Sato/
J mice (expressing green fluorescent protein in vascular endothelial
cells, strain 003658, The Jackson Laboratory) and BALB/c nude
mice (Foxn1nu/nu, Envigo). Obtained breeder pairs consisted of
immunodeficient (Foxn1nu/nu) male TIE2GFP mice and immuno-
competent TIE2GFP females (Foxn1nu/+, immunodeficient females
do not reproduce). Mice were kept under pathogen-free conditions
at 20 °C, 50−60% humidity, and 65 air changes per hour and were
allowed food and water ad libitum. All procedures were approved by
the Norwegian Animal Research Authorities (IVM and flow
cytometry) or by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees
of the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai (PET/CT and
gamma counting).
Tumor Model. The 66cl4 cell line (derived from 4T1 murine

mammary carcinoma) was obtained from Barbara Ann Karmanos
Cancer Institute. The cells were cultured in DMEM (Lonza,
BioWhittaker, BE-604F) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum
(FCS, Thermo Fischer Scientific, #10270-106), 2 mM L-glutamine
(Lonza Group, DE-17−605E), and 50 U/mL penicillin-streptomycin
(Thermo Fischer Scientific, Gibco, #15070-063). The cells were
incubated at 37 °C with 5% CO2.
All mice were orthotopically inoculated into the fourth mammary

fat pad with 5 × 106 66cl4 cells in 50 μL of sterile NaCl. The tumor
growth and weight were regularly monitored. Animals were used for
experiments at 14−21 days post-inoculation when tumors had an
approximate volume of 250 mm3.
Window chambers were implanted on immunodeficient TIE2GFP

female mice with similar procedures as previously reported.67 The
day after chamber implantation, 1.5 × 106 66cl4 cells were implanted
in the chamber. 12−16 days post-chamber implantation, when
tumors filled 30−90% of the window area, the animals were
subjected to IVM experiments. For IVM on orthotopically grown
tumors, we implanted 66cl4 cells in 50 μL 1:1 sterile NaCl/matrigel
(734-1101, Corning) in immunocompetent TIE2GFP mice. The
66cl4 tumor model immunoprofiling, based on data collected from
tumor single cells suspensions (n = 57), is given in Figure S10.
Gamma Counting Experiments. To determine pharmacoki-

netic profiles (Figure S1b), 20 female BALB/c mice bearing 66cl4
orthotropic tumors were administered NPs (80 μmol lipid per kg;
108.2 ± 2.7 μCi for liposomes, 45.5 ± 6.2 μCi for nanoemulsions; n
= 5 per NP) via the lateral tail vein. At 1, 5, 30 min and 1, 2, 4, 6,
12/24 h, about 5 μL of blood was collected from a small incision in
the lateral tail vein. The blood samples were placed in preweighed

polystyrene gamma-counting tubes and gamma counted using a
Wizard2 1-Detector Gamma Counter, PerkinElmer. The obtained
gamma counts were plotted as%ID/g versus time, and the circulation
half-life values were determined via monoexponential fitting with
Matlab.

To determine NP biodistribution profiles, 60 female BALB/c mice
bearing 66cl4 orthotropic tumors received NPs (80 μmol lipid per
kg; 104.2 ± 7.8 μCi for liposomes, 53.8 ± 7.9 μCi for
nanoemulsions; n = 15 per NP) via the lateral tail vein. At 1, 4,
12 h for nanoemulsions or 1, 4, 24 h for liposomes (n = 4−6 per NP
per time point), mice were sacrificed, and 0.5−1 mL of blood was
collected via heart puncturing. Then, all mice were perfused with
PBS (10−15 mL) until all blood was visibly perfused out of liver and
kidneys. Tumor, liver, spleen, kidneys, brain, bone, muscle, celiac
lymph nodes, lungs, and heart were collected from each animal and
placed in preweighted polystyrene gamma-counting tubes. The
activity from each organ was determined by using a Wizard2 1-
Detector Gamma Counter, PerkinElmer. Analysis of gamma counts
revealed the biodistribution profile for all four NPs at three time
points (Figure 2c and Figure S2).

To determine the absolute number of NPs that accumulated in the
tumor, the %ID/g plots were transformed to number of NPs/g of
tissue by considering the surface covered by an individual lipid (0.64,
0.25, and 0.72 nm2 for DSPC, cholesterol, and PEG2000-DSPE,
respectively), their molar ratio in the final recipe (62, 33, 5% for
DSPC, cholesterol, and PEG2000-DSPE respectively), and the radius
of the different NPs (50 and 75 nm for liposomes and
nanoemulsions). Based on these, the total number of lipids per NP
(121 and 137 K lipids per liposome and nanoemulsion respectively),
the total injected amount (80 μmol lipid per kg), and the absolute
number of NPs reaching the tumor at the various time points were
calculated (Figure S3).

PET/CT Acquisition and Reconstruction. All 80 mice used for
pharmacokinetic and biodistribution profile determinations under-
went PET/CT at 1, 2, 4, and 12/24 h (n = 5 per NP per time point,
totaling 80 scans). Before the scan, mice were anesthetized with
isoflurane (Baxter Healthcare, Deerfield, IL)/oxygen gas mixture (2%
for induction, 1% for maintenance), and subsequently imaged on a
Mediso nanoScan PET/CT scanner (Mediso, Budapest, Hungary).
The PET acquisition time for all scans was 20 min. Prior to the PET
acquisition, a 3 min whole-body CT scan was performed (energy 50
kVp, current 180 μAs, isotropic voxel size at 0.25 × 0.25 mm). The
coincidences were filtered with an energy window between 400 and
600 keV. The voxel size was isotropic with 0.6 mm width, and the
reconstruction was applied for two full iterations, six subsets per
iteration. PET data were reconstructed using CT-based attenuation
correction. Reconstruction was performed using the TeraTomo 3D
reconstruction algorithm from the Mediso Nucline software.
Immediately after the PET/CT scan, animals were euthanized.

PET/CT Analysis. For NP biodistribution comparisons (Figure
2a,b and Figure S4a) for each scanned animal 11−12 ROIs for liver
and tumor, 6−7 ROIs for spleen and heart covering the whole organ
on a 2−3 slices step were averaged. For NP spatial distribution in the
tumor (Figure 2d−f and Figure S4d,e), whole tumors and tumor
cores (defined as the volumes at half the tumor diameter, resulting in
approximately 20% of total tumor volume) were defined to obtain
the standardized uptake value (SUV) in corresponding volumes. For
ROI designing and activity quantification OsiriX MD software was
used.

For PET/CT image presentation, 3D Slicer software and
InVesalius software were used. For the 3D reconstructions of
animals injected with cRGD-NPs (Figure 1), the scanning bed was
masked out from the CT images, after which 3D renderings of the
skeletal bones were produced. These were overlaid with 3D
renderings of the tumor and biodistribution of the NPs as visualized
by PET. For the biodistribution images (Figure 2a and Figure S4a),
the CT images were window-leveled from −1000 to 2000 HU and
the PET images were window-leveled from 0 to 1.25 for
nanoemulsions (Figure 2a) or 0 to 3 MBq/mL for liposomes
(Figure S4a). Finally, the CT images were overlain with their
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corresponding PET images at 50% opacity. For presentation of NP
distribution through the tumors (Figure 2d and Figure S4d), the
tumor was manually delineated in a single coronal slice
approximately through the middle of the tumor. The intensity of
the PET images was window-leveled from 0 to 100 for nano-
emulsions and from 0 to 250 kBq/mL for liposomes.
Intravital Microscopy. In all IVM experiments, mice were

anesthetized (subcutaneous injection of a mixture of fentanyl (0.05
mg/kg), medetomidine (0.5 mg/kg), midazolam (0.5 mg/kg), and
water (2:1:2:5) at a dose of 0.1 mL per 10 g of body weight) and
cannulated in the tail vein. Window chamber mice were fixed on a
custom heated microscope stage. Directly after intravenous
administration of a NP bolus (80 μmol lipid per kg, n = 3−5 per
NP), laser power and detector gain were adjusted, and from 1 to 2
min post-injection, animals were imaged dynamically (temporal
resolution of 30 s) for at least 30 min. To study uptake in circulating
cells, we employed high-speed imaging with temporal resolution of
0.3−2 s at various time points post-injection. Static images and z-
stacks were obtained at various time points up to 24 h post-injection
as well. To study differences between cRGD- and cRAD-formulations
in vivo, we co-injected mice with cRGD- and cRAD-NPs labeled with
ATTO633-PE and rhodamine-PE, respectively (40 μmol lipid per kg
for each formulation, n = 2 for both NE and liposomes). For IVM on
orthotopic tumors, an incision around 70% of the tumor was made.
The skin and tumor were carefully detached from the mouse such
that a ‘skinflap’ with the tumor on it was obtained. Using an
operating microscope, the fat tissue surrounding the tumor was
carefully removed, without damaging blood vessels. Subsequently, the
tumor was submerged in a small ‘bath’ of PBS (contained in a rubber
ring glued to a coverglass) with the skin side facing upward. The
tumor was fixed using a second rubber ring and tape. For IVM on
healthy ear tissue, the mice (n = 2 per NP combination) were placed
in a supine position, and the ear was placed on a 0.17 mm
microscope glass slide and embedded in glycerine. A cover glass was
carefully taped on top of each ear to level the skin on the glass slide.
Care was taken to allow blood flow through the ear after fixation.
The cover glass was stabilized with tape. Finally, the mice were
placed on a heated microscope stage, injected with NPs (n = 2 per
NP), and imaged up to 3 h post-injection. IVM was performed on a
confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica SP8) using a 20×/0.5 air
objective in case of window chambers and a 25×/1.95 water
immersion objective in case of orthotopic tumor imaging. This
system is equipped with a tunable white light laser as well as a
tunable bandpass detection system. Brilliant Violet 421-CD45-
antibody (4 μg, intravenously injected to stain circulating immune
cells) was excited with 405 nm and detected at 420−470 nm. GFP
and Alexa Fluor 488-Dextran (2 MDa, intravenously injected to
delineate circulating cells that do not take up dextran) were both
excited at 488 nm, but detected at 500−515 nm and 500−550 nm,
respectively. ATTO633 was excited at 633 nm and detected at 645−
700 nm, and rhodamine was excited at 560 nm and detected at 570−
600 nm. Obtained images and image stacks were analyzed and
prepared for publication using ImageJ, and graphs were plotted with
Matlab.
Ex Vivo Microscopy. To study NP uptake in circulating cells

with ex vivo confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM), we co-
injected cRGD- and cRAD-NPs labeled with ATTO633-PE and
rhodamine-PE, respectively (40 μmol lipid per kg for each
formulation). To ensure fluorescent labeling did not affect our
read-out, we also co-injected oppositely labeled formulations. We
collected 0.5−1 mL of blood via a heart puncture at 5 or 10 min or 2
h post-injection in 1 mL of 1 IU/mL heparin in 0.9% NaCl. White
cells were isolated using Lymphoprep (Nycomed Pharma) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions, concentrated using centrifugation,
transferred to ibidi wells, and imaged directly with the Leica SP8
using the same laser and detector configurations as during IVM.
Images and z-stacks were acquired using a 40×/1.1 water objective.
Figure S5 reports the results for ex vivo CLSM on isolated white cells.
Flow Cytometry. For flow cytometrical analysis, mice bearing

66cl4 orthotopic tumors were injected with NPs (80 μmol lipid per

kg, n = 3−6 per NP per time point). At 4, 12, and 24 h post-injection
mice were sacrificed, and approximately 1 mL of blood was collected
from the heart and placed in 15 mL tube containing 1 mL of heparin
1 IU in 0.9% NaCl. Then, mice were perfused with PBS (10−15 mL)
until all blood was visibly perfused out of liver and kidneys. Tumors
were resected, weighted, and placed in serum-free RPMI on ice until
ready to mince and digest. To prepare blood samples for flow
cytometry, red cell lysis buffer (1 part 0.17N Tris (pH = 7.65) mixed
with 50 parts 0.16N NH4Cl, final pH = 7.2) was made fresh, and red
cells were lysed (1:5 blood volume/lysis buffer volume) at room
temperature for 5 min. The tube with blood and lysis buffer was filled
with serum-free RPMI, and the suspension was centrifuged at 340 g
for 8 min at 4 °C. The supernatant was aspirated out, and the lysis
process was repeated once. The obtained immune cell pellet was
resuspended in 500 μL of FACS buffer (PBS, supplemented with 2%
fetal calf serum and 2 mM EDTA) and incubated with 5.0 μg of
TruStain fcX (antimouse CD16/32) antibody for 10 min on ice.

To obtain tumor single cell suspensions, tumors were minced to
0.5 mm pieces in an uncoated Petri dish containing 2 mL of serum-
free RPMI using a scalpel. The minced tumor was placed in a tube
containing 4 mL of enzyme solution (120 μL Liberase DL (0.835 U/
mL), 240 μL Liberase TL (0.835 U/mL), and 40 μL DNase I (13
U/mL) and incubated for 30 min at 37 °C on a shaking incubator.
Then, the sample was filtered through a 70 μm filter. Tumor pieces
not able to go through the filter were further ground using a syringe
plunger. The tumor single-cell suspension was washed with serum-
free RPMI, and one red cell lysis step was performed. The cells were
suspended in 500 μL of FACS buffer and incubated with 5.0 μg of
TruStain fcX (antimouse CD16/32) antibody for 10 min on ice. 100
μL of blood and tumor samples were incubated for 30 min on ice
with fluorescent antibodies, as described in Table S2.

Right before the flow cytometry run, each sample was
supplemented with one test of 7-AAD live/dead marker (A1310,
ThermoFisher Scientific). For compensating fluorophore detection,
single color samples were run under the same laser voltage
conditions. The flow cytometry data were analyzed using Kaluza
software. Cellular fragments and debris were gated out of the analysis
by utilizing forward and side angle light scatter signal. As a negative
control for determination of NP uptake, blood and tumor single cell
suspensions from non-injected mice were used. Panel 1 was used to
determine immune cell αv and β3 integrin subunit expression (Figure
5a and Figure S11). Panels 2−4 (for which the gating strategy is
presented in Figure S7) were utilized for studying the cRGD- and
cRAD-NP uptake by circulating immune cells (Figures S8a,b and
S9a), tumor associated immune cells (Figures S8c,d and S9b), and
tumor endothelial cells (Figure S12). The antibodies were purchased
from Biolegend (Brilliant Violet 421-CD11b, clone M1/70, 101235;
Brilliant Violet 421-CD45, clone 30-F11, 103133; Brilliant Violet
510-Ly6G, clone 1A8, 127633; Alexa Fluor 488-CD61, clone
2C9.G2, 104311; Alexa Fluor 488-CD103, clone 2E7, 121408; PE-
CD51, clone RMV-7, 104105; PE-F4/80, clone BM8, 123110; PE/
Cy7-CD19, clone 6D5, 115520; PE/Cy7-NK-1.1, clone PK136,
108714; PE/Cy7-CD31, clone MEC13.3, 102524; Alexa Fluor 700-
CD11c, clone N418, 117320; Alexa Fluor 700-CD45, clone 30-F11,
103128; APC-Fire750-Ly6C, clone HK1.4, 128046; APC-Fire750-
CD31, clone MEC13.3, 102528) or ThermoFisher (APC-eFluor780-
CD3e, clone HK1.4, 128046) (Table S3). To evaluate NP uptake
and determine percent positive cells, we set the border between
negative and positive cells such that the negative control cells were
<2% positive. For the reported Xmedian values, the following
calculation was conducted:

=

− ‐

X X

X

median reported median of cells from mice injected with nanoparticles

median of cells from non injected mice

Histology. For histological analysis of tumors, 18 BALB/c mice
were inoculated orthotopically with 5 × 106 66cl4 cells. 14−21 days
post-inoculation, mice were sacrificed and perfused with 10−15 mL
PBS. Tumors were collected and embedded with OCT compound
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and snap frozen in 2-methylbutane (M32631, Sigma-Aldrich Inc.) 2-
Methylbutane was cooled down to −20 °C in dry ice for
approximately 1 min. The samples were placed on −80 °C overnight.
Next, the tissue was cut in a cryostat at 8 μm in consecutive sections.
For histological staining, sections were fixed in 95% ethyl alcohol

for 15 s. Samples were then dipped 10 times into formalin 10%,
(phosphate buffered, SF100-4 10% buffered formalin phosphate,
Fisher Scientific) and rinsed in water (10 dips). Slides were stained
with hematoxylin stain (Part 1201A hematoxylin stain, Harris
Modified, Newcomer Supply) for 30 s and washed in two changes
of distilled water for 10 dips, followed by 95% ethyl alcohol for 10
dips. The counterstaining was done in eosin Y working solution (Part
1072A eosin Y working solution, Newcomer Supply) for 15 s, and
the sections were subsequently dehydrated in two changes of 95%
ethyl alcohol and two changes of 100% ethyl alcohol (UN1170
ethanol 200 proof Anhydrous, Decon Laboratories) (10 dips each).
Slides were then cleared in two changes of xylene (10 dips each).
The coverslip was done in cytoseal XYL (8312-4 Cytoseal XYL,
Richard-Allan Scientific). For imaging hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
stained slices, a Zeiss Axio Imager Z2M with a 10×/0.3 air and a
20×/0.8 air objective were used (Figure S 4d).
For immunofluorescence staining, tumor slices neighboring the

H&E stained sections were fixed in −20 °C acetone for 10 min and
washed twice with PBS for 5 min. The slices were blocked with TBS
buffer (37581 SuperBlock Blocking Buffer, Life Technologies) for 20
min at room temperature in a humid chamber. After the samples
were washed with PBS, slides were incubated with 5 μg/mL Alexa
Fluor 594 antimouse CD31 antibody (102432, Biolegend) in TBS
buffer overnight at 4 °C. This was followed by three wash steps of 5
min each with PBS. Excess of liquid was removed and slides were
mounted with VECTASHIELD Vibrance Antifade Mounting
Medium with DAPI (H-1800-10, Vector laboratories). Fluores-
cence-labeled tumor slices were imaged using a Leica SP5 DMI
confocal microscope equipped with 20×/0.7 air, 40×/1.25 oil, and
63×/1.4 oil objectives. DAPI and Alexa Fluor 594 were excited with
a UV diode at 405 nm and a DPSS 561 nm laser and detected at
430−490 nm and 590−630 nm, respectively (Figure S4c). Both
H&E and CD31 staining revealed an homogeneous physiology in the
66cl4 tumors, the absence of a necrotic core, and homogeneous
tumor vascularization (Figure S4b,c).
Statistical Analysis. All data are presented as mean ± standard

error of the mean (SEM), unless otherwise indicated. Flow cytometry
data were tested for significance using a two-tailed unpaired t test for
comparing two groups in GraphPad Prism version 8.0.2 software. P-
values < 0.05 were considered significant, with levels of significance
being indicated as follows: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001;
**** p < 0.0001; ns, not significant. Number of animals per
experiment is indicated in the figure legends. An overview of the total
number of animals used in each experimental procedure is provided
in Figure S14.
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Figure S1: Nanoparticle characterization and pharma-
cokinetic profile. Figure S2: Nanoparticle biodistribu-
tion profile. Figure S3: Nanoparticle distribution in the
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injected animals and histological analysis of 66cl4
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immune cells do not extravasate in healthy ear tissue.
Figure S14: Number of mice used per experimental
procedure. Table S1: Nanoparticle composition. Table
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(PDF)
Movies S1−S13: Movies obtained in tumors grown in
dorsal window chambers showing extensive cRGD-
nanoparticle uptake in circulating immune cells and
hitchhiking of cRGD-liposomes and cRGD-nanoemul-
sions (and not of cRAD-nanoparticles) with cells from
the vasculature into the tumor tissue. Movie S1:
Immune cell uptake in the circulation for cRGD-
nanoemulsions during the first hour post-injection
(AVI)
Movie S2: Immune cell uptake in the circulation for
cRGD-liposomes during the first hour post-injection
(AVI)
Movie S3: Intravital CD45-staining confirmed the
presence of bound and circulating cRGD-nanoparticle
positive immune cells (AVI)
Movie S4: cRAD-nanoemulsions were hardly taken up
by immune cells during the first hour post-injec-
tion (AVI)
Movie S5: cRAD-liposomes were hardly taken up by
immune cells during the first hour post-injection (AVI)
Movie S6: Significant immune cell uptake of circulating
cRGD-nanoemulsions at later time points post-injec-
tion (AVI)
Movie S7: Significant immune cell uptake of circulating
cRGD-liposomes at later time points post-injec-
tion (AVI)
Movie S8: cRAD-nanoemulsions were taken-up by
circulating cells, but to much lower extent (AVI)
Movie S9: cRAD-liposomes were taken-up by circulat-
ing cells, but to much lower extent (AVI)
Movie S10: cRAD- and cRGD-nanoemulsions co-
injections corroborated that cRGD-nanoemulsions
were taken up to higher extents than cRAD-nano-
emulsions by circulating cells (AVI)
Movie S11: cRAD- and cRGD-liposomes co-injections
corroborated that cRGD-liposomes were taken up to
higher extents than cRAD-liposomes by circulating cells
(AVI)
Movie S12: In tumors grown in window chamber mice
we observed cRGD-nanoemulsions hitchhiking with
immune cells from the circulation into the tumor
tissue (AVI)
Movie S13: In tumors grown in window chamber mice
we observed cRGD-liposomes hitchhiking with immune
cells from the circulation into the tumor tissue (AVI)
Movies 14−17: Movies obtained in tumors grown
orthotopically showing that cRGD-nanomaterial hitch-
hikes with cells into the tumor tissue where these cells
display high motility. Hardly any accumulation of
cRGD-nanoparticles in TAMs was observed. Movie
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S14: cRGD-nanoparticle hitchhiking (nanoemulsion)
(AVI)
Movie S15: cRGD-nanoparticles hardly accumulated in
dextran positive TAMs up to 3 hours post-injection, but
rather presented in mobile cells in the tumor tissue
(liposomes) (AVI)
Movie S16: cRGD-nanoparticles hardly accumulated in
dextran positive TAMs up to 3 hours post-injection, but
rather presented in mobile cells in the tumor adjacent
fat tissue (liposomes) (AVI)
Movie S17: Hardly any cRAD-nanoparticle hitchhiking
was observed (nanoemulsion) (AVI)
Movies 18−19: Movies obtained in healthy ear tissue
showing the same nanoparticle uptake patterns in
healthy mice as in the tumor bearing animals and the
absence of nanoparticle hitchhiking with cells into
healthy tissue. Movie S18: cRGD-liposomes (24 h post-
injection) injected in non-tumor bearing mice showed
an extensive uptake by circulating immune cells in
comparison to limited uptake of the control cRAD-
liposomes by these cells (AVI)
Movie S19: cRGD-nanoemulsions (2 h post-injec-
tion) injected in non-tumor bearing mice showed an
extensive uptake by circulating immune cells in
comparison to limited uptake of the control cRAD-
nanoemulsions by these cells (AVI)
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Defining the boundaries: challenges and advances in 
identifying cells in microscopy images
Nodar Gogoberidze and Beth A Cimini

Segmentation, or the outlining of objects within images, is a 
critical step in the measurement and analysis of cells within 
microscopy images. While improvements continue to be made 
in tools that rely on classical methods for segmentation, deep 
learning-based tools increasingly dominate advances in the 
technology. Specialist models such as Cellpose continue to 
improve in accuracy and user-friendliness, and segmentation 
challenges such as the Multi-Modality Cell Segmentation 
Challenge continue to push innovation in accuracy across 
widely varying test data as well as efficiency and usability. 
Increased attention on documentation, sharing, and evaluation 
standards is leading to increased user-friendliness and 
acceleration toward the goal of a truly universal method.
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Introduction
Segmentation plays a pivotal role in microscopy analysis 
and refers to the automatic delineation of individual 
objects (often cells or cellular components) within 
complex scientific images. It is an important step before 
measuring properties of those biological entities. 
Approaches for cell segmentation have benefitted from 
advancements in more general segmentation problems 
in traditional computer vision (CV), machine learning 
(ML), and in recent years deep learning (DL) [1,2]. 
Accurate segmentation allows the quantification and 
analysis of cellular features, such as morphology, staining 
intensity, and spatial relationships, which capture valu-
able cellular phenotypes. While computational methods 
now achieve better-than-human accuracy on a number of 
specific tasks, in general, given the wide range of cell 

types, imaging modalities, and experimental conditions, 
the problem remains an ongoing challenge.

As state-of-the-art (SOTA) methodologies for segmen-
tation have progressed, the community has also tried to 
provide access to these methods to less-computational 
users in the form of user-friendly software interfaces and 
intuitive tools that improve reproducibility. Widespread 
adoption will require methods with few-or-no tunable 
parameters, models that are efficient in terms of com-
putational runtime and memory requirements, and an 
ecosystem of tools for their use. The past two years re-
viewed here have seen a proliferation of new local and 
cloud-oriented software and workflows, the adoption of 
several user-oriented models, and the development of 
next-generation model architectures. We herein review 
progress in approaches utilizing classical CV techniques 
and specialist DL networks, as well as progress to-
ward and current needs related to making high-quality- 
accessible generalist networks that will reduce the ‘time 
to science’ for the broader community.

Progress in classical approaches
While advancements in segmentation accuracy are lar-
gely driven via DL approaches, they are not always a 
suitable solution, as some require large annotated data-
sets and interpretability (though often unnecessary for 
segmentation tasks) can be a challenge [3,4]. We there-
fore begin with advancements in non-deep ML and 
classic image processing. Kartezio [5] is a recent ex-
emplar of non-deep ML, using Cartesian Genetic Pro-
gramming to combine classic CV algorithms into a fully 
interpretable image pipeline for segmentation. It per-
forms comparably to DL approaches such as Cellpose 
[6], StarDist [7], and Mask R-CNN [8], and importantly 
requires relatively few images to train a computationally 
efficient and explainable workflow.

Existing CV tools such as Fiji/ImageJ [9], CellProfiler 
[10], and Napari [11] are receiving continuous extensions 
via the growing ecosystem of plugins and integrations 
[1,12–15], allowing these tools to adapt to a broader 
range of tasks. One example, General Image Analysis of 
Nuclei-based Images [16], is a Fiji plugin for segmen-
tation of cells in 3D microscopy images. Similarly, 
LABKIT [17] is a Fiji plugin specifically oriented to-
ward efficient segmentation in large, multiterabyte, 
images. Other tools such as Tonga [18] prioritize ease of 
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installation and customization to a specific task to appeal 
to nontechnical and nonexpert users.

Lowering time-to-science in deep learning
As new DL models rapidly emerge, users who want to 
employ them must surmount computational hurdles. 
First, installing the models and their corresponding soft-
ware dependencies can often be technically complex and 
time-consuming, often involving usage of the Command 
Line Interface (CLI), compiling source code, navigating 
environment-related conflicts, and other tasks that may 
confound nontechnical users. Second, pretrained models 
are most effective on the type of data they have been 
trained on, which may differ from a user’s data in a 
number of ways such as the phenotype of interest, how 
the biological samples were prepared, the imaging mod-
ality (fluorescence, histological stains, phase contrast, 
etc.), and the experimental conditions. The model’s gen-
erality is how well it is able to perform across these dif-
ferences, without loss in segmentation accuracy. If the 
model’s generality is not sufficient to perform well on the 
user’s data, it must be fine-tuned by feeding in new 
training data (Figure 1). The complexity of this task can 
vary even more dramatically than installation. Depending 
on the tools made available by the model’s developers, it 
may involve writing custom code, which can be a time- 
intensive task even for expert programmers, or may 
simply require the use of a purpose-built tool.

The less time spent installing, tuning, and configuring 
models and software, the more bandwidth is available to 
concentrate on addressing scientific questions. 
Unfortunately, usability varies wildly across tools and 
documentation for trained DL models, from only the 
model parameters (weights) without documentation or 
source code, to models that come with extensive doc-
umentation and entire libraries for utilizing the model, 
including data loading and processing, fine-tuning, and 
configuration, to models that come with several inter-
faces, including CLI or Graphical User Interfaces (GUI), 
easy-to-use installers, and guides or tutorials on how to 
fine-tune and configure the model. It is no accident that 
some of the most commonly used networks, discussed 
below, are those that in addition to high performance 
have emphasized usability.

Current progress toward useful specialist networks
As shown in Figure 1, models typically underperform on 
new, unseen data. Before fine-tuning, these data are 
considered out of distribution (OOD). Intuitively, OOD 
data can be thought of as being drawn from a different 
distribution than that of the original training set (such as 
the purple versus green cells in Figure 1). A shift be-
tween the in-distribution training set and OOD data can 
be referred to as a difference in style between the two 
sets of data, for instance, differences in acquisition 

parameters, staining methods, or imaging modalities 
[19,20]. A process known as style transfer can be utilized 
to address changes in the data distribution by training a 
model that is able to pixel-wise map an image of one 
style to that of another, ideally with minimal loss in se-
mantic content [21]. For instance, a style transfer model 
can be trained to transform an image of one modality, 
such as brightfield, to that of another, such as fluores-
cence; or a model can be trained to transform an image’s 
annotation mask into the image itself. The nucleAIzer 
[22] model utilizes the latter approach as a means of 
achieving greater generalization capabilities, allowing 
the model to more easily be adapted to OOD data. Al-
though developed over three years ago, it is still one of 
the top-performing models at cell segmentation [23]. In 
order to improve usability, a plugin was developed for 
CellProfiler 3 [24] allowing users of the tool to perform 
inference through the use of a GUI. While the plugin 
allows ease of use via the CellProfiler interface, manual 
installation of nucleAIzer and its dependencies are still 
necessary, which is a challenge for noncomputational 
users. A simple web interface is also available, but re-
quires upload of the data to a central server, limiting use 
for large batches of images.

StarDist predates nucleAIzer, however, iterations of it are 
still being introduced [25,26], and general usage remains 
quite high due to a great deal of time being spent on 
documenting its usage, as well as making it available 
across environments and in a variety of graphical tools [12]
such as Fiji/ImageJ, Napari, QuPath [27,28], Icy [29], 
CellProfiler, and KNIME [30]. While a variety of pre-
trained variants are available, it is still limited to specific 
modalities (such as fluorescence or histology stains) and 
even with fine-tuning is oriented to segmenting objects 
that are star-convex — shapes where line segments can be 
drawn from any point along the border to some single 
interior point — that makes it a poor choice for very ir-
regular cell shapes or neurons, since shapes with very 
large bends or curves may not be star-convex.

A primary goal of Cellpose was to develop a generalist 
model by training on a large dataset of manually seg-
mented images from a variety of modalities. Its pre-
processing method, focusing on transforming input data 
to spatial gradients, allows it to generalize to a larger 
variety of shapes. While the architecture was developed 
for generalist purposes, fine-tuning is still often neces-
sary. Cellpose 2.0 [31] was introduced as a package that 
included several pretrained models, a human-in-the-loop 
pipeline for fine-tuning custom models with small da-
tasets, and an improved set of graphical software tools to 
aid in its usage. Omnipose [32] extends Cellpose to work 
better on elongated cells common in bacteria by adding 
distance field prediction similar to StarDist. It is simi-
larly well-documented, packaged, and provides a 
number of interfaces in the form of a library, CLI, and 
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GUI. While it allows for training, it is not available in 
Cellpose 2.0, and thus is not focused on human-in-the- 
loop fine-tuning. Cellpose and Cellpose 2.0 include a 
custom GUI, and extensive documentation; broad usage 
is further supported by their availability via plugins from 
many of the same tools as StarDist.

Mesmer is a DL pipeline trained on the largest public 
tissue dataset of annotated nuclei and whole cells, 
TissueNet [33]. It provides access to a remotely hosted 
instance model through several interfaces, including a 

web portal and plugins for Fiji/ImageJ and QuPath. It 
also provides a Docker container (described below, in 
Making Models Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and 
Reusable (FAIR)) to run the model in a self-hosted 
manner, with access provided through a Jupyter Note-
book or CLI.

A vision for the state-of-the-art
Many of those working on DL for image segmentation are 
aiming to create a truly generalist model, often referred to 
as a foundation model, capable of greater-than-human 

Figure 1  
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Segmentation and fine-tuning process. (a) The inference dataset contains a variety of samples: some are similar to the original training data the model 
was pretrained on, while others are slightly or very different, leading to low segmentation accuracy. (b) New training data matching the characteristics 
of the full distribution are annotated either manually, through software such as CellProfiler, or a human-in-the-loop model such as Cellpose, and used 
to fine-tune the model. (c) The fine-tuned model produces more accurate segmentations on the inference dataset, which can then be used for 
downstream tasks Figures created with BioRender.com.  
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accuracy, across the wide variety of imaging modalities, in a 
parameter-free manner [34–36]. For biologists, this would 
mean a model that has no need for manual annotation or 
fine-tuning, preferably in a form factor that is easily ac-
cessible, configurable, and invocable. Although there is still 
much progress to be made on this front, a number of ar-
chitectural developments can be highlighted as mile mar-
kers along the path.

Dataset availability
The effectiveness of DL models relies on sufficient simi-
larity between the training data and the user’s own data. 
The specific criteria for what constitutes ‘sufficient simi-
larity’ will naturally differ based on the methods and ar-
chitectural choices employed by the model, but it 
therefore follows that creating foundation models (capable 
of segmenting a wide variety of biological images) will 
require a diverse and comprehensive corpus of training 
data to ensure that the segmentation model can generalize 
effectively. The dataset should encompass a broad spec-
trum of microscope modalities, across a variety of imaging 
conditions, and include many distinct cell types.

The volume of publicly available datasets is ever-in-
creasing, particularly driven from the development of 
specialist models and challenges wherein teams compete 
on segmentation-oriented tasks. TissueNet is the largest 
collection of annotated tissue images, while LIVECell 
[37] is the largest collection of high-quality, manually 
annotated, and expert-validated phase-contrast images. 
The Cell Tracking Challenge (CTC) [38] is an ongoing 
benchmark and reference in cell segmentation and 
tracking algorithms, which in recent years has extended 
the available benchmarks with the Cell Segmentation 
Benchmark (CSB). The Multi-Modality Cell Segmen-
tation Challenge (MMCSC) [36] consolidated a mod-
estly sized labeled dataset with a particular emphasis on 
diversity in modalities.

Challenges stand as an excellent pointer for future pro-
gress in a given area; trends among the top-ranking 
team’s architectures and techniques often form the basis 
of future implementations available to the wider field. 
For instance, data augmentation — where existing 
training data are perturbed and transformed in various 
ways, such as rotations, scaling, intensity adjustments, or 
the infusion of random noise — was highlighted in the 
MMCSC as a particularly important feature in pre-
training top-performing models, aiding them in their 
generalizability. Entirely synthetic datasets are also 
often useful, as demonstrated by their inclusion in a 
subset of the CTC datasets, and in the development of 
frameworks for their generation [39].

Next-generation models
Many architectures are being researched and explored in 
the quest for evermore general and robust models, as 

demonstrated in the MMCSC. The KIT-GE model [40]
is among the top-3 performing models of CTC CSB, and 
was therefore used as one of the baselines in the MMCSC 
alongside Cellpose, Cellpose 2.0, and OmniPose 
[6,31,32]. Analysis of the top-ranking solutions in the 
MMCSC shows that choices in backbone networks are 
particularly important for next-generation models. While 
U-Net inspired architectures form the basis of the widely 
used contemporary models such as StarDist, Cellpose, 
and KIT-GE, the winning solutions in MMCSC employ 
backbones such as SegFormer [41], ConvNeXt [42], and 
ResNeXt [43]. CTC reports that segmentation perfor-
mance increases with techniques such as self-configured 
neural networks (e.g. nnU-Net) [44], neural architecture 
search, and multibranch prediction.

The generalist capabilities provided by Cellpose 2.0 rely 
on fine-tuning, which may cause the model to suffer 
from severe loss of performance on tasks outside of the 
fine-tuning dataset [36]. The top-performing model [45]
of the MMCSC was able to outperform the pretrained 
generalist Cellpose and Omnipose models, as well as a 
Cellpose 2.0 model fine-tuned on the challenge’s 
training data. The testing set included images that were 
distinct from the training data, and sourced from new 
biological experiments, meaning successful models 
needed to show a strong ability to generalize across data 
without additional fine-tuning.

While the winning solution of MMCSC and its asso-
ciated code is available on GitHub, it remains to be seen 
whether it or any of the top-ranking models will be 
available with documentation and interface tools in a 
way comparable to StarDist, Cellpose 2.0, or Omnipose. 
If so, we may be one step closer to a truly general, easy- 
to-set up, easy-to-use, one-click segmentation model, 
with no additional tuning. Short of that, alternative in-
terfaces for model configuration may come to promi-
nence in the form of dialog-driven large language models 
(LLMs) [46,47]. It is also as yet unclear whether future 
enhancements will be driven primarily by transformer 
architectures [34,48], whether advancements in con-
volutional networks [42] will keep pace, as demonstrated 
by the second- and third-place solutions in the MMCSC, 
or whether hybrid approaches will dominate [49,50].

It is also of great research and commercial interest to 
develop foundation models. Meta AI Research recently 
released a family of foundation models for segmentation, 
referred to as the Segment Anything Model [51] (SAM), 
the largest of which was trained on 1.1 billion high-quality 
segmentation labels, across 11 million high-resolution 
images. While the images included in the dataset were 
mostly photographs of natural scenes, it did include a 
small number of microscopy images taken from the 2018 
Data Science Bowl [52]. In short order, Segment Any-
thing for Microscopy [53] was developed, in which SAM 
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was extended to generalize across many imaging mod-
alities by fine-tuning the original model using a variety of 
datasets. Important to SAM’s architecture is its interactive 
segmentation capabilities, where a subset of the user’s 
data is first annotated with a small amount of either point 
annotations or rectangular bounding boxes. Annotations 
of this type are significantly less time-consuming than 
pixel-level mask annotations, and provide SAM with en-
ough guidance to output full segmentation masks on the 
user’s dataset. Segment Anything for Microscopy there-
fore adopts this capability and includes a Napari plugin 
for interactive and automatic segmentation. There is a 
mechanism for automatic segmentation, however, in order 
to get generalist accuracy above that of Cellpose, some 
manual annotations must be made.

Making models Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and 
Reusable
Alongside progress in model development, there has 
been a greater push toward the dissemination of models 
such that they are FAIR [54–56]. Not only should 
models be available on publicly accessible platforms, but 
the associated code for asset loading, data preprocessing, 
data postprocessing, and model training and model in-
ference, should also be made available in a well-pack-
aged and documented form. Container platforms such as 
Docker [57] can alleviate many installation and setup 
complexities, providing an isolated and controlled en-
vironment in which software is installed, and a pre-
configured installation process for the target software. 
This ‘containerization’ of software and its dependencies 
dramatically decreases the barriers for reuse. In addition, 
making models readily accessible, configurable, and 
tunable in a low- or no-code manner via interactive code 
notebooks or GUI encourages broader adoption of 
SOTA models.

The CTC proposed guidelines for algorithm developers 
to make their workflows both available and re-
producible, while currently optional, they will be man-
datory in the future. At minimum, the source code 
should be available on a public repository, and contain 
clear instructions for installing dependencies, initializing 
the model, loading weights, and training with new data. 
They also pushed for source code to be available via 
notebooks such as Jupyter and Google Colab. In the 
same vein, the MMCSC required all participants to 
place their solutions in Docker containers; the winning 
teams have made these available on public image re-
gistries and also made their algorithms publicly available 
on GitHub alongside processing source code. In addi-
tion, the top-three solutions were encouraged to develop 
Napari [11] plugins.

A missing component in full adherence to FAIR prin-
ciples is the interoperability of models. While research 
and development in model architectures are healthy and 

vital, there is no agreed-upon specification on the inputs 
and outputs of models. The difference in the model 
outputs between, for example, StarDist and Cellpose, is 
stark, and the postprocessing that is needed is corre-
spondingly distinct. While the outputs are necessary by- 
products of the model architectures, the lack of a stan-
dard makes interoperability with existing tools difficult 
as custom code needs to be written to mirror the post-
processing steps.

Making models efficient
Models vary widely in terms of algorithmic efficiency, 
which will affect their adoption, especially in low-re-
source settings. While some challenges such as the CTC 
emphasize segmentation accuracy alone, others such as 
MMCSC evaluate efficiency as an explicit criterion, and 
the top-performing models had good trade-offs between 
accuracy and efficiency in runtime and memory usage. 
There are additional efforts in bringing model optimi-
zation tools to the bioimage community [58,59], as well 
as reducing runtime of bioimage analysis pipelines in 
general [59,60]. Efficient models, and model optimiza-
tion tools will become increasingly important for training 
and inference tasks in local desktop and web-based tools 
[2,61], especially in contexts where moving data to the 
cloud is not viable or allowed.

Improving tool access and availability
Though local-first software and algorithms remain im-
portant to grow and maintain, cloud-oriented tools and 
resources for bioimage analysis are becoming more pre-
valent and easier to use as demand for large-scale cloud- 
based workflows increases. In addition to providing large 
storage capacity and high-performance hardware, cloud- 
based tools increase the availability and accessibility of 
models, and often move the technical complexity away 
from the end user.

Notebooks allow code, explanatory text, and interactive 
elements to live together in a single package, providing 
alternatives or complements to libraries, documentation, 
and GUI interfaces. ZeroCostDL4Mic [62] provides 
rigorously documented and annotated code notebooks 
with prewritten code that can be customized for specific 
workflows through the exposed settings. A major benefit 
to these notebooks is that they can be deployed either 
locally or on the Google Colab platform, which eases 
hardware requirements and allows running moderately 
sized workloads for free. Behind the scenes, a container 
is initialized in the cloud and the installation occurs via 
preconfigured installation scripts contained within the 
notebooks.

Beyond notebooks, other tools provide a larger degree of 
customization and control, albeit at the expense of ad-
ditional complexity. The BioContainers project is an 
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open-source and community-driven framework that 
provides cloud resources for defining, building, and 
distributing containers for biological tools [63]. The 
BioContainers Registry was developed with FAIR 
principles in mind, and provides both web and RESTful 
API interfaces to search for bioinformatics tools [64]. 
BIAFLOWS [65] is a community-driven, open-source 
web platform that allows deployment of and access to a 
wide variety of reproducible image analysis workflows. 
The platform provides a framework to import data, en-
capsulate workflows in container images, batch-process 
data, visualize data, and assess performance using widely 
accepted benchmark metrics on a large collection of 
public datasets. BioImageIT [66] is a more recent, 
plugin-oriented, workflow tool for data management and 
analysis. It has a unique emphasis on reconciling existing 
data management and data analysis tools, and although 
run locally has the ability to tap into remote data stores 
and job runners.

The BioImage Model Zoo [67] provides a community- 
driven repository for pretrained DL models and pro-
motes a standard model description format for describing 
metadata. Community partners can work with the Bio-
Image Model Zoo to support execution of the models 
and include many common bioimage tools. In addition, 
model execution can be performed via the BioEngine 
application framework, on top of the ImJoy plugin fra-
mework [68], allowing inference both on the BioImage 
Model Zoo web application and other web applications 
using the client ImJoy software. Behind the scenes, 
multiple containers are being run and managed with a 
container orchestration tool called Kubernetes.

For moderately more technical users, who are comfortable 
with using tools for deploying their own container or-
chestration workloads, there are some additional options. 
DeepCell Kiosk [69] is a cloud-native tool for dynamic 
scaling of image analysis workflows, utilizing Kubernetes 
orchestration similarly to the BioEngine inference engine. 
The tool is managed from several interfaces, including a 
web portal and Fiji plugin. Distributed-Something [70]
takes a script-based approach to scale and distribute ar-
bitrary containerized jobs on AWS, automatically config-
uring the AWS infrastructure for container orchestration, 
monitoring, and data handling. It runs the work in a cost- 
effective manner, and cleans up the infrastructure when 
the work has been completed.

Conclusion
The landscape of segmentation algorithms, enabling 
tools, workflow management systems, repositories, 
benchmarks, and challenges, is constantly shifting. This 
very active landscape makes it all the more important to 
create community standards for reporting on methods 
and robust segmentation quality metrics, on which there 

has been recent guidance [35,71–73]. While there is still 
much work to do, the past two years have seen essential 
strides made in democratizing the use of advanced seg-
mentation methods through user-friendly interfaces and 
improved documentation. Integrating tools and scaling 
up reproducible workflows fosters a more collaborative 
and robust ecosystem; these continuing trends will em-
power researchers from diverse backgrounds to collec-
tively explore the intricate universe of single-cell 
biology, ultimately accelerating the pace of discovery 
and innovation in this vital field of study.
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Review

Mechanobiology of organelles: illuminating their
roles in mechanosensing and
mechanotransduction

Santosh Phuyal,1 Patrizia Romani,2 Sirio Dupont,2,* and Hesso Farhan 1,3,*

Mechanobiology studies the mechanisms by which cells sense and respond to
physical forces, and the role of these forces in shaping cells and tissues them-
selves. Mechanosensing can occur at the plasma membrane, which is directly
exposed to external forces, but also in the cell’s interior, for example, through de-
formation of the nucleus. Less is known on how the function and morphology of
organelles are influenced by alterations in their ownmechanical properties, or by
external forces. Here, we discuss recent advances on the mechanosensing and
mechanotransduction of organelles, including the endoplasmic reticulum (ER),
the Golgi apparatus, the endo-lysosmal system, and the mitochondria. We high-
light open questions that need to be addressed to gain a broader understanding
of the role of organelle mechanobiology.

Organelles: the overlooked players in mechanobiology
Cells are exposed to a wide variety of mechanical stimuli, resulting in the deformation of both cells
and the extracellular matrix. This occurs under physiological conditions such as the deformations
of the lung’s epithelial cells during breathing [1], or forces exerted on the bone and cartilage during
body movement [2,3]. Mechanical forces are also relevant under pathological conditions such as
fibrosis or cancer, where the stiffness of tissues can increase by up to tenfold [4,5]. Therefore, un-
derstanding cellular responses tomechanical stimuli is highly relevant for both physiology and pa-
thology. Mechanical forces may elicit rapid adaptive changes, such as an increase in the strength
of cell–matrix and cell–cell adhesions, or alignment with the direction of fluid flow [6]. Alternatively,
cellular responses extend to alterations in gene expression, which ultimately affect cell fate [7–11].
This implies that cells dispose of structures by which they ‘sense’ physical forces, in addition to
the mechanotransduction mechanisms by which forces are translated into biochemical informa-
tion [12,13]. Initially, the search for cellular mechanosensors has focused on the plasma mem-
brane because it is directly impacted by external forces, as well as by internal forces such as
those driving the formation of protrusion, blebbing, or cell contraction [14]. Another reason for
the dominance of the plasma membrane in the mechanobiology field is the scarcity of tools to im-
pose physical forces and measure their effect at intracellular locations. However, increasing evi-
dence has indicated that intracellular membranous organelles can receive, modulate, and even
initiate mechanotransduction signaling. Moreover, the development of novel tools to measure
mechanical forces at organelle membranes is expected to boost discoveries in this research area.

The link between organelles and mechanobiology can occur at multiple levels. First, organelles
are delimited by membranes with a defined composition, shape, and biophysical properties,
which are fundamental for their biological functions, and they are often connected to the cytoskel-
eton for structural support. Thus, organelles have their own mechanical properties, which can
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change depending on the varying intra- and extracellular needs. Second, mechanical stimuli are
known to affect biological processes that are intimately connected to the organelles of the
endomembrane system. For instance, the function and the positioning of the Golgi apparatus
regulates the migration and invasion of cancer cells [15]. The activation of immune cells often re-
quires adaptation of the secretory capacity of the cell [16]. Fibrosis is caused by the secretion of
collagen, which is a bulky cargo that requires adaptation of the export machinery of the ER [17].
Third, because many organelles can be deformed in response to external forces, they can play a
primary role in mechanosensing and in the processes of mechanotransduction. In the current
review, we will highlight and discuss recent evidence showing the role of organelles in
mechanobiology. For the sake of space, we have focused on selected membrane-bound organ-
elles. We only mention the role of the nucleus in relation to the ER and leave a more in-depth anal-
ysis of this topic to other excellent reviews [18–20].

Principles of mechanosensing and mechanotransduction at the endomembranes
The most commonmechanical forces acting on cells include stretching (tensile forces), compres-
sion, shear stress, hydrostatic pressure, and the stiffness of the surrounding extracellular matrix
[21]. The cellular response to such forces proceeds in three steps. The first step is that of the me-
chanical force via mechanosensors. Secondly, the force is converted into biochemical signals via
mechanotransduction pathways. Of note, mechanotransduction is not limited to classical signal-
ing pathways, but also includesmetabolic changes as well as the regulation of proteins’ structure,
activity, and trafficking. The third step involves the cellular response, which might be purely adap-
tive (e.g., aiming to maintain the cellular state) or a change in the cell’s state (e.g., the induction of
proliferation).

Mechanical force from inside or outside the cell causes different degrees of cellular deformation,
depending on the type and magnitude of the mechanical stimulus. The deformation of the cells’
surface may then be transmitted to the intracellular membranes, either by direct physical defor-
mation, indirectly via the cytoskeleton, or through the viscoelastic nature of the cytosol. However,
mechanotransduction signals originating at the cell’s surface may be transmitted to the organ-
elles and affect their structure and function. Whether and how these complementary
mechanotransduction pathways intersect each other remains poorly understood.

Although much is unknown about mechanosensing at the endomembranes, here, we present
five main modes by which mechanical forces might (in principle) be sensed at/by the organelles:

(i) Membrane deformation: as outlined above, themechanical forcemight result in a deformation
in the shape of the organelle, which will cause a change in the tension and lipid packing of its
membrane. This will then result in an alteration in the dynamics and activity of the transmem-
brane proteins. Analogous to the plasma membrane, there might be mechanosensitive ion
channels at the endomembranes. In fact, Piezo-1, a bona fide mechanosensory, was
shown to be also present in the ER [22]. However, the same principle might well influence
the activity of other proteins, including enzymes and signaling mediators. Finally, membrane
deformation might affect the recruitment of curvature-sensing proteins to endomembranes.

(ii) The membrane’s contact sites have the potential to be mechanosensitive because mechan-
ical forces might affect the formation and stability of these contact sites. Many proteins are
known that stabilize the membranes of apposing organelles at a close distance and enable
the exchange of ions, lipids, and proteins among the organelles. Alterations in number and
size of contact sites will then trigger downstream effects that regulate cellular physiology
[23,24]. However, little is known about the range mechanical force of these tethering events,
or on how these adhesive forces modulate the membrane’s contact sites.
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(iii) Morphological changes in an organelle’s shape might alter the local intraluminal fluid flows.
This could be particularly relevant for the ER, where the lumen acts as a reservoir for calcium,
as it is also a site for protein folding and quality control. The active (energy-dependent) con-
traction of ER tubules has been reported to generate intraluminal fluid flow [25], indicating
that mechanical factors that affect the shape of the ER could affect this flow. An alteration
in the intraluminal flow in the ER was shown to affect the ability of chaperones to access
their folding clients, which has consequences for cellular proteostasis [26].

(iv) Organelles are known to be associated with the cytoskeleton, and the cytoskeleton has great
potential for directly transmitting internal and external forces. Alterations in the interaction of
organelles with the cytoskeleton might affect the functional organization of the organelle itself
and thereby the biology of the cells. For instance, the structure of the Golgi ribbon is main-
tained not only by microtubules but also by actin [27,28] filaments. Altering the interaction
of the Golgi ribbon with the microtubules will result in defective positioning and the fragmen-
tation of this organelle, thereby causing defects in the cell’s polarity and migration [15,29,30].
We also discuss how mechanotransduction affects the interaction of the ER with the actin
cytoskeleton.

These five modes of mechanosensing at or by the organelles are largely theoretical in nature be-
cause the field of organelle-based mechanobiology is still in its infancy. However, the develop-
ment of techniques to measure organelle rheology [31,32] and of novel tension sensors
targeted to various organelles’ will provide the community with tools to measure the impact of
mechanical forces at the intracellular membranes. One example is the different responses of
the ER’s subdomains (sheets and tubules) and the mitochondria to hypertonic osmotic
shock [33].

Mechanobiology and the ER
The organization of the ER (Box 1) appears to be a favored site for mechanosensing and
mechanotransduction for two main reasons. Firstly, it spans almost the entire cytosol and is
therefore likely to easily undergo structural changes upon deformation of the cell by mechanical
forces. Secondly, the ER has close contact with cytoskeletal factors such as actin and microtu-
bules, which are likely to transmit mechanical forces to this organelle.

Box 1. The endoplasmic reticulum

In mammalian cells, the ER forms a network of interconnected dynamic tubules and sheets that undergo constant
remodeling. The ER is the largest cellular organelle, making up 20–30% of the cellular volume. It is the site of the synthesis,
the control of folding quality, and trafficking of a major fraction of the cellular proteome including all transmembrane pro-
teins of the secretory and endocytic organelles and of the plasmamembrane, and all the secreted proteins, with estimates
assigning at least one-third of the eukaryotic proteome to this compartment [97]. As such, the ER is considered a hub for
cellular proteostasis. Moreover, the ER houses a wide range of metabolic enzymes and exchanges metabolic
intermediates with other organelles via vesicular transport and direct contact. It plays a key role in the homeostasis of
cellular phospholipids and cholesterol, making it a key organelle involved in cellular metabolism. The rough ER is decorated
with ribosomes and is the subdomain that is mainly responsible for protein synthesis. On the rough ER, ribosome-free
regions can be found that are referred to as ER exit sites (ERES), which represent the sites for the assembly of the com-
ponents of COPII that are responsible for exporting secretory proteins from the ER towards distal compartments [98–100].
ERESwere shown to respond to a variety of signals in response to intracellular and extracellular needs [55,101,102]. Other
factors that affect the ER (and the entire endomembrane system) include the shape and composition of lipids, which affect
the function and the mechanical properties of membranes [103,104]. However, their regulation in response to mechanical
stimuli has only very recently been investigated. The central role of the ER in cellular proteostasis is regulated by the un-
folded protein response (UPR), a homeostatic ER-to-nucleus signaling route driven by three transmembrane sensors:
IRE1 (inositol-requiring enzyme 1), ATF6 (activating transcription factor 6), and PERK (PKR-like ER kinase) [105]. The in-
duction of ER stress through the accumulation of misfolded proteins activates the UPR, leading to the enhanced capacity
of the ER to fold, degrade, and secrete proteins.
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Mechanosensitive ion channels have long been recognized as bona fide sensors and transducers
of mechanical forces. Piezo-1 (also known as FAM38A) is among the best characterized
mechanosensors that can increase ion conductance upon mechanical stimulation of the cell
[34]. Piezo-1 was also found to be localized to the ER in its active form, where it recruits R-Ras
to mediate the release of calcium and activation of the protease calpain, thus resulting in integrin
activation [22]. This work implicated Piezo-1 in ER-based signaling, but it did not investigate
whether this mechanism is sensitive to mechanical stress. In fact, a more recent study showed
that stretching triggers nuclear deformation, leading to the Piezo-1-mediated release of calcium
from the ER (Figure 1) to reduce lamina-associated heterochromatin formation, which in turn af-
fects nuclear mechanics [35].

Another mechanosensitive channel with a link to the ER is Pannexin-1, a large-pore nonselective
channel that is permeable to ions and other solutes. Pannexin-1 is well known to be mechano-
sensitive [36]. The work of two groups linked Pannexin-1 to mechanotransduction at the ER.
Treatment of hippocampal neurons with thapsigargin, which blocks the ER-localized calcium
pump, resulted in the activation of Pannexin-1 [37]. This effect was mediated via the ER-based
calcium-sensor STIM1, which interacts with Pannexin-1. Whether or not Pannexin-1 is localized
to the ER was not directly tested in previous work, which assumed that the STIM1–Pannexin in-
teraction occurred via contacts between the ER and the plasma membrane. Another study re-
ported the localization of Pannexin-1 at the ER and proposed a role for this channel in sensing
the mechanical stress imposed by focused ultrasound [38]. The activation of ER-localized
Pannexin-1 resulted in calcium efflux to the cytosol, unlike Pannexin-1 at the cell’s surface,
which was found to primarily mediate the release of ATP.
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Figure 1. Overview of some of the effects of mechanical forces on the secretory pathway. The following
mechanisms are shown: stretching induced regulation of the functions of endoplasmic reticulum (ER) exit sites (ERES), the
force-induced assembly of actin at the ER and the Golgi apparatus, confinement-induced recruitment of cPLA2 to the
nuclear envelope, and finally how physical forces affect the Piezo channels or regulators of the unfolded protein response
(UPR). The figure was created using BioRender.
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Because the ER constitutes and is continuous with the outer layer of the nuclear envelope, it was
hypothesized that nuclear deformation and positioning can affect the ER’s dynamics and func-
tions. Recent studies have indicated that cells measure mechanical confinement by a mechanism
that depends on nuclear deformation [39–41]. This is mediated via the recruitment of cPLA2 to
the nuclear envelope to promote a distinct type of cell migration based on membrane blebbing
to escape confinement. The recruitment of cPLA2 requires the release of calcium from internal
stores via channels activated by stretching, thus implying a role for the nuclear envelope and/or
the perinuclear ER (Figure 1). The observation that cytoplasts (i.e., cells where the nucleus has
been removed) do not respond to confinement was used to exclude a general role for the rest
of the ER [39], even if the absence of the nucleus might eliminate the very structure that transmits
deformation to the ER in the first instance. Therefore, proximity to the nucleus might endow this
ER subdomain with the physical and biochemical properties to sense and respond to cellular
confinement. More generally, this suggests that cells use the ER–nucleus unit to sense extreme
deformations, a principle that, in future, might be extended to other organelles as well.

The ER can also play a more direct function in mediating cytoskeletal dynamics. During cell migra-
tion, the position of the nucleus is regulated, depending on the interaction of the actin cytoskele-
ton with the nuclear envelope, including the linker of nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton (LINC)
complexes that provide a direct tether between the two [42]. As cells polarized in a wound-
healing assay, the ER accumulated on the ventral side (i.e., the side facing the glass slide) of
the cell in a manner that depended on the ER protein CLIMP63, which regulates the formation
of ER sheets and helps the ER wrap around actin fibers [28]. This was, however, not observed
on the dorsal side of the cell (i.e., the side facing away from the glass slide). By shielding the
actin fibers, the ER prevents the interaction of actin with the nuclear envelope on the ventral
side. In turn, this asymmetry in the nucleus–cytoskeleton interaction results in the movement of
the nucleus away from the leading edge, which is important for efficient cell migration. Earlier
work investigating the cytoplasmic streaming during meiosis of Caenorhabditis elegans zygotes
found that the ER is required for this collective flow by binding to microtubules and transmitting
the force to adjacent regions [43], indicating the wide potential for the ER in regulating the ability
of the cytoskeleton to produce and sense forces.

More recently, a mechanism of mechanocontrol of the ER exit sites (ERES) (Box 1 and Figure 1)
was discovered. When the cells were exposed to mechanical strain, this led to activation of the
Rac1 GTPase, which formed a complex with Sar1, another GTPase that initiated the assembly
of the COPII coat and the formation of outward vesicles [44]. Consequently, mechanical strain in-
creased the number of ERES and promoted secretory trafficking out of the ER. The potential
physiological relevance of the mechanocontrol of ERES might be that the secretory trafficking
gives the stability when exposed to mechanical strain. This is supported by the observation
that cells with altered ER export exhibited more ruptures when exposed to mechanical stress.
This might be potentially due to the fact that secretion supplies the plasma membrane with lipids,
or it might be due to the trafficking of proteins that help the cells cope with mechanical stress.

The unfolded protein response (UPR) is a central regulator of proteostasis (Box 1). However, there is
evidence suggesting roles of the UPR that are independent of proteostasis in the context of
mechanobiology. Through the use of proximity-labeling proteomics, the actin cross-linking protein
Filamin A was identified as a binding partner of PKR-like ER kinase (PERK) [45]. Notably, Filamin A
has previously been shown to link the ER to the actin cytoskeleton, which is important for spreading
the ER to the periphery of the cell [46]. The loss of PERK resulted in a skewed subcellular distribution
of actin with an accumulation of actin at the cell cortex [45]. This was accompanied by an alteration in
the formation of the ER–plasmamembrane contact site. The trigger activating the PERKwas cytosolic
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calcium and was not related to its role in the UPR. This elegant work established an unprecedented
proteostasis-independent role of PERK, linking it to the cellular remodeling of actin. This work did
not directly test the involvement of mechanobiology in this novel role of PERK, but there is a strong ra-
tionale for assuming such a role, given the prominent function of actin in cellular mechanoregulation.
The observation that PERK-deficient cells had more prominent cortical actin might indicate a change
in cellular stiffness, which could be tested in future work. Later work showed that PERK is not the only
UPR branch to interact with Filamin A, but IRE1 also interacts with this actin crosslinker [47]. The inter-
action of IRE1 with Filamin A is important for the regulation of the dynamics of cellular actin and cell mi-
gration. This interaction was dependent on the dimerization of IRE1, but was independent on its role in
UPR, because enzymatically inactivemutants of IRE1were still bound to Filamin A. This work provided
another nice example of a link between ER-proteostasis regulators and the actin cytoskeleton (Figure
1). A more recent work capitalized on these earlier findings of the role of Filamin A in the ER and iden-
tified a key difference betweenmammary cells cultured in 2D versus 3D [48]. They found that cells cul-
tured in 2D exhibited greater tension in the cortical actin and the stronger association of filaminwith the
ER stress sensor PERK, which increased ER stress and reduced cell survival. However, this effect
might also be partly caused by differences in the substrate’s stiffness, which was supported by find-
ings showing that ER stress is differentially regulated by the stiffness of the extracellular matrix [49].

The ER may also respond to mechanical stimuli through its interaction with components of the
cytoskeleton. Various elements of the cytoskeleton were previously shown to interact with the
ER. For instance, in the past, the ER has been reported to be a site for the nucleation of actin
in a manner that was dependent on INF2, which was shown to be localized in this compartment
[50,51]. Mechanical force was applied to the cells’ surface to generate a perinuclear actin ring,
which was absent in INF2-depleted cells [52]. Whether this actin ring colocalized with the ER
was not tested, but this is very likely because the perinuclear region is dominated by ER mem-
branes. Another report showed that culturing normal epithelial cells on stiff substrate resulted in
an accumulation of Filamin A in the perinuclear region [53]. Together with the findings above
about the link of Filamin A to the ER, future work should analyze whether PERK and IRE1
might be involved in the cellular adaptation of stiffness via interactions with Filamin A (Figure 1).

The Pepperkok group used a systematic approach to investigate how signaling by the extracellular
matrix affects the ER cytoskeleton crosstalk [54]. A library of 378 cytoskeletal proteins was depleted
(by siRNA) and synergistic effects with the coat protein complex II (COPII) components Sec23A–B
were explored. This approach identified proteins associated with focal adhesions (e.g., ROCK1 or
PIK3CA), which led to a downregulation of Sec23Awhen silenced by siRNA. This indicates that a net-
work of cytoskeleton-associated proteins links focal adhesions and extracellular matrix (ECM)-related
signaling to the regulation of ER export [54]. In addition, this work indicated that prior systematic ap-
proaches used to study the export of the ER [55,56] need to be revisited and studied under conditions
that consider the ECM, the stiffness of the substrate, and the dimensionality used for culturing the cells.

Mechanobiology of the Golgi apparatus
Although the Golgi apparatus constantly exchanges content with the ER via vesicular-tubular car-
riers, the mechanobiology of the Golgi apparatus is likely to follow slightly different rules from the
ER. Three factors should be considered. Firstly, the Golgi apparatus is substantially smaller than
the ER; secondly, it has a much more confined subcellular localization; thirdly, unlike with the ER
network, the cisternae that form the Golgi stack only have sparse intercisternal connections. This
has consequences for the transmissibility of the forces applied to one cisterna on the other parts
of the Golgi apparatus. By contrast, the Golgi apparatus is surrounded by actin filaments that play
important structural roles [27,28], which might enable the transmission and control of forces to
the Golgi apparatus as a whole.
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On a tissue level, Szafranski et al. [57] used electron microscopy to explore the effects of
compressing chondrocytes and their organelles. They found that the compression of cartilage tis-
sues resulted in a reduction in the total cellular volume, together with a decrease in the volume of
most organelles such as the ER, nuclei, and mitochondria. At the same time, the volume of the
Golgi apparatus remained unaltered. Although these results need to be validated using more ad-
vanced methods and assays focused directly on cellular deformation, they nevertheless high-
lighted potential differences between the ER and the Golgi apparatus with respect to their
responses to mechanical forces.

A classic example of a change in the architecture of the Golgi apparatus is in migrating cells.
When a cell monolayer is wounded, the leading edge of the plasma membrane expands and
the cells migrates directionally into the wound. Under such 2D conditions, the Golgi orients
quickly in the direction of cell migration, anterior to the nucleus [15,58]. Reorientation also occurs
in 3D, but in this case the Golgi apparatus is positioned posterior to the nucleus, rather than an-
terior to it. These changes in the positioning of the Golgi apparatus are mainly due to the reorien-
tation of the microtubule network during cell migration. The role of actin remains poorly explored,
but recent work reported the dispersion of the Golgi apparatus during collective cell migration that
was driven by the association of the actin cytoskeleton with the Golgi apparatus [59].

The first direct demonstration of an effect of mechanical forces on the Golgi apparatus was pro-
vided by the Manneville group, who imposed mechanical stress directly onto the Golgi apparatus
with an intracellular optical trap system [31]. They found that the Golgi apparatus is endowed with
a distinct rheology, which was much higher than that observed by measuring the cytosol sur-
rounding the Golgi apparatus (and hence, probably, the ER). This rheology depends on contrac-
tile actin filaments, indicating a mechano-active cytoskeleton surrounding the Golgi apparatus. In
addition, the application of thesemechanical constraints induced the production of Rab6-positive
transport vesicles, indicating a potential link between this mechano-active cytoskeleton and the
regulation of protein secretion (Figure 1). These vesicles have also been shown to be preferentially
transported along the microtubules towards focal adhesions [60]. These studies suggested wide
potential for themechano-regulation of the secretory pathway departing from theGolgi apparatus
through the forces of cell adhesion.

The rigidity of the Golgi apparatus was also shown to be coupled to the stiffness of the extracel-
lular matrix [61]. This happens in the context of a metabolic response to matrix stiffness that orig-
inates from theGolgi apparatus: changes in thematrix stiffness or in the tension of the actomyosin
regulated the activity of the Lipin1 phosphatidate phosphatase at the endomembranes, altering
the ARF1 GTPase at the Golgi apparatus, and thereby affecting the shuttling of SCAP and
SREBPs between the ER and the Golgi apparatus. This ultimately resulted in the activation of
SREBPs at the Golgi apparatus, driving the expression of lipogenic enzymes and increasing
the overall lipogenic tone of the cell in response to a soft matrix [61,62]. Applying force to the
Golgi apparatus could increase the measured activity of Lipin1, suggesting the physical and func-
tional coupling of the Golgi apparatus and extracellular stiffnesses. Similar regulation of the activity
of ARF1 in response to adhesion forces, associated with remodeling of the overall structure of the
Golgi apparatus, was also observed by others [63], further reinforcing this possibility.

Mechanobiology of the endolysosomal system
The pleomorphic membranous structures of the endolysosomal system modulate the recycling of
biomolecules, thereby contributing to cellular proteostasis and the regulation of cell surface recep-
tors. Moreover, endosomes and lysosomes act as dynamic signaling platforms by recruiting signal-
ing molecules in response to environmental factors such as nutrients. The mechanoregulation of
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the early events of the endocytic process at the plasma membrane has been reasonably well
explored [64]. However, only limited knowledge exists regarding the contribution of the
organelles of the endolysosmal system in cellular mechanotransduction. Because the spatial
and temporal distribution of the organelles of the endolysosomal system dictate the rate of
flow of signaling molecules, this might be crucial for cellular mechanoadaptation and
mechanotransduction. In fact, cells lacking the secretory lysosome v-SNARE VAMP7 failed
to properly adapt to changes in the substrate’s rigidity [65]. That study also showed that the
rigidity of the ECM determined the peripheral distribution of VAMP7-secreting lysosomes,
and this peripheral pool was tightly controlled by LRRK1 and VARP in response to biomechan-
ical constraints [65]. Another study also showed that the peripheral pools of secretory lyso-
somes were regulated in a manner that depended on the matrix’s stiffness [66]. The
endolysosmal system must also be able to rapidly adapt to changes in the endocytic flux,
which means that endosomes and lysosomes must alter their surface-to-volume ratio due to
fusion and fission events. Because of their small size, such changes in shape may have severe
consequences with respect to the membrane tension of these organelles. This led the Grimm
group to search for a mechanism that senses and adapts to these local mechanical forces.
They identified the endolysosomal cation channel TRPML2 as a hypotonicity-sensitive protein
that allows the endolysosomal system to adapt to mechanical stress [67].

Rather than being regulated by mechanical forces, endocytosis was also shown to regulate the
tension of the plasma membrane. The CLIC/GEEC pathway (a dynamin-independent endocytic
route) was found to regulate the tension of the plasmamembrane, as its activation would increase
tension. However, altering the plasma membrane’s tension had no effect on the endocytosis of
CLIC/GEEC [68]. Caveolae are characteristic plasma membrane invaginations, which are
known to regulate endocytic trafficking. Caveolae make up a substantial fraction of the plasma
membrane’s surface and, as such, represent a reservoir that allows cells to respond to an in-
crease in the cell’s surface tension [69]. This mediates cellular mechanoprotection as well as
the ability to sense forces. We refer the reader to the recent excellent reviews on the roles of
the caveolae in mechanobiology [70].

Recently, the role of endosomes in regulating themechanics of collective cell migration (amode of
locomotion that is important for wound healing, organogenesis, and metastasis) has also
emerged. Within cell monolayers, cells are still able to migrate. However, the increasing cell–cell
interactions associated with increased cell densities gradually constrain cell migration, first lead-
ing to long-range coordinated streams of motion and then to kinetical arrest, similar to ‘jamming’
or a transition of rigidity. Interestingly, the activation of endocytosis by Rab5 GTPase was suffi-
cient to change the material properties of the monolayer, and to induce the emergence of large
multicellular streams, similar to a ‘flowing liquid’ [71]. Collectively, these findings highlight the im-
portance of endolysosomal system for cellular mechanoadaptation.

Mechanobiology of mitochondria
Mitochondria are filamentous organelles that undergo rapid and dynamic cycles of fission and
fusion. The mechanics of mitochondrial dynamics (Box 2) have only started to be analyzed. Fis-
sion entails the recruitment of DRP1 at the mitochondrial surface and the formation of linear
polymers that encircle and constrict the mitochondria, leading to abscission of the two mito-
chondrial membranes [72–74]. It has been proposed that the mitochondrial membrane is
under tension, which is instrumental to allowing fission [75]. Analogous to other membrane
compartments, this indicates the importance of the lipid composition of the mitochondrial
membrane as a key factor influencing the membrane’s biophysical properties and mechanical
behavior [76,77].
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Mitochondrial fission is intimately linkedwith the actin cytoskeleton (Figure 2). Actin is polymerized
in close vicinity to the sites of fission by ER- and mitochondria-anchored polymerizing factors
(INF2 and Spire1c, respectively), and close to the activity of Arp2/3 complexes [78–80]. Recruit-
ment of the actin-polymerizing protein INF2 to the ER drives the formation of perimitochondrial
actin filaments when the ER’s tubules encircle the mitochondria, initiating the process of fission
[78]. The Spire1c splice isoform of the Spire1 actin nucleator was found to be associated with
the outer mitochondrial membrane instead [80]. Little is known about the recruitment and activa-
tion of Arp2/3 actin nucleators at the mitochondria, apart from the observation that the MIEF1-2
transmembrane proteins that act as DRP1 receptors at the outer membrane of the mitochondria

Box 2. Mitochondria fusion and fission

The structure of the mitochondrial tubular network is very dynamic owing to the continuous separation of some elements
(fission) and addition of others (fusion). This is mediated by a dedicated set of dynamic GTPases that mediate both fusion
(Mitofusin1-2 and OPA1) and fission (DRP1) in the mitochondria [72]. The expression and activity of these factors is
regulated by multiple inputs, so that the mitochondrial dynamics match the cells’ metabolic demands [106–108].
Regulation of the mitochondrial dynamics also has a more structural role; for example, shortening of the mitochondria
occurs at mitosis to allow undisturbed chromosome segregation and the homogeneous distribution of healthy
mitochondria to the daughter cells. Shortening also occurs upon mitochondrial stress to facilitate the elimination of
damaged mitochondria via mitophagy and, in its most extreme form, serves for the production of small mitochondrial
vesicles, as part of the mechanisms of quality control [108–110]. An analysis of the topological properties of the
mitochondrial network suggested that mitochondrial dynamics keep the network at criticality, near to a percolation phase
transition characterized by maximal heterogeneity in the sizes of the network’s subcomponents, which can undergo
changes towards subcritical or supercritical conditions depending on the perturbations [111–113].
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Figure 2. Overview of how mechanical forces affect mitochondrial fission via local polymerization of actin. The
figure was created using BioRender.
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are found in close proximity to Arp2/3-containing complexes [81]. These factors are widely re-
quired for mitochondrial fission, indicating the important role of perimitochondrial actin. It has
been proposed that the function of F-actin in this context is a mechanical one that helps the de-
formation and constriction of the mitochondria. It is also possible that actin plays a role in stabi-
lizing the formation of DRP1 filaments. In line with the first idea, inducing the polymerization of
actin at the mitochondrial surface can be sufficient to drive mitochondrial fission, even in cells
lacking the DRP1 protein [82,83]. The possibility also exists that the mitochondria have the inbuilt
ability to undergo fission upon direct deformation. For example, it was shown that intracellular
Shigella bacteria ‘bumping’ against mitochondria can induce mitochondrial fission [84]. Such fis-
sion can be recapitulated by simply applying local cell deformations, and this can happen even in the
complete absence of filamentous actin. Further adding to this picture, the formation of mitochondrial
actin 'comet tails' can play an active role in displacing andmixingmitochondria across the cytoplasm
[85]. An emerging theme is that different fission events take place in the cell, which have different re-
quirements in terms of these perimitochondrial actin polymerization factors.

Mitochondrial fission is not only a mechanical process, but also a mechanoresponsive event. Re-
cent reports have indicated the wide potential for regulating of mitochondrial fission by actomyo-
sin and bymechanical stimuli, even if the reports are sometimes divergent [86–93]. A coherent set
of evidence indicates that themitochondria shorten in response to conditions of reduced actomy-
osin tension across multiple cell lineages. In mammary epithelial and breast cancer cells, this
sparks the production of mitochondrial reactive oxygen species (ROS) [92]. These ROS do not
reach a level that induces toxicity, but activate a protective responsemediated by themaster tran-
scription factor of antioxidants, NRF2, and involving the rewiring of the glutathione metabolism.
This response makes the cells in a soft microenvironment able to better resist exogenous oxida-
tive stress, including ROS-dependent drugs. This also represents a mechanism that is imposed
on disseminating cancer cells by the soft environment of themetastatic target organs, accounting
for the notorious resistance of these cells to chemotherapy [92]. In other cells, mitochondrial fis-
sion is associated with changes in the urea cycle and in the ATP-recycling system of creatine
phosphagen and in the mitochondrial metabolism of proline [87,93]. Mitochondrial function can
also be regulated by the regularity of mechanical forces, with monotonous stretching cycles lead-
ing to reduced ATP production and variable stretching cycles leading to enhanced ATP produc-
tion [94]. Finally, the observation that shear stress regulates anti-inflammatory responses in the
endothelia by regulating mitochondrial dynamics and the metabolism in the endothelia [91] sug-
gests a broader than expected role for mechanically regulated mitochondrial dynamics in regulat-
ing multiple metabolic and signaling responses.

Concluding remarks
Although it was realized early on that mechanical forces are of relevance for physiology and pa-
thology, the field of mechanobiology is comparatively young and is thus a rapidly growing area
of research. As such, considerable advances have been made with regard to our understanding
of role of the plasmamembrane in sensingmechanical forces and converting these into biochem-
ical stimuli. More recently, the role of the nucleus as a mechanosensitive organelle has been ex-
plored. However, the role of mechanobiology in the regulation of other organelles such as the ER,
Golgi apparatus, or mitochondria remains an interesting area for future research. As such, there is
a growing interest in this research area and there are many questions that need to be resolved
(see Outstanding questions). In the future, new approaches have to be used to study the
mechanics of organelles, such as Brillouin microscopy [32], intracellular optic tweezers [95], or
organelle-targeted Flipper-TR probes [33]. It is likely that these tools will be developed further,
making them more accessible to a larger community. These and other novel tools will allow us
to quantitatively and qualitatively measure forces at endomembranes in the future [96], thereby
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Outstanding questions
What are the forces that organelles
experience? Better and more
precise methods to measure forces
at organelles have recently been
introduced, and novel tools are likely
to be developed to address this
question.

To what extent are changes in the
hydrostatic pressure of the cytosol
transmitted to the lumen of organelles
and what are the consequences
thereof?

Howdo differentmechanical forces affect
the size, volume, morphology, and
function of organelles? Do subcellular
organelles harbor unidentified force-
sensing molecules?

Are there autochthonous signaling events
at organelles that are triggered by
mechanical forces? To what extent do
they intersect with mechanotransduction
pathways originating from the plasma
membrane?

Are organelles damaged by forces,
how is such damage is dealt with, or
how does it serve as an additional
signaling mechanism in the cell?

How are these seemingly different
organelle responses coordinated with
the transcription of nuclear gene into
a coherent biological response?

What is the broader relevance
of organelles’ mechanobiology in
physiology and pathology?
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allowing us to better understand the biophysical principles of how these forces are transmitted to
and sensed by intracellular organelles. We will also need systematic explorations to identify
bona fide mechanosensors and mechanotransducers that reside in different endomembranes.
Finally, the mechanobiology of endomembranes needs to be investigated using adequate
(patho)physiological model systems in vitro and in vivo to provide us with a better understanding
of the broader relevance of organelles in the physiological and pathological responses to forces.
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As the largest and stiffest organelle of eukaryotic cells1, 
the nucleus is constantly subjected to intrinsic and 
extrinsic forces that can lead to small and large nuclear 
deformations. For example, cytoskeletal forces posi
tion the nucleus within polarized cells, and actomyosin 
forces are required to squeeze the nucleus of migrat
ing cells through small constrictions such as interstitial 
spaces. Accumulating evidence suggests that the nucleus 
contributes to cellular perception of mechanical stim
uli and the corresponding cellular response through 
dynamic changes of its structure and morphology2,3. 
Therefore, the nucleus must be considered not only as 
the primary site of gene replication and transcription 
but also as a fundamental mechanotransduction compo
nent of the cell, capable of mechanosensing and orches
trating key cellular functions in response to mechanical 
stimulation.

The mechanotransduction properties of the nucleus 
are now well recognized, including its ability to adapt to 
the physical microenvironment of the cell with changes 
in nuclear morphology or the expression of specific 
genes4,5. By contrast, the role of the nucleus as a mech
anosensitive organelle — whereby physical deformations 
induced by forces transmitted to the nuclear envelope 
directly impact nuclear and cellular functions — has 
only recently begun to emerge (Box 1). For example, 
several lines of evidence indicate that forces acting on 
the nucleus can induce sufficient nuclear deformations 
to modulate chromatin structure and trigger important 

protein conformational changes, thereby activating or 
repressing mechanoresponsive genes6,7. In vivo, the 
impact of nuclear deformations has been highlighted 
by the observation that many human diseases are asso
ciated with abnormal nuclear shapes8 and disturbed 
mechanotransduction processes9 such as impaired acti
vation of genes in response to mechanical stimulation or 
mechanically induced DNA damage (Box 2).

In this Review, we discuss the current understand
ing of the physical properties of the nucleus, and how 
the different nuclear components affect its mechanics. 
We then review the physiological contexts of nuclear 
deformations and highlight the importance of phys
ical connections between the nuclear envelope and 
the cytoskeleton in the transmission of forces to the 
nucleus and driving its deformations. We also consider 
the emerging role of nuclear deformations in cellular  
mechanosensing and mechanotransduction.

Nuclear organization
The extent of nuclear deformations is determined 
by the balance between the mechanical properties of the 
nucleus and the mechanical forces acting on it. Nuclear 
mechanical properties are dependent on the various 
components constituting the nuclear structure. The 
forces acting on the nucleus are primarily derived from 
the cytoskeleton, which establishes physical connections 
with the nuclear envelope (Fig. 1), although some forces 
can also originate from the outside of the cell.
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The nuclear envelope. The nuclear envelope serves multi
ple pivotal functions: it controls access of cytoplasmic 
proteins to the genome, provides structural stability to the 
nucleus, and physically connects the nuclear interior and 
cytoskeleton (Fig. 1; see next subsection). The nuclear 

envelope comprises nuclear membranes, the nuclear lam
ina and nuclear pore complexes (NPCs). The inner and 
outer nuclear membranes (INM and ONM, respectively) 
are two concentric lipid bilayers, each ~4 nm thick, sepa
rated by the ~20–50 nmwide perinuclear space10 (Fig. 1a). 

Box 1 | Nuclear mechanosensing

Although it is now well recognized that nuclear deformations have both rapid and long-lasting consequences on nuclear 
and cellular function, the precise mechanisms by which nuclear deformations are translated into biochemical signals, and 
to what degree the nucleus itself serves as a cellular mechanosensor, remain incompletely understood. As a note of cau-
tion, many nuclear changes in response to external mechanical stimuli (for example, altered nuclear shape, chromatin 
organization, gene expression) cited as indicators of nuclear mechanosensing may reflect, at least in part, downstream 
effects of signalling pathways initiated in the cytoplasm or cell surface, rather than direct nuclear mechanosensing.  
In the following, we highlight recent findings and novel insights into established and proposed nuclear mechanosensing 
mechanisms. For a more detailed discussion, we refer the reader to some excellent recent reviews32,194,218,219.

Stretch-activated opening of channels in the nuclear membranes
Nuclear pore complexes allow passage of small molecules while excluding larger molecules that do not contain nuclear 
localization sequences or are transported by other proteins. recent live cell imaging, electron microscopy and cryo- 
electron tomography studies found that nuclear pore complexes are highly sensitive to nuclear membrane tension15,198,199, 
increasing their diameter in response to elevated nuclear membrane tension and thus facilitating nuclear import, including 
of the mechanoresponsive transcription factor198. the nuclear envelope and endoplasmic reticulum (er) membranes (which 
are continuous with the nuclear envelope) contain various other stretch-sensitive ion channels such as piezo1 and inositol 
triphosphate receptor (Insp3r). Increased nuclear membrane tension, in response to cell compression, osmotic swelling 
or stretching application, may trigger opening of these channels and calcium release from the ER and perinuclear space, 
which can lead to increased cell contractility17,127 as well as to the uptake of calcium into the nucleus, resulting in changes 
in chromatin organization and nuclear softening driven by loss of heterochromatin16. However, it remains unclear whether 
opening of these ion channels in response to cellular deformation occurs at the nuclear envelope, er or the plasma mem-
brane. one interesting hypothesis is that all three locations contribute to cellular mechanotransduction, depending on the 
context. As such, spatial coordination between ion channels in the different membranes would allow cells to distinguish 
between different sources of nuclear membrane strain such as osmotic swelling and compression3,127.

Mechanosensing by the nuclear membranes and nuclear envelope proteins
Changes in the tension or curvature of the nuclear membranes can alter the packing and/or composition of nuclear 
membrane phospholipids, which, together with increased intranuclear calcium concentrations, promote binding of 
nucleoplasmic phospholipase A2 (cplA2) to the inner nuclear membrane192–194, where it can initiate cell signalling events 
related to actomyosin contractility and inflammation.

besides altering protein interactions with the nuclear membranes, forces acting on the nucleus can also lead to local 
unfolding, conformational changes and increased phosphorylation of lamins105,109,220–222, although the functional relevance 
of these changes remains to be fully characterized. Furthermore, force application to the nucleus via nesprins leads to 
phosphorylation of emerin via Src kinases, resulting in the recruitment of lamins to the nuclear envelope and nuclear 
stiffening223. Although it remains unclear whether the increased phosphorylation is due to mechanically induced activa-
tion of nuclear Src kinase or emerin becoming more accessible to the kinase, this study, which was conducted on isolated 
nuclei, provided some of the most direct evidence for nuclear mechanosensing.

Force-induced changes in chromatin organization
Several studies have demonstrated mechanically induced changes in chromatin organization that could affect gene 
expression, including in neutrophils that had migrated through tight constrictions208, macrophages under spatial 
confinement179 and a 3D chemo-mechanical model of the nuclear interior and its connections to the cytoskeleton. 
However, these studies did not completely address whether the effects were nucleus-intrinsic or mediated by cytoplas-
mic signals. Support for direct involvement of chromatin remodelling in nuclear mechanosensing comes from two recent 
studies, which found that force application to the cell surface leads to near instantaneous chromatin deformation, visual-
ized by tracking multiple GFp–lacI-labelled genomic loci, and rapid (<15 s) increase in transcription of the corresponding 
transgene and other genes204,205. the magnitude of the response was directly related to the extent of chromatin deforma-
tion and histone methylation status. of note, the chromatin ‘stretching’ reported in these studies likely does not reflect 
stretching of the DNA itself but rather partial unpacking of the chromatin, which may promote access to transcriptional 
regulators or polymerases205. Depletion of lamins, emerin or linker of nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton (lINC) complex 
components abolished the force-induced gene expression204, pointing to the importance of nucleo-cytoskeletal coupling 
in nuclear mechanosensing. the effect of lINC complex disruption on the activation of mechanoresponsive genes con-
trasts with a previous study in which lINC complex disruption did not alter the expression of several mechanoresponsive 
genes despite reducing nuclear deformation36, possibly reflecting differences in cell type, the mode of force application 
or the extent/type of nuclear deformation resulting from the applied force.

Another intriguing thought is that liquid–liquid phase separation, which is a central player in the assembly of mem-
braneless compartments within the nucleus, could contribute to nuclear mechanosensing. Indeed, significant mechanical 
forces through attractive and repulsive interactions between protein droplets and chromatin can alter chromatin organi-
zation and rearrangements84,90. one could therefore speculate that externally applied forces and resulting nuclear defor-
mation could affect intranuclear biomolecular condensates, which are highly dynamic structures that may condense or 
dissolve under specific nuclear deformations, and thereby regulate nuclear functions.

Mechanotransduction
in its literal sense, mech-
anotransduction refers to the 
molecular process in which 
mechanical stimuli are 
converted (or transduced)  
into biochemical signals,  
that is, equivalent to the 
‘mechanosensing’ defined 
below. However, mech-
anotransduction is commonly 
used to more broadly refer to 
cellular responses to changes 
in the mechanical environment, 
including forces, deformations 
or mechanical properties.  
in this article, we use this 
broader definition of 
mechanotransduction.

Mechanosensing
Molecular process through 
which cells or cellular 
components translate 
mechanical forces or 
deformations into biochemical 
signals.
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The ONM is contiguous with the endoplasmic reticu
lum (ER) and can expand by the addition of lipids from 
the ER, allowing the nuclear surface area to adapt in 
response to deformation (although membrane recruit
ment to the nuclear envelope may be limited by phys
ical resistance from the ER). Furthermore, the nuclear 
membrane is wrinkled and folded at low tension, which 
provides an additional membrane reservoir for adjusting 

nuclear shape11. NPCs are homogeneously distributed 
over the nuclear membrane surface12 and regulate the 
active nuclear transport of macromolecules larger than 
~50 kDa into and out of the nucleus12,13. The size of the 
NPCs can change in response to mechanical stress, which 
accounts for up to 10% of nuclear surface expansion dur
ing nuclear deformations14–16. The nuclear envelope and 
ER additionally contain mechanosensitive ion channels 

Box 2 | Human pathologies associated with nuclear deformations

Abnormalities in nuclear and chromatin organization are hallmarks of many diseases, ranging from heart disease to pre-
mature ageing and cancer224, where they can indicate, for example, metastatic potential8,225,226. Hundreds of mutations 
and variants have been found in genes encoding nuclear envelope components, including inner and outer nuclear mem-
brane proteins (for example, nesprins, emerin and SuN (Sad1p, uNC-84) proteins) and lamins, and the diseases resulting 
from these mutations227 are collectively called nuclear envelopathies. mutations in the LMNA gene, which encodes lamins 
A/C, alone cause over 13 human diseases, including congenital dilated cardiomyopathy228,229, various types of muscular 
dystrophy230 and progeria231, with altered nuclear stability and mechanotransduction thought to contribute, at least in 
part, to the disease mechanism.

LMNA mutations associated with muscular dystrophy and dilated cardiomyopathy often result in more deformable  
and more fragile nuclei55. This leads to extensive nuclear envelope damage in skeletal muscle cells in vitro and in vivo, 
resulting from mechanical stress on the more fragile nuclei119. lamin mutations associated with muscular dystrophy  
can also impair linker of nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton (lINC) complex function55,232,233 and other cellular processes. 
Furthermore, abnormal YAp (Yes-associated protein) activity, known to be responsive to nuclear deformation and lamin A 
levels27,198, has been reported in muscular dystrophy and rhabdomyosarcoma234. In LMNA-related congenital muscular 
dystrophy, lamin mutations increase YAp nuclear localization via increased nuclear import, implicating YAp as a potential 
pathogenic contributor in muscular dystrophies caused by nuclear envelope defects235.

Hutchinson–Gilford progeria syndrome (HGpS) is an exceptionally rare and severe segmental premature ageing disease 
caused by mutations in the LMNA gene. most cases of HGpS result from a mutation that leads to alternative splicing, 
causing a truncated form of prelamin A (lA∆50) that remains farnesylated. Cells from patients with HGpS have irregular 
nuclear shapes236, increased nuclear stiffness and increased sensitivity to mechanical stress237–240, which may be responsi-
ble for the progressive loss of vascular smooth muscle cells in HGpS. the structural abnormalities of the mutant lamins 
and their stronger interaction with other lamins reduces the ability of the nuclear envelope to dissipate mechanical 
stress240. In addition to perturbing nuclear lamina organization, the mutant lamins also alter chromatin organization. 
restoring the loss of heterochromatin alone in Hela cells expressing lA∆50 and in cells from patients with HGpS is  
sufficient to restore normal nuclear shape, suggesting that heterochromatin loss may be responsible for many of the  
phenomena associated with HGpS64,91,241.

Deficiency of lamin b1 and lamin b2, but also increased expression of lamin b1, are associated with neurodevelop-
mental defects and distinct nuclear shape abnormalities in neurons242,243. loss of b-type lamins interferes with proper 
nucleokinesis, a nuclear translation process required during neuronal development73. lamin b1-deficient and lamin 
b2-deficient mouse embryos have defective migration of cortical neurons242–244, leading to neuronal layering abnormality 
in the cerebral cortex along with neonatal mortality. the neuronal migration abnormality may be explained by a weak-
ened nuclear lamina (in particular as developing neural tissue lacks expression of A-type lamins) as preliminary work 
shows that b-type lamin depletion may affect nuclear mechanical properties245. Duplication of the gene encoding lamin 
b1 results in autosomal dominant leukodystrophy, which is characterized by widespread loss of myelin in the central 
nervous system246, although the molecular mechanisms underlying these defects remain unclear.

In addition to mutations in nuclear envelope proteins, cytoplasmic proteins can also result in nuclear defects and dis-
eases. tauopathies refer to a class of neurodegenerative diseases involving the aggregation of tau protein, a neuronal 
microtubule-associated protein, into neurofibrillary or gliofibrillary tangles in the brain. pathological accumulation of tau, 
known as tau nuclear rods or tau-positive nuclear indentations247, have been identified in several neurodegenerative dis-
orders, including Alzheimer disease, frontotemporal dementia and Huntington disease248,249. However, the mechanism 
underlying tau-mediated pathogenesis is still unclear. mutations in the tau-encoding gene MAPT result in tau mislocali-
zation to the cell bodies rather than to the neuronal axon. this leads to abnormal microtubule organization, which can 
potentially deform the nuclear envelope via lINC complex-based coupling250, causing large nuclear lamin invaginations 
and defects in nucleocytoplasmic trafficking251,252.

Although the pathological mechanisms underlying the diverse envelopathies are still not fully understood, various 
hypotheses have been put forward. the key role of the nuclear envelope in regulating nuclear mechanics and mech-
anotransduction suggests that defects in nuclear envelope/lamina proteins can result — directly (by changing nuclear 
physical properties) or indirectly (for example, via changes in chromatin organization or nucleo-cytoskeleton coupling) — 
in impaired nuclear stability, increased nuclear fragility and perturbations of mechanotransduction pathways, which could 
explain some of the tissue-specific phenotypes. This hypothesis is supported by numerous in vitro and in vivo observations 
of abnormalities in nuclear morphology (for example, wrinkling, irregularities, blebs and invaginations) associated with 
LMNA mutations linked to dilated cardiomyopathy, muscular dystrophy and HGpS as well as the increased DNA damage 
found in several laminopathies26,187,253. besides their mechanical function, lamins have a key role in tethering and organiz-
ing chromatin as well as in signalling involved in transcriptional regulation. In support of this, laminopathic nuclei often 
display alterations in the organization of chromatin and signalling as well as broad alterations in gene expression7,254–258, 
which could contribute to tissue-specific phenotypes.

Stress
Expression of the mechanical 
loading in terms of force 
applied per cross-sectional 
area of an object. Units of 
stress are N m−2 (or Pa).

Rhabdomyosarcoma
Highly aggressive form of 
cancer mostly observed in 
children and adolescents that 
usually develops in soft tissues, 
such as the muscles, from 
mesenchymal cells that have 
failed to fully differentiate.

Segmental premature 
ageing disease
Pathological condition that 
reflects some but not other 
phenotypes of the normal 
ageing process at a much 
earlier age. For example, 
children with Hutchinson–
gilford progeria syndrome 
develop severe cardiovascular 
disease (heart attacks and 
strokes) in their early teens but 
lack neurodegenerative defects 
such as dementia and are not 
more prone to cancer.
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such as Piezo1 (rEF.16) and inositol triphosphate receptors 
(InsP3Rs)17 that can respond to nuclear membrane ten
sion (Box 1). The nuclear lamina, a dense protein network 
underlying the INM, is primarily composed of lamins, 
a family of nuclear intermediate filaments. Lamins assem
ble into 300–400 nmlong and ~3.5 nmthick nonpolar 
filaments, and form a ~14–30 nmthick meshwork18,19.  
In mammalian somatic cells, the nuclear lamina is predo
minantly composed of four lamin isoforms: two Atype 
lamins (A and C) and two Btype lamins (B1 and B2)20. 
The LMNA gene encodes lamin A and lamin C and 
some rare isoforms that arise from alternative splicing, 
and the LMNB1 and LMNB2 genes encode lamin B1 and 
lamin B2, respectively20. Each lamin isoform forms sep
arate but interacting meshworks21,22. Btype lamins are 
permanently modified by farnesylation and are thus pri
marily located at the nuclear membranes (Fig. 1a), whereas 

Atype lamins either lack farnesylation sites completely 
(lamin C) or have their farnesylated C terminus removed 
posttranscriptionally (lamin A) and can be localized 
at both the nuclear lamina and the nuclear interior23, 
with the intranuclear distribution of lamins mediated 
by lamina-associated polypeptide 2α (LAP2α) and other 
proteins24. Lamins interact with various binding part
ners, including NPC proteins, INM proteins, chromatin 
and various transcription regulators20. Accordingly, the 
lamina has many structural and other functions, includ
ing contributing to nuclear shape, mechanical stabil
ity, nucleocytoskeletal coupling, nuclear positioning, 
genome organization and mechanosensing25–27.

The nuclear interior. The nuclear interior primarily con
sists of chromatin and nuclear bodies such as nucleoli, 
Cajal bodies and promyelocytic leukaemia bodies, which 
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Fig. 1 | The nuclear envelope and nucleo-skeletal interactions. a | The nuclear envelope is composed of the inner (INM) 
and outer (ONM) nuclear membranes, which form a double lipid bilayer separated by the perinuclear space (PNS), and the 
proteinaceous nuclear lamina, which is attached to the INM and in close contact with condensed chromatin. The nuclear 
lamina meshwork is composed of A-type and B-type lamins. Nuclear pore complexes span the nuclear envelope and are 
surrounded by less condensed chromatin, and allow controlled nuclear import and export of large molecules. Lamins, 
along with other INM proteins, such as the lamin B receptor (LBR) and emerin, anchor chromatin to the nuclear envelope. 
Nesprins, ONM, SUN (Sad1p, UNC-84) domain proteins and INM together form the linker of nucleoskeleton and cytoskel-
eton (LINC) complex. The LINC complex provides a direct physical connection between cytoskeletal filaments and the 
nuclear interior, which allows the transfer of extracellular and cytoskeletal forces to the nucleus. b | The nuclear interior is 
connected to cytoskeletal filaments by nesprins and SUN domain proteins (SUN1/2). Nesprin 1 and nesprin 2 bind to actin 
filaments, whereas nesprin 3 interacts with intermediate filaments. Nesprins 1, 2 and 4 can interact with microtubules via 
kinesin and dynein molecular motors. Interactions between molecular motors and cytoskeletal filaments generate forces 
that are directly transmitted to the nucleus through LINC complexes. The genomic regions connected to the lamina are 
lamina-associated chromatin domains (LADs), which have low transcriptional activity.

Intermediate filaments
Large family of nuclear and 
cytoskeletal filaments that 
includes keratins (types i  
and ii), desmin and vimentin 
(type iii), neurofilaments  
(type iV) and lamins (type V). 
intermediate filaments form 
dimers that then assemble  
into larger nonpolar  
filament structures that are 
characterized by their ability  
to extend substantially under 
mechanical stress.
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are membraneless structures with specific signalling 
and processing functions28. Chromatin is composed of 
DNA and DNAbinding proteins, particularly histones 

(Fig. 2). Chromatin can be classified into two categories, 
depending on its level of compaction, transcriptional 
activity and histone modifications. The loosely packed 
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Fig. 2 | Chromatin organization and its impact on nuclear mechanics. The figure illustrates the different levels of chro-
matin organization, from bottom to top. Chromosomal DNA is packaged inside the cell nucleus with the help of histones. 
At the simplest level, chromatin is a double-stranded helical structure of DNA. The negatively charged DNA double helix  
is complexed with histones, which are positively charged proteins, to form nucleosomes. Inside the interphase nucleus, 
chromosomes occupy distinct territories (highlighted by different colours). Within each chromosome territory, the chro-
matin is folded into multiple loops and segregated into two distinct compartments: compartment A, clustered around the 
nucleolus and nuclear bodies (permissive region), and compartment B (repressive region), located at the nuclear periphery. 
Within compartments, chromatin is further partitioned into topologically associating domains (TADs), which have prefer-
ential intradomain interactions compared with interdomain interactions with the neighbouring cis chromatin domains. 
Histone methylation, particularly at residues H3K9 and H3K27 , is often associated with heterochromatin, whereas histone 
acetylation, particularly at residue H3K9, or histone methylation at residue H3K4, is typically associated with euchromatin. 
In addition to lamins, chromatin is a major mechanical component that determines nuclear size and stiffness. Chromatin  
is particularly important in resisting small nuclear deformations, whereas lamins dominate for large nuclear deformations. 
Chromatin modifications associated with euchromatin typically lead to reduced nuclear stiffness, while chromatin  
modifications associated with the more compacted heterochromatin increase nuclear stiffness.
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euchromatin is transcriptionally accessible and mostly 
localized in the nuclear interior and near NPCs. Densely 
packed heterochromatin is considered transcriptionally 
repressed and tends to be located at the nuclear periph
ery and around the nucleoli, with likely connections in 
between29. The physical connections between chroma
tin and the nuclear envelope not only provide control 
over gene expression but also increase nuclear stiffness 
and stability, akin to the mechanical reinforcement 
used in composite materials or crosslinked polymer 
networks30–32. Although chromatin generally displays 
solidlike properties at the mesoscale, at high cation con
centrations it can undergo liquid–liquid phase separation 
(LLPS) and, locally, chromatin can behave like a 
phaseseparated condensate33,34. These physical prop
erties of chromatin need to be considered when stud
ying the contribution of chromatin to the mechanical  
properties of the nucleus (see next section).

Physical connections between the nucleus and the 
cytoskeleton. Force transmission between the cytoskel
eton and the nucleus is required for nuclear movement 
and positioning, for example, during cell migration, 
nucleokinesis and muscle fibre regeneration35 (Fig. 3). 
Cytoskeletal connections to the large and rigid nucleus 
are also important for cytoskeletal organization, affect
ing the organization of stress fibres, focal adhesions and 
cell–cell adhesions36,37. The physical coupling between 
the cytoskeleton and the nuclear interior is achieved 
by linker of nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton (LINC) 
complexes that span the nuclear envelope35,36 (Fig. 1a), 
although additional mechanisms, such as molecular 
motors binding to NPCs38 or microtubules connecting 
to emerin and other nuclear envelope proteins39, may 
further contribute to nucleocytoskeletal coupling. LINC 
complexes are composed of nesprins (nuclear envelope 
spectrin repeat proteins) localized within the ONM 

a  Adherent cell on a flat and rigid substrate (spreading)

c  Skeletal myofibre formation/regeneration

b  Muscle fibre contraction

LINC complex Ventral fibres

Myosin
motors
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Actin Actin
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z

x
y

z

x
y

Nucleus Nucleus
Shortening

Stretching
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by apical 
actin fibres

Nuclear deformation upon muscle 
fibre contraction/stretching

Kinesin 1-mediated 
nuclear migration 
along the myofibre axis

Myofibril-mediated nuclear 
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Microtubule (apical)

MyofibrilNucleusNucleus Microtubule

Microtubule
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Fig. 3 | Physiological sources of nuclear deformations. a | Actomyosin contraction produces tension in actin fibres  
(in red) spanning the nucleus, which are connected to the nuclear envelope via linker of nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton 
(LINC) complexes (in blue). In polarized adherent cells, such as epithelial cells, the contact to the basement membrane 
through transmembrane integrins defines a basal membrane, whereas the apical side has an exposed surface corre-
sponding, for instance, to the lumen of internal cavities. Tension in apical actomyosin fibres generates vertical compres-
sive forces that result in nuclear flattening. b | Contraction and stretching of myofibres induce nuclear deformations, 
including nuclear envelope wrinkling and expansion, respectively. Microtubules (in light blue) form a cage-like structure 
around nuclei that may provide additional mechanical support to the nuclei in contracting muscle fibres. c | Formation 
and regeneration of skeletal muscle fibre require migration of nuclei along the muscle fibre axis to the muscle fibre 
periphery, which involves LINC complexes and microtubule-associated motors, such as kinesin 1, that can pull on  
the nucleus, causing its movement and deformation. In addition, myofibril contraction drives nuclear movement  
to the fibre periphery during muscle fibre maturation. This process requires myofibrils to exert contractile forces on  
the nucleus, resulting in large nuclear deformations. This process is highly dependent on nuclear stiffness and lamin  
A/C levels.

Farnesylation
Post-translational modification 
of proteins catalysed by the 
enzyme farnesyltransferase, 
which adds a 15-carbon 
unsaturated hydrocarbon 
chain to a cysteine residue  
via a thioether linkage,  
thus anchoring the protein  
to a lipid membrane.

Lamina-associated 
polypeptide 2α
one of six alternatively spliced 
isoforms of the mammalian 
LAP2 gene that is functionally 
and structurally different. 
LAP2α shares only the NH2 
terminus with the other 
isoforms and contains a  
unique CooH terminus.  
LAP2α is localized throughout 
the nucleus and is a  
specific binding partner of 
nucleoplasmic A-type lamins.
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that bind across the perinuclear space to SUN (Sad1p, 
UNC84) domaincontaining proteins located on the 
INM via their Cterminal KASH (Klarsicht, ANC1, Syne 
homology) domain35,40,41. This interaction appears to be 
at least in part responsible for controlling the spacing 
between the INM and the ONM35. On the cytoplasmic 
side, nesprin 1 and nesprin 2 bind to actin filaments42 
and — via kinesins43 and dynein44 — to microtubules 
(Fig. 1b). Nesprin 3 binds to intermediate filaments via 
plectin45. Nesprin 4, which is found in polarized epithe
lial cells, plays an important role in nuclear position
ing via kinesin 1 (rEF.46). KASH5 is a germ cellspecific 
KASHdomain protein required for proper meiosis47. 
On the nucleoplasmic side, SUNdomain proteins bind 
to the nuclear lamina, NPCs and chromatin. The current 
model considers that LINC complexes balance part of 
the cytoskeletal tensile force exerted on the ONM, with 
maximal stress values at nuclear extremities/poles48.

LINC complex localization at the nuclear envelope 
is associated with specific cellular functions. For exam
ple, LINC complex proteins are organized along apical 
stress fibres interacting with the cell nucleus49,50 and 
at the front of the nucleus as cells squeeze their nuclei 
through small pores51. Although our current under
standing of how LINC complex localization and force 
transmission are regulated is still incomplete, recent 
findings indicate that disulfide bonds between the SUN 
and KASH domains can serve as a crucial modulator 
of nucleocytoskeletal coupling35,41. Several additional 
components have been identified that mediate LINC 
complex function and force transmission, including 
FHOD1 (Formin homology 2 domaincontaining pro
tein 1)52, torsinA53, Samp54 and lamins A/C55. Nesprins 
can also contribute to nucleocytoskeletal coupling inde
pendently of their actin and KASH domains via their 
spectrin repeats56. Nonetheless, many questions remain 
regarding the precise regulation of LINC complex  
formation and function.

Nuclear mechanics
The mechanical properties of the nucleus, including its 
size and stiffness, are one of the key pieces of informa
tion for understanding how nuclear deformations medi
ate cellular functions: the stiffer the nucleus, the more 
resistant to deformations it becomes.

The physical properties of the nucleus. Insights from 
various experimental assays57 indicate that the nucleus 
behaves as a viscoelastic material, that is, it exhibits both 
elastic and viscous behaviour when subjected to external 
forces58. Elastic materials are defined by an instantane
ous and reversible deformation, like a spring that extends 
under an applied force and snaps back to its original 
length when the force is removed. By contrast, viscous 
materials are liquidlike, exhibit flow and undergo  
irreversible deformation when subjected to force.

Numerous assays have been developed to quantita
tively capture the rheological properties of the nucleus, 
ranging from micropipette aspiration and microindenta
tion to stretching intact cells or isolated nuclei59. A major 
challenge lies in the fact that the viscoelastic response 
of the nucleus reflects a complex coupling between 

chromatin, lamins and other nuclear components, and 
thus the exact behaviour can vary depending on the 
nature of the applied force/deformation and the mole
cular composition and organization of the cells being 
examined. Illustrating this challenge, some studies using 
micropipette aspiration found that the nucleus gradually 
deformed under an applied pressure before reaching a 
plateau, whereas, in other cases, the nucleus continued 
to deform under applied pressure, exhibiting a fluidlike 
behaviour58,60–63. Stretching isolated nuclei at physiolog
ically relevant strain rates revealed that, for small defor
mations (<30% of the original length of the nucleus), 
the nuclear resistance is dominated by chromatin 
organization, whereas resistance to larger deformations 
is dominated by the expression levels of lamins A/C64. 
Furthermore, the nucleus undergoes strain stiffening, that 
is, it becomes stiffer and more difficult to deform upon 
larger deformations64,65.

After the removal of a mechanical strain, the elon
gated nucleus can relax with a nearly elastic response66–69 
or with a delayed response and even exhibit residual 
plastic deformation, characteristic of viscoelastic material 
properties70,71. The elastic response requires the pres
ence of lamins A/C, SUNdomain protein linkages and 
vimentin67. Overall, these nuclear shape change dynam
ics may be explained by variations in nuclear lamina 
composition, chromatin organization, and cytoskeletal 
structure, composition and remodelling.

Regulation of mechanical properties of the nucleus by 
its components. Although Atype and Btype lamins 
share similar biochemical properties and filament 
structure, it is primarily the levels and assembly status 
of Atype lamins that determine nuclear stiffness and 
viscoelastic properties. Nonetheless, Btype lamins 
also contribute to nuclear stiffness and stability72,73, and 
loss of either lamin type results in abnormal nuclear 
shape and an increased propensity for nuclear envelope 
rupture66,74–77. Besides lamins, chromatin histone modi
fication state and composition are major determinants 
of the mechanical properties of the nucleus, particularly 
for low nuclear deformation regimes64,78. Increasing 
the euchromatin content with histone deacetylase 
inhibitors, decreasing heterochromatin with histone 
methyltransferase inhibitors or disrupting dynamics of 
the linker histone H1, all lead to softer nuclei and more 
nuclear blebbing events — indicative of disturbed nuclear 
stability — independently of lamin levels64,78. New evi
dence also suggests that chromatinassociated proteins, 
such as HP1a, WDR5, BAF and NuMa, provide mechani
cal support to chromatin and regulate nuclear shape79–82. 
Interactions between chromatin and the nuclear enve
lope further contribute to nuclear stiffness by forming an  
interconnected network.

Furthermore, the physical properties of chromatin 
itself need to be considered when studying the contri
bution of chromatin to the mechanical properties of 
the nucleus. Although chromatin behaves as a solid at 
larger length scales, locally, chromatin can behave like a 
fluid33,34. It is now increasingly recognized that LLPS of 
nucleoplasmic components may serve as a key principle 
governing nuclear organization, with several nuclear 

Topologically associating 
domains
(TADs). Self-interacting 
megabase-scale genomic 
blocks in which DNA 
sequences exhibit significantly 
higher interaction frequencies 
with other DNA sequences 
within the domain than with 
those outside of the block.

Liquid–liquid phase 
separation
Physicochemical process 
leading to the formation of 
membraneless compartments 
or cell structures. This process 
is based on multivalent 
macromolecular interactions, 
including π–π interactions, 
cation–anion interactions, 
dipole–dipole interactions and 
π–cation interactions, that 
drive the transition of some 
proteins into another phase 
with different physiochemical 
properties to induce the 
formation of membraneless 
organelles or cell structures.

Nucleokinesis
Translation of the nucleus 
within the cell, often neurons, 
which may or may not be 
coupled to cell migration.

Stress fibres
Actin filament assembly 
resulting from the interaction 
and merging of pre-existing 
radial fibres and transverse 
arcs (10–30 filaments).  
Stress fibres can reach a 
diameter of several hundreds 
of nanometres and are under 
constant tensile stress owing  
to actomyosin contractility.

Focal adhesions
integrin-mediated cell–
substrate adhesion structure 
anchoring the ends of stress 
fibres. Focal adhesions  
mediate strong attachments  
to substrates and function as  
an integrin-based signalling 
platform.

Tensile force
Pulling force resulting in the 
extension of an object.

Viscoelastic
rheological property of  
natural or synthetic materials 
with viscous and elastic 
properties that allows for 
timescale-dependent 
deformation when subjected  
to mechanical stress.
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components, such as the nucleolus or heterochroma
tin, showing properties of biomolecular condensates83–87. 
The propensity to form liquid droplets is enhanced in the 
vicinity of regions of low chromatin density because 
the higher mechanical energy required to deform the 
dense chromatin to create space for a growing protein 
droplet would generate an energetic penalty88. The 
growth of liquid droplets within the low chromatin den
sity areas can lead to two distinct mechanical effects89. 
First, chromatin can be repelled as the drops grow by 
creating an effective repulsive interaction. In this case, 
the formation of protein condensates can be inhibited 
by the forces generated by the elastic chromatin network. 
A second effect can be driven by the tendency of neigh
bouring droplets to merge to minimize their surface 
energy. Indeed, regions of chromatin initially far apart 
and in separate droplets can be brought into proximity 
when the droplets merge, creating an effective attractive 
interaction that brings together different chromatin 
regions. The different types of interaction (repulsive 
versus attractive) between LLPS and chromatin are thus 
able to generate significant mechanical forces that can 
result in the structural rearrangement of chromatin90. 
Nonetheless, the relative contributions of LLPS versus 
other molecular mechanisms in determining the static 
and dynamic organization of chromatin within the 
nucleus remain to be fully elucidated. Additionally, 
the contribution of condensed chromatin to the mechan
ical integrity of the nucleus and its ability to respond to 
extranuclear forces are difficult to reconcile with a liquid 
state. Indeed, nuclear chromatin is mechanically respon
sive and can resist significant applied forces91, which is 
more consistent with a solid or gel state. Further stud
ies that consider chromatin fibres as viscoelastic fila
ments that can behave as both a viscoelastic solid and 
a viscous liquid at different time and length scales may 
reconcile some of the apparently contradictory obser
vations and ultimately provide a physical framework for 
understanding genome organization in space and time.

Determinants of nuclear volume. The initial observa
tion that the ratio between cellular and nuclear volumes 
is largely constant across various cell sizes was made 
over 100 years ago92, and it is now well recognized that 
nuclear volume changes with chromatin organization 
and DNA content. Interestingly, accumulating evidence 
shows a close relationship between changes in cell mor
phology and nuclear deformations that often leads to 
modifications of nuclear volume, which can affect DNA 
synthesis93, gene transcription94,95 and downstream 
signalling27. Yet, the precise mechanisms underlying 
nuclear volume regulation remain incompletely under
stood. The nuclear volume is determined by the bal
ance between outward pressures that originate from the 
nucleoplasm and tend to expand the nucleus and inward 
pressures that originate from the cytoplasm and compress 
the nucleus. The outward pressures include contribu
tions from both the chromatin and the fluid inside the 
nucleus. Notably, despite the presence of NPCs that facil
itate flow of fluid either into or out of the nucleus, cells 
can establish hydrostatic pressure differences between 
the nucleoplasmic and cytoplasmic compartments96,97. 

On the basis of the concept that the interior of living cells 
is ‘crowded’, changes in nuclear volume, such as inflat
ing the nucleus, can be explained by the differences in 
colloid osmotic pressure between the nucleoplasm and 
cytoplasm98. Preliminary, theoretical works indeed sug
gest that the dominant pressure within the nucleus and 
cytoplasm originates from the osmotic pressure of the 
macromolecules preferentially localized to these com
partments rather than from the effects of the mechani
cal properties of large complexes such as chromatin and 
the cytoskeleton99,100. The nuclear to cell volume ratio is 
determined by the number of macromolecules in the 
nucleoplasm and cytoplasm and increases when nuclear 
export is impaired owing to the accumulation of macro
molecules in the nucleus100, demonstrating an active role 
of nucleocytosolic transport in the regulation of the 
osmotic pressure that controls nuclear size. More sensitive 
subcellular osmometers100, such as genetically encoded 
biosensors, are needed to establish definitive physiolog
ical values of colloid osmotic pressure and to determine 
how crowding inside cells is regulated as a function of 
the subcellular localization of macromolecules and  
physiological inputs.

Adaptive changes in nuclear mechanics. Deformation of 
cells and the nucleus can lead to changes in chromatin 
organization and compaction. These changes alter the 
mechanical properties of the nucleus as discussed above, 
providing a mechanism to prevent further deformations 
and protect the nucleus from mechanical stress16,101. 
Furthermore, mechanical force application can lead 
to the phosphorylation of emerin and subsequent 
recruitment of lamins to the nuclear envelope, causing 
rapid stiffening of the nucleus. In addition to binding 
to lamins, emerin is a recognized actinbinding pro
tein that promotes actin polymerization at the nuclear 
envelope102. Emerin has also been recognized as a force 
sensor, relocating from the INM to the ONM in response 
to nuclear strain, leading to increased perinuclear actin 
polymerization103, which could alter nuclear deformabil
ity and protect it from damage104. By contrast, reducing 
cytoskeletal tension can soften the nucleus by increasing 
lamin phosphorylation and turnover105, highlighting the  
importance of the interplay between the nucleus and  
the cytoskeleton.

The difference in lamin expression between var
ious cell types and tissues affects the deformability 
and mechanical stability of nuclei and may indicate 
tissuespecific adaptations to particular mechanical 
demands of the local microenvironment26,106–111. For 
example, nuclei in neutrophils have a particular lobulated 
morphology with characteristic low lamin A/C levels 
and elevated condensed chromatin level112; this nuclear 
organization promotes transit through tight spaces113 
such as lung capillaries that are only a few microns in 
diameter or even smaller gaps between endothelial cells. 
However, it is still under debate whether individual cells 
can dynamically adapt their nuclear stiffness on short 
timescales to promote migration through tight spaces. 
Confocal Brillouin microscopy revealed nuclear soften
ing during transendothelial migration of breast cancer 
cells114. However, the origin and timing of such nuclear 

Elastic
Property of a material that 
instantaneously deforms in 
response to a stress and 
recovers its size and shape 
after deformation. it is usually 
represented by a spring that 
stores energy in the form of 
elastic potential energy. Units 
of an elastic modulus are Pa  
(or N m−2).

Viscous
Property of liquid of high 
viscosity, which corresponds  
to the resistance of a fluid to 
deform under either shear or 
extensional stress, defined as 
the ratio of shear stress to 
shear flow. Viscous fluids are 
usually depicted by a dashpot, 
which represents the internal 
friction within the fluid that 
dissipates energy over time. 
Units of viscosity are Pa s  
(or N s m−2).

Strain
geometric measure of the 
amount of deformation in the 
direction of the applied force 
divided by the initial length of 
the object (unitless number).

Strain stiffening
Mechanical material property 
corresponding to a sudden 
increase of the elastic modulus 
under strain, that is, an 
increase in resistance to  
further deformation.

Plastic deformation
Ability of a solid material to 
undergo permanent deforma-
tion (that is, irreversible change 
of shape) without rupture in 
response to applied forces.

Linker histone H1
Histone protein family respon-
sible for DNA compaction, 
whose members are located at 
the base of a nucleosome adja-
cent to the DNA entry/exit site 
to regulate the higher-order 
chromatin structure.

Blebbing
Dynamic protrusion of the 
plasma or nuclear membrane, 
often characterized by a spheri-
cal morphology. At the cyto-
plasm, blebbing results from 
actomyosin contraction of the 
cortex that causes either tran-
sient detachment of the cell 
membrane from the actin cor-
tex or a rupture in the actin 
cortex. The cytosol streams out 
and inflates the bleb. Nuclear 
blebs arise from increased intra-
nuclear pressure and detach-
ment of the nuclear membranes 
from the nuclear lamina.
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softening remain poorly understood. Interestingly, inhi
bition of metalloproteinases that remodel the extracel
lular matrix (ECM) leads to nuclear softening via lamin 
A/C phosphorylation, which is essential for migration 
through ECM pores with a subnuclear diameter (con
fined cell migration; see also next section)115,116. This 
response requires an intact connection between the 
nucleus and the centrosome via the LINC complex 
protein nesprin 2 and the dynein adaptor Lis1 (rEF.116). 
Chromatin remodelling can further modulate nuclear 
stiffness and cell migration in 3D environments80. These 
findings suggest that dynamic chromatin modification 
and changes in lamin levels and organization can medi
ate nuclear mechanics and promote cell migration in 
confined 3D environments117,118. However, reducing 
lamin A/C levels below a critical threshold may reduce 
cell survival under mechanical stress75,119,120.

Sources of nuclear deformations
The nucleus is constantly exposed to forces from the sur
rounding cytoskeleton, including from active position
ing of the nucleus during cell polarization121, migration121 
or differentiation122. Recent advances in intravital imag
ing and modelling physiological microenvironments 
in vitro have documented largescale nuclear deforma
tions related to contraction and relaxation of striated 
muscle123,124 and during confined cell migration75,76,125,126, 
although similar nuclear deformations and functional 
consequences are expected to also occur during numer
ous other important situations, including developmental 
cell migration127,128 and nucleokinesis events129. Here, we 
discuss several physiological and pathological situations 
associated with nuclear deformations and how these 
deformations arise.

Nuclear deformations in cells adhering to flat and rigid 
substrates. Actin stress fibres and actomyosin con
tractility can impose vertical and lateral inward com
pressive forces on the nucleus. Lateral actin fibres can 
lead to nuclear deformations when cells migrate or are 
stretched130,131. Vertical compressive forces are exerted by 
apical actin stress fibres that form a domelike structure 
across the nucleus and that are physically attached to 
the nuclear lamina through LINC complexes132. On flat 
rigid substrates, these forces flatten the nucleus during 
cell spreading (Fig. 3a) and can cause nuclear envelope 
rupture133–135. By contrast, the nucleus remains more 
rounded in cells on soft substrates136 that are associ
ated with lower cytoskeletal tension and fewer actin 
stress fibres137, or when the actin cytoskeleton or LINC 
complexes are disrupted135. Indeed, ventral actin fibres, 
which are thick actomyosin bundles connected from 
both ends to focal adhesions at the bottom of the cell, 
can exert lateral compressive forces on both nuclear 
sides93. The high level of tension in ventral actin stress 
fibres can lead to nuclear indentations. These indenta
tions can measure a few microns and are characterized 
by local enrichment of LINC complexes and segre
gated domains of condensed chromatin, indicating that 
the nucleus responds to compression by adjusting its 
architecture50,138. Collectively, these findings suggest 
that the amount of tension within the perinuclear actin 

fibres is an important source of nuclear deformations 
and nuclear mechanotransduction.

Nuclear deformations in skeletal and cardiac muscle.  
Actomyosin contractility also has an important role in 
nuclear deformations in striated muscle cells (Fig. 3b). 
Large nuclear deformations were recently visualized 
in cardiac and skeletal muscle contraction in living 
fly larvae124. Increased expression of lamins A/C in 
muscle cells is essential to protect their nuclei from 
mechanical damage caused by muscle contraction26 and 
during nuclear movement associated with myoblast 
elongation139. Another, more surprising mechanism 
responsible for mechanical stress on the nucleus are the 
cytoskeletal forces required to position muscle nuclei 
along the length of the muscle fibre and the nuclear 
periphery during myotube maturation140,141. LINC 
complex proteins such as nesprin 1, together with the 
microtubule associated motors kinesin 1 and dynein as 
well as other nuclear envelope proteins such as emerin, 
have been implicated in this process140,142,143. Generally, 
the physical stress associated with the motors pulling 
on the nucleus results in nuclear rotation and nuclear 
deformations144–146 (Fig. 3c, left). In lamin A/Cdeficient 
or mutant cells, which have mechanically weaker nuclei, 
the kinesinmediated forces can result in largescale 
nuclear deformations and damage119. In addition to the 
role of motor proteins, myofibril contraction was shown 
as a mechanism to move skeletal muscle nuclei to the 
periphery of muscle fibres, also incurring nuclear defor
mations in the process (Fig. 3c, right). Both a reduction 
and an increase in nuclear stiffness (by lamin A/C deple
tion or overexpression) perturbed the nuclear reposition
ing. Additionally, lamin A/C deficiency was associated 
with particularly pronounced nuclear deformations, sug
gesting an important role of nuclear mechanical prop
erties in regulating this nuclear repositioning event143. 
Intriguingly, in lamin A/Cdeficient and mutant mouse 
models that develop severe muscular dystrophy and 
dilated cardiomyopathy (Box 2), reducing the cytoskel
etal forces acting on the fragile muscle cell nuclei by dis
rupting the LINC complex prevents nuclear damage and 
results in improved muscle function and muscle cell via
bility in vitro and in vivo119,147, pointing to promising new 
therapeutic approaches for these devastating diseases. 
However, given that mutations in nesprins and SUN pro
teins can lead to muscular dystrophy and heart disease148, 
further studies will need to evaluate the longterm risks 
and consequences of LINC complex disruption using, for 
example, inducible LINC complex disruption models149.

Nuclear deformations in developing tissues. In early 
Drosophila embryo, pronounced nuclear deformations 
occur during cellularization — a process during which 
somatic nuclei at the periphery of the syncytial embryo 
move as the plasma membrane invaginates to form 
membranes around each nucleus. The nuclear defor
mations are caused by the formation of microtubules 
into bundles that run across the nuclear envelope150. 
These nuclear deformations may be particularly pro
nounced because Atype lamins are not expressed 
in Drosophila during cellularization, leading to more 

BAF
Barrier-to-autointegration 
factor is an essential 10 kDa 
chromatin-binding protein that 
is highly conserved in metazoa 
and helps DNA anchoring to 
the nuclear envelope. BAF is 
involved in multiple pathways, 
including nuclear envelope 
reassembly (after mitosis and 
nuclear envelope rupture), 
chromatin epigenetics and 
DNA damage response.  
BAF function is controlled  
by phosphorylation/
dephosphorylation waves  
that drive nuclear envelope 
disassembly.

Biomolecular condensates
Micron-scale compartments 
often formed by liquid–liquid 
phase separation that lack 
surrounding membranes  
and concentrate functionally 
related components such as 
proteins and nucleic acids.

Colloid osmotic pressure
Pressure generated by 
solutions of macromolecules  
in contact with pores that are 
permeable to water and ions 
but not to macromolecules. 
Colloid osmotic pressure 
generates depletion forces that 
push macromolecules together 
in crowded solutions and thus 
promotes aggregation and 
phase separation.

Confocal Brillouin 
microscopy
optical technique combining 
Brillouin spectroscopy with 
confocal microscopy to provide 
a non-contact and direct read-
out of the mechanical proper-
ties of a material (that is, 
stiffness, temperature or strain) 
at the micrometre scale. 
Spontaneous Brillouin light 
scattering arises from the inter-
action between photons and 
acoustic phonons (that is, 
propagation of thermodynamic 
fluctuations) and permits quan-
tification of the intracellular 
longitudinal modulus without 
disturbing the cell.
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deformable nuclei151. Nuclear movement during devel
opment also results in substantial nuclear deformations 
in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, which require 
cytoskeletal force transmission to the nucleus via the 
LINC complex152.

In epithelial systems, cellular intercalation is a 
common process occurring throughout development, 
whereby neighbouring cells exchange their place to 
maintain epithelium integrity. Depending on the cell 
density, cellular intercalation can lead to transient 
squeezing and nuclear deformations in the intercalating 
cell (Fig. 4a) likely due to compression by neighbouring 
cells and cytoskeletal remodelling that transmits forces 
onto the nucleus153,154.

Another phenomenon occurring during devel
opment that is associated with nuclear deformations 
is nucleokinesis in the central nervous system. One 
such nucleokinesis event is interkinetic nuclear migration 
in neural progenitor/stem cells around cell divisions155,156 
as is nucleokinesis of newborn neurons that migrate to 
their final destination in the tissue157. Both actin and 
microtubules have been involved in these nucleokine
sis processes, depending on the system and cell type158. 
Microtubules can exert pulling forces on the nuclear 
lamina through LINC complexes that move the nucleus 
towards the centrosome, whereas actomyosin could 
push the nucleus from behind (Fig. 4b). Neuroepithelia 
are densely packed with cells, necessitating the nuclei to 
squeeze through narrow spaces. Thus, these cytoskeletal 
forces, together with the need for the nucleus to navi
gate the dense neuroepithelial tissue, result in nuclear 
deformations. Notably, developing neural tissues lack 
the expression of lamins A/C, which makes the nuclei 
less rigid, thereby supporting nuclear deformability159. At 
the same time, developing neural tissue requires lamin B 
to maintain nuclear integrity during nucleokinesis. For 
example, in the developing brain, loss of either lamin B1 
or lamin B2 causes defective migration of cortical neu
rons and leads to severe nuclear architectural abnormal
ities (for example, chromatin protrusions) and nuclear 
membrane ruptures, likely explaining the severe brain 
development defects and reduced neuronal survival 
associated with Btype lamin deficiency73. It remains to 
be determined whether these defects are caused by dis
rupted transmission of force during nuclear movement 
or by a more fragile nucleus unable to bear the stress 
generated during nucleokinesis.

Besides nucleokinesis, live imaging studies have 
found remarkable nuclear deformations and rotation 
during the migration of cerebellar granule cells through 
narrow intercellular spaces in neural tissues144. During 
this process, microtubules steer the nucleus and drive 
its rotation and deformation through a dynamic inter
action of nesprins with kinesin 1 and dynein. Given the 
apparent diversity of cytoskeletal organization in neu
ron species, further studies are needed to obtain a better 
understanding of nuclear dynamics and nuclear shape 
regulatory mechanisms in neural tissues.

Nuclear deformations during confined migration. Nuclear 
deformation is a hallmark of important physiological 
and pathological situations involving cell migration. 

For instance, immune cells or invasive cancer cells must 
navigate through small interstitial spaces ranging from 1 
to 20 µm in diameter160,161, which requires cells to deform 
their nucleus to squeeze through the available spaces 
(Fig. 4c,d). In the absence of matrix metalloproteinases that 
digest the ECM and widen migratory tracks, the nucleus 
is often the main physical hindrance to cell migration 
through confined spaces75,125. Leukocytes can insert 
basolateral protrusion within (paracellular) or between 
(transcellular) endothelial cells to breach the endothelial 
barrier (Fig. 4c) and use actomyosin forces to push the 
nucleus through the pore, resulting in substantial nuclear 
deformations.

Tumour cells face similar challenges when invading 
tissues and intravasating and extravasating blood ves
sels to metastasize to distant tissues114 (Fig. 4d). One of 
the primary sources of cytoskeletal forces to translocate 
and deform the nucleus is actomyosin contractility. This 
contractility can cause both tension and compression 
of the nucleus by actin stress fibres pulling or pushing 
on the nucleus146,162,163. However, buildup of actomyosin 
contractility can also increase the cytoplasmic hydrostatic 
pressure, which results in the influx of cytoplasmic content 
into the nucleus causing its volume expansion and bleb
bing, which hinders motility97. An additional, actinbased 
mechanism has been observed in dendritic cells, whose 
nuclei are rigid owing to high expression of lamina A/C. 
These cells use Arp2/3 complex, a central actin nucleator, 
to generate a perinuclear actin network. These perinuclear 
actin filaments accumulate around the constriction site 
and exert a lateral pushing force on the nucleus, facilitat
ing migration through narrow ECM pores164. Alternatively 
to actomyosin contractility, mechanisms for propelling the 
nucleus may involve microtubuleassociated motors, kine
sins and dyneins165, which directly attach to the nucleus 
via nesprins and other proteins at the nuclear envelope, 
dragging the nucleus along the microtubule tracks. 
Whether the nucleus is pulled and/or pushed during con
fined migration is still debated166, although it is likely that 
cells can use multiple independent mechanisms, depend
ing on the particular context (Fig. 4d). Hence, the nuclear 
deformation pattern can be expected to vary in different 
in vivo scenarios of confined migration.

Nuclear deformations during confined migration 
may also involve dynamic or persistent changes in 
nuclear mechanical properties. For example, tran
sient nuclear softening has been reported during transen
dothelial migration of cancer cells114; neutrophils 
develop highly lobulated and deformable nuclei during 
granulopoiesis, which facilitates passages through tight 
spaces113; and highly invasive breast cancer cells are char
acterized by increased nuclear deformability and low 
lamin A/C levels115. Notably, the physical properties of 
the large nucleus can directly influence confined migra
tion. The microtubulemediated ‘frontward’ positioning 
of the nucleus in amoeboid cell migration was shown to 
allow cells to use their nucleus as a mechanical gauge 
to determine the path of least resistance when encoun
tering bifurcations of the path with pores of different 
sizes162. This provides an example of how deformation of 
the nucleus aids cells in their ‘decisionmaking’ during 
migration through confined environments.

Interkinetic nuclear 
migration
Periodic movement of the 
nucleus between apical  
and basal surfaces of 
neuroepithelial progenitor cells 
as they progress through the 
cell cycle. interkinetic nuclear 
migration results in all mitoses 
taking place at the apical side 
of the neuroepithelium. As a 
consequence, most newborn 
neurons resulting from division 
of neuroepithelial progenitors 
must move their soma from  
the apical side to more basal 
locations where they function.

Cerebellar granule cells
Among the smallest and the 
most numerous neuron type 
that form dense and distinct 
layers of the cerebellar cortex.
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Fig. 4 | Migration-associated nuclear deformations. a | Epithelial cell intercalation within dense bidimensional tissues 
requires cellular elongation and nuclear deformations. Lateral compressive forces are exerted on both nuclear sides by 
ventral fibres, which are thick actomyosin bundles connected from both ends to focal adhesions. b | Nucleokinesis events 
are observed during development of the neuroepithelium of the central nervous system and are accompanied by consid-
erable nuclear deformations. One of these events is the migration of early-born neurons, which reposition their soma from 
the apical to the basal side of the neuroepithelium to reach their final destination. This event occurs in densely packed, 
neuroepithelial tissue and involves pulling forces on the nucleus exerted by a microtubule cage towards the centrosome 
and pushing forces at the cell rear generated by actomyosin contraction, depending on the system and the neuronal cell 
type. In mammals, microtubules exert pulling forces on the nuclear lamina through linker of nucleoskeleton and cytoskele-
ton (LINC) complexes that move the nucleus towards the centrosome. Together with stresses instigated by neighbouring 
cells, these cytoskeletal forces deform the nucleus. c | Immune cells and tumour cells can breach the endothelial barrier of 
blood vessels by inserting protrusion between or inside endothelial cells. Migration through the small openings in the 
endothelium (a few micrometres in diameter) is associated with large nuclear deformations and may be linked to nuclear 
softening. d | Migration of cells in vivo requires them to squeeze through narrow spaces, navigating often very complex 
and dense structures of the extracellular matrix as well as moving in between cells. Actomyosin contraction leads to push-
ing and pulling forces and cooperates with microtubule motors at the front, which are recruited to generate pulling forces. 
Together, the balance of forces results in the forward movement of the nucleus through the narrow constriction. Nuclear 
deformations result from the balance between the amount and direction of the applied cytoskeletal force, the mechanical 
properties of the nucleus and the degree of external confinement. Cells with low levels of lamin A/C expression, and thus 
more deformable nuclei, can more easily move through tight spaces as seen in neutrophils and some metastatic cancer 
cells. However, reduced lamin expression makes cells more prone to nuclear envelope rupture (Fig. 5). Cells that express 
high levels of lamins A/C (for example, dendritic cells) can use a perinuclear, actin ‘sleeve’ that is recruited at the site of the 
constriction to locally deform the stiffer nucleus.
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Consequences of nuclear deformations
Given the central role of the cell nucleus in cellular 
function, it is easy to imagine how nuclear deforma
tions can lead to various transient or persistent con
sequences, including downstream signalling, altered 
nucleocytosolic transport and genome regulation 
as well as loss of nuclear envelope integrity and DNA 
damage (FigS 5,6). Notably, although these outcomes 
of deforming the nucleus are now well established, 
the molecular mechanisms responsible and whether the 
nucleus itself senses mechanical signals and translates 
these into biological responses (Box 1) often remain 
unresolved and a matter of active research.

Deformation-associated nuclear envelope rupture and 
repair. Nuclear envelope rupture describes the transient 
loss of nuclear membrane integrity at localized sites 
rather than global breakdown of the nuclear envelope 
as occurs in vertebrate cells during mitosis. Spontaneous 
nuclear envelope rupture events, persisting typically for 
between a few minutes and several dozens of minutes, 
were first observed in vitro in cells expressing the HIV 
protein VPR167 and subsequently in fibroblasts from 
patients diagnosed with laminopathy168 and in cancer 
cells146. Since then, it has become apparent that phys
ical stress on the nucleus and the associated nuclear 
deformations can lead to transient nuclear envelope 
rupture events, particularly during migration through 
confined environments, and that the probability of 
nuclear envelope rupture increases with the degree  
of confinement75,76,163,169.

Nuclear envelope rupture events have been docu
mented in vitro and in vivo. These ruptures are often asso
ciated with loss of Atype or Btype lamins168,170,171, lamin 
mutations172–174, peripheral heterochromatin disruption91 
or highlevel mechanical stress resulting from ten
sile or compressive forces on the nucleus74–76,164,175–178. 
On the basis of superresolution imaging and compu
tational modelling, the nuclear envelope rupture sites 
are estimated to be ~100 nm in diameter73,74,179. A cur
rent hypothesis proposes that nuclear envelope ruptures 
occur at preexisting gaps or defects in the nuclear lam
ina, particularly where the lamin B meshwork is weaker 
and thus cannot sufficiently support the nuclear mem
branes. This mechanical fragility causes the membrane 
to form a bleb that expands under continued mechani
cal stress and ultimately ruptures169,180 (Fig. 5). However, 
nuclear envelope ruptures and membrane blebs have also 
been observed in the absence of nuclear lamina gaps; 
they may thus generally arise when the nuclear mem
branes peel off the underlying nuclear lamina in response 
to increased nuclear pressure resulting from cytoskeletal 
forces75,181,182. A better understanding of the mechanisms 
that drive nuclear envelope rupture will require study of 
the dynamics of the heterogeneous lamina meshwork 
and its interaction with the nuclear membranes during 
nuclear deformations.

In line with the observations that most nuclear enve
lope rupture events are transient, cells have robust mecha
nisms to repair their nuclear membrane during interphase 
and even more persistent rupture events (a few hours) 
can eventually be repaired183. The mechanisms involved 

in interphase nuclear membrane repair are largely shared 
with those during resealing of the nuclear envelope 
after mitosis. The nuclear membrane repair mecha
nism is based on the recruitment of specific proteins to 
the sites of nuclear envelope rupture, particularly BAF, 
LEM-domain proteins, Atype lamins and membrane 
remodelling proteins, including endosomal sorting 
complexes required for transport (ESCRT)III remodel
ling complex and its binding recruiting factor CHMP7 
(rEFS76,177,183–185). The extent of rupture is correlated with 
the amount of cytoplasmic BAF entering the nucleus and 
accumulating at the rupture site76,183,185. A current model 
of nuclear membrane repair considers that the bind
ing of cytosolic BAF to the exposed chromatin initializes 
recruitment of both new ER membranes to repair the 
membrane hole and the ESCRTIII complex to reseal 
the remaining gaps (Fig. 5). BAF also recruits cytoplasmic 
lamins A/C to the rupture site, further contributing to the 
restoration of nuclear envelope integrity. Interestingly, 
some nuclear processes, such as transcription and DNA 
replication, can be disturbed after nuclear envelope rup
ture events, leading, for instance, to aneuploidy or exten
sive DNA damage such as persistent doublestranded 
DNA breaks134.

Mechanically induced DNA damage. Severe nuclear 
deformations occurring, for example, during confined 
migration, external compression or nuclear reposi
tioning in dense tissues can induce DNA damage upon 
nuclear envelope rupture72,73,171,186 and even in the absence 
of rupture187 (Fig. 5). Nuclear envelope rupture can cause 
DNA damage by allowing access of the ERassociated 
exonuclease TrEx1 into the nucleus186 or by loss of DNA 
damage repair factors from the nucleus via nuclear 
efflux171,182. Nuclear envelope ruptureassociated DNA 
damage occurs throughout all phases of the cell cycle, 
more often in cells deficient for the DNA damage sen
sor ATr kinase188. By contrast, deformationinduced DNA 
damage (DNA damage in the absence of nuclear enve
lope rupture) occurs primarily in S/G2 phases, that is, 
during active DNA replication. This damage is linked 
to increased replication stress, possibly due to torsional 
stress on DNA resulting from the nuclear deformation 
during confined migration or mechanical compression 
of cells187. Interestingly, different cell lines exhibit differ
ent propensities for these modes of DNA damage186,187, 
but the exact molecular underpinnings for these cell 
typespecific differences remain to be elucidated.

What are the longterm consequences of DNA dam
age and nuclear envelope rupture for cells and tissues 
homeostasis? Repeated migration through tight con
strictions can lead to the accumulation of DNA damage 
and changes in chromosome copy number, which may 
drive the emergence and evolution of malignant cells182. 
Furthermore, TREX1dependent DNA damage following 
nuclear envelope rupture may favour tumour cell invasion 
by inducing a partial epithelial–mesenchymal transition, 
including increased degradation of collagen and 
increased invasive potential172. The precise mechanisms 
linking TREX1 and collagen degradation activity is still 
unknown but is believed to be downstream of the DNA 
damage response pathway initiated by ATM kinase189,190. 

Laminopathy
over 450 mutations have been 
reported in the genes encoding 
lamins, in particular the LMNA 
gene, causing diseases termed 
laminopathies. The number of 
identified laminopathies has 
steadily increased in recent 
years, currently including 13 
known conditions. Most of 
these diseases are rare but 
LMNA mutations are the 
second most common cause  
of congenital dilated 
cardiomyopathy. Although 
lamins are nearly ubiquitously 
expressed, many of the 
laminopathies exhibit 
tissue-specific phenotypes, for 
example, primarily affecting 
striated muscles and tendons, 
hence the suggestion of a 
mechanical connection.

LEM-domain proteins
The LAP2, emerin and MAN1 
(LEM) domain is a ~40-residue 
helix–loop–helix fold 
conserved both in eukaryotes 
and in prokaryotic DNA/
rNA-binding proteins. Except 
for LAP2 proteins, which have 
a second LEM domain that 
binds DNA, the function of a 
eukaryotic LEM domain is to 
directly bind the conserved 
chromatin protein BAF.

TREX1
Three prime repair exonuclease 
1 is the major 3′ → 5′ DNA 
exonuclease in mammalian 
cells and metabolizes 
preferentially single-stranded 
DNA. it cleans the cytosol 
from DNA fragments 
coming from endogenous 
elements. Unless degraded, 
the accumulation of these 
DNA fragments can activate 
innate immune signalling.

ATR kinase
Serine/threonine protein kinase 
activated in S phase and 
involved in sensing DNA 
damage and activating DNA 
damage checkpoint upon 
genotoxic stresses (for 
example, ionizing radiation or 
ultraviolet light), thereby acting 
as a DNA damage sensor.

Epithelial–mesenchymal 
transition
Transcriptionally governed 
process over which epithelial 
cells establish a front-rear 
polarity while acquiring a 
mesenchymal and motile 
phenotype.
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Nuclear envelope rupture can also lead to activation of 
the proinflammatory cgAS–STiNg DNA-sensing pathway, 
as it allows access of cytosolic cGAS to the genomic 
DNA at sites of rupture75,76,191. A recent study found that 
increased cGAS–STING signalling can drive cancer 
metastasis in a mouse breast cancer model191, although, 
in this case, cGAS–STING activation was primarily due 
to nuclear envelope rupture in micronuclei and not in 
primary nuclei.

Nuclear deformation-associated signalling. Confinement 
of cells below a critical threshold, typically a fraction of 
the uncompressed nuclear height, results in nuclear flat
tening, an increase in nuclear membrane tension and 

unfolding of nuclear membrane invaginations17,127. 
Unfolding of the nuclear envelope under increasing 
membrane tension allows the nucleus to deform with
out exceeding critical membrane tension in the nuclear 
membranes186 but may also trigger downstream signal
ling events. This nuclear mechanosensing of cellular 
confinement has been referred to as ‘cellular proprio
ception’. One example is the increased uptake of calcium 
into the nucleus, which is promoted by calcium release 
from the ER — an event that is also mechanically trig
gered, resulting from confinement, nuclear flattening 
and expansion of the nucleus/ER–plasma membrane 
contact area (Fig. 6a). Increased nuclear membrane ten
sion, further amplified by the increased intranuclear 
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Fig. 5 | Nuclear envelope rupture and repair. Migration through confined environments or external compression of cells 
can result in nuclear envelope ruptures. The rupture process is typically initiated by the formation of a nuclear membrane 
extrusion, or bleb, where the nuclear membranes detach from the underlying lamina. Blebs are driven by increased hydro-
static pressure within the nucleus. Blebs form at sites with high nuclear membrane curvature and where an initial defect 
(weakening) in the nuclear lamina exists. Blebs can have varying size and can contain chromatin or can just be filled with 
fluid. They typically lack lamin B and nuclear pore complexes, whereas lamins A/C and chromatin can enter the bleb. 
Continued nuclear compression by confinement from the extracellular matrix, apical actin stress fibres, cell contractions 
or external compression results in bleb expansion until the nuclear membranes in the bleb exceed a critical strain thresh-
old and rupture, leading to the leakage of soluble proteins from the nucleoplasm into the cytoplasm and uncontrolled 
influx of cytoplasmic proteins into the nucleus. The lifetime of blebs can range from minutes to hours, but the rupture  
itself is usually quite short, on the order of minutes. Following nuclear envelope rupture, BAF is rapidly (within minutes) 
recruited to initiate nuclear envelope repair. The recruitment of endosomal sorting complexes required for transport 
(ESCRT)-III complexes further contributes to resealing the nuclear membranes. The process of repair/rescue is typically 
completed within 10–15 min and often associated with recruitment of nucleoplasmic lamins A/C to the site of rupture. 
Although the rupture is resealed, the bleb/protrusion often persists and is not fully resorbed. Severe nuclear deformation 
can sensitize cells to DNA damage. This can be caused by nuclear envelope rupture, which has been linked to the translo-
cation of exonuclease TREX1 from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to the inner nuclear membrane. Nuclear rupture may 
also cause depletion of DNA repair factors, promoting damage, and can also induce sterile inflammation by exposing 
nuclear DNA to the cytosolic DNA sensor cGAS–STING. In cells undergoing S phase, nuclear deformation can promote 
DNA damage even in the absence of nuclear envelope rupture, likely by inducing torsional stress and interfering with DNA 
replication.

ATM kinase
Serine/threonine protein kinase 
that is recruited and activated 
to sites of DNA double-strand 
breaks and signals to various 
downstream targets to initiate 
cell cycle arrest and DNA repair.
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calcium concentrations192–194, results in the recruit
ment of nucleoplasmic phospholipase A2 (cPLA2) to 
the INM, where it catalyses the production of arachi
donic acid (an omega6 polyunsaturated fatty acid) 
and lysophosphatidic acid, which are then released to 
the cytoplasm192,194,195 (Fig. 6b). Recruitment of cPLA2 
to the INM can be triggered by osmotic swelling associ
ated with cell and tissue injury, inducing inflammatory 
signalling192, or by physical confinement of cells17,127. 
Arachidonic acid has been implicated in regulating 
myosin II activity, both directly196 and indirectly via 

protein phosphorylation197, which results in the increase 
in cortical actomyosin contractility (Fig. 6b). Thus, the 
higher nuclear membrane tension resulting from nuclear 
deformations modulates cell morphology and promotes 
migration through narrow constrictions17,127.

Nuclear deformations and nuclear transport. Recent 
structural evidence indicates that nuclear membrane 
tension is associated with an open state of the NPCs 
and that reduced tension causes NPC constriction198,199. 
Hence, it is conceivable that forces acting on the nucleus 
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and the resulting nuclear deformations will have a 
considerable impact on nucleocytosolic transport, 
including import–export dynamics of important tran
scription and epigenetic regulators. For instance, nuclear 
deformations can modulate the balance of nuclear and 
cytoplasmic pools of two key mechanoresponsive tran
scription regulators, YAP (Yesassociated protein) and 
TAZ (transcriptional coactivator with PDZbinding 
motif)200 (Fig. 6c), which have crucial roles in regulating 
a wide range of key biological processes201. In mouse 
embryonic fibroblasts, mechanical signals from ECM 
rigidity are transmitted to the nucleus via LINC com
plexes. These forces cause nuclear envelope stretching, 
likely opening nuclear pores and promoting nuclear 
import of YAP198. By contrast, during differentiation of 
myoblasts into myotubes, nuclear elongation (see dis
cussion above) promotes YAP nuclear export to drive 
cell differentiation139. More recently, YAP nuclear export 
was associated with substrate curvature changes that 
impose nuclear deformations. Nuclei located on convex 
zones (that is, crests) were flattened with an elevated 
nuclear presence of YAP and chromatin was less con
densed, whereas nuclei on concave zones (that is, val
leys) were highly elongated, contained more condensed 
chromatin, and YAP was predominantly cytoplasmic202. 
These findings support the notion of a control of 
YAP/TAZ by nuclear deformations and highlight the 

importance of mechanical and cytoskeletal regulation 
of the nuclear shape in modulating YAP/TAZ signalling. 
Several lines of evidence indicate that similar effects can 
be observed by imposing nuclear deformations with 
higher cell density203 or various external forces27,132,198,200, 
without changing the mechanical properties of ECM. 
However, precisely how the intracellular localization 
of YAP is modulated by nuclear shape and volume 
changes198, and how this observation relates to known 
regulators of YAP nuclear translocation, remain to be 
elucidated.

Mechanically induced genome regulation. Recent 
evidence suggests that the cytoskeleton can modify 
not only the physical state of the nucleus but also the 
chromatin state and gene expression. For example, 
local stresses applied to integrins can propagate to the 
LINC complex through the actin cytoskeleton and lead 
to chromatin unpacking204 and epigenetic changes in 
chromatin (such as H3K9me3 demethylation)205 that 
promote forceinduced transcription in the nuclear inte
rior. At the nuclear envelope periphery, local cytoskel
etal forces, such as actin fibrebased indentation of the 
nucleus, can severely deform the nuclear envelope and 
trigger reversible formation of heterochromatin50,93,206. 
Nuclear deformations during confined migration can 
also induce increased activity of histone methylases 
and histone deacetylases (HDACs). This results in an 
increase in H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 heterochroma
tin marks (Fig. 6d) and promotes cell migration through 
mechanisms that are yet to be defined118,207. This increase 
in heterochromatin abundance can last from hours to 
days207. In addition to local changes in chromatin archi
tecture and organization, dynamic nuclear deformation 
could be an underlying driving force of spatiotemporal 
genomic reorganization. Indeed, suppression of nuclear 
deformation in the mouse retinal photoreceptors results 
in impairment of heterochromatin clustering into 
chromocentres94. There is also evidence that confined 
cell migration leads to rearrangements in 3D genome 
organization in neutrophils and cancer cells208,209.

Chromatin modifications can also arise from changes 
in the nuclear actin pool. Increased perinuclear actin 
polymerization, mediated by relocalization of emerin to 
the ONM in response to nuclear deformations (Fig. 6e), can 
result in increased facultative heterochromatin formation 
by depleting monomeric actin from the nucleus, reducing 
transcription and activating Polycomb repressive complex 2 
(PRC2)103. Mechanically induced depolymerization of 
actin can also lead to translocation of HDAC3 from the 
cytoplasm into the nucleus, resulting in increased het
erochromatin formation210. Spatial confinement can 
similarly reduce actin polymerization, thereby reducing 
nuclear translocation of megakaryoblastic leukaemia 1 
protein (MKL1), a mechanoresponsive coactivator of the 
serum response factor (SRF), which regulates many phys
iological processes, including proinflammatory macro
phage differentiation179. Likewise, emerinmediated actin 
polymerization can modulate nuclear translocation of 
MKL1 (rEF.211). Sustained activity of MKL1 results in 
reduced nuclear volume and globally reduced chromatin 
accessibility49.

Fig. 6 | Examples of functional consequences of nuclear deformations. a | High ten-
sion exerted on the nuclear envelope during nuclear deformations induces straightening 
and unfolding of the wrinkled nuclear envelope, which may lead to the opening of 
stretch-activated ion channels. The nature of these channels remains to be established, 
but it was suggested that a key mechanosensitive calcium channel Piezo1 localizes to the 
nuclear envelope and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) in addition to the plasma mem-
brane. As the nuclear envelope is continuous with ER membranes, the stress on the 
nuclear envelope may also propagate to the ER, leading to the opening of mechanosensi-
tive channels in that location. b | Increased nuclear membrane tension, coupled with cal-
cium release from the ER that increases intranuclear calcium concentrations, promotes 
the recruitment of cytosolic phospholipase A2 (cPLA2) from the nucleoplasm to the inner 
nuclear membrane (INM), where cPLA2 synthesizes arachidonic acid (AA) that is subse-
quently released to the cytoplasm. The activation of the cPLA2–AA pathway leads to 
RhoA activation and increased myosin II recruitment to the cell cortex, increasing acto-
myosin contractility. c | Increased nuclear membrane tension promotes stretching of 
nuclear pore complexes, leading to increased nuclear import of transcription factors 
(TFs) and mechanoresponsive transcriptional activators, such as YAP (Yes-associated  
protein)/TAZ (transcriptional coactivator with PDZ-binding motif). d | Deformation  
of the nucleus induces enrichment of emerin at the outer nuclear membrane (ONM). 
Relocalization of emerin to the ONM promotes perinuclear actin polymerization that 
leads to decreased levels of intranuclear free monomeric actin (G-actin). This perturbs 
the activity of several chromatin modifiers that bind to G-actin, such as HDAC1/2, Tip60, 
INO80, SWR1, SWI/SNF and RSC100, resulting in increased heterochromatin formation 
(accumulation of histone H3 Lys27 and Lys9 trimethylation (H3K27me3, H3K9me3)).  
By increasing compaction of the genome, these epigenetic changes reduce global  
transcriptional activity and impact the mechanical properties of the nucleus. e | Nuclear 
deformations transduced by linker of nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton (LINC) complexes 
induce phosphorylation of emerin, which is mediated by Src family kinases, and confer 
nuclear adaptation to force by promoting lamin recruitment, thereby causing nuclear 
stiffening. Nuclear deformations can also induce conformational changes in lamins A/C 
and/or modulate the phosphorylation status of lamins A/C, which can alter the interac-
tion of lamins with their binding partners and influence lamin distribution, dynamics  
and degradation, initiating further signalling events and promoting changes in genome 
organization. f | Forces acting on the nucleus may reposition or locally unfold chromatin 
domains, altering their transcriptional activity, and modulate the methylation level of  
histones by methyltransferases and deacetylases, regulating transcriptional activity.  
SUN, Sad1p, UNC-84.

◀

cGAS–STING DNA-sensing 
pathway
Cellular cytosolic double- 
stranded DNA sensor, allowing 
innate immune response to 
infections, inflammation and 
cancer.

Micronuclei
Small DNA-containing nuclear 
structures that are spatially 
isolated from the main nucleus. 
Micronuclei form from lagging 
chromosomes or chromosome 
fragments following mitotic 
errors or DNA damage, 
respectively.

Chromocentres
Dense aggregation of 
heterochromatin formed 
during interphase.
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Mechanically induced epigenetic changes can have 
a functional impact on gene expression and cell fate 
regulation (Fig. 6f). For example, human mesenchy
mal cells respond to matrix stiffening by increasing 
nuclear membrane tension and histone acetylation 
via deactivation of HDACs, leading to osteogenic fate 
determination212. By contrast, LINC complex disruption, 
which presumably reduces nuclear membrane tension, 
leads to upregulation of HDACs and inhibits osteogenic 
differentiation212. Similarly, persistent differentiation of 
fibroblasts to myofibroblasts relies on increased chro
matin compaction mediated by nuclear mechanosensing 
of cytoskeletal forces via LINC complexes (Fig. 6f) that 
results in increased activity of HDACs213. In macro
phages, spatial confinement can suppress the acquisi
tion of a proinflammatory phenotype and associated 
transcriptional programmes (for example, expression 
of IL6, CXCL9, IL1β and iNOS) by inducing epige
netic alterations (such as an increase in H3K36me2) 
and promoting chromatin compaction179. In cardiac 
myocytes, peripheral heterochromatin characterized by 
H3K9me3 marks, which closely correlates with intranu
clear deformations and reducing nuclear deformations 
by LINC complex disruption, results in loss of peripheral 
H3K9me2/3 marks and reduced expression of cardiac 
developmental genes214.

The molecular details by which mechanical defor
mation of the cell and nucleus result in chromatin 
modification and reorganization remain incompletely 
understood, but two major contributors have emerged to 
date: an increase in intracellular cations (calcium and/or 
magnesium) by activation of stretchactivated ion chan
nels and remodelling of the nuclear and/or perinuclear 
actin network. Repetitive stretching of mesenchymal 
stem cells activates mechanosensitive ion channels, such 
as Piezo1, leading to increased intracellular calcium levels 
and increased heterochromatin formation (marked by 
H3K9me2 and H3K9me3), ultimately promoting mes
enchymal differentiation215,216. In epithelial cells, cyclic 
mechanical stretch triggers immediate nuclear deforma
tion that leads to Piezo1mediated calcium release from 
the ER, reducing laminaassociated heterochromatin 
(H3K9me3 marks) within a ~30 min window16. This 
results in nuclear softening that decreases stress and 
DNA damage in the stretched cells16. Longterm (8–12 h) 
cyclic uniaxial stretch application causes transcriptional 
repression, increased heterochromatin (H3K27me3) and 
silencing of differentiation gene expression16. Intriguingly, 
activation of mechanosensitive ion channels by increas
ing extracellular multivalent ion concentrations, even 
in the absence of cell stretching or compression, is suf
ficient to trigger a similar increase in heterochromatin91. 
The increased heterochromatin content mechanically 
strengthened the nucleus, rescued abnormal nuclear 
morphology in LMNAmutant and breast cancer cells, 
reduced nuclear envelope ruptures and prevented DNA 
damage91. Collectively, these findings demonstrate that 
mechanosensitive ion channels respond to mechanical 
stimuli causing an increase in intracellular calcium that 
leads to chromatin modifications, which mechanically 
protect the nucleus and influence cell fate decisions. 
These stretchsensitive ion channels can be found on the 

plasma membrane, the ER and, potentially, the nuclear 
envelope itself, with the contribution of specific chan
nels and their locations likely depending on the particular  
cellular context and the mechanical cue.

Conclusions and perspectives
Considerable efforts in recent years have started to shed 
light on the fascinating roles of nuclear deformations in 
cell function, whereby chromatin organization, compac
tion, stretching and modifications that arise from nuclear 
deformations control the downstream expression of 
genes and cell fate decisions. Altogether, these discov
eries have revealed the remarkable mechanoresponsive 
nature of the nucleus and the key role of nuclear proteins 
in the cellular response to mechanical stimuli. However, 
many open questions remain. For example, although 
potential mechanisms have been proposed (Box 1), how 
the nucleus senses the different forces and deforma
tions that it is subject to in different contexts and how 
it transduces this signal for specific responses remain 
elusive. Although substantial progress has been made in 
the understanding of nucleocytoskeletal coupling, the 
precise mechanisms for the spatiotemporal regulation 
of force transmission across the LINC complex required 
for many cellular functions has yet to be fully elucidated. 
Connections between the nucleus, other organelles and 
the plasma membrane have received far less attention 
and should be investigated in more detail. Inside the 
nucleus, a better understanding of the role of nuclear 
Factin and associated motor proteins as well as LLPS 
processes in the maintenance of the nuclear structure, 
genomic organization and chromatin remodelling will 
require deeper investigation.

Deciphering the complex mechanical interplay 
between chromatin, the nuclear envelope, cytoskel
etal filaments and the cell surface in mechanobiology 
will benefit from interdisciplinary and integrative 
approaches, combining livecell imaging with high 
spatial and temporal resolution, genetic manipulation 
and precise mechanical manipulation. Much of our 
knowledge about nuclear mechanotransduction has 
come from innovative technologies. Addressing cur
rent challenges in this field will require further tech
nological innovations, for instance, to visualize gene 
expression in live cells while exerting subcellular defor
mations, ideally on a genomewide scale and yet with 
singlecell resolution. In addition to these experimental 
breakthroughs, mechanochemical models of the nucleus 
developed by theoretical modelling will be essential to 
explore how the cooperation between mechanical and 
biochemical parameters regulates feedback loops217 in 
nuclear signalling pathways. A better understanding of 
the molecular mechanisms governing nuclear mech
anobiology would not only clarify how the various 
cellular mechanotransduction pathways are combined 
to determine downstream cellular function but may 
also guide the development of novel therapeutic strat
egies to treat human diseases that arise from impaired 
nuclear mechanics, mechanotransduction and disturbed 
nucleocytoskeletal force transmission (Box 2).
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Facultative heterochromatin
Condensed, transcriptionally 
silent chromatin region that 
can decondense and adapt to 
allow transcription within 
temporal and spatial contexts. 
Facultative heterochromatin is 
not characterized by repetitive 
sequences so, at the DNA 
sequence level, it is entirely 
different from constitutive 
heterochromatin.

Polycomb repressive 
complex 2
(PrC2). Major repressive 
chromatin complex formed by 
Polycomb group (Pcg) proteins.

Serum response factor
(SrF). Transcription factor  
that plays a key role in the 
transduction of mechanical 
signals from cytoplasmic actin 
and extracellular matrix 
proteins to the nucleus.  
SrF is involved in various 
cellular processes, from cell 
proliferation to differentiation 
and development.
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Review

Tumor Innervation: Cancer Has Some Nerve

Hunter D. Reavis,1,2,3 H. Isaac Chen,4,5,6 and Ronny Drapkin 1,2,7,*

Over the past decade, several landmark reports have demonstrated that the
nervous system plays an active role in cancer initiation and progression. These
studies demonstrate that ablation of specific nerve types (parasympathetic,
sympathetic, or sensory) abrogates tumor growth in a tissue-specific manner.
Further, many tumor types are more densely innervated than their normal tissues
of origin. These striking results raise fundamental questions regarding tumor
innervation, how it is initiated, and how it molecularly contributes to disease.
In this review, we aim to address what is currently known about the origin of
tumor-infiltrating nerves, how they may be recruited to tumors, and how their
presence may give rise to aggressive disease.

Nerve Dependence across Cancer Types
Neural circuitry provides a means of communication between the brain and the rest of the human
body. Canonical somatosensory nerves relay signals to the central nervous system for process-
ing stimuli, while efferent motor and autonomic nerves relay signals from the central nervous sys-
tem to target tissues throughout the body in order to respond to stimuli (Figure 1). However, it has
recently become appreciated that normal neuron development and communication cues may be
altered in the context of disease, including, but not limited to tumorigenesis.

While preliminary reports of nerves infiltrating tumors surfaced in the early 20th century, it was
long thought that these components of the tumor microenvironment (TME) were merely passive
bystanders [1,2]. However, the tumor innervation field has recently gained attention following the
observation that cancer cells intimately interact with nerves infiltrating the tumor and that they do
so with a purpose [3,4]. In 2001, cocultures of mouse neurons with prostate cancer cells revealed
that neural processes actively extend towards cancer cells and ultimately stimulate their growth
[5]. This study inspired the idea that nerves may not simply be bystanders within the TME, but
instead may be functionally promoting tumorigenesis; cancer cells preferentially recruit these
nerves to exploit nerve-mediated effects that fuel their expansion. What began as an observation
has since transformed into an entire research focus dedicated to understanding when, how, and
why nerve signals influence cancer progression.

Initial in vitro coculture experiments that rationalized studying tumor innervation led to the next
logical question: What happens to tumors in the absence of nerves? A 2013 study set out to
answer this, finding that prostate tumors are innervated by both adrenergic sympathetic and cho-
linergic parasympathetic nerves and that ablation of these nerves impairs in vivo tumorigenesis
[6]. This paper was succeeded by other important nerve ablation studies in breast and gastric
cancers that demonstrated a similar dependence on autonomic innervation [7,8]. However, it is
important to note that there appears to be a tropic relationship between the tumor type and
the innervation source. For example, stimulation of sympathetic nerves is associated with breast
and pancreatic cancer progression, while stimulation of parasympathetic nerves is associated
with a reduction in tumor growth [7,9,10] (Table 1). Further, models of head and neck squamous
cell carcinoma, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma, cervical carcinoma, basal cell carcinoma,
melanoma, and high-grade serous ovarian carcinoma demonstrate dependence on sensory
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Figure 1. Overview of the Nervous System. The central nervous system is comprised of the brain and the spinal cord
(blue), that integrates afferent signals from the peripheral nervous system (orange) and consequently triggers a response
by means of efferent signals to the body. Somatosensory nerves in the peripheral nervous system may be stimulated by
activation of mechanoreceptors, proprioceptors, natriuretic peptide B (NPPB+) itch, transient receptor potential cation
channel, subfamily A member 1 (TRPA1+) chemical, transient receptor potential vanilloid (TRPV1+) heat, or transient
receptor potential cation channel subfamily M member 8 (TRPM8+) cold receptors. Efferent signals consist of both motor
and autonomic nerves. Autonomic nerves may either be tyrosine hydroxylase (TH+) sympathetic nerves that control ‘fight
or flight’ responses, or vasoactive intestinal peptide/vesicular acetylcholine transporter (VAChT+/VIP+) parasympathetic
nerves that maintain homeostasis of the body.

Table 1. Summary of Innervation Studies across Different Cancer Typesa

General
innervation

Sympathetic Parasympathetic Sensory Relevant guidance molecules Refs

Basal cell Undefined Undefined Undefined + Undefined [15]

Breast + + – + NGF, VEGFAb [7,33,48,49]

Cervical Undefined Undefined Undefined + sEVs [13]

Colon + Undefined – Undefined Undefined [50–52]

Gastric Undefined – + Undefined NGF [8,53]

Glioma + Undefined Undefined Undefined Undefined [41,42,54,55]

Head and
neck

+ Undefined Undefined + EphrinB1 (sEV), miR-34a (sEV) [12,14]

Melanoma Undefined Undefined Undefined + Undefined (S. Talbot, unpublished)

Ovary Undefined + Undefined + BDNF [16,56]

Pancreatic + + – + SEMA3D [9–11,35,37]

Prostate + + + Undefined SEMA4F, proNGF, GCSF [6,31,32,34,47]

Thyroid + Undefined Undefined Undefined proNGF [57]

aInnervation associatedwith protumorigenic processes are annotated ‘+’, and antitumorigenic processes are annotated ‘–‘. Relevant neurotrophic factors regulating tumor
innervation are listed when applicable. sEV indicates that small extracellular vesicle cargo is associated with the observed phenotype.
bAbbreviations: BDNF, brain-derived neurotrophic factor; SEMA4F, semaphorin 4F; VEGFA, vascular endothelial growth factor A.
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nerves [11–16] (S. Talbot, unpublished). Altogether, these findings highlight the importance of
studying tumor innervation in a tissue-specific manner; it is not simply true that all innervation
types promote disease progression in all cancer types.

Tumor Nerve Origins
Locoregional Nerves
It seems logical that cancers recruit local peripheral nerves that normally innervate their tissue of
origin. This hypothesis has recently been tested using uniquely engineered adeno-associated
viral (AAV) vectors. Specifically, this study took advantage of retroAAVs that are retrogradely
transported from nerve terminals to the nerve soma. By incorporating a neuron-specific promoter
driving expression of diphtheria toxin (DTA) into the retroAAV, the authors were able to ablate
specific subpopulations of tumor-infiltrating nerves. For instance, intratumoral injection of a
retroAAV-TH-DTA results in retrograde transport of DTA, where expression is driven by the tyro-
sine hydroxylase promoter (TH, sympathetic); such expression specifically ablates sympathetic
tumor-infiltrating nerves. Selective ablation of these TH+ nerves led to drastic reductions in me-
tastasis and primary tumor volumes, highlighting the fact that tumor growth is regulated by nerves
that directly interact with the tumor, as opposed to an artifact of systemic genetic or pharmaco-
logical nerve ablation [7]. Alternatively, other groups have employed mechanical severing of
locoregional nerves to study breast cancer progression [8]. However, whether or not these
nerve terminals extend from the ganglia in the spinal cord that typically provide innervation to nor-
mal tissue remains unknown (Figure 2). Another recent study suggests that locoregional nerves
may be reprogrammed in the TME upon cancer cell transformation. Evidence suggests that
TP53 mutant oral cavity squamous cell carcinoma cells reprogram trigeminal sensory nerves to
restore TH+ adrenergic nerves that are ablated by pharmacological sympathectomy with
6-OHDA [14]. Furthermore, severing of the trigeminal nerve decreased tumor growth in TP53
mutant xenograft models. Therefore, it is indeed plausible that tumors may be exploiting
locoregional neural plasticity to fuel their own growth.

Remote Neural Progenitor Cells
Curiously, the subtypes of nerves that are found in tumors are not always identical to the subtypes
of resident nerves that infiltrate the tissue of origin. For example, transient receptor potential
vanilloid (TRPV)1+ nociceptive pain sensory nerve ‘twigs’ are abundant in high grade serous ovar-
ian carcinomas, yet absent from the normal fallopian tube and ovaries [16]. While it is possible that
these de novo ‘twigs’ could be derived from existing sensory nerves in neighboring tissues, their
origins may also be explained by an alternative, more provocative origin of tumor innervation. A
recent prostate cancer study utilized lineage-tracing of doublecortin-positive (DCX+) neural pro-
genitor cells (NPCs) that originate in the subventricular zone (SVZ) of the brain to examine whether
tumor innervation can originate from the central nervous system. Importantly, the authors showed
that SVZ-derived NPCs can escape the blood–brain barrier and travel through the circulation to
colonize the prostate tumor. Upon arrival in the TME, these NPCs mature to form TH+ sympa-
thetic nerves, which were previously shown to promote prostate tumorigenesis [6]. In addition,
they show that depletion of these DCX+ NPCs abrogates prostate tumor initiation and progres-
sion and that transplantation of DCX+ cells from the SVZ enhances tumor xenograft growth and
metastasis in vivo [17]. This model provides important insight into how cancer may be taking ad-
vantage of normal systemic developmental processes like neurogenesis and further indicates that
complex signals exist between peripheral tumors and the central nervous system. NPCsmaintain
their quiescent, undifferentiated state at least in part by cell–cell interactions with vascular endo-
thelial cells [18]. Therefore, cancer-derived factors in the circulation could be recruiting these cells
to the TME. In support of this idea, a 1998 study showed that NPCs in the SVZ of adult human
cancer patients actively incorporate the thymidine-analog BrDU into their DNA, indicating that
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under pathological conditions, these cells are indeed capable of escaping their quiescent state
and re-entering the cell cycle [19]. Given that NPCs from the SVZ are thought to be tumor progen-
itor cells in glioblastoma, this concept of atypical NPC activation is further strengthened [20].
However, the scale of SVZ neurogenesis in the adult human is highly controversial. While several
groups have established the proliferative potential of NPCs in the SVZ, it is still heavily debated
whether or not these NPCs are capable of noncanonical migration and/or persist into adulthood
[21–23]. Further studies into the migratory capacity of adult NPCs will be necessary to determine
the potential of these cell populations to contribute to tumor infiltrating nerves.

Cancer Stem Cells and Plastic Cancer Cells
Stem cells are classically considered to be cells that can both self-renew and differentiate to
generate progeny of different lineages [24]. In the context of cancer stem cells, this means
that tumor heterogeneity may be informed by a single cell with the capacity for ‘stemness.’
By this notion, it is not unreasonable to assume that fate determination during the expansion
of cancer stem cell progeny could, in fact, give rise to neural populations within the tumor
that are capable of differentiating into fully functional nerves in the TME. Lineage tracing of
ex vivo-tagged human gastric and colorectal carcinoma stem cells revealed that these cells

TrendsTrends inin CancerCancer

Figure 2. Schematic of Potential Sources of Tumor Innervation. Densely innervated tumors may be supported by
neurons derived from many different origins. In addition to canonical locoregional innervation extending from spinal cord
ganglia, neural progenitor cells from the subventricular zone may be able to migrate through the vasculature to peripheral
tumor sites. Alternatively, plastic or stem-like cancer cells may transdifferentiate within the tumor microenvironment and
support disease progression.
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not only produce tumors in xenograft mouse models, but also that the tagged human cancer
stem cells differentiate and express neural proteins upon engraftment. Moreover, inhibition of
this differentiation capacity abrogated xenograft tumor growth [25]. Taken together, these
data strongly support the idea that cancer stem cells can expand and mature into heteroge-
nous cell populations, including neuron-like cells, that are found in the TME. Identification of
stem-like progenitors in prostate cancer revealed that a subset of these cells exhibit neurogenic
gene expression profiles, consistent with the cancer stem cell nerve origin hypothesis [26].
While it is appreciated that both cancer stemness and nerve density are independently associ-
ated with aggressive disease, further investigation is required to determine the relative contri-
bution of cancer stem cells to tumor innervation.

Cancer cell plasticity has also been implicated in the generation of neuron-like cells in the TME. By
contrast to cancer stem cells, ‘plastic’ cancer cells are not necessarily multipotent, self-renewing
cells, but rather cancer cells whose identity is capable of being reversibly reprogrammed [27]. For
example, in vitro studies demonstrate that a cocktail of epigenetic inhibitors (HDACi + EZH2i +
LSD1i + DNMTi) can induce expression of neural gene programs in a variety of cancer cell lines
[28]. With the notion that cancer cells are plastic and capable of gaining neural identity, these
data raise the question as to whether a neural reprogramming phenomenon may be occurring
naturally in vivo during tumorigenesis. 3D cocultures of rat SVZ neural stem cells with human
pancreatic cancer cells have revealed that cancer cells aggregate on the surface of neurospheres
and begin to mimic the morphology of differentiated neurons. Further, implantation of these
hybrid cancer cells into nude mice accelerates tumor progression, indicated by decreased
survival of mice harboring hybrid xenografts when compared with the parental pancreatic cancer
cell line [29]. These data not only underscore the correlation between neural cells and aggressive
disease, but also suggest that these populations may arise from reprogrammed cancer cells
themselves.

Mechanisms of Nerve Recruitment
Growth Factors and Axon Guidance Molecules
Under normal physiological conditions, nerve growth is dictated by changes in intracellular
neuronal signaling in response to local biochemical signals, including neuropeptides,
neurotransmitters, growth factors, and morphogens, that recruit axons to target tissues.
As cancer is known to exploit normal developmental processes to fuel tumorigenesis, evidence
suggests that secretion of these proneural signals, particularly growth factors, in the TME may
facilitate nerve recruitment [30] (Table 1). For example, prostate cancer cells secrete a precur-
sor to neural growth factor (proNGF) that induces axonogenesis in vitro [31]. Granulocyte-
colony stimulating factor (GCSF) has also been implicated in prostate tumor innervation,
indicating that this process is multifaceted and may be mediated by multiple secreted factors
[32]. Further, inhibition of NGF in breast cancer cells partially abrogates neurite outgrowth,
bolstering the idea that these factors secreted by the tumor can alter the behavior of nerves
and highlighting the tissue-dependent nature of tumor innervation [33].

In addition to circulating growth factors, axon guidance molecules may either be secreted or
present on the surface of tumor cells in the TME to promote directional cues that ensure
tumor infiltration. Functional testing reveals that overexpression of semaphorin 4F (S4F) in-
creases both the frequency of neurite outgrowth as well as neurite length in in vitro cocultures
with mouse neuroblastoma cells [34]. Another recent study has further implicated semaphorin
overexpression in the enhancement of nerve-dependent tumorigenesis, reporting on another
member of the semaphorin family, SEMA3D. In this study, the authors found that SEMA3D se-
creted by pancreatic cancer cells can engage and activate plexin D1 (PLXND1) on the neural
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surface. The resulting innervation observed in PLXND1 active pancreatic cancer models was
abrogated upon SEMA3D knockdown and/or inhibition of this paracrine signal with a
PLXND1 neutralizing antibody [35]. Taken together, these results suggest a functional role of
semaphorin-mediated axon guidance in recruitment of nerves to the TME. However, it is impor-
tant to note that while these neurotrophic factors have been implicated in axonogenesis,
whether they are directly secreted into the extracellular space or released as extracellular ves-
icle cargo remains under investigation.

Small Extracellular Vesicles
While it has been long appreciated that small extracellular vesicles (sEVs) released from cancer
cells increase tumor growth [36], recent evidence suggests that these sEVs also have
axonogenic properties. In in vitro coculture experiments with rat pheochromocytoma (PC12)
cells and sEVs isolated from cervical carcinoma cell cultures, robust neurite outgrowth is ob-
served [13]. In accordance with these data, sEVs isolated from high-grade serous carcinomas
(HGSCs) and oncogene-transformed fallopian tube cell lines similarly induce PC12 neurite out-
growth in vitro, whereas sEVs isolated from normal fallopian tube cell lines do not [16]. Not only
does this imply that sEVs play an important role in signaling with neural cells in the TME, but also
that newly transformed cancer cells may be initiating this conversation early on in tumorigene-
sis. These data are further supported by similar reports in head and neck squamous cell carci-
noma, where genetic and pharmacological inhibition of sEV release not only abrogate tumor
growth, but also decrease tumor innervation [12]. Further analysis of sEV cargo revealed that
this innervation phenotype is enhanced by the membrane protein EphrinB1. Another group re-
cently employed miRNA profiling of sEV cargo to find that miR-34a is transported within sEVs
from TP53-WT (wild type) head and neck cancer cells to suppress neuritogenesis of local sen-
sory nerves by disrupting the expression of genes involved in sensory nerve differentiation [14].
However, aside from these two studies, the functional components of the sEV cargo that me-
diate tumor innervation remain largely unknown.

Effects of Tumor Innervation on Disease Progression
Direct Effects on Cancer Cell Proliferation and Migration
Cancer-mediated recruitment of nerves to the TME triggers reciprocal signaling whereby interac-
tions with nerves support the progression of disease. For example, cocultures of pancreatic
cancer cells with dorsal root ganglia (DRG) exhibit increased proliferation, as indicated by strong
Ki-67 staining, as well as decreased apoptosis in the presence of these sensory neurons [37].
Similarly, in prostate cancer, cells that are closer to the nerve exhibit increased Ki-67 staining
and decreased apoptosis when compared with cancer cells that are further away from the site
of the nerve, which is believed to be mediated by increasing NF-κB signaling in the cancer cells
[38]. From a paracrine perspective, several cancer types exhibit neuropeptide receptors on
their cell surface, providing a plausible mechanism for nerve-to-tumor communication. In support
of this idea, inhibition of neuropeptide receptors on esophageal squamous cell carcinoma cells
decreases cell proliferation and viability in a PI3K/AKT/NF-κB-dependent mechanism [39].
When evaluating cancer cell surface receptors that may be responsive to nerve-derived factors,
it is also important to mention that several tumor types express neurotrophic growth factor
receptors, indicating that signaling molecules may also act on the cancer cells in an autocrine
manner [40]. Alternatively, two pivotal studies in glioma have recently revealed that cancer cells
may be capable of forming direct, functional synapses with neurons [41,42]. Not only are
postsynaptic signals detectable in glioma cells, but direct activation of the presynaptic neurons
stimulates glioma proliferation. These studies are the first of their kind, showing that electrical
stimulation of neurons mediates direct communication with cancer cells in a synaptic manner.
Altogether, these data raise questions as to whether direct interactions of neurons and cancer
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cells are primarily mediated by electrical and/or biochemical signaling processes and will need to
be further investigated in peripheral tumor types.

In addition to the nerve-mediated pro-growth signaling, de novo innervation may also stimulate
intracellular migratory programs. In vitro pancreatic cancer/DRG cocultures [37] support this,
where increased proliferation and decreased cell death were accompanied by retrograde exten-
sion and migration of cancer cells towards the sensory nerves. It is important to distinguish that
this process is distinct from the clinical process of perineural invasion (PNI); PNI is a process
whereby tumor cells migrate along existing nerve bundles that serve as a ‘highway’ for tumor dis-
semination. Conversely, de novo tumor innervation refers to the infiltration of nerve ‘twigs’ that
lack the same structure and organization seen in resident tissue nerves. Additional investigation
will be required to determine the mechanisms of de novo tumor innervation on cancer cell
migration.

Indirect Effects on Non-cancer Cells within the TME
Several recent reports suggest a role for activated nerves in modulating other non-tumor cell
populations within the TME. Importantly, immune responses are susceptible to modulation by
the nervous system [43,44]. For example, stimulation of the vagus nerve induces the release
of acetylcholine, which inhibits tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-mediated macrophage activation
in the presence of endotoxins [45]. With this in mind, it is reasonable to hypothesize that
prolonged exposure to secreted neural factors may sculpt the immune landscape to allow a
tumor to evade immunosurveillance (Figure 3). In the context of the innervated TME, recent
reports suggest that the adaptive immune landscape changes quite significantly upon sym-
pathectomy. In analyzing the T cell landscape, ablation of sympathetic nerves decreases ex-
pression of the immune checkpoint molecule programmed cell death-1 (PD-1) on T cells,
indicating that these lymphocyte populations should be more effective at mounting an antitu-
mor immune response. Moreover, they report that sympathetic innervation increases immu-
nosuppressive FOXP3+ regulatory T cell populations [7]. Gene expression analysis within
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Figure 3. Dense Innervation Influences Immune Cell Populations and Vasculature within the Tumor
Microenvironment. During early tumorigenesis, tumors are likely sparsely innervated and vascularized, with active
immunosurveillance managed by proinflammatory macrophages and active cytotoxic T cells. As the cancer progresses,
dense innervation yields increased angiogenesis and preferentially supports the survival of immunosuppressive cell
populations [anti-inflammatory M2 macrophages, exhausted/PD-1 (programmed cell death-1) expressing T cells,
regulatory T cells].
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triple-negative breast cancer patients revealed that patients with a high neurogenic signature
also exhibit a more immunosuppressive profile when compared with other subtypes, marked
particularly by M2-macrophage polarization [46]. In a more recent melanoma study, TRPV1+
sensory nerve ablation restores cytotoxic CD8+ T cell activity, as indicated by decreases in the
number of exhausted cytotoxic T cells present in the TME. This phenotype is mediated by neuro-
peptides released from TRPV1+ sensory nerves that are enriched in the melanoma TME, suggest-
ing a direct role for innervation in tumorigenesis by suppressing the immune response (S. Talbot,
unpublished).

During development, nerves extend alongside endothelial cells that construct the vasculature.
Importantly, recent reports show that early angiogenesis, another hallmark of cancer, is regu-
lated by sympathetic adrenergic nerves during tumor development [47]. While this study has
broadened the implications of tumor innervation on remodeling the vasculature of the TME
(Figure 3), it is one of the first of its kind and will need to be investigated in other contexts.

Concluding Remarks
While it has become increasingly clear that nerves play a functional role in cancer, there is still
much to be uncovered. With several investigations into tumor innervation in different tumor
types, we can appreciate that ‘one size’ does not fit all. Further studies into the role of each
nerve type in different cancer contexts will help to elucidate potential therapeutic approaches.
Understanding the balance between stemness and natural innervation will provide further
biological insight into how cancer hijacks normal developmental processes (see Outstanding
Questions). Identifying the relevant players that participate in attracting these nerves could identify
targetable growth factors and/or sEV-enclosed neurotrophic factors that could be successful in
staving off nerve-mediated tumor onset. Lastly, understanding the interplay between these
tumor infiltrating nerves, tumor cells, and non-tumor cells may inform potential combination
therapeutics to further weaken the TME barrier that protects these malignancies. Altogether,
the identification of nerve dependence in cancer has illuminated the field and should prove to
be a very exciting new therapeutic opportunity.
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Programmed cell death (PCD) is a basic process of life that is closely related to the growth, development, aging and disease of
organisms and is one of the hotspots of life science research today. PCD is a kind of genetic control, autonomous and orderly
important cell death that involves the activation, expression, and regulation of a series of genes. In recent years, with the deepening
of research in this field, new mechanisms of multiple PCD pathways have been revealed. This article reviews and summarizes the
multiple PCD pathways that have been discovered, analyses and compares the morphological characteristics and biomarkers of
different types of PCD, and briefly discusses the role of various types of PCD in the diagnosis and treatment of different diseases,
especially malignant tumors.
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FACTS

1. Different types of PCD have unique signaling pathways and
specific morphological characteristics.

2. Clarifying the specific biomarkers and regulatory mechan-
isms of various PCD pathways and their relationships with
specific diseases is vital for further targeted treatment.

3. Further studies on the molecular mechanism and mutual
cross-links of various types of PCD and the identification of
specific drug targets are the main directions in the future.

OPEN QUESTIONS

1. How many forms of PCD exist, and how can they be
classified more scientifically?

2. Which PCD pathways are preferentially activated, and how
can different PCD pathways be coordinated for the
treatment of specific diseases?

3. How can the potential off-target effects of PCD induction be
effectively prevented and controlled for disease therapy?

INTRODUCTION
Cell death is a common biological phenomenon that plays an
important role in the growth and development of the body and is

related to the occurrence and development of a variety of
diseases. Cell death includes accidental cell death (ACD) and
programmed cell death (PCD). ACD is a kind of passive
catastrophic cell death caused by extreme physical (such as high
pressure, high temperature, high osmotic pressure, etc.), chemical,
or mechanical damage, in which necrosis is the main type of ACD.
Necrosis in ACD is an unregulated, passive form of cell death
characterized by cell swelling, membrane rupture, organelle
collapse, and the release of cell contents, often leading to an
inflammatory response in the body. PCD is an active form of cell
death that occurs under physiological conditions controlled by
genes, and it is an important regulatory mechanism for the body
to stabilize the internal environment and balance the number of
cells in the physiological and pathological environment. It
depends on a special molecular mechanism and can be regulated
(i.e., delayed or accelerated) through drug or gene intervention. It
is worth noting that some forms of PCD discovered in recent years,
such as necroptosis and pyroptosis, also show characteristics
similar to those of necrosis in ACD, including membrane rupture
and inflammatory response; however, unlike necrosis in ACD,
these processes are regulated and can be affected by inhibitors,
activators, protein expression levels, etc.
PCDs present visible morphological changes, Schweichel et al.

classified PCD into three distinct morphological types based on
morphology combined with the mechanism of cell death [1, 2]: (1)
type I cell death or apoptosis; (2) type II cell death or autophagy;
and (3) type III cell death or necrosis. Moreover, each type of PCD
involves a specific molecular signaling pathway and regulatory
system [3]. These regulated forms of cell death are intrinsically
related to human embryonic development, homeostasis
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maintenance, and disease pathology, indicating broad prospects
for clinical application in this field. With the continuous develop-
ment of this field, new signaling pathways that regulate PCD are
still being described.
In this article, we reviewed and analyzed the definitions,

morphological characteristics, molecular mechanisms, and bio-
markers of the main PCD types identified to date, which include
apoptosis, necroptosis, pyroptosis, ferroptosis, autophagy-
dependent cell death, mitotic catastrophe, immunogenic cell
death, entosis, parthanatos, ferroptosis, disulfidptosis, NETosis,
lysosome-dependent cell death, alkaliptosis, and oxeiptosis
(Fig. 1), and briefly described the role and prospects of these
major types of PCD in related diseases.

MORPHOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION OF THE PCDS
In 1990, Clarke et al. supplemented Schweichel and Merker’s
classification of cell death by dividing PCD into three types [4].
Type I refers to apoptosis (condensation, fragmentation, or
phagocytosis). It is characterized by nuclear condensation and
pyknosis, cell membrane coiling and blistering, cell size reduction,
ribosome dissociation from polysomes and rough endoplasmic
reticulum, and elimination of dead cells by heterophagolysosomes
(heterophagy, engulfed by phagocytes after death). Type II is
autophagic degeneration. It is characterized by the production of
inwards bubbles in the cell membrane (endocytosis), the
production of abundant autophagic vacuoles in the cytoplasm,
the general expansion of the endoplasmic reticulum, mitochon-
dria and Golgi apparatus, less obvious nuclear pyknosis than type
I, and the elimination of dead cells by autolysosomes (autophagy).
Type III is nonlysosomal vesicular degradation characterized by
shrinkage and rounding or fragmentation of the cell membrane,
edema, and dissolution or fragmentation of the nucleus, expan-
sion of the endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria, and Golgi
apparatus, absence of early karyknosis, and dead cells that are not
eliminated by lysosomes (cell dissolution in situ). Although this
morphological classification is still widely used, it is mainly based
on the phenotypes of the three pathways of apoptosis,
autophagy, and necrosis, and these three types of characteristics
are not fully representative of the other pathways in the currently
known PCD type. Therefore, we optimized and supplemented the
classical morphological classification, classified the known PCD
pathways according to the characteristic morphology of the dead
cells, how they were eliminated, whether they were accompanied
by an inflammatory reaction, etc., and summarized the unique
characteristics of various PCD pathways, thus providing a
theoretical basis for the identification of various PCDs (Table 1).

MOLECULAR MECHANISMS OF THE PCDS
Apoptosis
Apoptosis is a programmed and active death process that occurs
in cells under the control of specific genes or pathways [5]. The
morphological characteristics of apoptosis are as follows:

disappearance of cell junctions, reduction in volume, condensa-
tion of nuclear chromatin, nuclear lysis, cytoplasmic contraction,
dilation of the endoplasmic reticulum and cell membrane
blistering, and finally, division into apoptotic bodies by the cell
membrane (Fig. 2A). Apoptotic bodies contain a variety of
different fragments of organelles and chromatin with intact
structures. The morphology of the mitochondria remained
unchanged. Apoptosis is accompanied by the entire process of
individual growth and development, showing the precise control
of the type and number of cells.
The typical process of apoptosis involves a series of hydrolysis,

caspase activation, and signal transduction processes; thus, this
process is also called the caspase-dependent apoptosis pathway.
Due to the different sources of apoptosis signals, classical
apoptosis is divided into intrinsic apoptosis (mitochondrial
apoptosis pathway) and extrinsic apoptosis (death receptor
pathway) [6]. Intrinsic apoptosis is a form of PCD that initiates
apoptosis due to disturbance of the intracellular microenviron-
ment. Intrinsic apoptosis can be induced by growth factor
deficiency, DNA damage, endoplasmic reticulum pressure, excess
reactive oxygen species (ROS), replication pressure, microbundle
changes, and mitotic defects [7]. The most important step in
intrinsic apoptosis is mitochondrial outer membrane permeabili-
zation (MOMP), which is mainly controlled by the BCL2 protein
family. Among the inner and outer membranes of mitochondria,
there are two main proapoptotic factors: cytochrome C (Cyt-C)
and apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF). Apoptosis signals cause Cyt-C
to be released from mitochondria to the cytoplasm, after which it
binds to apoptotic protease activating factor 1 (APAF1), initiates a
series of cascade reactions, and finally activates deoxyribonu-
cleases and hydrolyzes nucleic acid and cytoskeleton proteins,
leading to apoptosis; thus, the intrinsic pathway is also called the
mitochondrial apoptosis pathway. Extrinsic apoptosis is a form of
PCD caused by disturbance of the extracellular microenvironment.
The extrinsic pathway induces apoptosis by activating specific
death receptors on the cell surface through extrinsic death signals;
thus, this pathway is also called the death receptor pathway [8]. At
present, eight types of death receptors have been found, among
which Fas (also known as CD95 or Apo-1) and tumor necrosis
factor receptor (TNFR) are the most important. These death
receptors contain a death domain of approximately 80 amino
acids, which is necessary to mediate apoptosis [9, 10]. The
apoptotic process of the death receptor pathway needs to be
mediated by caspase8 activation [11]. Stimulation of the Fas
receptor leads to its binding to the Fas ligand and Fas-associated
death domain (FADD). FADD binds to pro-caspase8 to form a
death-inducing signaling complex (DISC). Then, the DISC recruits
pro-caspase8 to induce its activation through its own splicing,
initiating the downstream caspase pathway and leading to
apoptosis [12]. Both the intrinsic and extrinsic apoptosis pathways
eventually undergo a cascade amplification process involving the
irreversible limited hydrolysis of substrates mediated by caspase
family members, which act on substrates and lead to apoptosis
[13] (Fig. 3A). Caspases can be divided into two functional

Fig. 1 Timeline of PCD discovery. The discoverer and time of various types of PCD.
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categories: inflammatory caspases, which include mainly caspase-
1/4/5/11, which are involved in the processing of cytokines and
the regulation of inflammation. The other type is proapoptotic
caspases, which mainly include caspase-2/3/6/7/8/9/10, which are
cascades involved in the process of apoptosis. The morphological
characteristics of apoptosis are caused by proapoptotic caspases
cutting intracellular proteins and inducing DNA cutting [14].
Caspases related to apoptosis can be divided into initial caspases
(caspase 2/8/9/10) and effector caspases (caspase-3/6/7). These
kinds of apoptosis regulatory factors need to be activated by the
cleavage of pro-caspase. Downstream of the apoptosis pathway,
its key biomarker is cleaved and activated caspase 3, making the
cell irreversible to apoptosis. In addition, phosphatidylserine (PS),
which is normally localized in the inner leaflet of the phospholipid
bilayer of the cell membrane, is flipped to the outer leaflet when
apoptosis occurs. Therefore, caspase3/8 cleavage and PS evagina-
tion can be used as the gold standards for detecting apoptosis.
The study of apoptosis can not only be used for the early
detection of cancer and improve the survival rate of cancer
patients but can also be treated accurately and quickly by
inducing tumor cell apoptosis.

Necroptosis
Necroptosis is a form of PCD that is controlled by a unique
caspase-independent signaling pathway and has necrosis-like
morphological characteristics [15]. Compared with necrosis in

ACD, necroptosis involves the same subcellular changes, such as a
sharp increase in intracellular peroxide, high phosphorylation of
the mitochondrial membrane, increased membrane permeability,
cell swelling, and cell membrane destruction (Fig. 2B). However,
necroptosis is regulated by a variety of genes and is a regular
mode of cell death. In contrast to apoptosis, necroptosis does not
involve the formation of apoptotic bodies, and chromatin does
not agglomerate.
Necroptosis can be triggered by Toll-like receptor activation,

ROS accumulation in mitochondria, tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-
α), and viral infection. When stimulated, caspase-inhibited cells
may undergo necroptosis rather than apoptosis [16]. For example,
TNF-α induced necroptosis in mouse fibroblast cells treated with
the pan-caspase inhibitor Z-VAD-fmk, and it also caused
necroptosis in caspase-8-deficient leukemic Jurkat cells. Thus,
necroptosis may be the mechanism by which cells die when
apoptosis fails to initiate normally [17]. Different cells undergo
apoptosis or necroptosis according to their environment and
degree of activation. In the signaling pathway, TNF-α binds and
activates TNFR1 to induce necroptosis. After TNF-α binds TNFR1,
TNFR1 recruits a series of proteins to form different complexes on
the cytoplasmic side. Among them, complex I include TNFR-
associated death domain (TRADD), receptor-interacting protein
kinase 1 (RIPK1), TNFR-associated factor 2 (TRAF2), TRAF5, cellular
inhibitor of apoptosis protein 1 (cIAP1), cIAP2, and the ubiquiti-
nase complex. At this point, if RIPK1 is polyubiquitinated, it will

Table 1. Morphological types of PCD and their specific characteristics.

Morphological types PCD pathway Specific morphological characteristics

Type I cell death (Apoptosis-like PCD)
Cell shrinkage,
Chromatin condensation,
Eliminated by heterophagolysosome,
Without inflammation.

Apoptosis Cell contraction,
Chromatin condensation,
Small DNA fragments,
Apoptotic body.

Mitotic catastrophe Chromatin Condensation,
Multiple micronucleated giant cells.
(most commonly induces Apoptosis)

Immunogenic cell death Morphological characteristics like Apoptosis.

Oxeiptosis Morphological characteristics like Apoptosis.

Type II cell death (Autophagy-like PCD)
Cytoplasmic vacuolization,
Formation of autophagic vesicles,
Eliminated by autolysosomes.

Autophagy-dependent cell death Inwards bubble of membrane,
Autophagosomes form and aggregate.

Entosis Cell-in-cell structure.

Lysosome-dependent cell death Lysosome rupture.

Type III cell death (Necrosis-like PCD)
Cells and organelles edema,
Cell membrane destruction,
Chromatin does not condense,
Without the participation of lysosomes,
With inflammation.

Necroptosis Cells and organelles edema,
Cell membrane disruption,
Chromatin does not condense,
Cell content release with inflammatory response.

Pyroptosis Morphological characteristics like Necroptosis.

Ferroptosis Mitochondrial atrophy,
Mitochondrial membrane thickens,
Mitochondrial membrane disruption,
Mitochondrial ridge reduction.

Parthanatos Cell contraction,
Chromatin Condensation,
Large DNA fragments,
Cell membrane disruption.

Cuproptosis Mitochondrial shrinkage,
Mitochondrial membrane disruption.

Disulfidptosis Cell shrinkage,
F-actin contraction and detachment from the plasma
membrane.

NETosis Cell membrane rupture,
Release network structure.

Alkaliptosis Morphological characteristics like Necroptosis.
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further form a complex to activate the signaling pathway
mediated by nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) and mitogen-activated
protein kinase (MAPK) and subsequently inhibit cell death [18].
TNFR1 dissociates from complex I, and RIPK1 deubiquitinates and
forms complex II with RIPK3, TRADD, and Fas-associated protein
via a death domain (FADD) and caspase-8. In this complex, if
caspase-8 inactivates RIPK1 and RIPK3, the cell will die by
apoptosis; if caspase-8 is inhibited, RIPK1 and RIPK3 bind to each
other through their respective RHIM domains to form a
necroptosis complex. In this case, RIPK3 autophosphorylates,
recruits, and phosphorylates MLKL, and then initiates necroptosis
[19, 20]. MLKL can serve as a platform for the recruitment of Ca2+

and Na+ in the plasma membrane and can also play a role in the
formation of pore complexes in the membrane [21, 22]. Therefore,
the activation of MLKL by RIPK3 is a key regulatory pathway of
necroptosis, and the phosphorylation of MLKL has become a
biomarker of necroptosis [23] (Fig. 3B). The occurrence of
necroptosis can be marked by detecting the phosphorylation of
key necroptosis molecular markers, such as RIPK1, RIPK3 and
MLKL, while necrostatin-1, a specific inhibitor of RIPK1, can block
the occurrence of necroptosis. Necroptosis is involved in a variety
of pathological processes in the body, such as bacterial and viral
infections or inflammatory lesions caused by sterile lesions such as
atherosclerosis. In addition, necroptosis is also considered a
possible barrier against tumor formation.

Pyroptosis
Pyroptosis is a form of PCD that is related to the innate immune
response (such as pathogen invasion) and depends on Gasdermin
family proteins to form plasma membrane pores [24, 25]. This
process is often but not always completed by the activation of
inflammatory caspases, resulting in necrosis-like morphological
characteristics similar to those of necrosis in ACD, including
nuclear fragmentation and dissolution; increased cell membrane
permeability; swelling and lysis; and the release of cellular
contents, which cause a local inflammatory response (Fig. 2C).
The molecular mechanisms of pyroptosis include classical and

nonclassical pyroptosis pathways. Classical pyroptosis mainly
depends on the activation of Caspase-1. When pathogens invade
host cells, caspase-1 can be activated by binding to inflammatory
bodies (pyroptosomes), which are a variety of protein signaling
complexes, and their central scaffolds include the inflammatory
bodies NLRP1, NLRP3, NAIP-NLRC4, AIM2 and pyrin [26]. After
caspase-1 activation, a heterodimer with enzyme activity is
formed, which specifically cleaves GSDMD in the Gasdermin
domain protein family to release the N-terminal domain, inserts
the cell membrane lipid bilayer, and induces oligomerization in
the membrane to form pores [27], resulting in the destruction of
cell membrane osmotic pressure, cell swelling and rupture,
content release and inflammation, resulting in pyroptosis. More-
over, the activation of caspase-1 can also promote the activation

Fig. 2 Morphological characteristics of various types of PCD. A Apoptosis: cell contraction, chromatin condensation, small DNA fragments,
and apoptotic body; B necroptosis: cell membrane disruption, cell and organelle edema, chromatin does not condense, cell content release
with inflammatory response; C pyroptosis: morphological characteristics like necroptosis; D ferroptosis: mitochondrial atrophy, mitochondrial
membrane thickening, mitochondrial membrane disruption, mitochondrial ridge reduction; E autophagy-dependent cell death: cell
membrane disruption, cytoplasmic vacuolation, autophagosomes form and aggregate; F mitotic catastrophe: chromatin condensation,
multiple micronucleated giant cells; G immunogenic cell death: morphological characteristics like apoptosis; H entosis: cell-in-cell structure;
I parthanatos: cell contraction, chromatin condensation, large DNA fragments, cell membrane disruption; J cuproptosis: mitochondrial
shrinkage, mitochondrial membrane disruption; K disulfidptosis: cell shrinkage, F-actin contraction and detachment from the plasma
membrane; L NETosis: cell membrane rupture, release network structure; M lysosome-dependent cell death: lysosome rupture; N alkaliptosis:
morphological characteristics like necroptosis; O oxeiptosis: morphological characteristics like apoptosis.
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Fig. 3 Signaling pathways of various types of PCD. A Apoptosis; B Necroptosis; C Pyroptosis; D Ferroptosis; E Autophagy-dependent cell
death F Mitotic catastrophe; G Immunogenic cell death; H Entosis; I Parthanatos; J Cuproptosis K Disulfidptosis; L NETosis; M Lysosome-
dependent cell death; N Alkaliptosis; O Oxeiptosis.
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and secretion of the inflammatory cytokines IL-18 and IL-1β to
recruit more immune cells to the infected site and expand the
inflammatory response. Nonclassical pyroptosis is premised on the
activation of caspase-4,5,11. Caspases 4, 5, and 11 can be activated
by direct binding to bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS), and
activated caspases 4, 5, and 11 can also lead to pyroptosis by
cleaving GSDMD, so caspase cleavage of the GSDMD substrate is a
key execution event of pyroptosis [28]. In addition, upon specific
binding of LPS to caspase-11, activated caspase-11 can also
activate the Pannexin-1 transmembrane channel, causing the
outflow of the intracellular danger signal molecule ATP and the
opening of nonselective positive ion channels. Then, the outflow
of intracellular K+ and the influx of extracellular Na+ and Ca2+ will
damage the integrity of the cell membrane and release the
inflammatory contents in the cells, which will trigger the
inflammatory response [29]. Other studies have shown that
caspase-1 is also involved in the nonclassical pyroptosis pathway
mediated by Caspase-11, and the activation of caspase-1 can
release the proinflammatory factors IL-1β and IL-18 [30] (Fig. 3C).
The specific biomarker of pyroptosis is the cleavage of Gasdermin
family proteins, so pyroptosis can be indicated by detecting the
N-terminal domain released after the cleavage of Gasdermin
proteins. Pyroptosis is an important immune response of the body
that is closely related to infectious diseases, cardiovascular
diseases, nervous system diseases, and tumors.

Ferroptosis
Ferroptosis is a type of PCD caused by iron-dependent oxidative
damage. Ferroptosis is characterized by disordered intracellular
iron ion flow and significant increases in ROS and lipid peroxide
levels without the need for caspases [31–35]. Ferroptosis is
completely different from other forms of death in morphology,
biochemistry, and genetics. The formation of apoptotic bodies,
DNA fragmentation, and activation of the Caspase family are not
observed in ferroptosis, and these effects cannot be reversed by
Caspase inhibitors. The morphological characteristics of ferropto-
sis mainly include increased mitochondrial membrane density, a
significant reduction in the number of mitochondrial ridges,
membrane rupture, and overall mitochondrial atrophy; the nuclei
were intact and normal in size, and no condensation of chromatin
was observed; the cell membrane did not bleb, but the membrane
density increased; and both the structure of the membrane
phospholipid bilayer and the fluidity of the cell membrane
changed [36] (Fig. 2D).
A variety of substances and external conditions can trigger

ferroptosis, and the main stimulus signals are related to
phospholipids. Ferroptosis is caused by the accumulation of ROS
on membrane lipids due to the lack of the membrane lipid repair
enzyme glutathione peroxidase (GPX4), and this accumulation
requires iron ions. During ferroptosis, a large amount of free Fe2+

accumulates in the cell. Free Fe2+ is highly oxidized and prone to
the Fenton reaction with H2O2, which produces hydroxyl radicals
that can cause oxidative damage to DNA, proteins, and membrane
lipids, promoting lipid peroxidation, damaging the cell membrane,
and leading to cell death [37]. Lipid peroxidation refers to the loss
of hydrogen atoms in lipids under the action of free radicals or
lipid peroxidases, which leads to the oxidation, breakage, and
shortening of lipid carbon chains and the production of lipid free
radicals, lipid hydroperoxide (L-OOH), reactive aldehydes (mal-
ondialdehyde, 4-hydroxynonenal) and other cytotoxic substances,
resulting in cell damage from lipid oxidative degradation [38]. GSH
is an important antioxidant in the human body. It not only reduces
H2O2 to H2O, a scavenger of free radicals, and maintains the
balance of intracellular free radical content but also participates in
the reduction of L-OOH as a cofactor of GPX4, repairing L-OOH in
biofilms and preventing ferroptosis. The depletion of GSH leads to
the inactivation of GPX4 and increases the lipid peroxidation
reaction occurring on the inner side of the cell membrane

phospholipids, which leads to membrane breakage, cell disin-
tegration, and death. Thus, GSH depletion and inhibition of GPX4
enzyme activity are necessary for cells to undergo ferroptosis
(Fig. 3D). Some substances have been found to be effective in
inhibiting or promoting ferroptosis. Ferroptosis activators can be
roughly divided into three categories according to their targets.
The first class comprises System Xc inhibitors, such as erastin and
sorafenib. Erastin decreases the uptake of cysteine by cells by
inhibiting System Xc, leading to the depletion of GSH, the
substrate of GPX4, and further reducing GPX4 activity, leading to
the accumulation of ROS and ferroptosis. The second class
includes GPX4 inhibitors, such as RSL3 and FIN56. RSL3 can bind
to GPX4 and inhibit its protein activity, leading to the accumula-
tion of toxic L-OOH and triggering ferroptosis [39]. The third class
includes GSH-depleting agents, such as cysteinase, BSO, and
cisplatin. Cysteinase can directly degrade cysteine and block the
synthesis of GSH [40]. In addition, some activators, such as ferric
citrate, can trigger ferroptosis by inducing lipid peroxidation or
increasing intracellular free iron ion levels. Most ferroptosis
inhibitors are iron chelators or antioxidants, such as deferoxamine
mesylate (DFO) and ferrostatin, which inhibit the production of
lipid ROS by scavenging free iron ions, hydroxyl radicals, or lipid
free radicals, thus effectively reducing or eliminating the damage
caused by ferroptosis. The main causes of ferroptosis are an
imbalance in cell metabolism and the accumulation of ROS, which
can be confirmed by detecting the degree of ROS accumulation
and ROS products in cells. Furthermore, there is some more direct
evidence. For example, ferroptosis can be inhibited by several
known ferroptosis inhibitors (iron chelators, antioxidants, etc.), and
relatively specific morphological phenomena, such as mitochon-
drial atrophy, reduction or even disappearance of mitochondrial
ridges, and increased membrane density, can be observed under
an electron microscope to prove the occurrence of ferroptosis. In
recent years, studies have shown that ferroptosis is associated
with many diseases, such as Parkinson’s syndrome, breast cancer,
and pancreatic cancer, among which malignant tumors are most
closely related. Some tumor cells are quite sensitive to ferroptosis.
For example, dihydroartemisinin can induce ferroptosis in
squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck, thereby inhibiting
tumor growth [41]. Therefore, ferroptosis is expected to become a
new direction for disease treatment.

Autophagy-dependent cell death
Autophagy-dependent cell death (ADCD) is a kind of PCD that
must be driven by the molecular mechanism of autophagy in the
process of cell death [1, 42], and its morphological feature is the
observation of double-membrane phagocytic components con-
taining vesicles, namely, autophagosomes; the expansion and
fragmentation of the endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria and
other organelles; and the slight agglutination of chromatin [43, 44]
(Fig. 2E).
Autophagy is a highly conserved catabolic mechanism that

relies on lysosomes to degrade aging components in cells. It is
often triggered by conditions such as nutrient deprivation,
pathogen infection, hypoxia, or endoplasmic reticulum stress.
Cells use a double-layer membrane structure to enclose patho-
gens, cytoplasmic proteins, or organelles to form autophago-
somes or vesicles. Then, these substrates fuse with lysosomes and
are degraded, thereby removing excessive or abnormal proteins,
organelles, or pathogenic microorganisms. This mechanism is
conducive to the maintenance of cell homeostasis and the
renewal of organelles. However, excessive autophagy can lead to
cell death, that is, ADCD, indicating the existence of a threshold
effect of autophagy. The regulatory mechanism of autophagy is
very complex and involves multiple regulatory pathways and
regulators. According to current studies, autophagy is regulated
mainly by the phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphate kinase-mamma-
lian target of rapamycin (PI3K-mTOR) signal transduction pathway
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upstream of autophagy-associated genes (ATG) and the Beclin1
complex [45, 46]. Type I PI3K induces the generation of
phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-triphosphate (PIP3) in response to a
stimulus signal. Under the action of 3-phosphatidylinositol-
dependent kinase 1 (PDK1), protein kinase B (AKT) binds to PIP3
and is activated to form phosphorylated AKT. It further acts on the
downstream target protein mTOR, thereby negatively regulating
autophagy [38]. The mTOR pathway is considered to be the
“gatekeeper” and “monitor” of autophagy and has an inhibitory
effect on autophagy [47]. ATG can also form complexes with other
components to regulate autophagy. Beclin1, the first autophagy-
related gene discovered, regulates the formation of autophago-
somes by binding to type III PI3K to form complexes, thereby
promoting the occurrence of ADCD [48]. The combination of
Beclin1 and Bcl2 inhibited autophagy. Two ubiquitin-like path-
ways, the Atg5-Atg12-Atg16L complex, and the Atg8/LC3 system,
play crucial roles in autophagosome formation (Fig. 3E). Therefore,
LC3 lipidation and an increase in the LC3-II/LC3-I ratio are
considered biomarkers of autophagy. Autosis is a subtype of
ADCD that relies on the plasma membrane Na+/K+-ATPase [43]. It
can be induced by nutrient deprivation or by Tat-Beclin1 and
inhibited by blocking upstream Na+/K+-ATPase, which is a plasma
pump linking ion homeostasis and ER stress [43]. ADCD may play
an important role in neuronal cell death induced by neurotoxicity
or hypoxia-ischemia.

Mitotic catastrophe
Mitotic catastrophe (MC) is a regulated tumor suppressor
mechanism in which the mitotic process of cells is dysregulated
due to DNA damage or other causes, resulting in cell death
accompanied by tetraploid or polyploid formation [49]. It was first
identified in a heat-sensitive yeast mutant strain that dies as a
result of abnormal chromosome segregation during cell division
[50, 51]. Its main morphological features are nuclear micronization
and polykeratosis (cell size becomes larger, forming giant cells
containing two or more nuclei and partially condensed chromatin)
[52] (Fig. 2F).
Current studies have shown that DNA damage, mitotic defects,

and cytokinesis failure are the main causes of MC, which are
regulated by a variety of molecules and closely related to cell cycle
checkpoints and cell cycle-related kinase abnormalities. The
induction of MC in cells can constitute a new target for cancer
therapy. DNA damage can be caused by internal factors (such as
replication errors or cell-generated ROS) or external environmental
factors (such as radiation and platinum compounds), thereby
disrupting the integrity and stability of the cellular genome. When
the cell undergoes DNA damage and the G2 checkpoint is
defective or damaged in the cell cycle, the cells with DNA damage
enter the M phase of mitosis prematurely through the G2
checkpoint, resulting in chromosome segregation error and
subsequent MC [53]. Therefore, an abolished or defective G2
checkpoint is essential for DNA damage-induced MC. In addition,
during mitosis, the precise segregation of sister chromosomes is
controlled by the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC), also known
as the mitotic checkpoint [54]. The SAC can prevent cells from
entering anaphase during mitosis before the bilateral kinetochore
of all sister chromosomes forms proper attachments to their
respective bipolar spindle microtubules to prevent errors during
chromosome segregation. The mitotic checkpoint signaling path-
way is activated when spindle microtubules do not connect or
misconnect kinetosomes on both sides of chromosomes due to
reasons such as a lack of mitotic organs. After the initiation of SAC,
it can effectively inhibit the activity of the anaphase-promoting
complex (APC) and prevent the continuation of mitosis [53].
However, long-term activation of the SAC can lead to mitotic
arrest, resulting in mitotic defects in cells and, thus, in MCs [55].
Therefore, when the mitotic checkpoint signal is destroyed or
activated for a long time, the cell can initiate anaphase or stay in

metaphase before the chromosome kinetosomes have all
established the correct connection with the spindle microtubule,
resulting in mitotic defects, chromosome missegregation, and
then aneuploidy, which further leads to the occurrence of MC.
Defects in cyclins or related kinases can also lead to the inhibition
of cytokinesis, resulting in polyploidy and multipolarized mitosis at
anaphase of mitosis, resulting in genomic instability and
stimulating MCs in the next cell cycle [53] (Fig. 3F). Related
kinases include mitotic kinases such as Aurora kinases, monopolar
spindle 1 (MPS1), and polo-like kinases (Plks), which play key roles
in proper chromosome segregation. The exact molecular mechan-
ism by which mitotic alterations are sensed and trigger the MC
cascade is unknown, but p53 may be involved [56]. Extensive
experimental evidence suggests that MC is facilitated by a signal
transduction cascade dependent on caspase-2 activation, often
(but not always) triggering intrinsic apoptosis regulated by the
BCL2 protein family [57]. However, it has also been found that in
certain cases where p53 is lacking, mitotic defects appear to drive
a necrotic variant of PCD independent of caspase-2 signaling [58].
In addition, although apoptosis usually occurs when cells are in an
abnormal mitotic state for a long time, there are rare cases in
which MC does not lead to cell death but eventually results in
senescence, a type of irreversible cell cycle arrest [59]. Thus, MCs
do not always cause PCD (and can also drive cellular senescence),
and the Committee on Cell Death (NCCD) recommends the use of
the term mitotic death to denote PCD driven by mitotic mutations
(most commonly intrinsic apoptosis) [25]. MC is biologically
characterized by low expression or absence of proteins associated
with G2/M phase checkpoints and mitotic spindle assembly. The
detection methods mainly include optical microscopy, laser
confocal microscopy, or electron microscopy to detect cells
containing two or more nuclei, and flow cytometry to detect
G2/M block and polyploidy. In recent years, inducing tumor cells
to cross the cell cycle checkpoint with a large amount of DNA
damage or errors, leading to MC and death of tumor cells, has
made an important attempt at clinical treatment and targeted
drug development for cancer.

Immunogenic cell death
Immunogenic cell death (ICD) is a specific variant of PCD that is
driven by stress and can induce adaptive immune responses
against dead cell antigens [60, 61]. The morphological features of
ICD were similar to those of apoptosis (Fig. 2G).
ICD can be caused by a variety of different stressors, including

but not limited to (1) intracellular pathogens; (2) traditional
chemotherapeutic drugs such as anthracyclines, DNA damage
agents, and proteasome inhibitors; (3) targeted anticancer drugs
such as crizotinib (a tyrosine kinase inhibitor), cetuximab (an
epidermal growth factor-specific monoclonal antibody), and poly-
ADP ribose polymerase (PARP) inhibitors; (4) A variety of physical
therapies, including radiotherapy, external photochemotherapy,
photodynamic therapy, near-infrared immunotherapy, and nano-
pulse stimulation [62–65]. These stressors stimulate cells to
produce a series of signaling molecules called damage-
associated molecular patterns (DAMPs). DAMPs released during
ICD can bind to pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) on the
surface of dendritic cells (DCs) and initiate a series of cytological
responses that ultimately activate innate and adaptive immune
responses [66]. At this point, when the target cells exhibit
sufficient antigenicity, their death is executed by cytotoxic T
lymphocytes (CTLs), which induce target cell apoptosis through
the perforin/granzyme pathway and the death receptor pathway
and trigger an adaptive immune response involving immune
memory (Fig. 3G). To date, six DAMPs have been linked to the
immunogenic mechanism of ICD: (1) calreticulin (CALR/CRT) [67],
(2) adenosine triphosphate (ATP) [68], (3) high mobility group box
protein B1 (HMGB1) [69], (4) type I interferon (IFN) [70], (5) cancer
cell-derived nucleic acids [67, 71], and (6) annexin A1 (ANXA1) [72].
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The DAMPs released under the above different induction
conditions can be used as biomarkers for subsequent studies.
ICD and its DAMPs provide a new therapeutic basis and means for
tumor therapy, monitoring changes in tumor cell immunogenicity
before and after chemotherapy, and combining chemotherapy
and immunotherapy can improve the therapeutic effect on
tumors. In the treatment of tumors, chemotherapy drugs or
radiotherapy induce the death of tumor cells and upregulate the
expression of certain immune signaling molecules, such as CALR,
on the surface of target cells. These signaling molecules enhance
the ability of DCs to recognize tumors and present antigens. After
DCs are stimulated to mature, they activate tumor-specific CTLs to
attack tumors and stimulate the release of interleukin (IL)-2, IL-4,
and IFN-γ to obtain more ideal antitumour therapeutic effects.

Entosis
Entosis, also known as entotic cell death, is a form of cellular
cannibalism that occurs in healthy and malignant mammalian
tissues and is characterized by one cell engulfing and killing
another and the formation of a “cell-in-cell” structure (CIC) [73, 74]
(Fig. 2H).
Cell adhesion and cytoskeletal rearrangement pathways play

important roles in the control of entosis induction and occurrence.
Entosis is activated to phagocytose and kill similar cells through
LC3-associated phagocytosis (LAP)- and cathepsin B (CTSB)-
mediated lysosomal degradation pathways. After detachment
from the extracellular matrix (ECM), epithelial cells first adhere to
adjacent epithelial cells through the adhesion proteins E-cadherin/
cadherin-herin 1 (CDH1) and alpha-E-catenin. Subsequently, the
bacterium will invade another cell through actomyosin complex
formation, the lysosomes of the invading cell will encapsulate the
invasive cell, and the invasive cell will die through the lysosomal
pathway [75]. There are two key factors that regulate entosis. One
is the adhesion of cadherin, so calcium blockers can prevent
entosis; the first adhesion protein family molecule, PCDH7, which
negatively regulates entotic CIC structure formation, has also been
recently discovered [76]. Another key factor is the Rho-ROCK
signaling pathway, in which the expression of actomyosin
complexes in the cytoskeleton is dependent on RAS homolog
gene family member A (RhoA), Rho-associated protein kinase 1
(ROCK1), ROCK2 and related diaphanous factor (DIAPH1), which
accumulate local activity. Therefore, blocking the Rho-ROCK
signaling pathway can prevent cell invasion, thereby preventing
the occurrence of entosis [73] (Fig. 3H). Studies have shown that
relative intracellular Rho GTPase activity is a key factor regulating
the selective clearance behavior of entosis. Malignant tumor cells
with low Rho GTPase activity easily deform and engulf normal
cells or benign tumor cells with high Rho GTPase activity.
Therefore, in the pathological context of tumors, entosis is
thought to be a mechanism of cell competition to select the best
tumor cell clones by internalizing and killing failing cells [77] and
to promote tumor evolution by inducing genomic instability in
external cells [78]. Moreover, its role in the physiological
environment has gradually been revealed. Recent studies have
revealed the mechanism of mitosis surveillance in patients with
entosis. This mechanism selectively promotes the penetration of
aneuploid daughter cells into adjacent cells to form CIC structures
by activating the p53 signaling pathway, and CIC is subsequently
cleared to maintain the genomic stability of epithelial cells [79].

Parthanatos
Parthanatos, also known as poly-ADP ribose polymerase-1 (PARP-
1)-dependent cell death, is a new form of PCD in which PARP-1 is
overactivated due to DNA damage [80]. It should be noted that in
addition to DNA damage, oxidative stress, hypoxia, hypoglycemia,
or inflammatory signals may also trigger the production of
parthanatos [80]. The morphological characteristics of parthanatos
are cellular atrophy, chromatin concentration, and plasma

membrane rupture. Parthanatos had some characteristics similar
to apoptosis and necrosis-like morphology, but there were also
obvious differences. Compared with apoptosis, parthanatos
cannot form apoptotic bodies or small DNA fragments. Compared
with necrosis in ACD, parthanatos is unable to induce cell and
organelle swelling or cytolysis [81] (Fig. 2I).
Mechanistically, the release of apoptosis-inducing factor

mitochondrion-associated 1 (AIFM1) from mitochondria-
mediated by poly-ADP ribose (PAR) or calpain may be responsible
for the effects of parthanatos. When PARP-1 is activated in large
quantities, it can use coenzyme I (NAD) and ATP as substrates to
catalyze the synthesis of PAR, and PAR induces the migration of
AIFM1 in mitochondria (referring to the process of AIFM1 entering
the nucleus from mitochondria), which further induces chromatin
condensation and large DNA fragmentation to complete the
transmission of death signals [82] (Fig. 3I). Some scholars also
believe that the release of AIFM1 is dependent on calpain
activation and that calpain I can promote the formation and
release of mature AIF in a cell-free state [83]. Thus, parthanatos has
distinct biochemical characteristics, such as rapid activation of
PARP-1, early PAR accumulation, changes in mitochondrial
permeability, AIFM1 migration from mitochondria to the nucleus,
and intracellular NAD and ATP consumption. Parthanatos is
involved in a variety of diseases of the human body and plays a
key role in various nervous system diseases.

Cuproptosis
Cuproptosis is a new form of PCD that depends on the
accumulation of intracellular copper and is triggered by the direct
combination of copper with the fatty acylated components of the
tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) [84]. The morphological features of
cuproptosis include mitochondrial shrinkage, cell membrane
disruption, and endoplasmic reticulum and chromatin damage
(Fig. 2J).
Excess copper promotes the aggregation and functional loss of

lipoacylated proteins, triggers the loss of iron-sulfur cluster
proteins, blocks the TCA cycle, and leads to cytotoxic stress and
eventual death. The addition of Elesclomol alone did not affect cell
growth, but once copper ions were added, cell growth was
inhibited. Therefore, the induction of cell death by copper-binding
molecules or copper ionophores mainly depends on the
availability of copper. In addition, cuproptosis requires the
involvement of mitochondrial respiration, and copper is not
directly involved in the electron transport chain (ETC) but only
plays a role in the TCA cycle. It was subsequently confirmed that
the key regulatory gene of cuproptosis is FDX1, which is the
upstream regulator of protein lipoacylation. FDX1 encodes a
protein that is directly targeted by Elesclomol, which converts
Cu2+ to more toxic Cu+ and catalyzes the lipoacylation of DLAT,
DLST, and LIST in the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex. Cu+

further binds to the lipoacylation site of DLAT, resulting in the
oligomerization of DLAT, thus resulting in copper toxicity (Fig. 3J).
Loss of FDX1 leads to a complete loss of protein lipoacylation
while also causing a significant decrease in cellular respiration and
attenuating copper ionophore-induced cell death. The abundance
of FDX1 and lipoacylated proteins is highly correlated with a
variety of human tumors. Cell lines with high levels of lipoacylated
proteins were shown to be more sensitive to cuproptosis. This
finding suggests that copper ionophores may be a potential
therapeutic approach for targeting cancer cells with such
metabolic profiles. Such a mechanism could explain the pathology
associated with inherited copper overload diseases and suggest
novel approaches to exploit copper toxicity in the treatment of
cancer.

Disulfidptosis
Disulfidptosis is a form of PCD that differs from apoptosis,
ferroptosis, etc., and has not been characterized previously.
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Disulfide stress causes rapid death caused by excessive intracel-
lular cystine accumulation in glucose-starved SLC7A11-overex-
pressing cells [85].
Solute carrier family 7 member 11 (SLC7A11) is a cystine/

glutamate antiporter that is mainly involved in the transport of
amino acids on the plasma membrane. It is also an important
pathway for cancer cell survival. Studies have shown that the
process of SLC7A11-mediated reduction of ingested cystine to
cysteine is highly dependent on the reduced nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) generated by the
glucose-pentose phosphate pathway [86]. Therefore, during
glucose deprivation, NADPH in SLC7A11-overexpressing cells is
rapidly depleted, and cystine and other disulfides abnormally
accumulate, which induces disulfide stress and rapid cell death.
Further studies revealed that thiol oxidants promoted cell death in
cells with high SLC7A11 expression under glucose starvation
conditions and led to a sharp accumulation of intracellular
disulfide molecules. However, reducing agents of disulfide stress,
such as dithiothreitol (DTT), β-mercaptoethanol (2ME), and TCEP,
can completely inhibit glucose starvation-induced cell death in
SLC7A11-overexpressing cells [85]. Unlike other cell death
mechanisms, disulfidptosis is associated with the actin cytoskele-
ton. In SLC7A11-overexpressing cells, the proteins with the most
significant increase in disulfide bonds during glucose deprivation
were enriched mainly in biological processes or pathways related
to the actin cytoskeleton and cell adhesion, which can cause
abnormal disulfide bonds of actin skeleton proteins in cells and
lead to subsequent F-actin contraction [85] (Fig. 3K). Thus, glucose
starvation in SLC7A11-overexpressing cells induces significant
changes in cell morphology, including cell shrinkage, F-actin
contraction, and detachment from the plasma membrane
(Fig. 2K). In addition, glucose is the starting material of glycolysis
and is transported by the glucose transporter (GLUT) family
through the cell membrane, so the GLUT inhibitors KL-11743 and
Bay-876 can effectively inhibit glucose uptake, similar to glucose
starvation. Studies have confirmed that GLUT inhibitors can
induce disulfur status and cell death in cancer cells with high
SLC7A11 expression, and cancer cell disulfidptosis may be a key
factor in the therapeutic effect of GLUT inhibitors in the treatment
of tumors with high SLC7A11 expression [86].

Other types of PCD
NETosis, a form of PCD driven by neutrophil extracellular trap
(NET) particles, is also known as NETotic cell death [87]. NETosis
was initially found to be related to the extrusion of fibrous webs
containing chromatin and histone proteins in neutrophils, which
was later confirmed to be the extracellular network DNA protein
structure released by cells in response to infection or injury [88].
The morphological characteristics of NETosis include nuclear
swelling, nuclear membrane and cytoplasmic granule membrane
lysis, cytoplasmic membrane rupture, chromatin contact with
cytoplasmic granules, and subsequent discharge to the outside
of the cell to form a grid structure (Fig. 2L). In NETosis, ROS and
activated protein-arginine deiminase 4 (PAD4) are produced
through the activation of NADPH oxidase, leading to chromatin
densification and myeloperoxidase (MPO) and neutrophil elas-
tase (NE) entry into the nucleus, promoting the expansion of
additional chromatin and nuclear membrane destruction. After
chromatin is released into the cytosol, it is decorated by
cytoplasmic and granular proteins, which eventually leads to
plasma membrane rupture, resulting in NET release and
neutrophil death (Fig. 3L). Among them, histone citrullination
and ROS production are needed. Originally identified as a means
of neutrophil defense against pathogens, NETosis also occurs in
aseptic inflammation, promotes thrombosis, and can mediate
tissue damage. In addition, NETosis is also a type of PCD that can
occur in autoimmune diseases and has significant therapeutic
potential.

Lysosome-dependent cell death (LDCD) is a form of PCD
mediated by lysosomal contents (including proteolytic enzymes of
the cathepsin family) or iron released after enhanced lysosomal
membrane permeabilization (LMP) [89, 90]. It is characterized by
lysosomal disruption [91] (Fig. 2M). The accumulation of
intracellular ROS or the accumulation of lipid oxides can lead to
lysosomal rupture, and proteolytic enzymes in lysosomes are
released into the cytoplasm, leading to the occurrence of LDCD.
Cathepsin is the main executor of LDCD, and blocking the
expression or activity of cathepsin can reduce the occurrence of
LDCD (Fig. 3M). Lysosome-dependent cell death is associated with
a variety of pathophysiological conditions, including inflammation,
tissue remodeling, aging, neurodegeneration, cardiovascular
disease, and intracellular pathogen response.
Alkaliptosis, a Ph-dependent novel form of PCD driven by

intracellular alkalization, has recently been identified as a new
strategy for the treatment of a variety of tumors, especially
pancreatic cancer [92, 93]. Studies have shown that intracellular
alkalization can lead to JTC801-induced alkalosis, while oxidative
stress is not necessary; therefore, alkaliptosis is a form of
intracellular alkali-dependent regulatory necrosis with necrosis-
like morphological characteristics [93] (Fig. 2N). At the molecular
level, alkaliptosis may be mediated by inhibitor of nuclear factor
kappa B kinase subunit β (IKBKB), which can induce the
downregulation of nuclear factor κB pathway-dependent carbonic
anhydrase IX (CA9), leading to alkaliptosis (Fig. 3N). Therefore,
IKBKB can mediate the occurrence of alkaliptosis, while CA9 can
prevent the occurrence of alkaliptosis; however, the exact
mechanism involved remains unclear.
Oxeiptosis is a novel form of noninflammatory PCD induced by

oxygen-free radicals and independent of caspases [94]. Oxeiptosis
is morphologically characterized by apoptosis-like cell death
(Fig. 2O). This process involves the interaction of a cellular ROS
sensor, the antioxidant factor KEAP1, the phosphatase PGAM5,
and the proapoptotic factor AIFM1 [94]. Hyperactivated KEAP1
mediates H2O2-induced oxeiptosis in an NFE2L2-independent
manner by dephosphorylating AIFM1 at Ser116 through an
interaction pathway involving Keap1-PGAM5 (Fig. 3O). Oxeiptosis
is important for preventing inflammation caused by ROS or ROS-
producing agents such as viral pathogens.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In recent years, with the in-depth study of PCD, several new cell
death pathways have been identified. Among the PCDs, apoptosis
mainly shows unique morphological characteristics, such as
membrane integrity, cell shrinkage, and apoptotic body formation,
and does not cause an inflammatory response, while necroptosis,
pyroptosis, ferroptosis, and some niche cell death forms, such as
NETosis, mainly show necrosis-like morphological characteristics,
such as cell swelling, cell membrane rupture, organelle collapse,
and an inflammatory response. In addition, it is worth noting that
some of the forms of niche cell death mentioned above may not
be a separate type of cell death or an independent signaling
pathway but rather a side effect or phenomenon that occurs in
typical cell death processes, such as apoptosis, necroptosis,
pyroptosis and ferroptosis. Growing evidence highlights the
“communication” between different cell death pathways [95].
Multiple modes of PCD often occur, and loss of control of single

or mixed types of cell death leads to human diseases, such as
cancer, hematologic disorders, autoimmune deficiency disorders,
neurodegeneration, and infectious diseases. Moreover, PCD not
only plays a regulatory role in maintaining the homeostasis of the
body but also may play a regulatory role in unnecessary cell death.
An increasing number of researchers have studied the cell death
pathway as a drug target. Therefore, it is very important to clarify
the mechanism and biomarkers of cell death for research on
clinical drugs, especially antitumour drugs (Table 2).
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Table 2. Biomarkers of various PCDs and their inducers and inhibitors.

PCD pathway Biomarkers Inducers Inhibitors (target)

Apoptosis Casp3,8,9
BCL-XL
BCL-2
Fas

TNF+ Smac-mimetic
TNF+ ActD
TNF+ CHX
Trail+ Smac-mimetic
Fas Ligand+ Smac-mimetic

Z-VAD-fmk (Pan Casp)
Z-IETD-fmk (Casp8)
Z-DEVD-fmk (Casp3)

Necroptosis RIPK1
RIPK3
MLKL

TNF+ Smac-mimetic+ Z-VAD-fmk
Trail+ActD+ Z-VAD-fmk
Fas Ligand+ CHX+ Z-VAD-fmk

Necrostatin-1 (RIPK1)
Necrostatin-1s (RIPK1)
GSK872 (RIPK3)
Necrosulfonamide (MLKL)

Pyroptosis Casp1,11
GSDMD
IL-1β,18
NLRP3

LPS+Nigericin Ac-YVAD-cmk (Casp1)
Wedelolactone (Casp11)
Ac-FLTD-CMK (GSDMD)
MCC950(NLRP3)
Disulfiram(ALDH1)

Ferroptosis Fe2+

GSH
GPX4
ROS

Erastin
Glutamate
Buthionine Sulfoximine
(1 S,3 R)-RSL3
FIN56

Deferoxamine (Fe2+)
Deferiprone (Fe2+)
Cyclipirox (Fe2+)
Ferrostatin-1(ROS)
Selenium (GPX4)

Autophagy-dependent cell death Atg
ClassIII PI3K
Beclin1
LC3

Tat-Beclin1
BredeldinA
C2-ceramide
Rapamycin

Chloroquine (Lysosome)
Concanamycin A (H+-ATPase)
3-methyladenine (ClassIII PI3K)

Mitotic Catastrophe Casp3
P53
CyclinB1/CDK1

UV
Cisplatin
Microtubule targeting agents
Adriamycin
Radiation

NA (Not Applicable)

Immunogenic cell death CRT
ATP
HMGB1
1-IFN
ANXA1

Viral infection
Anthracyclines
Bortezomib
Adriamycin
Hypericin-based photodynamic therapy
Radiation

ENTPD1 (ATP)
NT5E (ATP)

Entosis RhoA
ROCK1,2
CDH1

CDH1 C3-toxin (RhoA)
Y-27632 (ROCK)
Blebbistatin (Myosin)

Parthanatos AIFM1
MIF
PARP-1

UV
IR
Alkylating agents
Oxidative stress

BYK204165 (PARP-1)
AG-14361 (PARP-1)
Iniparib (PARP-1)

Cuproptosis Cu2+

FDX1
DLAT
LIAS

Elesclomol+ Cu2+

NSC-319726+ Cu2+

Disulfiram+ Cu2+

Tetrathiomolybdate (Cu2+)

Disulfidptosis SLC7A11
NADPH
Cystine
Disulfide

KL-11743
Bay-876

Dithiothreitol (Disulfide)
β-mercaptoethanol (Disulfide)
TCEP (Disulfide)

NETosis NETs
NADPH
MPO
ROS

Phorbol myristate acetate
IL-8
LPS

Tetrahydroisoquinolines (NETs)
Cl-amidine (PAD4)

Lysosome-dependent cell death LMP
Cathepsins
STAT3
ROS
Fe2+

Lysosomotropic detergents
Dipeptide methyl esters
Sphingosine
Phosphatidic acid

Leupeptin hemisulfate(Cathepsins)
Deferoxamine (Fe2+)
NAC (ROS)
CA-074Me (Cathepsin B)

Alkaliptosis IKBKB
CA9

JTC801 IMD0354 (IKBKB)
CAY10657 ((IKBKB)
N-acetyl alanine acid (pH)

Oxeiptosis ROS
PGAM5
KEAP1
AIFM1

Ozone
H2O2

NAC (ROS)
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There is a lack of a more rational classification of the cell death
pathways that have been identified thus far. In addition, the
specific mechanism of some cell death signaling pathways is not
very clear, and the relationship between different types of cell
death is poorly understood. For some pathways, there are still
great controversies in the academic community, and further
extensive and in-depth research is needed. The regulatory
mechanisms of PCD on living organisms from micro- to
macrosystems are the keys to the continuation of life, and a
deep understanding of these mechanisms is extremely important
for human development.
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Review

Pioneer factors: roles and their regulation in
development

Amandine Barral1 and Kenneth S. Zaret 1,*

Pioneer factors are a subclass of transcription factors that can bind and initiate
opening of silent chromatin regions. Pioneer factors subsequently regulate
lineage-specific genes and enhancers and, thus, activate the zygotic genome after
fertilization, guide cell fate transitions during development, and promote various
forms of human cancers. As such, pioneer factors are useful in directed cell repro-
gramming. In this review, we define the structural and functional characteristics of
pioneer factors, how they bind and initiate opening of closed chromatin regions,
and the consequences for chromatin dynamics and gene expression during cell dif-
ferentiation. We also discuss emerging mechanisms that modulate pioneer factors
during development.

Introduction: pioneer factor definition and recent discoveries
Most DNA in the nucleus is wrapped into nucleosomes (see Glossary) and assembled into chro-
matin fibers, making DNA inaccessible to many transcription factors and other gene regulatory
proteins (Figure 1A). By virtue of their ability to bind DNA on a nucleosome, pioneer transcription
factors can target genes and enhancers in compacted chromatin. Active genes and enhancers
typically harbor an open chromatin conformation and exist in euchromatin. Active promoters
and enhancers can include nucleosome-depleted regions, where DNA is accessible to transcrip-
tion factors and protein machineries [1]. They are often flanked by nucleosomes harboring the his-
tone modifications H3K27Ac, H3K4me3, and/or H3K4me1 (Figure 1B). However, euchromatin
regions represent a small fraction of the nuclear genome; the largest fraction being nucleosome
dense and folded into compacted and silent chromatin. We now appreciate that silent chromatin
can be in distinct molecular forms [2,3], including naive chromatin, which is enriched for linker
histone H1 isoforms that compact chromatin [2], H3K9me3-marked heterochromatin, which is
bound by the chromatin compacting protein Heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1), and
H3K27me3-marked heterochromatin, which is bound by the chromatin-compacting Polycomb
repressive complex 1 (PRC1) and Polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2) (Figure 1B). These
three silent chromatin states (naive, H3K9me3-marked, and H3K27me3-marked) repress
lineage-specific genes, enhancers, DNA regulatory elements, and repeat elements [3–5]. During
development, new spatiotemporal, lineage-specific gene expression networks are required to in-
duce cell differentiation, necessitating a transition from silent chromatin states to an open chro-
matin conformation at promoters and enhancers. The transition is often initiated by pioneer
factors, which by binding nucleosomal DNA in silent chromatin, are among themaster regulators
of cell fate changes [6–12] (Figure 1A). Herein we primarily focus on the latest studies in the field.

Pioneer factors interact with silent chromatin regions and enable their remodeling into an active
chromatin conformation (Figure 1A) or further compaction and silencing, as reviewed recently
[13–15]. The opening of chromatin by pioneer factors can lead to activation of lineage-specific
genes and enhancers [6,16,17] and guide cell differentiation [7,9,10,16,18,19]. Indeed, the
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Figure 1. Pioneer factors (PFs) bind silent chromatin and drive cell differentiation. (A) Left: PFs bind closed
chromatin regions. Middle: PFs induce local DNA accessibility to other transcription factors (TFs) and protein complexes.
Right: PFs induce chromatin reorganization and, thus, DNA sequence activation. Protein machineries include histone-
modifying complexes, the RNA polymerase transcription complex, and additional protein complexes regulating cis-
regulatory elements. (B) Chromatin state of cis-regulatory elements in euchromatin regions (top) and silent chromatin regions
(bottom). Unlike canonical TFs, PFs are able to bind nucleosomal DNA in silent chromatin regions. (C) PFs guide cell differen-
tiation; thus, their dysregulation might lead to cancer or cell reprogramming. They also drive zygotic gene activation. Abbre-
viations: H3K9-HMTs, Histone H3 Lysine 9-histone methyltransferases; PAX7, Paired box gene 7; PRC2, Polycomb
repressive complex 2; SWI/SNF, Switch/sucrose nonfermenting; TCF1, T cell factor 1; TSS, transcription start site.
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Glossary
Euchromatin: active chromatin
conformation of genome where genes
are expressed and cis-regulatory
elements are active. Active promoters
and enhancers reside in euchromatin
and typically have central regions that
are depleted for nucleosomes, keeping
the DNA accessible to transcription
factors and gene regulatory protein
complexes. They are also flanked by
nucleosomes enriched for specific
histone modifications, such as
H3K27ac, H3K4me3, and H3K4me1.
H3K27me3-heterochromatin: silent
chromatin enriched in H3K27me3 and
H2AK119ub mediated by Polycomb
repressive complex 2 (PRC2) and
Polycomb repressive complex 1 (PRC1)
complexes, respectively. H3K27me3-
heterochromatin represses lineage-
specific genes to ensure cell
differentiation.
H3K9me3-heterochromatin: silent
chromatin enriched in H3K9me3 and
Heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1). HP1
induces H3K9me3-heterochromatin
compaction. H3K9me3-heterochromatin
is established by the histone
methyltransferases (HMTs) Suppressor
of variegation 3-9 homologs-1/2
(SUV39h-1/2) and SET domain bifurcated
1 (SETDB1) on DNA repeat sequences
and lineage-specific genes and
enhancers.
Naive chromatin: chromatin harboring
a closed conformation and that is tran-
scriptionally silent. It is enriched in linker
histone H1 but does not harbor, or has
low enrichment of, specific histone
modifications.
Nucleosome: the nucleosome core
particle is the basic repeating unit of
chromatin. A nucleosome comprise
~150 base pairs of DNA sequence
wrapped around an octamer of the four
core histones: H2A, H2B, H3 and H4.
Nucleosomes limit DNA sequence
accessibility.
Pioneer factor: a subclass of
transcription factor able to bind a
sequence motif on free DNA and when
its motif DNA is exposed on a
nucleosome, although the latter may be
limited by the position of the motif on the
nucleosome; thus, pioneer factors are
distinguished by their ability to target
nucleosomal DNA. Recent studies
revealed that pioneer factors interact
with histones within the nucleosome
core. Pioneer factors induce local
nucleosomal accessibility in chromatin to

Image of Figure 1
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ectopic expression of pioneer factors can initiate cell fate transitions [8,17,20–24], whereas pio-
neer factor-depleted cells often fail to differentiate [6,7,9,11,19,22,24–30]. Furthermore, pioneer
factor dysregulation can cause aberrant cell phenotypes, such as cancer [31,32] or cell repro-
gramming [33–39], as recently reviewed elsewhere [40] (Figure 1C). Indeed, chromosome trans-
locations can form oncogenic-fusion pioneer factors, such as Paired box gene 3-Forkhead box
protein O1 (PAX3‐FOXO1) in rhabdomyosarcoma cancer cells, leading to cancer [41] by altering
enhancer repertory usage and gene expression profile [42–44].

The fundamental role of pioneer factors in development has been affirmed by their ability to drive
zygotic gene activation [6,11,25,26,30] (Figure 1C). First characterized in Drosophila, the
pioneer factor Zelda initiates zygotic gene transcription in the early embryo [45,46]. In mouse
and human, Double homeobox (DUX) family factors, which can target closed chromatin [47],
have been identified as being required for zygotic genome activation, since their zygotic depletion
leads to defective genome zygotic activation and impairs embryonic development [48]. In
zebrafish, the POU domain, class 5, transcription factor 3 (Pou5f3), and the SRY-box transcrip-
tion factor 19b (Sox19b) act together as pioneer factors with homeobox protein NANOG (Nanog)
to activate zygotic gene transcription. Triple zygotic mutants are deficient in zygotic gene expres-
sion and fail to induce embryonic development [26]. Upon fertilization, the zygotic genome
harbors closed and inactive chromatin. Pioneer factors, such as Nuclear receptor subfamily 5
group A (Nr5a2) in murine zygotic cells [6], target closed chromatin and initiate its opening,
which results in zygotic gene expression during early developmental stage [45,48].

While the distinction between canonical transcription factors and pioneer factors can be considered
to be a continuum [49], pioneer factors are defined by specific properties that distinguish them
from other transcription factors [50–52]. Whereas canonical transcription factors have weak affinity
for closed chromatin regions and their binding on DNA target site is impeded by nucleosomes
[51–53], pioneer factors present a higher affinity for closed chromatin [50,51,53–56] and weak
dissociation from nucleosomal DNA [51,53,57]. Therefore, pioneer factors are defined by their
ability to bind their target DNA site on nucleosomes in vitro [25,36,52,53,58–72] and in vivo
[33,73–75]. Moreover, recent biophysical and structural studies highlight details by which pioneer
factors can differentially interact with nucleosome core particles [51,59,63,65,67,72,76], whereas
canonical transcription factors do it poorly or undetectably [51]. Such structural studies are rela-
tively new; thus, we can anticipate that additional mechanisms of nucleosome interactions will be
revealed as more structural studies are performed [77]. Pioneer factors are also characterized by
their ability, upon binding in vitro, to perturb the structure of an underlying nucleosome in an
ATPase-independent manner [51,58,59,63,64,67,71,73], although full opening of chromatin
sites targeted by the factors in vivo involves ATP-dependent remodelers [32,34,78,79]. In this
review, we describe the latest studies of characteristics of pioneer factors and how they regulate
cell fate, and then present mechanisms of regulation of pioneer factors during development.

Pioneer factors scan and bind locally closed chromatin
Investigations into the underlying mechanisms of action reveal that the act of ‘pioneering’ occurs
through multiple steps: chromatin scanning, nucleosomal DNA targeting, and local chromatin
reorganization. First, pioneer factors need to identify their specific DNA-binding sites by scanning
the chromatin fiber. While they can freely diffuse in the nucleus, they also exhibit many associa-
tions with nucleosomal chromatin to reach their DNA-binding site [80,81] (Figure 2A). Single mole-
cule-tracking microscopy assays showed that pioneer factors have a short residence time on
closed chromatin, while non-pioneers appear to avoid it altogether [50,54–56,80]. Nonspecific
electrostatic interactions with the phosphodiester backbone, as it is exposed on the nucleosome
surface, allow the pioneer factors to scan closed chromatin loci across the nucleus [50,55,74].
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promote binding of other transcription
factors or protein complexes that can
either open the chromatin further or lead
to its stronger compaction.
Transcription factor: protein able to
bind a specific DNA motif on free DNA,
through its DNA‐binding domain to
regulate gene expression.
Zygotic gene activation: first
transcriptional expression of embryonic
genes after egg fertilization.
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While their on–off behavior and local proximity to DNAmasswould allow them to scan nucleosomal
DNA via 1D diffusion [80], a recent biophysical study of the GAGA pioneer factor (GAF) indicated
that nucleosome scanning is more of a 3D process [56]. Detailed single molecule-tracking studies
comparing the Forkhead box A1 (FOXA1) and SRY‐box transcription factor (SOX2) pioneer factors
for chromatin scanning showed that FOXA1 diffuses slowly in closed chromatin domains, whereas
SOX2 diffuses more rapidly in such domains; yet, in ectopic expression experiments, both factors
similarly target closed chromatin target sites with low-turnover nucleosomes [50]. By contrast,
comparably expressed Hepatocyte nuclear factor-4-alpha (HNF4A), a transcription factor that ap-
pears not to be a pioneer factor, scans closed chromatin poorly and, when it does so, targets
sites with high-turnover nucleosomes [50]. Observing differences in chromatin scanning
among the few pioneer factors assessed in this fashion suggests that there are a variety of
mechanisms by which such factors scan chromatin.

While scanning chromatin, pioneer factors can transiently interact with target motifs on nucleoso-
mal DNA [25,51] (Figure 2B). The DNA-binding domain (DBD) itself is sufficient to bind nucleo-
somes, as observed for FOXA1 [82] and SOX2 [58], but remains to be confirmed for additional
pioneer factors. DBD deletion of Octamer-binding transcription factor 4 (OCT4) abolishes binding
[69], confirming its fundamental role in nucleosomal DNA binding. DBDs of pioneer factors typically
fold into an α-helix or short helical twist structure, allowing nucleosome invasion and DNA anchor-
ing [60]. Pioneer factors preferentially bind their target DNA motif when it localizes at nucleosome
entry/exit site or at DNA groove exposed on the nucleosome surface [32,52,59,65,67,71,72,83].

Mutations of pioneer factors, outside the DBD, can selectively impact nucleosome binding
[10,84–86] and the ability to drive cell fate [76]. A striking example is provided by the deletion of
four amino acids within the linker region between two DBDs of the OCT4, which ablates nucleo-
some binding and the reprogramming function of OCT4, without affecting how the factor binds
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Figure 2. Mechanism of action of pioneer factors (PFs) to induce silent chromatin opening. (A) Unlike canonical
transcription factors (TFs), PFs can transiently interact with silent chromatin to identify their binding sites. (B) PFs interact with
nucleosomal DNA containing its DNA motif through its DNA-binding domain (DBD) and protein domains outside the DBD.
The non-DBD can establish contacts with histones in the nucleosome core particles, as described by Donovan et al. [51].
(C) PF binding induces local silent chromatin opening by inducing local DNA accessibility and local chromatin decompaction.
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free DNA [69]. Recent cross-linking studies showed that non-DBDs can be in close proximity to the
nucleosome surface and establish pioneer factor–nucleosome interactions [51,59,67,69,72,76].
Different pioneer factors use different forms of interaction with the nucleosome. A pioneer
factor residue can interact with specific residues of the histone core or N-terminal extensions
(tails) [59,76], such as for Cbf1, where its E253 residue interacts with K75 residue of H2A
histone [51] (Figure 2B). Pioneer factors can also establish electrostatic interactions with the
nucleosome surface [67]. OCT4 has a small acidic patch with which it can interact with posi-
tively charged lysine and arginine residues of histones [67,87]. The various emerging mecha-
nisms illustrate how we are only beginning to understand how pioneer factors interact with
nucleosomes.

Pioneer factors can open locally closed chromatin
After binding to closed chromatin, pioneer factors can induce local chromatin decompaction. Re-
cent chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)-nexus experiments on Drosophila embryos
demonstrated that the Zelda pioneer factor initiates and drives chromatin opening, while other
transcription factors tested only increase chromatin accessibility that was already initiated by
pioneer factors [88]. How does this initiate? Pioneer factor binding to nucleosomes often leads
to DNA accessibility, making the nucleosomal DNA sensitive to nucleases [58,60,65,71,89] or
accessible to other proteins [58,89–91]. Incubating FOXA1 [92], PU.1 [61], or OCT4 [71] with a
linker histone (H1)-compacted nucleosome array induced DNAseI cleavage underlying its binding
site, in the absence of an ATP-dependent nucleosome remodeler. Pioneer factors elicit the initial
step of chromatin opening by inducing DNA distortions [51,74,87] and limited DNA unwrapping
of the nucleosome [51,63,65,72,87] (Figure 2C). The binding of OCT4 on nucleosome unwraps
25 base pairs of nucleosomal DNA [71]. Pioneer factors alone can also induce nucleosome sliding
[51,74,87] and histone tail reposition [58]. Upon its binding, OCT4 and H4/H2B histone tails are in
close proximity, leading to conformation changes and relocalization of histone tails [67,71]. This
could decrease internucleosome interactions and nucleosome stacking, mechanistically
explaining local chromatin opening by pioneer factors [74] (Figure 2C). Finally, due to their ability
to bind DNA at nucleosome entry/exit site, or near the nucleosome dyad axis, pioneer factors can
displace and compete with histone linker H1 [59,71,89] (Figure 2C). Indeed, the Leafy (LFY)
pioneer factor shows structural similarity with H1 [73]. We could assume that this competition
mechanism could be shared by several pioneer factors, since many bind the nucleosome
entry/exit site [6,32,51,59,65,67,69,71].

Pioneer factors enable ATP-dependent chromatin reorganization and
cis-regulatory element activation
After local chromatin decompaction, additional protein machineries are required to promote com-
plete opening of closed chromatin regions. Foundational in vitro studies using chromatin assem-
bled with Drosophila embryo extracts showed that nucleosome disruption by the pioneer factor
GAF depends on ATP hydrolysis via the Nucleosome-remodeling factor (NURF) complex [93],
indicating that complete chromatin remodeling is an energy-dependent pathway. In a recent
in vitro study using fully purified, H1-compacted nucleosome arrays, purified PU.1 pioneer factor
and the purified canonical BRG1/BRM-associated factor (cBAF) Switch/sucrose nonfermenting
(SWI/SNF) nucleosome-remodeling complex showed that PU.1 alone could initiate DNA hyper-
sensitivity underlying its binding site, which was enabled by an unstructured domain of PU.1.
The initially open domain was expanded by the cBAF complex only in the presence of ATP [61]
(Figure 3A). In addition, incubation of the cBAF complex with a PU.1mutant deficient in its recruit-
ment of cBAF, but which still harbors the PU.1 unstructured domain and a robust local chromatin
opening activity, did not allow cBAF action [61]. These results argue against a model whereby the
cBAF remodeler scans chromatin for a partially open site and argues for a model in which the
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pioneer factor must elicit local chromatin opening and simultaneously recruit or stabilize the
remodeler at the site.

During cell differentiation, pioneer factors directly recruit SWI/SNF nucleosome-remodeling com-
plexes by interacting with different subunits of SWI/SNF complexes [94,95], such as Brahma-
related gene 1 (BRG1) [16,34,36,78,79,96] or BAF [9]. Thus, pioneer factors guide SWI/SNF-
dependent remodeling complexes to specific silent loci, which are important for cell differentia-
tion. After their recruitment on chromatin, SWI/SNF nucleosome-remodeling complexes evict nu-
cleosomes [34,78] and promote chromatin rearrangement, leading to an open chromatin
conformation [9,36,78,94,96,97] (Figure 3B). While pioneer factors recruit and stabilize SWI/
SNF complexes on chromatin [34,36,61,78,94,98], the open domains created by SWI/SNF
complexes can subsequently stabilize pioneer factors on chromatin [34,78,79]. Indeed, inhibition
of BRG1 led to a reduction in PU.1 binding [79]. These recent results suggest a positive feedback
loop between pioneer factors and SWI/SNF nucleosome-remodeling complexes that can
maintain an open chromatin conformation on cis-regulatory elements.
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Figure 3. Pioneer factors (PFs) drive closed chromatin reorganization and gene expression activation. (A) In vitro,
PU.1 is able to recruit the canonical BRG1/BRM-associated factor (cBAF) Switch/sucrose nonfermenting (SWI/SNF)
nucleosome-remodeling complex on H1-compacted nucleosome arrays to expand local DNA accessibility, as described by
Frederick et al. [61]. (B) In vivo, a PF leads to chromatin reorganization and, thus, enhancer activation. A PF recruits SWI/SNF
nucleosome-remodeling complexes to promote nucleosome eviction and chromatin opening. PFs also promote deposition
of active chromatin on enhancer by recruiting Mixed-lineage leukemia 3/4 (MLL3/4) and p300 enzymes. Abbreviation: TF,
transcription factor.
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After initial chromatin opening, additional transcription factors and other protein complexes
bind the newly accessible region [97,99]. Pioneer factor binding correlates with a reduction
in cytosine methylation of 5-methylCpG residues [86,100–103]; CpG methylation (5mC)
normally represses enhancers [104]. Indeed pioneer factors can recruit Ten-eleven translo-
cation (TET) enzymes to enhancers [101,105], leading to conversion of 5mC into 5-
hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) [105,106]. Pioneer factors also establish an active chromatin
state on enhancers by recruiting Mixed-lineage leukemia-3/4 (MLL3/4) [107,108] and p300
[16,26,47,109] enzymes, which deposit H3K4me1 and H3K27ac on enhancers, respectively
(Figure 3B). FOXA1 can recruit TET enzymes and reduce 5mC on enhancers [106,110], while
also recruiting MLL3 and promoting H3K4me1 deposition [108]; both of which increase enhancer
activity and gene expression. Finally, pioneer factors mediate enhancer–promoter proximity
[33,94,111] and, thus, stimulate target lineage-specific gene expression. T cell factor 1
(TCF1) regulates CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) on enhancers [112]. A recent mechanism
based on protein aggregation has also been identified [113–115]. Indeed, OCT4 [114] and
Nanog [115] can form protein aggregates to favor enhancer–promoter communications
and gene activation.

Pioneer factors can also result in further closing of chromatin and gene silencing
To direct cell differentiation, pioneer factors also elicit silencing of other lineage-specific genes
[19,21,23,33,95,100]. They can indirectly inactivate gene expression by inducing passive
enhancer inactivation. That is, pioneer factor binding on chromatin leads to transcription factor
and protein machinery relocalization on the enhancer repertoire, away from active enhancers
[17,116,117]. For example, induction of SRY‐box transcription factor 9 (SOX9), a pioneer factor
driving the hair follicle fate, in epidermal stem cells indirectly silences epidermal-related genes
by interacting with SWI/SNF remodeling complexes and MLL4/3, and recruiting them away
from active epidermal enhancers [95] (Figure 4A). Pioneer factors can also directly inactivate
genes by establishing silent chromatin on enhancers and promoters, which can include chroma-
tin closure. For example, when it recruits the Groucho homolog (Grg) transcriptional repressor to
naive chromatin, FOXA1 can induce local chromatin compaction and impairs binding of other
transcription factors [118] (Figure 4B). Pioneer factors can also drive chromatin closure by
recruiting histone deacetylases, such as the Nucleosome-remodeling and deacetylase (NuRD)
complex, which causes erasure of the H3K27ac active histone mark and loss of chromatin ac-
cessibility on enhancers [119,120] (Figure 4C). A recent study showed that the GAF pioneer fac-
tor can elicit H3K9me3 deposition on DNA repeats and transcriptional silencing duringDrosophila
zygotic genome activation [121]. Pioneer factors interact with diverse repressive complexes
[33,120]. Some pioneer factors, such as PU.1, can recruit and stimulate the PRC2 complex, in-
ducing H3K27me3-marked heterochromatin deposition on lineage-specific enhancers and pro-
moters [23,33,100,119] (Figure 4C). To summarize, pioneering occurs when the transcription
factor targets a naive domain of chromatin and, via partners, elicits a new functional capacity to
the domain: either open and active or closed and further silenced.

Pioneer factors maintain cell identity
Duringmitosis, chromatin is massively condensed intomitotic chromosomes, many DNA-binding
proteins are evicted from chromosomes, and transcription is diminished, but not completely silent
[122]. After mitosis exit, cells reactivate lineage-specific gene expression to restore their identity.
Live imaging, using fluorescent protein-fused pioneer factors, showed that at least a subset of
pioneer factors, such as GATA binding protein 2 (GATA2), FOXA1, PAX3, and SOX2, stay asso-
ciated with mitotic chromosomes [123–125]. Their mitotic chromosome-binding ability is related
to their affinity for closed chromatin, since it depends on their DBDs and their ability to establish
nonspecific electrostatic interactions with closed chromatin [123–127]. SOX2 degradation
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specifically in mitosis leads to a loss of pluripotency in mouse embryonic stem cells (ECSs) [127].
Thus, pioneer factors have an important role in the maintenance of cell identity.

Modulating pioneer factor activity
During tissue specification, pioneer factors have dynamic binding and opening activity on silent chro-
matin to progressively guide lineage-specific gene expression [7,10,17,19–21,24,100,117,128,129].
Pioneer factors do not generate ‘peaks’ in binding assays at all of their potential DNA-binding sites in
a given cell [20,79,83]. Yet, examining subthreshold peaks reveals extensive binding at alternative cell
sites, called ‘sampling’ sites [20,50]. Moreover, DNAmotif enrichment analyses showed that pioneer
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Figure 4. Pioneer factors (PFs) induce gene silencing. (A) PFs induce passive enhancer inactivation by relocalizing
protein complexes on chromatin. As described by Yang et al. [95], SRY-box transcription factor 9 (SOX9) recruits Mixed-
lineage leukemia 3/4 (MLL3/4) and Switch/sucrose nonfermenting (SWI/SNF) nucleosome-remodeling complex away from
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factors can bind chromatin regions that are weakly or not enriched for their DNA-binding motif
[9,21,130]. In addition, pioneer factors bind closed chromatin regions without necessarily inducing
DNA accessibility [36,90,107]. These observations indicate that pioneer factors are modulated for
their stable binding events and chromatin-opening activity.

What are ways in which pioneer factors can be modulated during chromatin binding? Pioneer
factor binding on nucleosomal DNA depends on nucleotide sequence and the position and orien-
tation of its target DNA motif on the nucleosome surface [52,64,83,87,131,132]. A target DNA
motif too close or facing the nucleosome surface could hinder factor binding due to steric clashes
[64,72,87,131]. A recent in vitro study using a basic helix–loop–helix (bHLH) pioneer factor-
binding motif tiled at one base-pair intervals across the DNA template showed that bHLH factors
preferentially bind nucleosomes when the binding motif is exposed at the +/–7 to +/–5 superhe-
lical region on the nucleosome surface [72], which is in agreement with an in vitro binding selec-
tion study for bHLH proteins [52]. To limit steric clashes, pioneer factors are able to bind partial or
degenerate DNA motifs [65,75], due to flexibility of their DBD [68]. Given the emerging structural
information showing that pioneer factors interact with the core histones within a bound nucleo-
some, binding to only a partial motif may be compensated for by histone interactions that stabilize
binding.

During development, pioneer factors contribute to binding of other pioneer and/or transcription
factors [88], leading to their cooperative binding on nucleosomal DNA [24,38,65,131]. This may
be elicited by a first-bound pioneer factor to distort nucleosomal DNA leading to DNA motifs
being accessible for other pioneer [58,64,72,87,131] or nonpioneer [107,133] factor binding
(Figure 5A). An increase in pioneer factor concentration correlates with an increase in nucleosome
binding [25,51,80] and with binding of new genomic regions during development [10,26,134].
More recently, pioneer factors have been identified as being able to form aggregates on chroma-
tin [81,115,135–139]. The mechanism may ensure a local increase in pioneer factor concentra-
tion and their binding events [81]. It may also promote cooperation between pioneer factors,
since several pioneer factors may colocalize in the same aggregate [136]. However, how pioneer
factors form aggregates is poorly understood, since deletion of their unstructured domains,
known to promote protein aggregate formation, does not always destabilize pioneer factor ag-
gregates [135,136].

Pioneer factor function on silent chromatin can be regulated by the partner of the pioneer factor.
For example, Tripartite motif containing 24 protein (Trim24), a cofactor of p53, prevents p53
opening activity on closed chromatin regions [140]. In addition, during cell differentiation, the
loss of certain partners of pioneer factors and acquisition of new partners can lead to
relocalization of pioneer factor genomic occupancy and modulation of chromatin opening activity
[129,141]. Proteomic analysis of SOX2 in ESCs versus neuronal cells showed cell-specific
interactors [128,142]. In ESCs, SOX2 interacts with OCT4. During ESC differentiation into neural
progenitors, SOX2 loses its interaction with OCT4 and progressively gains interactions with a new
partner: Paired box 6 (PAX6) [143] (Figure 5B). Thus, SOX2 targets and regulates different sets of
lineage-specific genes during cell differentiation [143].

A ‘poised’ state of enhancers has been identified during cell differentiation, whereby the
enhancers are bound by a pioneer factor but still harbor a closed conformation [19,107,144–146]
(Figure 5C). They become open and, thus, activated, later during development [7]; such enabling
of developmental competence characterized the initial pioneer factor description for FOXA1 in undif-
ferentiated mouse endoderm [147]. Interestingly, in cells, ectopically expressed pioneer factor can
bind chromatin within 0.5–24 h, but overt chromatin remodeling and opening may be delayed
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by 1–5 days [90]. The delay could be due to the time required for subsequent recruitment of a
nucleosome remodeler [61,129], a requirement for additional developmental signals [24,146], or
loss of binding of a local inhibitor, which then allows chromatin opening [140].

Histone post-translational modifications (PTMs) might favor [67,148] or impede [21,149] pioneer
factor binding or local opening action by inducing new steric clashes [64], altering electrostatic his-
tone surface charges [149], or de/stabilizing pioneer factor–histone interactions or DNA–histone in-
teractions [67]. Cryo-electronmicroscopy structural studies using H3K27-acetylated nucleosomes
showed that acetylation induces DNA sliding, increases DNA-binding site exposition, and, thus,
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Figure 5. Modulation of pioneer factor (PF) binding and opening activity. (A) Cooperative binding. A first PF binds
and distorts nucleosomal DNA, leading to exposure of a second DNA motif and, thus, binding of a second factor. (B) PF
binding and opening activity depend on PF cofactors. As described by Zhang et al. [143], SRY-box transcription factor 2
(SOX2) interacts with Octamer-binding transcription factor 4 (OCT4) in embryonic stem cells, then loses its interaction with
OCT4 to gain an interaction with Paired box gene 6 (PAX6) during neural fate transition, leading to genome-wide SOX2
relocalization. (C) Poised PFs bind closed chromatin regions but do not induce their local opening. Closed chromatin
opening may occur later during development. (D) Histone modifications might favor or impede PF binding/local opening
activity. Abbreviations: MLL3/4, Mixed-lineage leukemia 3/4; c-Myb, Myb proto-oncogene protein; SWI/SNF, Switch/
sucrose nonfermenting; TF, transcription factor.
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partially modulates pioneer factor binding [67] (Figure 5D). Moreover, peptide microarray assays
showed that some pioneer factors are unable to interact with specific modified histone tails
[21,149]. For example, H3K27ac histone modification prevents Myb proto-oncogene protein (c-
Myb) binding on the histone tail and, thus, poorly colocalizes on chromatin [149] (Figure 5D). This
suggests that H3K27ac might protect active enhancers from aberrant c-Myb binding or ensures
c-Myb detachment and recycling from chromatin after enhancer activation. Thus, some histone
modifications, and the protein complexes that bind them, might repulse pioneer factors from chro-
matin to protect cis-regulatory elements from their action at specific stages of development.

Given all of the parameters that could affect pioneer factor binding, it may be no surprise that pio-
neer factors harbor diverse affinities andmechanism of actions on the three states of silent chroma-
tins: naive chromatin, H3K9me3-marked, and H3K27me3-marked heterochromatin. First, pioneer
factors appear to preferentially target naive chromatin regions [38], since most pioneer factor-
bound regions have a closed conformation but contain low or no H3K9me3 and H3K27me3-
repressive histone marks [17,20,107] (Figure 1B). Moreover, H3K9me3-heterochromatin had
been characterized as a barrier to reprogramming [38,150]. Yet, recent epigenomic studies
found that certain pioneer factors, such as Paired box 7 (PAX7) or TCF1, target regions covered
byH3K27me3 [22–24,140] or H3K9me3marks [21,22,90,140] (Figure 1B) and then induce under-
lying DNA sequence activation [22–24,140]. However, mechanisms of engagement of pioneer
factors with these heterochromatin regions are poorly understood. During pituitary lineage differen-
tiation, PAX7 has a weaker enrichment on heterochromatin regions than on naive chromatin re-
gions. Moreover, PAX7 induces activation of enhancers covered by H3K9me2-heterochromatin,
but not by H3K9me3-heterochromatin [90], suggesting different mechanisms of regulation between
the diverse types of silent chromatin. It may be that H3K9me3- andH3K27me3-heterochromatin
have to be destabilized by pioneer factor-independent mechanisms to facilitate pioneer factor
binding and action on a more naive-like chromatin structure during cell differentiation.

Finally, recent studies revealed consequential PTMs on the pioneer factors themselves. The modifi-
cations might modulate their scanning, binding, or local opening activities [60,151–156]. For exam-
ple, acetylation of PAX7modulates its binding on chromatin and, thus, gene expression profile [154],
while its methylation is required for its mitotic chromosome-binding activity [156]. Identification of
PTMs on pioneer factors, the associated modifying enzymes, and their consequences for pioneer
factor function is a key point for future work. Such studies will allow a better understanding of the
roles of pioneer factors during development and diseases, such as cancer, where pioneer factors
might be mutated on potential post-translational-modified residues or where modifying enzymes
might be dysregulated or mutated.

Concluding remarks
The nucleosome-targeting feature of pioneer factors enables them to drive development by
targeting naive and heterochromatic domains to elicit chromatin opening or further closing and
promote subsequent cell fate transitions. RNA-binding domains have been recently identified
on pioneer factors [157], which impact DNA binding; however, their role in scanning, binding,
and local opening of silent chromatin is unknown. In general, non-DBD segments, including ap-
parently unstructured domains that are critical for local chromatin opening by pioneer factors [61],
need to be characterized to understand their role in pioneer factor function (see Outstanding
questions). Recent studies identified additional pioneer factor co-factors and PTMs, but underly-
ing mechanisms need to be better investigated to fully understand the dynamic role of pioneer
factors in terms of mechanisms and roles in cell differentiation. Finally, pioneer factors are able
to target diverse types of silent chromatin [21–24,90]. However, it is unclear how pioneer factors
recognize and reorganize H3K9me3- or H3K27me3-marked-heterochromatin. Addressing these
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Outstanding questions
What are different modes of interaction
with nucleosomes for pioneer factors?
What are mechanistic consequences of
pioneer factor–nucleosome interactions
on nucleosome-wrapped DNA and
local chromatin decompaction? How
do histone variants and histonemodifi-
cations modulate pioneer factor–
nucleosome interactions and chro-
matin opening by pioneer factors?

What is the role of non-DNA-binding
domains, especially intrinsically disor-
dered regions, in pioneer factor scan-
ning, binding, and opening of
chromatin? How do post-translational
modifications of pioneer factors modu-
late the activities?

What are the developmental signals
and their molecular mechanisms that
activate enhancers that are ‘poised’
by pioneer factors?

How do pioneer factors distinguish
diverse types of silent chromatin?
How do pioneer factors recognize,
destabilize, and reorganize H3K9me3-
andH3K27me3-heterchromatin regions?
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questions is key to fully understanding pioneer factor function on silent chromatin during develop-
ment and in disease (see Outstanding questions).
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Mechanisms and consequences of 
sex differences in immune responses
Shannon E. Dunn    1,2, Whitney A. Perry    3 & Sabra L. Klein    4 

Abstract

Biological sex differences refer to differences between males and 
females caused by the sex chromosome complement (that is, XY or XX), 
reproductive tissues (that is, the presence of testes or ovaries), and 
concentrations of sex steroids (that is, testosterone or oestrogens 
and progesterone). Although these sex differences are binary for 
most human individuals and mice, transgender individuals receiving 
hormone therapy, individuals with genetic syndromes (for example, 
Klinefelter and Turner syndromes) and people with disorders of 
sexual development reflect the diversity in sex-based biology. The 
broad distribution of sex steroid hormone receptors across diverse 
cell types and the differential expression of X-linked and autosomal 
genes means that sex is a biological variable that can affect the 
function of all physiological systems, including the immune system. 
Sex differences in immune cell function and immune responses to 
foreign and self antigens affect the development and outcome of 
diverse diseases and immune responses.
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observed across various innate and adaptive immune cell types, both in 
the resting state and in the context of disease, including allergy, autoim-
munity, infection, inflammatory diseases, cancer and organ rejection 
post-transplantation2–5. Sex differences in immunity not only affect 
disease pathogenesis, but also the response of individuals to treat-
ments including immunomodulatory therapies, vaccines and immune 
checkpoint inhibitors6. Improved understanding of the mechanisms 
that underlie sex differences in immunity, the breadth of their impact, 
and how these differences can be used to inform treatment optimiza-
tion and testing of therapies in human clinical trials will require the 
concerted efforts of basic scientists, clinicians and epidemiologists 
to develop a consensus about sex differences in immunity. Here, we 
highlight our current understanding of sex differences in immunity. 
We also describe the key mechanisms that mediate sex differences in 
immune responses and illustrate the functional relevance of such dif-
ferences for immune-related diseases based on data from preclinical 
models and clinical studies.

Causes of sex differences in immune cells
Genetic differences
The XX complement provides female mammals with two copies  
of the X chromosome, one derived from the male parent (Xp) and one 
from the female (Xm). Biological females are a mosaic of Xp and Xm 
because one X chromosome is randomly inactivated in every cell of a 
female to compensate for gene dosage effects. X chromosome mosai-
cism provides many biological advantages to female mammals. For 
example, mutations in one X chromosome only affect half of the cells 
in a female, but all cells in a male. The XX chromosome complement 
also results in allelic diversity that can affect responses to immune 
challenges7,8. For example, people with Klinefelter syndrome have 
immune responses that are more like that of biological females, at 
least in the context of autoimmune diseases9. Females with Turner 
syndrome have lower lymphocyte counts and reduced antibody pro-
duction than XX females10. Because the sex chromosome complement 
also specifies gonad development, the differences in immunity among 
individuals with XXY and XO genotypes may also relate to effects on 
sex hormone concentrations9,11.

Genetic differences also specify immunological differences 
between the sexes. A gene expression analysis of immune cells from 
human males and females revealed differences in the expression of 
1,875 transcripts that encoded 1,553 unique proteins and 196 long 
non-coding RNAs; 7% of these sex-based differentially expressed tran-
scripts were encoded on sex chromosomes, with the remaining encoded 
on autosomes12. The X chromosome contains many immune-related 
genes, including Toll-like receptor 7 (TLR7), IRAK1, FOXP3 and CD40L, 
as well as many microRNAs (miRNAs) and histone-modifying enzymes 
(such as KDM6A) that are important for the regulation of genes involved 
in immune responses7,13. Several of these genes show evidence of escape 
from X-inactivation in mice and humans. For example, B cells from 
female humans express higher levels of the X-escapee gene TLR7 than 
those from male humans. This greater expression or TLR7 in human 
female B cells is associated with enhanced antibody responses, pre-
disposing females to some autoimmune disorders14, but also contrib-
utes to a stronger immune response following influenza vaccination 
in mice15. Conversely, deleterious mutations in TLR7, which are only 
observed among males, are associated with increased susceptibility 
to viral infections, including SARS-CoV-2 infection16. Another escapee 
of X-inactivation that can have broad effects on gene expression is 
the lysine demethylase KDM6A (Kdm6a in mice), which encodes the 

Key points

 • Biological sex refers to the differences between males and females 
caused by a differential sex chromosome complement (most 
commonly XX or XY in mammals), whereas gender refers to socially 
constructed norms that determine the roles, relationships and 
positional power of men and women across their lifetime.

 • Current evidence supports the notion that sex chromosomes 
and gonadal hormones modulate the number and functions of 
immune cells.

 • There are well characterized sex differences in the innate and 
adaptive immune response; there is strong evidence that type I 
and type II interferon signalling and humoral responses are greater 
in females than in males across diverse species.

 • Sex differences in both innate and adaptive immunity contribute to 
the increased prevalence of autoimmunity in females and increase the  
propensity of females to reject their organs post-transplantation.

 • Sex differences research is uncovering novel therapeutic pathways 
that could be targeted to improve disease outcomes in all sexes.

Introduction
Biological sex refers to the differences between males and females 
caused by a differential sex chromosome complement (most commonly 
XX or XY in mammals). These differences in sex chromosomes specify 
the reproductive tissues that develop (that is, ovaries or testes), and the  
concentrations of sex steroids (that is, oestrogens and progesterone 
(P4) or androgens). Sex differences are typically binary in mammals 
with males being XY and females being XX; however, variations in 
biological sex exist. For example, intersex individuals are born with 
reproductive characteristics of both males and females; individuals 
with Turner syndrome have an XO chromosome complement where the 
‘O’ indicates an absent or non-functional X chromosome, and those with 
Klinefelter syndrome have an XXY chromosome complement. Although 
variation in biological sex is rare, these conditions deserve empirical 
consideration in the context of susceptibility to immune-related dis-
eases, including cancers and autoimmune diseases. Whereas sex is a 
purely biological assignment, gender refers to the socially constructed 
norms that determine the roles, relationships and positional power of 
individuals across their lifetime1. Gender is not a binary construct, but 
can be used to define men and women1. Of note, sex and gender are not 
mutually exclusive and can intersect to affect disease outcomes1. For 
example, XX females may vary along a spectrum for a defined immune 
parameter because of differences in gender roles and behaviours that 
affect immunity. For instance, gender differences in the experience of 
pregnancy, occupational exposures, or stress can differentially affect 
immunity1. Although our understanding of the influence of gender 
on immunity is in its infancy, much progress has been made in our 
understanding of how biological sex influences the immune system.

Sex differences in immune cell function can occur as a result of 
sex differences in the expression of X-encoded or Y-encoded genes 
in immune cells, or differences in the expression of autosomal genes in 
immune cells as a result of steroid receptor signalling and epigenetic 
modifications2. Sex differences in immune cell function have been 
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histone-modifying enzyme UTX13. KDM6A is one of the top genes that 
is differentially expressed between male and female human T cells13 and 
natural killer (NK) cells17. Loss-of-function studies in mice have shown 
that UTX regulates the expression of genes involved in both T helper 1 
(TH1) and TH2 pathways13 as well as NK cell effector function17 (discussed 
later). In addition, a disproportionately high number of miRNAs (~10% 
of those in the human genome) are encoded on the X chromosome18, 
and some of these contribute to sex differences in immunity19.

The contribution of sex chromosome complement to immunity 
in mice has been studied using the four core genotype (FCG) model 
wherein the sex chromosome complement is disconnected from 
gonadal sex. This model is achieved by deleting the testes-determining 
gene Sry from the Y chromosome (ChrY) of mice and transgenically 
(Tg) expressing it on chromosome 3. This approach enables Mendelian 
inheritance of Sry, producing the four core genotypes: gonadal XX 
females, gonadal XYSry−/− females, gonadal XY males, and gonadal XXSry-Tg 
males20. Gene expression analysis of activated T cells from XYSry−/− 
and XX mice demonstrated that some X-encoded genes are actually 
expressed at higher levels in XYSry−/− than in XX T cells. This is due to 
reduced methylation of genes on the Xm chromosome compared with 
the Xp chromosome, whereby mice that only inherit one ChrX have less 
methylation at X-encoded gene loci than mice that inherit two ChrX21.

Only biological males can be affected by ChrY polymorphisms. 
ChrY consomic mice — that is, mice that are genetically identical with 
the exception of the ChrY — have been used to study how the ChrY 
regulates immune function in the context of autoimmunity and viral 
infection22. Genetic variation in ChrY affects the severity of experimen-
tal autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE), experimental myocarditis 
and influenza A virus infection (IAV)22,23. Differences in immune pheno-
type between ChrY consomic strains correlate with copy number 
variation in Y-encoded multicopy genes, whereas differences in the 
development of lung inflammation and survival of different male 
ChrY consomic mice after IAV infection is associated with differential 
expression of small RNAs in the lung23. Another important process 
that affects the XY complement is loss of the ChrY that can occur in 
human leukocytes during ageing, which leads to the dysregulation of 
autosomal genes in leukocytes of males24.

Thus, sex chromosome complement, the activity of gene regu-
latory elements on sex chromosomes, and the expression of sex 
chromosomal genes contribute to observed sex differences in gene 
expression in immune cells at steady state. Moreover, these factors 
can affect immune responses to viral infections and can influence the 
development of autoimmunity.

Sex hormonal differences
The sex chromosome complement also determines gonadal specifi-
cation and the associated concentrations of sex steroids. Studies of 
castrated or ovariectomized rodents have clearly established that 
gonadal hormones are the major regulators of sex differences in 
immune responses25,26. Receptors for oestrogens, P4 and androgens 
are expressed in innate and adaptive immune cells, and signalling 
through these receptors influences both the development and func-
tion of immune cell populations. The effects of sex steroids on immune 
function are dependent on the concentration of the specific hormone 
and the cellular expression of the cognate hormone receptor (HR).

Canonical sex steroid signalling involves the binding of the hor-
mone to its nuclear HR in the cytoplasm, receptor dimerization and 
the nuclear translocation of the liganded HR. The liganded HR then 
modulates the expression of target genes through direct binding to 

hormone response elements, or through recruitment of transcriptional 
activators or co-repressor proteins to target genes27. Alternatively, 
ligand-bound HRs can indirectly modulate transcription of target genes 
by associating with and inhibiting the activity of other transcription 
factors such as NFκB or AP1 (ref. 27). Unliganded HRs can also modulate 
target gene expression through the formation of complexes with other 
proteins at gene promoter regions28,29. Beyond these genomic actions 
of hormones, sex steroids can influence cell function by binding to 
membrane-tethered nuclear HRs or other membrane-localized HRs, 
which triggers rapid changes in gene expression through intracellular 
signalling cascades involving calcium mobilization, generation of cyclic 
AMP, modulation of ion currents or activation of protein kinases29.

17β-Oestradiol (E2) circulates at greater levels in females and 
has a role in the proliferation and differentiation of many cell types, 
including immune cells30. E2 affects immune function by signalling 
through the nuclear HRs oestrogen receptor-α (ERα) (encoded by 
ESR1) and ERβ (encoded by ESR2), and through the G protein-coupled 
oestrogen receptor 1 (GPER1)30,31. ERα, ERβ and GPER1 are expressed 
in haematopoietic stem cells and in mature immune cells, albeit the 
expression level of HRs varies according to the cell type examined30–32. 
A comparison of ESR1 and ESR2 expression in human peripheral blood 
mononuclear cell populations illustrates that expression of both recep-
tors is greater in lymphocytes than in NK cells or monocytes, and that 
CD4+ T cells express greater levels of ESR1, whereas B cells express 
greater levels of ESR2 (ref. 32). Despite the higher circulating levels 
of E2 in females, ESR1 and ESR2 are not differentially expressed in T or 
B cells between the sexes32. The expression of ESR1 and ESR2 also does 
not fluctuate during the menstrual cycle in females33. ESR1 and ESR2 
expression is relatively stable in CD4+ T cells and does not change in 
response to stimulation32.

Oestrogens can have both enhancing and suppressive effects on 
immune responses depending on the concentration of the ligand, the 
receptor and cell type2. E2 can transcriptionally regulate genes that 
have oestrogen response elements (EREs), including activation of 
IFNG34 and repression of IL6 (ref. 35) and TNF28. The tolerogenic effects 
of E2 are mediated through ERα and GPER1 (refs. 36,37). For example, 
E2 acting through ERα expands FoxP3+ regulatory T (Treg) cells, induces 
expression of PD1 on Treg cells, induces thymus involution and promotes 
thymocyte apoptosis36,37.

Another steroid that can circulate at higher levels in females is 
P4, which acts as a ligand for two nuclear P4 receptors (nPR) — nPRA 
and nPRB — that are encoded by a single gene, PGR38, as well as mem-
brane PR38. Natural and synthetic forms of P4 also signal through 
other steroid receptors including the androgen, glucocorticoid and 
mineralocorticoid receptors39,40. PRs are expressed in many human 
immune cells, including NK cells, macrophages, dendritic cells (DCs) 
and T cells. Serum P4 levels correlate with the percentage of pDCs in 
human peripheral blood positive for interferon (IFN)-α41 and the induc-
tion of antiviral genes42. P4 promotes a tolerogenic state, including the 
production of tissue repair cytokines (including TGFβ, IL-6 and IL-22), 
activation CD39+ TH17 cells and production of epidermal growth factor 
amphiregulin (AREG) by lung epithelial cells during IAV infection in 
mice43. Physiological concentrations of P4 have been shown to protect 
the ovaries from excessive inflammation during ovulation44. Treatment 
of bone marrow-derived DCs with P4 at physiological concentrations 
suppresses lipopolysaccharide-induced secretion of TNF and IL-1β and 
expression of CD80, and reduces the capacity of bone marrow-derived 
DCs to activate allogenic T cells in vitro45. In murine splenic B cells, 
physiological P4 concentrations decrease the mRNA expression of 
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activation-induced deaminase (AID), an enzyme involved in class switch 
recombination (CSR) and affinity maturation of antibodies46.

Androgens, including testosterone and the more potent 
non-aromatizable androgen, dihydrotestosterone (DHT), bind the 
androgen receptor (AR), which resides in the cytoplasm and translo-
cates to the nucleus when engaged by ligand. AR is expressed in several 
types of immune cell, including thymocytes, peripheral T cells, B cells, 
neutrophils, monocytes, macrophages and type 2 lymphoid cells as 
well as stromal cells47,48. Collectively, androgens can exert suppres-
sive or inhibitory influence on the activity of immune cell populations 
and effector immune responses, which contributes to sex-specific 
differences in clinical disease states, including autoimmunity 
and cancer47.

Sex differences in immune responses
Innate immunity
The innate immune system comprises innate T lymphocytes, innate 
lymphoid cells (ILCs), granulocytes, macrophages and DCs. These cells 
are the first responders during infection and sense the presence of 
infected cells through germline-encoded receptors (for example, TLRs) 
and cytokine receptors. Sex-specific differences in components of the 
innate immune system can affect the early response to pathogens, as 
well as the strength and nature of the subsequent adaptive immune 
response.

Type I IFN signalling. One of the most well-studied examples of sex 
differences in the innate system is the greater production of type I IFN 
by female plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs) than by male pDCs in humans 
in response to TLR7 activation41,49–52. This sex difference in the TLR7-
induced type I IFN response extends to all IFNα isoforms and to IFNβ, 
and is not attenuated by inhibition of type I IFN receptor signalling, 
suggesting that it is specified by signalling events that occur down-
stream of TLR7 and upstream of the first signalling loop of type I IFN 
transcription50. In this regard, human female pDCs express higher levels 
of TLR7 (ref. 53) and IRF5 (ref. 54), which is a transcription factor that 
signals downstream of TLR7 to induce type I IFNs. Compared with pDCs 
of male mice, pDCs of female mice also express higher levels of Unc93b1, 
which can enhance TLR7 signalling by regulating the trafficking and 
stability of TLR7 in endosomes55.

Studies from the past few years have advanced our understanding 
of the genetic and hormonal mechanisms that underlie sex differences 
in TLR7-induced IFNα production by human pDCs (Fig. 1). One study 
that compared pre-pubertal and post-pubertal females (XX), transgen-
der XX and XY individuals receiving hormone therapy, and females with 
Turner syndrome (XO) found that sex differences in TLR7-induced IFNα 
production by pDCs are already present in pre-pubertal children but 
are amplified after puberty53. In addition, this study showed that TLR7 
expression increases with increasing XX chromosome gene dosage53. 
Studies conducted in immunodeficient mice transplanted with human 
male (XY) or female (XX) progenitor cells purified from cord blood cells 
further demonstrated that TLR7-induced IFNα expression by human 
pDCs is greatest when cells have an XX chromosome complement 
and are developed in a female-typic host environment56. A notable 
fraction (~30%) of female human pDCs exhibit bi-allelic X-expression 
of TLR7, which is associated with greater TLR7 and IFNα expression at 
the single-cell level compared with that of mono-allelic female or male 
pDCs, suggesting that TLR7 is an X chromosome-encoded gene that 
contributes to the enhanced IFNα response by human female pDCs14,57. 
Nonetheless, the observation that TLR7 is not differentially expressed 

in pDCs prior to puberty53 suggests that another factor accounts the 
greater type I IFN signalling seen in female than in male infants and 
young children52,53.

E2 also enhances TLR7-induced type I IFN signalling, as exem-
plified by the finding that supplementation of exogenous E2 to 
post-menopausal females increases the frequency of pDCs that pro-
duce IFNα upon TLR7 stimulation51. Furthermore, mice lacking Esr1 
exhibit impaired IFNα production by pDCs51. However, stimulation 
of pDC IFNα production is not observed when pDCs are treated with 
E2 in vitro49,51, suggesting that the effect of E2 is hard-wired during the 
development of pDCs in the bone marrow. The expressions of Unc3b1 
(ref. 58) and IRF5 (ref. 54) are both induced by E2, and the expression of 
IRF5 correlates with that of ESR1 in human pDCs54, suggesting that IRF5 
may mediate the effect of E2 on pDC IFNα production.

Analyses of whole-blood cytokine levels in response to TLR and 
STING activators revealed that the TLR9-induced IFNα response is also 
higher in human female pDCs than in male pDCs59, contrasting with 
previous studies that found no sex differences in TLR9 signalling41,49,53. 
In further support of a female bias in the TLR9-induced IFNα response, 
in vivo E2 treatment potentiates IFNα and TNF production by human 
pDCs in response to stimulation with a synthetic TLR9 ligand or with 
serum from patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) that 
contains self-nucleic-acid-containing immune complexes51. In addition, 
pDCs from mice deficient in Esr1 exhibit reduced IFNα production in 
response to stimulation with either TLR7 or TLR9 ligands51.

Unbiased analyses of sex differences in the transcriptomic or epig-
enomic landscape of human and murine immune cells have revealed a 
greater expression of genes in the canonical IFN stimulation pathway in 
females than in males, particularly in cells of the monocyte lineage12,60. 
For example, an analysis of sex-based differentially expressed genes 
(DEGs) in the DICE (Database of Immune Cell Expression, Expression 
quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) and Epigenomics) study identified a 
more prominent IFN signature in human females than in males across 
every immune cell examined12. Type I IFN, type II IFN, IFN regula-
tory factors and TLRs were predicted to be upstream regulators of 
these female-enriched DEGs12. The Immunological Genome Project 
(ImmGen) examined the transcriptome of 11 different murine cell 
types and identified sex-based DEGs only in macrophages, with genes 
in IFN-stimulated and antiviral immune pathways being particularly 
enriched in cells from female mice60. Together, these findings highlight 
that IFN transcriptional activity in immune cells is greater in females 
in the steady state, which may render females poised for more rapid 
antiviral immune responses when exposed to viruses or vaccines.

Antigen presentation. Sex-specific functional differences exist in the 
phenotype of antigen presenting cells (APCs) that extend beyond type I 
IFN signalling. For example, greater allorecognition of mismatched 
MHCII is observed in mixed lymphocyte reactions that contain female 
rather than male mouse spleen cells; this effect is dampened by andro-
gen treatment of female cells25. Studies that have profiled APCs in male 
and female mice in the context of vaccination have not identified sex 
differences in antigen processing or in the expressions of MHC class II, 
CD80 or CD86; however, a common finding in these studies is that 
draining lymph node cells from female mice produce greater levels 
of the cytokine IL-12p40 (refs. 61,62). IL-12p40 can be secreted by DCs 
either as a monomer, a homodimer or as a heterodimer with IL-12p35 
to form the TH1-promoting cytokine IL-12p70, or with IL-23p19 to form 
the TH17-promoting cytokine IL-23 (ref. 63). Macrophages or DCs iso-
lated from female mice secrete greater levels of IL-12p40 than cells 
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from male mice when co-cultured with activated T cells; the greater 
secretion by female cells is associated with higher IFNγ secretion by 
T cells in co-cultures64,65. This sex difference in IL-12p40 production 
by macrophages is not present when macrophages are sourced from 
castrated male mice64, suggesting that androgens limit IL-12p40 secre-
tion. In line with this proposal, treatment of mice with E2 enhances, 
whereas ovariectomy lowers, the production of IL-12p40 and IL-12p70 
by spleen cells after stimulation with Staphylococcus aureus66. Thus, 
female murine DCs exhibit greater secretion of IL-12p40 and IL-12p70 
in response to T cell-derived signals, which may serve to amplify the 
sex difference in the TH1 response (discussed below).

ERα signalling is also crucial in the DC differentiation pathway67. 
During homeostatic Flt3-ligand-driven DC development, E2 sig-
nalling through ERα enhances the expression of MHC class II and 
co-stimulatory molecules and the potential of the generated DC to 
produce IL-6, IL-12p40 and IL-12p70 in response to T cell-derived 

stimuli67. Under conditions of inflammation, E2–ERα signalling 
induces granulocyte–macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GMCSF)-
stimulated myeloid progenitors to express IRF4 and to differentiate 
into inflammatory DCs67. Inflammatory DCs that are differentiated in 
the presence of GMCSF and E2 are more mature than those differenti-
ated without E2, and are more effective at priming T cells68. Thus, the 
differential concentrations of sex steroids modulate APC maturation 
and function to regulate T cell priming.

Macrophage polarization and function. One study found that the acti-
vation and phagocytic activity of certain macrophage and monocyte 
populations is greater in female mice than in male mice2,69. Characteri-
zation of immune cells in the peritoneal cavity of rats and mice revealed 
that macrophages and lymphocytes are more abundant in females than 
in males, correlating with greater chemokine expression by peritoneal 
cells in the females69. Peritoneal macrophages from female mice also 
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Fig. 1 | Mechanisms underlying sex differences in the production of type I 
interferon. a, Females have two copies of the X chromosome (blue), one that is 
inherited from the female parent (Xm) and one from the male (Xp). Males have 
a Y chromosome (yellow) and inherit Xm. In male offspring, the X chromosome 
is active (Xa, light blue), whereas in females, one X chromosome (either Xm 
or Xp) becomes randomly inactivated and is hypermethylated (Xi, dark blue) 
to compensate for X-encoded gene dosage effects. Biological females are a 
mosaic of cells that express genes from Xp and Xm. TLR7 is expressed on the X 
chromosome and is a gene that can partially escape X-inactivation on Xi; some 
female plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) and B cells show bi-allelic expression 
of TLR7. b, Various mechanisms may account for the greater production of 
type I interferon (IFN) in pDCs from human females in response to endosomal 
TLR7 stimulation. The sex difference in the IFNα response is encoded as pDCs 
develop in the bone marrow and is regulated by both X chromosome gene dosage 
and gonadal hormone levels. The effect of X chromosome gene dosage relates 

in part to the bi-allelic expression of TLR7. The effect of X chromosome gene 
dosage is stronger in individuals with lower testosterone levels (shown by the 
purple circle and potential interactions with androgen receptor (AR) signalling); 
although the mechanisms of this regulation are unknown. Oestradiol (E2, red 
circle) acts through oestrogen receptor-α (ERα) to enhance TLR7-induced 
type I IFN production via a number of mechanisms, including the increased 
expression of TLR7 and IRF5. In mice, E2 increases the expression of Unc93b1, 
which helps shuttle TLR7 from the endoplasmic reticulum to the endosomes. 
E2–ERα signalling also acts on DC progenitors in the bone marrow to enhance 
myeloid DC generation via upregulation of IRF4; E2 also inhibits the survival 
of DCs differentiated with FLT3 ligand, albeit the generated DC1 cells are more 
mature. Collectively these mechanisms contribute to sex differences in antiviral 
immunity and autoimmune diseases, including systemic lupus erythematosus. 
CDP, common dendritic progenitor; MDP, monocyte dendritic cell progenitor; 
ssRNA, single-stranded RNA.
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demonstrate greater basal expression of TLR2, TLR3, TLR4 and MyD88, 
enhanced phagocytosis, and better NADPH oxidase-mediated bacte-
rial killing activities than macrophages from males, which correlates 
with greater resistance against group B streptococcal (GBS)-induced 
sepsis69. However, a more recent study that involved population-level 
and single-cell RNA sequencing of murine peritoneal macrophages 
under homeostatic conditions found no significant sex difference 
in TLR or MyD88 transcripts in the dominant F4/80hiMHCII+CD102+ 
peritoneal macrophage population70. Rather, that study found that 
macrophages from female mice exhibit a higher expression of genes 
associated with lipid uptake and transport, phagocytosis (for example, 
CD209b) and recruitment of B1 cells, whereas male macrophages show 
a higher expression of genes associated with cell proliferation70. These 
differences in gene expression were attributed to the greater repre-
sentation of Timd4+ macrophages within the peritoneal macrophage 
pool in the females. Timd4+ peritoneal macrophages are derived from 
an embryonic monocyte precursor and are the pioneer population of 
macrophages in the peritoneum. After sexual maturation, Timd4+ mac-
rophages are gradually replaced by bone marrow-derived Timd4−Ly6Chi 
monocytes, with this turnover being more rapid in the male mice70.

Macrophage polarization states have also been reported to 
vary between males and females in the heart and lung in the context 
of infection and allergy, contributing to sex differences in disease 
outcomes71–74. For example, coxsackievirus B3 (CVB3) infection causes 
more severe myocarditis in male than in female BALB/c mice75. Although 
age-matched male and female infected BALB/c mice show similar car-
diac myocyte viral titres and numbers of infiltrating macrophages, the 
polarization of macrophages differs between the sexes, with greater 
IFNγ and pro-inflammatory M1 polarization in males and greater IL-4 
and M2 phenotypic differentiation in females72,75.

A similar sex difference in macrophage polarization was demon-
strated in mice with GBS-induced pneumonia whereby male mice show 
a stronger early innate immune response to infection than female mice 
with a greater accumulation of monocytes and M1-like macrophages; 
this occurs despite the males and females having an equivalent 
bacterial burden73. That study also implicates the X-linked miRNA,  
miR-223-3p, in regulating sex differences in macrophage polarization73. 
Higher expression of miRNA 223-3p in female mice correlated positively 
with the proportion of M2 macrophages and negatively with the pro-
portion of M1 macrophages73. In line with these preclinical findings, 
the incidence of GBS bloodstream infections is higher among older 
human males than among older females, and infant males have a higher 
incidence of GBS sepsis than infant females76,77. Sex differences in 
macro phage polarization were also seen in the lung in a murine model 
of ovalbumin-induced airway inflammation74. In contrast to male mice, 
which demonstrate M1 polarization, female mice develop lung inflam-
mation characterized by the presence of TH2 effector cells, correlating 
with a greater predominance of M2-like (Ym1+CD206+) macrophages74.

Whether sex differences in macrophage polarization are driven by 
intrinsic sex differences in macrophages, differences in the develop-
mental origin of these macrophages, or differences in the early cytokine 
cues provided by ILCs in the tissue is unknown. During murine CVB3 
infection, sex differences in the extent of heart damage are associ-
ated with differential activities of γδT cells75. Depletion of Vγ4T cells, 
which secrete more IFNγ (a cytokine cue for M1-like macrophages) or 
administration of exogenous M2 macrophages protects males from 
myocarditis72,75. Finally, single-cell sequencing studies of tissue macro-
phages have concluded that the gene profile of macrophages aligns 
more closely to the developmental origin of the cell than to M1 or M2 

phenotype78. Future studies using single-cell approaches are needed 
to re-examine the phenotype of male and female macrophage popula-
tions in various tissues under steady state and disease conditions to 
better understand the basis of these sex differences in macrophage 
phenotype.

Granulocytes. Neutrophils comprise the greatest portion of circulat-
ing human blood cells and have a central role in the first line of innate 
immune defence. Studies that have profiled isolated murine neutro-
phils have detected sex-based differences in their gene expression. 
For example, The ImmGen study found that neutrophils from female 
mice exhibit a higher expression of IFN-stimulated genes at steady state 
than those from male mice60. In addition, a multiomics assessment that 
included transcriptomics, metabolomics and lipidomics investigations 
found sex differences in the genes, metabolites and lipids of primary 
bone marrow-derived neutrophils. Moreover, ageing has a greater 
effect on neutrophils from male mice than on those from female mice79. 
Female-biased genes include collagen-encoding genes and receptors 
that regulate neutrophil migration across endothelial barriers. By 
contrast, neutrophils from males have a greater expression of cell 
cycle-related genes and a gene signature consistent with more con-
densed or repressed chromatin. This study also found that neutrophils 
from male mice exhibit a gene signature suggestive of greater elastase 
release and increased serum neutrophil elastase at baseline and in 
response to lipopolysaccharide injection79. Further studies are required 
to better understand how transcriptional differences in neutrophils 
translate to phenotypic sex differences in immune function.

Studies have also implicated a critical role for the AR in the differ-
entiation and function of neutrophils80,81. Mice lacking the AR exhibit 
neutropenia owing to the reduced proliferation of neutrophil precursor 
cells80. Although neutrophils from these AR-knockout mice exhibit 
normal phagocytosis and oxidative burst activities, their capacity for 
chemokine and cytokine production and CXCR2-mediated migra-
tion is diminished compared with that of neutrophils from wild-type 
mice80. Castration of male mice also decreases neutrophil number and 
impacts neutrophil function in the context of tumour metastasis81. In 
a mouse model of B16 melanoma, males exhibit a lower metastatic 
tumour burden in the lung than female mice, which correlates with an 
increased number of neutrophils and greater neutrophil-dependent 
cytotoxicity in the males81. Neutrophil depletion in male mice or cas-
tration increases tumour burden, whereas testosterone treatment 
reduces tumour burden in female mice81. Consistent with these find-
ings, neutrophils isolated from patients with prostate cancer undergo-
ing androgen deprivation therapy have a less mature, myeloid-derived 
suppressor cell-like phenotype compared with patients not undergoing 
treatment81. Thus, strong evidence supports a role for androgens in the 
control of neutrophil differentiation and function.

Innate lymphoid cells and natural killer T cells. ILCs sense the pres-
ence of virus-infected cells, respond to damage through cytokine 
receptors (such as the IL-12 or IL-33 receptor), and generate effec-
tor cytokines (for example, IFNγ and IL-5) to direct adaptive immune 
responses. ILCs encompass five cell subsets, including type 1, type 2 
and type 3 ILCs (ILC1–3), NK cells and lymphoid tissue inducer cells. The 
cytokine signatures of ILC1, ILC2 and ILC3 subsets resemble those of 
TH1, TH2 and TH17 cells, respectively29. Of these subtypes, sex differences 
have been reported for NK cells, ILC2 and ILC3 cells.

NK cells have been detected in the peripheral blood at higher fre-
quencies in males than in females in both mouse and human studies17,82; 
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however, activated female NK cells secrete higher concentrations of 
IFNγ, perforin and granzyme B than male NK cells17,82. One study found 
that sex differences in neutrophil number and function are a result of 
the higher expression of the X-escapee gene Kdm6a (which encodes 
UTX) in female than in male NK cells17. Normalizing the sex difference 
in Kdm6a copy number through the generation of female UTX het-
erozygous mice, normalizes sex differences in NK cell numbers and 
responses17. Decreasing UTX copy number increases NK cell numbers 
by increasing genes in cell fitness; this is also associated with reduced 
expression of genes associated with NK effector function (such as 
Ifng)17. Although gonadectomy in this study had no effect on NK cell 
number, other studies have found that NK cell number and cytotoxic 
activity fluctuate with the menstrual or oestrus cycle83,84. Thus, both 
X chromosome complement and sex steroids affect NK cell numbers 
and activity.

In contrast to NK cells, sex differences in ILC2 and ILC3 cells are 
controlled by androgens29,85. Androgens limit the development of 
ILC2 cells in the bone marrow, which is associated with a steep decline 
in these cells in male humans and mice after puberty86,87. Studies in 
mice illustrate that androgens also drive sex differences in the pheno-
type of ILC2s. Compared with those from male mice, ILC2s from female 
mice demonstrate higher secretion of type 2 cytokines (for example, 
IL-5 and IL-13) in response to IL-2 and IL-33 and reduced expression of 
killer cell lectin-like receptor 1 by these cells29. In models of allergic 
inflammation, sex differences in ILC2 activity in the lung drive the 
type 2 inflammatory response, which is more notable in females than 
in males88,89. Androgens limit the expression of IL-33 in the lung, which 
is important for sustaining the proliferation and phenotype of ILC2s 
in this tissue, resulting in higher numbers of ILC2 cells in the lungs of 
females at steady state29,87,88. By suppressing IL-33 secretion, androgens 
also increase the stability of Treg cells, reduce eosinophil infiltration 
and decrease TH2 cell-mediated inflammation in the lungs of males 
during allergic inflammation87–90. However, following immunization 
with myelin and complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA), male mice are 
more prone than female mice to TH2 cell-mediated inflammation in 
the lymph node. This inflammatory response correlates with higher 
ILC2 responses in the lymph nodes of male mice than in female mice as 
a result of androgen-induced IL-33 production by mast cells91. Thus, the 
effect of androgens on ILC2-mediated inflammation is tissue-specific 
and context-dependent.

The effect of androgens on ILC3s has been demonstrated in a 
murine model of Escherichia coli bladder infection85. Female mice 
demonstrate better protection than male mice against infection; 
however, this sex difference is eliminated when females are treated 
with testosterone85. Increased protection against E. coli in females 
correlates with greater IL-17 production and greater numbers of ILC3s 
and γδT cells in the bladder early during infection. These effects are 
eliminated by neutralizing IL-17.

NK T cells (NKT) are innate T cells that express semi-invariant 
TCR chains (whereby Vα14Jα18 pairs with Vβ8, Vβ7 or Vβ2 in mice, and 
Vα24Jα18 pairs with Vβ11 in humans) and rapidly produce cytokines 
in response to glycolipid ligands presented by CD1d92. The CD4−CD8− 
NKT cell subset is present in the peripheral blood at a higher fre-
quency in female than in male humans93,94. Stimulation of NKT cells 
from human females with the synthetic ligand α-galactosylceramide 
(α-GalCer) in vitro elicits greater levels of effector cytokines (for 
example, TNF, IL-17, IFNγ and IL-4) than stimulation of NKT cells from 
males94. Similarly, treatment of female mice with α-GalCer increases, 
whereas ovariectomy or deletion of the ERα receptor decreases, serum 

concentrations of IFNγ95, suggesting that E2 promotes NKT cell func-
tion. In line with this suggestion, androgens inhibit the production of 
IFNγ by murine NKT cells in the liver, which limits the capacity of male 
mice to clear infection with the protozoan Entamoeba histolytica96,97.

Adaptive immunity
Adaptive immunity refers to both the cellular (T cell-mediated) and 
humoral (antibody-mediated) arms of the immune system that func-
tion to clear pathogens and establish memory to protect against future 
infections. Strong evidence suggests that females exhibit stronger 
T cell and humoral immune responses than males.

T cell-mediated immune responses. A number of studies have dem-
onstrated that the expansion of T cells in response to an immune chal-
lenge is more extensive in females than in males (Fig. 2). For example, 
antigen-specific T cells from female, young adult mice treated with a 
protein antigen and CFA, proliferate more and secrete higher levels of 
IFNγ upon re-exposure to the antigen ex vivo than cells from similarly 
treated male mice25,98,99. Stronger T cell responses are also observed 
in post-pubertal female mice than in post-pubertal male mice that are 
vaccinated with malarial sporozoites100 or infected with HIV101. Likewise, 
human females develop stronger antigen-specific T cell responses to 
hepatitis C virus (HCV), SARS-CoV-2 and measles vaccination102–104.

Differences in the roles of sex hormones and sex chromosomes in 
the T cell response to vaccination have been investigated using the FCG 
mouse model98. Following vaccination with a model antigen and CFA, 
gonadal females exhibit stronger antigen-specific T cell proliferative 
responses and greater IFNγ production than gonadal males regardless 
of the underlying sex chromosome complement98. This sex difference 
is blunted by castrating males, but not by ovariectomizing females98, 
suggesting that androgens are a major driver of the sex difference in 
the expansion and/or differentiation of TH1 cells.

Female humans and mice have greater frequencies of circulating 
CD4+ T cells than do males105,106. Compared with young adult males, 
a greater fraction of circulating CD4+ T cells in young adult females 
have a naive or recent thymic emigrant status107–109, which may relate 
to the comparatively slower decline in the rate of thymic involution in 
females after puberty109. Sex differences in androgen levels seem to 
underlie the sex differences in the thymic output of T cells, at least in 
rodents, by limiting thymocyte development through effects on AR 
in thymic stromal cells110. Both castration and ovariectomy increase 
thymic size and cellularity, with castration having more potent effects 
than ovariectomy in restoring thymic function111,112.

Differential expression of Aire, which encodes an autoimmune 
regulator, may contribute to sex differences in thymic function and 
T cell immunity. Aire is expressed in medullary thymic epithelial cells 
and induces the expression of tissue-specific antigens that mediate the 
negative selection of autoreactive thymocytes113. Aire is expressed at 
higher levels in thymic epithelial cells from young adult males than in 
those from females through its induction by androgens and repression 
by E2 (refs. 114,115). Aire-knockout mice with EAE are resistant to the 
protective effect of androgens114, suggesting that the effects of andro-
gens on T cell immunity in this model of multiple sclerosis may be medi-
ated, in part, by increasing Aire expression. However, the interpretation 
of these findings is clouded by the fact that Aire-knockout mice also 
demonstrate enhanced TH17 responses and develop more severe EAE 
than wild-type mice114. Moreover, although it is established that thymus 
size and Aire expression are under the control of sex steroids in young 
adult mice, this does not seem to be the case in middle-aged mice116,117. 
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Thus, the role of Aire as a regulator of sex differences in autoimmunity 
remains controversial.

In the steady state, T cells in the peripheral blood and gut mucosa 
of human females are more activated than those from males, with 
female T cells exhibiting greater expression of HLA-DR, FoxP3, CD69 
and Ki67 (refs. 118,119). When cultured in vitro with anti-CD3 and 
anti-CD28 or phytohaemagglutinin, female murine and human 
CD4+ and CD8+ T cells produce higher levels of IFNγ than cells from 
males82,120. The mechanisms of the sex-dependent regulation of T cell 
IFNγ production are well understood (Fig. 2). Androgens negatively 
regulate IFNγ production by altering chromatin accessibility at the 
Ifng locus65,82,121, which occurs through the activation of AR on control 
elements in this gene121 or indirectly through the androgen-induced 
expression of peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-α (PPARα) 
which acts as a repressor at the IFNγ gene locus65,82,122. Knockdown of 
PPARα or treatment with a PPARα antagonist enhances IFNγ produc-
tion by CD4+ and CD8+ T cells from male, but not female, mice, and 
also abrogates sex differences in murine survival following infection 
with Listeria monocytogenes82. Beyond androgens, available evidence 
suggests that E2 can enhance IFNγ production by T cells. E2 treatment 

potentiates IFNγ production by T cells in vivo66,123 and treatment of acti-
vated splenocytes in vitro with doses of E2 that mimic levels seen in the 
menstrual cycle (0.01–1 nM E2) enhances Ifng expression and promoter 
activity in T cells34. Sex steroids also regulate TH1 differentiation by 
modulating IL-12 receptor–STAT4 signalling124,125. E2 enhances murine 
IL-12-induced STAT4 phosphorylation124, whereas androgens reduce 
human IL-12-induced STAT4 phosphorylation by promoting expression 
of the tyrosine protein phosphatase non-receptor type 1 (ref. 126).

Female TH cells are more prone than male TH cells to produce 
IFNγ, whereas isolated male T cells produce more IL-4 (refs. 62,127) or 
IL-17A65,120 upon anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 stimulation. De-repression of 
IFNγ in male T cells by castration is associated with reduced IL-4 or IL-17 
secretion by T cells65,127. Sex differences in the expression of the nuclear 
receptor, PPAR-γ may contribute to sex bias in the production of IL-17 by 
T cells65,122. PPAR-γ expression is repressed by androgens65 and induced 
by E2 (ref. 122) in mice. Studies using T cell-specific knockout mice have 
illustrated that endogenous PPAR-γ activity limits IL-17 production 
in female mice but not in male mice65. The male bias towards TH2 and 
TH17 is seen in some contexts in vivo (for example, in the kidney dur-
ing hypertension, as discussed below), but not in others (for example,  
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cells in the context of allergic inflammation in the lung. This mechanism seems 
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encounter antigen in the context of co-stimulation, signalling pathways get 
turned on (for example, p38, ERK and NFκB) that lead to early Ifng and Tbx21 
(encodes T-bet) expression. The early production of IFNγ by T cells feeds back 
in an autocrine fashion through the IFNγ receptor (IFNγR) and STAT1 to amplify 
T-bet expression through transcriptional mechanisms (not shown). T-bet induces 
expression of IL-12R β-chain 2 which sensitizes T cells to IL-12p70 and increases 
STAT4 activity. STAT4, T-bet (shown) and other transcription factors such as NFκB 
and AP1 (not shown) bind to the IFNγ promoter and enhancer regions to induce 
Ifng expression. Androgens acting through the androgen receptor (AR) limit Ifng 

expression by increasing expression of the nuclear receptor PPARα in T cells, 
which tethers a co-repressor complex containing histone modifiers at this locus, 
limiting STAT4 and T-bet-dependent transcription. Androgens also induce the 
expression of tyrosine phosphatase non-receptor type 1 (PTPN1) in human T cells 
by binding of the AR to an intronic element in PTPN1. PTPN1 is a phosphatase that 
dephosphorylates TYK2 downstream of IL-12 signalling to limit STAT4 activity. 
By contrast, oestradiol (E2) enhances IL-12 receptor–STAT4 signalling through 
an unknown mechanism and binds to an oestrogen response element (ERE) in 
the IFNγ promoter to induce Ifng expression. In antigen-presenting cells, such 
as dendritic cells, androgens limit the transcription of Il12a downstream of 
T cell-derived signals, including CD40 crosslinking and IFNγ receptor signalling, 
although the exact mechanism is not understood. Il12a encodes IL-12p40, which 
dimerizes with IL-12p35 to make the pro-TH1 cytokine IL-12p70. ARE, androgen 
response element; DC, dendritic cell; ERα, oestrogen receptor-α; PPARα, 
peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-α.
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in allergic inflammation in the lung128 or bladder infection85) in which 
greater cytokine production by innate lymphocytes early in immune 
responses may overcome these intrinsic T cell differences (Fig. 3).

T follicular helper (TFH) cells are a subset of TH cells that are defined 
by high BCL6 and CXCR5 expression and promote germinal centre 
reactions. Although the numbers of TFH cells do not reportedly dif-
fer between the sexes at steady state122, the abundance of these cells 
increases to a greater extent in females than in males in rodent models 
of SLE and rheumatoid arthritis129–131. For example, female rats with 
collagen II and CFA-induced arthritis develop more severe arthritis 
than males, associated with a twofold higher antibody response and a 
fourfold higher number of TFH cells129. Similarly, in a murine model of 
SLE that is driven by allogeneic recognition of host MHC class II (H-2b/d) 
by donor H-2d-restricted TH cells, increased numbers of TFH cells in 
the lymph nodes is associated with more severe disease in females130. 
Increased TFH cell expansion and the development of SLE-like disease 
is also seen in female mice with DC-specific knockout of Blimp1 — a key 

negative regulator of Bcl6 and TFH differentiation. In that study, the sex 
difference in TFH cell expansion corresponded to a higher expression 
of IL-6 in female than in male DCs131. In sum, female TFH cells expand 
more than male TFH cells in the context of autoimmune responses; 
however, the underlying mechanisms of these sex differences require 
further exploration.

FoxP3+ Treg cells are crucial for maintaining immune tolerance. 
The proportion of Treg cells in the blood is greater in young adult male 
humans than in young adult female humans132,133. Moreover, Treg cell fre-
quencies in the blood are higher in cisgender males than in females even 
prior to puberty, with frequencies changing after puberty or sex hor-
mone treatment in transgender individuals132. Transgender males (that 
is, individuals who have an XX chromosome complement receiving tes-
tosterone treatment) exhibit Treg cell frequencies similar to those in cis-
gender males, and transgender females (that is, individuals who have an 
XY chromosome complement receiving oestrogen treatment) have 
Treg cell frequencies similar to those in cisgender females132. These data 
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Fig. 3 | Sex differences in the balance of IL-17-producing T cells and 
T regulatory cells regulate sex differences in experimental hypertension. 
Blood pressure (BP) is the product of blood volume (which is regulated by  
sodium and water secretion and retention by the kidney), cardiac output and  
vascular resistance and is positively regulated by sympathetic outflow to these  
organs. The sympathetic nervous system induces the production of renin from 
the kidney, which together with angiotensin-converting enzyme promotes the  
production of angiotensin II (ANGII). ANGII acts through the ANGII type 1 
receptor in the renal cortex to induce the production of aldosterone, which 
promotes the reabsorption of sodium. ANGII also promotes vascular constriction 
and smooth muscle cell hypertrophy and increases heart rate and sympathetic 
outflow. T helper 17 (TH17) inflammatory responses, which predominate in 
males, enhance these mechanisms, leading to hypertension. ANGII and salt both 
promote the differentiation of naive CD4+ T cells into TH17 cells, particularly in 
males. Moreover, pro-inflammatory, IL-17-expressing TH17 and γδT cells infiltrate 

the kidney and the peripheral vasculature adipose tissue (PVAT) to a greater 
extent in males. IL-17 and TNF promote inflammation and oxidative stress, 
leading to sodium and water retention in the kidney, smooth muscle cell (SMC) 
proliferation and inflammation in the vasculature, which increases vascular 
resistance. TH17 cells also inhibit the production of nitric oxide (NO) — a potent 
vasodilator and inhibitor of T cell proliferation. T cell infiltration is also greater 
in the subfornical organ (SFO) of the brain in male mice during ANGII-induced 
hypertension, which may increase sympathetic outflow to the kidney and heart. 
Although pro-inflammatory TH1 and CD8+ T cells are more abundant in females 
and can promote hypertension, the activities of these cells are tempered by 
the increased anti-inflammatory activities of T regulatory (Treg) cells and IL-10 
in the kidney and vasculature. Estrogens also prevent hypertension by countering 
the functions of macrophages and microglia in the kidney and brain, respectively, 
and by activating GPER1, which can reduce oxidative stress in the kidney and 
promote sodium excretion.
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suggest that Treg cell frequencies in the blood change with the levels of sex 
steroids. By contrast, the suppressive function of Treg cells (being greater 
in males than in females) tracks with the sex of individuals at birth, and 
does not change with hormone therapy in transgender individuals132. In 
contrast to findings in young adults, sex differences were not observed 
in a study that investigated the frequency of blood Treg cells in male and 
female human donors having a larger age range (18–75 years)108. It is 
possible that the large age range of participants in that study masked 
sex differences, since Treg cell frequencies decline with age134 (Box 1).

Whether Treg cells are differentially abundant between male and 
female mice is controversial. Sex differences in Treg cells have not gen-
erally been reported90,135,136, with the exception of inbred SJL mice, 

in which they are reported to be greater in males137. However, as 
reported for humans, Treg cells from male mice are more stable and have 
greater suppressive activity than those from female mice. Specifically, 
Treg cells from wild-type males suppress T effector cell proliferation  
in vitro to a greater extent than Treg cells from female or male 
AR-knockout mice90. In addition, Treg cells from male SJL mice are 
reported to express higher levels of immunosuppressive molecules 
CTLA4 and IL-10 than those from female mice137.

CD8+ T cells from female mice and humans expand more exten-
sively than those of males and are more likely to acquire a short-lived 
T effector profile characterized by high expression of IFNγ, TNF and 
granzyme B15,100,102,138 and increased expression of markers of T cell 
memory15. CD8+ T cells from human females express more perforin per 
cell than those from males139. Studies in mice infected with L. monocy-
togenes or vaccinia virus have demonstrated that the effect of female 
sex in increasing the expansion of pathogen-specific CD8+ T cells is 
cell-extrinsic, meaning that sex differences are not present in the 
absence of sex differences in APC-derived signals. By contrast, sex 
differences in CD8+ T cell effector function are cell-intrinsic, with 
female CD8+ T cells demonstrating higher expression of IFNγ, TNF and 
granzyme B and acquisition of a short-lived effector fate in response 
to an immune challenge as compared with male CD8+ T cells, which 
are instead skewed towards a memory precursor cell phenotype138. 
These sex differences in CD8+ T cell effector function are an important 
factor that contributes to sex differences in tumour progression in 
murine models121,140,141. Thus, female T cells expand to a greater extent 
in response to activating signals and are intrinsically geared to produce 
higher levels of IFNγ and cytotoxic mediators than those of males; this 
difference is largely regulated by sex steroids.

B cells and humoral immunity. Adult females of diverse species 
exhibit stronger antibody responses than males in response to an 
immune challenge2. For example, in response to vaccination against 
simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV), female primates exhibit greater 
local IgA antibody titres, numbers of memory B cells, and numbers of 
plasma cells compared to males142,143. When SIV-vaccinated primates 
are challenged with SIV, females are better able to clear the infection 
compared to males142. Similarly, following vaccination with either whole 
inactivated IAV, trivalent inactivated vaccine, or quadrivalent inacti-
vated vaccine, adult female mice generate greater influenza-specific 
antibody responses, including live virus neutralizing responses, than 
male mice15,144,145. Following vaccination with inactivated IAV, adult 
female mice produce greater virus-specific, class-switched total IgG 
and IgG2c antibodies against both the virus in the vaccine and variants 
that contain mutations in the haemagglutinin domain of the virus146. 
Antibodies from IAV-vaccinated female mice also exhibit broader reac-
tivity, recognizing more unique, linear haemagglutinin epitopes than 
antibodies from males. Antibodies derived from vaccinated females 
better protect naive males and females than antibodies from males, 
and this protection is associated with higher antibody specificity and 
avidity to the virus15. After inactivated IAV vaccination, females also 
have higher numbers of germinal centre B cells containing superior 
somatic hypermutation (SHM) frequencies than those of males146. 
Deletion of the gene that encodes AID (Aicda), which mediates SHM 
in B cells, eliminates the sex-based differences in humoral immunity 
and protection against live virus challenge146. The expression of the 
X-linked gene, Tlr7, in B cells is also higher in IAV-vaccinated female mice 
than in IAV-vaccinated male mice, as a consequence of reduced DNA 
methylation in the Tlr7 promoter region in female B cells. Sex-based 

Box 1

Effect of ageing on immune 
cells in males versus females
Our appreciation of sex differences in the ageing of the immune 
system has increased remarkably with the emergence of ‘omics’ 
analyses. Older age is associated with a decline in the frequency 
of naive T cells and T regulatory cells, a reduction in the de 
novo production of antibodies and development of increased 
inflammatory immune responses; these changes were, in the past, 
incorrectly assumed to have the same kinetics and magnitude 
between older males and older females. However, several studies 
performed over the human life course have now demonstrated that 
indices of declining immunity, including genetic and epigenetic 
modifications in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs), 
occurs earlier and with a greater magnitude in males than in 
females255. Among both mice and humans, ‘inflammageing’ is 
associated with an age-associated increase in the activity of 
inflammatory pathways. Single-cell transcriptional analyses have 
revealed that dendritic cells and monocytes of aged human men 
express significantly higher levels of inflammatory genes than 
those of aged women118. Multiomics analyses of primary bone 
marrow-derived neutrophils from young and aged mice did not 
reveal any sex difference on the impact of ageing on the abundance 
of bone marrow neutrophils; however, transcriptional changes 
associated with ageing were greater in neutrophils from male mice 
than in those from female mice79. By contrast, TLR7 induced IFNα 
secretion to a greater extent in whole human blood from females 
than in blood from males across diverse adult ages (19–97 years)59. 
ATAC sequencing of human PBMCs identified more regions of open 
chromatin at gene loci such as JAK3 and STAT5B that are important 
for T cell signalling in aged females compared to aged males255. By 
contrast, single-cell RNA sequencing of PBMCs from young and 
aged individuals identified a striking upregulation of genes involved 
in TCR and MAPK signalling pathways, including JUNB, NFKBIA, 
DUSP and CXCR4, especially in male T cells with ageing, suggesting 
that male T cells acquire a greater inflammatory phenotype 
with age than female T cells118. Thus, collectively, across diverse 
species and immune cells, ageing seems to have a greater effect on 
cellular activity in males than in females, which is likely to impact 
sex and age-related differences in disease susceptibility.
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differences in the neutralizing antibody response, CSR, and antibody 
avidity is eliminated in Tlr7-knockout mice15.

Human clinical trials that were conducted to identify public health 
strategies for managing influenza vaccine shortages revealed that 
adult females (aged 18–49 years) consistently generated haemagglu-
tinin inhibition (HAI) antibody titres that were twice that of males in 
response to trivalent inactivated influenza vaccine (TIV), regardless of 
whether a full dose or half dose was administered147. In a trial in adults 
with a broader age range (20–89 years) females again generated greater 
neutralizing antibody titres following TIV compared than males148. 
In response to the H1N1 vaccine, adult females (aged 18–45 years) 
developed greater IL-6 and neutralizing antibody responses compared 
than males; this sex difference was diminished in individuals aged  
≥65 years149. The attenuated sex differences in the older individuals 
were a consequence of reproductive senescence in the females, since 
females that had the highest circulating levels of E2 also had the greatest 
antibody responses to the vaccine149. In mice, gonadectomy reduced, 
whereas exogenous E2 treatment increased, IAV vaccine-induced 
immunity in females of reproductive age, providing additional sup-
port for a role of E2 in mediating sex differences in vaccine-induced 
immunity149,150. Mechanistically, E2 enhances SHM and CSR in B cells via 
the upregulation of AID, which contains an ERE in its promoter region126. 
Several additional genes associated with CSR and SHM, including TLR7 
and NFκB also have confirmed EREs in their promoters151–154. Thus, E2 
has enhancing effects on antibody production by B cells.

Although less well characterized, testosterone can also affect 
vaccine-induced immunity by reducing the production of IFNγ by 
T cells and by inhibiting antibody production as has been demonstrated 
in mice that received live vaccine against malaria100. Furthermore, in 
humans, reduced neutralizing antibody responses to influenza vac-
cination correlate with the higher expression of genes involved in 
lipid metabolism and serum testosterone concentrations in males148.

Sex-specific effects of ageing on humoral immunity also exist 
(Box 1). Few reports exist of sex differences in the humoral immune 
response of children prior to puberty. The numbers of B cells and levels 
of IgG and IgM are comparable in males and females in early life, with 
limited evidence suggesting that infant males have greater IgA and IgE 
levels than females2. However, compared with pre-pubertal boys, girls 
have greater levels of BAFF at birth155, suggesting that sex differences 
in B cell maturation and survival probably begin in utero. By contrast, 
boys have greater proportions of immature or naive CD5+ B cells during 
the first 3 years of life than girls155. At the other end of the spectrum, 
aged females have comparatively higher numbers of age-associated 
B cells, which have been shown to take over antibody production from 
long-lived plasma cells at older ages156,157. In mice, the induction and 
activity of age-associated B cells is dependent on TLR signalling in 
B cells157,158, which is also higher in females than in males15.

Thus, sex differences in measures of humoral immunity are appar-
ent across the life course, with females typically exhibiting greater B cell 
activation and antibody responses than males. Estrogens, in particular 
E2, are potent mediators of greater humoral immunity in females, which 
seems to be beneficial for vaccine-induced immunity and protection 
against infectious diseases, but as discussed below, is detrimental for 
autoimmunity and organ transplantation outcomes.

Consequences of sex differences
Autoimmune diseases
Autoimmune diseases affect about 5% of the human population 
and almost 80% of those affected are females159. Some autoimmune 

diseases such as SLE affect females ten times more frequently than 
males, whereas a female preponderance is present, but less prominent, 
for diseases such as multiple sclerosis160. By contrast, some autoim-
mune diseases, including type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM), affect males 
and females equally160. T1DM and multiple sclerosis are both classic 
T cell-mediated autoimmune diseases that target pancreatic β-cells 
and central nervous system myelin, respectively. These diseases are 
each associated with the inheritance of specific HLA alleles and share 
common risk genes involved in T cell regulation and homeostasis, such 
as Il2RA, Il7RA, CD226 and PTPN22 (ref. 161). Despite these similarities, 
multiple sclerosis exhibits a female predominance, whereas T1DM does 
not160. This difference may be because autoimmunity typically initiates 
prior to puberty in T1DM, and after puberty in multiple sclerosis162,163.

There is strong evidence from experimental murine models 
that sex steroids influence the progression of T cell-mediated auto-
immune diseases. Studies in the NOD model of T1DM, which unlike 
human TIDM, exhibits a post-pubertal onset, and studies in models 
of EAE in post-pubertal mice have demonstrated that male castration 
accelerates, whereas treatment of castrated males with androgens 
protects, against these diseases164–166. Androgens limit autoreactive 
T cell responses in EAE and multiple sclerosis by inhibiting the expan-
sion of TH1 cells and by promoting the production of immunoregula-
tory cytokines such as IL-10 and TGFβ164,167. In NOD mice, androgens 
also regulate the composition of the microbiota, which feeds back to 
enhance androgen levels and limit the development of insulitis168,169. 
By contrast, oestrogens and P4 have a more limited impact on these 
diseases and can either enhance or suppress autoimmunity depending 
on the timing of exposure and the concentration of hormones adminis-
tered. For example, ovariectomy protects against diabetes in NOD mice 
and EAE, but only when the surgery is performed prior to the onset of 
puberty165,170. This protection against EAE correlates with a reduction 
in the expression of co-stimulatory markers and MHC class II on DCs 
and B cells in ovariectomized female mice170. By contrast, supraphysi-
ological (pregnancy) levels of E2 inhibit EAE171,172 and prevent relapses 
in patients with multiple sclerosis173. In humans, multiple sclerosis and 
T1DM are over-represented in trans females as compared with cisgen-
der males, highlighting the importance of sex steroids as modifiers of 
these human diseases174,175.

SLE typically presents in the reproductive years, with the devel-
opment of anti-nuclear antibodies occurring a decade prior to 
diagnosis176,177. The development of anti-nuclear antibodies, which 
are a prelude to SLE, are present in 20% of healthy human females178. 
The female preponderance of SLE is apparent prior to puberty179, sug-
gesting that sex chromosomes regulate these immune mechanisms 
prior to the pubertal surge in gonadal hormone levels. However, SLE is 
14-fold more frequent in males with Klinefelter syndrome (XXY) than in 
XY males180 and is less frequent in females with Turner syndrome (XO) 
than XX females180,181, suggesting a contribution of X chromosome 
gene dosage to disease risk. The effect of X chromosome gene dosage 
on SLE may relate to incomplete X-inactivation at gene loci leading to 
the increased expression of certain X-encoded genes in female immune 
cells182. X-escapee genes that may contribute to autoimmunity include 
TLR7 and CD40, which are important for providing T help to B cells, 
and OGT, which regulates T cell activation through glycosylation183.

The higher female-to-male ratio among individuals with SLE in 
those with post-pubertal onset than in those with pre-pubertal onset 
also implicates sex steroids as enhancers of this disease. In lupus-prone 
mice, androgens limit the development of autoimmunity, whereas oes-
trogen treatment promotes disease development184. Oestrogens may 
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also promote autoimmunity in human SLE. Oral contraceptive use was 
associated with increased disease risk in several studies185,186, but does 
not induce disease flares in those with established SLE187. By contrast, 
pregnancy, which is associated with higher levels of circulating oes-
trogens, causes SLE flares185,188. E2 promotes key disease mechanisms 
by increasing the production of IFNα by pDCs51 and the expression 
of BAFF and AID126,189. Studies in an anti-DNA BCR transgenic mouse 
model of SLE also demonstrated that E2 promotes autoantibody pro-
duction by increasing the threshold of BCR signalling in autoreactive 
B cells, thereby preventing their deletion190. Thus, sex steroids have a 
dominant role in modulating sex differences in T cell-mediated auto-
immune diseases that manifest after puberty; however, evidence also 
suggests that X chromosome gene dosage modulates the development 
of systemic autoimmunity.

Renal inflammation and hypertension
Although adaptive immune responses are stronger overall in women 
than in men with SLE (described above), glomerular damage is more 
common among men191. Specifically, lupus nephritis is a more fre-
quent complication in males with SLE and male sex is a risk factor for 
progression to kidney failure191. This male predisposition to kidney 
damage is also observed in other kidney diseases, including chronic 
kidney disease192,193, IgA nephropathy194, hypertension195 and in natu-
ral ageing196. The mechanisms underlying this male bias are not well 
understood, but may involve sex differences in the immune system. 
In particular, strong evidence supports a role for sex differences in 
T cell immunity in mediating the male bias in hypertension.

In the spontaneously hypertensive rat (SHR), males develop 
greater increases in blood pressure with age than females up until the 
time of ovarian senescence197. The greater blood pressure in males is 
caused by both testosterone levels and XY chromosome complement, 
and is preceded by T cell infiltration in the kidney197. Although male SHRs 
exhibit higher frequencies of circulating Treg cells than female SHRs198, 
kidneys of male SHRs exhibit a lower frequency of Treg and a higher 
overall accumulation of TH17 cells than those of females198. A similar 
propensity for male rodents to accumulate TH17 cells and for females 
to maintain Treg cells in the spleen or kidney has been described in  
Sprague–Dawley rats with DOCA-salt-induced hypertension199 and  
in C57BL6/J mice with angiotensin II (ANGII)-induced hypertension200. 
Depletion of lymphocytes lowers blood pressure in male rats201, pro-
viding evidence that the infiltration of pro-inflammatory T cells in the 
kidney causes hypertension development in male rats.

The mouse model of ANGII-induced hypertension has estab-
lished a central role for T cells in the regulation of blood pressure in 
males200,202,203. Regardless of sex, Rag1−/− mice, which lack lympho-
cytes, are resistant to the development of hypertension, but exhibit 
an increase in blood pressure after the adoptive transfer of male, but 
not female, CD3+ T cells200. The elevated blood pressure of male Rag1−/− 
mice transplanted with T cells from male donors is associated with 
the increased production of IL-17A and TNF by T cells in the spleen200. 
Although the total abundance of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in the kidneys 
of male Rag1−/− mice is not differentially affected by the transfer of 
donor male or female T cells, mRNAs encoding IFNγ, IL-10 and FoxP3 
are expressed to a higher level in Rag1−/− mice with adoptively trans-
ferred female T cells. This finding is consistent with the notion that 
female T cells are biased towards TH1 and hints at the development 
of a more regulatory T phenotype in Rag1−/− mice following trans-
fer of female, rather than male, T cells200. The sex of the Rag1−/− mice 
also affects the development of hypertension, as the transfer of male 

T cells increases blood pressure only in male hosts203. The effect of 
male host sex is not associated with alterations in T cell infiltration 
in the kidneys, but instead with increased renal expression of mRNAs 
encoding TNF and MCP1, suggesting an interaction of the male T cells 
with the host male innate immune system203. Compared with female 
Rag1−/− hosts, male Rag1−/− hosts that receive male T cells also exhibit 
greater T cell infiltration in the subfornical organ, which is a brain 
region that is involved in mediating the sympathetic control of blood 
pressure203. These findings support the notion that TH17 and other 
pro-inflammatory T cells interact with the innate immune system and 
the sympathetic nervous system to promote hypertension in males.

Advances have also been made in our understanding of how IL-17 
induces hypertension. Hypertensive stimuli, such as ANGII and salt, 
enhance TH17 differentiation200,204. TH cells and γδT cells that produce 
IL-17 also promote oxidative damage of the kidney and vasculature205,206. 
TH17 cells can promote hypertension by limiting the bioavailability of 
nitric oxide (NO), which regulates blood vessel relaxation and limits 
T cell proliferation, inflammation and oxidative stress207. Females 
have greater dependence than males on NO production for limiting 
hypertension207. Pharmacological inhibition of NO synthase (NOS) 
activity increases blood pressure to a greater extent in female than in 
male rats, accompanied by increased TH17 and reduced Treg infiltration 
in the kidney and kidney injury207.

Treg cells have a direct role in actively restraining hypertension, 
particularly in female rats. DOCA salt increases blood pressure in male 
and female Sprague–Dawley rats, but to a greater extent in males than 
in females208. These sex differences in blood pressure correlate with a 
greater increase in the frequency of TH17 cells in the kidneys of males 
and maintenance of Treg cells in the kidneys of females208. Treatment 
with anti-CD25, which depletes Treg cells, increases blood pressure 
and albumin excretion (indicative of glomerular injury) in female but 
not in male rats208.

Differences in innate inflammatory mechanisms also contribute to 
sex differences in experimental hypertension. Salt drives macrophages 
towards a more pro-inflammatory state209. More macrophages infiltrate 
the kidney in male than in female SHRs, which correlates with increased 
blood pressure and oxidative stress210. Male SHRs also have greater 
levels of circulating mitochondrial DNA than females, which increases 
the in vitro contractile response of aorta from male rats, but not that of 
female rats, to phenylephrine211. In Dahl salt-sensitive rats, deletion 
of CD14 is associated with increased macrophage infiltration in the 
kidney, and increases blood pressure in female rats only212. Ovariectomy 
of female rats inhibits this hyper-inflammatory response in CD14-
knockout female rats, highlighting that ovarian steroids protect against 
hypertension by repressing the development of innate inflammation 
in the kidney212. These studies thus illustrate that sex differences in the 
development of IL-17-mediated inflammation, innate inflammation 
and differential protection by Treg cells influence the development of 
kidney and blood vessel inflammation in hypertension. A role for IL-17 
in kidney injury has been recognized in other kidney conditions as 
well213, and could be a common mechanism underlying sex differences 
in kidney disease.

Sex differences in the expression of the membrane oestrogen 
receptor GPER1 may also contribute to sex differences in hyperten-
sion development214–216. For example, hypertensive-prone congenic 
Lewis female rats that express one copy of the mouse DBA/2J Ren-2 
gene develop hypertension on a high-salt diet, which is associated 
with higher GPER1 expression in the renal cortex214. Treatment with the 
GPER1 agonist G1 reduces kidney injury and tubular oxidative stress in 
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female rats214. Medullary infusion with G1 was found in another study to 
promote the excretion of sodium from the kidney in female, but not in 
male, Sprague–Dawley rats216. These effects of G1 may be mediated by 
increased activity of the endothelin system and promotion of sodium 
excretion from the kidney215. G1 treatment also reduces pulse pres-
sure in female, but not in male, C57BL6/J mice, through the decreased 
generation of reactive oxygen species and Nox4 expression in vascular 
smooth muscle cells216. Thus, GPER1 activity preferentially protects 
females from hypertension, but the factors that cause sex differences in 
GPER1 expression in the kidney or the extent to which GPER1 modulates 
immune responses associated with hypertension remains unknown.

Infectious diseases
Sex differences have been reported for many infectious diseases and 
have been extensively studied in the context of viral infection. For 
some infections, such as SARS-CoV-2, males experience more severe 
outcomes, whereas for others, such as HIV, females are more severely 
affected. Both biological and sociocultural factors are factors in these 
sex differences. On a global scale, SARS-CoV-2 infection rates were 
similar between males and females217; however, severe COVID-19 dis-
ease outcomes, including hospitalization, admission to the intensive 
care unit and death, were more likely to occur in males218–221. Similarly, 
more severe disease outcomes were seen in males following infection in 
other outbreaks of β-coronavirus, including SARS-CoV and Middle-East 
respiratory syndrome virus (MERS)222,223. Whether sex differences in 
susceptibility to infection or disease outcomes are driven by gendered 
behaviours that affect viral exposure or sex differences in susceptibil-
ity to infection remains to be clarified. For example, the prevalence of 
infection is greater among adult males than among females for Dengue 
virus, hantaviruses and hepatitis B (HBV) and HCV viruses224. Assuming 
that differences in disease prevalence reflect differences in exposure, 
these differences suggest that behavioural or occupational exposures 
may contribute to sex differences in infection with these viruses. By 
contrast, biological factors that regulate susceptibility to infection 
are likely to drive the comparably more severe disease outcomes seen 
in males infected with Epstein–Barr virus, HBV, HCV and West Nile 
virus224,225. For some viruses, including HBV and HCV, both gender and 
biological sex contribute to male-biased outcomes. Although less com-
mon, some viruses (for example, cytomegalovirus, herpes simplex virus 
type 2 and human T cell leukaemia virus type 1) are more prevalent in 
females, whereas other viruses (for example, hantaviruses, HSV2, HIV, 
IAV and measles virus) cause more severe disease following infection 
in females than in males225.

Sex differences in influenza pathogenesis have been evaluated in 
small-animal models43,226–229. Several studies in mice have demonstrated 
that the lethal dose of either H1N1 or H3N2 viruses required to kill 50% of 
mice (LD50) is significantly lower for females than males230, despite simi-
lar pulmonary viral loads and viral clearance during infection226,230,231. 
Consistent with findings in humans232, adult female mice experience 
more extensive pulmonary inflammation and more severe outcomes 
upon infection with diverse strains of IAV compared with males, despite 
similar virus titres226,227,230,233. The ‘cytokine storm’ is a classic example 
of an over-reactive inflammatory response to a viral infection, and pul-
monary concentrations of pro-inflammatory cytokines (for example, 
TNF, IFNγ, IL-6 and IL-12) and chemokines (for example, CCL2, CCL5 and 
CCL12) are higher in female than in male mice infected with IAV226,234. 
Not only do adult male mice have less pulmonary inflammation, but 
their damaged pulmonary tissue repairs faster than that of females231. In 
response to pulmonary tissue damage, epithelial cells release factors, 

including AREG, that can promote the repair and integrity of lung tis-
sue damaged during IAV infection235. Expression of AREG in lung tissue 
and respiratory epithelial cells is greater in male mice than in female 
mice during IAV infection231. Studies in Areg-knockout mice also show 
that males exhibit a greater dependence on AREG expression than 
females to support their faster recovery from IAV infection231. Interest-
ingly, infection of young adult female mice with IAVs reduces ovarian 
function and concentrations of sex hormones226,236, indicating that 
inhibition of sex hormone production, including oestrogens and P4 
may also contribute to the more severe outcomes seen in females 
during IAV infection.

Mouse studies of IAV infection have highlighted the impor-
tant immunomodulatory effects of sex steroids in the lung and 
airways43,228,229,236,237. Exogenous treatment with P4 or a synthetic 
form of progestin found in contraceptives, attenuates pulmonary 
inflammation and expedites tissue repair following IAV infection, in 
part through upregulation of AREG43,238. Oestradiol protects females 
against severe IAV infection by dampening inflammation, promot-
ing the recruitment of neutrophils and virus-specific CD8+ T cells 
to the lungs, and increasing overall tolerance228. These protective 
effects occur mainly through ERα signalling226. Testosterone, which 
is also broadly anti-inflammatory, protects male mice from severe IAV 
by enhancing the contraction phase of the immune response in the 
lungs after viral clearance239. These protective effects of testosterone 
occur through AR signalling; inhibition of AR signalling through the 
co-administration of flutamide and testosterone prior to infection 
reverses, whereas treatment with DHT (which as mentioned above, 
is a non-aromatizable androgen that cannot signal through the ER) 
mimics, the protective effects of testosterone in limiting IAV infection 
morbidity239. Lower testosterone concentrations — as a consequence 
of either gonadectomy or ageing — are associated with increased pul-
monary inflammation, morbidity and mortality from IAV infection, 
at least in mice228,229,231.

Transplant rejection
Among recipients of solid organ transplants, clinically important dif-
ferences in graft survival exist based on sex and age. The ability to parse 
out the independent roles of recipient sex and age is complicated by 
concomitant variability in other key factors, including organ transplant 
type, immunosuppressive medication, donor sex and/or issues relat-
ing to donor–recipient sex mismatch including size, and preceding 
sensitization as a consequence of prior organ transplantation, blood 
transfusion or pregnancy.

A comparison of graft survival among nearly 408,000 kidney 
transplant recipients in the Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients 
(SRTR) found that 5-year death-censored graft survival was worse among  
young female recipients (aged 15–34 years) compared with that among 
similarly aged males. Graft survival was greater in individuals aged 
35–54 years, with no difference between sexes, and was greatest among 
individuals aged 55–75 years, but slightly worse in male recipients of this 
age group compared with that in similarly aged females240. Moreover,  
young female recipients (aged 15–34 years) had a twofold higher risk 
of acute rejection within 1 year of transplantation than females in the 
oldest age group (aged 55–75 years). The interaction between sex and 
age in relation to graft survival highlights the probable role of the 
sex steroid milieu in modifying alloimmunity. Similar results have 
been demonstrated among kidney transplant recipients in at least 
two other large transplant registries outside the USA, and in studies 
that have considered age at time of organ rejection as a variable241,242.
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Heart transplant recipients also demonstrate differences in graft 
failure rates and rejection according to age and sex. One multicentre 
study showed that females experience, on average, more episodes of 
acute rejection in the first year after transplantation than males and are 
more likely than males to have rejection of moderate or severe grade, 
requiring hospitalization243. Although that study did not stratify recipi-
ents by age, the mean age of females in the cohort (50 years) was about 
6 years younger than that of males. A separate study that used SRTR 
data found that female recipients of male donor hearts had higher rates 
of graft failure across all age categories than male recipients of male 
donor hearts, with the largest absolute difference among recipients 
aged 13–24 years244. When the donor was female, no difference was 
observed in graft failure rates between sexes at any age244, suggesting 
that the higher rates of graft failure in female recipients of male donor 
organs was due to recognition of the HY antigen (present only in male 
tissues) by female (XX) immune cells244.

Oestrogen also seems to be a central factor in graft rejection. In 
contrast to young naive female mice, which show reduced graft survival 
following skin or heart transplantation, young ovariectomized females 
demonstrate graft survival similar to that of young males240. Ovariec-
tomy in young mice extends skin and cardiac graft survival to a dura-
tion comparable to that in old ovariectomized, old naive and old sham 
control mice240. Young ovariectomized females also show reduced 
numbers of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, dampened TH1 and TH17 responses, 
and increased numbers of FoxP3+ Treg cells relative to sham controls. 

A more detailed analysis of the Treg cell population in a clinical cohort 
of young kidney transplant recipients (aged 3–29 years) showed that 
the frequency of highly suppressive, Helios+ Treg cells is lower among 
female recipients than male recipients245. Thus, E2 shapes CD4+ T cell 
activity and contributes to age-related alloimmunity.

Antibody-mediated immunity also contributes to post- 
transplantation outcomes. Panel-reactive antibodies (PRAs) are 
anti-HLA antibodies against donor MHC class I and II antigens expressed 
on cells present in the transplanted allograft and are a risk factor for 
adverse transplantation outcomes, including rejection, chronic allo-
graft vasculopathy and death246. Pre-transplantation PRA levels are 
greater in women than in men, particularly in those with a history of 
pregnancy240,246. Indeed, ~50–75% of women are sensitized by pregnancy 
according to contemporary assessments of PRA; moreover, 63% of trans-
plant candidates with an extremely high calculated PRA (that is, ≥98%) 
are women247–249. Higher sensitization among women reduces their likeli-
hood of receiving a living donor transplant and prolongs their waitlist 
time compared with men250. Sex is a modifier of the association between 
high peak PRA levels and poor transplant outcomes246. Female heart 
transplant recipients with high peak PRA have an increased risk of graft 
failure compared with male recipients, whereas male recipients with 
high peak PRA have an increased risk of chronic allograft vasculopathy 
compared with female recipients246.

A complex relationship exists between pregnancy-induced alloim-
munization and the contributions of T and B cell memory and function. 
Pregnancy induces the development of anti-HLA antibodies, and multi-
ple pregnancies increase the risk of retaining detectable antibodies251. 
Over time, anti-HLA antibodies may become undetectable but a sub-
stantial proportion of parous women retain detectable antibodies248. 
Alloreactive memory B cells also persist and carry the potential to 
rapidly produce anti-HLA antibodies following transplantation252. 
In addition to humoral sensitization, pregnancy primes maternal T cell 
responses for immune tolerance to the semi-allogeneic fetus through 
the selective expansion of fetus-specific Treg cells, hypofunctional 
CD8+ T cells that exhibit an ‘exhaustion’ phenotype, and anergic CD4+ 
T cells248,249. Memory T cells persist after pregnancy but do not cause 
fetal loss upon a subsequent antigen-positive pregnancy, potentially 
as a consequence of chemokine gene silencing in decidual stromal 
cells, which prevents the T cells from accessing the maternal–fetal 
interface249. By contrast, few data are available to inform whether 
pregnancy-primed T cells are functionally tolerant to fetal antigens pre-
sented in the setting of organ transplantation. Emerging data from stud-
ies in animal models support the hypothesis that pregnancy-induced 
T cell tolerance is overridden by pregnancy-primed memory B cells and 
allo-antibodies in response to fetal antigens present on an organ allo-
graft. These data also suggest that if the presence of B cells and alloan-
tibody are negated, T cell tolerance to fetal antigens present on an 
allograft is permitted249. More work is needed to characterize the T cell 
repertoire among parous women in the transplantation setting. Animal 
studies suggest that humoral desensitization may be a key strategy in 
reducing pregnancy-induced alloimmunity249.

Conclusions
Historically there has been a lack of inclusion of females in biomedical, 
clinical and public health research, which has hindered our understand-
ing of sex differences in disease presentation, progression and responses 
to treatment. In the USA, the implementation of the National Institutes 
of Health requirement for consideration of sex as a biological variable 
(Box 2) has stimulated studies of sex differences in some scientific fields, 

Box 2

Historical perspective
The history of excluding females from biomedical and clinical studies 
began in 1977 when the FDA published guidelines advising that 
females of childbearing potential be excluded from drug trials256. The 
primary goal of the FDA guidelines was to protect pregnant females 
and their fetuses from adverse drug outcomes, but the unintended 
consequence was complete exclusion of females from clinical 
trials for decades257. In the early 1990s, the FDA and the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH), with advocacy from US Congresswomen, 
recommended that clinical trials include female participants257,258. 
For the next three decades, although females were included in clinical 
trials of drugs, devices and biologics, analysis of whether outcomes 
differ between females and males was inadequate259. In 2016, the 
NIH implemented a policy that sex as a biological variable (SABV) be 
factored into research design, analyses and reporting in vertebrate 
animal and human studies260. However, the policy did not require that 
researchers use methods, double sample sizes or power studies to 
detect sex differences. Rather, the policy requested that investigators 
know the existing data, balance the sexes in experimental design 
and consider SABV. The policy has led to mixed results across 
disciplines, with some disciplines, including immunology, making 
considerable progress in reporting the use of both sexes in animal 
studies253. However, the SABV policy has been criticized as it has had 
an unintended consequence of promoting research that lacks power 
to statistically compare the sexes or does not include appropriate 
statistical analyses to rigorously analyse sex differences261.
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including immunology253. Broadly speaking, however, sex-related and 
gender-related reporting remains low within the biomedical sciences, 
with female researchers being more likely than male researchers to 
report sex-based or gender-based differences, and the findings of such 
studies largely published in low-impact journals254. Regardless, a large 
and growing body of work has highlighted important sex differences in 
immune cell function and immune responses, with important conse-
quences for disease epidemiology and outcomes. Greater understand-
ing of these differences may lead to the identification of new targetable 
pathways for novel treatment discoveries.

Published online: 22 November 2023
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Clinical metagenomics—
challenges and future prospects
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Infections lacking precise diagnosis are often caused by a rare or uncharacterized 
pathogen, a combination of pathogens, or a known pathogen carrying 
undocumented or newly acquired genes. Despite medical advances in infectious 
disease diagnostics, many patients still experience mortality or long-term 
consequences due to undiagnosed or misdiagnosed infections. Thus, there is a 
need for an exhaustive and universal diagnostic strategy to reduce the fraction of 
undocumented infections. Compared to conventional diagnostics, metagenomic 
next-generation sequencing (mNGS) is a promising, culture-independent 
sequencing technology that is sensitive to detecting rare, novel, and unexpected 
pathogens with no preconception. Despite the fact that several studies and 
case reports have identified the effectiveness of mNGS in improving clinical 
diagnosis, there are obvious shortcomings in terms of sensitivity, specificity, costs, 
standardization of bioinformatic pipelines, and interpretation of findings that 
limit the integration of mNGS into clinical practice. Therefore, physicians must 
understand the potential benefits and drawbacks of mNGS when applying it to 
clinical practice. In this review, we  will examine the current accomplishments, 
efficacy, and restrictions of mNGS in relation to conventional diagnostic methods. 
Furthermore, we  will suggest potential approaches to enhance mNGS to its 
maximum capacity as a clinical diagnostic tool for identifying severe infections.

KEYWORDS

metagenomics, sepsis, diagnostics, meningitis, next-generation sequencing

1. Introduction

1.1. Overview of the limitations of routine diagnostics for 
pathogen detection

Conventionally, the clinical detection of pathogens is based on the isolation and cultivation 
of organisms (Fournier et al., 2014). Once cultivated, these organisms are typically characterized 
using biochemical tests, mass spectrometry, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrometry, 
nucleic acid amplification, or immunological testing (Carroll et al., 2019). Culture-dependent 
methods are considered the “gold standard” for diagnosis of infectious diseases in clinics but it 
may take several days to weeks to cultivate slow-growing organisms. Also, prior exposure to 
antibiotics can impair the sensitivity of culturing, thus missing cases of treatable diseases 
(Govender et al., 2021).

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a widely used molecular diagnostic method in clinical 
laboratories that can rapidly detect the presence or absence of DNA and RNA from a clinical 
specimen without the need for microbial cultivation (Carroll et al., 2019). PCR-based tests have 
been further developed into real-time PCR, allowing the amplification, quantification of 
expression, and thus identification of specific pathogen genetic content with high sensitivity and 
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specificity. However, PCR-based methodologies typically detect the 
presence or absence of a single gene at a time, offering low sensitivity, 
and potentially providing false negatives in cases containing low gene 
copy numbers (Huanyu Wang, 2021). To enhance the diagnostic 
capacity of PCR, multiplex PCR was developed to allow the 
simultaneous detection of multiple targets in a single PCR reaction 
(Huanyu Wang, 2021), although, it requires prior knowledge about 
pathogens of interest in order to identify them (Gu et  al., 2021). 
Broad-range PCR is another effective method for hypothesis-
independent detection of bacterial or fungal species, but has 
limitations. It has lower sensitivity than species-specific PCRs, cannot 
detect viral or parasitic infections, is only suitable for sterile bodily 
fluids and tissues, and can be more expensive than traditional methods 
(Rampini et al., 2011; Tkadlec et al., 2019; Aggarwal et al., 2020). 
Different PCR tests have varying diagnostic accuracy. In-house PCR 
tests are cheaper but require more time and training, while commercial 
PCR tests are automated and faster with higher sensitivity (Venter 
et al., 2019).

Alternatively, although antigen-detection is inexpensive and can 
be  used in point-of-care setting due to promptness of the assay, 
diagnosis based on immunological tests are inherently less sensitive 
and may not provide accurate information (Govender et al., 2021). 
Furthermore, since it may take 1–2 weeks for antibodies to develop, 
antibody testing is not recommended for the diagnosis of acute disease 
(Govender et al., 2021).

In recent years, matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-
of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) has become a tool of 
choice for bacterial and fungal identification in clinical laboratories 
(Dingle and Butler-Wu, 2013). Although identification can 
be provided in minutes, MALDI-TOF requires bacterial cultivation 
prior to analysis. Furthermore, it is not a quantitative approach and 
presents low specificity (Roux-Dalvai et al., 2019).

Peptide nucleic acid fluorescent in situ hybridization (PNA-FISH) 
is a recently introduced rapid and reliable method for the detection of 
bacteria and fungi responsible for blood stream infections. It provides 
more timely results compared to traditional culturing-based methods 
(Calderaro et al., 2014). PNA-FISH is validated by the U.S. Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) for diagnosis of blood samples, however, 
it is not available to use at the tissue level (Weaver et al., 2019). A 
summary of the current technologies used in routine diagnostics in 
the clinical setting is provided in Table 1.

1.2. Overview of clinical need and 
advantages of metagenomics

Clinical metagenomics using next-generation sequencing 
(mNGS) has the potential to surpass the limitations of conventional 
diagnostics and make a seismic shift in the care of patients suffering 
from various infections (Simner et al., 2018). Unlike other diagnostic 
methods, mNGS does not require background knowledge of a 
suspected pathogen (Duan et al., 2021). mNGS can capture millions 
to billions of nucleic acids sequences at once and detect multiple 
organisms including novel pathogens that may be  present in a 
clinical specimen (John et al., 2021). The time required for sample 
preparation, sequencing, and preliminary bioinformatic analysis 
depends on the nature of sequencing platform being used (Morsli 
et  al., 2021a,b, 2022a,b). For example, newly available long-read 

sequencing platforms, such as Oxford Nanopore sequencing, provide 
real time pathogen detection within minutes and additional 
information regarding genotyping and bacterial profiling in less than 
6 h (Morsli et  al., 2021a,b, 2022a,b). Also, Oxford Nanopore 
Technologies is currently the most prevalent and cost-effective 
mNGS platform in low- and middle-income countries (Yek et al., 
2022). Clinical NGS includes two sequencing strategies: targeted 
amplicon sequencing and untargeted shotgun metagenomic 
sequencing. The targeted amplicon sequencing targets the 
universally conserved regions among bacteria (16S or 23S rRNA 
gene) or fungi and parasites (internal transcribed spacer (ITS), 18S 
rRNA, 28S rRNA gene) for pathogen detection (Salipante et  al., 
2013; Wagner et al., 2018). As an example, PCR-amplified 16S rRNA 
gene sequencing targets and amplifies one or more selected 
hypervariable regions (V1–V9) of the 16S rRNA gene. However, the 
choice of a particular hypervariable region targeted in 16S rRNA 
gene sequencing appears to be one of the biggest factors underlying 
technical variation in microbiome composition (Hiergeist et  al., 
2015; Tremblay et al., 2015; Gohl et al., 2016).

Unlike targeted amplicon sequencing, which only targets specific 
genes or gene regions, shotgun metagenomic sequencing targets the 
entire genetic content of a clinical sample, thus permitting the 
detection of all potential pathogens (Chiu and Miller, 2019). The 
capability to simultaneously identify viruses, bacteria, fungi, and 
parasites in a sample makes it broadly appealing for co-infection cases 
(Chen et al., 2021a). Furthermore, the amount of information derived 
from shotgun mNGS sequencing can potentially be used for additional 
analyses, such as antibiotic resistance profiling, virulence gene 
information, metabolic function profiling, and analyses of human host 
responses via transcriptome profiling (Chiu and Miller, 2019).

1.3. Commercially available clinical 
metagenomics platforms

Recently mNGS testing and analyses have become commercially 
available. For example, Charles Chiu and colleagues from the 
University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) are pioneers in the 
development of mNGS testing for the diagnosis of central nervous 
system (CNS) infections (Wilson et al., 2014). In 2014, the first use of 
mNGS was reported for the diagnosis of neuro-leptospirosis on CSF 
from a 14-year-old boy presenting the signs of meningoencephalitis 
(Wilson et al., 2014). This was the first report demonstrating the use 
of mNGS with medically actionable information and successful 
clinical diagnosis that led to the appropriate treatment of the patient 
(Wilson et al., 2014). Since then, UCSF provides validated mNGS 
DNA and RNA testing for patients with meningitis and/or 
encephalitis. The UCSF diagnostic lab also offers mNGS DNA testing 
for patients with sepsis and disseminated infections (Chiu and Miller, 
n.d.). UCSF software analyzes sequence reads, identifies those reads 
which align to pathogens in the GenBank database, and issues a report 
showing the presence of pathogens in a clinical sample, along with 
clinical interpretation. At least 66.7% of pathogens detected from CSF 
were true positives, and only 5.6% were found to be false positives 
(Miller et al., 2019). The mNGS test at USCF for pathogen detection 
from CSF specimens showed a sensitivity of 86.1% and a specificity of 
97.9%. The mNGS test for pathogen detection from plasma samples 
showed a sensitivity of 77% and specificity of 86%. The turnaround 
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TABLE 1 Routine diagnostic assays in a clinical setting for the detection of pathogens.

Technology Manufacturer Trade 
name

Detection 
time

Organisms Limitations

Respiratory infections

Multiplex PCR Biofire Diagnostics, 

GenMark 

Diagnostics, 

Luminex, Roche 

Diagnostics

FilmArray, 

ePlex, 

VERIGENE, 

Lyra, Cobas 

Liat PCR 

system, 

NxTAG

15 min–2 h Bacteria

Streptococcus spp., Haemophilus influenzae, Neisseria 

meningitidis, Enterobacter spp., Klebsiella spp., Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa, Proteus spp., Serratia marcescens

 ▪ Requires a separate 

primer set for each 

target gene

Viruses
 ▪ Low application 

efficiency
Adenovirus, coronavirus, human metapneumovirus, human 

rhinovirus/enterovirus, influenza A, influenza B, 

parainfluenza virus, respiratory syncytial virus, influenza A/B

Nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR)

T2 biosystems T2SARS-

CoV-2

<2 h SARS-CoV-2  ▪ Magnetic field drift 

that may 

be detrimental to 

NMR spectra

Bloodstream infections

Multiplex PCR Biofire Diagnostics, 

GenMark 

Diagnostics

FilmArray 

BCID, ePlex 

BCID

1–1.5 h Gram-negative bacteria

Acinetobacter baumannii, Bacteroides fragilis, Citrobacter, 

Escherichia coli, Enterobacter spp., Enterococcus spp., 

Fusobacterium spp., Haemophilus influenzae, Klebsiella spp., 

Neisseria meningitidis, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Proteus spp., 

Serratia marcescens, Salmonella spp., Stenotrophomonas 

maltophilia

 ▪ Requires 

background 

knowledge of 

suspected pathogen

Gram-positive bacteria

Bacillus spp., Corynebacterium spp., Cutibacterium acnes, 

Enterococcus spp., Listeria monocytogenes, Micrococcus spp., 

Staphylococcus spp., Streptococcus spp.

 ▪ Unable to detect 

pathogens 

containing low 

copy number of 

genes in a 

clinical sample

Fungal pathogens

Candida spp., Fusarium spp., Rhodotorula spp.

PNA-FISH Accelerate 

Diagnostics, 

AdvanDx,

Accelerate 

Pheno, 

QuickFISH

20 min–1.5 h Gram-negative bacteria  ▪ Detects limited 

number of targetsAcinetobacter baumannii, Citrobacter spp., Escherichia coli, 

Enterobacter spp., Klebsiella spp., Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 

Proteus spp., Serratia marcescens

Gram-positive bacteria

Enterococcus spp., Staphylococcus spp., Streptococcus spp.,

Fungal pathogens

Candida spp.

MALDI-TOF BioMerieux and 

Bruker

VITEK MS, 

MALDI 

Biotyper

30 min

 ▪ Has proprietary 

databases

 ▪ Limited in the 

differentiation of 

closely 

related species

(Continued)
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time from shipping samples to delivery of a report is generally 
1–2 weeks (Chiu and Miller, n.d.).

The Karius test (Karius, California, United States) is another 
example of how mNGS is useful for the diagnosis of bloodstream 
infections (BSIs) and sepsis (Blauwkamp et al., 2019). The Karius 
test involves extraction of cell-free DNA (cfDNA) from plasma, 
then a sequencing library is created and sequenced using Illumina 
technology. The sequence data is compared to an internal reference 
database encompassing a number of microbial genomes 
(Blauwkamp et  al., 2019). A published study by Thair et  al. 
confirmed that the Karius test detected approximately three times 
more positive cases than culture-based detection (Thair et  al., 
2017). However, the limitation is that the test can give false positive 
results. The Arizona-based Fry Laboratories also provides DNA 
sequencing diagnostic services for cutaneous, gastrointestinal, 
hematologic, musculoskeletal, and pulmonary infections 
(Fry, n.d.).

The Beijing Genomic Institute (BGI Genomics), a China-based 
company, is one of the largest companies that provide clinical mNGS 
services for the detection of pathogens causing respiratory infections 
such as Coronavirus and other pathogenic microorganisms (Jiang, 
n.d.). The sequencing services by the Zhejiang, China-based 
IngeniGen XunMinKang Biotechnology company also provide the 
detection of undiagnosed pathogens in patients with respiratory 
diseases (Wang et al., 2019; Li et al., 2022).

2. Detection of pathogens via clinical 
metagenomics

mNGS is an unbiased culture-independent and hypothesis-
free sequencing technology that has shown tremendous clinical 
application particularly in the diagnosis of CNS infections, 
bloodstream infections, and respiratory tract infections 
(Blauwkamp et al., 2019; Miller et al., 2019; Wilson et al., 2019; 

Chen H. et al., 2020; Hasan et al., 2020; Haston et al., 2020; Li 
et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021b; Hogan et al., 2021; Jing et al., 2021; 
Liu et al., 2021; Mu et al., 2021; Pollock et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 
2021; Deng et al., 2022; Fu et al., 2022; Guo et al., 2022; Li et al., 
2022; Wang et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022; Morsli et al., 2022b). 
Examples of recent applications of mNGS in the diagnosis of these 
infections are provided in Table 2. Below is a brief overview of the 
areas where mNGS has made considerable impact and 
the implications.

2.1. Respiratory infections

Pneumonia is considered among the top 10 causes of death in 
the United  States, especially among immunocompromised 
patients such as those with hematologic malignancy or undergoing 
hematopoietic stem cell transplant (Lippert et  al., 2022). The 
identification of the causative agent of pneumonia is difficult and 
often inaccurate due to the pathogen diversity, heterogeneity of 
sampling, and limited detection methods (Buchan et al., 2022). 
Traditional molecular diagnosis for pneumonia is pathogen-
specific but unreliable for novel or unexpected pathogens (Diao 
et al., 2022). The ability of mNGS to provide a comprehensive 
view of pathogens makes it useful in the diagnosis of unexplained 
pneumonia and disease of unknown etiology (Ramesh et al., 2019; 
Diao et al., 2022). Recently, mNGS has improved the diagnosis of 
pulmonary infections over traditional methods by detecting a 
broad range of organisms including bacteria, viruses and fungi in 
a number of recent investigations (Chen H. et al., 2020; Li et al., 
2020; Mu et al., 2021; Deng et al., 2022; Li et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 
2022). Remarkably, the causative agent was identified only by 
mNGS in two recent studies (Zhou et al., 2021; Guo et al., 2022). 
Importantly, mNGS led to the treatment modifications and guided 
treatment decisions for 127 patients with pulmonary infections 
(Mu et  al., 2021; Zhou et  al., 2021; Li et  al., 2022). Moreover, 

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Technology Manufacturer Trade 
name

Detection 
time

Organisms Limitations

rRNA/PCR Karius Karius test Detects greater than 1,000 pathogens  ▪ Give false positives

Nuclear magnetic 

resonance

T2 Biosystems T2Bacteria, 

T2Candida

Gram positive and gram-negative bacteria
 ▪ Low limit of 

detection
Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Klebsiella 

pneumoniae, Staphylococcus aureus

Fungal pathogens Candida spp.

Central nervous system

Multiplex PCR Biofire diagnostics FilmArray 

BCID

1 h Gram positive and gram-negative bacteria

Streptococcus species, Haemophilus influenzae, Neisseria 

meningitidis  ▪ Cannot 

differentiate 

between live and 

dead organisms

Viruses

Cytomegalovirus, enterovirus, herpes simplex viruses 1 and 2, 

human herpesvirus 6, human parechovirus, and varicella-

zoster virus
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TABLE 2 Examples of the potential impact of clinical shotgun metagenomics (2019–2022) on infectious disease diagnosis.

Study details Type of the 
study 
(n = subjects)

Samples and 
target population

Sequencing 
platform

Main findings

Respiratory infections

Chen H. et al. 

(2020)

Prospective, 

observational study 

(n = 93)

Bronchoalveolar lavage 

fluid from patients with 

lower respiratory tract 

infections

Illumina 

Nextseq 550

The detection rate of mNGS for causative pathogen of lower respiratory 

infection was significantly higher (65% vs. 20%) than traditional culture 

method.

Li et al. (2020) Prospective study 

(n = 121)

Lung biopsies from 

patients with peripheral 

pulmonary lesions and 

lung infection

BGISEQ-50 The percentage of mNGS-positive samples in radial endobronchial 

ultrasound (R-EBUS)-guided transbronchial lung biopsy (TBLB) was 

78.8% that was significantly greater than TBLB (60.0%).

Zhou et al. (2021) Multi-center, 

prospective, 

observational study 

(n = 159)

Bronchoalveolar lavage 

fluid from patients with 

pulmonary infections

Illumina 

NextSeq 550

mNGS detected more organisms (117 vs. 72) when compared with 

standard methods including bacteria (89 vs. 54), viruses (10 vs. 3), and 

fungi (18 vs. 15). Importantly, the bacteria known to cause pneumonia 

was detected only by mNGS that included Haemophilus influenzae, 

Legionella pneumoniae, Mycobacterium avium, Mycobacteroides 

abscessus, Chlamydia psittaci, and Actinomyces species. mNGS also led to 

the treatment modification for 59 patients.

Azar et al. (2021) Prospective, 

observational study, 

(n = 30)

Bronchoalveolar lavage 

fluid from 

immunocompromised 

adults with pneumonia

Illumina 

NextSeq500 or 

NextSeq550

A combination of mNGS and conventional testing improved the 

diagnostic rate of pneumonia from 35% to 58%.

Chen S. et al. 

(2021)

Single center, 

retrospective, 

observation study 

(n = 408)

Blood, sputum, urine and 

bronchoalveolar lavage 

fluid from COVID-19 

patients

BGISEQ-50 mNGS showed positive detection rate of 92.3% in bronchoalveolar 

lavage and 66.7% in sputum. Overall, mNGS results were comparable 

with conventional culture.

Chen Y. et al. 

(2021)

Retrospective study 

(n = 90)

Bronchoalveolar lavage 

fluid, transbronchial 

brushing from patients 

with focal pulmonary 

infections

Illumina 

Nextseq 550

The analysis of patients with focal pulmonary infections revealed 

sensitivity of mNGS in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid, transbrochial 

brushing group, and pathological specimen was 50%, 66.7%, and 90%, 

respectively.

Deng et al. (2022) Retrospective, 

observational study 

(n = 103)

Bronchoalveolar lavage 

fluid from children with 

pneumonia

Illumina NextSeq 

CN500 sequencer

Out of 52 monomicrobial and 44 polymicrobial cases, mNGS detected 

48 and 29 cases, respectively. Overall, the pathogen detection rate of 

mNGS was higher than conventional detection methods.

Zhang et al. (2022) Retrospective, 

observational study 

(n = 47)

Bronchoalveolar lavage 

fluid from patients with 

lower respiratory tract 

infections

MGISEQ-2000 As compared to conventional culturing, mNGS increased the detection 

rate for causative pathogens of lower respiratory tract infections with a 

diagnostic sensitivity of 80% and specificity of 35.13%.

Xu et al. (2022) Retrospective, 

observational study 

(n = 35)

Alveolar lavage fluid or 

venous blood from 

patients with severe 

psittacosis pneumonia

DA8600 mNGS detected DNA of chlamydia psittaci in alveolar lavage fluid of 30 

patients and blood of 5 patients.

Pollock et al. 

(2021)

Single-center, proof-of-

concept study (n = 30)

Plasma samples from 

patients with pulmonary 

tuberculosis

Illumina 

NextSeq 550

Mycobacterium tuberculosis cell-free DNA was detected from the plasma 

of 50% of pediatric and 60% of adult patients. Furthermore, it was also 

detected in an additional 25% of pediatric and 40% of adult patients 

when the relaxed research use statistical threshold was applied.

Mu et al. (2021) Single-center, 

prospective study 

(n = 292)

Bronchoalveolar lavage 

fluid and sputum from 

patients with different 

kinds of lower respiratory 

tract infections

Nanopore Compared with conventional testing, mNGS showed 96.6% sensitivity 

and 80% specificity and detected pathogens in 63 out of 161 culture-

negative cases. Furthermore, mNGS proposed antibiotic de-escalation 

for 34 patients.

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Study details Type of the 
study 
(n = subjects)

Samples and 
target population

Sequencing 
platform

Main findings

Li et al. (2022) Single-center, 

prospective study 

(n = 138)

Bronchoalveolar lavage 

fluid from patients with 

pulmonary infections

Illumina Miniseq mNGS improved diagnosis by detecting more pathogens such as 

bacteria (53 vs. 27) and viruses (16 vs. 1) than conventional methods. 

Importantly, mNGS led to the treatment modification for 34 out of 138 

patients.

Guo et al. (2022) Single-center, 

retrospective study 

(n = 121)

Bronchoalveolar lavage 

fluid from children with 

community-acquired 

pneumonia

Illumina Novaseq The causative pathogens of pneumonia were only detected by mNGS. 

These organisms included Streptococcus pneumoniae, Mycoplasma 

pneumoniae, Haemophilus influenza, Human bocavirus 1, and 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Moreover, mNGS identified 50% of human 

bocavirus-infected cases which were co-infected with other bacteria of 

respiratory origin.

Bloodstream infections

Hogan et al. 

(2021)

Multicenter, 

retrospective study 

(n = 82)

Plasma samples from 

patients with suspicion of 

several infections

Illumina The positivity rate for Karius-based mNGS was 61.0%. Of which 50% of 

cases were detected with monomicrobial infections and 50% of them 

were infected with 2 or more organisms. Overall, Karius-based mNGS 

showed a positive impact on 7.3% of cases, a negative impact on 3.7% of 

cases, and showed no impact on 86.6% of cases.

Blauwkamp et al. 

(2019)

Prospective study 

(n = 350)

Plasma samples from 

patients with clinical 

suspicion of sepsis

Illumina 

NextSeq 500

In contrast to culture, mNGS identified much more bacteria. 62 out of 

166 samples were negative by traditional testing but sequencing 

identified these microorganisms in cell-free DNA.

Kalantar et al. 

(2022)

Prospective study 

(n = 221)

Blood and plasma from 

critically ill patients

Illumina 

Novaseq 6000

The pathogen detection in plasma by mNGS and traditional testing 

varied by organism. For example, mNGS showed 100% sensitivity for 

Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli. However, mNGS missed the 

detection of Streptococcus pyogenes. Furthermore, the findings suggest 

that detection of a pathogen alone is not sufficient for sepsis diagnosis, 

instead when combined with hosts transcriptional profiling it may 

provide promising diagnostic utility.

Wang et al. (2022) Retrospective, 

observational study 

(n = 435)

Blood, tissues, urine, 

sputum and different types 

of body fluids from 

patients with clinical 

suspicion of infections

Illumina NextSeq 

CN500 sequencer

The overall sensitivity of mNGS results were significantly higher than 

traditional methods. However, there was no difference in specificity of 

two methods. The sensitivity of mNGS for bronchoalveolar lavage fluid 

was 72.6% that was higher than blood that showed mNGS sensitivity of 

39.3%.

Liu et al. (2021) Prospective study 

(n = 24)

Blood samples from 

patients with 

hematological 

malignancies and sepsis

MGISEQ-200 The pathogen detection rate of mNGS was comparable with 

conventional testing for 9 out of 24 patients. However, for 10 patients, 

mNGS identified additional pathogens as compared to traditional 

methods most of the identified pathogens were viruses.

Jing et al. (2021) Retrospective study 

(n = 209)

Blood samples from 

patients with suspected 

bloodstream infections

Illumina 

NextSeq 550

mNGS of plasma improved the clinical sensitivity (87.1%) and 

specificity (80.2%) as compared to conventional testing.

Fu et al. (2022) Single center, 

retrospective study 

(n = 175)

Blood samples from 

patients with fever of 

unknown origin

BGISEQ-2000 mNGS increased the detection rate of new organisms in patients with 

fever of unknown origin by 22.9 and 19.79% than culture and standard 

detection methods, respectively. Specifically, it improved the detection 

rate of bloodstream infections by 38 and 32% respectively, as compared 

to culture and conventional testing.

Central nervous system infections

Wilson et al. 

(2019)

Multicenter, 

prospective study 

(n = 204)

Severely ill pediatric and 

adult patients admitted to 

the intensive care unit

Illumina Hiseq mNGS improved diagnosis over traditional methods of neurologic 

infections by identifying 22% (13 out of 58) of unique pathogens that 

were missed by clinical testing. The identification of these pathogens led 

to the treatment modification of 50% (7 out of 13) of these patients.

(Continued)
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mNGS detected 50% of cases coinfected with bacteria of different 
respiratory origin in another study (Guo et al., 2022).

A mNGS approach can be superior to traditional methods for 
pathogen detection and confirmation of respiratory infections, 
particularly for Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Jin et  al., 2022). 
Mycobacterium tuberculosis, can be  quite challenging to detect, 
however, it has been shown in the last few years that mNGS could 
potentially be used as the first-line diagnostic test for tuberculosis. 
Karius-based mNGS testing of plasma samples detected suspected 
tuberculosis in 60% of adults and 50% of pediatric patients (Pollock 
et al., 2021).

Lastly, RNA viruses are also considered one of the primary causes 
of respiratory infections (Miller and Chiu, 2022). mNGS can detect a 
number of viruses that are usually not screened for in respiratory 
infections using routine diagnostic assays (Prachayangprecha et al., 
2014; Bohl et al., 2022). It has shown good sensitivity and specificity 
compared to conventional testing and can identify viruses such as 
Influenza, Rhinovirus, and HIV (Jia et  al., 2021). An additional 
advantage to mNGS is the potential to document and describe 
emerging, and re-emerging viral infections associated with outbreaks 
(Quer et al., 2022). For example, RNA-based viral metagenomics has 
detected the presence of novel human coronavirus variants from 
patients with respiratory symptoms (Wu et  al., 2020; Castañeda-
Mogollón et al., 2021).

2.2. Bloodstream infections

In 2017, it was estimated that 48.9 million cases and 11 million 
deaths were related to sepsis globally (Rudd et al., 2020). Thus, the early 
and accurate diagnosis of BSI is critical to initiate appropriate antibiotic 
therapy and for patient survival. Recent findings indicate sequencing 
microbial cfDNA using mNGS is a valuable approach for the detection 
of BSI pathogens when the conventional diagnostics fail to detect the 
etiological agent (Hogan et  al., 2021; Eichenberger et  al., 2022). A 
retrospective multi-center study utilizing the cfDNA and RNA showed 
that mNGS had a positive impact in 7.3% of cases, a negative impact in 
3.7% of cases, and no impact in 86.6% of cases in patients with suspicion 
of multiple infections (Hogan et  al., 2021). Another study applied 
mNGS on cfDNA in septic and non-septic intensive care unit (ICU) 
patients and was able to diagnose sepsis and predicted mortality as soon 
as the first day (Jing et al., 2022). Similarly, cfDNA of relevant pathogens 
was detected in the blood plasma of cystic fibrosis patients (Barrett et al., 
2020). mNGS testing improved the detection rate of BSI in patients 
having fever of unknown origin or patients with suspected BSI from 
38% to 87.1% when compared to conventional methods (Jing et al., 
2021; Fu et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022). However, no difference was 
observed in specificity between two methods for patients with clinical 
suspicion of infections (Wang et  al., 2022). In one report, mNGS 
pathogen detection rate was comparable with routine diagnostics in 

TABLE 2 (Continued)

Study details Type of the 
study 
(n = subjects)

Samples and 
target population

Sequencing 
platform

Main findings

Miller et al. (2019) Development and 

prospective study 

(n = 115)

CSF samples from patients 

with meningitis and/or 

encephalitis and patients 

with suspected 

neurological infections

Illumina Hiseq 

and Illumina 

MiSeq

For 95 samples, mNGS revealed 73% sensitivity and 99% specificity as 

compared to conventional testing. Moreover, for 20 CSF samples 

collected from pediatric patients 92% sensitivity and 96% specificity was 

observed relative to microbiological testing of CSF.

Hasan et al. (2020) Retrospective study 

(n = 83)

Hospitalized children with 

suspected CNS infections

Illumina Miseq In contrast to conventional methods, mNGS showed 100% diagnostic 

accuracy, 95% sensitivity, and 96% specificity for cerebrospinal fluid 

samples for hospitalized patients.

Morsli et al. 

(2022b)

Prospective and proof-

of-concept study 

(n = 52)

Patients with community-

acquired meningitis

MinION Out of 52 subjects enrolled, 47 patients showed positive results on CSF 

samples via routine diagnostics and MinION sequencer. However, in 

addition to pathogen detection MinION sequencer provided additional 

information about genotype and antibiotic susceptibility of pathogens.

Haston et al. 

(2020)

Prospective study 

(n = 20)

Children with encephalitis 

of unidentified etiology

Illumina Miseq 

or NextSeq 500

mNGS detected sequence reads of pathogens such as Mycoplasma bovis, 

Neisseria meningitidis, parvovirus B19, and Balamuthia mandrillaris in 6 

out of 20 patients. Furthermore, mNGS also detected some 

nonpathogenic organisms such as Cladophialophora species, human 

bocavirus, and tobacco mosaic virus. The patients with detectable 

pathogens via mNGS presented immune-mediated phenomena than 

patients for whom mNGS did not make any diagnosis.

Chen et al. 

(2021b)

Retrospective study 

(n = 88)

Patients suspected of 

encephalitis and 

meningitis

BGISEQ-50 and 

MGISEQ-2000

mNGS of cerebrospinal fluid detected pathogens in 56.81% (50 out of 

88) of patients. The outcomes of mNGS helped in the treatment 

modification for 23.9% of patients and provided confidence in the 

continuation of original treatment for 34.1% of patients.

We used predefined filters to refine PubMed search on “classical article,” “clinical study,” “observational study,” “randomized controlled trial,” and “validation study” from 2019 to 2023. 
We included only retrospective or prospective clinical studies focusing on hospitalized patients using shotgun metagenomics. We have used the keys words “metagenomics AND respiratory 
infections” for respiratory diseases. Similarly, “metagenomics AND blood infections” and “metagenomics AND central nervous system infections” for blood stream infections and central 
nervous system infections, respectively. We also search these same terms in google scholar search and added clinical studies and studies focusing on hospitalized patients using shotgun 
metagenomics not found in PubMed.
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37% of cases (Liu et al., 2021). In some scenarios, the pathogen detection 
rate for mNGS varied by organism. For instance, mNGS was 100% 
sensitive for the detection of Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli. 
However, mNGS test missed the presence of Streptococcus pyogenes 
(Kalantar et al., 2022). In contrast, 37% of BSI cases were found to 
be positive by only mNGS test in patients with clinical suspicion of 
sepsis in another study (Blauwkamp et al., 2019).

2.3. Central nervous system infections

Neuroinflammatory diseases such as meningitis and encephalitis 
can be diagnostically challenging due to the requirement of invasive 
procedures for CSF collection, limited availability/low volume of CNS 
samples, and difficulty of detection by traditional culture (Vetter et al., 
2020; Heming et  al., 2022; Mokhtari et  al., 2022). Furthermore, 
meningoencephalitis is related with increased risk of morbidity and 
mortality and thus needs prompt diagnosis and disease management 
(Ramachandran and Wilson, 2020). CSF culture is considered the 
gold-standard method for the diagnosis of meningitis. However, prior 
antibiotic therapy may reduce the sensitivity of CSF cultures, 
increasing the possibility of false-negatives (Greenberg and Herrera, 
2019). mNGS has potential to detect pathogens of unknown etiology 
as evidenced by clinical series demonstrating the success of mNGS in 
the detection of hard-to-diagnose CNS infection cases (Miller et al., 
2019; Wilson et al., 2019; Hasan et al., 2020; Haston et al., 2020; Chen 
et al., 2021b; Morsli et al., 2022b). Recently published studies have 
confirmed the diagnostic sensitivity of mNGS ranging 22% to 95% in 
patients with CNS infections (Miller et al., 2019; Wilson et al., 2019; 
Hasan et al., 2020). mNGS testing guided treatment decisions and 
clinical actionable management for 34.1%–53% of patients in these 
reports (Wilson et  al., 2019; Chen et  al., 2021b). However, 
contaminants from skin flora can lead to false positive bacterial 
sequences in CSF specimens obtained by lumbar puncture.

3. Limitations, knowledge gaps, and 
potential solutions of clinical 
metagenomics

As demonstrated in the previous sections, mNGS is a promising 
diagnostic technology. However, in the present state of knowledge, 
metagenomics is not always well-positioned to assist clinicians in 
rapid clinical decision-making due to expertise required for sample 
preparation, sequencing, bioinformatic analysis, and the high 
variability in methodologies and interpretation.

Pathogen detection by mNGS depends on the proportion of 
pathogen sequences in the total sequencing library. Essentially, the 
diagnostic performance of mNGS is optimal when the sequencing 
library contains a nominal fraction of host DNA or there is an 
enrichment of pathogenic sequences (Olausson et al., 2022). While 
mNGS tends to be  more sensitive than traditional methods as 
evidenced by several studies (Duan et al., 2021; Guo et al., 2022; Li 
et al., 2022; Zhu et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2023), one of the caveats to 
being more sensitive is that mNGS can pick up microbial 
contamination derived from the environment, containers, reagents, 
and colonizing microorganisms in the human body, thus giving false-
positive results. The use of negative controls is recommended for 

reagents and containers (López-Labrador et  al., 2021). Moreover, 
depending on the sample source and bacterial load, in most cases the 
majority of reads in a mNGS data set can be derived from human 
DNA, while the proportion of pathogens tends to be very low (Gu 
et al., 2019). In order to overcome this challenge, depletion of host 
background DNA or targeted sequencing approaches such as 
depletion of abundant sequences by hybridization (DASH), and 
finding low-abundance sequences by hybridization (FLASH) in a 
combination of mNGS could be used (Gu et al., 2016; Hasan et al., 
2016; Gu et  al., 2019; Quan et  al., 2019). For example, a positive 
selection probe-based system called virome capture sequencing 
platform for vertebrate viruses (VirCapSeq-VERT) has been 
established by a research group from the United States to increase the 
sensitivity of detecting viral sequences in clinical samples (Briese et al., 
2015). Compact aggregation of targets for comprehensive 
hybridization (CATCH) is another available method to capture 
diverse targets from diverse patient samples (Viral Hemorrhagic Fever 
Consortium et al., 2019). The sequencing depth required to detect and 
characterize the genome of interest is a major influencer of 
metagenomics sensitivity. However, there is no consensus for how 
sequencing depth should be  reported. For now, the choice of 
sequencing depth is dependent on budget and desired outcomes 
(Greninger, 2018). Retrospective experiments testing different human 
specimens with known infection at various sequencing depths are 
required to determine the ideal sequencing coverage for the diagnosis 
of different human specimens and infectious agents.

On that note, NGS tests do not equally detect all pathogens. For 
example, the detection rate of intracellular pathogens in clinical 
samples, such as a Mycobacterium, is relatively low as the amount of 
cell-free DNA of intracellular pathogen released into extracellular 
body fluids is relatively minute (Chen P. et al., 2020). The use of higher 
sequencing depth may help in identifying the presence of less 
abundant pathogens in a clinical sample. However, as a result of higher 
sequencing depth, a large amount of data would be generated, and 
thus, require more time for analysis. To avoid this challenge, rapid and 
more advanced bioinformatic tools must be developed (Chiu and 
Miller, 2019; Miller et al., 2020).

The human is a host to several commensal organisms, thus 
separating organisms associated with true bloodstream infection from 
transient gastrointestinal or oral flora in blood/plasma samples is an 
obstacle to the interpretation of mNGS results (Chiu and Miller, 2019; 
Chen et al., 2022). Retrospective studies using different threshold levels 
(such as a cut-off value for the abundance of pathogens, number of 
sequencing reads to detect a specific pathogen, and sequencing read 
normalization) are required to differentiate potential pathogens from 
commensal organisms. Moreover, the clinical significance of identified 
organisms needs to be further confirmed by conventional testing and 
the condition of the host (Chen et al., 2022). If a patient presents with 
an infection and receives appropriate curative therapy, mNGS can still 
detect lingering DNA from dead pathogens. It is unknown how long the 
detectable half-life of a pathogen is once the patient receives appropriate 
treatment and is conceivably circumstantial. A potential solution is the 
detection of RNA, whose abundance is directly correlated with the 
degree of gene transcription activity, thus, it can distinguish dead and 
live organisms in a clinical sample (d’Humières et al., 2021). Compared 
with DNA sequencing, a combination of DNA and RNA sequencing 
may have additional benefits (Arroyo Mühr et al., 2021). However, the 
detection of RNA through mNGS still has its challenges because of the 
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higher abundance of human-derived RNA in a clinical sample as well 
as the labile nature of RNA. To overcome this challenge, depletion of the 
host background is needed (Zheng et al., 2021).

Another limitation of the technology is the actual determination of 
what is detected (López-Labrador et al., 2021). For example, incomplete 
databases, mis-annotated sequences, databases containing 
contaminating organisms, bias in databases, and misclassification of 
organisms all affect the actual determination of the pathogen after 
sequencing (López-Labrador et al., 2021; Diao et al., 2022). Moreover, 
differences in pipelines, reproducibility, quality control, and workflow 
may lead to different and inaccurate pathogen identification between 
hospitals and commercially available mNGS tools (López-Labrador 
et  al., 2021). Other logistical challenges include patient privacy, 
bioinformatic data storage, and lack of standardization (Diao et al., 
2022). Continuous effort is needed to improve academically and 
commercially available tools and make them more accessible to the 
public (Chen et  al., 2022). For example, efforts for improving 
crowdsourcing of bioinformatics pipelines, software, and taxonomic 
metagenome profilers could be made. Furthermore, stringent quality 
controls in the laboratory such as unidirectional workflow, strict 
decontamination methods during nucleic acid processing, and use of 
negative controls can help in reducing the detection of exogenous DNA 
contamination derived from reagents and laboratory environment 
(Chen et al., 2022).

Currently, the role of mNGS is mostly derived from case reports 
and small cohort studies (Zhang et al., 2020). Large-scale clinical and 
cross-institutional studies are required to validate the clinical efficacy of 
mNGS and to provide a better understanding of how metagenomic 
approaches could help us to improve patient outcomes over the current 
standard of care (Zhang et  al., 2023). While mNGS may be  more 
expensive than routine diagnostics, the incremental cost is minimum 
when compared to the cost of invasive diagnostic procedures, a series 
of diagnostic tests, and cost of intensive care units in hospital; thus, it 
may help in reducing the overall health care resources (Miller 
et al., 2020).

4. Conclusions and future 
perspectives

In conclusion, the diversity in clinical metagenomics methods, 
although allowing flexibility, translates to variability in application and 
performance relative to conventional diagnostics. Given sensitivity 
and specificity of mNGS is influenced by a number of factors including 
the sample type, quantity of host DNA, the sequencing platform used, 
number of reads generated, selected reference database, and data 
analysis tools, as well as issues surrounding the current cost and 
expertise limitations, it is unlikely clinical metagenomics will 
be utilized as a first-line approach unless these issues are resolved. 

Thus, an important question in clinical metagenomics remains: 
Should mNGS only be  used as a last resort when gold-standard 
culture-based or current molecular diagnostic methods fail? Or are 
there benefits to using it at earlier stages in certain populations?

At this juncture, clinical settings where copious resources are 
already expended or where patients are at risk for mortality from rare 
or difficult to treat pathogens, such as in critically ill or 
immunosuppressed patients (transplant, cancer etc.), could exemplify 
practical target populations for implementing clinical metagenomics 
as a standard of care. Despite unresolved application questions, mNGS 
has undeniable benefits over traditional testing and potentially 
provides a more complete picture of the state of any clinical infection. 
Thus, the combination of mNGS and conventional diagnostic methods 
could be  a superior diagnostic strategy to improve overall public 
health and healthcare associated costs. Moreover, mNGS may vital for 
time-sensitive diagnostics in life-threatening infections. With 
advancements in sequencing technology, clinical metagenomic 
sequencing can not only identify the pathogen but also predict 
antimicrobial resistance and virulence, enabling prompt and effective 
treatment. However, to fully utilize mNGS as a clinical diagnostic tool, 
it is essential to standardize the methods, bioinformatics, and 
databases used in practice.
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ABSTRACT
Clinical microbiology has possessed a marvellous past, an important present and a bright future. Western medicine
modernization started with the discovery of bacterial pathogens, and from then, clinical bacteriology became a
cornerstone of diagnostics. Today, clinical microbiology uses standard techniques including Gram stain morphology,
in vitro culture, antigen and antibody assays, and molecular biology both to establish a diagnosis and monitor the
progression of microbial infections. Clinical microbiology has played a critical role in pathogen detection and
characterization for emerging infectious diseases as evidenced by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Revolutionary
changes are on the way in clinical microbiology with the application of “-omic” techniques, including transcriptomics
and metabolomics, and optimization of clinical practice configurations to improve outcomes of patients with
infectious diseases.
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The unprecedented outbreak of the coronavirus dis-
ease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has highlighted the
necessity for readily available, accurate and fast diag-
nostic testing methods to detect and characterize
emerging pathogens. The basic work of the clinical
microbiology laboratory is to provide evidence for
the diagnosis, treatment, and control of infectious dis-
eases by detecting the presence of specific pathogenic
microorganisms in clinical specimens. When a patho-
gen is detected, it is then subjected to a series of further
analyses, including identification, typing, quantifi-
cation, and antimicrobial susceptibility testing [1,2].

A long and uneven past

The discipline of clinical microbiology has been evol-
ving for more than two hundred years since Dutch-
man, Anton van Leeuwenhoek invented the
microscope (Table 1). The development of the light
microscope was the foundational technological
advancement in modern medicine for the direct visu-
alization of microorganisms. By the 1830s, Lister
introduced the “achromatic” lens to eliminate the
blurring and colour distortion known as “chromatic
aberration,” which had previously limited resolution

at higher magnification (i.e. bacterial level) [3].
These technical advancements in microscopy con-
verged with seminal concepts in bacteriology from
the work of Pasteur and Koch. Together, they allowed
the microscope to serve as a powerful instrument for
physicians and microbiologists to directly visualize
pathogens in human specimens, especially with the
application of (still universal) techniques such as the
Gram and acid-fast staining procedures, also devel-
oped in the late nineteenth century [2,4].

Equally important during this period were new-
found abilities to culture microorganisms from
human sources. While early bacterial cultures were
accomplished with slices of raw potato, the 1887
invention of the petri dish facilitated the direct obser-
vation of colonies with gelatine or agar, allowing for
the morphological description of species in pure cul-
ture [5]. It likewise allowed for their biochemical
characterization, creating the phenotypic profiles
that have served as the basis for taxonomic identifi-
cation in clinical laboratories until the twenty-first
century. Culture is likewise a pre-requisite for pheno-
typic antimicrobial susceptibility testing (AST), which
remains the gold standard for predicting the response
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of a patient’s bacterial/fungal infection to treatment
[1,4,6].

Shortly after the development of axenic bacterial/
fungal culture, methods for propagating human
viruses using ex vivo cellular substrates, fertilized
chicken embryos, and in vitro cell lines became avail-
able. In the late 1940s, John Franklin Enders first
applied cell culture techniques to isolate and grow
poliovirus, initiating modern clinical virology [7]. In
1956, Feifan Tang, a Chinese microbiologist and virol-
ogist, discovered and isolated Chlamydia trachomatis,
which clarified the cause of trachoma [8]. For decades,
tissue and cell culture-based methods have played
critical roles in rapid identification of emerging patho-
gens and exploration of pathogenesis. This has been
demonstrated in three unprecedented outbreaks of
emerging human coronavirus (SARS-CoV, MERS-
CoV and SARS-CoV-2) infections since the beginning
of the twenty-first century [9]. More importantly, cell
culture techniques, along with chicken egg embryos,
have become the main tools to reproduce large quan-
tities of viruses for vaccine manufacturing for fighting
emerging infectious diseases [10].

Alongside these abilities to visualize and cultivate
organisms came new techniques that assess the
body’s humoral response to infection. This principle
was first established in 1892 by Sternberg using the
vaccinia virus [11]. It is now recognized that anti-
bodies within serum facilitate identification not just

of viruses, but multiple types of pathogens by the clini-
cal laboratory [12,13]. The value of diagnostic serology
for infectious diseases is founded on two criteria: (i)
antibodies are specific for a particular cellular target
and (ii) antibodies are induced by a specific stimulus.
Ideally, the definitive evidence for infection by a
pathogen would involve recovery of that agent from
infected tissue, along with an increase in specific anti-
bodies over time. With some infections, however, the
recovery of the causative agent may be difficult,
dangerous, impractical, or even impossible [13]. Cer-
tainly before the development nucleic acid assays
(and in some cases still), the combination of appropri-
ate clinical and serologic findings can serve as
sufficient criteria for diagnosis, even if the organism
itself is not detected [12]. Seropositivity can likewise
function as a marker of functional immunity toward
many (but not all) pathogens, and these tests facilitate
population monitoring within the fields of epidemiol-
ogy and public health [12,13]. Moreover, the purifi-
cation of pathogen-specific antibodies allows for the
development of “antigen-based” diagnostics that
detect microbe-specific biomolecules other than
nucleic acids, typically carbohydrates and proteins.

Kary Banks Mullis, an American biochemist and
Nobel Prize winner, was credited with the invention
of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in the 1980s
for nucleic acid amplification, thus applying rapid,
sensitive and specific molecular biology techniques

Table 1. Historical figures in clinical microbiology.
Scientist Year of birth and death Major contributions in clinical microbiology

Anton van Leeuwenhoek 1632–1723 Invented microscope to observe microorganisms

Louis Pasteur 1822–1895 Found microorganisms in infected patients

Robert Koch 1843–1910 Established three criteria for determining a causative
relationship between a microbe and a disease

Hans Christian Gram 1853–1938 Invented the Gram stain

Julius Richard Petri 1852–1921 Invented Petri dishes to start in vitro culture

John Franklin Enders 1897–1985 Applied cell culture techniques for isolation and growth of viruses

Feifan Tang 1897–1958 Discovered and cultured the pathogen causing trachoma

Kary Banks Mullis 1944–2019 Invented polymerase chain reaction for in vitro
nucleic acid amplification
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to the practice of clinical microbiology [14,15]. A
quick application of reverse transcriptase (RT), an
enzyme recovered in 1970 simultaneously by Balti-
more and Temin [16,17], resulted in RT–PCR which
has been widely used in the detection and characteriz-
ation of RNA targets. Further modification of PCR
into a quantitative format (qPCR) by Higuchi et al.
in 1993 has enabled accurate determination of patho-
gen loads in clinical specimens [18]. Additionally, the
automation of the Sanger sequencing method by Leroy
Hood and Michael Hunkapillar at Applied Biosystems
in 1987 rendered the rapid generation of complete
genome sequences of Haemophilus influenzae [19]
and Mycoplasma genitalium [20] a reality [21].

A flourishing present

In the past decades, clinical microbiology laboratories
have undergone important changes with the introduc-
tion of molecular biology techniques [22] and labora-
tory automation [23]. Diagnostic methods in clinical
microbiology are currently divided into the following
five categories (Table 2) [1]. The first one is the mor-
phological observation under the naked eye or micro-
scope. This is a fundamental method, which is
currently used mainly for initial screening and for
guiding the next step of testing. Specific morphologi-
cal findings by microscopy can quickly identify the
pathogenetic agent in some cases. For example, the
finding of Gram-negative diplococci in urethral exu-
dates from males is a reliable indication of Neisseria
gonorrhoeae infection. The second is the antigen test
for pathogenic microorganisms. It is widely used in
clinical practice for outpatient testing because of its

rapidity, simplicity, and specificity [24,25]. Examples
for this include laboratory testing for the urine pneu-
mococcal and Legionella antigen tests [26]. On the
other hand, the disadvantage of antigen tests lies in
its often poor sensitivity. Specimens that are antigen-
negative in clinical practice usually need to be retested
with more sensitive methods, such as culture or/and
molecular methods to avoid a missed diagnosis.
Examples for this include laboratory testing for Strep-
tococcus pyogenes [24] and influenza virus [25].

During the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the per-
formance of rapid antigen tests for COVID-19 diagnosis
has been widely evaluated and found to be varied in
different settings [27]. Rapid antigen tests are cheaper
and provide faster results, thus potentially enabling
prompt isolation of positive cases and quarantine of
close contacts. A recent literature review covering a
total of 16 studies reported on the effectiveness of
rapid antigen testing for screening of asymptomatic indi-
viduals to limit the transmission [9,28]. Eight included
studies examining the effectiveness of rapid antigen test-
ing for population-level screening, four for pre-event
screening and four for serial testing. Overall, there was
no evidence regarding the effectiveness of rapid antigen
testing for the screening of asymptomatic individuals to
limit the transmission of SARS-CoV-2. This uncertainty
is due to the inconsistent results, the relatively low num-
ber of studies identified, the predominantly observa-
tional and/or uncontrolled nature of the study designs
used, and concerns regarding methodological quality.
Given this uncertainty, more real-world research evi-
dence in relevant settings, which is of good quality and
timely, as well as economic evaluation, is required to
inform public policy on the widespread use of rapid anti-
gen tests in asymptomatic individuals [28].

Table 2. Microbiomic technology main contents. MALDI-TOF MS, matrix assisted laser desorption ionization time of flight mass
spectrometry.

Technology
Target

molecule
Question
addressed Output Main methods

Selected
references

Genomics DNA Infection
potential

DNA sequences DNA sequencing [69,71,72]

Transcriptomics RNA Infection
strategy

Transcription of
text

RNA sequencing, quantitative
transcription PCR

[77,82,84]

Proteomics Protein Infection
process

Protein profiles MALDI-TOF MS [83,89,90]

Metabolomics Metabolites Infection
outcome

Metabolic text Gas or liquid phase mass
spectrometry

[78–80]
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The third category is the culture method which
remains the gold standard for culturable pathogenic
microorganisms [1]. It mainly includes inanimate
media such as agar or broth and animate media such
as tissues and cells. The former is mainly used for cul-
turing extracellular pathogens such as bacteria and
fungi, while the latter is mainly used for culturing
intracellular pathogens such as viruses/chlamydia.
Cultivation for bacteriology and mycology has gradu-
ally transitioned into a totally automated continuous
monitoring mode of blood culture/liquid culture
from the manual method. Viral cultures are still an
important research and clinical laboratory tool when
the potential viral agent is not known. Other appli-
cation niches include documenting active infection,
performing antiviral susceptibility testing and devel-
oping a vaccine and therapeutic agents.

Viral culture has been a valuable tool for studying
COVID-19 pathogenesis, resulting in developing
more effective disease prevention, diagnosis, and con-
trol. To combat COVID-19, since SARS-CoV-2 was
first isolated from nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal
specimens from a patient with COVID-19 in Vero-
CCL81 and Vero E6 cells [29], several in vitro and
ex vivo cell culture systems have progressively been
used and described [30]. Matsuyama et al engineered
a Vero E6 cell line expressing TMPRSS2 for culturing
of SARS-CoV-2 showing more than 100 times greater
production of viral RNA copies than Vero E6 cells
alone [31]. Cell culture remains the definitive assay
to determine viral infectivity and transmission.
Using cell culture methods, Wölfel et al revealed that
infectious viruses were readily isolated from samples
derived from the throat or lung, but not from stool
samples, in spite of high concentrations of virus
RNA. Blood and urine samples never yielded virus
[32]. A recent review by Bhat et al summarized that
infectious virus was generally not shed beyond 20
days of the onset of symptoms in most COVID-19
patients, including severely ill and immunocompro-
mised, as indicated by failure to isolate replication-
competent virus by viral culture [33]. Cell culture-
based plaque reduction neutralization assays and
derivatives are the most reliable and accurate methods
to determine SARS-CoV-2 neutralization antibody
activities [34,35].

The fourth category is the serological technique to
detect the specific host response to pathogenic micro-
organisms causing infection. However, due to the lag
time to a detectable host response and the cross-reac-
tivity between similar pathogens, serological methods
are rarely used for the rapid detection of infections.
Successful examples are the detection of pathogen-
specific IgM antibodies for hepatitis A virus and peri-
natal infections, such as Zika virus. In addition to anti-
bodies (humoral immunity), clinical tests are now
available for cellular immunity in infectious diseases,

including interferon-γ release assays tuberculosis and
cytomegalovirus infections [36,37].

Serological detection has been recognized for its
sensitivity in convalescent patients with COVID-19
and plays an important role for understanding the epi-
demiology of SARS-CoV-2 and emerging variants,
including the burden and role of asymptomatic infec-
tions [9]. A meta-analysis of diagnostic performance
of the serological tests for COVID-19 revealed the
impact of assay design and post-symptom-onset inter-
vals. Using combined nucleocapsid (N) and spike (S)
protein had a better sensitivity compared to either N
or S protein only. Serological tests played an important
role in the clinical diagnosis for the later-stage
COVID-19 patients. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assays (ELISA) for detecting total antibodies or target-
ing combined N and S proteins had a higher diagnos-
tic sensitivity compared to other methods [38], which
have been used successfully for contact tracing in the
early COVID-19 pandemic [39]. Lichtenegger et al
developed a faster live virus assay to quantitatively
detect neutralizing antibodies through the early
measurement of antibody-mediated intracellular
virus reduction by SARS-CoV-2 real-time PCR [40].
Cell culture-based plaque reduction neutralization
assays and their derivatives are the most reliable and
accurate methods to determine SARS-CoV-2 neutral-
ization antibody activities [34,35].

The last category of infectious disease diagnostics is
molecular biology techniques for the detection of
pathogen-specific nucleic acids. PCR, an enzyme-
mediated in vitro nucleic acid amplification method,
has become the dominant method in clinical micro-
biology services, especially for viral infections
[15,22]. A group of simple, rapid and integrated mol-
ecular devices is gradually replacing antigen testing for
immediate diagnosis at the point of care [41,42]. The
“syndromic panel” kits incorporating multiplex-PCR
have been widely used to identify a range of pathogens
with similar symptoms [42,43]. Quantitative patho-
genic testing plays a key role in the monitoring of
infection treatment. Next-generation nucleic acid
sequencing and gene editing technologies are also
finding their way into the detection and identification
of specific nucleic acids of pathogenic microorganisms
[44,45].

Beyond nucleic acids, matrix-assisted laser deso-
rption ionization-time of flight mass spectrometry
(MALDI-TOF MS), which targets microbial proteo-
mic profiles, has been widely used in the clinical
microbiology laboratory for rapid and accurate
identification [46,47]. In addition, MALDI-TOF MS
has been explored for determining epidemic related-
ness and antibiotic resistance of microbial isolates.
The value of MALDI-TOF MS for microbial typing
was investigated in several studies involving Staphylo-
coccus aureus [48,49]. Garrigos and colleagues built a
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database using MALDI-TOF MS allowing rapid and
accurate species identification and determination of
the multi-resistant epidemic clones of Achromobacter
species in French cystic fibrosis centers [50]. These
data indicated that this technology is a potential
rapid screening tool for nosocomial infection investi-
gations. Recently, the MALDI-TOF MS technique
has been extended to functional identification includ-
ing determination of antibiotic resistance [51,52].
Youn et al used the MALDI-TOF MS for the rapid
detection of potentially blaKPC-containing carbape-
nem-resistant isolates, providing early and clinically
actionable results [53]. MALDI-TOF MS profiling in
combination with growth media containing isotopi-
cally labelled amino acids was reported for the detec-
tion of resistant microorganisms after hours of
incubation [54]. Scientists in Bruker Daltonik and
clinical collaborators reported the rapid detection of
antibiotic resistance by MALDI-TOF MS using a
direct-on-target microdroplet growth assay [55–57]
Detection of colistin resistance became rapid and
reliable by use of the MALDI Biotyper Sirius system
in both E. coli and P. aeruginosa [58,59]. These
methods being developed based MALDI-TOF MS
technology provide an alternative approach to timely
monitoring microbial infections [52].

TheCOVID-19pandemic ignited thedevelopmentof
numerous nucleic acid amplification methods for the
diagnosis and monitoring of SARS-CoV-2 infections.
Molecular tests such as real-time PCR are highly sensi-
tive and specific at detecting viral RNA and are now rec-
ommended by World Health Organization (WHO) for
confirming the diagnosis in individualswho are sympto-
matic as well as for informing public health decisions.
Several newer molecular methods including digital dro-
plet PCR [60] and CRISPR-based assays [61] have been
used in COVID-19 diagnostics. Culture accompanied
with mNGS increased pathogen diagnostic rate of sec-
ondary infections in severe and critical ill COVID-19
patients [62]. Integrated, random-access, point-of-care
molecular deviceshave beendeveloped for fast andaccu-
rate diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 infections in local hospi-
tals and clinics bearing the burden of identifying and
treating patients [63,64]. Molecular methods have
played significant roles in the discovery and characteriz-
ation of emerging pathogens such as new world hanta-
virus [65], influenza A (H7N9) virus [66] and most
recently Langya henipavirus [67].

A bright and evolving future

The development and progression of an infectious dis-
ease can be thought of as the result of a tripartite inter-
action between the pathogen, the host, and the
environment (Figure 1). On the pathogen side, tech-
niques will continue to evolve to expand and enhance
the capacity for detection and characterization of

emerging microbial pathogens. Since the genomes of
an increasing number of microbial species/strains
have been sequenced, the door has been opened wide
for “omic” technologies to be used more broadly [68].
Metagenomic next-generation sequencing (mNGS)-
enabled surveillance methods offer the opportunity to
improve the detection of both known and yet-to-
emerge pathogens such as SARS-CoV-2 and the new
Langya henipavirus reported recently [67,69,70].
Wilson et al in 2014 reported the use of NGS to provide
an actionable diagnosis of neuroleptospirosis [71].
NGS-based system has been commercially available
to determine for HIV-1 genotypic resistance directly
in clinical samples [72]. The mNGS testing is a power-
ful tool that can aid in aetiology diagnosis especially in
complicated cases as a rule-out. With limitations
understood, mNGS data can be useful with host
response information incorporated. Currently, turn-
around times remain a major hurdle, although same-
day result can be produced using faster system such
as Nanopore sequencing [73]. Finally, the clinical rel-
evance of the presence of pathogen-specific nucleic
acids in a clinical specimen,whichmayormaynot indi-
cate infection, can be adjudicated by a panel of clinical
microbiologists and physicians, much like in done in
other areas of pathology [74] or a sequencing steward-
ship panel [75].

Besides genomics, the laboratory may use tran-
scriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics [76],
each of which may carry potential diagnostic utility.
For instance, in Mycobacterium tuberculosis infec-
tions, because the half-life of mRNA is extremely
short as compared with rRNA or genomic DNA,
assays that target mycobacterial mRNA better reflect
mycobacterial viability, which may be used to monitor
the efficacy of anti-TB therapy [77]. Regarding meta-
bolomics, Koo et al reported the use of breath fungal
secondary metabolite signatures to diagnose invasive
aspergillosis infections [78]. On 14 April 2022, the
US FDA granted an emergency use authorization for

Figure 1. Infection is the result of the interaction between the
pathogen, the host and the environment. CPD, cell population
data; MDW, monocyte distribution width.
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the InspectIR COVID-19 Breathalyzer (InspectIR Sys-
tems, Frisco, TX, USA), the first COVID-19 diagnostic
test using gas chromatography/gas mass-spectrometry
to identify chemical mixtures of five volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) associated with SARS-CoV-2
infection in exhaled breath, which provides a SARS-
CoV-2 identification result in less than three minutes
(https://www.fda.gov/media/157720/download). A
series of metabolomic profiles were reported to detect
and characterize culturable and unculturable bacterial
pathogens in clinical settings [79–81]. In these and
numerous other research studies, multi-omic tech-
niques have been leveraged to generate molecular
profiles for the surveillance and management of emer-
ging infections [82,83].

Host response markers also have been explored to
facilitate diagnosis of microbial infections. Zhang
et al. utilized metatranscriptomics of blood from
COVID-19 patients and identified a transcriptional
signature of differentially expressed genes significantly
associated with immune response to SARS-CoV-2
[84]. Furthermore, Sweeney et al. conducted inte-
grated multi-analyte profiling to yield a three-gene
set for testing whole blood specimens that is very
robust for diagnosing active tuberculosis (with poten-
tial relevance both for diagnosis and treatment moni-
toring) [82]. Cepheid (Sunnyvale, CA, USA) has
recently developed a prototype assay (Xpert MTB®
MTB Finger Stick) to detect a three gene host response
signature in whole blood specimens using the

GeneXpert® system. The gene signature may be of
value both for diagnosis and treatment monitoring.
Several studies have demonstrated that the assay
fulfils the most of the attributes of the WHO target
product profile for a point of care triage test for TB.
The assay can be performed on fingerstick blood
[85–88]. A novel assay called MeMed BV that inte-
grates measurements of blood-borne host-proteins
(tumour necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing
ligand, interferon γ-induced protein-10, and CRP)
was developed and manufactured byMeMed Diagnos-
tics (Tirat Carmel, Israel) to assist in differentiation
between bacterial and viral disease [83,89]. A recent
prospective, multicenter cohort study performed by
Papan et al. validated the high diagnostic performance
of the MeMed BV assay in a broad paediatric cohort,
and supported its potential to reduce antibiotic over-
use in children with viral infections [90].

It is now well-established that the gut microbiota
plays a critical role in infection pathogenesis [91,92].
The importance of the human microbiome is becom-
ing increasingly evident. While the contributions of
individual microbes in the human health are still far
from fully understood, the microbiome appears to
play a key role in many vital functions, including
synthesizing vitamins and amino acids, generating
important metabolites, protecting against pathogens,
utilizing non-human biochemical pathways and con-
tributing to the immune system. A large body of evi-
dence demonstrated, more than a decade ago, that

Figure 2. Polarized clinical microbiology practice in the near future with rapid, random-access tests done at point of care (left) and
with batched, large volumes of tests done at central laboratory (right).
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gut microbial alteration is a key factor in the patho-
genesis of many local and systemic disorders, includ-
ing infections [93]. Characterization of the
composition of the gut microbiota as well as a domi-
nant pathogen(s) in patients with microbial infections
promises to open new avenues for the development of
patient-centered personalized and precision diagnosis
[94]. One example was to used robust microbiota-
based assay to enable simple diagnostics and disease
activity monitoring for inflammatory bowel disease
[95]. Laboratory-developed tests are commercially
available for microbiome determination in several
reference laboratories. For example, the Gut Intelli-
gence Test (Viome Inc., Los Alamos, NM, USA) uses
a robust and automated stool metatranscriptomic
method offering a rapid and comprehensive taxo-
nomic and functional readout of the gut microbiome
[96]. An integrated diagnostic approach combining
pathogen, host and microbiome would enhance the
speed and accuracy for the laboratory diagnosis and
monitoring of microbial infections (Figure 1).
Among them, machine learning will gradually apply
in clinical microbiology practice especially for unusual
emerging pathogens including predicting drug targets
or vaccine candidates, diagnosing microorganisms
causing epidemics, predicting disease outbreaks and
exploring microbial interactions [97–99]. Machine
learning has been used in the clinical setting for clas-
sifying drug resistance against antimicrobial agents
[100,101].

In the future, there will be a need for more rapid
diagnoses, increased standardization of testing and
greater adaptability to cope with new threats from
emerging microbial pathogens. As early as 2004,
Didier Raoult, the renowned French medical and
clinical microbiologist, jointly with his team, proposed
a bipolarization of future clinical microbiology ser-
vices [102] (Figure 2). On one side, clinical micro-
biology practice will follow the general trend in the
life sciences for large, centralized laboratories with
the capacity to analyze large numbers of samples
and to carry out a wide range of techniques. Total
automation has been gradually achieved for bacterial
culture, identification and antimicrobial susceptibility
testing [23]. For molecular diagnosis, molecular plat-
forms are increasingly designed with an emphasis on
automation and sample-to-result capabilities. These
include technologies by Roche (4800/6800/8800 plat-
forms) [103], Abbott Laboratories (m2000 and Alinity
m) [104], Hologic (Panther and Panther-Fusion)
[105], Becton Dickinson (BDMax and BD COR)
[106], and Cepheid (GeneXpert Infinity) [107].

On the other side, rapid and on-demand testing is
performed at point of care (POC) based with relatively
low throughput testing volumes. These include rapid
screening for influenza in the emergency room and
rapid mixed-sample screening for new coronaviruses

in the field [41,108]. The current widely accepted
definition of POC testing includes testing that occurs
at or near the point of patient care, such that the
results drive patient care decisions made during that
encounter [109,110]. POC tests can be performed in
a variety of settings including physician offices, emer-
gency department, urgent care facilities, school health
clinics and pharmacies. Recently, the COVID-19 pan-
demic has shined a spotlight on Clinical and Labora-
tory Improvement Amendments (CLIA)-waived
diagnostic testing. Some SARS-CoV-2 tests have
received Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) from
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for
use in CLIA-waived testing sites [108]. Further optim-
ization and validation, new technologies, as well as
studies to determine clinical and epidemiological
impact of SARS-CoV-2 POC tests are needed. Never-
theless, random-access, integrated devices available at
the point of care with scalable capacities will increase
its weight in the rapid and accurate diagnosis and
monitoring of emerging pathogens in the near future.

In summary, the discipline of clinical microbiology,
with a long and uneven past, has been thriving at pre-
sent and is ready to embrace the future. There have
been substantial changes in the role of clinical micro-
biology laboratories over the past decade. The ongoing
technological revolution has rapidly transformed
research, diagnostic and therapeutic tools. In the
near future, clinical microbiology practice will be
able to help clinicians implement real-time evidence-
based treatments or significantly shorten the process
from empirical to evidence-based treatments. While
continuously strengthening its scientific attribution,
clinical microbiology will be endowed with a more dis-
tinct, more profound, more ambitious medical land-
scape, social value and management significance.
Full of challenges and uncertainties, though, the prac-
tice of clinical microbiology will keep abreast of the
times, promising and never fading, for its demand-
oriented, significance-driven, logic and science-
based, and humanitarian characteristics.
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Social Relationships and Health

JAMES S. HOUSE, KARL R. LANDIS, DEBRA UMBERSON

Recent scientific work has established both a theoretical
basis and strong empirical evidence for a causal impact of
social relationships on health. Prospective studies, which
control for baseline health status, consistently show in-
creased risk of death among persons with a low quantity,
and sometimes low quality, of social relationships. Ex-
perimental and quasi-experimental studies ofhumans and
animals also suggest that social isolation is a major risk
factor for mortality from widely varying causes. The
mechanisms through which social relationships affect
health and the factors that promote or inhibit the devel-
opment and maintenance of social relationships remain to
be explored.

. myfather told me ofa careflul observer, who certainly had heart-disease
and died from it, and who positively stated that his pulse was habitually
irregular to an extreme degree; yet to his great disappointment it invariably
became regular as soon as myfather entered the room.-Charles Darwin (1)

S CIENTISTS HAVE LONG NOTED AN ASSOCIATION BETWEEN
social relationships and health. More socially isolated or less
socially integrated individuals are less healthy, psychologically

and physically, and more likely to die. The first major work of
empirical sociology found that less socially integrated people were
more likely to commit suicide than the most integrated (2). In
subsequent epidemiologic research age-adjusted mortality rates
from all causes of death are consistently higher among the unmar-
ried than the married (3-5). Unmarried and more socially isolated
people have also manifested higher rates of tuberculosis (6), acci-
dents (7), and psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia (8, 9).
And as the above quote from Darwin suggests, clinicians have also
observed potentially health-enhancing qualities of social relation-
ships and contacts.
The causal interpretation and explanation of these associations
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has, however, been less clear. Does a lack of social relationships
cause people to become ill or die? Or are unhealthy people less likely
to establish and maintain social relationships? Or is there some other
factor, such as a misanthropic personality, which predisposes people
both to have a lower quantity or quality of social relationships and
to become ill or die?
Such questions have been largely unanswerable before the last

decade for two reasons. First, there was little theoretical basis for
causal explanation. Durkheim (2) proposed a theory of how social
relationships affected suicide, but this theory did not generalize to
morbidity and mortality from other causes. Second, evidence of the
association between social relationships and health, especially in
general human populations, was almost entirely retrospective or
cross-sectional before the late 1970s. Retrospective studies from
death certificates or hospital records ascertained the nature of a
person's social relationships after they had become ill or died, and
cross-sectional surveys of general populations determined whether
people who reported ill health also reported a lower quality or
quantity of relationships. Such studies used statistical control of
potential confounding variables to rule out third factors that might
produce the association between social relationships and health, but
could do this only partially. They could not determine whether poor
social relationships preceded or followed ill health.
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In this article, we review recent developments that have altered
this state of affairs dramatically: (i) emergence of theoretical models
for a causal effect of social relationships on health in humans and
animals; (ii) cumulation of empirical evidence that social relation-
ships are a consequential predictor of mortality in human popula-
tions; and (iii) increasing evidence for the causal impact of social
relationships on psychological and physiological functioning in
quasi-experimental and experimental studies ofhumans and animals.
These developments suggest that social relationships, or the relative
lack thereof, constitute a major risk factor for health-rivaling the
effects of well-established health risk factors such as cigarette
smoking, blood pressure, blood lipids, obesity, and physical activity.
Indeed, the theory and evidence on social relationships and health
increasingly approximate that available at the time of the U.S.
Surgeon General's 1964 report on smoking and health (10), with
similar implications for future research and public policy.

The Emergence of "Social Support" Theory
and Research
The study of social relationships and health was revitalized in the

middle 1970s by the emergence of a seemingly new field of scientific
research on "social support." This concept was first used in the
mental health literature (11, 12), and was linked to physical health in
separate seminal articles by physician-epidemiologists Cassel (13)
and Cobb (14). These articles grew out of a rapidly developing
literature on stress and psychosocial factors in the etiology of health
and illness (15). Chronic diseases have increasingly replaced acute
infectious diseases as the major causes ofdisability and death, at least
in industrialized countries. Consequently, theories of disease etiolo-
gy have shifted from ones in which a single factor (usually a
microbe) caused a single disease, to ones in which multiple behav-
ioral and environmental as well as biologic and genetic factors
combine, often over extended periods, to produce any single disease,
with a given factor often playing an etiologic role in multiple
diseases.

Cassel (13) and Cobb (14) reviewed more than 30 human and
animal studies that found social relationships protective of health.
Recognizing that any one study was open to alternative interpreta-
tions, they argued that the variety of study designs (ranging from
retrospective to experimental), of life stages studied (from birth to
death), and of health outcomes involved (including low birth
weight, complications of pregnancy, self-reported symptoms, blood
pressure, arthritis, tuberculosis, depression, alcoholism, and mortal-
ity) suggested a robust, putatively causal, association. Cassel and
Cobb indicated that social relationships might promote health in
several ways, but emphasized the role of social relationships in
moderating or buffering potentially deleterious health effects of
psychosocial stress or other health hazards. This idea of "social
support," or something that maintains or sustains the organism by
promoting adaptive behavior or neuroendocrine responses in the
face of stress or other health hazards, provided a general, albeit
simple, theory of how and why social relationships should causally
affect health (16).

Publications on "social support" increased almost geometrically
from 1976 to 1981. By the late 1970s, however, serious questions
emerged about the empirical evidence cited by Cassel and Cobb and
the evidence generated in subsequent research. Concerns were
expressed about causal priorities between social support and health
(since the great majority of studies remained cross-sectional or
retrospective and based on self-reported data), about whether social
relationships and supports buffered the impact of stress on health or
had more direct effects, and about how consequential the effects of

social relationships on health really were (17-19). These concerns
have been addressed by a continuing cumulation of two types of
empirical data: (i) a new series of prospective mortality studies in
human populations and (ii) a broadening base of laboratory and
field experimental studies of animals and humans.

Prospective Mortality Studies of Human
Populations

Just as concerns began to surface about the nature and strength of
the impact of social relationships on health, data from long-term,
prospective studies of community populations provided compelling
evidence that lack of social relationships constitutes a major risk
factor for mortality. Berkman and Syme (20) analyzed a probability
sample of 4775 adults in Alameda County, Califomia, who were
between 30 and 69 in 1965 when they completed a survey that
assessed the presence or extent offour types ofsocial ties-marriage,
contacts with extended family and friends, church membership, and
other formal and informal group affiliations. Each type of social
relationship predicted mortality through the succeeding 9 years. A
combined "social network" index remained a significant predictor of
mortality (with a relative risk ratio for mortality of about 2.0,
indicating that persons low on the index were twice as likely to die as
persons high on the index) in multivariate analyses that controlled
for self-reports in 1965 of physical health, socioeconomic status,
smoking, alcohol consumption, physical activity, obesity, race, life
satisfaction, and use of preventive health services. Such adjustment
or control for baseline health and other risk factors provides a
conservative estimate of the predictive power of social relationships,
since some oftheir impact may be mediated through effects on these
risk factors.
The major limitation ofthe Berkman and Syme study was the lack

ofother than self-reported data on health at baseline. Thus, House et
al. (21) sought to replicate and extend the Alameda County results in
a study of 2754 adults between 35 and 69 at their initial interview
and physical examinations in 1967 through 1969 by the Tecumseh
(Michigan) Community Health Study. Composite indices of social
relationships and activities (as well as a number of the individual
components) were inversely associated with mortality during the
succeeding 10- to 12-year follow-up period, with relative risks of2.0
to 3.0 for men and 1.5 to 2.0 for women, after adjustment for the
effects of age and a wide range of biomedically assessed (blood
pressure, cholesterol, respiratory function, and electrocardiograms)
as well as self-reported risk factors of mortality. Analyzing data on
2059 adults in the Evans County (Georgia) Cardiovascular Epide-
miologic Study, Schoenbach et al. (22) also found that a social
network index similar to that of Berkman and Syme (20) predicted
mortality for an 11- to 13-year follow-up period, after adjustment
for age and baseline measures of biomedical as well as self-reported
risk factors of mortality. The Evans County associations were
somewhat weaker than those in Tecumseh and Alameda County,
and as in Tecumseh were stronger for males than females.

Studies in Sweden and Finland have described similar results.
Tibblin, Welin, and associates (23, 24) studied two cohorts of men
born in 1913 and 1923, respectively, and living in 1973 in
Gothenberg, Sweden's second largest city. After adjustments for
age, baseline levels of systolic blood pressure, serum cholesterol,
smoking habits, and perceived health status, mortality in both
cohorts through 1982 was inversely related to the number of
persons in the household and the men's level of social and outside
home activities in 1973. Orth-Gomer et al. (25) analyzed the
mortality experience through 1981 of a random sample of 17,433
Swedish adults aged 29 to 74 at the time of their 1976 or 1977
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baseline interviews. Frequency of contact with family, friends,
neighbors, and co-workers. in 1976-77 was predictive of mortality
through 1981, after adjustment for age, sex, education, employment
status, immigrant status, physical exercise, and self-reports ofchron-
ic conditions. The effects were stronger among males than among
females, and were somewhat nonlinear, with the greatest increase in
mortality risk occurring in the most socially isolated third of the
sample. In a prospective study of 13,301 adults in predominantly
rural eastern Finland, Kaplan et al. (26) found a measure of "social
connections" similar to those used in Alameda County, Tecumseh,
and Evans County to be a significant predictor of male mortality
from all causes during 5 years, again after adjustments for other
biomedical and self-reported risk factors. Female mortality showed
similar, but weaker and statistically nonsignificant, effects.
These studies manifest a consistent pattern of results, as shown in

Figs. 1 and 2, which show age-adjusted mortality rates plotted for
the five prospective studies from which we could extract parallel
data. The report of the sixth study (25) is consistent with these
trends. The relative risks (RR) in Figs. 1 and 2 are higher than those
reported above because they are only adjusted for age. The levels of
mortality in Figs. 1 and 2 vary greatly across studies depending on
the follow-up period and composition of the population by age,
race, and ethnicity, and geographic locale, but the patterns of
prospective association between social integration (that is, the
number and frequency of social relationships and contacts) and
mortality are remarkably similar, with some variations by race, sex,
and geographic locale.
Only the Evans County study reported data for blacks. The

predictive association of social integration with mortality among
Evans County black males is weaker than among white males in
Evans County or elsewhere (Fig. 1), and the relative risk ratio for
black females in Evans County, although greater than for Evans
County white females, is smaller than the risk ratios for white
females in all other studies (Fig. 2). More research on blacks and
other minority populations is necessary to determine whether these
differences are more generally characteristic of blacks compared to
whites.
Modest differences emerge by sex and rural as opposed to urban

locale. Results for men and women are strong, linear, and similar in
the urban populations of Alameda County (that is, Oakland and
environs) and Gothenberg, Sweden (only men were studied in
Gothenberg). In the predominantly small-town and rural popula-
tions of Tecumseh, Evans County, and eastern Finland, however,
two notable deviations from the urban results appear: (i) female risk
ratios are consistently weaker than those for men in the same rural
populations (Figs. 1 and 2), and (ii) the results for men in more
rural populations, although rivaling those in urban populations in
terms of risk ratios, assume a distinctly nonlinear, or threshold,
form. That is, in Tecumseh, Evans County, and eastern Finland,
mortality is clearly elevated among the most socially isolated, but
declines only modestly, if at all, between moderate and high levels of
social integration.

Explanation of these sex and urban-rural variations awaits re-
search on broader regional or national populations in which the
same measures are applied to mnales and females across the fill rural-
urban continuum. The current results may have both substantive
and methodological explanations. Most ofthe studies reviewed here,
as well as others (27-29), suggest that being married is more
beneficial to health, and becoming widowed more deterimental, for
men than for women. Women, however, seem to benefit as much or
more than men from relationships with friends and relatives, which
tend to run along same-sex lines (20, 30). On balance, men may
benefit more from social relationships than women, especially in
cross-gender relationships. Small communities may also provide a
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broader context of social integration and support that benefits most
people, except for a relatively small group of socially isolated males.
These results may, however, have methodological rather than

substantive explanations. Measures ofsocial relationships or integra-
tion used in the existing prospective studies may be less valid or have
less variance in rural and small town environments, and for women,
thus muting their relationship with mortality. For example, the data
for women in Fig. 2 are similar to the data on men ifwe assume that
women have higher quality relationships and hence that their true
level of social integration is moderate even at low levels of quantity.
The social context of small communities may similarly provide a
moderate level of social integration for everyone except quite
isolated males. Thus measures offrequency of social contact may be
poorer indices of social integration for women and more rural
populations than for men and urban dwellers.

Variations in the results in Figs. i and 2 should not, however,
detract from the remarkable consistency of the overall finding that
social relationships do predict mortality for men and women in a
wide range of populations, even after adjustment for biomedical risk
factors for mortality. Additional prospective studies have shown that
social relationships are similarly predictive of all-cause and cardio-
vascular mortality in studies of people who are elderly (31-33) or
have serious illnesses (34, 35).

Experimental and Quasi-Experimental
Research
The prospective mortality data are made more compelling by tieir

congruence with growig evidence from experimental and clinical
research on animals and humans that variations in exposure to social
contacts produce psychological or physiological effects that could, if
prolonged, produce serious morbidity and even mortality. Cassel (13)
reviewed evidence that the presence of a familiar member ofthe same
species could buffer the impact of experimentally induced stress on
ulcers, hypertension, and neurosis in rats, mice, and goats, respectively;
and the presence of familiar others has also been shown to reduce
anxiety and physiological arousal (specifically secretion of free fatty
acids) in humans in potentially stressful laboratory situations (36, 37).
Clinical and laboratory data indicate that the ptesence of or physical
contact with another person can modulate human cardiovascular
activity and reactvity in general, and in stressful contexts such as
intensive care units (38, pp. 122-141). Research also points to the
operation of such processes across species. Affectionate petting by
humans, or even their mere presence, can reduce the cardiovascular
sequelae of stressful situations among dogs, cats, horses, and rabbits
(38, pp. 163-180). Nerem et al. (39) found that human handling also
reduced the arterioslerotic impact of a high fat diet in rabbits. Recent
interest in the potential health benefits of pets for humans, especially
the isolated aged, is based on similar notions, although the evidence for
such efforts is only suggestive (40).
Bovard (41) has proposed a psychophysiologic theory to explain

how social relationships and contacts can promote health and
protect against disease. He reviews a wide range of human and
animal studies suggesting that social relationships and contacts,
mediated through the amygdala, activate the anterior hypothalamic
zone (stimulating release of human growth hormone) and inhibit
the posterior hypothalamic zone (and hence secretion of adrenocor-
ticotropic hormone, cortisol, catecholamines, and associated sympa-
thetic autonomic activity). These mechanisms are consistent with
the impact of social relationships on mortality from a wide range of
causes and with studies of the adverse effects of lack of adequate
social relationships on the development ofhuman and animal infants
(42). This theory is also consistent with sociobiological processes
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which, due to the survival benefit of social relationships and
collective activity, would promote genetic selection of organisms
who find social contact and relatedness rewarding and the lack of
such contact and relatedness aversive (43).
The epidemiologic evidence linking social relationships and sup-

ports to morbidity in humans is limited and not fillly consistent. For
example, although laboratory studies show short-term effects of
social relationships on cardiovascular functioning that would, over
time, produce cardiovascular disease, and prospectve studies show
impacts of social relationships on mortality from cardiovascular
disease, the link between social relationships and the incidence of
cardiovascular morbidity has yet to be firmly demonstrated (19, 44).
Overall, however, the theory and evidence for the impact of social
relationships on health are building steadily (45, 46).

Social Relationships as a Risk Factor for
Health: Research and Policy Issues
The theory and data reviewed.above meet reasonable criteria for

considering social relationships a cause or risk factor of mortality,
and probably morbidity, from a wide range of diseases (10; 46; 47,
pp. 289-321). These criteria include strength, and consistency of
statistical associations across a wide range of studies, temporal
ordering or prediction from cause to effect, a gradient of response
(which may in this case be nonlinear), experimental data on animals
and humans consistent with 'nonexperimental human data, and a
plausible theory (41) of biopsychosocial mechanisms explaining the
observed associations.
The evidence on social relationships is probably stronger, espe-

cially in terms of prospective studies, than the evidence which led to
the certification of the Type A behavior pattern as a risk factor for
coronary heart disease (48). The evidence regarding social relation-
ships and health increasingly approximates the evidence in the 1964
Surgeon General's report (10) that established cigarette smoking as a
cause or risk factor for mortality and morbidity from a range of
diseases. The age-adjusted relative risk ratios shown in Figs. 1 and 2
are stronger than the relative risks for all cause mortality reported for
cigarette smoking (10). There is, however, less specificity in the
associations of social relationships with mortality than has been
observed for smoking, which is strongly linked to cancers of the
lung and respiratory tract (with age-adjusted risk ratios between 3.0
and .11.0). Better theory and data are needed on-the links between
social relationships and major specific causes of morbidity and
mortality.
Although a lack of social relationships has been established as a

risk factor for mortality, and probably morbidity, three areas need
fiuther investigation: (i) mechanisms and processes linking soci
relationships to health, (ii) determinants of levels of "exposure" to
social relationships, and (iii) the means to lower the prevalence of
relative social isolation in the population or to lessen its deleterious
effects on health.

Mechanisms and Processes Linking Social
Relationships to Health

Althoiugh grounded in the literature on social relationships and
health, investigators on social support in the last decade leaped
almost immediately to the interpretation that what was consequen-
tial for health about social relationships was their supportive quality,
especially their capacity to buffer or moderate the deleterious effects
of stress or other health hazards (13, 14). Many recent studies have
reported either a general positive association between social support
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Fig. 2. Level of social integration and age-adjusted mortality for females in
five prospective studies. RR, the relative risk ratio of mortality at the lowest
versus highest level of social integration.

and health or a buffering effect in the presence of stress (49), but
these studies are problematic because the designs are large-ly cross-
sectional or retrospective and the data usually self-reported. The
most compelling evidence of the causal significance of social rela-
tionships on health has come from the experimental studies of
animals and humans and the prospective mortality studies reviewed
above-studies in which the measures of social relationships are
merely the presence or absence of familiar other organisms, or
relative frequency of contact with them, and which often do not
distinguish between buffering and main effects. Thus, social rela-
tionships appear to have generally beneficial effects on health, not
solely or even primarily attributable to their buffering effects, and
there may be aspects of social relationships other than their support-
ive quality that account for these efects.
We now need a broader theory of the biopsychosocial mecha-

nisms and processes linking social relationships to health than can be
provided by extant concepts or theories of social support. That
broader theory must do several things. First, it must clearly distin-
guish between (i) the existence or quantity of social relationships,
(ii) their formal structure (such as their density or reciprocity), and
(iii) the actual content of these relationships such as social support.
Only by testing the effects on health:of these different aspects of
social relationships in the same study can we understand what it is
about social relationships that is consequential for health.

Second, we need better understanding of the social, psychologi-
cal, and biological processes that link the existence, quantity,
structure, or content of social relationships to health. Social sup-
port-whether in the form of practical help, emotional sustenance,
or provision of information-is only one of the social processes
involved here. Not only may social relationships affect health
because they are or are not supportive, they may also regulate or
control human thought, feeling and behavior in ways that promote
health, as in Durkheim's (2) theory relating social integration to
suicide. Current views based on this perspective suggest that social
relationships affect health either by fostering a sense of meaning or
coherence that promotes health (50) or by facilitating health-
promoting behaviors such as proper sleep, diet, or exercise, appro-
priate use of alcohol, cigarettes, and drugs, adherence to medical
regimens, or seeking appropriate medical care (51). The negative or
conflictive aspects of social relationships need aiso to be considered,
since they may be detrimental to the maintenance of health and of
social relationships (52).
We must fiuther understand the psychological and biological

processes or mechanisms linking social relationships to health, either
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as extensions of the social processes just discussed [for example,
processes of cognitive appraisal and coping (53)] or as independent
mechanisms. In the latter regard, psychological and sociobiological
theories suggest that the mere presence of, or sense of relatedness
with, another organism may have relatively direct motivational,
emotional, or neuroendocrinal effects that promote health either
directly or in the face of stress or other health hazards but that
operate independently of cognitive appraisal or behavioral coping
and adaptation (38, pp. 87-180; 42, 43, 54).

Determinants of Social Relationships:
Scientific and Policy Issues
Although social relationships have been extensively studied dur-

ing the past decade as independent, intervening, and moderating
variables affecting stress or health or the relations between them,
almost no attention has been paid to social relationships as depen-
dent variables. The determinants of social relationships, as well as
their consequences, are crucial to the theoretical and causal status of
social relationships in relation to health. If exogenous biological,
psychological, or social variables determine both health and the
nature of social relationships, then the observed association of social
relationships to health may be totally or partially spurious. More
practically, Cassel (13), Cobb (14), and others became interested in
social support as a means ofimproving health. This, in turn, requires
understanding of the broader social, as well as psychological or
biological, structures and processes that determine the quantity and
quality of social relationships and support in society.

It is clear that biology and personality must and do affect both
people's health and the quantity and quality of their social relation-
ships. Research has established that such factors do not, however,
explain away the experimental, cross-sectional, and prospective
evidence linking social relationships to health (55). In none of the
prospective studies have controls for biological or health variables
been able to explain away the predictive association between social
relationships and mortality. Efforts to explain away the association
of social relationships and supports with health by controls for
personality variables have similarly failed (56, 57). Social relation-
ships have a predictive, arguably causal, association with health in
their own right.
The extent and quality of social relationships experienced by

individuals is also a function of broader social forces. Whether
people are employed, married, attend church, belong to organiza-
tions, or have frequent contact with friends and relatives, and the
nature and quality of those relationships, are all determined in part
by their positions in a larger social structure that is stratified by age,
race, sex, and socioeconomic status and is organized in terms of
residential communities, work organizations, and larger political
and economic structures. Older people, blacks, and the poor are
generally less socially integrated (58), and differences in social
relationships by sex and place of residence have been discussed in
relation to Figs. 1 and 2. Changing patterns of fertility, mortality,
and migration in society affect opportunities for work, marriage,
living and working in different settings, and having relationships
with friends and relatives, and can even affect the nature and quality
of these relations (59). These demographic patterns are themselves
subject to influence by both planned and unplanned economic and
political change, which can also affect individuals' social relation-
ships more directly-witness the massive increase in divorce during
the last few decades in response to the women's movement, growth
in women's labor force participation, and changing divorce law (60,
61).

In contrast with the 1950s, adults in the United States in the
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1970s were less likely to be married, more likely to be living alone,
less likely to belong to voluntary organizations, and less likely to
visit informally with others (62). Changes in marital and childbear-
ing patterns and in the age structure of our society will produce in
the 21st century a steady increase ofthe number ofolder people who
lack spouses or children-the people to whom older people most
often turn for relatedness and support (59). Thus, just as we discover
the importance of social relationships for health, and see an increas-
ing need for them, their prevalence and availability may be declin-
ing. Changes in other risk factors (for example, the decline of
smoking) and improvements in medical technology are still produc-
ing overall improvements on health and longevity, but the improve-
ments might be even greater if the quantity and quality of social
relationships were also improving.
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The Coupling of Neurotransmitter Receptors
to Ion Channels in the Brain

ROGER A. NICOLL

Recent studies on the action of neurotranswitters on
hippocampal pyramidal cells indicate that different neuro-
transmitter receptors that use either the same or different
coupling mechanisms converge onto the same ion chan-
nel. Conversely, virtually all of the neurotransmitters act
on at least two distinct receptor subtypes coupled to
different ion channels on the same cell. The existence of
both convergence and divergence in the action of neuro-
transmitters results in a remarkable diversity in neuronal
signaling.

IN THE 1950s THE USE OF INTRACELLULAR RECORDING ESTAB-

lished the chemical nature of synaptic transmission in the
mammalian central nervous system (1). Specifically, neurotrans-

mitters produce their excitatory and inhibitory effects on neurons by
rapidly and briefly increasing membrane ion permeability. Over the
past 25 years, the use of iontophoretic techniques, in which drugs
can be directly applied onto single neurons in vivo, allowed such
compounds as y-aminobutyric acid (GABA), glycine, glutamate,
norepinephrine, acetylcholine (ACh), and serotonin to be identified
as neurotransmitters in the mammalian brain (2). However, investi-
gators had to turn to simpler invertebrate preparations for more
detailed studies of the mechanisms involved in the action of
neurotransmitters. These preparations, as well as preparations of
peripheral ganglia from vertebrates, avoided the numerous con-
straints of in vivo mammalian preparations, such as the complexity
of the neuronal circuitry, barriers to drug delivery, and lack of
stability for intracellular recording. Investigators were thus able to
demonstrate an extraordinary diversity in neurotransmitter action
(3). The results to be discussed in this review will demonstrate that
studies that could originally only be done in these invertebrate in
vitro preparations can now be performed in in vitro slice prepara-
tions of the mammalian brain. The slice preparation has the
advantage that fully differentiated adult brain tissue, in which the
local neuronal circuitry is often intact and functioning, is used.
Although biochemical studies on brain slices have been carried

out for over half a century, electrical recordings were first made in
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the mid-1960s by Yamamoto (4). The development of the trans-
verse hippocampal slice in which all of the local circuits can be
functionally preserved (5), coupled with the demonstration that
high quality intracellular recording could routinely be obtained
from these slices (6), led to a rapid explosion in the use of brain slice
preparations for electrophysiological analysis (7).

Previous results by neurochemists suggested a functional role for
a variety of putative neurotransmitters. For instance, in the hippo-
campus, neurochemical and immunohistochemical studies have
found close to 20 different putative neurotransmitters in nerve cell
bodies or fibers or both. Specific receptor binding sites for many of
these same compounds have been identified and characterized (8).
In addition, the brain has long provided the richest source of tissue
for biochemists studying various components of second messenger
systems (9), which mediate the effects of many neurotransmitters.

I have focused my attention on the hippocampal slice preparation
for a number of reasons. There are many neurotransmitter candi-
dates in this cortical structure (Table 1). In addition, the precise
laminar organization of cellular components permits much of the
local circuitry to remain intact and greatly facilitates intracellular
recording and selective stimulation of afferent neuronal pathways.
Finally, the hippocampus is of considerable interest in its own right,
because it plays a key role in memory (10) and epilepsy (11).

Neurotransmitters exert their effects by opening or closing ion
channels in the neuronal membrane, either directly or through the
activation of intermediate proteins. Until recently, it was believed
that most neurotransmitters produced a simple hyperpolarization or
depolarization of brief duration in the postsynaptic membrane.
However, it is now known that neurotransmitters can alter, over a
longer time span, the properties ofvoltage-dependent ionic conduc-
tances that are involved in the control of cell excitability (3). In
particular, a wide range of K+ currents and Ca2+ currents are
modulated by neurotransmitters, resulting in such changes as in-
creased action potential duration, changes in firing frequency and
firing pattern, and increased Ca2' entry during an action potential.
Thus, the modulation of voltage-dependent ion channels allows for
a finer control via multiple mechanisms of various aspects of cell
excitability.
The author is a professor in the Departments of Pharmacology and Physiology, School
of Medicine, University of California, San Francisco, CA 94143.
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SUMMARY

Social homeostasis is the ability of individuals to detect the quantity and quality of social contact, compare it to
an established set-point in a command center, and adjust the effort expended to seek the optimal social con-
tact expressed via an effector system. Social contact becomes a positive or negative valence stimulus when it
is deficient or in excess, respectively. Chronic deficits lead to set-point adaptations such that reintroduction to
the previous optimum is experienced as a surplus. Here, we build upon previous models for social homeosta-
sis to include adaptations to lasting changes in environmental conditions, such as with chronic isolation.

INTRODUCTION

How do we adapt when opportunities for social engagement

change in a long-lasting manner? Social homeostasis is an

adaptive function to regulate behaviors that govern social

connection to an optimal level, to avoid a surplus of social con-

tact (wherein competition for resources, space, and mates be-

comes too fierce) as well as a deficit of social contact (wherein

safety, warmth, observational learning, and play are lacking)

(Matthews and Tye, 2019).

Drawing from the conceptual framework established by

Abraham Maslow for a hierarchy of needs (Maslow, 1943a,

1943b), there are two classes of needs: ‘‘being needs’’ or

‘‘self-actualization’’ and ‘‘deficiency needs,’’ which are reminis-

cent of homeostatic need states wherein the motivational drive

to meet the needs increases when the needs are continually un-

met. Even within ‘‘deficiency needs,’’ Maslow conceptualized

several tiers: (1) physiological needs that are essential for survival

(air, food, water, shelter, clothing, sleep, sex); (2) safety needs

that allow an individual a sense of order, predictability, and con-

trol (family, police, schools, medical care, legal system, gover-

nance structure); (3) love and belongingness needs (love, inti-

macy, friendship, acceptance); and (4) self-esteem needs that

are subcategorized into esteem for oneself and esteem from

others (dignity, status, prestige). Importantly, social needs are

actually described in all 4 of these tiers. Within the social dimen-

sion, Maslow framed sexual contact as the most basic or essen-

tial, with a social structure to provide safety, protection, and sta-

bility on the next tier, intimate relationships on the next, and

finally social rank and influence in the fourth tier. However, Mas-

low’s evolving framework assumes modern human society,

rather than the environments in which our brains have evolved.

A deficit or surplus of social contact can be interpreted as a

type of stressor that induces efforts to correct the deviation

from the optimum that may trigger both adaptive and patholog-

ical responses. A social surplus such as overcrowding may

induce psychological stress, social conflict, and aggression

(Loo and Ong, 1984), with robustly consistent results in animal

studies (for review, see Christian, 1961, 1970). However, human

studies on the effects of density and crowding on social behavior

have produced inconsistent results, perhaps due to the contribu-

tion of variables specific to humans (self-report, social program-

ming, cultural norms) as well as individual variability in social sta-

tus, gender, culture, and context (Evans et al., 1998;

Regoeczi, 2003).

A social deficit can occur with objective or subjective social

isolation, social exclusion, or subordination. Social isolation is

universally aversive to social species, with behavioral and neuro-

endocrine changes associated with mental and physical health

consequences including depression, shortened lifespan, and

increased rates of cancer (Hermes et al., 2009; Ma et al., 2011;

Steptoe et al., 2013; Weiss, 1973). Chronic social isolation,

particularly during rearing, is well known to be used as a rodent

model for schizophrenia (Geyer et al., 1993; Kohn and Clau-

sen, 1955).

In humans, perceived deficits in the objective quantity, or sub-

jective quality, of social contact (‘‘loneliness’’ [Weiss, 1973]), are

correlated with deficits in mental (Cacioppo et al., 2006a) and

physical (Hawkley and Cacioppo, 2010; Hawkley et al., 2006)

health and higher mortality rates (Berkman and Syme, 1979;

Holt-Lunstad et al., 2010; Holwerda et al., 2012; Perissinotto

et al., 2012; Steptoe et al., 2013). Perceived loneliness correlates

with increased morbidity and mortality with cancer and cardio-

vascular disease (Hawkley and Cacioppo, 2003). Perceived
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loneliness is also correlated with the symptom severity in

response to viral immune challenges (LeRoy et al., 2017) and in-

flammatory responses (Balter et al., 2019).

Solitary confinement has been deemed a form of torture (Hre-

sko, 2006; Thoenig, 1972). Yet, the negative valence serves an

adaptive purpose—representing a homeostatic need state. We

hypothesize that the unpleasant state of loneliness reflects

evolutionarily advantageous neuroadaptations that increase

motivation to seek social contact (Matthews and Tye, 2019).

With acute social isolation, animals from rodents to humans

perform prosocial behaviors (a rebound of social interaction,

increased affiliative behaviors) following social isolation for

24 h (Matthews and Tye, 2019; Matthews et al., 2016; Panksepp

and Beatty, 1980; Tomova et al., 2019, 2020a). However, with

chronic social isolation, flies, rodents, and humans display anti-

social behaviors (aggression, avoidance, social anxiety) (Ma

et al., 2011; Sciolino et al., 2010; Zelikowsky et al., 2018) that

may be manifested in the form of mental health disorders in

our modern-day society.

A number of studies have demonstrated that individual differ-

ences both across and within species with respect to patterns of

social engagement are predetermined by genetic factors (Fork-

osh et al., 2019; Hoekstra and Coyne, 2007; Lim et al., 2004;

Wang et al., 2008); yet, relatively little is known about the neural

circuit mechanisms underlying how a given individual adapts

and responds to a changing social environment.

With the unprecedented global pandemic of 2020 that induced

a government-mandated lockdown in many cities and countries,

as well as prolonged ‘‘social-distancing,’’ the urgent need to

quarantine dramatically changed the social landscape of almost

every human being on the planet. We were pointedly faced with

the competing needs of slowing the spread of coronavirus dis-

ease 2019 (COVID-19) andmaintaining our social needs. Indeed,

the uncertainty in how to evaluate these two competing needs

has been a challenge that has sparked controversy, has been

heavily politicized, and has manifested a wide range of individu-

alized assessments.

Here, we present a conceptual framework toward understand-

ing the dynamic responses and adaptations made in the face of

changes in an individual’s social environment. This conceptual

framework provides a mechanistic explanation for how the

valence of a social stimulus (whether it is evaluated as positive

or negative) can change to the same stimulus (reintroduction to

a social group) from acute isolation to chronic isolation. We pro-

pose that the emotional valence (Tye, 2018) of a social stimulus

can be modulated by the internal need state of an individual.

Overcrowding changes the perceived valence of social contact,

and an isolation-induced reduction in the social homeostatic set-

point may make a social stimulus previously perceived as

optimal now be interpreted as a surplus. This may explain why

chronic social isolation can produce antisocial behaviors,

whereas acute social isolation produces prosocial behaviors.

COMPONENTS OF HOMEOSTATIC SYSTEMS

Homeostasis refers to the physiological processes wherein sta-

ble states are maintained through compensatory mechanisms

and is schematized with receptors, a control center, and effec-

tors. Homeostatic systems are known to exist for a number of

physiological needs (Cannon, 1929). For example, in thermoreg-

ulation, when an imbalance is detected by temperature-sensing

receptors in the skin and brain, signals are sent to a control cen-

ter which coordinates a response, and signals will be sent to

effector systems such as sweat glands to promote cooling in

the case of overheating to maintain homeostasis (Tan et al.,

2016; Wendt et al., 2007). Motivated behaviors associated with

aversive ‘‘drive’’ states are governed by the physiological needs

of the individual (hunger or thirst) when in a deficit (Bai et al.,

2019; Betley et al., 2013; Oka et al., 2015; Zimmerman et al.,

2016). The neural circuit bases of many homeostatic systems

(i.e., thermoregulation, osmoregulation, sleep homeostasis,

and energy balance) are supported by a rich literature, yet social

homeostasis remains uncharted territory ripe for investigation.

NEURAL COMPONENTS OF SOCIAL HOMEOSTASIS

Social homeostasis refers to the ability of an individual to detect

the quantity and quality of social contact, compare it to an estab-

lished set-point in a command center, and adjust the effort ex-

pended to seek social contact through an effector system

(Figure 1; Table 1; Matthews and Tye, 2019).

Detector
The first step within a social homeostatic system is detecting the

social environment. The detector node is responsible for sensing

deviations in the quality and quantity of social contact (Matthews

and Tye, 2019). While the quantity of social interaction is an

objective measure, the quality of a social interaction is subjective

and is highly dependent on the context of the social interaction—

factoring in relative dominance, social hierarchical structure,

relationship history, etc. (Shemesh et al., 2013, 2016). We hy-

pothesize that, especially in unfamiliar individuals, the informa-

tion about the characteristics of the social stimulus (i.e., sex,

age, etc.) is weighted more heavily in the assessment of a social

interaction and acts as a heuristic (Figure 1A). With familiariza-

tion, the learned identity of the individual carries more weight

in determining the quality of a specific interaction (Figure 1B).

We conceptualize the overall detected social interaction—

which we operationally define as social utility—as the product

of both social quantity and quality, where the preferred quality

of social interactionsmonotonically increases while the preferred

quantity increases to an optimal point and then declines when

there is a surplus (Figure 2). For example, if the quality of social

contact is very low, even if there is the optimal or very high quan-

tity the social utility remains low. Additionally, if the quality of so-

cial contact is very high, but the quantity is low, the social utility

remains low. If the quantity is very high, even if the quality is high,

there is a surplus that reduces the social utility. However, if the

quality is high and the quantity is optimal, this offers the

maximum social utility.

In the following sections, we examine the factors, as well as

the underlying neural circuits and mechanisms, that feed into a

detector system.

Features and agent characteristics

An individual’s social environment is often diverse and complex,

with features such as age and sex of a conspecific determining
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the type of social interaction and the behavioral output of that in-

dividual (for review, see Chen and Hong, 2018). For example, an

individual’s behavior will likely be different for different social

stimuli (e.g., a newborn baby, attractive individual of the same

age, or an elderly relative). Especially for unfamiliar social stimuli,

individuals may rely on sensory cues—such as olfactory, audi-

tory, or visual—as heuristics in determining an appropriate

behavioral output in response to a social stimulus (i.e., more af-

filiative, supportive behavior toward the newborn, and more

confident behavior toward the attractive individual). These com-

plex social behaviors and decisions extend to other mammals.

For instance, rats will immediately liberate cagemates who are

trapped in restrainers, perhaps a demonstration of empathy

(Ben-Ami Bartal et al., 2011), and rats are more inclined to help

rats that are of the same strain as rats with whom the subject

is most familiar (Ben-Ami Bartal et al., 2014), suggesting that

rats rely on feature-based heuristics. Additionally, for observa-

tional learning, socially derived information about the environ-

ment requires the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)-basolateral

amygdala (BLA) circuit (Allsop et al., 2018).

Pheromonal detection occurs in the vomeronasal organ (VNO)

and to a lesser extent in the main olfactory epithelium and ulti-

mately leads to innate behaviors owing to hardwired circuitry

(for review, see Stowers and Kuo, 2015). For example, chemo-

sensory detection of the major urinary proteins (MUPs) MUP3

and MUP20 in the VNO of male mice induces intermale aggres-

sive behaviors through projections to the accessory olfactory

bulb (AOB), which activates hardwired neural circuitry driving

aggression (such as the ‘‘core aggression circuit,’’ including

the medial amygdala [MeA] and the ventrolateral part of the

ventromedial hypothalamus [VMHvl], as described in Lischinsky

and Lin, 2020; Hashikawa et al., 2016). By contrast, detection of

Figure 1. Integration of features, rank, and

identity at the level of social detection
(A and B) Schematic of social information detec-
tion from (A) unfamiliar individuals and (B) familiar
individuals. The first step of a social homeostatic
system is detection, which integrates many social
variables such as social features, rank, and iden-
tity to determine the overall quality of a social
interaction. (A) When an individual first interacts
with an unfamiliar conspecific, the individual pri-
marily relies on the social features of the unfamiliar
individual, such as age, sex, etc. These social
features provide a heuristic to assess a social
agent and determine an appropriate behavioral
response. (B) When interacting with a familiar in-
dividual, information from social features and the
learned identity of the other individual feed into the
detector node as well as provide information on
the relative rank of the individual. The detector
integrates all of this information in evaluating so-
cial interactions, which is then fed forward to
subsequent nodes in the social homeostatic
system.

MUP20 in the VNO of female mice in-

duces attraction toward males (Kaur

et al., 2014; Roberts et al., 2010). Mean-

while, sulfated estrogens found in female

mouse urine result in male attraction

when sensed in the male VNO (Haga-Yamanaka et al., 2014).

Additionally, exocrine-gland-secreting peptide 22 (ESP22), a

pheromone secreted in the tears of juvenile (2–3 week old)

mice, strongly inhibits sexual behavior when detected in the

VNO of male mice, whereas abolishing ESP22 in juveniles in-

creases sexual behavior of adult males with juveniles, suggest-

ing that this pheromone is critical for mice to discriminate adults

from juveniles (Ferrero et al., 2013). Removal of the VNO in mice,

and specifically, removal of transient receptor potential cation

channel, subfamily C, member 2 (TRPC2)—a protein integral

for chemosensory transduction in the VNO—results in social

behavior deficits, including a decrease in intermale aggression,

dysfunction in discriminating males and females, and reduction

in sexual behavior between males and females (Clancy et al.,

1984; Leypold et al., 2002; Stowers et al., 2002). Interestingly,

oxytocin (Oxt) signaling in the MeA (downstream of VNO) is

necessary for sex discrimination in mice, suggesting further

downstream processing is required in the orchestration of de-

tecting agent characteristics (Yao et al., 2017). Altogether, che-

mosensory cues are necessary for detecting the type of social

stimulus presented and determining the appropriate response

to that social agent; in a social homeostatic system, detection

of social features is critical for determining the quality of a social

interaction.

In addition to chemosensory cues, auditory cues offer another

sensory modality to social individuals to determine the charac-

teristics of another social agent. Marmosets, for instance, use

phee calls to re-unite isolated animals back to their social group

(Eliades and Miller, 2017; Moynihan, 1970). Phee calls in male

marmosets are markedly different from female phee calls in

that they tend to be higher frequency and have greater variability

(Norcross and Newman, 1993), providing information about the
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individual’s sex. Indeed, social context influences the cortical

activity in marmosets, as the state of frontal cortex neurons

before a vocalization was heard predicted whether the

marmoset would respond to a conspecific (Nummela et al.,

2017). Free-ranging male baboons use vocalizations—a distinc-

tive ‘‘wahoo’’ call—to indicate their social rank (discussed

below), with more frequent and more drawn-out calls indicative

of dominance (Fischer et al., 2004). In mice, ultrasonic vocaliza-

tions (USVs) provide a mode of communication between individ-

uals. This has been well studied in the context of communication

between mothers and pups, where pups—especially those

outside the nest—will emit USVs based on changes in their

body temperature or in their environment (Ehret, 2005). The

acoustic properties of the USVs reflect the pup’s degree of

arousal and emotional state, and the USVs elicit a phonotaxic

response in the mother to retrieve her pup (Dulac et al., 2014;

Kohl and Dulac, 2018; Schiavo et al., 2020). Interestingly, opto-

genetic activation of oxytocin neurons from the paraventricular

nucleus of the hypothalamus (PVN) in the left auditory cortex of

naive virgin mice, who initially do not retrieve pups, accelerates

pup retrieval behavior (Marlin et al., 2015).

Humans and non-human primates—and to a lesser extent, ro-

dents (Chen and Hong, 2018)—also rely on vision to perceive

agent characteristics. The human fusiform face area has long

been known to respond to images of faces, showing increased

fMRI signals when a subject is exposed to photos of faces and

not inanimate objects or other body parts (Kanwisher et al.,

1997). Through fMRI in conjunction with single-unit recordings,

studies in the inferotemporal cortex of macaques show that

these neurons respond selectively to faces and can differentiate

faces by tuning to facial geometrical features (Freiwald et al.,

2009; Tsao et al., 2006). Additionally, female macaques can

discriminate between the photos of male and female monkeys,

with neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex responding to macaque

photos in a sex-specific manner, suggesting that macaques

can perform sex discrimination based solely on visual informa-

tion (Mizuno et al., 2007). Conspecific sex information is also rep-

resented in the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC) of mice,

and specific re-activation of ‘‘male’’ and ‘‘female’’ neuronal en-

sembles modulate social preference toward male and female

conspecific mice, respectively (Kingsbury et al., 2020). Interest-

ingly, humans with extensive bilateral amygdala damage experi-

ence dysfunction in recognizing emotions signaled by facial

expression, such as fear and anger, indicating that social and

emotional processing of social stimuli may be downstream of

sensory regions such as visual cortex (Adolphs et al., 1999).

Identity and rank

From children recognizing their parents when they come to pick

them up to emperor penguins finding their partners and young af-

ter months of separation (Jouventin et al., 1999), the ability to

recognize an individual’s social identity is paramount to evolu-

tionary fitness. Familiarity of a social agent provides context for

an interaction, and while some species may prefer interacting

with familiar individuals, others, such as mice, prefer to interact

with unfamiliar individuals over familiar individuals (Moy et al.,

2004). Studies in rodents, non-human primates, and humans

show converging evidence that the hippocampus plays a signifi-

cant role in social memory (for review, seeMiller et al., 2016). Neu-

ral recordings from mice show stable representations of familiar

mice in ventral hippocampal CA1 (vCA1) pyramidal neurons,

and optogenetic stimulation of the vCA1 neuronal ensemble

Table 1. Glossary of terms in the context of social behavior

Term Definition

Social homeostasis The ability of individuals to regulate the

quantity and quality of social contact and

maintain stability within a social structure.

Detector A neural system that senses changes in the

quantity of social interactions and quality of

an individual’s social environment, integrating

factors such as social agent characteristics,

relative rank, and identity.

Control center A neural system that compares deviations in

social utility to an encoded homeostatic set-

point to calculate deficits or surpluses of

social interaction.

Effector A neural system that coordinates motivated

behavior to resolve deficits and surpluses in

social utility (e.g., prosocial affiliative behavior

or antisocial aggressive behavior).

Social utility The product of the detected social quantity

and quality. The preferred quality of social

interactions monotonically increases while

the preferred quantity increases to an optimal

point and then declines when there is a

surplus.

Homeostatic

set-point

An individual’s ideal level of social utility.

Despotic Hierarchy Social structure in which one animal is

dominant over all other individuals, and there

is a large resource/power disparity between

the dominant and others.

Linear Hierarchy Social structure in which each individual has a

ranking, and the linear rankings of the

‘‘pecking order’’ obey the laws of transitivity

Egalitarian Hierarchy Social structure in which resources and

power are distributed equally amongst

individuals.

Prosocial (affiliative)

behaviors

Social behaviors that promote group

cohesion (friendly/positive gestures), e.g.,

grooming, touching, hugging.

Antisocial behaviors Social behaviors that hinder group cohesion,

e.g., aggression, intimidation, fighting.

Loneliness State of distress or discomfort that results

when one perceives a gap between one’s

desires for social connection and actual

experiences of it.

Valence Positive or negative motivational

significance.

Acute versus chronic For the purpose of this Review, acute and

chronic social isolation refer to relative

timescales, as species with different

lifespans, reproductive cycles, metabolisms,

etc., will likely also have differing thresholds

for acute versus chronic social isolation.
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encoding a familiar mouse can sufficiently induce social discrimi-

nation, with the vCA1-nucleus accumbens (NAc) circuit being crit-

ical for social memory (Okuyama et al., 2016). Additionally, dorsal

hippocampal CA2 (dCA2) has been implicated in social recogni-

tionmemory in rodents, non-human primates, and humans (for re-

view, see Dudek et al., 2016). Specifically, silencing dCA2 pyrami-

dal neuronal output (Hitti and Siegelbaum, 2014), and in particular,

input to vCA1, disrupts social recognition memory, but not other

hippocampal-dependent tasks (Meira et al., 2018). dCA2 receives

strong input from the supramammillary nucleus (SuM) (Cui et al.,

2013), and optogenetic stimulation of SuM inputs into dCA2 via

feedforward inhibition induces a social novelty response (Chen

et al., 2020). Moreover, dCA2 selectively expresses vasopressin

receptors (Avpr1b) in the hippocampus (Young et al., 2006), and

optogenetic activation of vasopressinergic neurons from the

PVN enhances social memory and is reversible with pharmaco-

logical Avpr1b antagonism (Smith et al., 2016). Taken together,

these hypothalamic-hippocampal circuits are critically important

in the identification of conspecifics, a necessary step in deter-

mining the quality of a social interaction.

Figure 2. Hypothesized progression of

acute and chronic social isolation and

crowding
The detector node of the social homeostatic sys-
tem determines the social utility of a social inter-
action. The detected social utility is amultiplicative
function that integrates both the quantity and
quality of social interactions (callout).
(A) When a social utility deficit is detected due to
social isolation, the effector system activates and
drives motivated behavior in an individual to seek
social contact. If the effector system is successful
in bringing the detected social utility to the set-
point encoded by the control center, homeostasis
is ultimately maintained and the effector system
inactivates (top). In the case where the effector
system fails to bring the detected social utility to
the encoded set-point, the individual will experi-
ence a transition from acute to chronic social
isolation (bottom), indicated by a compensatory
set-point adjustment that we hypothesize to occur
due to time or repeated correction effort by the
effector system.
(B) When a social surplus is detected due to
overcrowding, the effector system drives antiso-
cial behavior to rescue the discrepancy. If the
effector system is successful in bringing the de-
tected social utility to the set-point encoded by the
control center, homeostasis is ultimately main-
tained and the effector system inactivates (top). In
the case where the effector system fails to bring
the detected social utility to the encoded set-
point, the individual will experience a transition
from acute to chronic social overcrowding
(bottom).

The ability to recognize social rank

within a hierarchy is essential to minimize

conflict andmaintain order, andan individ-

ual must be able to know its social rank to

emit appropriate behaviors, and to eval-

uate the quality of social interactions

from others. Many highly successful spe-

cies live in social hierarchies, benefitting from the advantages

they provide. However, the structure of hierarchies is diverse,

spanning parameters from large to small, inherited to earned,

linear to flat, and despotic to egalitarian. Social structures can

be as small as a pair or as large as a civilization. Hierarchies can

be maintained for life (such as in female rhesus monkeys who

are born into their rank) (for review, see Sapolsky, 2005) or they

can be dynamic, such as mice, who upon removal of the alpha

will detect a ‘‘power vacuum’’ within minutes (Williamson et al.,

2017). Linear social hierarchies were first observed in domestic

fowl who demonstrate a pecking order (Schjelderup-Ebbe, 1922)

and are also observed in CD1 mice (So et al., 2015). By contrast,

honeybees organize themselves into a flat hierarchy and work

democratically to make collective decisions, such as finding a

newhome (Seeley, 2010).Somespecies, suchasAsianelephants,

exhibit an egalitarian hierarchical structure owing to a year-round

productive environment that favorsdispersal of resources to all in-

dividuals, such that resources cannot be monopolized (de Silva

et al., 2017). Other species with despotic hierarchies, such as Af-

rican wild dogs and dwarf mongooses, maintain dominance
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through aggression over subordinates; in this case, dominant an-

imals show chronically elevated glucocorticoid levels (a proxy for

stress) (Creel et al., 1996). Conversely, subordinate baboons and

rats (who establish rank in their despotic social hierarchy through

intimidation and subordination gestures), show markedly

increased glucocorticoid levels (Popova and Naumenko, 1972;

Sapolsky, 1990). The heterogeneity in a species’ environment

and social structure determines the quality of conspecific interac-

tions and the quantity an individual prefers and is therefore amajor

factor in detecting one’s social environment.

How is social rank encoded in the central nervous system? In

mice, potentiating and depressing glutamatergic signaling in

the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) increases and decreases

relative hierarchical rank, respectively (Wang et al., 2011). Spe-

cifically, optogenetically increasing the synaptic strength of the

mediodorsal thalamus (MDT)-to-dmPFC circuit results in sus-

tained winning in the tube test, a common assay used to deter-

mine dominance between pairs of mice (Zhou et al., 2017).

Additionally, the magnitude of dmPFC activity correlation be-

tween a pair of mice during a competitive tube test assay pre-

dicts their relative dominance relationship (Kingsbury et al.,

2019). Furthermore, a recent study reveals that population-level

activity in the mPFC predicts social rank and success in a so-

cial competition assay (Padilla-Coreano et al., 2020). In partic-

ular, mPFC neurons projecting to the lateral hypothalamus (LH)

encode social rank, and optogenetic activation of mPFC-LH

neurons promotes social dominance. Although firing rate in

BLA neurons correlates with the social rank of conspecifics in

rhesus macaques (Munuera et al., 2018), BLA-projecting neu-

rons in the mPFC of mice do not encode social rank (Padilla-

Coreano et al., 2020). Remarkably, the encoded relative rank

of a mouse can determine the magnitude of sociability and

place avoidance when stimulating dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN)

dopamine neurons (Matthews et al., 2016) and also the number

and size of urine marks a mouse makes, an effect reversible

through inhibition of GABAergic medial preoptic area neurons

(Hou et al., 2016).

Control center
Computing deficits or surpluses

To understand any homeostatic system, we need to be able to

measure the signal that is being regulated by the system—and

in the case of social homeostasis this signal is not only dy-

namic but also high-dimensional. For thermoregulation, the

signal is body temperature, whereas for osmoregulation, it

would be blood osmolality. In these cases, both of these regu-

lated signals are one-dimensional, where an objective mea-

surement can be taken. For social homeostasis, it would be

the perceived social environment—which is a high-dimen-

sional state (including factors such as group size, relative

rank, hierarchical structure, individual pairwise relationships,

and observational learning), where subjective factors including

previous experience and preference are paramount. While we

postulate certain aspects of the social environment to be

objective (e.g., social rank), the perception of other parame-

ters of the social environment may be influenced by individual

experiences, innate individual differences, or other contextual

factors.

The requisite functions of any homeostatic control center are

that (1) it receives input from detector systems, (2) it stores infor-

mation about the homeostatic set-point, (3) it computes the delta

between the received input and the stored set-point, and (4) it

sends information about any deviation from the set-point to a

downstream effector system (Cannon, 1929).

The social homeostatic control center integrates information

about the current state of social engagement with the desired

quality/quantity of social contact (homeostatic set-point) to

compute deficits or surpluses in social contact. If a deficit or sur-

plus is detected, this deviation from the desired set-point will

trigger engagement of the ‘‘effector’’ system to correct the

change.

Surpluses of social contact

Maintenance of social homeostasis is critical for health and sur-

vival; deviations (in the form of both deficits and surpluses) from

the social homeostatic set-point can result in health conse-

quences. For instance, both objective (persons/room) and sub-

jective (perceived excessive social demands and lack of privacy)

human overcrowding in the home, even when controlled for so-

cioeconomic variables, is correlated with poor mental health and

social relationships within the home (Gove et al., 1979). Baboons

demonstrate an increase in salivary cortisol concentrations

following both acute (4-day) and chronic (months-long) over-

crowding (Pearson et al., 2015). In mice, social crowding (8

mice/cage) increases anxiety-like behavior and corticosterone

levels, as well as hypothalamic corticotropin-releasing factor

(CRF), agouti-related peptide (AgRP), and neuropeptide Y

(NPY) expression, indicating that crowding is stress inducing

(Lin et al., 2015).

Aggression also increases with group size in mice (Van Loo

et al., 2001), perhaps indicative of a behavioral mechanism to

restore social homeostasis (but see Flanigan et al., 2020; Golden

et al., 2016). Interestingly, adult mice who are placed in an over-

crowded environment (8 mice/standard laboratory mouse cage)

show an increase in plasma corticosterone concentration

compared with non-crowded control mice both 1 and 7 days,

but not 14 days, after crowding, suggesting an acute stress

response to social crowding that diminishes with chronic expo-

sure (Peng et al., 1989).

Deficits in social contact

With acute social isolation, animals from rodents to humans have

been shown to display prosocial behaviors (a rebound of social

interaction, increased affiliative behaviors) following social isola-

tion for 24 h (Matthews and Tye, 2019; Matthews et al., 2016;

Panksepp and Beatty, 1980; Tomova et al., 2019, 2020b). With

acute isolation, social homeostatic systems are engaged, and

animals will increase vocalizations (Ehret, 2005; Norcross and

Newman, 1993), experience a surge in blood glucocorticoids/

cortisol (Rukstalis and French, 2005; Taylor et al., 2014), and

expend energy to seek social contact (Panksepp and Beatty,

1980). However, with chronic social isolation, flies, rodents,

and humans have been shown to perform antisocial behaviors

(aggression, avoidance, social anxiety) (Ma et al., 2011; Sciolino

et al., 2010; Zelikowsky et al., 2018) that may be manifested in

the form of mental health disorders in our modern-day society.

We hypothesize that, with sustained effort toward correcting

this deficit, animals will eventually switch from an active coping
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strategy to a passive coping strategy and that the homeostatic

set-point will be adjusted to the new baseline of social contact

(Figure 2).

Mechanisms orchestration/need competition

The ability to orchestrate competing homeostatic needs and

to select one behavioral output that is most adaptive, taking

conflicting mechanisms into account, is essential for survival.

Importantly, we already know that while separate homeostatic

systems may exist for different needs, they may still be interde-

pendent. For example, although separate homeostatic systems

exist for hunger and thirst (Augustine et al., 2018; Burton et al.,

1976; Sternson, 2013; Zimmerman et al., 2016, 2019), even in

a severe energy balance deficit, if an animal is too dehydrated,

it will not be able to eat (Bolles, 1961). Similarly, both food depri-

vation and artificially activating arcuate AgRP neurons—a regu-

lator for appetite—in singly housed male mice shift preference

from social interaction with male juvenile and receptive female

mice to food consumption in a preference assay (Burnett et al.,

2016). Additionally, the intensity of food deprivation determines

the magnitude of preference of food over social interaction (Bur-

nett et al., 2019).

Across evolution, social needs exist for any sexually reproduc-

tive animal, which includes all mammals. In many cases, social

needs can be overshadowed by more urgent threats to our sur-

vival. For example, a predatory threat would take precedence

over feeding, sleeping, and sex due to the simple calculation

that failure to escape the predator would be a greater threat to

survival than delaying feeding, sleeping, or sex. Although many

social animals can survive in the absence of social contact, the

necessity of socialization for reproduction has embedded social

needs as essential for species survival, even if not an individual’s

survival. Thus, it is adaptive for animals to be able to prioritize so-

cial needs over basic survival needs until those deficits become

life-threatening. For example, bears hibernating will stay

nurturing their offspring until internal physiological needs

become potential threats on their own survival (Evans et al.,

2016). Similarly, penguins alternate between extended periods

of foraging or incubating offspring, wherein higher corticoste-

rone levels drove foraging while higher prolactin levels drove in-

cubation (Spée et al., 2010).

Effector
The effector system in any homeostatic system is primarily

responsible for driving motivated behavior and physiological ad-

aptations to maintain homeostasis (Cannon, 1929). For instance,

in the case of thermoregulation, when an individual’s internal

temperature is higher than the encoded set-point, the effector

in this homeostatic system may motivate the individual to head

to a shaded area or it may stimulate sweat glands to cool

down the body. Requisites for an effector system include that

(1) it must receive input from a control center and (2) activation

of the effector system must be able to drive behavior or physio-

logical adaptation independent of the individual’s homeostatic

need state. The fairly recent advent of neural recording and

manipulation technologies has prompted unprecedented

insight into the circuits underlying social behavior, such as the

bidirectional modulation of social behaviors by BLA-mPFC and

BLA-vCA1 (Felix-Ortiz and Tye, 2014; Felix-Ortiz et al., 2016),

the influence of neuromodulation on social reward and social

behavior (Dölen et al., 2013; Gunaydin et al., 2014), and the neu-

ral circuits underlying aggression (Hong et al., 2014; Lin et al.,

2011; Lischinsky and Lin, 2020).

For the purpose of this review, we operationally define the

‘‘effector system’’ as any mechanism that produces a behavior

for the purpose of rescuing a social deficit or surplus of an indi-

vidual and maintains social homeostasis.

Prosocial behaviors

When a social connection deficit is computed, the effector sys-

temwill attempt to resolve the social inadequacy by drivingmoti-

vated behavior to interact with others. In doing so, the effector

must engage the social motivational circuitry. Acute social isola-

tion generally results in an increase in affiliative, prosocial behav-

iors across many species. Humans, when experiencing social

connection deficits, show increased social memory and height-

ened social attention toward socially relevant cues, suggesting

that a ‘‘loneliness’’ state can activate a social hypervigilant state

(Gardner et al., 2005; Pickett et al., 2004). Similarly, following

acute (3 day) social isolation, rats demonstrate an increase in

social interaction and playful behavior (Panksepp and

Beatty, 1980).

Many brain regions are recruited in the social motivation cir-

cuitry, including the ventral tegmental area (VTA), which sits at

the nexus of the social reward circuitry. Specifically, social inter-

action during a juvenile intruder task in mice increases activity of

VTA dopamine neurons, specifically those neurons that project

to D1-receptor-expressing medium spiny neurons in the NAc

(Gunaydin et al., 2014). Optogenetic activation of the VTA-NAc

projection promotes affiliative social behavior. Additionally, op-

togenetic stimulation of serotonin terminals (projecting from

the DRN) in the NAc also increases social interaction time during

a juvenile intruder task (Walsh et al., 2018). In rats, social interac-

tion results in dopamine release in the NAc (Robinson et al.,

2002), and antagonizing either D1 or D2 receptors in the NAc de-

creases time spent playing socially (Manduca et al., 2016).

Oxytocin neurons—canonically known for their role in affiliative

social behavior, pair bonding, and maternal behaviors (Sha-

may-Tsoory and Abu-Akel, 2016)—in the PVN project to VTA

dopamine neurons, and oxytocin release in the VTA gates social

reward (Hung et al., 2017). PVN oxytocin neurons show

increased activity during social interactions in mice, and optoge-

netically and chemogenetically exciting and inhibiting PVN

oxytocin neurons enhances and dampens social preference,

respectively (Anpilov et al., 2020; Resendez et al., 2020).

While VTA dopamine neurons are typically first considered

when investigating dopaminergic involvement in social motiva-

tion, another midbrain population of dopamine neurons in the

DRN exhibits relevance in producing the ‘‘negative’’ (aversive)

drive to motivate social behavior (Matthews et al., 2016).

Although historically regarded as a caudal extension of VTA

dopamine neurons, DRN dopamine neurons project to distinct

downstream regions and are functionally different from VTA

dopamine neurons (Cho et al., 2017; Dougalis et al., 2012;

Groessl et al., 2018; Hasue and Shammah-Lagnado, 2002; Mat-

thews et al., 2016). In addition, the DRN receives input from hy-

pothalamic areas, such as LH andPVNOxt neurons (Roeling et al.,

1993, 1994), regions typically associated with integrating
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information about an individual’s need state. After 24 h of social

isolation, glutamatergic input onto DRN dopamine neurons

strengthens in adult male mice, and optogenetically activating

these neurons drives both sociability and aversion (Matthews

et al., 2016). Additionally, DRN dopamine neurons exhibit gener-

ally increased activity during social contact with a novel mouse,

as demonstrated by bulk neuronal signals recorded through fiber

photometry. Optogenetically inhibiting these neurons decreases

sociability only when followed by 24 h of social isolation. Taken

together, these results suggest that DRN dopamine neurons

are recruited to provide social motivation induced by aversive

state. This contrasts with the VTA dopamine-NAc circuit, which

seems to elicit the ‘‘positive’’ (rewarding) drive to seek social

contact. A recent finding in acutely isolated (10 h) humans shows

an increase in social craving alongside increasedmidbrain dopa-

mine neuronal activity when presented with social cues (Tomova

et al., 2020b), consistent with the hypothesized role of DRN

dopamine neurons as observed inmice. Altogether, it is tempting

to speculate that DRN dopamine neurons may be an element of

the effector system of the larger social homeostatic system.

Antisocial behaviors

In a manner reminiscent of a social surplus, chronic social isola-

tion has been shown to increase antisocial behaviors upon rein-

troduction to a social group, namely territorial aggression,

across many species, including rodents (Wiberg and Grice,

1963; Malkesman et al., 2006; Wongwitdecha and Marsden,

1996), fish (Gómez-Laplaza and Morgan, 2000; Clayton and

Hinde, 1968), and Drosophila (Agrawal et al., 2020; Liu et al.,

2011). While aggression can be prosocial in certain circum-

stances, such as in the case of establishing and maintaining so-

cial hierarchy (largely mediated by dopamine-transporter-ex-

pressing neurons in the ventral premammillary nucleus

[Stagkourakis et al., 2018]), aggressive behaviors used to ward

off other social agents may be considered antisocial.

Aggression can be understood as an adaptive strategy to ac-

cess and secure resources. Once a threat is detected in one’s

environment, key neural populations are recruited to drive an

aggressive response (for review, see Lischinsky and Lin, 2020).

In particular, the posterior dorsal subdivision of theMeA (MeApd)

is a central node in controlling antisocial behaviors in rodents;

activation of the GABAergic population drives aggressive and at-

tacking behaviors, while activation of the glutamatergic popula-

tion drives asocial and self-grooming behaviors (Hong et al.,

2014). Additionally, activation of the ventrolateral portion of the

VMHvl, which receives projections from the MeA (Pardo-Bellver

et al., 2012), produces attacking behavior in both male and fe-

male mice (Hashikawa et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2014; Lin et al.,

2011). Estrogen receptor alpha (Esr1)-expressing neurons in

the posterior amygdala (PA) projecting to the VMHvl are active

in intermale aggression, and chemogenetic inhibition of this pro-

jection reduces intermale attack duration (Yamaguchi et al.,

2020). Glutamatergic VMHvl neurons also project to glutamater-

gic neurons in the lateral periaqueductal gray (lPAG), which then

project to musculature in the jaw to initiate biting; attack and

social investigation modulate the activity of VMHvl glutamatergic

neurons, while only attack modulates lPAG glutamatergic activ-

ity, and inactivation of the VMHvlvGlut2-lPAGvGlut2 projection re-

sults in reduced aggression (Falkner et al., 2020).

Neuromodulation may be responsible for producing chronic

isolation-induced aggression, as evidenced by conserved

mechanisms in different species. Cholecystokinin (CCK) is a

neuropeptide that is implicated in negative affective states and

disease, such as anxiety-like states and panic disorders, in

both rodents and in humans (Rehfeld, 2000; Singh et al., 1991).

Singly housedmale rats that display aggressive behaviors during

a resident-intruder task demonstrate increased CCK concentra-

tion in the posterior cortex and tegmentum compared with iso-

lated rats who did not display aggressive behaviors (Panksepp

et al., 2004). Interestingly, isolated (4 days) Drosophila display

downregulation of the neuropeptide drosulfakinin (Dsk), the ho-

molog of the mammalian CCK (Agrawal et al., 2020). Both upre-

gulation and downregulation of Dsk in Drosophila increase isola-

tion-driven aggressive behavior, indicating that Dsk balance in

theDrosophila nervous system plays a critical role in the produc-

tion of isolation-induced antisocial behavior. Intriguingly, overex-

pression of tachykinin, but not Dsk activation, is sufficient in pro-

ducing aggressive behaviors in group-housed Drosophila

(Asahina et al., 2014), suggesting that separate mechanisms

may exist in the Drosophila central nervous system in the gener-

ation of aggressive behaviors depending on the social context.

TEMPORAL DYNAMICS OF SOCIAL HOMEOSTASIS
(ACUTE VERSUS CHRONIC ISOLATION)

Although we use the terms ‘‘acute’’ and ‘‘chronic’’ to discretize

the qualitative phenomenological divergence of consequences

from social isolation of different durations, the reference to tem-

poral dynamics is relative rather than absolute. Indeed, the phe-

nomena described related to the diametrically opposed behav-

ioral responses of acute versus chronic social isolation may be

mechanistically linked to a parameter other than time, including

effort expended, number of rejected attempts, and social conse-

quences to effector-system-activated behaviors.

Because of the increased relevance of the societal impact of

social isolation, we focus our discussion on the health conse-

quences of acute and chronic social isolation below.

Consequences of acute isolation
Physiological health—hypervigilance/arousal, stress,

immune response

Isolation from the safety of a social group necessitates modifica-

tions in strategy to promote survival. While these strategical

changes may prove adaptive in the short term, to the detriment

of the isolated individual, the unintended consequences of acute

social isolation are often maladaptive.

The immune system is a target for functional adaptation that

results from social isolation. Upon social isolation, pro-inflamma-

tory interleukin (IL) genes (such as IL-1B and IL-8) are upregu-

lated, while type I interferon genes associated with antiviral

response (such as interferon-stimulated genes and interferon

g-inducible protein family genes) along with antibody production

genes are downregulated (Cole, 2014; Cole et al., 2007, 2011). It

is hypothesized that this transition occurs to protect the individ-

ual from the dangers of being alone (i.e., bacterial infections from

physical injury) while reducing the need for protection against

viral infections that are normally socially transmitted.
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Another major target of physiological adaptations in

response to isolation is the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal

(HPA) axis. The HPA axis acts as a central stress response

system, such that when a stressor is detected, a neuroendo-

crine response is activated whereby the PVN releases CRF

into the bloodstream, which then binds to CRF receptors on

the anterior pituitary gland and results in adrenocorticotropic

hormone (ACTH) release (Chrousos, 2009; Deussing and

Chen, 2018; Henckens et al., 2016). ACTH then binds to re-

ceptors on the adrenal gland, which results in the release of

cortisol. The HPA axis is regulated through a negative feed-

back loop, such that sufficient cortisol concentrations in the

bloodstream will inhibit the release of CRF from the hypothal-

amus and ACTH from the pituitary gland (Deussing and Chen,

2018; Ramot et al., 2017). While acute HPA axis activation

may seem adaptive in that it provides a short-term physiolog-

ical reaction to an environmental stressor, accumulation of

cortisol spikes is maladaptive and can cause physiological

‘‘wear and tear’’ (see Allostatic load and alternative models),

much less will it assist the individual in returning to social ho-

meostasis. Pair-bonded prairie voles, male mice, and marmo-

sets all exhibit increased cortisol levels following 12 h to

5 days of social isolation, suggesting that the HPA axis is sen-

sitive to acute social isolation (Bosch et al., 2009; McNeal

et al., 2014; Rukstalis and French, 2005; Sun et al., 2014; Ta-

katsu-Coleman et al., 2013; Taylor et al., 2014). Additionally,

acutely isolated (<24 h) female, but not male, mice demon-

strate changes in intrinsic properties of PVN-CRF neurons,

including an increase in first spike latency and decreased

excitability (Senst et al., 2016). Notably, acute (3 h) crowding

in adult male rats also results in an increase of plasma corti-

costerone (Djordjevi et al., 2003), suggesting that there may

be an interaction between deviations in social homeostasis

and the central stress response.

In addition to the physiological responses to acute social

isolation, changes occur in the central nervous system poten-

tially to guide defensive behavior and protect the isolated indi-

vidual from environmental threats. Perceived loneliness and

objective social isolation produce a state of hypervigilance

and heightened arousal, likely an evolutionary feature to detect

and protect oneself from environmental threats that may arise

from isolation (Cacioppo et al., 2006b). While meaningful for

the purposes of threat detection, hypervigilance is not adaptive

for social homeostasis, as it does not assist in the maintenance

of social needs. Interestingly, individuals who identify as lonely

attend more quickly to social threats than those who do not

(Cacioppo et al., 2016). Increase in hypervigilance may in part

be due to isolation-induced HPA axis activation. Additionally,

acute social isolation may modify the noradrenergic system.

Noradrenaline is broadly known for its role in increasing arousal

and vigilance and is produced in the locus coeruleus (Berridge

and Waterhouse, 2003; Sara and Bouret, 2012). In adult male

rats, 24 h of social isolation upregulates tyrosine hydroxy-

lase—the rate-limiting enzyme in noradrenaline production—

transcription in the locus coeruleus, and antagonizing angio-

tensin II receptor type 1 (AT1) receptors negates the increase

in tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) in the locus coeruleus (Saavedra

et al., 2006).

Consequences of chronic isolation
Chronic social isolation (which refers to a relative timescale that

may vary with species, context, individual, and experience) re-

sults in a number of changes, both arguably adaptive and mal-

adaptive, in an individual’s biology and behavior. In this section,

we discuss the physiological, mental, and behavioral conse-

quences of chronic social isolation.

Physiological

Dysregulation of the HPA axis due to chronic activation results

in allostatic load (McEwen, 1998), which describes the cumu-

lative physiological effects of chronic cortisol elevation. Allo-

static load is known to result in elevated risk of cardiovascular

disease, immune system dysregulation, and cognitive decline

through corticosterone binding in the hippocampus (McEwen,

1998). The direction of HPA axis activity resulting from chronic

social isolation is highly variable in social organisms. In hu-

mans, young and older adults with small social circles and

who identify as lonely generally exhibit more chronic activa-

tion of HPA axis than those who do not (Arnetz et al., 1983;

Pressman et al., 2005). While transient activation of HPA

axis can be acutely adaptive to meet the energy demands

necessary for overcoming a stressor in an environment,

chronic activation, resulting in allostatic load, can cause

many adverse physiological effects (Deussing and Chen,

2018; Lee et al., 2015). Chronic social isolation also increases

the risk of developing obesity and type 2 diabetes in mice

(Nonogaki et al., 2007) and increases the risk of spontaneous,

malignant mammary tumor development in rats (Hermes

et al., 2009).

Mental health

Chronic social isolation in both youth and adulthood can result

in changes in biological changes in the central nervous system

as well as deleterious changes in behavior, often to the detri-

ment of mental health. Although much of this review is

focused on the effects of social isolation on adults, there ex-

ists extensive literature on the effects of early-life social depri-

vation on the learning of social reward (Nardou et al., 2019)

and also as developmental models for early-life, stress-

induced social dysfunction (Haller et al., 2014; Shin et al.,

2018) and schizophrenia (Fone and Porkess, 2008; Lapiz

et al., 2003) in rodents. Perhaps one of the most well-known

studies on early-life social deprivation is that of Harry Harlow,

who showed that early social deprivation resulted in social

dysfunction later in life (Harlow and Suomi, 1971). A recent

study in mice shows that social reward learning occurs

through oxytocin-mediated plasticity in the NAc during a crit-

ical window of development (peaking at postnatal day 48)

(Nardou et al., 2019), suggesting a developmental role in

determining the rewarding value of social interactions. Isola-

tion during the post-weaning period also impairs cognitive

function, resulting in long-term social memory dysfunction

due to downregulation of ephrin type-B receptor 2 (EphB2)

in hippocampal CA1 neurons (Wu et al., 2020). Altogether,

the mental health consequences of chronic isolation during

youth prove severely detrimental and are unique from those

observed in chronically isolated adults.

Chronic social isolation in adulthood also results in many

adverse effects in the brain and in behavior. Social isolation
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(both 1 and 7 days) impairs long-term social recognition mem-

ory in mice through elevated Ras-related C3 botulinum toxinn

substrate 1 (Rac1) activity in the hippocampus (Liu et al.,

2018). Rac1 is a GTPase that has been shown to play a role

in active forgetting in Drosophila, mice, and rats (Jiang

et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016; Shuai et al., 2010), suggesting

a conserved function across species. Additionally, in adult

male rats, prolonged social isolation (10–14 weeks) results in

sexual behavior deficits, increased anxiety-like behavior, and

reduction of transcription factor cyclic AMP (cAMP) receptor

element-binding protein (CREB) expression in the shell region

of the NAc (Barrot et al., 2005). Notably, these behavioral def-

icits are rescued through overexpression of CREB in NAc

shell. Chronic social isolation also results in anhedonic behav-

iors, as demonstrated by less sucrose intake and preference,

suggesting that chronic social isolation impacts reward pro-

cessing (Wallace et al., 2009). While overexpression of

CREB rescues anxiety-like behavior, it does not rescue anhe-

donia-related behaviors. Interestingly, chronically isolated

(4 weeks) female, but not male, prairie voles also display

anhedonia, suggesting that the behavioral effects of chronic

social isolation show variability across species and sex

(Grippo et al., 2007). Increased resting heart rate, anhedonia,

and increased immobility time during forced swim test (indic-

ative of despair observed in depressive-like behaviors)

observed in socially isolated female prairie voles are all

rescued by subcutaneous injection of oxytocin (Grippo

et al., 2009).

Consequences of perceived loneliness (humans)
Loneliness is a ubiquitous condition that most humans have

either indirectly or directly experienced, such as through inter-

actions with an isolated elderly relative or through the more

recent global lockdowns to contain the severe acute respira-

tory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) outbreak. In hu-

mans, perceived deficits in the objective quantity, or subjec-

tive quality of social contact (referred to as ‘‘loneliness’’ in

psychology [Weiss, 1973]), is correlated with deficits in mental

(Hawkley et al., 2006) and physical (Hawkley and Cacioppo,

2010; Hawkley et al., 2006) health and higher mortality rates

(Berkman and Syme, 1979; Holt-Lunstad et al., 2010; Hol-

werda et al., 2012; Perissinotto et al., 2012; Steptoe et al.,

2013). Interestingly, perceived loneliness reportedly increases

functional communication within the ‘‘default network’’ (re-

gions including the prefrontal cortex that are typically active

during wakeful rest), suggesting that rumination may be

used to fill a given social void (Spreng et al., 2020). Perceived

loneliness correlates with increased morbidity and mortality

with diseases such as cancer and cardiovascular disease

(Hawkley and Cacioppo, 2003), and most noteworthy

perceived loneliness is correlated with the severity of symp-

toms reported in response to a viral immune challenge (LeRoy

et al., 2017), as well as inflammatory responses (Balter et al.,

2019). Moreover, on average, humans perceive lonely individ-

uals as having lower achievement and lower social skills and

as being less liked and attractive, with lonely male individuals

being more stigmatized than lonely female individuals (Lau

and Gruen, 1992). The stigmatization surrounding loneliness

may preclude support to those who need it, further reinforcing

loneliness.

Triggers/parameters that govern the shift
The neurobiological triggers and parameters that regulate the

transition that occurs between acute social isolation (which in-

duces prosocial behavior) and chronic social isolation (which in-

duces antisocial behavior) are largely shrouded in mystery, but

we do have a few potential clues. Notably, a major shift occurs

such that an active coping strategy (prosocial, affiliative behav-

iors) turns into a passive coping strategy (antisocial behaviors

and reduced effort to seek social contact) prior to reintroduction

to a social group. In adult mice, there is an increase in aggressive

behaviors that occurs after 48 h, but not 24 h, of social isolation

(Lister and Hilakivi, 1988), and aggressive behaviors in socially

isolated adult mice gradually increase for the first few weeks

and plateau at ~4 weeks of social isolation (Matsumoto et al.,

2005). However, in adult rats, there is an increase in affiliative

behavior that lasts up to 7 days following social isolation (Niesink

and van Ree, 1982), suggesting that the time course for the tran-

sition from prosocial to antisocial behavior is heterogeneous and

depends on the species of the animal. Siamese fighting fish, for

instance, demonstrate a much quicker transition, displaying

aggressive behaviors soon after social isolation (as early as

15 min) (Gómez-Laplaza and Morgan, 2000; Clayton and Hinde,

1968).

What mechanism underlies the transition of behaviors that

occurs from acute to chronic social isolation? A recent study

shows that, in mice, chronic (2 week) social isolation results in

brain-wide upregulation of tachykinin 2 (Tac2) and neurokinin

B (NkB), which endogenously binds to the G-protein-coupled

neurokinin 3 (NK3) receptor (NK3R) (Zelikowsky et al., 2018).

Tachykinin activation and silencing in Drosophila have previ-

ously been shown to modulate intermale aggressive behaviors

(Asahina et al., 2014). Targeted NK3R antagonism specifically

in the dorsomedial hypothalamus (DMH) mitigates chronic

isolation-induced aggression in mice, whereas NK3R antago-

nism in central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA) and bed nu-

cleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) mitigates other aspects

of chronic isolation-induced behaviors, such as fear expres-

sion (Zelikowsky et al., 2018). Interestingly, knocking out

Avpr1b in mice reduces chronic (2 week) isolation-induced

aggression and is rescued by expressing Avpr1b into dCA2,

suggesting that vasopressinergic signaling in dCA2 may be

involved in the transition from affiliative to antisocial behaviors

resulting from chronic social isolation as well (Pagani

et al., 2015).

We postulate that the transition occurs due to either (1) time or

(2) correction effort by the social homeostatic effector system

(Figure 2A). Perhaps there is a time-keeping component of the

neural circuitry that approximates the duration of time to identify

that a transient environmental change is actually long-lasting

enough to trigger a neuroadaptation. Alternatively, rather than

the trigger being dictated by external signals, the transition

from acute to chronic isolation behaviors may be triggered by

a threshold of effort exerted to correct the surplus or deficit.

Future experiments are needed to differentiate between these

possibilities.
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Considering that many of the systems that drive motivated so-

cial behavior aremechanistically performed through neuromodu-

lation, it is plausible that chronic activation of neuromodulator

systems to correct for social deficits may ultimately trigger the

transition from acute to chronic isolation. Many examples exist

of neuromodulator plasticity induced by aversive experiences.

For instance, adult male mice who undergo a social defeat para-

digmand are susceptible to social subordination exhibit changes

inmesolimbicdopamine system, including increasedfiring rateof

VTA dopamine neurons and increased brain-derived neurotro-

phic factor (BDNF) signaling in the NAc, inducing plasticity in

the VTA-NAc circuit that is involved in emotion and reward pro-

cessing (Krishnan et al., 2007). Additionally, while stimulation of

VTA-NAc in adult female mice promotes social behavior (Gunay-

din et al., 2014), stimulation of the VTA-NAc circuit following

recent or remote stress produces an antisocial effect and in-

creases optically induced dopamine release in the NAc (Wich-

mann et al., 2017), suggesting that stressors can induce circuit

plasticity that ultimately changes behavioral output. Given that

acute social isolation increases the activity of DRN dopamine

neurons in response to social stimuli (Matthews et al., 2016), it

is tempting to speculate that the chronic homeostatic correction

effort expended by the DRN dopamine neurons may indeed

induce downstream plasticity that is ultimately responsible for

the shift from prosocial to antisocial behaviors.

Allostatic load and alternative models
In addition to considering the immediate social challenge (a

deficit or surplus), it may be important to consider the history

of challenges as well as the duration of the challenge. An impor-

tant model that may extend a social homeostatic model is the

contribution of increasing allostatic load as being the ‘‘trigger’’

to the negative health consequences of social isolation that

resemble those of chronic stress-induced disease states linked

to allostatic load (e.g., increased depression, increased

morbidity, and mortality of cancer and heart disease) (Cacioppo

and Hawkley, 2003; Juster et al., 2010; Karamihalev et al., 2020).

An allostatic load model may also be relevant when considering

the microstructure of homeostatic set-point adaptation (Lee et

al., 2015; Sandi and Haller, 2015).

An alternativemodel would be to consider social challenges as

a subset of stressors, and to contribute to general HPA axis, as

discussed above. It is yet unclear to what degree stressors accu-

mulate along specific dimensions (where social challenges

would be detected separately from other stress challenges) or

whether they are aggregated irrespective of the modality or

dimension.

OUTLOOK

Amidst a global pandemic with unpredictable lockdowns and

varying quarantine guidelines around the world, no other time

in recent history has compelled the urgent need to interrogate

the neural mechanisms of social homeostasis more than now.

Efforts to contain the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak demand urgent

need in parallel with further research on the unintended health

consequences of social isolation. At present, existing frame-

works from other homeostatic systems and recent findings in so-

cially isolated animals allow us an entry point to conceptualize

the neural circuits and mechanisms underlying social homeosta-

sis (Figure 3), although much work is left in fully understanding

this system. Considering pandemics and other socially disrup-

tive events are likely to occur again, proactive research into the

costs of social isolation can mitigate the effects of an uncertain

future.
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(Cell 184, 1500–1516; March 18, 2021)

In Figure 3 of this review as originally published, the arrow between VMHvl and PAEsr1 should have been oriented in the opposite

direction: PAEsr1 neurons project to VMHvl and are active in intermale aggression. Additionally, the main text originally describes

this neural circuit in the reverse direction (VMHvl / PAEsr1) and has now been corrected. The authors apologize for these errors

and any confusion that may have resulted.

Figure 3. Neural circuits underlying homeostatic nodes (corrected)
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Synaptic plasticity through a 
naturalistic lens
Charlotte Piette *, Nicolas Gervasi  and Laurent Venance *

Center for Interdisciplinary Research in Biology (CIRB), College de France, CNRS, INSERM, Université 
PSL, Paris, France

From the myriad of studies on neuronal plasticity, investigating its underlying 
molecular mechanisms up to its behavioral relevance, a very complex landscape 
has emerged. Recent efforts have been achieved toward more naturalistic 
investigations as an attempt to better capture the synaptic plasticity underpinning 
of learning and memory, which has been fostered by the development of in 
vivo electrophysiological and imaging tools. In this review, we  examine these 
naturalistic investigations, by devoting a first part to synaptic plasticity rules issued 
from naturalistic in vivo-like activity patterns. We next give an overview of the 
novel tools, which enable an increased spatio-temporal specificity for detecting 
and manipulating plasticity expressed at individual spines up to neuronal circuit 
level during behavior. Finally, we put particular emphasis on works considering 
brain-body communication loops and macroscale contributors to synaptic 
plasticity, such as body internal states and brain energy metabolism.

KEYWORDS

synaptic plasticity, in vivo-like patterns, neuromodulation, learning, memory, spike-
timing dependent plasticity, neuroenergetic, body internal states

Background

There is an increasing body of evidence in favor of the neuronal plasticity (synaptic, intrinsic 
and/or structural) and memory hypothesis (Martin and Morris, 2002; Josselyn and Tonegawa, 
2020). Synaptic plasticity rules were first investigated in vitro, in which neuronal activity patterns 
can be exactly controlled. Although some rules have been validated in vivo, further clarification 
is needed on how in vivo neuronal activity causes synaptic plasticity. Furthermore, the diversity 
of plasticity rules and profiles expressed within an individual neuron or a given circuit, the 
plasticitome (McFarlan et al., 2023), calls for a clearer understanding of their specific functions 
and also of their interplay during learning. In the light of recent studies, this review aims at 
highlighting how naturalistic investigations of synaptic plasticity can provide a critical insight 
into the plasticity and memory research field.

From neuronal activity patterns to plasticity rules

Multiple plasticity induction protocols, more or less inspired by in vivo activity patterns, 
have been used both in vitro and in vivo to unveil the spatio-temporal constraints of synaptic 
plasticity expression in neuronal networks and dissect their molecular determinants. High-
frequency stimulation (HFS) is still widely used because it induces reliable and (generally) 
potent plasticity ((long-term potentiation, LTP, or long-term depression, LTD) LTP or LTD 
depending on brain areas, neuronal subtypes). Although HFS can somehow mimic some 
sensory epochs, HFS appears in most conditions rather as an artificial cell conditioning 
paradigm because of its high and regular stimulation frequency (100 Hz), and duration (typically 
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1 s repeated several times). Yet, it is crucial to study the effects of 
stimulation protocols using natural activity patterns, obtained from in 
vivo electrophysiological recordings (Paulsen and Sejnowski, 2000). 
Indeed, it will inform on which activity patterns are sufficient and 
effective at inducing plasticity during learning in vivo, hence 
uncovering naturalistic plasticity rules. In addition, it enables to 
identify molecular determinants (partially different from those 
recruited by HFS-induced plasticity), that could later be  used for 
manipulating plasticity expression in vivo.

First attempts of realistic stimulations came with theta-burst 
stimulations, determined from in vivo recordings of place cells 
showing theta rhythm linked to memory storage. Later on, in vivo 
recordings of cortical neurons displaying low frequency firing (<5 Hz) 
and the discovery of backpropagating action potential (bAP), a signal 
that could bind presynaptic and postsynaptic activity for plasticity 
induction, led to spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) paradigms 
(Feldman, 2012; Debanne and Inglebert, 2023). Temporally ordered 
coincident neuronal activity was postulated by Donald Hebb as the 
critical driver of long-lasting modifications between neurons 
(Sejnowski, 1999). Its experimental validation came with the discovery 
that repeated presynaptic activity preceding post-synaptic activity 
within a few tens of milliseconds could induce LTP, while the converse 
temporal order led to LTD; aka Hebbian STDP. Since then, multiple 
polarity and forms of STDP have been described (Feldman, 2012). 
Classically, STDP is induced with 100–150 presynaptic and 
postsynaptic pairings at low frequency (1–2 Hz). However, various 
forms of STDP aiming at mimicking more in vivo-like activity 
(Debanne and Inglebert, 2023) were also evoked using smaller 
number of pairings (5–30) (Froemke et al., 2006; Cui et al., 2015, 2016; 
Cepeda-Prado et al., 2022) as expected in single-trial or one-shot 
learning (Piette et al., 2020), more complex spiking sequences, such as 
spike triplets or quadruplets (Froemke and Dan, 2002; Mendes et al., 
2020), or in vivo spiking patterns replayed between two neighboring 
neurons in vitro (Isaac et al., 2009). STDP was also translated in vivo 
by associating natural sensory stimulation that activates afferents 
combined with evoked or spontaneous spiking of a single cortical 
neuron (Yao and Dan, 2001; Meliza and Dan, 2006; Jacob et al., 2007).

STDP rules usually rely on the repetition of precisely timed 
presynaptic and postsynaptic spikes in vitro. Yet the exact contribution 
of spike timing relative to firing rate in eliciting synaptic plasticity in 
vivo is still debated (Graupner et al., 2016). Related to this, it was 
shown that plasticity rules vary across cerebellar regions, with a 
precise time interval of 120 ms between parallel fiber and climbing 
fiber inputs allowing for plasticity expression in the flocculus (known 
to receive error signals at this delay during oculomotor learning), 
while a broader range of intervals are permissive for plasticity 
expression in the vermis, implicated in a wider variety of learning 
paradigms (Suvrathan et al., 2016). In addition, cortico-striatal STDPs 
show different sensitivity to spike timing jitter in vitro: 
endocannabinoid-dependent plasticities (endocannabinoid-LTD and 
endocannabinoid-LTP) are more robust to spike timing variability 
compared to NMDA-LTP (Cui et  al., 2018). Such differential 
sensitivities between endocannabinoid-LTP and NMDA-LTP 

(induced by few pairings, 5–15, versus 100 pairings, respectively) 
could underlie different functions, at different stages of learning as 
sequential activity patterns become more and more stereotyped 
(Thorn et al., 2010; Figure 1).

Furthermore, STDP faces two major interrogations questioning 
its physiological relevance: (i) Can plasticity only be induced by a 
global feedback signal, such as a bAP, resulting from the activation of 
a critical number of synapses? This would contradict the fact that a 
limited number of synapses could be subjected to plasticity. Also, this 
implies that only digital (bAP) but not analog signals induce plasticity; 
(ii) How can the compressed timescale (typically, pairings intervals are 
<50 milliseconds and repeated at 1 Hz) in which STDP occurs 
be compatible with behavioral timescales (subseconds to minutes)? 
Indeed, if STDP is sensitive to correlations of tens or hundreds of 
milliseconds (Feldman, 2012), temporal associations between different 
stimuli during learning are typically in the subsecond/minute range 
(Drew and Abbott, 2006).

The first point has been addressed in different ways. Paired 
subthreshold events can induce long-term plasticity, such that bAP 
would not be necessary for plasticity expression (Fino et al., 2009; 
Brandalise and Gerber, 2014) and strong post-synaptic depolarization 
was shown to induce sufficient intracellular Ca2+ rise, due to dendritic 
non-linearities, to evoke long-term plasticity (Holthoff et al., 2004; 
Hardie and Spruston, 2009). Therefore, digital (bAPs) as well as analog 
(EPSPs) signals can induce in vitro plasticity. Because bAPs are 
attenuated differently among neuronal subtypes, and along the 
dendritic arbor, in part depending on the level of excitatory and 
inhibitory synaptic inputs, their contribution is likely to vary in vivo 
(Waters and Helmchen, 2004). Hence, delimiting the exact role and 
spatial extension of digital and analog signals for triggering synaptic 
plasticity in vivo requires further investigation. This consideration also 
led to the study of more naturalistic forms of STDP, dependent upon 
the temporal correlation between two distinct presynaptic afferences, 
the input-timing-dependent plasticity (ITDP), using timing rules that 
mapped synaptic delays caused by neural network architecture 
(Dudman et al., 2007; Cho et al., 2012; Basu et al., 2013; Mehaffey and 
Doupe, 2015; Leroy et al., 2017; Figure 1). ITDP can be viewed as a 
physiological upgrade of STDP since it does not rely on an artificial 
post-synaptic injection of current necessary to create the bAP (see the 
critical view of STDP in Lisman and Spruston, 2010), but on paired 
activation of presynaptic inputs triggering sub- or suprathreshold 
activity in the postsynaptic element.

Regarding the second point, even though the compressed 
(milliseconds) timescale of STDP is compatible with replay episodes 
in sleep for learning specific temporal sequences (Debanne and 
Inglebert, 2023; George et al., 2023), the search for factors contributing 
to enlarge its temporal window put a strong emphasis on nonlinear 
slow-timescale mechanisms (e.g. CaMKII and calcineurin) 
(O’Donnell, 2023) and on the three-factor learning rule (Frémaux and 
Gerstner, 2016; Edelmann et al., 2017; Foncelle et al., 2018; Brzosko 
et  al., 2019). Indeed, STDP has been originally described as a 
two-factor rule relying on paired activity in the presynaptic and 
postsynaptic elements (two-factor) to fulfill Hebb’s postulate, and was 
later augmented to a third-factor rule to include neuromodulators 
(e.g. dopamine, noradrenaline or acetylcholine), neurotransmitters 
(GABA or endocannabinoids), neuropeptides (BDNF) or glia 
(astrocytes), which efficiently modulate plasticity and can enlarge the 
temporal window of STDP expression. Indeed, repeated co-activation 

Abbreviations: bAP, backpropagating action potential; BTSP, behavioral timescale 

plasticity; ITDP, input-timing-dependent plasticity; HFS, high-frequency stimulation; 

LTP, long-term potentiation; STDP, spike-timing dependent plasticity.
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of synaptic activities, together with dopamine release, leave eligibility 
traces for about 1 s at cortico-striatal synapses (Yagishita et al., 2014), 
5 s in the neocortex (He et al., 2015) or even up to 10 min in the 
hippocampus (Brzosko et al., 2015; Fuchsberger et al., 2022).

Lastly, a naturalistic plasticity rule was recently uncovered at 
CA3-CA1 synapses, both in vitro and in vivo, which no longer requires 
repetitions and co-activation of presynaptic and postsynaptic elements 
(Bittner et al., 2017; Priestley et al., 2022; Fan et al., 2023). Synaptic 
inputs from CA3 place cells are potentiated by the occurrence of a 
single Ca2+ dendritic plateau, produced at distal dendrites. Importantly, 
the temporal overlap between the two signals can span the second 
timescale and their temporal order does not impact plasticity 
expression. The dendritic plateau potential appears as an instructive 
signal, evoked by specific circumstances (reduced dendritic inhibition, 
permissive neuromodulatory signaling, strong inputs), occurring for 
instance during exploration of a novel environment (Priestley et al., 
2022) or of a context in which specific task-related information is 

carried by a given position (Zhao et al., 2022). Due to behavioral 
timescale plasticity (BTSP) asymmetric time course (Bittner et al., 
2017; Magee and Grienberger, 2020), predictive information might 
be encoded.

This overview presented several refinements aiming at 
approaching naturalistic synaptic plasticity rules. This effort should 
be continued, especially since our understanding of synaptic plasticity 
rules remains mostly defined at the scale of an entire synaptic pathway 
and focuses on a given population of excitatory or projecting neurons. 
In this direction, considering interactions between neighboring 
neurons has unveiled a variety of heterosynaptic plasticity mechanisms 
(Chistiakova et al., 2015; Mendes et al., 2020). These can influence the 
net plasticity outcome of a given circuit when interactions between 
inhibitory and excitatory neurons are examined (D’Amour and 
Froemke, 2015; Hiratani and Fukai, 2017). Heterogeneities in plasticity 
expression at the neuronal level can arise from a neuron’s prior and 
ongoing activity (Han et al., 2007) or its dendritic architecture, in 

FIGURE 1

Main directions of investigation for uncovering naturalistic plasticity rules, their circuit functions and causal link to learned behavior. (A) Uncovering 
naturalistic synaptic plasticity rules needs to rely on in vivo activity patterns, by considering the rate and timing of naturally incoming inputs, which can then 
be replayed in vitro. Mimicry experiments aim to mimic naturalistic stimulation, compatible with synaptic plasticity expression. Next, understanding the 
function of synaptic plasticity expression in a given circuit remains a major challenge. Different forms of plasticity, occurring at different synapses, 
expressed at different timescales and relying on different molecular cascades (constituting the plasticitome) may be evoked within a single event and 
hence requires a circuit-level investigation, that further considers the presence of third factors (e.g., neuromodulators, neuropeptides or glial cells), and also 
of macroscale factors (such as body–brain internal states or neuroenergetic load). Finally, determining causal links between synaptic plasticity and learned 
behavior has remained limited to stereotypical behavior. (B) Example of naturalistic stimulation, based on singing-related activity, leading to opposing 
heterosynaptic plasticity in the songbird cortex (robust nucleus of the arcopallium, RA), in which two inputs critical for song learning converge: afferences 
from premotor HVC (dark) and one from LMANN (red): when one input is potentiated, the other is depressed, and direction of plasticity (y-axis) shows a 
strong dependence on the relative timing of stimulation (lag, x-axis). Example traces of excitatory post-synaptic potentials (EPSC) pre and post-stimulation 
are displayed for 0 ms time lag. Adapted from Mehaffey and Doupe (2015). (C) Example of an evoked-bidirectional plasticity and induced-behavioral 
changes. LTP or LTD were induced at cortico-striatal synapses in vivo, using optogenetic tools and virally-mediated expression of excitatory opsins in 
medial prefrontal cortex and dorsomedial striatum (top schemas). Induction of LTP and LTD led rats trained to self-administer ethanol to actively press 
more the lever over several days post-plasticity induction protocol, leading to increased ethanol intake (orange trace), or long-lasting reduction of their 
number of lever presses (blue trace) their number of lever presses (blue trace), respectively. Adapted from Ma et al. (2018).
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particular the distribution of active inhibitory and excitatory synapses 
(Harvey and Svoboda, 2007; El-Boustani et  al., 2018) or 
compartmentalized changes in dendritic excitability (Losonczy et al., 
2008). These additional considerations reinforce the need to detect 
input-specific signals from both somatic and dendritic compartments, 
that could serve as proxies for local synaptic plasticity expression.

This overview also pointed out the importance of reinforcing the 
translation between in vivo and in vitro recordings, keeping in mind 
discrepancies relative to ionic composition (Inglebert et al., 2020), 
metabolic substrates (Dembitskaya et  al., 2022), neuromodulator 
concentrations or spontaneous activity levels, as well as body-brain 
internal states, which constitute key factors affecting plasticity 
induction thresholds, as will be discussed below.

Toward the uncovering and 
manipulation of a learning-induced 
plasticitome

In parallel to extracting synaptic plasticity rules evoked by natural 
in vivo-like activity patterns, a vast number of studies has uncovered 
learning-induced synaptic changes, hence directly examining synaptic 
plasticity in naturalistic settings. Detection of synaptic changes 
historically relied on in vivo electrophysiological recordings of 
synaptic efficacy using electrical stimulation yet lacking cell-type 
specificity and often restricted to a single circuit, or from ex vivo 
saturation/occlusion experiments or measures of AMPA/NMDAR 
ratio, which cannot provide a full account of synaptic temporal 
dynamics. The development of optical stimulation combined with 
spatial- and cell-specific expression of opsins partially lifted the first 
limitation: as an example, cortico-striatal plasticity monitored in vivo 
during an auditory discrimination task, based on the selective 
optogenetic stimulation of cortical neurons along the tonotopic axis, 
revealed spatially selective plasticity induction depending on reward 
contingencies (Xiong et al., 2015). Combined with c-Fos labeling of 
both presynaptic and postsynaptic cells active during fear 
conditioning, ex vivo recordings showed an occlusion of LTP between 
engram cells, along with changes in presynaptic release probability 
(Choi et al., 2018). Notably, the all-optical approach combined with 
imaging of subthreshold membrane potential dynamics and opto-
stimulation of afferences allows plasticity detection at the circuit-level 
(Fan et al., 2023). It could further be extended, by probing multiple 
regions simultaneously using novel imaging tools, such as light beads 
microscopy, enabling large volumetric recording of neuronal activity 
(Demas et al., 2021). In addition, a key advantage of optical approaches 
is their combinatorial power, by juxtaposing the dynamics of optical 
sensors and labeling of active cells during behavioral tasks. Typically, 
to better capture the full temporal dynamics of synaptic plasticity 
expression, calcium and voltage sensors, which can track initial 
signatures of synaptic changes, could be  combined with sensors 
related to downstream cascades such as CamKII (Lee et al., 2009) or 
PKA (Gervasi et  al., 2010), which inform on long-term plasticity 
expression and maintenance in vivo. Furthermore, the development 
of presynaptic vesicular release sensors, which are currently effective 
in vitro (Ferro et al., 2017) should also help investigating the often-
neglected presynaptic plasticity loci. Although these tools offer 
unprecedented access to detailed naturalistic plasticitomes, they also 
have their own limitations and caveats. Indeed, the expression of 

opsins combined with viral vectors is not without cell specificity 
confounds and toxicity-related issues (Miyashita et  al., 2013). In 
addition, opsins or fluorescent sensors can alter natural synaptic 
dynamics, depending for instance on their expression levels (Jackman 
et al., 2014).

Chronic tracking of structural dynamics in spine numbers and 
shapes using in vivo 2-photon imaging (Pfeiffer et al., 2018), i.e. 
structural plasticity, can be  used as proxy for synaptic strength 
(Holtmaat and Svoboda, 2009). Dual-eGRASP, a split fluorescent 
protein that emits fluorescence only when presynaptic and 
postsynaptic eGRASP components are physically attached in the 
synaptic cleft (Choi et  al., 2018, 2021), combined with the Fos 
promoter-driven tetracycline transactivator system (Mayford and 
Reijmers, 2015), allows to track longitudinally in vivo synapses 
between pre and post-synaptic neurons active or not during learning 
(Lee et al., 2023). Other avenues, down to in vivo tracking of receptor 
dynamics, have also been opened (Matsuo et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 
2015) and can be  envisaged simultaneously across thousands of 
synapses (Graves et al., 2021).

Beyond the detailed characterization of plasticity expression in 
vivo during learning, the demonstration of a causality between 
plasticity expression and learned behavior now represents a current 
grail in neurophysiology, such that bidirectional behavioral 
modifications can be  caused by bidirectional manipulation of 
synaptic efficacy. Currently, only a couple of studies has achieved 
such bidirectional control: a conditioned fear response was, 
respectively, erased and restored upon depotentiation and 
re-potentiation of the auditory inputs to the lateral amygdala (Nabavi 
et al., 2014). Likewise, cortico-striatal opto-induced-LTP and -LTD 
promoted and decreased, respectively, alcohol-seeking behavior (Ma 
et al., 2018; Figure 1). Optogenetically-induced depotentiation of 
LTP, initially induced by auditory fear conditioning, suppressed fear 
responses to the conditioned stimulus (Kim et  al., 2007). 
Furthermore, with two auditory stimuli underlying two different 
memories, opto-potentiation and -depotentiation of synapses shared 
within each specific cell assembly selectively restored or impaired the 
retrieval of one memory while sparing the other (Abdou et al., 2018). 
These causal manipulations should now aim at triggering reversible 
synaptic changes using naturalistic plasticity induction protocols, 
instead of classical low or high-frequency stimulation. In addition, to 
further nail down causality at the synapse-level, a specific ChR2 
expression on recently activated synapses could allow more 
physiological excitation, by mimicking in vivo occurring calcium 
transients, compared to full somatic activation (Gobbo et al., 2017). 
In the future, one could even imagine modulating bidirectionally and 
reversibly the excitability of individual spines or dendritic branches 
during learning, for instance through targeted expression of both 
hyperpolarizing and excitatory opsins. Yet, an ongoing issue of 
manipulating synaptic efficacy relates to its specificity, and the 
absence of interference with other synaptic mechanisms or basal 
neurotransmission, as well as the possibility to cause other 
pathological changes or evoke compensatory mechanisms. Therefore, 
the development of spatio-temporally precise manipulations, with 
sensor expression impacting the least physiological dynamics, 
remains of critical importance.

Finally, instead of directly manipulating synaptic weights to 
cause behavioral changes, mimicry experiments currently (and 
somehow paradoxically) offer more naturalistic settings for testing 
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the memory and synaptic plasticity hypothesis. Indeed, mimicry 
consists of artificially stimulating neuronal circuits in vivo (without 
undergoing any kind of experience) and triggering behavioral 
changes. The stimulation mimics putative activity patterns during a 
real learning experience and can therefore bridge naturalistic 
synaptic plasticity rules described above and their behavioral 
relevance. At this day, only associations between conditioned and 
unconditioned stimuli were mimicked. Building up on previous 
works in which a partial sensory experience combined with opto-
stimulation created artificial memories (Josselyn and Tonegawa, 
2020), an artificial memory was generated by combining patterned 
stimulation of olfactory glomeruli with the stimulation of distinct 
inputs to the ventral tegmental area that mediated either aversion or 
reward (Vetere et al., 2019). A next challenge will be to move from 
neuronal assemblies down to the synaptic level in these same simple 
behavioral paradigms (using tools described above; Gobbo et al., 
2017), and to generalize to more complex learning, using naturalistic 
sequences of neuronal activation.

The (almost) overlooked of synaptic 
plasticity research: the body–brain 
communication loops and 
neuroenergetics

In synaptic plasticity, besides the two “Hebbian” factors 
(presynaptic and postsynaptic activities), a third “neoHebbian” factor 
allows the stabilization and shaping of plasticity maps. This third 
factor gathered well-defined elements such as neurotransmitters/
neuromodulators, neuropeptides, fatty acids or glial cells (reviewed in: 
Frémaux and Gerstner, 2016; Foncelle et  al., 2018; Brzosko et  al., 
2019). Here, we  chose to focus on macroscale factors, defined by 
integrated body–brain communication loops, also in relation to 
external states (Kanwal et al., 2021; Flavell et al., 2022). Indeed, the 
brain receives massive sensorimotor feedback from the body, such as 
heartbeat (Hsueh et  al., 2023), blood pressure, respiratory rate 
(Folschweiller and Sauer, 2023), gastric fullness, internal temperature 
or visceral pain. During active behavioral states, the integration of 
these feedbacks engages widespread circuits. Macroscale factors also 
include sleep–wake, circadian or seasonal-related rhythms, as well as 
metabolic (thirst and feeding) states. These factors are mediated by 
brain–body endocrine communication, metabolic substrates and 
associated signaling molecules, and recruit neuromodulators, glial or 
immune cells. As an illustration, the general body state changes during 
exercise can favor plasticity expression. Weak theta-pattern 
stimulation of the hippocampus, which does not produce LTP in 
control rats, induces LTP in rats housed with a running wheel (Farmer 
et al., 2004). Voluntary exercise, by increasing theta oscillation and 
lowering LTP induction threshold, may prime the network to promote 
synaptic plasticity in vitro and in vivo (van Praag et al., 1999).

Secretory molecules and vesicles released by organs such as 
skeletal muscle, adipose tissue, liver and gut are part of the body–brain 
feedback (Pedersen and Febbraio, 2012). These molecules, such as 
FNDC5/irisin, adiponectin, or IL-6, cross the blood–brain barrier, (i) 
induce changes in neurotrophins such as BDNF or EGF-1, associated 
with improvements in hippocampus plasticity, spatial memory, and 
object recognition (Vaynman et al., 2004; Gomes da Silva et al., 2010), 
(ii) modulate the cerebrovasculature, allowing improvements in 

energy metabolism, delivery of oxygen, nutrients, neurotrophins and 
other factors promoting learning and memory, and (iii) act on 
plasticity through the increased number, cell body size and 
arborization length of astrocytes, (Saur et al., 2014), impairment of 
microglia (Vukovic et  al., 2012) and increased neurogenesis (van 
Praag et al., 1999).

Among the macroscale factors that could control plasticity 
expression, neuroenergetics has received particular attention. 
Synaptic activity is the most energy-consuming process in the brain 
(Attwell and Laughlin, 2001). Synaptic energy supply is provided 
on-demand (Kasischke et al., 2004; Chuquet et al., 2010; Ruminot 
et al., 2017) by neuronal glycolysis and/or glial-derived lactate (via 
the astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle) (Magistretti and Allaman, 2018; 
Bonvento and Bolanos, 2021). Synaptic plasticity and learned 
behavior depend on the metabolic reservoir. This is well illustrated 
under food restriction, in flies, with a trade-off between long-term 
memory establishment and survival (Mery and Kawecki, 2005; 
Plaçais and Preat, 2013). Long-term neuronal reconfigurations, 
leading to behavioral changes, mediated by feeding state have also 
been identified in C. elegans (Takeishi et  al., 2020) and in the 
Etruscan shrew (Ray et al., 2020). In addition, top-down adaptations 
have also been identified between synaptic plasticity induction and 
energy uptake mechanisms following learning, with vascular 
adaptations (Lacoste et al., 2014), glial recruitment (Genoud et al., 
2006), altered expression of insulin-sensitive glucose or lactate 
transporters (Tadi et al., 2015; Ashrafi et al., 2017) and mitochondrial 
activity (Todorova and Blokland, 2017). Interestingly, flies increase 
their energy intake following multiple trials training, leading to a 
dopamine-mediated upregulation of cellular metabolism driving 
LTP in the brain region involved in long-term memory (Plaçais 
et al., 2017). Dissecting precisely how the energy available and the 
nature of metabolic substrates – especially lactate and/or glucose- 
can control synaptic plasticity expression has been the subject of 
several works (Newman et al., 2011; Suzuki et al., 2011; Murphy-
Royal et al., 2020); of note, lactate is also a signaling metabolite and 
as such acts on neuronal excitability and plasticity via NMDA 
receptors and or hydroxycarboxylic acid receptor type-1 (HCAR1) 
(Magistretti and Allaman, 2018). In particular, during learning, the 
neuronal computational load at play may be more or less intense, 
raising the possibility that plasticity induction could be more or less 
metabolically demanding and therefore requires different metabolic 
pathways. Indeed, lactate supply was required for high stimulation 
load activity patterns (theta-burst-induced LTP) in CA3-CA1 
circuit, whereas glucose was sufficient for less demanding neural 
computation (low-frequency STDP paradigm) (Dembitskaya et al., 
2022). Interestingly, this switch in metabolic substrates was also 
visible in vivo when novel object exploration required a higher 
attentional and cognitive load and for the corresponding in vivo LTP 
expression (Dembitskaya et  al., 2022; Figure  2). It remains to 
examine how glucose and lactate intervene as exclusive or combined 
fueling in various engrams depending on the body internal states 
(diet, emotions, effort) and how global energy is regionally 
redistributed to meet cellular metabolism (Bruckmaier et al., 2020). 
More generally, investigating how synaptic plasticity induction and 
maintenance can be controlled by specific diets (ketone-based or 
high-fat diet) and is altered in various metabolic diseases (obesity, 
diabetes, but also neurodegenerative diseases) might provide further 
mechanistic understanding of body–brain interactions. Yet, as these 
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FIGURE 2

Glucose and lactate metabolisms are differently engaged in neuronal fueling for plasticity expression and memory. (A) Main steps of the glucose and 
the glia-derived lactate transports: astrocytic glycogen catalysis into glucose-6-phosphate and then lactate, lactate entry in neurons via 
monocarboxylate transporters, and lactate conversion into pyruvate by the neuronal lactate dehydrogenase (LDH-1). (B1) Lactate metabolism is 
necessary for learning cognitive tasks requiring high attentional load as exemplified in the object-in-place task (with four objects) and for expressing 
the corresponding in vivo hippocampal LTP, but glucose is sufficient for a less demanding task such as a simple novel object recognition (with two 
objects). Rats were injected bilaterally, via cannulas implanted above hippocampal CA1 layer, with either saline or oxamate (50  mM), an inhibitor of the 
neuronal LDH preventing the conversion of lactate into pyruvate, before familiarization step. Rats with saline performed equally well in both tasks 
whereas rats receiving oxamate did not detect novelty in the object-in-place task (illustrated by a low preference index value) and did not express LTP 
(averaged vectors: y-axis indicates LTP versus LTD expression and x-axis the learning performance evaluated with the preference index). In vivo 
synaptic plasticity during behavioral task with evoked-field-EPSP recorded before familiarization (baseline) and 2 hours after familiarization to 
determine synaptic changes, in relation with behavior. (B2) Lactate metabolism is mandatory to fuel the demanding neural computations implicated in 
NMDA receptor-mediated LTP forms in hippocampus triggered by theta-burst stimulations, while glucose metabolism is sufficient for lighter forms of 
LTP, based on less and lower-frequency stimulations. The structure of the plasticity induction protocols and the averaged time-course of the synaptic 
weight after theta-burst stimulation and STDP protocols are illustrated. Oxamate was applied intracellularly (via the patch-clamp pipette) in the sole 
recorded neuron, and LDH inhibition shows distinct effects on theta-burst stimulation and STDP expression since it prevented theta-burst stimulation-
induced LTP but not STDP-induced LTP. In conclusion, scaling of the computational and cognitive loads requires the metabolism of glia-derived 
lactate to match the neuroenergetic needs of sustained neuronal activity patterns and high cognitive load, and for less demanding plasticity and 
learning paradigms, glucose suffices as an energy substrate. Adapted from Dembitskaya et al. (2022).
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body–brain communication loops and macroscale factors usually 
fluctuate on slower timescales relative to synaptic activation, 
evidence for their causal interplay might be particularly challenging 
to achieve.

Conclusion

This mini-review presented key avenues, initiated in the synaptic 
plasticity and memory research field, that put forward a naturalistic 
viewpoint. This naturalistic lens was first directed at presenting 
naturalistic synaptic plasticity rules, based on in vivo neuronal 
activity patterns recorded during learning experience, which can then 
be  dissected in vitro and/or in vivo. Next, it focused on current 
advances for uncovering naturalistic plasticitomes, i.e. induced by the 
animal’s own experience, which can provide detailed spatio-temporal 
characterizations of synaptic plasticity. Finally, besides well-defined 
third factors (neuromodulators, neuropeptides or glia), this-mini 
review emphasized that macroscale factors (internal states and the 
neuronal energy fueling with glucose and lactate metabolisms) can 
interplay with synaptic plasticity, and hence participate in defining a 
complex naturalistic context that shapes synaptic plasticity expression 
during behavior. The next challenges will be to further nail down the 
relevant synaptic plasticity rules and associated signaling cascades 
engaged in vivo, by investigating causal interactions between 
neuronal activity patterns, plasticity maps and behavioral 
consequences. To further enlarge our naturalistic lens on synaptic 
plasticity, feasibility of mimicry and causality demonstrations should 
be tested on complex and natural behaviors, such as episodic-like 
memory or procedural learning. More attention should also be drawn 
to the existence and contribution of macroscale factors with the 
major difficulty of their inextricable bounds to natural behaviors and 
causal manipulations.
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Adolescent Nutrition 1

Nutrition in adolescent growth and development 
Shane A Norris*, Edward A Frongillo*, Maureen M Black, Yanhui Dong, Caroline Fall, Michelle Lampl, Angela D Liese, Mariam Naguib, 
Ann Prentice, Tamsen Rochat, Charles B Stephensen, Chiwoneso B Tinago, Kate A Ward, Stephanie V Wrottesley, George C Patton†

During adolescence, growth and development are transformative and have profound consequences on an individual’s 
health in later life, as well as the health of any potential children. The current generation of adolescents is growing up 
at a time of unprecedented change in food environments, whereby nutritional problems of micronutrient deficiency 
and food insecurity persist, and overweight and obesity are burgeoning. In a context of pervasive policy neglect, 
research on nutrition during adolescence specifically has been underinvested, compared with such research in other 
age groups, which has inhibited the development of adolescent-responsive nutritional policies. One consequence has 
been the absence of an integrated perspective on adolescent growth and development, and the role that nutrition 
plays. Through late childhood and early adolescence, nutrition has a formative role in the timing and pattern of 
puberty, with consequences for adult height, muscle, and fat mass accrual, as well as risk of non-communicable 
diseases in later life. Nutritional effects in adolescent development extend beyond musculoskeletal growth, to 
cardiorespiratory fitness, neurodevelopment, and immunity. High rates of early adolescent pregnancy in many 
countries continue to jeopardise the growth and nutrition of female adolescents, with consequences that extend to the 
next generation. Adolescence is a nutrition-sensitive phase for growth, in which the benefits of good nutrition extend 
to many other physiological systems.

Introduction 
Adolescence is a transformative life phase, with growth 
and maturation of all organs and physiological systems. 
On average, 10–19 year olds gain 20% of their final adult 
height and 50% of adult weight during this phase, with a 
considerable remodelling of the skeleton and an increase 
in bone mass of up to 40%.1 Inevitably, the link between 
nutrition and adolescent development is strong. For 
example, particularly in girls, iron requirements increase 
sharply during adolescence to meet additional needs 
relating to menstruation. Iron deficiency in adolescents 
results in compromised growth, decreased cognitive 
function, and depressed immune function.2 Despite this 
understanding, iron deficiency anaemia remains 
prevalent worldwide, showing little reduction over three 
decades, and is the third most important cause of lost 
disability-adjusted life-years in adolescents.3

Not only are there more adolescents nowadays than at 
any other timepoint in human history but they are also 
growing up at a time of momentous shift—ie, rapid 
urbanisation, climate change, food systems shifting 

towards foods with an increased caloric and decreased 
nutritional value, the COVID-19 pandemic, and growing 
socioeconomic inequality. The consequences of these 
changing contexts have profound impacts on adolescent 
nutrition and development. Figure 1 presents data from 
54 million children and adolescents (aged 5–19 years) 
and shows the effects that varying nutrition and living 
conditions can have on height and adiposity (ie, body-
mass index [BMI]) over age and time, and across 
countries. There is a difference of at least 20 cm in the 
mean height of individuals aged 19 years between the 
tallest and shortest populations. The data highlight that, 
for many countries, linear growth in children and 
adolescents still falls below the WHO reference. Despite 
this evidence of persisting undernutrition, overweight 
and obesity are now widespread. Since height and BMI 
have been considered together over the past two decades, 
the unhealthiest changes of gaining too little height, too 
much weight, or both, have been prevalent in both high-
income countries and low-income and middle-income 
countries (LMICs).4 Consequences include an increased 
risk of non-communicable diseases (NCDs) and a 
suboptimal start to life in the next generation.5

Understanding adolescent biology and its relation ship 
to nutrition is essential for identifying the best timing 
and form of action, and for avoiding potentially negative 
consequences. Therefore, this first Series paper 
synthesises our understanding of adolescent biological 
development and its relationship with nutrition.

Pubertal maturation
The adolescent growth phase starts with puberty, which 
drives linear growth; accrual of bone, muscle, and fat 
mass; and maturation of biological systems. The onset and 

Search strategy and selection criteria

For this narrative review, we searched Pubmed, MEDLINE, 
Google Scholar, and Embase, without date or language 
restrictions, from Jan 31, 2020, to March 30, 2021, for 
literature pertaining to the general domains of puberty, 
physical growth, body composition, neurodevelopment, 
cardiorespiratory fitness, immune development, and 
adolescent pregnancy and intergenerational consequences. 
We also sought longitudinal studies to illustrate further 
effects of nutrition on adolescent growth and development.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/S0140-6736(21)01590-7&domain=pdf
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duration of puberty differ markedly between adolescents 
living in environments with varying childhood nutrition.6 

Pubertal timing, as indicated by the late pubertal event of 
menstruation (menarche) in girls, has decreased by 
1·0 year in high-income countries over time, from a mean 
of 13·5 years for births before 1930 to 12·6 years for births 
between 1970 and 1984.7 Among healthy girls in LMICs 
during 2009–17, mean age at menarche was estimated to 
be 12·3 years.8 In some LMIC populations, where nutrition 
has improved to a lesser extent than typical LMIC 
populations, the mean age of menarche is significantly 
later; for example, 15·1 years in rural parts of The Gambia.

Adiposity is associated with pubertal form. For girls, the 
mean age of thelarche (ie, breast budding)—an early 
indicator of gonadal maturation—is 10·2 years for 
individuals with underweight, 10·4 years for individuals 
with normal weight, and 8·4 years for individuals with 
overweight.8 In boys, mean age of puberty onset—
indicated by the scrotum becoming pendulous—is 
11·3 years for individuals with underweight, 11·0 years 
for individuals with normal weight, and 10·3 years for 
individuals with overweight.8 Nutritional status not only 
affects onset of puberty but also its duration.9 In 
Australian children aged 8–9 years, high androgen 
concentrations, reflecting adrenal maturation as the 
earliest pubertal change, were associated with an 
increased BMI and waist circumference.10 In turn, 
pubertal form has implications for obesity in later life, 
with early onset and short duration predicting increased 
adiposity in adulthood (aged ≥40 years).11,12

Furthermore, previous parental and childhood nutrition 
influences pubertal form. For example, maternal obesity 
before conception predicts early pubertal onset in 
offspring.13 Children who were breastfed for 6 months or 
longer have a later onset of pubertal development than do 
those who were not breastfed or were breastfed for less 
than 6 months, perhaps in part reflecting different growth 
patterns in infancy.14 A high intake of animal protein in 
children at age 5–6 years and 12 years predicted an earlier 
onset of the pubertal growth spurt, whereas a high intake 
of vegetable protein predicted a later onset.15–17 A high 
dietary intake of carbohydrates and fats in girls aged 
8 years predicted earlier gonadal maturation and 
menarche, and faster pubertal tempo than did a high 
intake of protein.18 Consumption of sugar-sweetened 
beverages advances onset of menarche in girls.19 Given the 
extent to which pubertal form is a marker of growth, 
development, and NCD risk in later life, there is a need 
for research to develop a comprehensive lifecourse 
understanding of its nutritional and other, potentially 
modifiable, determinants.

Linear growth 
Adolescent linear growth has the highest velocity after 
infancy and occurs at the growth plate in a two-step 
cellular process. First, bone elongation cells—chondro-
cytes—sequentially proliferate, secrete matrix, and 

undergo hypertrophy, hydraulically propelling bone 
elongation and producing a protein model of the 
lengthened bone. Second, bone-secreting cells—
osteoblasts—secrete a mineral matrix on the newly 
created protein model to consolidate the new growth into 
bone.20–22 Without the first step, linear growth cannot 
occur; without the second step, new growth is lost, and 
the protein model is resorbed. Mechanisms underlying 
progress across the phases of the chondrocytic lifecycle, 
from stem cells to hypertrophic transition, involve 
prompts and inhibitions from complex networks of 
regulatory proteins23,24 and endocrine signals.25 Many 
nutrients are important for chondrocytic function and 
for ensuring mineral consolidation.26–29 Any nutritional 
intervention to ameliorate retardation in linear growth 
should consider both of these steps, with the added 
challenge that the underlying cause originates from past 
conditions in which the child lived and might be neither 
evident nor reparable due to missed opportunity, 
epigenetic effects, or both. Albeit incomplete, some 
restoration of lost linear growth can occur; however, this 
can only happen if the intervention substantially 
improves socioeconomic and living conditions, such as 
through adoption. Nutrition-specific interventions alone 
are not likely to restore lost growth.30

Height has increased in all populations over decades.31,32 

In high-income countries, this trend is modest in 
children aged 6 years and largest in adolescents aged 
10–14 years; in LMICs, trends vary.33 Preschool children 
(aged <60 months) living in conditions conducive to 
good health and development grow similarly. For 
preadolescent children in favourable conditions, height 
across global populations differs by 3–5 cm,34 and Asian 
populations are slightly shorter.31 Both nutrition and 
living conditions contribute to attained height.35 South 
Asian children living in the Netherlands grew taller 
between 1992 and 2010, but remained shorter than their 
Dutch peers at each age, with greater divergence during 
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Key messages

• Adolescence is a time of transformative growth when both undernutrition and 
obesity affect the maturation of multiple physiological systems

• Adolescent malnutrition is multiplicative in that, if any one physiological system is 
affected, the development of other systems will also be compromised

• Nutrition in childhood and early adolescence affects the timing and form of puberty 
with consequences on linear growth, body composition, and maturation of other 
physiological systems

• Although some catch-up growth in height can occur in late childhood and early 
adolescence, it rarely happens if the adverse nutritional environment of early life 
persists into adolescence

• Across late childhood and early adolescence, the pubertal transition offers a nutrition-
sensitive window to promote healthy growth and reduce risk of obesity in later life

• Given that nutrition is a cornerstone of investments in human capital, scaling up 
research into the effects of nutrition on adolescent growth and development is a 
pressing need
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Figure 1: Z scores for mean height and BMI of 54 million children and adolescents globally
Z scores for mean height of girls (A) and boys (B). Z scores for mean BMI for girls (C) and boys (D). Individuals were born in 2000 and data were collected every year from age 5 years to 19 years. Each 
cell represents the Z score, derived from the WHO growth reference for a given age. Countries are ordered by region. For height, the heat map represents Z scores ranging from up to –3 (dark red) to 
above 3 (dark blue). For many countries, children and adolescents are shorter (stunted <2 Z score) than the WHO standard, as seen through the proliferation of red across the dial. For BMI, the heat 
map represents Z scores ranging from up to –3 (dark blue) to above 3 (dark red). For an increasing number of countries, children and adolescents are becoming overweight or obese (>1 Z score). 
BMI=body-mass index.
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adolescence.36 Economic hardship during preadolescent 
and adolescent periods is associated with short adult 
height.37 Preference to have boys in China is associated 
with greater sex differences in height during childhood 
and adolescence than in the Philippines, where 
preference for boys exists to a lesser extent.38 In Japan, 
day length predicts a regional gradient in height in late 
adolescence.39 This mechanism might relate to regional 
gradients in photoperiod (ie, day length), which affects 
secretion of melatonin, inhibiting sexual and skeletal 
maturation, and inducing an increase in height.

In preschool children from Belarus and the USA, high 
BMI was associated with an increased velocity of upper 
body length and height in the following 4–5 years and 
with decreased height velocity during the next 5-year 
period.40 Higher BMI in middle childhood (aged 
6–8 years) was associated with earlier puberty and 
increased standing height and trunk length in 
adolescence. Data for the roles of specific nutrients or 
foods in adolescent height are scarce. In a cohort study of 
children aged 2–17 years in Iowa, USA, a high dietary 
intake of milk throughout childhood and adolescence 
(adjusted for nutrient adequacy, energy intake, and 
baseline socioeconomic status) was associated with 
greater height in adulthood than a low intake of milk.41 

Whether this association is specifically due to milk or to 
other attributes of the family or child is not known. 
Exposure to the Dutch famine of 1944–45 in young 
children during gestation or aged 1–2 years was 
associated with 3–4 cm deficits in adult height; however, 
inconsistent, smaller associations were seen for exposure 
at older ages (2–15 years).42 Exposure to famines in 
Nigeria and Cambodia during adolescence reduced adult 
height more than exposure during younger ages (aged 
<12 years).43,44 In Alabama (USA), early undernourishment 
delayed skeletal growth and menarche, and prolonged 
the period of growth in girls, with no difference in final 
adult height.45 In Guatemala, receipt of a high protein-
energy supplement improved nutrition, resulting in 
increased growth during the preschool period.46 At 
adolescence, these children had greater height, muscle, 
and bone mass than did adolescents who had not 
received the supplement and, for boys only, skeletal 
maturation had advanced by 0·5 months.46 A follow-up 
study in The Gambia explored the effect of calcium 
supplementation on the timing of puberty in children, 
and found a negative effect on attained height (panel 1).

Data from three decades of research in China suggest 
the interplay between socioeconomic context and the 
prevalence of stunting, thinness, and overweight or 
obesity over time. These findings highlight that linear 
growth restriction is reduced when environmental 
constraints are lifted (appendix p 1). These same 
environmental transitions have a substantial effect on 
the prevalence of overweight and obesity among 
adolescents. Given the consequences of undernourish-
ment on health, such as an increased risk of NCDs 

(eg, diabetes and hypertension), as well as the rising 
incidence of overweight and obesity, achieving a balance 
between optimising linear growth and avoiding the 
negative consequences of excessive weight gain is needed 
to reduce the burden of NCDs.

Body composition 
During adolescence, changes in the proportions and 
distribution of bone, muscle, and fat form the 
foundation of metabolic and musculoskeletal health.50 

The timing of onset, duration, and velocity of these 
indicators of body composition are important for 
nutrition-sensitive interventions to optimise body 
composition trajectories. Body composition is com-
monly calculated with dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry 
measures of total body fat mass, fat free mass, and bone 
mineral content (BMC), which is a marker of bone 
strength and fracture risk. Lean mass is used as a 
surrogate of muscle mass and is derived by fat free mass 
minus BMC.51 According to data from high-income 
countries, girls reach peak height velocity (PHV)—ie, 
the period of time with the fastest upward growth 
(8·3 cm/year for girls and 9·5 cm/year for boys)—at an 
average age of 11·8 years, which is earlier than boys. By 
contrast, boys reach PHV at an average age of 
13·5 years.1,52 Additionally, girls have lower total body 

Panel 1: Long-term effects of calcium supplementation on pubertal timing and 
skeletal growth

Most studies on calcium supplementation have been done in populations with adequate 
habitual calcium intakes. Therefore, in populations with extremely low calcium intake, 
interventions might be beneficial to skeletal development. Although most studies 
reported an initial increase in bone mineral density or size-adjusted bone mineral content 
(BMC), after a period of follow-up, the differences between intervention and control 
groups were attenuated.47–49 To date, the study with the longest period of follow-up 
following supplementation is the 11-year follow-up study in The Gambia, in which 
calcium intakes were, on average, 300 mg/day. Pre-pubertal children aged 8–11 years 
were given 1000 mg of calcium or placebo for 5 days per week over 1 year.49 The 
participants were then followed up until the end of growth, approximately 12 years later. 
At the end of the trial and 1 year and 2 years after supplementation, the calcium group 
had higher size-adjusted BMC at the midshaft radius than did the placebo group; the 
mean difference in size-adjusted BMC at the end of the trial was 4·6% (SE 0·9), reduced to 
2·5% (1·3) by 2 years after supplementation. After modelling longitudinal growth for the 
entire follow-up period, group differences in pubertal timing, the velocity of growth, and 
final size were found, split by sex. In girls, no significant differences were found between 
the intervention groups in the amount of bone accrued or in the timing of puberty. In 
boys, pubertal timing (age at peak height velocity) was brought forward by 
approximately 7 months in participants in the calcium group and, although they 
transitioned through puberty at the same velocity as the placebo group, they stopped 
growing earlier (figure 2). Consequently, the boys in the calcium group were taller and had 
greater BMC in mid-adolescence compared with their counterparts in the placebo group; 
however, on average, they were 3·5 cm shorter at the end of the follow-up period. There 
were no significant group differences in bone outcomes at the end of growth, which 
could suggest that the supplementation had a negative effect on longitudinal growth 
with no direct benefit on bone mineralisation.

See Online for appendix
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lean mass but greater fat mass than do boys.1,52 Alongside 
greater lean mass, boys exhibit less total fat mass but 
similar (or greater in some cases) central fat mass than 
do girls.52 These generalised values do not apply to all 
populations; for example, the age of PHV in The 
Gambia is approximately 16 years for boys and 13 years 
for girls (panel 1; figures 2, 3).

As height increases in girls and boys (for approximately 
3 years after reaching PHV), there are corresponding 
increases in bone area and BMC.1 Patterns of bone 
acquisition are relatively consistent between girls and 
boys; however, final BMC is higher1,53 and reaches its 
plateau approximately 2 years later (at an average age of 
18 years in girls and 20 years in boys) in boys than in 
girls.1 Furthermore, ethnic differences are evident, with 
data suggesting that African American children have a 
higher BMC than do White children, despite similarities 
in height.53 The onset and duration of puberty and 
nutrition can affect peak bone mass. A late onset of 
puberty has been associated with 10% decrease in bone 
mineral density and an increased risk of hip fracture in 
later life.54,55

Lean mass increases in girls and boys during 
adolescence; however, the rate of lean mass acquisition 
is higher in boys.54 On average, girls attain stable, adult 
levels of lean mass at approximately 15–16 years of 
age.45,54 In boys, steady acquisition of lean mass occurs 
from approximately 8–18 years of age, with more 
rapid increases at 12–15 years.50,56 Independent of 

chronological age, puberty is associated with an average 
1·14 kg/year increase in absolute fat mass in girls.56,57 In 
boys, absolute fat mass is relatively stable over the 
pubertal period, which results in a decrease in body fat 
percentage during adolescence as a result of rapid 
increases in lean mass.56 There are no significant sex 
differences in peripheral fat mass in the upper body 
compartments (ie, arm and torso), suggesting that 
differences in lower body (ie, legs) fat mass are the 
primary contributor to the sexual dimorphism in 
adiposity.52 In general, boys have been shown to have 
higher amounts of visceral fat mass in later adolescence 
than do girls.52 Panel 2 and figure 4 detail the trajectories 
of body composition in adolescents from South Africa, 
and show the altered trajectories of fat mass in 
individuals who have obesity as young adults. These 
results suggest that efforts to prevent obesity need to 
start earlier in adolescence (age 9–11 years). Furthermore, 
given the variations in timing and duration of puberty 
between girls and boys, interventions should be tailored 
by sex.

Cardiorespiratory fitness 
High cardiorespiratory fitness (ie, reduced oxygen 
uptake during exercise, as measured by a maximal 
oxygen consumption test) attained during adolescence 
might decrease risk of cardiovascular disease in 
adulthood. A 2018 review concluded that, regardless 
of sex, cardiorespiratory fitness in childhood and 
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Figure 2: Effect of calcium supplementation on distance curves for linear, bone, and muscle growth in adolescents from The Gambia
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adolescence was associated with decreased fat mass over 
time.58 Additionally, analyses of the Swedish military 
conscription register indicated that low cardiorespiratory 
fitness at conscription strongly predicted being on a 
disability pension in later life due to ischaemic heart 
disease, cerebrovascular diseases, or heart failure.59,60 

Cardio respiratory fitness in adolescence predicts a 
favourable risk factor profile for cardiovascular disease 
during adulthood, including reduced blood pressure, a 
favourable lipid profile, and reduced plasma fasting 
glucose concentrations.61 Although cardiorespiratory 
fitness has a strong genetic component, high amounts 
of moderate-to-vigorous activity during adolescence have 
been associated with increased cardiorespiratory 
fitness.62,63 The beneficial effects of cardiorespiratory 
fitness on body composition and adiposity, as well as the 
early establishment of healthy physical activity habits, 
could be jointly responsible for these health benefits in 
the long term (appendix pp 2–4).

Neurodevelopment 
The brain reaches approximately 90% of its adult size by 
age 6 years, but the grey and white matter subcomponents 
continue to undergo dynamic changes throughout 
adolescence.5 Considerable brain growth and develop-
ment occur during adolescence in the construction 
and strengthening of regional neurocircuitry, with 
rewiring accomplished through dendritic pruning 

and myelination. In particular, the prefrontal cortex 
continually reconstructs, consolidates, and matures.64 

The adolescent brain is characterised by neuroplasticity, 
which is the ability of neural networks to reorganise in 
response to different social, learning, and nutritional 
environments.65 On one hand, plasticity enables learning 
and adaptation; on the other hand, it brings a sus-
ceptibility to adverse environ mental exposures, such as 
poor nutrition and stressful experiences.66,67 This 
susceptibility raises the possibility of lasting changes in 
neurocircuitry, perhaps one explanation for why many 
psychiatric disorders first manifest in adolescence.64

Adolescent nutrition can have direct and indirect 
effects on the maturing brain. The severe undernutrition 
of anorexia nervosa can interrupt pubertal development, 
with impairment of cognitive flexibility and working 
memory.68 Extended undernutrition results in a reduction 
in grey and white matter of the brain,68,69 especially the 
frontoparietal network, with effects on higher executive 
functions.68 These changes are also associated with poor 
emotional regulation, poor processing of social cues, and 
altered responses to reward.68,70 Changes in brain 
structure in people with non-chronic anorexia nervosa 
seem largely reversible in response to improved nutrition 
and weight gain, with one study showing that the volume 
of grey and white matter normalised within 2–8 years of 
remission;69 however, there might be less reversibility in 
chronic disorders.
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Excessive consumption of energy-dense foods can alter 
self-regulatory processes by affecting brain function.71 

High-fat and high-sugar diets might affect neuro-
development through alterations in two neurotrans-
mitter systems: dopamine-mediated reward signalling 
and inhibitory neurotransmission controlled by γ-amino-
butyric acid.71 Consequently, modifications of these two 
systems during adolescence could lead to dysregulated 
eating and impulsive behaviours.

Neurodevelopment seems to be linked to the maturation 
of other biological systems. For example, there appears to 
be a bidirectional communication between the gut 
microbiome and the brain. Dysbiosis (ie, change in the 
gut microbiome composition with metabolic and 
inflammatory effects) seems to affect neural function in 

vitro, in vivo, and in human studies, raising the possibility 
of neurodevelopmental consequences.72 Additionally, 
musculoskeletal growth has consequences for 
neurocognitive development, with absence of the bone-
derived hormone, osteocalcin, linked to anxiety and 
depression, as well as inhibited exploration, spatial 
learning, and memory.73,74

Immune system development 
In infancy, passively acquired maternal immunity and 
breastfeeding provide protection against pathogens. Both 
innate (eg, neutrophils, monocytes, macrophages, and 
dendritic cells) and adaptive (eg, B and T lymphocytes) 
components of the immune system deliver tempered 
responses to pathogens and commensal microorganisms. 
In childhood, this pattern changes to provide more 
robust innate responses to pathogens and to allow for the 
development of protective immunological memory to 
pathogens through memory B and T cells, as well as 
pathogen-specific antibody responses. By late childhood, 
adult-like innate and adaptive responses are typically 
observed: the number of memory B and T cells reach 
adult numbers, and the output of naive T cells by the 
thymus diminishes substantially as immune memory to 
childhood infectious diseases has developed.75 Therefore, 
adolescents have adult-like innate and adaptive immune 
responses, with adult-like sex differences in these 
responses.76 Although some sex differences result from 
X-linked immune system genes and are seen throughout 
life, the differences that develop after puberty are caused 
primarily by the different actions of androgens and 
oestrogen on immune cells.77 Sex can also influence the 
development of the immune system due to gender-
specific differences in behaviour that affect exposure to 
environmental factors, including diet.76,78–80

Thus, nutritional status might affect adolescent health 
in a sex-specific manner, in which these effects are 
mediated by immune function. For example, as children, 
girls have a more robust adaptive immune response to 
infection than do boys and, consequently, lower mortality 
rates from infectious disease.81–83 However, these mortality 
rates are similar for adolescent girls and boys, and are 
higher in adult women than in adult men, highlighting 

Panel 2: Body composition of adolescents from Soweto, 
South Africa

As part of the Birth to Twenty Plus Birth Cohort, longitudinal 
sub-cohort data on the body composition of children born in 
1990 in Soweto, Johannesburg, South Africa, were derived 
from dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry. Data from 
3067 scans, performed in 174 girls and 196 boys annually 
from age 9 years to 18 years, highlighted variation in timing 
and development of body composition between the sexes 
(figure 3). The peak velocity for bone mineral content (BMC) 
and fat-free soft-tissue mass (surrogate for lean mass) in 
boys occurred significantly later than in girls (BMC 14·6 years 
vs 12·2 years; fat-free soft-tissue mass 14·3 years vs 
11·4 years). By contrast, peak velocity for fat mass occurred 
earlier in boys (10·9 years vs 13·9 years), although the 
magnitude of the mass and velocity for fat is significantly less 
in boys than in girls. However, after standardising for puberty, 
similar patterns for bone mass accrual were evident in boys 
and girls, and occurred approximately 1 year following peak 
height velocity (PHV), with boys having greater bone mass 
accrual. This finding was similar for lean mass, but not for fat 
mass. The peak fat mass velocity in boys occurred 
approximately 2·0 years before PHV, whereas for girls it was 
2·5 years after, with significant differences in fat mass accrual 
between the sexes. This result aligns with the deposition of 
post-menarche fat mass in female adolescents in preparation 
for pregnancy. We know from longitudinal data that over 
40% of female participants and 15% of male participants in 
the Birth to Twenty Plus Birth Cohort had overweight or 
obesity by adulthood. Using body-mass index in young 
adulthood (aged 20 years) to classify overweight or obesity, 
we examined the adolescent profile of fat mass accrual in 
young adults with or without overweight or obesity 
(figure 3). Unlike in adolescents without overweight, male 
adolescents with overweight or obesity have similar profiles 
to female adolescents with or without overweight or obesity 
in terms of peak fat mass velocity occurring after PHV. 
These data suggest that prevention should start in early 
adolescence to minimise excess accumulation of fat mass.

Figure 4: Longitudinal modelling of fat mass and velocity of fat mass accrual 
by chronological age and APHV

Whole-body fat mass (solid line) and velocity of fat mass accrual (dashed line) in 
female and male adolescents by chronological age (A, B) and by years from APHV 

(C, D) from the Birth to Twenty Plus Birth Cohort in South Africa. Longitudinal 
modelling of whole-body fat mass and velocity of fat mass accrual in female and 

male adolescents by chronological age (E, F) and years from APHV (G, H), stratified 
by individuals with (green) or without (purple) overweight or obesity at age 

20 years. Unlike in adolescents with healthy weight, overweight and obesity in 
male adolescents have similar profiles to female adolescents, with peak velocity of 

fat mass accrual occurring after peak height velocity. In individuals with 
overweight or obesity, fat mass accrues early in adolescence and continues to 

increase until late adolescence. For more detail on this study, see panel 2. 
APHV=age at peak height velocity.
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the impact of nutrition and social influences on biology 
(appendix p 4). In populations with a high HIV prevalence 
in adolescents, infection exacerbates undernutrition, 

which can further impair immunity. Dietary deficiencies 
in both macronutrients (eg, too little dietary protein) and 
micronutrients (eg, deficiencies in vitamins B12, C, and D) 
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can impair most aspects of immune function, including 
compromising epithelial barriers (particularly relevant in 
HIV and other sexually transmitted infections) and 
impairing the development and function of innate and 
adaptive immune cells, with the predictable result of 
increasing the severity of common infectious diseases. 
For example, in adolescents with a dietary deficiency, 
macrophages and neutro phils have a diminished ability to 
take up and kill pathogenic bacteria, lymphocyte cell 
counts in the spleen and lymph nodes are reduced, and 
development of memory T and B cells is impaired.84 One 
example is seen with protein-energy malnutrition, which 
particularly impairs the T-cell arm of adaptive immunity 
by diminishing thymic function to reduce the supply of 
naive T cells to peripheral lymphoid tissue. Therefore, this 
reduction might impair development of immunological 
memory, leading to an increased risk of death from 
infectious disease in childhood.84 Never theless, studies in 
adolescence are scarce. Nutritional interventions that 
support resistance to infectious disease could benefit girls 
and boys.

Chronic inflammation caused by activation of the 
immune system during adolescence can decrease linear 
growth, partly due to the activity of proinflammatory 
cytokines (including IL-1β, TNFα, and IL-6) on the 
growth plate of long bones.85 Obesity in adolescence 
stimulates chronic inflammation that increases the risk 
of various NCDs during adulthood, including fatty liver 
disease, type 2 diabetes (also in adolescence; 
appendix pp 2–4), and cardiovascular disease.86 The cause 
of inflammation in obesity is complex, probably involving 
activation of innate immune cells in adipose tissue 
depots because of metabolic or cellular stress. The 
mechanism might involve diet-induced disruption of the 
intestinal barrier, perhaps initially causing changes to the 
intestinal microbiome that lead to increased exposure to 
microbial products (eg, bacterial lipopolysaccharides), 
which trigger systemic or local inflammation in 
abdominal adipose tissue.87 During adolescence, the 
inflammation observed in obesity is associated with 
increased risk of chronic inflammatory diseases, 
including asthma.88 Thus, preventing or treating obesity 
in adolescence could have clinically significant benefits 
by preventing immune-mediated exacerbations of 
infectious or chronic inflammatory diseases.

Adolescent pregnancy, nutrition, and 
intergenerational effects 
Sexual maturation and relationships during adolescence 
set the scene for future parenthood. Reproductive success 
and optimal upbringing of children are best achieved 
after parents have largely completed the physical, mental, 
social, and emotional development of adolescence. 
Nevertheless, WHO estimates that around 16 million 
adolescent girls become mothers every year in LMICs.89 

Although the rate of adolescent pregnancy has decreased 
globally, an increasing number of adolescents overall 

means that the absolute number of adolescent 
pregnancies is increasing, particularly in settings with 
the greatest nutritional disadvantage.

The occurrence of adolescent pregnancies varies greatly 
across regions and within countries, but the number 
tends to be high in groups facing nutritional disadvantage, 
including rural and Indigenous populations.90 These 
pregnancies occur more frequently in socioeconomically 
disadvantaged populations and among girls with unstable 
relationships and financial resources.89 Adolescent 
pregnancy compounds disadvantages for girls by leaving 
education, limiting life chances (eg, employment), and 
perpetuating the cycle of poverty.91 Neonates of adolescent 
mothers in LMICs are at increased risk of low birthweight 
and short birth length, at least partly because of maternal 
stunting and competition for nutrients between the 
mother and fetus during pregnancy.92,93 Neonates of 
adolescent mothers are also at increased risk of preterm 
delivery,94,95 with heightened risks for poor childhood 
growth and nutritional status, low educational attainment, 
and increased fasting glucose concentrations in 
adulthood.94,95 These risks are most pronounced among 
children of the youngest adolescent mothers (figure 5),95 

and are likely to result from the biological immaturity of 
their mothers and their socioeconomic context.94 Even 
though there are almost no data available from LMICs, 
scarce evidence suggests that adolescent fathers have 
similar offspring outcomes to adolescent mothers in 
terms of low birthweight, increased risk of preterm birth 
and infant mortality, and poor childhood health overall.97

When considered in the context of pregnancy and 
parenthood, the growing burden of adolescent mal-
nutrition is of concern.98 Undernutrition, food insecurity, 
and poor quality, monotonous diets remain common, 
especially in sub-Saharan Africa and south Asia. Gender 
inequality in nutrition often emerges in adolescence.99 

Both undernutrition and overweight or obesity in mothers 
before conception or during pregnancy predict altered 
growth and health in their offspring. Maternal height is 
positively associated with birthweight, adult stature, and 
educational attainment and income in the offspring.100 

Low maternal folate, vitamin B12, and vitamin D status in 
pregnancy have been associated with reduced cognitive 
function and changes in glucose and insulin 
concentrations in offspring, which indicate an increased 
future risk of diabetes.101–103 Mothers with over weight or 
obesity are at an increased risk of developing gestational 
diabetes.104 In turn, gestational glucose intolerance risks 
congenital malformations in the fetus, increasing the 
child’s risk of increased adiposity and insulin resistance, 
elevated blood pressure, and early onset type 2 
diabetes.105,106 Although none of these associations are 
specific to adolescent pregnancy, stunting, micronutrient 
deficiencies, and overweight or obesity among adolescents 
all persist into later pregnancies, and shape fetal 
programming, develop ment in early life, and 
cardiometabolic health of the offspring in the long term.
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There is growing research interest into whether 
paternal nutritional status has similar intergenerational 
effects through epigenetic changes in sperm, although 
most available evidence currently comes from animal 
studies.107,108 In rodents, changes in paternal diet or 
exposure to stress between weaning and sexual maturity 
have been shown to alter the metabolism of offspring 
(ie, glucose tolerance and lipid metabolism), stress 
responsiveness, and mood. Although other epigenetic 
mechanisms could be involved, micro RNAs carried in 
sperm are strong candidates for messengers that link 
paternal nutritional state before conception to offspring 
phenotype.107

Conclusion 
Biological development during adolescence involves a 
finely tuned orchestration of maturation of different 
physiological systems, with varying onsets and durations. 
Furthermore, this orchestration differs between girls and 
boys. Although undernutrition and overnutrition have 

diverse and different effects on biological development 
during adolescence, research has been scarce and there is 
still much to learn, particularly around adolescent growth 
and development in LMICs. Future studies into adolescent 
growth and nutrition should move beyond a focus on a 
single physiological system, towards integrated system-
wide approaches over the lifecourse. Such research should 
include a better understanding of the relationships 
between pubertal development and nutrition, physical 
activity, and metabolic state, which could give rise to 
strategies that optimise growth and prevent diseases 
(eg, type 2 diabetes, osteoporosis and other musculoskeletal 
disorders, and cardiovascular disease) in later life. At a 
time when a rapid nutrition transition is shifting diets for 
most young people globally, improving adolescent 
nutrition provides an opportunity to shape the health and 
wellbeing of this generation and the next.
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Figure 5: Associations between maternal age and outcomes in offspring
Z scores provided for birthweight, gestational age, height at 2 years, weight for height at 2 years, years of schooling attained, adult height, adult systolic blood pressure, 
and adult fasting plasma glucose concentration. Data taken from the COHORTS collaboration of five birth cohorts from low-income and middle-income countries.96 
For each maternal age group, the amount (95% CI) by which the outcome differs from offspring of mothers aged 20–24 years was obtained using linear regression of a 
pooled dataset from 19 403 women from five cohorts in Brazil, Guatemala, India, the Philippines, and South Africa, adjusted for offspring sex, maternal height, parity, 
marital status, schooling, wealth, race (Brazil and South Africa), urbanicity (the Philippines), breastfeeding duration (postnatal outcomes only), and offspring age (adult 
outcomes only). p values were derived using maternal age as a continuous variable. p lin is the p value from a test for linear trends in the outcome with maternal age; 
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A B S T R A C T   

Notwithstanding advances in understanding the pathophysiology of major depressive disorder (MDD), no single 
mechanism can explain all facets of this disorder. An expanding body of evidence indicates a putative role for the 
inflammatory response. Several meta-analyses showed an increase in systemic peripheral inflammatory markers 
in individuals with MDD. Numerous conditions and circumstances in the modern world may promote chronic 
systemic inflammation through mechanisms, including alterations in the gut microbiota. Peripheral cytokines 
may reach the brain and contribute to neuroinflammation through cellular, humoral, and neural pathways. On 
the other hand, antidepressant drugs may decrease peripheral levels of inflammatory markers. Anti- 
inflammatory drugs and nutritional strategies that reduce inflammation also could improve depressive symp-
toms. The present study provides a critical review of recent advances in the role of inflammation in the path-
ophysiology of MDD. Furthermore, this review discusses the role of glial cells and the main drivers of changes 
associated with neuroinflammation. Finally, we highlight possible novel neurotherapeutic targets for MDD that 
could exert antidepressant effects by modulating inflammation.   

1. Introduction 

Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a common mental illness that 
causes significant disability and burden worldwide. This mood disorder 
has a global reach, affecting people of all ages, races, sex, and economic 
strata (Malhi and Mann, 2018; WHO, 2020). Several clinical symptoms 
may be present, including depressed mood, anhedonia, fatigue or loss of 
energy nearly every day, feelings of worthlessness, and diminished 
ability to think or concentrate (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). 

Despite meaningful advances in the current understanding of the 
pathophysiology of MDD, no single mechanism appears to explain all 
facets of this devastating disorder. The pharmacotherapy of this disorder 
rests on the well-known monoaminergic theory of depression, which 
postulates that MDD occurs due to deficiencies of serotonin, dopamine, 
and noradrenaline in the synaptic cleft (Malhi and Mann, 2018). How-
ever, only approximately a third of patients with MDD appears to ach-
ieve remission after an adequate trial with a monoaminergic 

antidepressant (Rush et al., 2006). Thus indicating that other possible 
neurobiological mechanisms may underpin this chronic and heteroge-
nous condition, including but not limited to genetic and epigenetic 
factors, increased glutamate levels, decreased brain-derived neuro-
trophic factor (BDNF) and BDNF hypermethylation, deregulation in the 
hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis, oxidative stress, changes in 
the microbiota-gut-brain axis, as well as neuroinflammation (Foster and 
McVey Neufeld, 2013; Malhi and Mann, 2018; Miller and Raison, 2016; 
Zhu et al., 2023). Changes in the gut microbiota could impact the gut 
barrier and produce higher periphery inflammation, leading to changes 
in inflammatory pathways that can affect brain communication and to 
involved in stress and MDD (Carlessi et al., 2021). In treatment-resistant 
depression, the vagus nervous has been suggested as a primary 
communication for neuroinflammation mediated by gut microbiota 
(Hashimoto, 2023). 

Although these factors may mechanistically overlap, an ever- 
increasing body of evidence indicates that the immune system, 
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particularly the inflammatory response, may be involved in the patho-
physiology of MDD. As reviewed by Miller and Raison (2016), consid-
ering an evolutionary perspective, the inflammatory response provided 
an advantage to our ancestors, protecting them from pathogens and 
predators. However, in our time, the cross-talk between inflammatory 
pathways and the brain appears to drive the development of several 
neuropsychiatric disorders, including MDD (Miller and Raison, 2016). In 
addition, 

Leboyer et al. (2016) suggest that in the clinical practice for psy-
chiatric conditions, a reconciled body–brain interface should be inte-
grated, leading to a new “immuno-psychiatry-based nosology.” Indeed, 
immune and environmental alterations play a vital role in the etiology of 
MDD, providing a promising opportunity to define hidden subgroups 
that share genetic, brain, and immune changes (Leboyer et al., 2016). 

In this context, we critically review recent efforts investigating the 
role of inflammation in MDD and the mechanism by which neuro-
inflammation is integrated. In addition, we will highpoint possible 
neurotherapeutic targets for MDD that could exert antidepressant effects 
by modulating inflammation. 

2. Methods 

We used the PubMed database to identify relevant articles published 
until 2023 to construct this narrative review. We focused on: (a) sys-
tematic reviews, meta-analyses, and narrative reviews; (b) clinical 
studies; and (c) preclinical studies. The search strategy comprised the 
use of the following terms, alone or in combination: “major depressive 
disorder” OR “depression” OR “inflammation” OR “neuroinflammation” 
OR “neuroplasticity” OR “microglia” OR “astrocyte” OR “microbiota- 
gut-brain axis” OR “blood-brain barrier” OR “nutraceuticals” OR “gut- 
brain axis” OR “kynurenine pathway” OR “probiotics” OR “antidepres-
sant” OR “anti-inflammatory.” 

The treatment options addressed in this review were based on the 
mechanisms of action associated with MDD and anti-inflammatory ef-
fects. In addition, clinical studies with therapeutic responses were 
preferred. 

3. Depression and inflammation 

The field has witnessed an increased research interest in the role of 
the neuro-immune system in the path-etiology of MDD (Anders et al., 
2013; Milaneschi et al., 2020; Raison et al., 2006). It is also worth noting 
that individuals with MDD have changes in immune cells. A 
meta-analysis revealed that subjects with MDD had a higher 
neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio when compared to healthy controls 
(Mazza et al., 2018). Moreover, several meta-analyses showed an in-
crease in systemic inflammatory markers in depressed individuals 
compared to healthy controls (Dowlati et al., 2010; Howren et al., 2009; 
Köhler et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2018). Importantly, the evidence was 
most consistent for interleukin (IL)− 6, tumor necrosis factor-alpha 
(TNF-α), and C-reactive protein (CRP) (Dowlati et al., 2010; Howren 
et al., 2009; Köhler et al., 2014; Osimo et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2018). 
Furthermore, based on the meta-analysis of 30 studies, the prevalence of 
low-grade inflammation (CRP >3 mg/L) in depression was 27%, and the 
majority of elevated CRP (>1 mg/L) in depression was 58% (Osimo 
et al., 2019). Another meta-analysis also revealed that CRP and IL-6 
were associated with depression in children and adolescents (Cola-
santo et al., 2020). 

In addition to increased peripheral inflammation, individuals with 
MDD are at increased risk of neuroinflammation. A systematic review 
and meta-analysis of studies examining cytokine cerebrospinal fluid 
(CSF) concentrations revealed an increase in IL-6 and TNF-α in in-
dividuals with MDD compared to controls (Enache et al., 2019). 
Furthermore, CSF levels of IL-6 were increased in suicide attempters 
regardless of their psychiatric diagnosis. Interestingly, the same 
meta-analysis also revealed that the translocator protein (TSPO), a 

positron emission tomography marker of central inflammation, was 
elevated in the anterior cingulate cortex and temporal cortex of patients 
with MDD compared with controls (Enache et al., 2019). Likewise, 
another meta-analysis demonstrated that IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α levels 
were increased in postmortem brain samples of suicide victims 
compared to healthy control individuals who did not die from suicide 
(Black and Miller, 2015). 

More recently, a systematic review and meta-analysis, which 
included 3075 subjects, revealed that neopterin concentrations (pro-
duced by monocytes, macrophages, and dendritic cells activated by pro- 
inflammatory origins) were higher among individuals with MDD 
compared to healthy controls (Cavaleri et al., 2023). In addition, these 
results were maintained when it was considered only drug-free subjects 
(Cavaleri et al., 2023). 

Several meta-analyses also showed that antidepressant treatments, 
especially selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), decreased 
peripheral levels of inflammatory markers, including IL-6, IL-1β, TNF-α, 
and others (Köhler et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019; Więdłocha et al., 
2018). Following this, data from another meta-analysis showed that IL-6 
levels decreased with antidepressant treatment regardless of the 
outcome. In contrast, persistently elevated TNF-α was associated with 
prospectively determined treatment resistance, thus suggesting periph-
eral inflammation may at least partly contribute to treatment resistance 
(Strawbridge et al., 2015). Furthermore, another meta-analysis evi-
denced that antidepressant treatment significantly decreased levels of 
TNF-α only in responders, and MDD patients who responded to antide-
pressant treatment had lower baseline IL-8 levels than the 
non-responders (Liu et al., 2020). 

It is also well established that inflammatory cytokines acting in the 
brain may promote endocrine, autonomic, and behavioral changes 
referred to as “sickness behaviors,” which may include manifestations 
like lethargy, weakness, fatigue, malaise, loss of interest in usual activ-
ities, inability to concentrate, anorexia, sleep changes, poor appetite, 
significant weight loss, and fever (Dantzer et al., 2008; Kelley et al., 
2003). It is important to note that several of these symptoms are also 
commonly observed in individuals with MDD (American Psychiatric 
Association, 2013). Allied to this context, as reviewed by Anders et al. 
(2013), most signs and symptoms of depression aid the immune system’s 
ability to fight infections. Furthermore, Milaneschi et al. (2020) high-
light that immuno-metabolic dysregulations can be associated with 
some atypical depressive symptoms, especially those reflecting altered 
energy intake/expenditure balance. Likewise, some clinical studies 
evidenced increased depressive symptoms following acute or chronic 
infections (Arseniou et al., 2014; Murray et al., 2007). Noteworthy, a 
recent meta-analysis evidenced that the overall prevalence of depression 
among COVID-19 patients is 45% (Deng et al., 2021). Recently, we re-
ported that COVID-19 was associated with greater severity of depressive 
symptoms, stress, and C reactive protein (CRP) levels (de Azevedo 
Cardoso et al., 2023). Moreover, CRP levels were more significantly 
increased in individuals with major depressive disorder (MDD) and 
COVID-19 than in individuals with COVID-19 without MDD (de Azevedo 
Cardoso et al., 2023). 

Another clinical association that demonstrates the relationship be-
tween inflammation and depression involves interferon-α (IFN-α). IFN-α 
is a pleiotropic cytokine released by the innate immune system, and due 
to its wide range of action, IFN-α is widely administered as a therapeutic 
in several medical conditions, including chronic hepatitis C virus 
infection (Hoofnagle, 2002). Some studies have evidenced that antiviral 
treatment in chronic hepatitis C patients induces depressive symptoms 
and MDD (Bonaccorso et al., 2002; Hauser et al., 2002; Horikawa et al., 
2003). Notably, a meta-analysis observed that administering SSRIs 
before starting antiviral treatment reduces the incidence of IFN-induced 
depression (Udina et al., 2014). 

Noteworthy, individuals with illnesses or conditions associated with 
low-grade inflammation also appear at an increased risk of depressive 
symptoms and even MDD. Hence, several meta-analyses demonstrate 
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that obesity is associated with a higher prevalence of depression 
(ranging from 18% to 57% to more risk, depending on the study) (Abou 
Abbas et al., 2015; de Wit et al., 2010; Luppino et al., 2010; Mannan 
et al., 2016; Pereira-Miranda et al., 2017). Some meta-analyses also 
evidenced that diabetes increases the prevalence of depression (Ander-
son et al., 2001; Pashaki et al., 2019). However, not all individuals with 
MDD have an increase in inflammatory cytokines. An interesting clinical 
study identified two clustered immunophenotypes (using principal 
components analysis for the 14 absolute cell counts), uninflamed 
depression (n = 125) and inflamed depression (n = 81) (Lynall et al., 
2020). After investigation, Lynall et al. (2020) showed that the subgroup 
of cases with increased immune cell counts also had significantly 
increased inflammatory protein concentrations (CRP and IL-6) and had 
significantly higher severity of depressive symptoms (analyzing by 
Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HAM-D) and Beck Depression 
Inventory-II (BDI)) compared with the uninflamed depression cases. 
Moreover, they also used Gaussian finite multivariate mixture modeling 
and consensus clustering, without prior constraint on the number of 
distributions in the mixture, to identify four subgroups of cases, each 
characterized by a distinct profile of absolute immune cell counts: 
uninflamed subgroup (S0 - with low counts for all cells and low CRP and 
IL-6 levels; n = 58), subgroup 1 (S1 – with low CRP and IL-6 levels but 
with higher numbers of B cells, natural killer cells, eosinophils, 
nonclassical monocytes, and intermediate monocytes; n = 10), subgroup 
2 (S2 – with significantly increased inflammatory proteins and with 
significantly higher numbers of classical monocytes, intermediate 
monocytes, nonclassical monocytes, and neutrophils; n = 100), and 
subgroup 3 (S3 - with increased considerably inflammatory proteins and 
with a more substantial myeloid bias compared with subgroup S2; n =
38) (Lynall et al., 2020). Subgroups 2 and 3 had significantly increased 
depressive symptom severity scores compared with the uninflamed 
subgroup (S0). Subgroup 3 (inflamed, myeloid biased) has had signifi-
cantly increased observer-rated depressive symptoms (HAM-D), 
self-reported depressive symptoms (BDI), and anhedonia (Snaith-Ha-
milton Pleasure Scale (SHAPS)) compared with the uninflamed sub-
group. Cases in subgroup 2 (inflamed, lymphoid biased) likewise had 
significantly increased self-reported depressive symptoms (BDI), anhe-
donia (SHAPS), and fatigue ratings (Chalder Fatigue Scale) compared 
with the uninflamed subgroup (Lynall et al., 2020). 

4. Sources of peripheral inflammation 

A normal inflammatory response is essential when a threat is present. 
The acute inflammatory response is typically initiated during infections 
via an interaction between pattern recognition receptors expressed on 
innate immune cells and pathogen-associated molecular patterns 
(PAMPs) or damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs). In contrast, 
DAMPs without acute infection typically trigger chronic systemic 
inflammation and are low-grade and persistent (Furman et al., 2019). It 
is this low-grade and chronic inflammation that is correlated with 
several diseases, such as cardiovascular disease (Gisterå and Hansson, 
2017), type 2 diabetes mellitus (Wellen and Hotamisligil, 2005), cancer 
(Taniguchi and Karin, 2018), and neuropsychiatric disorders (Miller and 
Raison, 2016). 

Numerous conditions in the modern world can contribute to chronic 
systemic inflammation and immune activation, such as stress, obesity, 
smoking, physical inactivity, diet, sleep disorders, decreased vitamin D 
levels, altered gut permeability, and gut microbiota changes (Berk et al., 
2013). Noteworthy, a continually emerging body of evidence supports 
the role of the gut microbiota in systemic inflammation (Kamada et al., 
2013; Maslowski et al., 2009) and psychiatric disorders, including MDD 
(Foster and McVey Neufeld, 2013; Morais et al., 2020; Sanada et al., 
2020). 

The gastrointestinal tract is the largest immune organ and the largest 
area of the human body that interacts with the environment (Powell 
et al., 2017). The intestinal barrier function is essential against 

pathogens and restricts the free exchange of water, ions, and macro-
molecules between the intestinal lumen and the underlying tissues 
(Odenwald and Turner, 2017). The intestinal barrier is comprised of 
physical (epithelial cells, their intercellular junctions, and the mucus 
layer), chemical (pH, bile salts, enzymes, antibacterial proteins), 
immunological (immune cells, immunoglobulins, mucosa-associated 
lymphoid tissue) barriers, and microbial components (the microbiota) 
(Chassaing et al., 2014; Turner, 2009). 

The intercellular junctions (tight junction, adheren junction, and 
desmosome) comprise the apical junctional complex important to 
average intestinal permeability (Powell et al., 2017). The increased in-
testinal permeability, also called leaky gut, allows that small molecule 
bacterial metabolic components, toxins, and food particles, can trans-
locate or diffuse systemically and leak into the bloodstream (Camilleri, 
2019; Obrenovich, 2018). For example, the translocation of bacterial 
endotoxin lipopolysaccharide (LPS – the main molecular component of 
the cell wall of Gram-negative bacteria) can activate toll-like receptor 4 
(TLR-4), initiating the innate immune response and activating factor 
nuclear kappa B (NF-κB), which increase inflammatory cytokines 
(Kawai and Akira, 2010). Thus, a leaky gut can stimulate a systemic 
inflammatory response. 

In line with this, a clinical study showed that biomarkers of the leaky 
gut were related to inflammation in older adults with cardiometabolic 
disease (Kavanagh et al., 2019). Moreover, LPS-binding protein and 
LPS-binding protein/soluble CD14 (endotoxin biomarkers) were asso-
ciated with greater CRP production in individuals with more hostile 
marital interactions. Furthermore, combining more hostile marital in-
teractions with a mood disorder history was associated with a higher 
LPS-binding protein/soluble CD14 ratio (Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 2018). 

The gut microbiota also plays a vital role in gut physiology and the 
modulation of inflammation, having crucial roles in health and disease. 
As reviewed by Cox, West, and Cripps (2015), the gut microbiota 
composition can influence intestinal permeability, the number of 
circulating LPS, and the production of short-chain fatty acids. In addi-
tion, these factors can contribute to immune activation and inflamma-
tion (Cox et al., 2015). Allied to this context, a preclinical study showed 
that fecal microbiota transplantation from chronic unpredictable mild, 
stress mice donors induced depression-like behavior in recipient mice 
via the gut microbiota-inflammation-brain axis. In addition, mice given 
the microbiota had significant elevations of IFN-γ and TNF-α in the 
hippocampus and upregulated indoleamine 2,3 dioxygenase (IDO) in 
the same brain region (N. Li et al., 2019; C. Li et al., 2019). 

It is worth mentioning that chronic gut inflammation is linked to a 
considerable burden of psychological morbidity. Individuals with in-
flammatory bowel disease have more depressive symptoms than con-
trols (Goodhand et al., 2012; Häuser et al., 2011; Kurina et al., 2001). On 
the other hand, baseline depression is associated with a higher risk for 
aggressive inflammatory bowel disease at follow-up (Kochar et al., 
2018), a lower remission rate (Persoons et al., 2005), and an increase in 
the total number of relapses after 12 and 18 months of follow-up (Mit-
termaier et al., 2004). Maes, Kubera, and Leunis (2008) revealed that 
individuals with MDD have more leaky gut and increased LPS trans-
location. Moreover, clinical studies (Jiang et al., 2015; Kelly et al., 2016) 
and meta-analyses (Sanada et al., 2020) have also shown that in-
dividuals with MDD have altered gut microbiota composition compared 
to controls. It is worth noting that the microbiota composition is 
host-specific and can change according to age, sex, medication, diet, 
exercise, and other factors (Cryan et al., 2019; Stilling et al., 2014). 

In a cohort study, Ciocan et al., 2021 demonstrated that unmedicated 
patients experiencing a major depressive episode had a distinct blood 
microbiome. In addition, some bacteria (mainly a lower proportion of 
bacteria from the Saccharibacteria and Fusobacteria phyla) and me-
tabolites were associated with response to antidepressant treatment 
(Ciocan et al., 2021). However, a lack of information on blood micro-
biome origin could be a limitation, and future studies in this field may be 
promising. 
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5. Neuroinflammation: how peripheral inflammation reaches in 
the brain 

Peripheral cytokines can cross the blood-brain barrier (BBB) and 
reach the central nervous system (CNS), a process dependent on satu-
rable influx transporters or the retrograde axonal transport system. 
Moreover, peripheral cytokines can increase BBB permeability or be 
transported through the circumventricular organs (regions where the 
BBB is less restrictive). PAMPs also can reach the brain at the circum-
ventricular organ level and induce the production and release of the pro- 
inflammatory cytokine, a process involving TLRs. In addition, peripheral 
cytokines and PAMPs also can activate vagal afferent nerves, which 
project to the nucleus tractus solitaries in the CNS (Dantzer et al., 2008; 
Kaufmann et al., 2017). Additionally, immune cells, such as leukocytes, 
can cross the BBB and enter the brain (Becher et al., 2017). 

It is worth mentioning that the BBB integrity can also be affected by 
gut microbiota. For example, a preclinical study by Braniste et al. (2014) 
revealed that germ-free mice, beginning with intrauterine life, displayed 
increased BBB permeability compared to pathogen-free mice with 
normal gut microbiota. Moreover, the increased BBB permeability was 
maintained in germ-free mice after birth and during adulthood and was 
associated with reduced expression of the tight junction proteins 
(occludin and claudin-5). Interestingly, the same study also showed that 
the exposure of germ-free adult mice to a pathogen-free gut microbiota 
has a decrease in BBB permeability and an up-regulation in the 
expression of tight junction proteins (Braniste et al., 2014). 

Although data are mainly from preclinical studies, evidence in 
humans shows that peripheral cytokines can reach the CNS. For 
example, a clinical study revealed that peripherally administered cyto-
kine (IFN-α) for about 12 weeks can activate a CNS inflammatory 
response. Besides, IFN-α was detected in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of 
all IFN-α-treated patients and only in a control subject (Raison et al., 
2009). BBB integrity also can be affected in individuals with MDD. A 
clinical study showed that serum S100B (a marker associated with BBB 
damage) levels were higher in individuals with MDD than in controls 
(Arora et al., 2019). 

Interestingly, some authors have investigated the occurrence of 
neuroinflammation from positron emission tomography (PET) images. 
As recently reviewed by Meyer et al. (2020), analyzing PET imaging of 
neuroinflammation can be promising for neuropsychiatric disorders, 
including MDD, despite some limitations. For example, during the MDD 
episode, it was observed an increase in 18 kDa translocator protein 
(TSPO), a biomarker of neuroinflammation, binding particularly in un-
medicated individuals with a long history of untreated MDD (Meyer 
et al., 2020). 

6. Microglia and other cells involved in neuroinflammation 

Contrary to what was thought of in the past, today, we know that 
microglia do not have a neuroectodermal origin but that they belong to 
the immune system. Microglia are derived from early erythroid myeloid 
progenitors in the yolk sac, and they populate the brain early during 
embryogenesis (Ginhoux et al., 2010; Prinz et al., 2019). Although these 
cells are macrophages, microglial cells found in the adult mouse brain 
are remnants of these original early erythroid myeloid 
progenitor-derived cells, which differ from peripheral macrophages 
(where embryo-derived macrophages are progressively replaced by 
circulating blood monocytes) (Ginhoux et al., 2010; Prinz et al., 2019). 
Perivascular and meningeal macrophages also appear to have the exact 
embryonic origin of CNS microglia [82,83]. On the other hand, the 
choroid plexus is an exception among the CNS macrophage niches 
because, in this place, the macrophages originate from monocytes of 
hematopoietic stem cells and have a shorter life span (Prinz et al., 2019). 

Although much remains to be uncovered, microglia have broad 
functions for the physiology and physiopathology of CNS and have 
phenotypical heterogeneity (Masuda et al., 2019; Morris et al., 2020; 

Tan et al., 2020). Furthermore, several microglial subtypes have already 
been identified, involving different functions (Masuda et al., 2019; 
Stratoulias et al., 2019). Notably, it is well-established that microglia 
have an essential role in neuroinflammation (Leng and Edison, 2021; 
Miller and Raison, 2016). In the presence of insult (endogenous or 
exogenous), microglia can activate receptors for DAMPs and PAMPs on 
the microglial surface. This activation can, among several mechanisms, 
increase the expression of genes involved with neuroinflammation, 
including the expression of inflammatory cytokine genes and their re-
ceptors (Bajetto et al., 2002; Leng and Edison, 2021). These actions are 
mediated, at least in part, by activation of pro-inflammatory signaling 
transducers NOD-like receptor pyrin domain-containing 3 (NLRP3) 
inflammasome, NFκB, and signaling pathways such as 
mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs) and phosphatidylinositol 
3-kinases (PI3K)-protein kinase B (AKT) (Kaufmann et al., 2017; N. Li 
et al., 2019; C. Li et al., 2019; Savage et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2019). 
Interestingly, a recent preclinical study evidenced that activation of 
microglia in the dorsal striatum induced local cytokine expression 
(including IL-6 and prostaglandin synthesis) and a negative affective 
state characterized by anhedonia and aversion, whereas inactivation of 
microglia blocked aversion caused by systemic inflammation (Klawonn 
et al., 2021). 

In the presence of inflammatory cytokines in the brain and DAMP 
receptors activation, microglia can also produce reactive oxygen and 
nitrogen species, generating oxidative stress (Miller et al., 2009; Simp-
son and Oliver, 2020). In microglia, reactive oxygen species are caused 
primarily by NADPH oxidase 2 (NOX2) (Choi et al., 2012; Simpson and 
Oliver, 2020). An interestingly preclinical study showed that stimulation 
of microglia with LPS also activates caspase-8 and caspase-3/7 in 
microglia and that this activation regulates microglia activation through 
a protein kinase C (PKC)-δ-dependent pathway (Burguillos et al., 2011). 
Moreover, another study revealed that microglia-driven neuro-
inflammation involves, at least in part, an upregulation of several micro 
(mi)RNAs, especially miRNA-342 (Brás et al., 2020). Allied to this 
context, a systematic review with postmortem studies showed that two 
studies found increased markers of microglia in MDD brains, while four 
studies found no MDD-related changes (Enache et al., 2019). Moreover, 
a clinical study also demonstrated increased microglial densities in the 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, and medi-
odorsal thalamus of suicide patients with MDD or schizophrenia (Steiner 
et al., 2008). 

It is important to note that other cells are also involved in neuro-
inflammation in addition to microglia. Astrocytes are critical glial cells 
that regulate the CNS’s innate and adaptive immune responses. They can 
exercise beneficial or detrimental responses for the brain, depending on 
the timing and context of stimuli/injury (Colombo and Farina, 2016). An 
exciting study evidenced that reactive microglia can activate reactive 
astrocytes and that reactive astrocytes lose the ability to promote 
neuronal survival, synaptogenesis, phagocytosis and induce the death of 
neurons and oligodendrocytes (Liddelow et al., 2017). 

Notably, astrocytes expressed several TLRs, especially TLR3. When 
TLR3 is activated, there is an increase in inflammatory cytokines (Jack 
et al., 2005). Moreover, this increase in inflammatory cytokine by TLR3 
can involve, at least in part, some signaling pathways, including MAPK, 
glycogen synthase kinase-3beta (GSK-3beta), and PI3K pathways (Park 
et al., 2006). A preclinical study also demonstrated that in chronic mild 
stress-induced depressive mice, the level of kynurenine increased 
(signaling an immune dysfunction - see details in the following topic) in 
the hippocampus, accompanied by the activation of astrocytic NLRP2 
inflammasome (Zhang et al., 2020). Astrocytes also can generate reac-
tive oxygen species, contributing to oxidative stress (Chen et al., 2020). 
Mitochondria can produce reactive oxygen species generation (ROS) in 
the astrocytes. A preclinical study revealed that mitochondrial produc-
tion of reactive oxygen species is mediated by NLRP3 inflammasome 
activation (Alfonso-Loeches et al., 2014). Like microglia, NOX activation 
contributes to reactive oxygen species generation in astrocytes (Yang 
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et al., 2020). It is worth noting that some histological studies of post-
mortem brain tissue from individuals with MDD revealed a decrease in 
the number or packing density of the glial cells (Cotter et al., 2002; 
Gittins and Harrison, 2011; Rajkowska et al., 1999). Moreover, post-
mortem brain tissue from subjects with MDD also reported lower levels 
of glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), an astrocytic marker, as 
compared to controls (Gittins and Harrison, 2011; Miguel-Hidalgo et al., 
2010; Si et al., 2004), suggesting that astrocytes can be involved in the 
pathophysiology of MDD. 

Finally, the third glial cell that deserves to be highlighted is the ol-
igodendrocytes. Oligodendrocytes are the myelinating cells of the CNS 
and, thus, are important to rapid impulse propagation and integrity of 
axons (Moore et al., 2020; Nave and Werner, 2014). Although this glial 
cell is less studied in terms of neuroinflammation processes, data from 
the literature demonstrate that oligodendrocytes also contribute to 
neuroinflammation and that this depends, at least in part, on the per-
oxisomes (Kassmann et al., 2007). Noteworthy, oligodendroglial ab-
normalities are also observed in individuals with MDD. Clinical studies 
showed, for instance, that the expression of several genes related to 
oligodendrocyte function was significantly decreased in subjects with 
MDD (Aston et al., 2005). In addition, Uranova et al. (2004) also 
revealed a lowered density of oligodendroglial cells in subjects with 
MDD. Moreover, a study using quantitative magnetic resonance imaging 
demonstrated that MDD participants had lower levels of myelin than the 
control participants (Sacchet and Gotlib, 2017). Following this, pre-
clinical research highlighted that the oligodendrocytes in the hippo-
campus are involved in the pathogenesis of MDD and that fluoxetine (an 
SSRI) might prevent the loss of this glial cell (Wang et al., 2020). 

7. Neuromodulatory mechanisms of cytokines 

In CNS, cytokine signals participate in several pathways involved in 
the development of MDD (Raison et al., 2006). One of the potential 
mechanisms by which inflammation can induce MDD is associated with 
the kynurenine pathway (Dantzer et al., 2011). Usually, more than 90% 
of dietary tryptophan is oxidized through the kynurenine pathway 
catalyzed by tryptophan dioxygenase (TDO) in the liver or extra-
hepatically by IDO (Dantzer et al., 2008). IDO is highly inducible by 
inflammatory cytokines, especially IFN-γ and TNF-α (O’Connor et al., 
2009a). Thus, one of the consequences of neuroinflammation is the 
activation of IDO and a decrease in tryptophan bioavailability to syn-
thesize serotonin (Dantzer et al., 2011). 

Moreover, in the brain, kynurenine can be catabolized into kynur-
enic acid (in astrocytes) or 3-hydroxykynurenine and quinolinic acid (in 
microglia) (Dantzer et al., 2008; Guillemin et al., 2005). These metab-
olites involved in the kynurenine pathway are neuroactive and may 
contribute to behavioral changes. Kynurenic acid antagonizes glutamate 
release and blocks excitatory neurotransmission. In contrast, quinolinic 
acid is an excitotoxic neuromodulator that promotes glutamate release 
by directly stimulating N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors and 
inducing oxidative stress (Guillemin et al., 2005; Rios and Santamaria, 
1991; Schwarcz and Pellicciari, 2002). Allied with this context pre-
clinical study showed that peripheral administration of LPS induced a 
depressive-like behavior and activated IDO (O’Connor et al., 2009b). On 
the other hand, the same study demonstrated that inhibition of IDO 
blocked the development of depressive-like behaviors in mice in 
response to LPS. LPS also increased the plasma and brain kynurenine/-
tryptophan ratio (indexing IDO activity) (O’Connor et al., 2009b). A 
clinical study also showed an increased plasma kynurenine/tryptophan 
ratio in MDD compared to control subjects (Myint et al., 2007). The 
plasma kynurenine/tryptophan ratio is also higher in suicidal MDD than 
in non-suicidal MDD subjects and controls (Messaoud et al., 2019). 
However, there are controversial data. A recent clinical study found a 
decreased kynurenine/tryptophan ratio in first-episode drug-naïve MDD 
(Chiu et al., 2021). Other changes in plasma are also observed. For 
example, a meta-analysis of clinical studies found decreased kynurenine 

levels in individuals with MDD (Arnone et al., 2018). Using a 
meta-analysis of curated metabolic characterization data from a large 
sample of patients (Pu et al., 2021) identified differential metabolites in 
the peripheral blood of MDD patients and revealed disturbances of 
amino acid and lipid metabolism, especially the tryptophan–kynurenine 
pathway and fatty acid metabolism. Another meta-analysis showed that 
IFN-α treatment in patients with chronic illnesses was also associated 
with reduced tryptophan, increased kynurenine, and kynurenine/-
tryptophan ratio levels, and depression scores (Hunt et al., 2020). In 
subjects with MDD plasma kynurenine/tryptophan ratio is associated 
with CSF kynurenine/tryptophan ratio (Haroon et al., 2020). Moreover, 
inflammatory measures in the plasma, especially TNF-α, were correlated 
with plasma kynurenine pathway metabolites (Haroon et al., 2020). 
Another study found that subjects treated with IFN-α exhibited signifi-
cantly higher concentrations of CSF kynurenine, quinolinic acid, and 
kynurenic acid. Moreover, CSF kynurenine and quinolinic acid were 
associated with depressive symptoms (Raison et al., 2010). 

Another mechanism that could explain the relationship between 
inflammation and MDD is related to the serotonin transporter (SERT / 5- 
HTT). It was reported that IL-1β and TNF-α could up-regulate 5-HTT 
(Zhu et al., 2006). In humans, a positive correlation was also evi-
denced between 5-HTT and cytokines mRNA expression of leukocytes 
(Tsao et al., 2006). Finally, it is worth noting that 5-HTT is located on the 
presynaptic membrane, is responsible for removing serotonin from the 
synaptic cleft (Mohammad-Zadeh et al., 2008), and represents an initial 
action site for SSRI (Stahl, 1998). 

The HPA axis is also involved in the effects of inflammatory cyto-
kines. A clinical study assessed the relationship between the HPA axis 
response to IFN-α and the development of MDD during IFN-α treatment. 
Interestingly, an increase in adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) and 
cortisol levels was observed after the initial injection of IFN-α. Never-
theless, patients who subsequently met symptom criteria for MDD 
exhibited significantly higher ACTH and cortisol responses than patients 
who did not become depressed, especially 3 h after IFN-α injection 
(Capuron et al., 2003). The preclinical study also showed that 
LPS-induced depressive-like behavior was accompanied by an altered 
HPA axis (Adzic et al., 2015). 

Proinflammatory cytokines also influence HPA regulation by dis-
turbing glucocorticoid receptor dysregulation (Kim et al., 2016). For 
example, in vitro study evidenced that IL-1β inhibits glucocorticoid re-
ceptor translocation from the cytoplasm to the nucleus, inducing 
glucocorticoid resistance (Raddatz et al., 2001). Noteworthy, the dys-
regulation of the HPA axis in MDD is believed to be related, at least in 
part, to the failure of cortisol to suppress corticotropin-releasing hor-
mone (CRH) production through negative feedback regulation (Pace 
et al., 2007; Pace and Miller, 2009; Pariante and Miller, 2001). On the 
other hand, glucocorticoids also influence inflammatory cytokines. Be-
sides the well-known anti-inflammatory and immunosuppressive effects 
of glucocorticoids (Becker, 2013), evidence also indicates that gluco-
corticoids exhibit proinflammatory properties (Cruz-Topete and 
Cidlowski, 2014). Data from literature demonstrated, for example, that 
glucocorticoids can activate TLR2 signaling, facilitate NLRP3 induction 
and inflammasome formation, and active P2Y2 receptor (ATP receptor 
which stimulates p38 activation, which leads to the expression of IL-6) 
(Busillo et al., 2011; Cruz-Topete and Cidlowski, 2014; Ding et al., 
2010; Hermoso et al., 2004). 

A good deal of data also has established that inflammation is detri-
mental to neurogenesis and neuroplasticity, thus influencing several 
situations in the brain, including behavior (Ekdahl et al., 2009, 2003; 
Kohman and Rhodes, 2013). Indeed, proinflammatory cytokine re-
ceptors are highly aggregated in regions involved in neurogenesis and 
MDD, such as the hippocampus (Arisi, 2014; Rehman et al., 2019). 
Moreover, several preclinical data highlighted that LPS attenuates adult 
hippocampal neurogenesis (Fujioka and Akema, 2010; Monje et al., 
2003; Valero et al., 2014) and decreases protein expression (Fang et al., 
2020; Zhang et al., 2014) or levels (Guan and Fang, 2006) of BDNF (an 
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essential neurotrophic factor for neurogenesis) in several regions of the 
brain, including the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex. Similarly, other 
studies also showed that IFN-α decreases neurogenesis in the hippo-
campus (Kaneko et al., 2006; Zheng et al., 2015, 2014) and BDNF levels 
in the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex (Callaghan et al., 2017). 
Moreover, TNF-α (Keohane et al., 2010), IL-6 (Pollak, 2014), and IL-1β 
(Ja and Duman, 2008; Wu et al., 2012) are also capable of affecting 
neurogenesis, decreasing the proliferation and differentiation of neu-
rons. Interestingly, BDNF can be responsible for the detrimental effect of 
proinflammatory cytokines on neuroplasticity (Calabrese et al., 2014). 
Indeed, an acute and higher inflammatory insult induced by LPS or 
ibuprofen impairs the neuronal plasticity of adult mice (Golia et al., 
2019). Finally, it is worth noting that MDD can be associated with dis-
rupting mechanisms involved in cell survival and neuroplasticity. On the 
other hand, antidepressants can modulate the signaling pathways 
involved in cell survival and neuroplasticity (D’Sa and Duman, 2002; 
Pittenger and Duman, 2008). 

Another related pathway to the effects of inflammation on behavior 
includes the capacity of cytokines and inflammatory mediators to in-
crease glutamate release. It decreased glutamate reuptake, contributing 
to glutamatergic excitotoxicity and decreased BDNF (Miller et al., 2009). 
Indeed, a preclinical study highlighted that LPS increases glutamate in 
the hypothalamus (Huang et al., 2008). Moreover, in vitro, studies also 
showed that LPS reduced glutamate uptake in astrocytes and induced 
astroglial neurotoxicity (Zhou et al., 2006). 

8. Therapeutic opportunities for MDD in the neuroinflammatory 
context 

Based on all of the above, decreasing inflammation could be a way to 
assist in the treatment of MDD. In addition, targeting inflammation can 
be a practical approach to preventing MDD (Chu et al., 2021). 

In this context, several strategies can be interesting. First, to bring 
something with clinical application, we will mention therapeutic op-
portunities that fall under two factors: have a meta-analysis of clinical 
studies showing that it improves depressive symptoms and have clinical 
and preclinical studies that show its anti-inflammatory effects. 

8.1. Pharmacological therapeutic opportunities 

As mentioned, several meta-analyses highlighted that antidepressant 
treatment, especially SSRIs, decreases peripheral levels of inflammatory 
markers in MDD subjects (Köhler et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2019; 
Więdłocha et al., 2018). In addition, a preclinical study also demon-
strated that SSRI attenuated the LPS-induced increase of TNF-α (Ohgi 
et al., 2013). In line with this, in vitro studies revealed that SSRI sup-
pressed microglial responses to an inflammatory stimulus induced by 
LPS (Liu et al., 2011; Tynan et al., 2012). 

Ketamine’s efficacy in depressive disorders has been established in 
several controlled trials. Indeed, several meta-analyses showed that 
ketamine decreased depressive symptoms in MDD subjects (Fond et al., 
2014; Xu et al., 2016). Although several mechanisms of action are 
proposed (Amidfar et al., 2019; Zanos and Gould, 2018), ketamine has 
also been shown to have an anti-inflammatory effect (Kopra et al., 
2021). In individuals with treatment-resistant depression, low-dose ke-
tamine infusion modulated peripheral proinflammatory cytokine (Chen 
et al., 2018). A preclinical study also revealed that ketamine could 
alleviate LPS-induced depressive-like behavior and that this effect was 
associated with decreased inflammatory cytokine expression in the 
prefrontal cortex (Yang et al., 2013). Consistent with this, it was also 
demonstrated that ketamine inhibited LPS-mediated microglial inflam-
mation (Lu et al., 2020). 

Throughout this conceptual framework, emphasis can also be made 
on anti-inflammatory drugs. It is worth noting that some drugs are used 
to treat a broad range of immune-mediated inflammatory diseases, 
including medications with key extracellular, membrane, or 

intracellular targets (McInnes and Gravallese, 2021). Interestingly, a 
meta-analysis that investigated the efficacy of anti-inflammatory drugs 
(including nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory, cytokine inhibitors, mino-
cycline, pioglitazone, and glucocorticoids) on MDD concluded that 
anti-inflammatory agents improved depressive symptoms compared to 
placebo as an add-on in patients with MDD and as monotherapy 
(Köhler-Forsberg et al., 2019). Moreover, anti-inflammatory add-on 
improved response and remission (Köhler-Forsberg et al., 2019). In line 
with this, another meta-analysis revealed that anti-inflammatory treat-
ment had a beneficial effect on depressive symptoms (Köhler et al., 
2014). In addition, sub-analyses of celecoxib (a selective cyclooxygenase 
2 inhibitor) showed improved antidepressant responses with little het-
erogeneity, particularly with add-on treatment (Köhler et al., 2014). 
Two other meta-analyses evaluating only adjunctive celecoxib treat-
ment showed an effective add-on treatment for MDD individuals (Far-
idhosseini et al., 2014; Na et al., 2014). Wittenberg et al. (2020), in a 
mega-analysis of randomized, placebo-controlled clinical trials in in-
flammatory disorders, demonstrated that immunomodulatory drug 
treatment (mainly IL-6 antibodies and an anti-IL-12/23 antibody) 
improved depressive symptoms, specifically in the subgroups of patients 
with high depressive symptoms at baseline. 

The minocycline (a drug with anti-infectious activity) has shown 
promise in neurology (Yong et al., 2004) and psychiatry (Dean et al., 
2012). The same meta-analyses demonstrated that minocycline 
decreased depressive symptoms in MDD individuals (Cai et al., 2020; 
Rosenblat and McIntyre, 2018). A meta-analysis of preclinical studies 
also showed that minocycline reduced depressive-like behavior in dis-
ease, but not healthy, animal models (Reis et al., 2019). Noteworthy, a 
recent clinical trial revealed that augmentation therapy with minocy-
cline in treatment-resistant MDD patients is effective only in individuals 
with low-grade inflammation (defined as CRP ≥3 mg/L) (Nettis et al., 
2021). Moreover, the same study showed that responders to minocycline 
had higher baseline IL-6 concentrations than non-responders and that 
IFN-γ was significantly reduced after treatment with minocycline 
compared with placebo (Nettis et al., 2021). In line with this, minocy-
cline treatment ameliorates IFN-α induced neurogenic defects and 
depression-like behaviors in mice (Zheng et al., 2015). 

Statins, a drug traditionally used to control cholesterol, also seem 
helpful for psychiatric disorders (Kim et al., 2019). Two meta-analyses 
of clinical trials showed that statins, as an add-on to treatment as 
usual, improved depressive symptoms (Giorgi et al., 2021; Salagre et al., 
2016). In addition, a clinical study revealed that statin treatment de-
creases chronic inflammation (Sørensen et al., 2019). Two 
meta-analyses also showed that statin decreases CRP in individuals with 
heart failure (Bonsu et al., 2015) and systemic lupus erythematosus 
(Sahebkar et al., 2016). A preclinical study also demonstrated that 
atorvastatin prevented LPS-induced depressive-like behavior and 
increased TNF-α (Taniguti et al., 2019). 

It is important to note that no clear recommendations can result in 
anti-inflammatory treatment for MDD due to several critical aspects 
such as heterogeneity, diversity of patient populations, treatment 
regimen, outcomes, and limited scientific quality, as recently reported 
by Simon et al. (2023). Furthermore, a prediction of treatment outcome 
according to immune considerations is a potential prosperous of clinical 
research, and the use of immunomodulation clasps the promise to 
improve the efficacy of the next generation of antidepressant drugs. 
However, considering the patient’s baseline immune condition, a 
personalized medicine approach appears reasonable for designing suc-
cessful interventions (Branchi et al., 2021). 

8.2. Nutritional therapeutic opportunities 

The first nutritional therapeutic opportunity is omega-3 poly-
unsaturated fatty acids. Several meta-analyses show that omega-3 sup-
plementation improves depressive symptoms in subjects with MDD 
(Grosso et al., 2014; Liao et al., 2019; Mocking et al., 2016). 
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Noteworthy, the type of omega-3 used can influence this clinical effect. 
The use of mainly eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) within the preparation 
(EPA ≥60%, in a dose range of 200–2200 mg EPA) rather than doco-
sahexaenoic acid (DHA) is more effective (Grosso et al., 2014; Liao et al., 
2019; Mocking et al., 2016). EPA and DHA are capable of partly 
inhibiting many aspects of inflammation, including modulation of cells 
involved in the immune system, decreasing eicosanoids like prosta-
glandins and leukotrienes from the arachidonic acid (omega 6 fatty 
acid), nuclear factor-kappa B (NFκB), and inflammatory cytokines 
(Calder, 2017; Simopoulos, 2002). In the CNS, omega-3 also regulates 
the molecular signaling of microglia, especially in the context of neu-
roinflammation and behavior (Layé et al., 2018). Interestingly, a clinical 
study showed that inflammation (high levels of CRP and IL-1) was a 
predictive biomarker for response to omega-3 fatty acids in MDD sub-
jects (Rapaport et al., 2016). The preclinical studies also demonstrated 
that omega-3 prevented LPS-induced depressive-like behavior by 
inhibiting neuroinflammation (Shi et al., 2017). Although several other 
mechanisms of action have been proposed for omega-3, it is worth 
noting that this type of fatty acid can also modulate the gut microbiota 
and reduce gut inflammation, which may influence the 
microbiota-gut-brain axis (Barbalho et al., 2016; Costantini et al., 2017). 

A continually emerging body of evidence supports the immunomo-
dulating effects of vitamin D, which can be beneficial in autoimmune 
and inflammatory diseases (Aranow, 2011; Guillot et al., 2010; Sassi 
et al., 2018). A meta-analysis of clinical trials, for example, showed that 
vitamin D decreased CRP and TNF-α in individuals with type 2 diabetes, 
suggesting an improvement in chronic low-grade inflammation (Mousa 
et al., 2018). In line with this, a preclinical study demonstrated that 
vitamin D decreased NFκB in the hippocampus and reversed BBB 
permeability changes (Hajiluian et al., 2017). Another study revealed 
that vitamin D reversed unpredictable chronic mild stress-induced 
depressive-like behavior via reducing oxidative stress and inhibiting 

neuroinflammation (Bakhtiari-Dovvombaygi et al., 2021). In humans, 
several meta-analyses showed that vitamin D reduced depressive 
symptoms and CRP in MDD subjects (Jamilian et al., 2019; Vellekkatt 
and Menon, 2019). Moreover, a meta-analysis of observational studies 
and randomized controlled trials revealed that low vitamin D levels 
were associated with an increased risk ratio of MDD (Anglin et al., 
2013). 

Another nutrient essential to the immune system is zinc. This mineral 
has a recognized role in decreasing inflammation, mainly by reducing 
the expression of NFκB and, consequently, decreasing the production of 
inflammatory cytokines (Prasad, 2014, 2008). A preclinical study also 
showed that zinc prevented depressive-like behavior induced by LPS and 
inhibited IFN-γ (in the plasma) and astrogliosis in rats (Kirsten et al., 
2020). In vitro, study also revealed that zinc inhibited LPS-induced 
inflammation in BV2 microglial cells (Hongxia et al., 2019). In 
humans, a recent meta-analysis showed that zinc supplementation 
(usually 25 mg/day) reduced depressive symptoms in individuals 
diagnosed with MDD who were treated with antidepressant therapy (da 
Silva et al., 2021). Other meta-analyses revealed that MDD is associated 
with a lower zinc concentration in peripheral blood (Swardfager et al., 
2013) and lower dietary zinc intake (Li et al., 2017). 

Acetyl-L-carnitine is another supplementation that can improve 
depressive symptoms. Indeed, a meta-analysis revealed that acetyl-L- 
carnitine reduced depressive symptoms compared with the control 
group, and it has similar effectiveness compared with antidepressants in 
reducing depressive symptoms (Veronese et al., 2018). This effect can 
be, at least in part, involved with inflammation. Preclinical studies also 
showed that acetyl-L-carnitine conferred neuroprotection against 
LPS-induced neuroinflammation (Jamali-Raeufy et al., 2021; Kazak and 
Yarim, 2017) by suppressing the NFκB pathway (Jamali-Raeufy et al., 
2021). Interestingly, a meta-analysis also demonstrated that L-carnitine 
supplementation was associated with lower CRP, IL-6, and TNF-α levels 

Table 1 
Meta-analyses (of clinical trials) that investigated the antidepressant effect of anti-inflammatory drugs or nutritional strategies.  

Drug / Nutritional 
strategy 

Trials included in 
meta-analysis 

Number of individuals 
included in meta-analysis 

Main outcomes Reference 

Anti-inflammatory drugs N = 36 
- NSAIDs (N = 13) 
- Cytokine inhibitors 
(N = 9) 
- Statins (N = 7) 
- Minocycline (N = 3) 
- Pioglitazone (N = 2) 
- Glucocorticoids (N =
2) 

N = 9422 
- NSAIDs (N = 4214) 
- Cytokine inhibitors (N =
3345) 
- Statins (n = 1576) 
- Minocycline (N = 151) 
- Pioglitazone (N = 77) 
- Glucocorticoids (N = 59) 

Improve depressive symptoms compared to placebo 
as an add-on and monotherapy. 

(Köhler-Forsberg et al., 2019) 

Anti-inflammatory drugs N = 14 
- NSAIDs (N = 10) 
- Cytokine inhibitors 
(N = 4) 

N = 6262 
- NSAIDs (N = 4258) 
- Cytokine inhibitors (N =
2004) 

- Anti-inflammatory and celecoxib as an add-on to 
antidepressants improve depressive symptoms. 

(Köhler et al., 2014) 

Minocycline N = 3 N = 158 - Minocycline had antidepressant effect. (Rosenblat and McIntyre, 2018) 
Minocycline N = 3 N = 151 - Minocycline had antidepressant effect superior to 

placebo. 
(Cai et al., 2020) 

Statin N = 7 N = 403 - Statins, as add-on to treatment, improved 
depressive symptoms. 

(Salagre et al., 2016; Giorgi et al., 
2021) 

Omega-3 
polyunsaturated fatty 
acids 

N = 50 N = 3868 - Omega-3 improved depressive symptoms. (Liao et al., 2019; Mocking et al., 
2016; Grosso et al., 2014) 

Vitamin D N = 13 N = 2296 - Vitamin D decreased depressive symptoms. (Jamilian et al., 2019; Vellekkatt 
and Menon, 2019) 

Zinc N = 5 N = 192 - Zinc supplementation reduced depressive 
symptoms. 

(da Silva et al., 2021) 

Acetyl-L-carnitine N = 12 N = 791 - Acetyl-L-carnitine reduced depressive and had 
similar effectiveness c49mpared with 
antidepressants. 

(Veronese et al., 2018) 

Curcumin N = 10 N = 532 - Curcumin improves depressive symptoms. (Fusar-Poli et al., 2019) 
Crocus sativus N = 49 N = 1459 - Crocus sativus improves depressive symptoms. (Dai et al., 2020; Tóth et al., 2019; 

Yang et al., 2018) 
Probiotics N = 30 N = 2720 - Probiotics improve depressive symptoms. (Sanada et al., 2020; Liu et al., 

2019) 

Abbreviation: MDD – major depressive disorders; NSAIDs - nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. 
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than controls (Haghighatdoost et al., 2019). 
Curcuma longa (turmeric) is traditionally used in Ayurvedic medicine 

to treat inflammatory diseases. The main constituent of turmeric is 
polyphenol curcumin. Reviews of clinical and preclinical studies high-
light the anti-inflammatory role of curcumin, primarily through its 
ability to inhibit cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), lipoxygenase (LOX), and 
inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS), which are essential enzymes that 
mediate inflammatory processes (Jurenka, 2009; Menon and Sudheer, 
2007). Curcumin also suppresses NFκB and inhibits the production of 
inflammatory cytokines, such as TNF-α, IFN-α, IL-1, and IL-6 (Jurenka, 
2009; Menon and Sudheer, 2007). Moreover, preclinical studies showed 
curcumin prevented BBB damage (Jiang et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2021). In 
cultured astrocytes, curcumin inhibited iNOS expression induced by 
LPS/TNF-α (Jiang et al., 2007). Interestingly, a preclinical study re-
ported that curcumin attenuated collagen-induced inflammatory 
response through the gut-brain axis (Dou et al., 2018). Another study 
demonstrated that curcumin relieved depressive-like behavior via in-
hibition of the NLRP3 inflammasome and kynurenine pathway in rats 
with chronic unpredictable mild stress (Zhang et al., 2019). Allied with 
this context, a meta-analysis of clinical trials also demonstrated that 
curcumin (significantly 1000 mg/day for four-six weeks) improved 
depressive symptoms in MDD individuals (Fusar-Poli et al., 2019). 

Another therapeutic opportunity is the Crocus sativus (Saffron). Some 
meta-analyses showed that Crocus sativus improves depressive symp-
toms in individuals with mild to moderate MDD (Dai et al., 2020; Tóth 
et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2018). Interestingly, the same meta-analyses 

also revealed that Crocus sativus had comparable efficacy to synthetic 
antidepressants (Dai et al., 2020; Tóth et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2018). 
Although several mechanisms of action have been proposed, it is worth 
noting that Crocus sativus has been well-recognized for its immuno-
modulatory and anti-inflammatory effects (Shafiee et al., 2018; Zeinali 
et al., 2019). In addition, it is worth noting that crocin (an active con-
stituent of Crocus sativus) attenuated LPS-induced depressive-like 
behavior by suppressing NF-κB and NLRP3 signaling pathways (Zhang 
et al., 2018). 

There is also a growing interest in using probiotics to improve 
depressive symptoms. Some meta-analyses showed that probiotics 
significantly decreased the depression scale score of both the healthy 
population and MDD subjects (Liu et al., 2019; Sanada et al., 2020). 
Interestingly, a meta-analysis with 42 randomized clinical trials found a 
significant reduction in serum CRP, TNF-α, IL-6, IL-12, and IL-4 con-
centrations after probiotic supplementation (Milajerdi et al., 2020). In 
line with this, a preclinical study revealed that Lactobacillus plantarum 
ameliorated depression-like behaviors, attenuated hippocampal 
neuronal damage, and decreased inflammation in a 
corticosterone-induced rat model of chronic stress (Zhao et al., 2020). 
Another study showed that Lactobacillus farciminis prevented 
stress-induced gut hyperpermeability, LPS upload in the portal blood, 
and mRNA expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines in the hypothala-
mus (Ait-Belgnaoui et al., 2012). 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that, considering MDD prevention, a 
meta-analysis highlighted that an anti-inflammatory diet might be an 

Fig. 1. Sources of inflammation associated with major depressive disorder. Changes in the intestine or gut microbiota could translocate lipopolysaccharide (LPS) to 
the periphery, activating the toll-like receptor 4 (TLR-4) and, by nuclear factor-kappa B (NFκB), increasing inflammatory cytokines expression. Other periphery 
inflammatory changes also can induce blood-brain barrier (BBB) change or are mediated by vagal nerves or circumventricular organs that access the brain. In the 
brain, microglia and astrocytes exacerbate immune response by damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMP), pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMP), 
NOD-like receptor pyrin domain-containing 3 (NLRP3), and cytokines receptors, leading to oxidative stress, mitochondrial impairment, and neuron and oligoden-
drocyte death. These changes are associated with depressive symptoms. 
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effective intervention for reducing depression risk and symptoms (Tol-
kien et al., 2019). 

It is important to note that clinician guidelines for the treatment of 
psychiatric disorders with nutraceuticals and phytochemicals published 
by Sarris et al. (2022) demonstrated that for adjunctive omega-3 fatty 
acids were recommended, vitamin D, methyl folate, and adjunctive 
s-adenosyl methionine (SAMe) were weakly recommended; and 
adjunctive probiotics and zinc were provisionally recommended. On the 
other hand, monotherapy omega-3, folic acid, vitamin C, tryptophan, 
creatine, inositol, magnesium, n-acetyl cysteine, and SAMe were not 
supported for unipolar depression use (Sarris et al., 2022), suggesting 
concerned advised caution when prescribing or recommending nutra-
ceuticals and/or phytochemicals as monotherapies in cases of severe 
psychiatric disorders. 

Table 1 shows the number of trials and the number of subjects 
evaluated in meta-analyses (of clinical trials) that investigated the an-
tidepressant effect of anti-inflammatory drugs or nutritional strategies. 

9. Conclusions 

MDD is a complex disorder, and several factors are involved in the 
pathophysiology of this psychiatric condition. The CNS itself can be 
disturbed by stress situations and trigger a source of inflammation, 
affecting glial cells and implicating neural circuits involved in mood 
regulation. In addition, peripheral immune disturbances may be a 
source of central inflammation, leading to the activation of signaling 
pathways involved with increased oxidative stress and gene expression 
of inflammatory cytokines. Microglia, astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes 
are affected by inflammation, change their physiological responses, and 
may impair neurotransmission. The gut can also be an essential source of 
inflammation that, in different ways, including vagal nerves and damage 
to the BBB, leads to brain changes (Fig. 1). These changes could be 
associated to depressive symptoms. Although it is impossible to say that 
all individuals with MDD have inflammation, being aware of this may 
help in treatment. Evaluating possibilities for reducing inflammation 
through healthy eating, physical activity practice, or drugs or supple-
ments can be an adjunct strategy assisting in response to treatment. 
Future studies are encouraged to investigate the biological effects of 
neuroinflammation and MDD, but many gaps remain to be investigated. 
Not all inflamed individuals have MDD, just as not all individuals with 
MDD have inflammation. Individual differences, as well as gender dif-
ferences, need to be taken into account. Furthermore, further studies are 
needed for treatment options based on decreasing inflammation. 
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Review

The neuronal cilium – a highly diverse and
dynamic organelle involved in sensory
detection and neuromodulation

Nathalie Jurisch-Yaksi ,1,* Dagmar Wachten,2 and Jay Gopalakrishnan3,4

Cilia are fascinating organelles that act as cellular antennae, sensing the cellular
environment. Cilia gained significant attention in the late 1990s after their dysfunc-
tion was linked to genetic diseases known as ciliopathies. Since then, several
breakthrough discoveries have uncovered the mechanisms underlying cilia bio-
genesis and function. Like most cells in the animal kingdom, neurons also harbor
cilia, which are enriched in neuromodulatory receptors. Yet, how neuronal cilia
modulate neuronal physiology and animal behavior remains poorly understood.
By comparing ciliary biology between the sensory and central nervous systems
(CNS), we provide new perspectives on the functions of cilia in brain physiology.

Primary cilia as cellular antennae
Cilia are conserved antenna-like organelles extending from the cell surface and consist of a micro-
tubule core, the axoneme, covered by the plasma membrane [1,2]. While motile cilia are involved
in cell motility and fluid pumping [3,4], primary cilia play sensory and structural roles and are
located onmost vertebrate cells, including neurons [1,5]. Cilia do not have local mRNA translation
mechanisms, and thus depend on an active intraflagellar transport machinery for protein import
and export [6]. A diffusion barrier at the ciliary base, called the transition zone, regulates protein
trafficking to the cilium [2,6,7]. Through these mechanisms, the molecular composition of cilia
differs from the rest of the cytoplasm.

The primary cilia (hereafter referred to as cilia) have uniquely evolved to sense and transmit extra-
cellular signals. They are enriched with receptors and signaling cascades, and transduce signals
distinct from the cell soma [1,2]. The second messenger cAMP and its downstream signaling is a
prime example of this compartmentalization [8,9].

Cilia play critical roles in brain development. They regulate the self-renewing and differentiating
capacities of neural progenitors [10,11], and themigration and synapse formation of newly generated
neurons. This is achieved through control of both cell cycle progression and signaling, for example,
Hedgehog signaling (Boxes 1 and 2), which have been comprehensively reviewed elsewhere
[1,2,12–15]. This review focuses on recent findings on cilia in neurons of the mature nervous system.
We first discuss ciliary function in sensory neurons, including chemosensing in olfactory sensory
neurons, photosensing in photoreceptors, and mechanosensing in auditory cells, before moving to
the neurons of the CNS. One of our goals is to draw parallels between sensory and CNS neurons
to deepen our understanding of the functions of cilia in brain physiology.

Cilia are the core of most sensory systems
Cilia are involved in many sensory systems, with perhaps the best example being the olfactory
system. In olfactory sensory neurons (Figure 1A), cilia extend into the olfactory cavity, where
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they sense chemical cues [16,17]. Olfactory cilia contain all the necessary machinery for
chemosensation, including the odorant G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) and the channels
triggering membrane depolarization [18]. Ciliary function in the olfactory system is widely con-
served from nematodes to mammals and necessary for olfaction [17,19,20].

In the retina, photoreceptors harbor a modified connecting cilium (Figure 1B) that connects the
cell soma to the photosensory outer segments (OSs). The OSs contain membrane rafts enriched
with rhodopsin, which, together with retinal cofactors, form a photopigment that initiates the
phototransduction cascade [21]. Since the connecting cilia of the photoreceptors are involved
in transporting molecules from the cell soma to the OS, ciliary dysfunction leads to defects in
protein trafficking and OS structural integrity, ultimately causing photoreceptor degeneration
and blindness [21,22].

In the vertebrate inner ear, hair cell cilia are not directly involved in mechanosensing. Instead, cilia
are essential for assembling the microvilli-based stereocilia, which detect mechanical vibrations
through the tip links [23]. Cilia are commonly involved in mechanosensing (Figure 1C) in various
tissues and species [24] (e.g., the chordotonal organs in Drosophila [25], or in vertebrate hair
cells during development when the stereocilia are not fully mature [26]).

Box 1. Primary ciliary dynamics in neuronal progenitors

Since the presence of cilia is incompatible withmitosis, primary cilia in cycling neuronal precursor cells are highly dynamic in
terms of cilium assembly and disassembly. Progenitor cells assemble cilia when exiting mitosis and disassemble them at
cell cycle re-entry, that is, disassembly starts at the G1–S transition and is completed at the G2–M transition [1]. Cells utilize
different ciliary disassembly pathways, which are discussed in detail in other reviews [1,121]. This process is tightly con-
trolled, as delayed ciliary disassembly hinders cells from mitotic entry. This is particularly important in neuronal progenitors
because their abundance and diversity expand exponentially during development to generate brains with various neuronal
populations [122,123]. Accordingly, defects in the temporal kinetics of cilium disassembly disrupt progenitor cell diversity
and severely impact brain development [10,11].

Since differentiated neurons do not re-enter cell cycle under physiological conditions, they usually do not fully disassemble
their cilia. An exception to this rule are cerebellar granule cells, which undergo ciliary disassembly through mechanisms
distinct from the ones in progenitors [73]. In this context, future work should investigate the precise structural and molecular
organization at the site where cilia emerge from the cell surface, such as the ciliary pocket and pit, since these have often been
seen in dividing cells and are indicative of vesicular transport. Recent analyses of large electron microscopy datasets have
shown that ciliary pockets are more frequently observed in proliferating progenitors than differentiated neurons [49,50],
supporting a faster remodeling of cilia in progenitors than in post-mitotic neurons.

Box 2. Primary cilia-dependent Hedgehog signaling during brain development

Primary cilia serve as signaling hubs during neuronal development by transducing various signaling pathways, including
Hedgehog, Notch, Wnt, GPCR-mediated, and PDGFRA-mediated signaling [1,2,124]. Among these, canonical Hedgehog
signaling is critical at the early stage of brain development in vertebrate neural tube patterning [1,125]. Hedgehog ligands bind
their ciliary receptor Patched 1 (PTCH1), which initiates the signaling cascade and, in turn, regulates gene expression
[124,125]. Notably, Hedgehog signaling components dynamically localize in and out of the cilium, depending on whether
the signaling pathway is turned ON or OFF. In the OFF state, PTCH1 is located at the ciliary membrane, inhibiting the atypical
GPCR Smoothened (SMO). Concomitantly, ciliary SMO levels are maintained at a low level due to its ubiquitination and
removal from the cilium. Upon binding of the Hedgehog ligands, PTCH1 is inactivated and exits from the cilium. In turn,
SMO accumulates in the cilium. Following its activation, SMO changes its confirmation, which blocks the phosphorylation of
GLI2/3 by protein kinase A (PKA) and, thereby, activates GLI2/3, which traffic to the nucleus to drive the expression of Hedge-
hog target genes [1,124,125].

Since ciliary assembly and disassembly are dynamic processes, signaling events, including Hedgehog, should be in tight
coherencewith the ciliary dynamics. In other words, the relative amount of Hedgehog signal titrated and transduced in neuronal
progenitors depends on the ciliary status. Thus, the cilia are dynamic, as well as their associated signaling. Increasing evidence
shows that ciliary dynamics also impact Hedgehog signaling in differentiating and fully mature neurons [68,72,112,116].
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Ciliary diversity in sensory systems
Cilia in sensory cell types are highly specialized to accomplish their distinct function (Figure 1). For
example, olfactory cilia are surprisingly long, with more than 100 μm lengths in mice [27] and
frogs [28]. Olfactory cilia also display highly elaborated arborization, as seen in Caenorhabditis
elegans [19,29], providing a larger membrane surface for enhanced detection of olfactory cues.
For cilia-dependent mechanosensing, cilia bending is commonly detected through specialized
structures within the cilia or at the apical part of the cell [25]. For instance, microvilli located at
the base of the sensory cilium and connected by tip-link-like fibers, similar to hair cells, have been
described in mechanosensory cells; for example, in Platynereis and cnidarians [24,25,30]
(Figure 1C). Alternatively, mechanosensory channels may be directly localized in the cilia. This is
the case for chordotonal cells in Drosophila, where the mechanosensor NompC is enriched at the
distal part of the cilia [31,32] (Figure 1C).

Besides exhibiting various morphologies, cilia in sensory systems may also display an altered
axonemal ultrastructure. For instance, olfactory and mechanosensory cilia commonly harbor
an extra pair of microtubules at their core, known as the central pair (referred to as 9+2 cilia)
[17,30], which is the hallmark of motile cilia [33,34] and not commonly seen in primary cilia
(referred to as a 9+0 cilia). However, the cilia of olfactory sensory neurons and inner ear hair
cells are usually immotile, except in some amphibians, like Rana pipiens, which harbor motile
cilia on their olfactory neurons [35]. The central pair is suggested to provide the extra stability
needed for their function [36]. In other systems, including photoreceptors, the base of the cil-
ium, including the transition zone, has undergone some specialization. In photoreceptors,
the transition zone is exceptionally long, to support its role in protein trafficking from the cell
soma to the OS [37].

Olfactory sensory 
neuron

Photoreceptor Mechanosensing cells CNS neuron

9+2 9+2

9+0
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(A) (B) (C) (D)
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Figure 1. Ciliary diversity in sensory cells and neurons. (A) Vertebrate olfactory sensory neurons harbor multiple
immotile cilia with a 9+2 ultrastructure. Note that the cilia of olfactory neurons can be long. (B) In vertebrate
photoreceptors, the 9+0 connecting cilium connects the membrane-rich outer segment with the cell soma.
(C) Mechanosensory cells have different morphologies. Hair cells in vertebrates and cnidarians, which use stereocilia
(gray) for mechanosensation, are shown here. Note that the tip link connecting stereocilia (red) is crucial for
mechanosensation in vertebrate hair cells. In chordotonal cells of the fruitfly, the mechanosensory channel NompC
(red), which detects cilia bending, is expressed in the distal part of the cilium after the ciliary dilatation. Cilia in
mechanosensory cells can have a 9+0 (chordotonal cells) or 9+2 (vertebrate hair cells) ultrastructure. (D) Cilia of central
nervous system neurons have a 9+0 structure and usually emanate from the cell body. The structure of cnidarian hair
cells is modified from [126], and chordotonal cells from [32].
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In the sensory system, ciliary diversity is well described. However, the genetic programs and
cellular mechanisms leading to the specialization of ciliary structure are only starting to be
uncovered. For instance, ciliated cells can alter ciliogenesis pathways to generate cilia with
diverse ultrastructure. This is the case for olfactory sensory neurons and hair cells, which express
the master transcriptional regulator of motile ciliogenesis Foxj1, despite not having motile cilia
[35,38–40]. These cells repurposed the Foxj1-dependent transcription program to generate
cilia with motile cilia-like features [35]. Divergent tubulin isotypes have been associated with ciliary
specialization in C. elegans [41] and mammals [42]. Given that cilia are highly diverse across
species and cell types [24,43–47], unraveling mechanisms underlying ciliary diversity throughout
evolution could give new insights into the context-specific functions of cilia.

Cilia in CNS neurons are diverse and dynamic
Besides the sensory organs, cilia are found in nearly all types of neurons of the vertebrate CNS
[48–50]. Cilia were also described in some ganglionic neurons of cnidarians [51–53], in CNS
neurons of the chordate Ciona intestinalis [54,55], but not in Drosophila and C. elegans [56,57],
suggesting that some species have evolved to maintain neuronal cilia to perform specific physio-
logical functions. Notably, Drosophila, in contrast to many other species, including all vertebrates
and the last common ancestor of bilaterians, does not require cilia for transducing Hedgehog
signaling, a key, cilia-dependent neurodevelopmental signaling pathway [43,46,57].

Cilia are typically marked using antibodies that detect microtubule modifications, such as acetyla-
tion or glutamylation [58,59]. However, the axonal microtubules are heavily acetylated in neurons,
which is critical for microtubule stability and neuronal processes [58,60]. This makes it challenging
to identify cilia in the brain using tubulin-based markers. Instead, alternative markers are used
to label neuronal cilia, including the membrane GTPase ARL13B, the cAMP-generating enzyme
adenylate cyclase 3 (AC3), and the GPCRs somatostatin receptor 3 (SSTR3), serotonin receptor
6 (HTR6), and melanin-concentrating hormone receptor (MCHR), which are all enriched in the
ciliary compartment [61–64].

Diverse content of neuronal cilia
There is a diversity in the expression of markers among neuronal cilia. While most neuronal cilia
express AC3 [61,64,65], HTR6 is preferentially found in projection neurons of the hippocampus
and cerebral cortex, in striatal, medium-sized spiny neurons, and in a minor population of inter-
neurons [64]. Similarly, SSTR3 is enriched in cortical excitatory neurons, with rare expression
(<10%) in the interneurons [66]. In addition, the expression of cilia markers is not uniform during
the life cycle of neurons. While AC3 expression in the CA1 region of the hippocampus remains
relatively stable after postnatal day 10 (P10), ARL13B reaches high levels in the stratum pyramidal
layer at P10 before fading away at P40 in mice [67].

Ciliary length, ultrastructure, and orientation are dynamic in space and time
Recent studies aimed to gain further insights on the abundance, structure, length, orientation,
and dynamics of cilia in the CNS. Ciliogenesis is tightly connected to the cell cycle and occurs
following cell division during neuronal differentiation [1,2] (Box 1). Ciliary length increases during
postnatal development in the mouse dorsal cortex over several weeks to reach stabilized lengths
at P60 [48]. For fully differentiated neurons, ciliary length can range from only a few micrometers
up to 20 μm, depending on the species, brain region, and cell type [49,50,64,68–71]. One excep-
tion is cerebellar granule cells, which are devoid of cilia [72,73].

Recent studies using volumetric electron microscopy in the human anterior temporal lobe cortex
[49] and mouse primary visual cortex [50] reported that almost all excitatory and inhibitory
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neurons (>99.5%) harbor cilia. Ciliary pockets, which are indicative of vesicle transport and often
seen in dividing cells, such as retinal pigmented epithelial cells and neural progenitor cells [10,74],
were observed in 24–56% of neurons in the human cortex [49], but not in mouse cortex [50]. The
ultrastructure of neuronal cilia also varies among cells. Notably, the 9+0 axonemal organization of
microtubules was not identified throughout the cilia, and microtubules extended only to 70–86%
of the ciliary length in human neurons [49]. Besides, interneuronal cilia were less smooth than
excitatory neurons and presented convoluted or beaded ciliary membrane sheets, suggesting
increased shedding of extracellular vesicles [49].

The ciliary length of neuronal cilia is actively regulated. For example, cilia are elongated in MCH-
neurons when MCHR1 signaling is inhibited. Conversely, cilia are shortened when MCH path-
ways are activated [75]. Likewise, cilia in the suprachiasmatic nucleus of mice, especially in
neuromedin S-producing neurons, are regulated in a circadian matter: ciliary length oscillates
from 1 to 6 μm, and ciliary abundance ranges from 10% to 40% during the circadian cycle
[68]. Circadian modulation of ciliary length was also observed in the nucleus accumbens, so-
matosensory cortex, and three hypothalamic nuclei [69]. Finally, metabolic alterations, includ-
ing leptin treatment, fasting, and diet-induced obesity, modulated cilium length in
hypothalamic neurons [76].

Beside signaling, differentiation processes per se can alter ciliary length in neurons. This was
shown in granule cells in the mouse cerebellum, which lose their cilia during differentiation [73].
The deciliation process in granule cells is different from ciliary disassembly that occurs during
cell division of progenitors [73] (Box 1). It involves intermediate steps, where cilia are concealed
in a membrane submerged in the cytoplasm, [73] and genes important for ciliary maintenance
are downregulated [72]. The mother centriole docks at the plasma membrane of fully differenti-
ated granule cells, but remains unciliated, probably due to the recruitment of the centriolar cap
protein CEP97 [72]. This study also reported that ciliary deconstruction in the granule cells corre-
lated with a reduction in Hedgehog signaling [72] (Box 2). As ciliary length directly modulates cil-
iary signaling, control of ciliary length as well as presence and accessibility to extracellular milieu
could directly impact neuronal function [77].

In the same way that ciliary length follows systematic patterns, ciliary orientation in neurons is not
stochastic and, at least in some cases, seems to follow specific patterns [49,50,69]. In the cortex,
cilia are usually oriented toward the pia in mice [50] and within the plane of the cortical wall in
humans [49]. In the hippocampus, cilia are aligned to the radial axis [67]. Orientation of cilia in
neurons may be a specific feature of certain brain regions and not the entire brain, since no
clear cilia directionality was reported in the thalamus, amygdala, hypothalamus, or in interneurons
of the hippocampus [67].

All these findings suggest that neuronal cilia are dynamic and diverse, but the underlying molecular
mechanisms and the physiological relevance for this apparent diversity remain elusive. It should be
noted, however, that cilia in neurons are less dynamic than in neuronal progenitors (Box 1). Future
work, identifying the specific molecular content of cilia in different subpopulations of neurons at
different developmental and adult stages, may reveal the importance of compositional diversity
of neuronal cilia and shed light on their respective functions in the brain.

How do neuronal cilia receive, transmit, and communicate information?
Cilia are typically enriched with receptors, especially GPCRs [78]. Examples are olfactory receptors,
rhodopsin, receptors for neuropeptides (SSTR3,MCHR1, NPY2R, NPY5R,MC4R, and KISS1R), for
neurotransmitters (HTR6 and DRD1) [78], and receptors involved in Hedgehog signaling (Box 2). The
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list of signaling proteins in neuronal cilia keeps growing due to new techniques, including in vivo
BioID-based cilia proteomics in neurons [79].

Ciliary signaling in neurons: a critical role for cAMP
Analogous to the olfactory system, where olfactory signals trigger a cAMP rise following activation
of the Gαolf and adenylate cyclase [80] (Figure 2A), cilia-localized GPCRs in neurons also com-
monly signal through cAMP (Figure 2C). However, they can elicit either an increase of cAMP via
Gαs (DRD1 and MC4R) or a decrease via Gαi/o (SSTR3, 5HT6, NPY2R, and MCHR1). Some
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Figure 2. Ciliary signaling cascades in sensory and central nervous system neurons. (A) In olfactory sensory
neurons, binding of an odorant molecule to its olfactory receptor (OR) triggers the activation of Gαolf, which stimulates AC3
and cAMP production. cAMP activates the CNG channel, leading to the entry of Ca2+, the Ca2+-dependent chloride channel
(CaCC) opening, and membrane depolarization. (B) In photoreceptors, activation of rhodopsin by light stimulates the G
protein transducing (Gt), which leads to cGMP hydrolysis by PDE6. Reduction in cGMP results in closure of the CNG
channel and photoreceptor hyperpolarization. (C) In neurons, most cilia-localized receptors are G protein-coupled receptors
(GPCRs), associated with Gαs that stimulate AC3, Gαi/o that inhibits AC3 or Gαq/11 that stimulate Ca2+ entry in the cells. All
pathways lead to the activation of various signaling cascades. (D) In the context of the axo-ciliary synapse described
between CA1 neurons and dorsal raphe nucleus axons, activation of HTR6 by serotonin stimulates RhoA through Gαq/11

and leads to chromatin remodeling.
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GPCRs do not regulate cAMP levels, but instead stimulate Ca2+ changes via Gαq/11 signaling
(KISS1R) [78]. Notably, cAMP synthesis in the neuronal cilia is performed by the adenylate cyclase
AC3, which solely localizes to the cilia [61].

However, to date, how cilia signaling modulates neuronal activity remains elusive. This contrasts
to olfactory cilia (Figure 2A), where the immediate downstream effectors of cAMP signals are well
characterized, and involve the sequential activation of cyclic nucleotide-gated (CNG) channels
and the Ca2+-activated Cl– channel, which induces neuronal depolarization [18,80–82]. Similarly,
the cascade of events in photoreceptors, following activation of rhodopsin, is well defined
(Figure 2B). It involves reduction of cGMP levels by the phosphodiesterase PDE6, followed by
an inactivation of the CNG channel, leading to hyperpolarization of photoreceptors [83].

CNG channels, which play a central role in converting cAMP and cGMP levels into voltage
changes in sensory neurons, have not been described in the context of neuronal cilia in the
CNS [18]. Thus, GPCR signaling must be decoded by different mechanisms that remain to be
discovered. Besides, how ciliary signals are transmitted to the cell soma to modulate neuronal
physiology remains unknown. One possibility is that the secondary messengers Ca2+ or cAMP
leak out from the cilia and bind effectors in the soma. However, this would be slow and inefficient
as the number of molecules are low due to the large difference between the ciliary and somatic
volume. In agreement with this, reports have identified that ciliary Ca2+, whose concentration is
six- to sevenfold higher in the ciliary compartment than in the cytoplasm, is poorly coupled to so-
matic Ca2+ [84,85]. Ciliary Ca2+ levels are elevated due to the activity of Ca2+-permeant channels,
including the heteromeric TRP channel, PKD1L1–PKD2L1, which are enriched in the cilium and
counterbalance steady diffusion of Ca2+ into the cytoplasm at its base [84,85].

How then is ciliary signaling translated into a cellular response? Advances in spatially resolved
optogenetics have started to answer this long-standing question. In renal epithelial cells, the
increase of cAMP in the cilium, but not in the cell body, evoked a distinct gene expression program,
mediated through PKA-dependent phosphorylation of CREB in the cilia [9]. Ciliary PKA is also
involved in cAMP-dependent inhibition of Hedgehog signaling in the zebrafish somites [8]. Whether
similar processes and effectors are involved in neuronal physiology remains to be clarified.

Another major question that remains to be addressed is why some neuromodulatory GPCRs are in
the cilia and some not, and what are the implications of ciliary localization of GPCRs on signaling. A
recent study has identified that manipulating solely the ciliary localization of the extraretinal opsin
GPCR alter its response kinetics in zebrafish spinal neurons [86]. This suggests that ciliary localiza-
tion per se provides a mechanism for modulating GPCR signaling [86], which may depend on the
distinct lipid content of the ciliary membrane [87,88].

Cilium–synapse interactions
Most ciliary GPCRs respond either to neuropeptides or to serotonin and dopamine, which are
neurotransmitters usually released within the synapse [89]. Recently, it has been shown that
cilia can form a synapse with serotoninergic neurons in mice [90]. The so-called axociliary
synapse elicited chromatin remodeling in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons through a nonca-
nonical Gαq-RhoA pathway, distinct from serotonin sensing at the plasmamembrane (Figure 2D).
Not all neurons analyzed in this brain region form axociliary synapses, suggesting that some
neurons receive different axonal and ciliary inputs.

Two recent electron microscopy studies in the human and mouse cortex investigated further
cilium–synapse interactions [49,50]. While neither of these two studies reported an axociliary
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synapse, they showed that neuronal cilia are commonly found adjacent to chemical synapses
[49,50], axonal segments containing vesicles [49], and dense core vesicles [50]. In the human
cortex, 51% of cilia engaged in synaptic contacts and contacted up to 47 axons [49]. Ciliary
proximity to synapses appears, however, random and not enriched in the synapse-rich
neuropil [50]. Even in the absence of direct axociliary synapse, cilia would still have access to
synaptic spillover of neuromodulators to the same extent as adjacent astrocytes, and, thereby,
are well positioned to sense synaptic activity. Future work, looking across the nervous system
at cilia connectomics and their functional implications, will be needed to understand the broad
implication of cilium–axon interactions.

What is the impact of cilia on neuronal activity and animal behavior?
Ciliary function in sensory neurons is well established. Cilia detect the sensory modalities and
trigger neuronal depolarization or hyperpolarization through the activity of ion channels [80,83]
(Figure 2A,B). Hence, defects in ciliogenesis or ciliary dysfunction led to reduced neuronal
excitability and sensory deficits, including loss of smell, retinal degeneration and blindness, and
hearing impairment [14,21,22].

In contrast to sensory neurons, cilia in CNS neurons play a neuromodulatory role through control-
ling cellular signaling. However, studying how cilia modulate neuronal activity and animal behavior
has been challenging. Given the significant role of cilia in embryonic and postnatal brain develop-
ment [5,10,14,71,91,92], it is difficult to disentangle the impact of cilia on neurophysiology from a
possible consequence of cilia-related developmental defects. Nevertheless, multiple groups have
started to investigate the impact of cilia on neuronal physiology.

Lessons learnt from the hypothalamus
So far, much of the knowledge acquired on ciliary function in neurons comes from studying the
hypothalamus, where cilia seem to regulate food intake. The following observations have
promoted this research: (i) conditional loss of cilia in adult mice results in hyperphagia and obesity;
(ii) this phenotype is mirrored in mice with neuron-specific cilia loss, particularly in pro-
opiomelanocortin (POMC)-expressing neurons in the hypothalamus [93,94] during development
[95]; and (iii) certain ciliopathy patients, such as those with Alström or Bardet–Biedl syndrome
(BBS), exhibit obesity as a major symptom [96–99]. Loss of function of the BBSome, a multimeric
protein complex made of several BBS proteins, affects retrograde ciliary protein trafficking and,
thereby, interferes with the ciliary localization of GPCRs, including MCHR1, SSTR3 [100],
NPY2R [101,102], and MC4R [103]. MC4R expression in the paraventricular nucleus (PVN) of
the hypothalamus controls food intake [104], and MC4R activation in MC4R-expressing PVN
neurons is cilia-dependent [105]. This underscores that GPCR signaling in cilia controls energy
homeostasis, and supports the notion that GPCR dysregulation in BBS underlies the hyperpha-
gia [98,99]. Besides controlling GPCRs by the BBSome, the ciliary localization of ARL13B is also
crucial for preventing hyperphagia and obesity development [106]. In addition, mutations in the
ADCY3 gene, encoding AC3, lead to obesity in both humans [103,107–109] and mice [110],
underscoring a critical role of ciliary cAMP signaling in the hypothalamus.

High-fat diet feeding in mice reduces ciliation in POMC neurons [111], and blocking autophagy
evokes a similar effect on the ciliogenesis [111], connecting high-fat diet, autophagy, ciliary dys-
function, and obesity development. Another study further supports this by indicating that cilia in
the hypothalamus control lysosomal degradation of autophagic vacuoles [95].

The hypothalamus, especially the suprachiasmatic nucleus, also controls circadian rhythm. In this
context, cilia were shown to maintain the coupling of cellular oscillators in the suprachiasmatic
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nucleus to regulate circadian rhythms. Notably, ciliary dysfunction accelerates the adjustment to
an altered light environment in a jet-lag situation through cilia-dependent Sonic Hedgehog
signaling in neuromedin S-expressing neurons [68,112].

Control of neuronal excitability by cilia
Besides triggering a cascade of ciliary signaling, cilia were shown to directly modulate neuronal
excitability by controlling synapse function in cortical neurons and striatal interneurons [66,113]
and the neurophysiology of hippocampal neurons [114]. Acute disruption of ciliary function by
shRNA in cultures of cortical neurons led to increased excitatory synapses, AMPAR-mediated
excitatory currents, and spontaneous firing rates [66]. The application of SSTR3 agonists and
antagonists also affected the levels of synaptic markers Shank3 and Vglut1 in a cilia-dependent
manner [66]. Besides regulating synaptic activity, neuronal cilia were shown to regulate
hippocampal excitability through the action of cilia-localized PKD2L1 channels [114]. Loss of
PKD2L1 and electrical currents within cilia impaired ciliary maturation in mice, leading to autism-
like behavioral features and seizure susceptibility [114].

Concluding remarks and future perspectives
Research over the past few decades has been instrumental in identifying cilia as evolu-
tionary conserved organelles, playing a wide range of functions across the body and
the nervous system. In turn, molecules involved in cilia biogenesis and maintenance and
their association with human diseases and neurological symptoms have been identified
[1,2,12,14,22]. Even though research has started to clarify how cilia control neuronal signaling,
excitability, and function, a broader picture is still needed of the scale of the impact of cilia
on neural circuits, animal behavior, and neurological disorders. Ciliary abnormalities are
increasingly observed in neurological diseases that do not fall under classical ciliopathies,
such as microcephaly, neurodegeneration, and neuropsychiatric disorders. For instance, a
delay in ciliary disassembly can result in neural precursor cell depletion and microcephaly, a
neurodevelopmental disorder that predominantly affects brain growth [10,11,115]. In human
and mouse models of Parkinson’s disease, neural progenitors and neurons display shortened
cilia, accompanied by an elevated Sonic Hedgehog signal transduction [116]. Similarly, short-
ened cilia were identified in schizophrenia-causing PCM1 (pericentriolar material 1) and DISC1
(disrupted-in-schizophrenia-1) mutations [117,118]. These observations suggest that ciliary
dysfunction may be a common feature among neurological disorders, which will require further
investigation.

Even though cilia show conserved features, they are remarkably diverse and dynamic in their struc-
ture and content. However, the functional implications of cilia diversity and dynamics still need to be
better understood, especially in the brain (see Outstanding questions). While parallels can bemade
between the mode of action of cilia in sensory systems and the CNS, compositional differences,
such as the presence or absence of CNG channels, imply that ciliary signals could be interpreted
in various ways in a context-dependent manner in different cell types.

The development of cutting-edge tools, including spatially resolved proteomics, optogenetics,
chemogenetics, biosensors [1,79,119,120], and advances in genetic engineering are now open-
ing new avenues for shedding light on the functional implications of ciliary diversity and signaling.
Up to now, many studies have ablated cilia entirely to investigate their function. However,
primarily through studying BBS mutants, it has become clear that impaired trafficking and
signaling will affect ciliary function differently than changes in cilia presence or length. It is, there-
fore, essential to manipulate ciliary functions using different tools and approaches to generate a
comprehensive understanding of context-specific ciliary functions.
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Outstanding questions
How diverse and dynamic are cilia in
neuronal cells?

What is the time scale of cilia dynamic
(ranging from seconds to minutes and
up to the lifetime) in an organism?

What are the molecular mechanisms
underlying ciliary diversity and dynamics
in neuronal populations?

What are the similarities and differences
between cilia in the developing and
the mature brain? What can we learn
from studying developmental processes
about ciliary biology in mature systems?

How is the signal, sensed by the
cilia, transduced to the cell soma?
Are there specific and conserved
signaling avenues transducing
ciliary signaling in the soma and
what are their identities?

Cilia have been described near
synapses in the cortex and have even
been shown to form direct synapses
with mouse hippocampal neurons.
Are they common or rare among
neurons? Are these contact points
dynamic? Which brain area exhibits
axon–ciliary synapses? What is the
physiological role of cilium–synapse
contacts in the nervous system?

Why are some neuromodulatory GPCRs
in the cilia and some not?

How is the specificity achieved between
ciliary and synaptic signaling? How is
the information differentially encoded in
the two locations?

What are the impacts of cilia on
neuronal physiology? Which molecules
are involved beyond GPCRs? To
what extent are ciliary ion channels
and membrane potential involved in
neuromodulation?

How specific is ciliary signaling in given
neuronal populations, and to what
degree does signaling depend on
ciliary dynamics?

What is the link between ciliary
dysfunction and neurological
manifestations in disorders that are
not classical ciliopathies, such as
microcephaly, neurodegeneration,
and neuropsychiatric disorders?
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Review

Regulation of the length of neuronal primary cilia
and its potential effects on signalling

Viviana Macarelli,1,2 Eleni Leventea,3 and Florian T. Merkle 1,2,*

Primary cilia protrude from most vertebrate cell bodies and act as specialized
‘signalling antennae’ that can substantially lengthen or retract in minutes to
hours in response to specific stimuli. Here, we review the conditions and mech-
anisms responsible for regulating primary cilia length (PCL) in mammalian
nonsensory neurons, and propose four models of how they could affect ciliary
signalling and alter cell state and suggest experiments to distinguish between
them. These models include (i) the passive indicator model, where changes in
PCL have no consequence; (ii) the rheostat model, in which a longer cilium en-
hances signalling; (iii) the local concentration model, where ciliary shortening in-
creases the local protein concentration to facilitate signalling; and (iv) the altered
composition model where changes in PCL skew signalling.

Dynamic changes in the length of primary cilia
Primary cilia are long, thin, nonmotile organelles that project from the plasma membrane of most
vertebrate cell types (Figure 1). At their core is an axoneme (see Glossary) of microtubule doublets
that arise from a centriole-derived basal body, which anchors to the plasma membrane during the
cell cycle’s interphase [1]. The axoneme is enclosed in a lipid bilayer that differs from the plasma
membrane in both its lipid and protein content, making the cilium a privileged cellular compartment
with a distinct membrane and matrix composition [2]. The distinctive composition of the cilium is
maintained by a transition zone complex, a specialized domain at the ciliary base [3] that prevents
the free diffusion of large soluble proteins (⪆100 kDa) and vesicles containingmembrane-associated
proteins that require specific import mechanisms [2]. Once at the base of the cilium, an encoded
ciliary localisation sequence enables these membrane proteins to couple to the intraflagellar
transport (IFT) machinery aided by the tubby family proteins TUB and TULP3 [4–6]. The IFT pro-
teins form two main complexes, IFT-A and IFT-B, which assemble into long polymeric structures
known as ‘trains’ coupled to Kinesin-2 and Dynein-2 motor proteins and their cargoes (Figure 1).
IFT-B associated Kinesin-2 moves the train in the anterograde direction toward the ciliary tip,
where molecular rearrangements allow the activation of Dynein-2 and the inhibition of Kinesin-2, re-
sulting in retrograde transport back to the ciliary base with the help of theBBSome [2,7]. IFT plays a
central role in ciliogenesis andmaintenance of the cilium’s composition, including the composition of
the membrane proteins involved in signalling [2]. Indeed, as discussed below, primary cilia play a
crucial role in cell signalling, since genetic mutations that disrupt the function of primary cilia in the
brain can have profound effects on the development, physiology, and behaviour of the organism,
and can lead to a class of diseases collectively referred to as primary ciliopathies [8].

Here, we consider another mechanism that may affect ciliary signalling: dynamic alterations in
PCL. The length of primary cilia can vary over a wide range across different cell types, organisms,
and stages of the cell cycle, since cilia are disassembled during cell division and then later
reassembled, as reviewed elsewhere [1]. For clarity, here, we consider the mechanisms that af-
fect the PCL in postmitotic nonsensory neurons of the healthy mammalian central nervous
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system, in which primary cilia are relatively stably established, and where the signalling role of pri-
mary cilia is likely to contribute to normal brain function [9]. We further define changes in PCL as
alterations in the mean PCL of a given cell population, since the absolute length varies within a
given cell type. We do not consider mutations that significantly perturb the cilium’s structure or
function, but instead focus on the responses of primary cilia to physiological changes. Finally, al-
though changes in PCL are also associated with aging [10] and pathological conditions such as
Alzheimer’s disease [11] and Parkinson’s disease [12], the long timeframe of these conditions
complicates the discovery of causal relationships, so we focus here on the changes in PCL
that occur within the timeframe of minutes to hours. We propose that these stimulus-induced

TrendsTrends inin Cell BiologyCell Biology

Figure 1. Structure of neuronal primary cilia. The primary cilium projects from the cell body and is built around a
microtubule-based axoneme templated from the basal body at the ciliary base. Here, certain membrane proteins engage
with adaptor proteins to couple to IFT trains that transport them through the transition zone and along the axoneme
toward the cilium’s tip. This active process gives the ciliary membrane a protein and phospholipid composition that is
distinct from that of the plasma membrane, indicated by different shading. Abbreviations: AC3, adenylate cyclase 3;
cAMP, cyclic AMP; GPCR, G-protein coupled receptor; IFT, intraflagellar transport.
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Glossary
Actin stress fibres: parallel bundles of
actin filaments found in nonmuscle cells
that are anchored at the cell membrane,
and provide mechanical support and
contractile force to cells. The formation
of stress fibres is regulated by the Rho
family of GTPases.
Adenylate cyclase 3 (AC3): an
enzyme that catalyses the conversion of
ATP to cyclic AMP (cAMP) upon
activation by G⍺s-coupled G-protein
coupled receptors (GPCRs). It localizes
to primary cilia in several cell types,
including many neuron types in the
mammalian brain.
Axoneme: in nonmotile mammalian
primary cilia, the axoneme consists of
nine microtubule doublets regularly
positioned along the circumference of a
circle in a so-called ‘9+0’ configuration,
and it serves as the structural core of the
primary cilium.
BBSome: a complex of eight proteins
associated with Bardet–Biedl syndrome
(BBS) that are mainly involved in
regulating the exit of membrane proteins
from the primary cilium, and also the
ciliary entry of certain GPCRs by
coupling them to the intraflagellar trans-
port (IFT) machinery.
Ectosomes: vesicles released from the
plasma membrane of cells. They can
contain lipids, proteins, and nucleic
acids, and are involved in a variety of
cellular processes. Ciliary ectosomes are
released from the tip of primary cilia and
can be enriched in specific ciliary
proteins such as GPCRs. Ectosomes
are not to be confused with exosomes,
which are small endosomally derived
membrane microvesicles.
Intraflagellar transport (IFT): the
process by which molecules and
proteins are actively transported along
the primary cilia axoneme toward the tip
by kinesin motor proteins and toward
the ciliary base by dyneinmotor proteins.
Nonsensory neurons: neurons of the
central nervous system that are not
directly involved in sensing inputs from
the environment and that have more
typical primary cilia, as opposed to
sensory neurons such as photoreceptor
neurons, which respond to photons, or
olfactory neurons, which respond to
olfactory molecules via highly specialized
primary cilia.
Primary ciliopathies: a group of
genetic disorders caused by defects in
the structure or function of primary cilia
that affects their signalling role. This
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changes in PCL in mammalian neurons may alter the concentration and composition of ciliary
membrane proteins to affect the function of primary cilia at the level of an organelle, which, in
turn, could affect cellular behaviour, ultimately leading to behavioural and/or physiological
changes at the level of the organism.

In mammalian neurons, primary cilia range in length from approximately 2 μm [13–16] to 12 μm
[11,12,17]. Primary cilia conservatively have 100-fold less surface area and 2500-fold less volume
than a cell body, assuming a soma 10 μm in diameter and a primary cilium 5 μm in length and
0.2 μm in diameter. In reality, these differences are likely to be much more pronounced since a
neuron’s axon and dendrites contain the overwhelming majority of its volume and surface area.
Thus, ciliary localisation enables a substantially higher local concentration of ciliary membrane
proteins to facilitate efficient signal detection and transduction, leading to the widespread recog-
nition of primary specialized signalling hub or ‘sensory antenna’ [3]. Indeed, primary cilia play a
pivotal role in olfactory sensory neurons, which have multiple cilia that are highly enriched in odor-
ant-sensitive G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) [3,18], and photoreceptor neurons in which
the outer segments are specialized primary cilia that house the light-sensitive GPCR rhodopsin
[19]. They are also important mediators of numerous signalling pathways including the Sonic
Hedgehog (SHH), Wingless-related integration site (WNT), and Transforming Growth Factor β
and Bone Morphogenic Protein (TGFβ/BMP) pathways, and thereby broadly affect cell specifica-
tion, tissue development, and tissue homeostasis [18].

The essential role of primary cilia in mediating signal transduction during development is clearly dem-
onstrated by the severe defects that can emerge when cilia are functionally perturbed in primary
ciliopathies [8]. These diseases can arise from disruptions in the cilia’s structure, as seen with the
loss of IFT proteins [8], and from disruptions in the cilia’s function, for example, due to an altered ciliary
protein composition, as seen with mutations of the genes associated with Bardet–Biedl syndrome
(BBS) [8] that perturb the normal ciliary localisation of GPCRs, including SSTR3, MCHR1, and
NPY2R [6,20]. Each of theseGPCRs is involved in regulating food intake and bodyweight, suggesting
that their disrupted signalling may contribute to the hyperphagia and obesity in patients with BBSmu-
tations. In addition to providing a static environment where receptors, transducers, and second mes-
sengers are brought close together, primary cilia can also mediate signalling by dynamically changing
the localisation of ciliary proteins. For example, SHH signalling is regulated by the trafficking of the re-
ceptors Patched 1 (PTCH1) and GPR161 out of the cilium upon ligand binding, and the ciliary entry of
Smoothened (SMO), which then activates the downstream mediators [21].

Physiological drivers of changes in neuronal PCL
Neuronal primary cilia can substantially shrink or grow in response to either physiological or path-
ological processes [11,22], and exhibit significant changes in length within hours [23,24]. For ex-
ample, in the hippocampal neurons of mice, acutely administered serotonin increases PCL, partly
through activation of the ciliary serotonin receptor HTR6 [11]. Indeed, the overexpression of HTR6
elongates cilia in the cortical neurons of mice [17], while HTR6 antagonists reduce the length of
cilia in the primary striatal neurons of mice [23]. Similarly, agonists of the G⍺s-coupled ciliary
dopamine receptor DRD1 induce elongation of cilia [25], whereas agonists of the G⍺i-coupled
ciliary DRD2 cause shortening of the cilia [12], suggesting these divergent effects are tied to ciliary
production of cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) [26,27] (Figure 2A).

Alterations in neuronal PCL are also seen in response to diverse physiological changes. Some of
the most compelling evidence comes from studies of the hypothalamus, a brain structure con-
taining neuron populations that regulate many fundamental homeostatic and behavioural pro-
cesses. For example, a recent preprint suggested that neurons in the suprachiasmatic nucleus
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(SCN) of mice, which help regulate circadian rhythms, underwent cyclic changes in PCL, ranging in
length from ~1 μm at the onset of the dark cycle to ~6 μm at the onset of the light cycle. The
same group also suggested that the rhythmicity of these changes in PCLwas disrupted bymutations
in the core circadian clock genes, and perturbations in the cilia, in turn, disrupted the robustness of
suprachiasmatic nucleus-generated circadian rhythms [28]. Although the functional consequences
for the cell’s circuitry are still unclear, metabolic signals can also induce significant changes in PCL
in hypothalamic neuron populations that regulate food intake [29,30]. Many GPCRs that respond
to metabolic signals are localized to the cilium [30], and acute fasting is associated with shorter hypo-
thalamic cilia, whereas cilia lengthen upon refeeding [14]. However, prolonged exposure to a calorie-
dense diet is associated with significantly shorter hypothalamic cilia [14]. At themolecular level, PCL is
affected by exposure to dietary palmitic acid, the adipocyte-derived hormone leptin, the pancreatic
hormone insulin [30,31], and the orexigenic (appetite-promoting) neuropeptideMCH [16]. Specifically,
the acute administration of leptin leads to a 50% increase in PCL in leptin-sensitive regions of the hy-
pothalamus, whereas the loss of leptin or its receptor is associated with significantly shorter primary
cilia [14]. Similarly, acute insulin treatment increases the length of the cilia in hypothalamic neurons by
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Figure 2. Overview of the signalling pathways controlling changes in PCL. This schematic represents a generic cell,
showing the receptors at the plasma membrane (or primary cilium) to the left, their downstream signalling pathways within the cell
(light blue), and their effects on PCL to the right. The involvement of each indicated pathway may differ depending on the cell type
or cellular state, and are explained in detail in the main text. Critical signalling components are indicated in coloured ovals and are
coloured by pathway. Black ovals indicate drugs acting on these pathways, yellow circles with a central ‘P’ indicate protein
phosphorylation, and dotted lines indicate controversial or unclear evidence. Abbreviations: AC3, adenyate cyclase 3;
GPCR, G-protein coupled receptor; IP3, inositol 1,4,5- trisphosphate; JNK, Jun N-terminal kinase; LiCl, lithium
chloride; LPA, lysophosphatidic acid; MCH, melanin concentrating hormone; MEK, mitogen-activated protein kinase
kinase; PCL, primary cilia length; PDGF, platelet-derived growth factor; PI3K, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase; PKA,
protein kinase A; RFX1, regulatory factor X; S6K1, ribosomal protein S6 kinase 1; WNT, Wingless-related integration site.
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up to 25%, probably through activation of the phosphoinositide 3 kinase (PI3K) pathway [14]
(Figure 2). Glucose deprivation plays a dual role in regulating PCL by both inducing the formation
of cilia to increase the fraction of ciliated cells and, at the same time, inducing ciliary shortening
via a mechanism that may involve the activation of AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) [32]
(Figure 2E). Furthermore, MCHR1 localizes to primary cilia in some appetite-regulatory hypotha-
lamic neurons, where its activation reduces PCL in mice [16,24], potentially by inhibiting production
of cAMP [33,34] and promoting actin stress fibre production [16] (Figure 2A). More broadly, hy-
pothalamic PCL is affected by posttranslation modifications that reflect the organism’s metabolic
state such as the O-linked β-N-acetylglucosamine (O-GlcNAc) modification of serine and threonine
residues. Higher levels of this widespread modification reflect higher internal cellular nutrient levels
[35], and inhibition of O-GlcNAcylation is associated with elongated cilia [36]. Indeed, O-
GlcNAcylation of ciliary α-tubulin and HDAC6 induces shortening of the cilia, probably via disas-
sembly of the ciliary microtubules [36] (Figure 2D). Below, we explore the mechanisms affecting
neuronal PCL in greater detail.

Molecular mechanisms affecting neuronal PCL
G-protein coupled receptors
The activation of GPCRs and the subsequent changes in the levels of secondary messengers has
been shown to affect PCL. For example, ciliary G⍺s-coupled GPCRs such as EP4 [3] and HTR6
[23] can stimulate the production of cAMP, thus promoting elongation of cilia [37], partly by redis-
tributing actin stress fibres [33], whereas the reduction of cAMP levels by G⍺i-coupled GPCRs
such as DRD2 [12] and MCHR1 [24] promotes shortening of cilia (Figure 2A). By contrast, in-
creases in the somatic concentration of cAMP can decrease PCL [38]. Lithium chloride promotes
the growth of PCL and inhibits adenylate cyclase 3 (AC3) [39] but is also likely to act on other
signalling pathways [40] (Figure 2A). Similarly, increased ciliary Ca2+ levels (Figure 2B) activate cal-
cium and/or calmodulin (CaM) kinase upstream from Aurora A kinase (AURKA) [41,42] and are
associated with reduced PCL [37]. However, calcium-dependent protein kinase (PKC) can also
increase PCL via MAPK [43], suggesting that the effects of calcium on PCL depend on its con-
centration, dynamics, and cellular location, and the cell’s state [33].

Actin stress fibres and Rho-associated kinases
Actin stress fibres are likely to regulate PCL, since their destabilisation by pharmacological [44,45]
or genetic [46] means promotes longer primary cilia (Figure 2C). Mechanistically, CDK10/CycM
phosphorylates the RhoA-associated kinase PKN2, which activates Rho-associated kinase
(ROCK) to promote the expansion of actin stress fibres [46], which, in turn, induces the nuclear
translocation of Yes-associated protein/transcriptional coactivator with PDZ-binding motif (YAP/
TAZ) [47] to promote the transcription of AURKA and other negative regulators of PCL (Figure 2B)
[44,45]. Similarly, the loss of polycystin-1 (PC-1)-mediated repression of ROCK signalling leads to
increased actin stress fibres and shortening ofcilia through the LIMK–cofilin pathway [48],
whereas pharmacological inhibition of ROCK by the small molecule Y-27362 promotes the
growth of PCL [44,48] (Figure 2C). Finally, cofilin activation by MAPK promotes the inhibition of
stress fibres formation [49] and increases PCL [43] (Figure 2C).

Tubulin and the IFT machinery
The microtubules of the axoneme are stable compared with cytoplasmic microtubules [50], and
they are most dynamic at the ciliary tip, where they can be readily polymerized or depolymerized
(Figure 2D). Increased levels of soluble tubulin, which forms the building blocks of the axoneme,
lead to increased cilia length, while stabilisation of the microtubule with the drug taxol leads to
shortened or absent cilia [51]. Microtubule stabilisation reduces the pool of soluble tubulin and,
therefore, may erode the distal tip of the axoneme [51]. The posttranslational modification of
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tubulin by polyglutamylation and detyrosination affects the motor function of Kinesin-1 and -2,
which are required to transport tubulin inside the cilium and may therefore contribute to the reg-
ulation of PCL by promoting elongation [52–54], since increasing the activity of anterograde IFT
separately increases PCL [37]. Indeed, it has been proposed that PCL might be regulated by
the amount and frequency of cargos transported by the IFT into the cilium [55]. Finally, the histone
deacetylase HDAC6 acts downstream from AURKA to deacetylate ciliary microtubules and to
promote disassembly of the axoneme and reduction in PCL [36] (Figure 2D).

Cell cycle-associated proteins
Since the ciliary basal body must detach from the plasma membrane to organize the microtubule
apparatus during mitosis, ciliogenesis and the cell cycle are tightly connected [1]. Postmitotic
neurons continue to express cyclins and other proteins typically associated with cell cycle regu-
lation, suggesting that they continue to play a role in regulating PCL. For example, the master cell
cycle regulatory complex APC–Cdc20 is required for the normal morphogenesis of dendrites
[56]. Cyclin E negatively regulates CDK5 in postmitotic neurons [57] and has been associated
with reduced PCL in other cell types [58]. Furthermore, accumulation of the centriolar E3 ligase
FBXO41 promotes disassembly of cilia in both mitotic and postmitotic cells in a manner that re-
quires cytoskeletal rearrangements of actin [15].

Autophagy and mTOR
Autophagy may regulate PCL, since acute serum starvation is a common experimental tool to in-
duce ciliation in vitro [59]. By contrast, sustained serum starvation has been shown to downreg-
ulate IFT20 and reduce PCL [59] (Figure 2E), whereas the sustained inhibition of autophagy with
3-methyladenine [60] or through disruption of the positive regulators of autophagy (ATG5 and
RPGRIP1L) is associated with increased PCL [60]. While serum starvation arrests cell division,
and ciliogenesis is coupled to the cell cycle [61], autophagy may be independent of the cell
cycle since its chemical or genetic inhibition in hypothalamic neurons is sufficient to reduce
PCL [31] (Figure 2E). Furthermore, diseases associated with defects in autophagy, such as
focal cortical dyslamination and thyroid Hürthle cell tumours, are characterized by an abnormal
PCL [62]. Activation of the autophagy-related serine/threonine protein kinasemTORC1 increases
PCL by promoting protein synthesis related to primary cilia assembly [32,63], and its inhibition
by the drug rapamycin [64] or by Tuberous Sclerosis Complex 1 (TSC1) leads to reduction in
PCL [63] (Figure 2E). Indeed, mTORC1’s activity is downregulated under nutrient-deprived
conditions through a signalling cascade involving the activation of AMP-activated protein
kinase (AMPK) and TSC1, which promote elongation of cilia when ablated [32] (Figure 2E).
The mTOR pathway is also the target of Glycogen synthase kinase-3 beta (GSK3β), which is
inhibited by phosphoinositide 3 kinase (PI3K)/AKT signalling downstream from diverse ligands,
including the metabolic hormones leptin and insulin [14], which are associated with
regulating PCL [65]. Specifically, the inhibition of GSK3β increases β-catenin stability and
leads to the growth of PCL [66,67], potentially explaining the effects of lithium chloride on
elongation of cilia [40,68]. Inhibition of GSK3β also allows the transcription factor RFX1 to pro-
mote anterograde IFT gene expression [66] and relieves the repression of mTORC1 by TSC1
[64] (Figure 2E).

Ciliary membrane vesicles
The cilium’s length may also be regulated by the incorporation or shedding of membrane-bound
vesicles by exocytosis, endocytosis, or ectocytosis. Ciliary exosomes resulting from the exocyto-
sis of multivesicular bodies (MVBs) are thought to be released from the base of cilia where
endosomes can also be absorbed, whereas ectosomes are produced from the ciliary mem-
brane at the axonemal tip [2,68–71] (Figure 2F). It is unclear whether these processes operate
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in concert to homeostatically maintain the protein content of the cilium to optimize signalling, or
whether they can be engaged independently to alter PCL. Ectosomes contain a fivefold higher
concentration of GPCRs than the ciliary membrane [72] and may act as a ‘safety valve’ to rapidly
eliminate activated ciliary GPCRs when their retrieval via retrograde IFT fails or is too slow [72]. Al-
though ciliary shedding of ectosomes was first appreciated in cells with defective GPCR retrieval,
this phenomenon appears to be active in normal primary cilia [72] and may therefore actively re-
duce PCL by removing portions of the ciliary membrane. For example, prominin-1-enriched cilia-
derived membrane vesicles are associated with shorter primary cilia in neuroepithelial cells, sug-
gesting that their shedding is a mechanism of regulating PCL [73], and cilia from bbs8 mutant
neurons in Caenorhabditis elegans display variable length in a manner potentially related to al-
tered ectocytosis [74].

Potential consequences of changes in PCL
While changes in PCL have been observed in mammalian neurons in response to physiological
signals, the consequences of these changes have largely been unexplored. We propose that if
the primary cilium acts as a sensory antenna [3,18], changes in the length of this antenna could
affect its function as an organelle by modifying its ability to sense and transduce extracellular sig-
nals, which, in turn, could affect cellular function and tissue- or organism-level behaviour. Below,
we propose four distinct but not mutually exclusive models (Figure 3) of the potential functional
consequences of changes in PCL. We expect those to vary by ligand, developmental time
point, and cell type.

(i) Passive indicator model

Although the primary cilium plays an important role in signalling [18], changes in its length may
simply indicate a change in the cell’s state or an echo of past ciliary signalling that does not
alter its current or future signalling capacity (Figure 3A). For example, ectosome shedding from
the ciliary tip to fine-tune receptor signalling might lead to a reduction in PCL only as a secondary
consequence [72]. Furthermore, changes in PCL induced by MAPK, PP-1, and cofilin were not
accompanied by obvious changes in ciliary function, as determined by measuring the concentra-
tion of cytosolic calcium induced by fluid-shear stress in endothelial cells [43], although we cannot
exclude the possibility that functional changes could have been detected with a suitably relevant
and sensitive assay. Similarly, experimental manipulations that increased steady-state PCL in vivo
did not interfere with normal development or behaviour in mice [68,75].

(ii) Rheostat model

A longer ‘sensory antenna’ with a correspondingly larger surface area could increase the
number of receptors and downstream signalling mediators without altering their concentration
(Figure 3B), so that changes in PCL alter the cilia’s sensitivity to signals, much like a rheostat
(variable resistor) regulates the flow of current in an electrical circuit. The rheostat model assumes
that the mechanisms regulating proteins’ entry and exit from the primary cilium operate at least as
quickly as the observed changes in PCL. This concept is supported by computational models
suggesting that the capture rate of molecules by the ciliary receptors scales linearly with PCL
[76]. Indeed, the exogenous expression of ciliary proteins has been associated with elongation
of cilia in the neocortical neurons of mice [17], suggesting that PCL may change in response to
changes in the receptors’ entry or activity to normalize their concentration. We note that despite
the constant concentration of receptors and downstream targets (e.g., AC3) imagined in the
rheostat model, the concentration of secondary messengers (e.g., cAMP) may still build up to
higher levels in the small volume of a longer cilium before they reach the ‘sink’ of the cytoplasm.
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Experimentally, ciliary SHH signalling was potentiated in mouse embryonic fibroblasts with
primary cilia that were lengthened either genetically by the ablation of Cnsk2α [77], or pharmaco-
logically by the inhibitor of actin polymerisation Cytochalasin B [78]. In the hypothalamus,
alterations in PCL might modulate the intensity of signalling from metabolic factors [30] since
leptin- and insulin-induced cilia elongation has been proposed to increase neuronal sensitivity

(A)Passive indicator Rheostat model (B)

(C)Molecular crowding Altered composition

Ciliary
vesicle

(D)

GPCR1

GPCR2

AC3

cAMP

cAMP

Consequences of changes in cilia length

TrendsTrends inin Cell BiologyCell Biology

Figure 3. Hypothetical models of the functional consequences of changes in PCL. While many different receptor
types and signalling pathways are active in primary cilia, for clarity we schematise ciliary signalling as the interaction of GPCR
with AC3 and the downstream production of cAMP as a secondary messenger, with the thickness of the arrow representing
the efficacy of signal transduction. (A) The passive indicator model proposes that changes in PCL do not alter ciliary signalling
capacity. (B) In the rheostat model, increased PCL potentiates ciliary signalling capacity due to the increased number of ciliary
proteins. (C) The local concentration model proposes that if the total number of ciliary proteins is not substantially changed, a
shorter cilium would increase their concentration to potentiate or alter ciliary signalling. (D) In the altered composition model,
PCL influences the composition and variety of receptors to alter the signalling capacity of the primary cilium. Abbreviations:
AC3, adenylate cyclase 3; cAMP, cyclic AMP; GPCR, G-protein coupled receptor; PCL, primary cilia length.
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to othermetabolic signals [14], leading to increased activation of anorexigenic proopiomelanocor-
tin (POMC) neurons and decreased food intake [22].

(iii) Local concentration model

There are a number of ways in which the local concentration of ciliary proteins could be altered.
For example, if the rate of protein trafficking into and out of the cilium is slow relative to the rate
of change in PCL, then the total number of ciliary membrane proteins would remain relatively con-
stant, increasing their concentration and potentially increasing the number of intermolecular inter-
actions as cilia shrink. This increased local concentration of ciliary proteins could potentiate or
alter their signalling in at least three ways: (i) increasing the likelihood that receptors such as GPCRs
will interact with downstream targets, (ii) increasing the concentration of second messengers due
to the decreased ciliary volume, and (iii) increasing the formation of receptor homomers, heteromers,
and higher-order oligomers which could, in turn, shape their responses to ligands [79]. Indeed, longer
primary cilia in senescent fibroblasts have been suggested to reduce their capacity to respond to
SHH by diluting their receptors and downstream targets [80]. Genetic or pharmacological induction
of multiple cilia in the same cell diluted the ciliary proteins and attenuated ciliary signalling, since the
multiple primary cilia occupy the same ciliary pocket, and thus the trafficking machinery becomes
rate-limiting [81]. Furthermore, the appetite-regulating ciliary GPCRs MCHR1 and SSTR3
heterodimerize [79], and the receptor for the appetite-promoting hormone ghrelin (GSHR)
heterodimerizes with multiple other GPCRs including the melanocortin 3 receptor (MC3R) [82], sug-
gesting that changes in PCL that affect local protein concentration could alter neuronal responses to
metabolic signals. While it is unclear how ciliary receptors interact with each other within the cilium,
they may do so in lipid rafts, which can accumulate at the base of the cilium and have been shown
to propagate adipogenic insulin signalling after IR/IGF1R heterodimerization [83].

(iv) Altered composition model

Mechanisms that might alter PCL such as ectosome shedding could alter the composition of cil-
iary proteins and lipids to influence the subsequent signalling, as observed when GPR161 was
removed upon SHH binding [72]. The ciliary composition could also be changed by other mech-
anisms, for example, if longer cilia more effectively accommodate lowly expressed or inefficiently
targeted proteins than shorter cilia, in which case ciliary elongation would lead to the presentation
of a greater diversity of ciliary proteins.

Concluding remarks
We have summarized the mechanisms potentially involved in the control of PCL in mammalian
neurons and proposed models of how these changes could affect ciliary signalling and, conse-
quently, alter the cell’s state. Here, we propose a set of experiments to determine which model
(or combination of models) might explain how PCL could affect signalling pathways, keeping in
mind that results from one experimental system may not apply universally (see Outstanding
questions). For example, one could use cilia-targeted cAMP or calcium sensors [84] to test how
experimentally shortening or lengthening primary cilia might alter ciliary signalling in response to a
panel of ligands that act via ciliary GPCRs. One could also use techniques such as somatic calcium
imaging or analyses of transcriptional changes to test how changes in PCLmight alter the cells’ state.
One challenge to this approach is that manipulations that affect PCL may also affect the function of
cilia or other compartments, so it would be necessary to validate the findings from one approach
using an orthogonal method. Ciliary proximity proteomics could be used to experimentally test how
physiologically induced changes in PCL alter ciliary protein composition [85,86]. These experiments
would provide rich datasets, but are costly, relatively low-throughput, and have yet to be optimized
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Outstanding questions
How is the length of primary cilia
regulated and do these mechanisms
differ between mitotic and postmitotic
cells?

How do changes in PCL affect cell sig-
nalling and behaviour, particularly in
the neurons?

Is the complement of ciliary proteins
affected by changes in length? If yes,
how does this affect cell signalling?

Which signalling pathways are most
sensitive to changes in PCL?

Are the mechanisms regulating PCL
cell-type-specific or universal?

Can the mechanisms that regulate
PCL be therapeutically harnessed to
treat ciliopathies and diseases accom-
panied by changes in PCL?
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for neurons. We also note that the molecular mechanisms and models described above have largely
been informed by studies in postmitotic mammalian neurons, in which cilia may change in length but
otherwise remain relatively stable. However, we propose that the mechanisms and consequences of
changes in PCLmay be more broadly relevant, since primary cilia in most cell types participate in sig-
nalling. In embryonic development, changes in PCL might tune cellular responsiveness, and shape
the timing and outcomes of differentiation and tissue morphogenesis. For example, FGF signalling af-
fects the length and function of cilia during development, and developmental defects related to FGF
signalling could partly derive from ciliary dysfunction [87]. Changes in PCL are likely to be relevant to
disease biology, since the rescue of cilia length attenuates disease phenotypes and mitigates SHH
signalling defects [88,89]. Finally, alterations in PCL are a cellular phenotype that could provide a foun-
dation for image-based clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) screens,
in which the PCL in a given cell is correlated with the identity of the perturbed gene [90]. Such studies
could catalogue the genes involved in ciliary formation, function, and length control, as well as revealing
a ciliary role for genes associated with human disease. Understanding the causes and consequences
of changes in PCL could significantly advance our understanding of primary cilia in development and in
the function of adult cells and tissues, and perhaps may also reveal a new class of therapeutic targets
for diseases that involve signalling pathways mediated by primary cilia.
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Abstract: Climate change is a critical challenge for the global grape and wine industry, as it can
disrupt grapevine growth, production, and wine quality. Climate change could influence the cost-
effectiveness and growth of the wine industry in different wine regions since grapevine development
is deeply dependent on weather (short-term) and climate (long-term) conditions. Innovation and
new technologies are needed to meet the challenge. This review article addresses the impact of
climate change on grapevines, such as vine phenology, pest and disease pressure, crop load, and
grape and wine composition. It also reviews recent advances in the areas of viticultural manipulation
and relevant technologies to potentially reduce the impact of climate change and help growers
improve grape quality. Remote sensing is used for vineyard microclimate monitoring; thermal
sensors combined with UAVs, aircraft, or satellites are used for water management; soil electrical
conductivity sensors have been developed for soil mapping. Viticultural manipulations, such as
regulated deficit irrigation for water use efficiency and berry-ripening delay for growing quality fruit,
are also discussed. The review assesses future directions for further technological development, such
as soil and vine water monitoring devises, precision viticulture, and artificial intelligence in vineyards.

Keywords: climate change; viticultural manipulation; grapevines; wines; new technology; adaption

1. Introduction

“Climate change refers to a change in the state of the climate that can be identified (e.g.,
by using statistical tests) by changes in the mean and/or the variability of its properties and
that persists for an extended period, typically decades or longer” [1]. The global average
temperature change started in 1880 [2]. According to the latest U.S. Climate Normals
2021 [3], the average temperature in 1981–2010 for the contiguous USA was 52.8 ◦F, and
in 1991–2020, it was 53.3 ◦F. Carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from human activities are
the main drive toward global climate change [4]. As the CO2 concentration is predicted to
continue rising, Earth surface temperature will keep increasing [5].

Changing climate can lead to agricultural change. Severe warming due to climate
change has led to increased drought in agricultural production areas and, thus, negatively
affects plant water availability and crop production and quality. For example, based on a
new released U.S. Drought Monitor, some areas of Kansas and Texas reached exceptional
drought levels, which reduced surface water, dried out soils and vegetation, and altered the
timing of water availability [6]. The grape and wine industry are no exception to the climate
change impacts. For instance, grape growing relies heavily on the length of the growing
season, and environmental temperatures and changes in the climate affect these factors [7].
Global warming is expected to change the temperature range in most viticultural areas and
will directly influence wine quality. Thus, there is a need to investigate the multiple ways
climate change has modified the grape and wine industry.
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This review article focuses on the impact of climate change on grapevines, such
as phenology, pest and disease pressure, yield, and grape and wine composition. The
recent advances in the areas of viticultural manipulation and relevant technologies are also
reviewed. This review article contributes to the literature on supporting grape growers and
winemakers to better understand the challenges presented by climate change issues. It will
also provide them with adaptation options to face the challenges and improve grape and
wine quality.

2. Overview of Climate Change Models for Wine-Producing Regions

Climate change constitutes a double-edged sword for wine regions. The warming
temperature in cool climate areas improves grape and wine quality. For example, with
temperature increases of 2.3–5.3 ◦C in the northern European regions [8], the extended
frost-free growing seasons will make it possible to grow warmer-climate varieties and
improve current fruit production and quality [8,9]. An empirical study in Moldova also
found that both land size and labor have positive significant influences on the productivity
of wineries. This finding could be an inspiration for other countries that have similar
potential in rural areas to increase wine production [10]. In addition, cool climate regions
in North America, such as Oregon and Washington State (USA) and British Columbia
(Canada), would also be able to grow new varieties [11]. Grape production in Michigan
in the USA has increased due to its shift in climate; the warmer temperatures have been
canceling out early season frost. Michigan’s future climate is more likely to be suitable
to growing all varieties of grapes, including grape varieties that are climatically sensitive
to cold temperatures [12,13]. Climate change will also cause grape-growing regions to be
more suitable for growing at higher elevations [7].

However, other warm-climate wine regions will be negatively affected by high tem-
peratures and water stress due to the reduction in the amount of water available or irreg-
ular precipitation. It is predicted that temperatures will increase by 0.42 ◦C per decade,
which will make it challenging for some wine regions to produce high quality grapes and
wines [14]. Regions with Mediterranean climatic conditions are the largest wine regions
in the world owing it to long growing seasons with dry/hot summers and mild/wet win-
ters [15]. The regions are located on the western sides of continents between 30◦ and 40◦

latitude and will likely face the most severe impacts from climate change [16]. Other wine
regions, such as southern Europe, are becoming too hot to produce premium wine since
they have already reached, or even exceeded, the optimum range of growing conditions for
the currently cultivated grape varieties. Australian wine regions have reported early ripen-
ing of Chardonnay, Shiraz, and Cabernet Sauvignon due to increased temperatures [17].
California’s climate is one of the most challenged in North America. During the last decade,
California has faced several of the most extreme climate and environmental conditions,
such as severe drought and wildfires [18].

In our study, ten wine regions were selected as representative of the main producing
regions and of the diversity of climatic conditions encountered in wine production. The
average annual temperature was used for the climatic conditions and climate change
conditions. The data analysis consisted of calculating the mean temperatures for each region
under a baseline condition and two climate change periods (mid-century = 2040–2060 and
end-century = 2080–2100). The difference between the temperatures in relation to the
baseline was calculated to identify the direction of change in temperature. A positive sign
indicated a warming condition, while a negative sign indicated a cooling condition. Given
the global scope of our analysis, the use of average annual temperature was justified, as
these data are commonly used to characterize producing regions, even though average
annual temperature can mask extreme weather events that would be prejudicial to grapes
or to the quality of the wine [19].

The data for the geographic areas were based on the maps produced by vineyards.com
and manually digitized by the authors. The data for the baseline were average annual
temperature data for 1970–2000 and were obtained from the WorldClim 2.0 dataset at
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a spatial resolution of 30 s [20]. The data for average annual temperature under the
climate change condition were from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) climate model [21]. We used the
downscaled version of GISS data under shared socioeconomic pathway (SSP) 585 at 30 s
spatial resolution for 2040–2060 and 2080–2100 from the WorldClim 2.0 database [14].
The GISS data under SSP 585 represent a climate model calibrated under representative
concentration pathway 8.5 and shared socioeconomic pathway 5, which represent intensive
use of fossil fuels and energy and economic development. From now on, we will refer to
the downscaled version as GISS.

For the baseline conditions (Figure 1), annual average temperatures in the ten regions
varied from 9.11 ◦C for the Mosel Valley region, Germany, to 16.54 ◦C for the Stellenbosch
region, South Africa (Figure 1). It is interesting to note the difference between Mendoza,
Argentina, and Maipo Valley, Chile, as Mendoza recorded 10 ◦C and Maipo Valley was 4 ◦C
warmer at 14.38 ◦C. In the baseline, five regions were in the two lower temperature ranges.
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Under the future climate conditions estimated by the GISS, there will be remarkable
warming in all regions. Figures 2 and 3 show an increase in temperature, which prompted
us to add new temperature ranges to our scale to accommodate it. For the mid-century
period, the temperature range was from 11.33 ◦C to 18.22 ◦C. There was no region under
10 ◦C. We identified the highest increase in temperature (2.5 ◦C) as occurring in Piedmont,
Italy, and the lowest increase in temperature (1.6 ◦C) in Central Coast California, United
States. For the end-century period, the temperature range was from 12.72 ◦C to 20.09 ◦C.
The lowest temperature class for this period corresponded to a mid-to-high temperature in
the baseline climatic condition. We identified the highest increase in temperature (4.4 ◦C) as
occurring in Piedmont, Italy, and the lowest increase in temperature (3.3 ◦C) in Bordeaux,
France. Furthermore, three regions (Maipo Valley, South Australia, Stellenbosch) had
temperatures in the range from 18.2 ◦C to 20.1 ◦C.
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3. Impact of Climate Change on Grapevines, Berries, and Wine

Grapevine and wine production is vulnerable to the effect of climate change. Heat and
water stress related to climate change can affect vine phenology, pest and disease pressure,
crop yield, and berry and wine composition.

3.1. Grapevine Phenology

Grapevine phenology has two developmental cycles known as the vegetative and
reproductive cycles. These cycles are complex and include vine and fruit growth for
the current season as well as the next. These cycles are responsible for berry formation
and growth of the vine. There is a strong correlation between grapevine phenology and
environmental factors, such as daylight length, heat, water, soil, and light. Climate change
factors, such as elevated CO2, elevated temperatures, and water stress, have played an
important role in grapevine growth patterns [22].

Carbon dioxide is a major concern with climate change as the atmospheric CO2
concentration is expected to reach 600 ppm. High CO2 levels may promote physiological
changes in vines. Increasing CO2 levels will limit the production of plant hormones, such as
ethylene and jasmonic acid, which are both significant in the plants’ defense response [23].

Temperatures can affect grape quality by leading to an earlier onset of the growing
season, creating premature véraison from early heat, which can affect enzyme activation or
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cause poor ripening. This would cause the growing season to be shortened and accelerate
berry ripening [24]. When the sugar accumulation starts earlier and progresses more
rapidly in the warmer periods of the growing season, the phenolic composition and berry
anthocyanin concentration can be negatively affected, causing less than desirable harvest
levels. For example, during flowering and the berry growth period, heat extremes can
cause berry softening and changes in berry color. It has been shown that the accumulation
of anthocyanins, which are responsible for berry coloration, is lower when maturation
occurs at higher temperatures [25]. Premature véraison might lead to less aroma and
flavor compound accumulation, which can affect berry flavor development [26]. Similar
observations have been made in different wine regions [27–30]. In summary, increasingly
high temperatures would lead to negative outcomes for grape and wine quality.

A major factor affecting the growth and productivity of the vine is water availability.
Climate change is associated with unpredictable precipitation patterns and more severe
drought conditions that can be expected to impact yield and the overall growth of vines.
When water shortages occur early in the season, they can reduce yield by affecting bud
fertility, as the reproductive structures inside the dormant buds are sensitive during this
time [31]. Once the grapevine gets past budbreak, the reproductive growth is relatively
unaffected. Another effect of climate change is the combination of higher temperatures and
unpredictable precipitation, leading to water deficits. High rates of evapotranspiration and
increased plant water requirements are caused by higher temperatures [32]. When water
deficits are up to 50% of the evapotranspiration threshold, there is almost no effect on yield;
however, when the threshold is surpassed, the yield decreases. This phenomenon is more
prominent during the budbreak to bloom phenological phase [33,34].

3.2. Pest and Disease Pressure

Studies have found that climate change is inducing greater pest and disease pressure
in vineyards. A healthy vine can create resistance or fight off potential attacks due to the
plant’s defense system. Pests or pathogens usually affect the vine during specific exposed
periods of the vine’s lifecycle. However, climate change can modify the period a plant
will be exposed to a pathogen. For instance, high temperatures would promote pathogen
development and increase survival rates, which can change the susceptibility of a host
(plant) to pests and diseases [35].

Plant diseases can be used as an indicator of climate change. This can be complicated
with all the biological interactions that result in disease [35]. Disease will occur more often
when the vines are stressed in warmer climates. There is a concern regarding diseases that
increased CO2 levels will decrease plants’ ability to decompose, so leaves or plant material
on the ground can cause fungal spore development if not managed properly [36,37]. This,
along with extremely hot temperatures that can cause berry sunburn and damage the berry
skin, could increase the Botrytis cinerea infection rate in grapes [38]. When the phenology
of the plant and the pathogen align, more plant diseases can occur.

Depending on the magnitude of global warming, it may influence the phenology
of insects by impacting the timing of their emergence and feeding patterns. Since there
may be a change in the timing of grapevine phenology—for example, budbreak or foliar
growth—this could lead to a change in insect survival, since insects’ timing is determined
by the plant. If they are not emerging at the stages of growth needed for survival, it could
cause the population to undergo food starvation or be unable to meet survival needs [39].
Elevated CO2 concentrations can lead to the accumulation of non-structural carbohydrates
in plant, which results in lower tissue nitrogen concentrations. This can lead to the need for
insects to consume more foliage to meet their nitrogen needs [40–42]. Thus, the effects of
climate change on insects are complex and involve several unknown factors, such as the
introduction of new pests, competition among pests, and the presence of beneficial insects.

However, many of the highly mobile enemy insects can track climate change con-
ditions, while this could take a while for less mobile species [39]. Vine mealybugs, for
example, are less likely to leave their hideouts under the bark and on the roots to mi-
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grate towards leaves and fruit during hot conditions. However, if the daily temperatures
are to increase by 2 ◦C or 4 ◦C, most regions would expect to see an increase in overall
mealybug density. In California, the mealybug densities are predicted to be higher in the
cooler vineyards, such as Napa and Sonoma, while being lower in warmer areas, such
as the Coachella Valley [43]. The extremely hot summer temperatures in the Coachella
Valley can cause mealybug mortality. In comparison, the summer temperatures in the
San Joaquin Valley are not hot enough to cause high mortality rates; thus, the mealybug
populations can increase significantly during the growing season. In cooler areas, such
as the coastal regions, mealybug abundance follows a similar pattern to the San Joaquin
Valley but with fewer summer generation cycles [44]. As many of the distributions of the
pest and pathogens will be changed, interactions between them and the plants will need to
be monitored. Additionally, researchers have found that pest and weed management are
the main hotspots for greenhouse gas emissions in the lifecycle of grape production [45,46].

3.3. Grapevine Yield

Grapevine yield depends on soil fertility and climatic conditions. High yields can
be achieved with moderately high temperatures, sufficient light conditions, and enough
nitrogen and water. Increased temperatures are beneficial for crop yield in some cool climate
regions. Nemani et al. (2001) [29] found that yields and berry quality were improved in
Napa and Sonoma Valleys due to lower occurrence of frost and a longer growing season.
However, grapevines grown under excessive heat stress suffer photosynthesis limitation,
thus contributing to significant yield reductions. Heat waves may result in a yield decrease
of up to 35% in some viticultural regions [47]. Drought conditions impair grape yield,
and the decrease can be variety-dependent [48]. During drought conditions, stomatal
closure and the impairment of the photosynthetic machinery limit photosynthesis [48].
Increased water deficit due to reductions in precipitation in conjunction with increases
in evapotranspiration influences yield. Studies have found that water deficit negatively
affects yield [49,50]. Berry weight is one of the yield components most affected by water
availability and is used for calculating the yield of a vineyard. A study showed that Shiraz
vines with water deficit after flowering demonstrated significant reductions in berry weight
compared to sufficiently watered vines, particularly during high-temperature seasons [51].
Another source of yield variability is temperature. A study on Sangiovese and Cabernet
Sauvignon in Italy in relation to climate change reported that warmer weather resulted in
higher yield variability [52].

3.4. Berry and Wine Composition

Grape berries are composed of several hundreds of chemical compounds, including
water, fermentable sugars, organic acids, nitrogen compounds, minerals, pectins, phenolic
compounds, and aromatic compounds [53]. Environmental conditions, such as soil, to-
pography, and climate, influence yields, grape composition and sensory attributes, and
the quality of the wines. Higher temperatures can accelerate grape metabolism, leading
to changes in the biosynthesis of basic components [54]. A report found that metabolic
pathways in grapes changed once the ambient temperature was 30 ◦C [25]. Many studies
provide evidence of grape and wine composition changes, including dramatic changes in
pH, total acidity, and alcohol [5,14,55].

3.4.1. Sugar, Acid, and Alcohol

Elevated temperatures have been associated with sugar accumulation and organic
degradation, resulting in an unbalanced sugar–acid ratio [56]. Wine made from these kinds
of berries contains higher alcohol content and falls short in freshness and aromatic complex-
ity. Warmer conditions in Slovenia led to a large reduction in total acidity in early-ripening
wine varieties [57,58]. Grape malic acid levels are typically low in warm climate regions,
since it tends to degrade at high temperatures. Lecourieux et al. found that imposing
heat treatment (+8 ◦C, 14 days) on grape clusters at véraison and during berry ripening
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significantly decreased the berry concentration of malic acid, while it increased some amino
acids, such as phenylalanine, γ-aminobutyric acid, proline, and leucine. The alterations
in acid concentrations could have been due to the deep remodeling of transcriptomes in
heated berries [59].

3.4.2. Anthocyanins

Anthocyanins in berries are phenolic compounds that are responsible for berry col-
oration. Temperature has been found to be a critical factor affecting anthocyanin synthesis
due to enzymes in the metabolic pathway being temperature-sensitive [60,61]. If sugar
accumulation starts earlier and proceeds more rapidly in the growing season under high
temperatures, the berry anthocyanin concentration cannot reach the desirable levels at
the harvest. This is especially true in warm-climate wine regions. Ripened berries typi-
cally have an unbalanced composition, with higher total soluble solids, low acidity, and
fewer anthocyanins. Moreover, anthocyanins are highly unstable and susceptible to ther-
mal degradation. Research has indicated that anthocyanins tend to accumulate better at
20 ◦C than 30 ◦C [62]. The anthocyanin accumulation decreases once the temperature
rises above 30 ◦C [63,64]. Véraison, heat treatment, and ripening heat treatment (+8 ◦C,
14 days) decreased the concentrations of anthocyanins at harvest, such as delphinidin-3-
O-glucoside, cyanidin-3-O-glucoside, petunidin-3-O-glucoside, peonidin-3-O-glucoside,
delphinidin-3-O-(6′-acetyl) glucoside, cyanidin-3-O-(6′-acetyl) glucoside petunidin-3-O-(6′-
acetyl) glucoside, and peonidin-3-O-(6′-acetyl) glucoside [59].

3.4.3. Aroma

Increased temperatures and solar radiation will alter the secondary metabolites in
berries, thus impacting flavor development [5]. The temperature range of 20–22 ◦C appears
to be optimal for aroma formation during the grape maturation stage for most varieties [65].
Increased volatilization of aroma compounds at high temperatures has been observed.
Belancic et al. reported that the terpenol content of Moscatel de Alejandria (Muscat of
Alexandria) and Moscatel Rosada (Muscat Rose) was lower as a result of the vines’ overex-
posure to sunlight and higher berry temperature [66]. The concentrations of some aroma
compounds may increase due to high temperatures, but this imparts negative effects on
the wine since it breaks the balance of the aroma profile. For example, Marais et al. found
that the concentrations of 1,1,6-trimethyl-1,2-dihydronaphthalene (TDN) varied with cli-
matic regions. Warm temperatures increased the formation of TDN, which might have
had a negative effect on Riesling wine, with overpowering petrol notes [67]. In a study
by Lecourieux et al. (2017) [59], Cabernet Sauvignon berries exposed to high tempera-
ture showed decreased aromatic potential due to deregulation of numerous aroma and
aroma precursor-related genes. The results suggested that heat treatment contributed
to the decrease in volatile terpenoids caused by the repression of many key enzymes in
the biosynthetic pathway. Carotenoid biosynthesis also decreased with heat treatment.
High-temperature exposure also led to a drastic reduction in 2-methoxy-3-isobutylpyrazine
(IBMP) content in ripe berries due to the repression of the key gene VviOMT3. VviOMT3
was reported to be responsible for the synthesis of the IBMP [68].

The impact of climate change on grapevines, berries, and wine are summarized and
presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of impact of climate change on grapevines, berries, and wine.

Category Effects of Climate Change References

Grapevine phenology
Shortens the growing period and fastens berry ripening

Causes high rates of evapotranspiration and increases vine
water requirements

[31,33,34]
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Table 1. Cont.

Category Effects of Climate Change References

Pest and disease pressure
Promotes pathogen development and pest increased survival rate

Changes the susceptibility of vines
Reduces beneficial insects

[35–37,40]

Grapevine yield

Improves yields in cool wine regions due to less frost occurring and longer
growing season

Limits vine photosynthesis and decreases significant yields due to
excessive heat stress

Causes higher yield variability

[29,47,48,52]

Berry and wine composition

Accelerates grape metabolism
Increases sugar accumulation and reduces organic acid, resulting in an

unbalanced sugar–acid ratio
Increases alcohol content

Decreases anthocyanin accumulation
Has an impact on flavor development

[57–59,66,67]

4. Strategies for Climate Change Adaptation

“Climate change adaptation is the process of adjusting to current or expected climate
change and its effects” [1], and it is the key to the future of agriculture, which depends heav-
ily on weather and climatic conditions. To continuously achieve high quality grapes and
wine, different viticultural manipulations and technological solutions are being developed
to mitigate the negative effects of climate change.

4.1. Vineyard Location and Vine Row Orientation

The radiation intercepted by the grapevine canopy is dependent on several factors,
such as topography, slope direction, steepness, and vineyard altitude. Vineyard location
selection could be a cost-effective way to allow the winegrower to adapt locally to climate
change. For example, cultivating wine grapes at a higher altitude is a useful strategy since
vineyard altitudes play a significant role in combatting the impact of climate change [7].
High-altitude viticulture exposes the vine to more ultraviolet light but allows a low tem-
perature to be maintained, which favors higher quality grapes and premium wine. One
study conducted in Southern Brazil found that fully mature Cabernet Sauvignon berries
could be produced in a high-altitude vineyard with high total soluble solids and phenolics
contents [69].

Row orientation may also be a useful tool as a viticulture practice to adapt to climate
change. There is a climate and temperature difference between the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres. Due to sun exposure, north-facing slopes are typically cooler than south-
facing slopes in the Northern Hemisphere. The Southern Hemisphere has the opposite
situation. Studies have demonstrated that row orientation could influence vine physiology,
the grapevine growth cycle, crop load [70–72], and berry and wine quality [73]. Research
conducted in a Shiraz vineyard in Robertson, South Africa, found that (1) the highest
skin anthocyanin and phenolic contents were present in grapes grown with a northwest–
southeast (NW-SE) row orientation and (2) grapes from the NW-SE and NE-SW rows
carried the most favorable sensory notes [73]. Therefore, for wine regions with elevated
temperatures, it would be more appropriate to select a vineyard row orientation that leads
to low canopy light interception.

4.2. Plant Material

The selection of plant material is an affordable and useful solution for adapting to
climate change. Drought-resistant varieties, rootstocks, and clones are expected to decrease
the vulnerability of vineyards to water deficits and help avoid reductions in quality caused
by elevated temperatures during berry ripening.
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4.2.1. Rootstocks

Drought-tolerant rootstocks can support scions’ growth and increase grape production
when water supply is limited. Grapevine rootstocks with different degrees of drought
resistance are summarized in Table 2. Among these rootstocks, 110 Richter, 140 Ruggeri,
196.17 Castel, and 44–53 M show a high degree of drought tolerance, while O39-16, 420A,
1616C, Riparia Gloire, and 5C have low resistance. Other known rootstocks have low,
low to moderate, and moderate to high drought tolerance [74]. Newer rootstocks, such
as Matador, have not been evaluated for drought tolerance [75], and no information is
available for RS-3, RS-9, Minotaur, or Kingfisher.

With the changes in climate conditions causing higher drought incidence, water and
soil salinity is becoming an increasingly serious problem for grapevines. Certain rootstocks
can protect scion varieties from accumulating significant amounts of saline ions. These
mechanisms are not fully understood and research is underway. Existing rootstocks have
been tested to determine their salt tolerance levels. Rootstocks such as Ramsey, Dogridge,
140 Ruggeri, and 1103 Paulsen have shown high tolerance to salt in the field [76].

Table 2. Grapevine rootstocks: degrees of drought tolerance.

Grapevine Rootstock Drought Tolerance
High Moderate to High Medium Low to Moderate Low

110 Richter 99 Richter 5BB 101–14 Mgt O39-16
140 Ruggeri 1103 Paulsen Schwarzmann Harmony 420A

44–53 M Ramsey Dogridge SO4 5C
196.17 Castel Freedom St. George 1616C

3309C Riparia Gloire

Source: Adapted from [74,77].

4.2.2. Varieties

Switching to drought-resistant and heat-tolerant grape varieties could also help wine-
makers adapt to climate change [78]. Based on historical cultivation, grape growers have
selected several varieties for drought tolerance, such as Grenache, Carignan, Cinsault, and
most Mediterranean varieties. Several studies have been conducted to explore drought-
resistant varieties [79,80]. In a study conducted in the Denominación de Origen Calificada
Rioja in Spain, the red varieties Garnacha Roya, Alicante Bouschet, Trepat, Morate, and
Agawan and the white varieties Maturana Blanca and Garnacha Blanca were the promising
varieties for addressing global warming. These varieties have been shown to produce
berries with lower sugar levels and higher acidity content during harvest in comparison
to other traditional grapevine varieties [81]. Since berry maturity and ripening times vary
significantly between the different varieties, grape growers can also select later-ripening
varieties, such as Cabernet Sauvignon, Grenache, Sangiovese, Barbera, Nebbiolo, Mourve-
dre, Aglianico, Marsanne, Cortese, etc., to extend the harvest date and to ensure that the
desired grape quality parameters are met.

4.2.3. Clones

A certain level of genetic variability exists within a given grape variety. Clones have
been historically selected for traits such as high productivity, disease resistance, cold
hardiness, etc. In the context of a changing climate, new clones can be selected for drought
resistance and improved water use efficiency. It would also be a useful strategy to change
the grape growing cycle to delay maturity and reduce sugar accumulation at an early
stage. Van Leeuwen conducted a study on different Cabernet Franc clone characteristics
and found a difference in berry sugar accumulation between clones, providing valuable
guidance for growers in choosing appropriate clones in warm climate regions [82].
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4.3. Training Systems and Canopy Management

Training system selection can be used to reduce high temperatures in the fruit zone of
grapevines. The goblet system is an ancient untrellised vine-training method developed by
wine growers in the Mediterranean region. This system made it possible to grow grapes in
semi-dry and dry areas for a long time period because it was cost-effective and drought-
resistant [83]. However, goblet-trained vines tend to produce a low crop load and cannot
easily be adapted to mechanical cultural practices, such as mechanized shoot thinning,
berry/cluster thinning, pruning, and harvesting. Hence, it is not practical for wine regions
that focus on high-yield grape production. The San Joaquin Valley in California is a major
wine production area characterized by a hot climate. Many of the wine grapes planted
in this area adopted the California sprawl training system or the simple curtain system.
Grapes are grown on two wires (a fruiting/cordon wire and a foliage wire), resulting in
sprawling vines without rigorous shoot positioning [84]. Sprawl systems can provide the
canopy shading required to prevent sunburn on the grapes, and they are also cheap to
construct and suitable for grape varieties with moderate to high vigor.

Canopy management is increasingly recognized as an important tool for improving
vineyard water management since it can affect the vine leaf area index and the transpiration
rate. Various canopy management practices can be adopted throughout the year that
enable the grower to mitigate the negative effects of climate change. Shoot trimming
or topping is one useful canopy management strategy to delay berry ripening and slow
down sugar accumulation that has been reported in several studies [85–87]. Leaf removal
after véraison has been reported as an efficacious technique to adapt to climate change
because it delays sugar accumulation and postpones the harvest date. A two-year study
on mechanical post-véraison leaf removal from Sangiovese in a commercial vineyard in
central Italy showed a significant reduction in total soluble solids (from 23.9◦B to 22.7◦B)
and similar concentrations of other chemical components [88]. This study demonstrated
that the timing and intervention intensity of canopy management are critical.

4.4. Water Management

Grapevines are more drought-tolerant compared to other fruit crops, but a certain
amount of water is needed to support vine growth and berry development. The water
demand for a grapevine is dependent on the region, variety, rootstock, training system,
planting density, and yield. A study found that grapevines needed annual rainfall of
between 34 and 503 mm from April to October in a cool climate region of California
(Carneros district of Napa Valley) [89], while in the other five warm climate regions in
California (Madera, Livermore, Kearney, Paso Robles, and Temecula), grapevines needed
between 450 and 800 mm of water from April to September [90]. Irrigation management is
one of the strategies adopted in wine regions across the world to address climate change.

Irrigation systems can be selected to maximize water use efficiency, such as subsurface
irrigation, drip irrigation, and high-pressure irrigation systems. “Subsurface irrigation
system is below the ground surface so that water is supplied directly to the root zone of the
plant” [91]. This system has benefits such as reducing evaporation losses and providing less
hindrance to surface cultivation works. “Drip irrigation is a process of slow application of
water on, above or beneath the soil by the surface, sub-surface, bubbler, and spray or pulse
system” [91]. This is an efficient water application method since the applied rate is almost
equal to the use rate of the crop. “Sprinkler irrigation is an advanced method of irrigation
in which water is sprayed to air and allowed to fall on the ground similar to rainfall” [92].
In this method, the water is distributed through a nozzle connected to a network of pipes
while under pressure. The main advantages of sprinkler irrigation are the savings in
water/labor, and it is suitable for all soils with infiltration rates lower than 4 cm/h. Drip
irrigation systems combined with regulated deficit irrigation (RDI) at an early or late stage
provide the most control over water use. In other words, the grape grower can apply the
precise amount of water that each grapevine needs. Precision scheduling and timing of
the irrigation water supply are needed, and this can be accomplished with vine water
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status monitoring through stem water potential measurements. The RDI technique can
be applied for different vines and berry growing stages to accomplish different objectives.
McCarthy et al. (1997) reported that application of RDI after flowering successfully reduced
the berry weight of Shiraz vines [51]. Dry et al. (2001) reported that RDI induced an
accumulation of anthocyanins in red wine grape varieties in Australian vineyards [93].
In Australia, RDI is current a vineyard management tool that is widely used to improve
grape and wine quality. RDI is also a valuable management strategy to enhance vineyard
profitability. Bellvert et al. (2020) used cost–benefit analysis to calculate the total savings
in a 247-acre vineyard with the precision irrigation strategy for Tempranillo, Cabernet
Sauvignon, and Syrah varieties. They reported a net benefit of USD 9.6 per acre in 2016 and
USD 19.7 per acre in 2017 [94].

Remote sensing is a new technology used in vineyards to optimize precision irrigation
and improve water use efficiency. Manned aircraft and satellites are currently the two
main platforms for collecting data remotely. However, these systems are not widely used
in vineyards due to several limitations, such as low spatial resolution, the high initial
investment cost, and susceptibility to climatic conditions [95]. Bellvert (2014) successfully
used airborne imaging from unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to map the spatial variability
in water requirements across a 27-acre block of Pinot Noir vineyards located in Lleida in
Spain [96]. UAVs interlinked with wireless sensor networks (WSNs) represent a promising
monitoring approach in vineyards. Using a multi-sensor approach (high-resolution UAV
remote sensing and WSN proximal sensing), Di Gennaro et al. (2017) obtained a combined
dataset that could be used to predict individual vine stress levels and berry quality [97].
Sun et al. (2017) used Landsat satellite imagery to predict grape yields and the effects of
drought on the yield for Pinot Noir vineyards in California [98].

4.5. Soil Management

Soil management is an important tool to prevent water loss in vineyards. Soil affects
available water capacity, water infiltration, and evapotranspiration. Agronomic practices
and soil amendments can be used to improve the soil surface state and soil structure
in terms of porosity, stoniness, and deepness. With increasing drought conditions in
semi-dry and dry areas, drought-tolerant soils could be reserved for vines sensitive to
water stress. Chrysargyris et al. (2018) found that combining no-irrigation and no-tillage
practices was a useful vineyard strategy for Maratheftiko, a heat-resistant variety native to
Cyprus [79]. Pinamonti (1998) reported that the use of compost mulched soils in a Merlot
vineyard improved soil structure, water-holding capacity, and the nutrient profile [99].
Soil water evaporation and temperature variations were also reduced [99]. Monteiro and
Lopes (2007) conducted a 3-year study on the effects of permanent resident vegetation and
permanent sown cover crops on a 15-year-old Cabernet Sauvignon vineyard located in
the Estremadura region of Portugal [100]. Cover crop treatments showed significantly low
daily water use during berry ripening due to low soil evaporation. Vineyard cover crop
usage also reduced vine vegetative growth and increased total phenols and anthocyanins
in grape berries. Cover cropping is a useful vineyard floor management tool as it can also
help maintain living microorganisms in the soil. Clover and native grass planted in soils
had greater microbial biomass than tilled soil in a Merlot vineyard located in Sacramento,
California [101].

It is important to manage cover crops within a reasonable time frame. Water competi-
tion between vines and cover crops needs to be avoided; otherwise, it can lead to severe
water stress in vines and have negative effects on vine growth, yield, and berry quality.
The accurate selection of species and varieties is also critical. A study in an organic Manto
Negro vineyard located in central Majorca, Spain, reported that self-seeding or perennial
species, such as Trifolium sp., Medicago sp., Brachycalycinum sp., and Dactylis sp., improved
soil properties. Vine vigor and yield were reduced due to water resource competition
between cover crops and vines [102].
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Soil amendments are traditionally used to improve soil structure. Biochar application
is the most studied amendment strategy. Biochar is a co-product of the thermochemical
conversion of biomass, and it has a microscopically porous structure that makes it possible
to hold water. The effects of biochar depend on its physical and structural characteristics,
the application rate, and the soil properties. Baronti et al. reported that biochar application
in a central Italian vineyard increased soil water content and improved photosynthetic
activity but had no effect on soil hydrophobicity [103]. A study carried out in a non-
irrigated vineyard in Tuscany, Italy, investigated the effects of biochar applications on crop
load and berry quality. The results demonstrated that biochar improved soil properties and
increased soil water content. The crop load increased from 16% to 66% during the four years
of research conducted without an effect on berry quality [104]. All these findings support
the feasibility of a biochar-based strategy for vineyards in drought area adaptations to
climate change and water shortages. For California growers, the Sonoma Biochar Initiative
implemented by the Sonoma Ecology Center (SEC) provides farm manager training and
education on how to produce and use biochar (https://sonomabiocharinitiative.org/,
(accessed on 10 July 2022)).

New technologies are playing an important role in soil management aimed at adap-
tation to climate change. The use of geographic information systems (GISs) and remote
sensing can improve the management of vineyards by providing information at the field
level more quickly than manual data collection [105,106]. Soil moisture sensors have
emerged as a promising approach in vineyards, and they can support growers in making
correct and timely decisions regarding irrigation, prevent vines from suffering drought
stress, and save considerable water. Soil moisture content can be determined using gravi-
metric methods, nuclear gauges, or other methods based on electromagnetic, tensiometric,
hygrometric, or remote sensing processes. The most common sensors are based on electro-
magnetic technology. Dilrukshi et al. (2019) evaluated the accuracy and repeatability of
a commercial soil moisture sensor (SKU: SEN0193) [107]. They also integrated the sensor
with a data acquisition system and developed a cost-effective automated soil moisture
monitoring system to reduce soil moisture stress and avoid excessive water application. Ste-
vanato et al. (2019) assessed the capabilities of a novel cosmic-ray neutron sensor (CRNS) in
two different fields located in Potsdam in Germany and Lagosanto in Italy [108]. The study
demonstrated that the CRNS could be a powerful tool for soil moisture measurements in
large agricultural areas. Soil electrical conductivity sensors have been developed for soil
mapping purposes. Rodriguez-Perez et al. (2021) evaluated the feasibility of using apparent
electrical conductivity (eCa) in a Napa Valley vineyard in California [109]. The investigation
indicated that eCa could be used to predict soil physical and chemical properties. The
study clarified the feasibility of using soil electrical conductivity sensors to estimate soil
properties to save time and cost.

4.6. Other Adaptation Strategies

Further promising strategies to adapt to climate change include the use of shade nets;
antitranspirants, such as kaolin particle film and chitosan; and late pruning. These strategies
could be used to mitigate the impact of high temperature and have been examined for
some cultivars and climatic conditions.

Sabir et al. (2020) investigated the effects of different colored shade nets on the
berry skin color and functional properties of “Alphonse Lavallée” table grapes under
controlled glasshouse conditions [110]. The results demonstrated that application of yellow
netting led to the highest anthocyanin content (15.1 mg/100 mL juice), followed by green
(14.2 mg/100 mL juice) and black (13.2 mg/100 mL juice) nets. Caravia et al. (2016) found
that overhead shade treatment imposed on Shiraz vines from véraison to harvest gave the
most consistent effect in mitigating heat stress [111]. The treatment also delayed berry mass
loss and decreased wine alcohol content.

Antitranspirants are used in vineyards to counteract climate change since they can
reduce excessive water loss and improve berry water moisture. Two types of plant antitran-

https://sonomabiocharinitiative.org/
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spirants are currently available with different functions: film polymers (e.g., kaolin, Vapor
Gard, etc.) and stomatal closing compounds, such as chitosan. Kaolin (Al2Si2O5(OH)4) is a
white, chemically inert, and non-toxic clay material. It can reflect photosynthetically active
radiation (PAR), ultraviolet (UV), and infrared radiation (IR) and can be used to mitigate
the effects of excessive heat and radiation [112]. It is a promising and cost-effective mineral
for the improvement of grape composition and wine quality in hot-climate regions with
severe drought conditions. Garrido et al. (2019) found that kaolin film applied to leaves
increased the photosynthetic activity of both exocarps and seed integuments of “Alvarinho”
berries growing under low-light canopy conditions in the Demarcated Region of Vinho
Verde, Braga, Portugal [113]. Dinis et al. (2016) showed that foliar kaolin application was
beneficial to Touriga Nacional grapevines in the Douro Region of northern Portugal, which
has a Mediterranean climate with a warm temperate and dry summer [114]. Palliotti et al.
(2013) investigated the post-véraison application of the film-forming antitranspirant Vapor
Gard (VG; a.i. di-1-p-menthene) on Sangiovese grapes in central Italy [73]. Their research
showed that antitranspirant application delayed grape ripening and reduced berry sugar
accumulation. The effectiveness of the Vapor Gard antitranspirant spray was also con-
firmed in [115]. The authors applied antitranspirant sprays to Barbera vines pre-flowering
(PF), pre-véraison (PV), and at both dates (PFPV) in 2013 and 2014 in Piacenza, Italy. They
found that all antitranspirant spray treatments reduced gas exchange by up to 46%, while
the PV and PFPV treatments delayed sugar accumulation in both seasons without affecting
color development. Brillante et al. (2016) observed that the fruit quality and consumer
preference for wines made with the traditional antitranspirant pinolen were not compa-
rable to those for wine made with kaolin-treated berries [116]. Chitosan is a naturally
occurring polysaccharide produced from seafood shells. It can be used to simulate biotic
and abiotic stresses since chitosan can induce abscisic acid activity. When vines are in a
stress stage, abscisic acid plays a key role in minimizing stomata opening and maintaining
water. Górnik et al. (2008) studied the effect of chitosan (Biochikol 020 PC) on the response
of grapevines to drought and heat stress [117]. Studies have shown that chitosan can be
widely used to improve rooting and heat and drought resistance. Singh et al. (2020) found
that chitosan (0.01% in 0.01% acetic acid) application also increased several monomeric an-
thocyanins in Tinto Cão berry skins [118]. Silva et al. (2020) undertook a comparison study
of chitosan solutions and chitosan nanoparticles applied to the grape variety Sousão [119].
They found that, compared to chitosan nanoparticle treatments, chitosan solutions were
more effective in increasing the total phenol, anthocyanin, and tannin contents in berries,
as well as antibacterial activity.

Late spur-pruning was originally performed in cool climate regions to delay bud burst
and avoid frost damage. It has emerged as a potentially viable adaptation strategy in
vineyards that can alleviate the impact of global warming by delaying vine development
and berry ripening. Gatti et al. (2018) applied late-pruning strategies to a cane-pruned
system of Pinot Noir vines in central Italy when the distal part of the cane reached an
average of three leaves [120]. Late pruning significantly delayed ripening and extended
berry maturity into a cooler season over two trial seasons. It was approved as a simple
technique suitable for preserving the balanced must composition required for a range of
sparkling wine styles, whereas yield per vine was reduced by 35% due to lower shoot
fruitfulness. Buesa et al. (2021) applied late-pruning techniques to Bobal and Tempranillo
varieties in eastern Spain when budbreak initiated [121]. Late pruning delayed grape
ripening in both cultivars and resulted in higher berry anthocyanins at harvest, which
contributed to the wine color intensity. However, late pruning had small detrimental effects
on yield, showing a 10% reduction. Moran et al. (2017) limited pruning to two to three
leaves and found that it effectively spread the harvest, increased the berry anthocyanin
concentration, improved the wine chemical composition, and altered sensory profiles
without negative effects on the yield for Barossa Valley Shiraz [122].

In summary, there are many different practices that can be used in the vineyard to help
growers combat and mitigate the effects of climate change. The opportunities and weak-
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nesses of adaptation strategies are crucial factors for farmers to consider when planning to
adopt these practices. It has been found that wineries in Sonoma Valley with more than
15 years of experience had a positive correlation with adopting sustainable practices [123].
Growers’ participation in partnership arrangements also had a positive correlation with
adoption of new practices [124]. Some technologies are innovative, but most are not new
and have been employed for a very long time. Each adaptation practice has advantages
and shortcomings. Table 3 summarizes each practice and compares the advantages and
limitations of the applications. These insights into adaptations can be informative for the
future development of systematic methods to optimize their effectiveness.

Table 3. Summary of the strategies for climate change adaptation.

Adaptation Strategies Opportunities Weaknesses Application Suggestions

Vineyard location and
vine row orientation

Cost-effective ways to allow the
winegrower to adapt locally to

climate change

Initial cost of conducting research
on a new location

Require collection of information
of altitude, climate, soil, etc.

Workshop and field
demonstrations are necessary to

help growers understand research
and persuade them to explore a

new location

Rootstock selection

Enables growers to select for grapevines
that are more resistant to drought or
disease, thus making it possible to

maintain or increase vine productivity
Helps to overcome soil problems, such as

texture, pH, and density

Selection of a rootstock can be
quite complex

Selection becomes even more
challenging with the

changing climate

Consider how closely existing
rootstock choices interact with

other management strategies (e.g.,
irrigation and cover cropping)
Consider rootstock’s ability to
survive in specific conditions,

such as with different soil, pests,
and viruses

New variety selection A natural solution to delay berry ripening
Might be difficult to perform in

some wine regions with
traditional appellations

Continue monitoring and
evaluating the new varieties

over time
Workshop and field

demonstrations are necessary to
help growers choose the right

variety for their vineyards

Clone selection
A long-term solution involving changing
the berry growing cycle to delay maturity

and reduce sugar accumulation

Clonal selection is
time-consuming it is necessary to
follow a long, rigorous procedure

Requires a variety of skills and
techniques and

specific equipment

Continue monitoring and
evaluating the new clones over
time to guarantee the reliability

and quality of the selections

Training systems An efficient solution to delay
berry ripening

Initial investment required to
investigate a new training system

Workshop and field
demonstrations are necessary to

help growers choose the right
training system for

their vineyards

Canopy management An efficient solution to delay
berry ripening Need to train winegrowers Timing and intervention intensity

of canopy management are critical

Water management
Optimizes water use efficiency

Reduces fertilizer waste
Sustainable vineyard management

Initial and maintenance costs for
precision irrigation and new

technology are high
High labor skills are required

More seasons are needed to
achieve the desirable effect

Soil management

Prevents water loss
Improves soil properties, vine

performance, and berry quality over the
long term

A long time is required to attain
healthy soil

Initial costs for soil sensors and
soil mapping equipment

Soil amendment should be used
for several seasons to achieve the

desirable effect

Colored shade nets
Protect vines from excessive

solar radiation
Delay berry ripening

High labor cost

Need to consider different factors,
such as fabric material, density
percentage, size/shape of holes,

and color
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Table 3. Cont.

Adaptation Strategies Opportunities Weaknesses Application Suggestions

Kaolin

Cost-efficient
Forms a physical barrier against

various pests
Reduces moisture to prevent diseases
Acts against solar radiation to prevent

berry sunburn
Natural and safe agent for the

winegrowers and can be used for
organic vineyards

It is easily washed off by rain and
kaolin spray is not suitable for

overhead irrigation
Requires constant application,

especially for new leaves
Requires strict attention to detail
Missed leaves open window for

pests and disease

It must be mixed thoroughly and
applied via a sprayer with

continuous agitation
Be careful not to overspray

Although it is generally regarded
as safe for humans, it is still

important to protect workers
while spraying (long sleeves, long
pants, closed-toed shoes, a mask

or respirator)

Other antitranspirants

Reduce water loss through leaves by
reducing transpiration

Simple and viable technique to control
berry sugar accumulation and obtain less

alcoholic wines

Might increase fruit surface
temperature and sunburn due to

lack of transpiration
Might decrease fruit quality and

consumer preference for the wines

Application timing is critical
Make sure lower leaf epidermis is

fully wetted by the
antitranspirant chemical

Spray cautions same as for
kaolin application

Late pruning
Simple and inexpensive

Suitable for light-bodied wines, such as
white, rosé, and sparkling

Might reduce yield for
some varieties

More seasons are needed to
achieve the desirable effect

Source: Author’s summary of the literature cited in Section 4.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In view of the current and continuing changes in the global climate, the grape and wine
industry faces big challenges. Climate change compounds issues such as heat, drought,
and water stress, which are known to affect vine phenology, pest and disease incidences,
crop yield, berry quality, and wine tasting. There are potential adaptation strategies that
can be used to address these issues. On the one hand, there are effective and inexpensive
practices, such as kaolin application and late pruning. On the other hand, there are
practices that will have a long-term effect on vineyard sustainability, such as water and
soil management. Rootstock, clone, and new variety selection are time-consuming and it
is necessary to follow a long, rigorous process, which also requires a variety of skills and
techniques and specific equipment. New technologies, such as soil moisture sensors and
soil electrical conductivity sensors, can help in monitoring the available water and soil
properties. Precision viticulture can provide more control with regard to water usage and
save production costs. The Natural Resources Conservation Service implemented by the
USDA has developed programs to help farmers and growers with regional hub information,
assessments of soil carbon, systems to help account for carbon and greenhouse gas systems,
and grants. There are programs that help with incentives for growers and ranchers who
will sequester carbon, reduce atmospheric greenhouse gases, and improve soil health. The
present work cannot present an in-depth review of all areas being studied in terms of
viticulture and winemaking. Future work can build on this review and zoom-in on specific
topics or adaptations. Another limitation in the literature is the lack of an established
protocol through which researchers could publish their experimental findings, which
hinders direct quantitative analysis of the diverse adaptation strategies. Future researchers
can expand the present review and perform a bibliometric analysis of adaptation practices
and management strategies.

In order to achieve long-term benefits, modifications to plant material should be
considered a priority. They offer a natural way to obtain grapes with low sugar content and
high acid profiles and to maximize their quality through delayed ripening. Late-ripening
varieties can be found among the traditional varieties in some wine-growing regions. These
are environmentally friendly and do not increase production costs. However, this strategy
is obviously difficult to perform in some wine regions with traditional appellations. For
example, winegrowers can only use local varieties in European wine-growing regions.
More research on the use of non-local varieties in certain regions is necessary. With more
drought-resistant rootstocks and clones available, regulations for these new plant materials
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need to be modified. Better collaboration between the government, research institutes,
industry partners, and growers will facilitate new plant material applications.

The use of new technology is a promising strategy to address global warming issues.
However, some new tools are still expensive, and their uses and applications are limited
for grape growers. Therefore, further development of affordable precision tools is needed.
Innovation-based agriculture will need technological standardization to ensure the compat-
ibility and safety of equipment. Meanwhile, standards should be kept updated to adapt to
technological changes. Lastly, more educational workshops and technology demonstrations
for growers are necessary.
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Abstract: Although zygotic embryogenesis is usually studied in the field of seed biology, great
attention has been paid to the methods used to generate haploid embryos due to their applications in
crop breeding. These mainly include two methods for haploid embryogenesis: in vitro microspore
embryogenesis and in vivo haploid embryogenesis. Although microspore culture systems and
maize haploid induction systems were discovered in the 1960s, little is known about the molecular
mechanisms underlying haploid formation. In recent years, major breakthroughs have been made
in in vivo haploid induction systems, and several key factors, such as the matrilineal (MTL), baby
boom (BBM), domain of unknown function 679 membrane protein (DMP), and egg cell-specific
(ECS) that trigger in vivo haploid embryo production in both the crops and Arabidopsis models have
been identified. The discovery of these haploid inducers indicates that haploid embryogenesis is
highly related to gamete development, fertilization, and genome stability in ealry embryos. Here,
based on recent efforts to identify key players in haploid embryogenesis and to understand its
molecular mechanisms, we summarize the different paths to haploid embryogenesis, and we discuss
the mechanisms of haploid generation and its potential applications in crop breeding. Although these
haploid-inducing factors could assist egg cells in bypassing fertilization to initiate embryogenesis or
trigger genome elimination in zygotes after fertilization to form haploid embryos, the fertilization
of central cells to form endosperms is a prerequisite step for haploid formation. Deciphering the
molecular and cellular mechanisms for haploid embryogenesis, increasing the haploid induction
efficiency, and establishing haploid induction systems in other crops are critical for promoting the
application of haploid technology in crop breeding, and these should be addressed in further studies.

Keywords: parthenogenesis; haploid induction; single fertilization; genome elimination; crop breeding

Although zygotic embryogenesis is the primary way to generate embryos in plant
reproduction, there are still several alternative methods for forming haploid or diploid
embryos. In addition to normal zygotic embryogenesis, in recent decades, a great deal
of attention has been paid to the formation of haploid embryos due to their important
applications in crop breeding. Haploid induction is an effective way to shorten breeding
time and has been used in crop breeding for many years. Traditional breeding requires
7–8 generations to obtain ideal homozygous plants during the cross, while haploid technol-
ogy can shorten the breeding time to 2–3 generations, which will greatly save on breeding
time and reduce the cost of breeding [1]. Haploid embryogenesis is the core of haploid
breeding technology.

According to the existing methods of generating haploid embryos, a haploid induc-
tion system can be divided into two categories: in vitro and in vivo methods. Microspore
embryogenesis is the primary in vitro method used to induce haploid embryos. It was first
developed in 1964 and has been employed in over 75 species. The in vitro methods for hap-
loid embryogenesis are mainly achieved through the suitable in vitro cell culture system,
which promotes haploid microspores to be reprogrammed and enter into embryogenic
pathways to generate haploid embryos. However, these in vitro culture systems have not
been established for many plant species, and the mechanisms of microspore embryogenesis
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remain largely unknown. The existing in vivo haploid induction systems can be further
divided into CENH3-mediated haploid embryogenesis, parental factor-induced haploid
embryogenesis, and transcriptional factor-triggered haploid embryogenesis. The haploid
inducer line in maize was first discovered in 1959, but the mechanisms underlying haploid
formation have long remained a mystery. The recent discoveries of several key molecular
players in maize and Arabidopsis haploid induction have greatly aided us in understand-
ing the mechanisms of haploid embryogenesis, demonstrating that defects in gamete
development and fertilization are the fundamental mechanisms for haploid generation.

In this review, we summarize the recent advances in the methods for generating
haploid embryogenesis, and we primarily focus on microspore embryogenesis, CENH3-
mediated haploid embryogenesis, and parental factor-induced and transcription factor-
triggered haploid embryogenesis. We also discuss the mechanisms underlying these
methods and the potential applications of haploid embryogenesis in crop breeding.

1. Microspore Embryogenesis

Microspore embryogenesis is a type of embryogenesis in which haploid microspores
after stress treatment undergo cell reprogramming and shift into embryogenic pathways
to generate haploid embryos [2–8]. The haploid embryos then can be automatically dou-
bled or chemically treated to produce double haploids, thus reducing the time required
to obtain homozygous plants [9,10]. Among these microspore embryogenesis systems,
exine-dehisced Brassica napus microspores treated by physical stress can induce polariza-
tion and develop into typical embryos with the differentiation of an embryo proper and
suspensor [11]. However, microspore embryogenesis induction systems have not been well
established in many other plants, such as Arabidopsis thaliana and Solanum lycopersicum,
indicating that the embryogenic potential of microspores or signals for triggering cell fate
reprogramming into embryogenic pathways may vary in different species.

In microspore embryogenesis, the reprogramming of microspores into the embryo
developmental pathway after stress treatment is the critical step for haploid embryo gener-
ation. Epigenetic mechanisms, including H3/ H4 deacetylation, DNA methylation, and
H3K9me2, are reported to be involved in microspore embryogenesis [12]. The inhibition of
histone deacetylases (HDAC) activities by the chemical inhibitor Trichostatin A (TSA) can
efficiently promote microspore embryogenesis in both B. napus and A. thaliana. Suppression
of HDAC activities by TSA leads to the hyperacetylation of histones H3 and H4, which
results in the upregulation of genes related to cell wall remodeling, cell division, and
embryogenesis [13]. In addition to B. napus and A. thaliana, TSA treatment has been effi-
cient at improving the rate of microspore embryogenesis in several other plants, including
pakchoi [14], wheat [15,16], and barley [17], indicating that the HDAC-dependent mech-
anism in microspore embryogenesis appears to be conserved in different plants. Besides
suppressing HDAC activities, the inhibition of DNA methyltransferases catalytic activities
by the inhibitors 5-azacytidine (AC) and 2′-deoxy-5-azacytidine (DAC) can remarkably
increase the frequency of microspore embryogenesis [18], suggesting that decreased DNA
methylation levels are also responsible for microspore embryogenesis, which is likely
achieved through increased chromatin accessibility for transcription activation. Similar
results in promoting microspore embryogenesis were also observed when the microspores
were treated with BIX-01294, which can efficiently inhibit the activities of H3K9me2 methyl-
transferase [19]. In summary, a low DNA methylation level, low H3K9me2 level, and high
acetylation level are critical for the initiation of microspore embryogenesis, whereas, after
reprogramming, microspore embryogenesis is accompanied by increased DNA methyla-
tion levels and H3K9me2 levels [19,20] at later developmental stages, which may promote
haploid embryo differentiation (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Model for in vitro microspore embryogenesis. After stress treatment, vacuolated mi-
crospores switch from normal male gametogenesis into the embryogenic pathway. Epigenetic
modifications, autophagy, reactive oxygen species (ROS), and nitric oxide (NO) are involved in
promoting the initiation of microspore embryogenesis.

Besides epigenetic modifications, autophagy, reactive oxygen species (ROS), and nitric
oxide (NO) have been shown to be involved in the initiation process of microspore em-
bryogenesis (Figure 1) [12,21,22]. Recent studies have revealed that autophagy-mediated
cytoplasm clearance is not only critical for promoting pollen germination [23] and pollen
tube growth [24], but it is also important for microspore embryogenesis [25–27]. Two inde-
pendent studies have demonstrated that the cell death of microspores after stress treatment
is accompanied by the activation of autophagy, and blocking autophagy prevented the cell
death of microspores and increased the frequency of microspore embryogenesis in B. napus,
indicating that enhanced autophagic activities play a role in preventing microspore embryo-
genesis [27]. A similar role of autophagy in Hordeum vulgare microspore embryogenesis
was also found. The suppression of autophagosome formation by 3-methyladenine or the
inhibition of autophagic body degradation in the vacuoles by E-64 can promote microspore
embryogenesis [26]. In addition, ROS and NO were also shown to play important roles
in response to stress-induced microspore cell death and microspore reprogramming in
barley microspore embryogenesis [28]. Stress-treated microspore embryonic suspension
exhibited high ROS levels, high NO signals, and enhanced microspore cell deaths [28,29].
Treating microspores with MnCl2 (O2

− scavenger), ascorbate (H2O2 scavenger), and cP-
TIO (NO scavenger) led to reduced cell death and increased embryogenesis initiation
efficiency. Hence, investigating these mechanisms will not only help us understand the
mechanism for microspore embryogenesis initiation, but also provide an opportunity to
improve haploid induction.

2. CENH3-Mediated Haploid Embryogenesis

CENH3 (CENP-A in humans, Cse4p in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and HTR12 in
Arabidopsis) [30,31] is the centromere-specific histone H3 variant which contains a variable
N-terminal domain (NTD) and a conserved histone fold domain (HFD). The core func-
tions of CENH3 primarily include two aspects: recruiting CENH3/H4 reloading factor
to nucleosomes and providing a platform for kinetochore binding and assembling. The
NTD of CENH3 is essential for CENH3 loading onto the centromeres of meiotic chromo-
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somes, rather than its deposition and function in mitotic nuclei [32,33]. Recent studies
have revealed that both the quality (stability of CENH3 on nucleosomes and recogniz-
ability of CENH3 by CENH3/H4 reloading factors or kinetochore complex proteins) and
quantity (loading amount of CENH3 nucleosomes on centromeres) of CENH3 in cen-
tromeres are important for CENH3′s function [34–39], and defects in CENH3 will lead to
chromosome elimination.

Based on the characteristics of CENH3, GFP-CENH3 and GFP-tailswap (GFP fused
with the N-terminal tail of a CENH3 variant, with NTD replaced by conserved Histone3.3
NTD) were designed to rescue the developmental defects in a cenh3-1 mutant. Expressing
GFP-tailswap in a cenh3-1 mutant can partially recuse the embryonic lethal phenotype,
but it is accompanied by severe male sterility [33,40]. More importantly, expressing GFP-
tailswap or GFP-CENH3 in a cenh3-1 mutant can produce aneuploid and haploid plants due
to chromosome elimination. When GFP-tailswap/cenh3-1 pistils were pollinated by wild-
type (WT) pollen grains, over 30% of the progenies were haploids, though with paternal
genomes. Haploid-induced rates (HIR) slightly decreased when GFP-tailswap expressing
pollen grains were used for the cross with the WT plants. Expressing CENH3 from B. rapa,
Lepidium oleraceum, or Z. mays in the Arabidopsis cehn3-1 mutant can also lead to haploid
formation, which is similar to the expression GFP-CENH3 or GFP-tailswap in cenh3-1 [41].
In addition, point mutations in CENH3 can also induce haploids during the outcrossing
with WT plants [39,42,43]. Under this scenario, the CENH3-mediated haploid induction
system appears to be conserved in different plants.

The potential mechanisms underlying CENH3-mediated haploid induction have been
summarized and discussed, and several hypotheses and theories have been proposed in
recent reviews [36,38,44–52]. CENH3-induced haploids are the result of post-fertilization
genome elimination [53]. Based recent published results, fertilization is normally completed
to form zygotes, but uniparental genomes will be eliminated at early embryonic develop-
mental stages, and eventually they will form the haploid mature embryos. Mutations or
modifications in CENH3 may impair the recruitment of CENH3 to centromeres or reduce
their stability, resulting in the selective dispossession of CENH3 variants from centromeres
in egg cells and zygotes [54]. In a heterozygous cenh3 null mutant, the CENH3 amount
on the centromeres of the cenh3 embryo sac are significantly diluted during post-meiotic
cell division, prior to gamete formation [55]. The inconsistency of the centromere strength
caused by CENH3 among the two parental genomes in zygotes thereby leads to the delay
of CENH3 reloading and/or kinetochore assembly in uniparental genomes, resulting in
chromosome missegregation, truncation, or fragmentation. Chromosomal irregularities
can produce micronuclei or lead to the missegregation of chromosomes [56]. The chromo-
somal truncation and fragmentation may form micronuclei, which may re-emerge with
the nucleus to produce aneuploids or eventually degrade to produce haploid embryos
(Figure 2a).
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Figure 2. Model of in vivo haploid embryogenesis. (a) CENH3-mediated haploid embryogenesis is
accomplished through post-fertilization genome elimination. This model shows CENH3-mediated
maternal genome elimination after fertilization. In a cenh3 EMS mutant, the GFP-tailswap/cenh3 mutant
or cenh3 mutants which express the CENH3 variant from other species, selectively eviction of CENH3
variants in mature egg cells and the zygotes produce “weak” centromeres (a1). In a heterozygous
model of a cenh3 null mutant, the quantity of CENH3 on the centromeres is significantly diluted
after megasporogenesis, which also generates “weak” centromeres in cenh3 egg cells (a2). After being
pollinated by wild-type pollen grains, the maternal genome (gray), which contains “weak” centromeres,
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rather than the normal paternal genome (red), is selectively eliminated in zygotes and early embryos.
(b) Mutations in MTL and POD induces haploid embryogenesis through ROS-triggered spermatid
chromosome fragmentation. MTL is localized at the endo-PM of vegetative cells while POD65 is
localized in sperm cells. An ROS level increase leads to spermatid chromosome fragmentation. Sperm
cells (green) with fragmented chromosomes can fertilize egg cells, but the paternal genomes will
be eliminated after fertilization (gray). (c) Vegetative cell-expressed PLD3 and sperm cell-expressed
DMP may induce maternal haploid embryogenesis. (d) Mutation in egg cell-specifically expressed
ECS1/2 induces haploid embryogenesis, which may be due to the karyogamy defect and genome
elimination after fertilization. (e) The ectopic expression of BBM and PAR in egg cells induces
haploid embryogenesis through parthenogenesis. WT, wild-type; MMC, megaspore mother cell; AC,
antipodal cell; CC, central cell; EC, egg cell; SYC, synergid cell; hZy, haploid zygote; DF, double
fertilization; GE, genome elimination; PT, pollen tube.

3. Parental Factor-Mediated Haploid Embryogenesis

Although the paternal inducer line of maize (Stock6), which can be used to induce
maternal haploids, was discovered in 1959 [57], the specific gene responsible for haploid
generation was not identified until recently. In this section, we will summarize the advances
in identifying both maternal and parental factors that could induce haploid embryos and
discuss the mechanism underlying these parental factors in haploid embryogenesis.

3.1. Paternal Players in Haploid Embryogenesis

Four paternal factors (MTL/PLA1/NLD, DMP, PLD3, and POD65) have been iden-
tified from maize (Figure 2b,c). RMZM2G47124, the first-identified maternal haploid-
inducing gene cloned from qhir1, was named MATRILINEAL (MTL) [58], PHOSPHOLIPASE
A1 (PLA1) [59], and NOT LIKE DAD (NLD) [60] by three different groups. MTL/PLA1/NLD
(hereafter referred to as MTL) belongs to the phospholipase family and is an enzyme that
hydrolyzes the phospholipids that function in membrane remodeling [61–63]. MTL is
localized at the pollen endo-plasma membrane, a special plasma membrane that originates
in the plasma membrane of vegetative cells and closely surrounds two sperm cells [64]. A
4 bp insertion leads to a frame-shift mutation in the MTL, which results in seed abortion
and haploid induction. The second-identified maternal haploid inducer gene is ZmDMP,
which encodes a DUF679 domain membrane protein and is specifically expressed in sperm
cells. ZmDMP mutation induced an HIR of 0.1~0.3%, but it significantly increased HIR
at a five-to-six-fold in combination of MTL mutation [65]. In addition to maize, recent
studies have demonstrated that the role of DMP in haploid induction is conserved be-
tween monocots and eudicots, which has been achieved in A. thaliana, B. napus [66,67],
B. oleracea [68], Medicago truncatula [69], Nicotiana tabacum [67,70], S. lycopersicum [71], and S.
tuberosum [72]. In addition to MTL and DMP, vegetative cell-expressed ZmPLD3 and sperm
cell-expressed ZmPOD65 were also shown to be able to induce haploids in maize [73,74].
ZmPLD3 belongs to phospholipase D (PLD) family, and it is localized in the ER, plastids,
the Golgi apparatus, and the cytosol of vegetative cells [73], whereas ZmPOD65 encodes a
peroxidase (POD) protein and is highly expressed in pollen at the tricellular stage [74].

3.2. Maternal Factor in Haploid Embryogenesis

In addition to the paternal factors in haploid embryogenesis, recent reports have
demonstrated that egg cell-expressed maternal factors can also be used to induce haploid
embryos. EGG CELL-SPECIFIC1/2 (ECS1/2) encodes egg cell-specifically expressed as-
partic proteases, which are secreted to the synergid cell region upon fertilization to avoid
polytubey by degrading the pollen tube attractant LURE1 [75]. Recently, two independent
studies demonstrated that the mutation of ECS1 and ECS2 can also induce haploid em-
bryogenesis [76,77]. Unfused sperm nuclei were observed in zygotes and early embryos,
suggesting that karyogamy defects occurred in the sperm–egg fertilization, and the hap-
loids from the ecs1 ecs2 mutant progenies may have resulted from the post-fertilization
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genomic elimination [77]. In summary, ECS-mediated haploid induction is likely caused by
pseudogamy and potential post-fertilization genomic elimination (Figure 2d).

3.3. Synergistic Effects on Haploid Embryogenesis

Since a low efficiency of haploid embryogenesis is observed in most inducer lines,
efficiency has become a major barrier for its application in crop breeding. To improve
the efficiency of haploid embryogenesis, the combination of MTL and DMP [65] or MTL
and PLD3 [73] was performed to test whether they could improve haploid production.
The mutation of PLD3 or DMP in mtl mutant background could significantly increase its
haploid induction rate, but the HIR was still lower than the expected. A dmp–mtl–pld3
triple mutant was also created to test whether it could increase the HIR. However, dmp–mtl–
pld3 triple-homozygous plants could not be obtained, which was likely due to the pollen
developmental defect or the fertilization defect in triple mutants. Hence, it is still worth
testing other combinations of haploid inducer genes to improve the efficiency of haploid
induction in further studies.

3.4. Mechanism for Haploid Embryogenesis

Two mechanisms have been proposed to explain the haploid formation in maize. The
first is a single fertilization-induced haploid and the second is post-fertilization genome
elimination. The former may produce haploid embryos through the parthenogenesis of the
egg cell while the central cell fertilizes normally to form the endosperm. In the latter, double
fertilization occurs normally, but the zygote undergoes uniparental genome elimination
that results in haploid embryo formation.

The mechanisms for haploid embryogenesis are primarily focused on MTL-induced
haploid embryogenesis, and whether it is conserved among different inducers, such as
DMP, remains largely unknown. Several recent studies have demonstrated that MTL-
induced haploids may form through post-fertilization genome elimination, rather than
single fertilization-mediated parthenogenesis. The markers, including B chromosomes and
CENH3-YFP derived from the paternal genome, were detected in haploid progenies [78],
suggesting that the egg cells were fertilized successfully, and that uniparental genome elim-
ination occurred during haploid induction. In addition, when WT pistils were pollinated by
mtl mutant pollen grains (which were carrying the Cas9 and gRNA expression cassette) [79],
genome-edited haploids without the Cas9 expression cassette were detected in the proge-
nies. Since the CRISPR/Cas9 system only exists in the paternal genome, this result strongly
suggests that the paternal genome is transmitted to the egg cell upon fertilization and
is eventually eliminated after fertilization. A multi-omics analysis of mtl pollen grains
revealed that ROS signals were involved in post-fertilization genome elimination [74].
Elevated ROS levels may cause DNA damage in pollen from the mtl mutant [80], which
may lead to chromosome fragmentation in sperm cells and then induce genome elimination
after fertilization. Spermatid chromosome fragmentation in the CAU5 haploid inducer line
was detected through single nucleus sequencing [81]. In addition, the in vitro treatment of
pollen grains with ROS-inducing reagents can also result in sperm DNA fragmentation and
lead to the formation of haploids when pollinated to the WT plants. Studies on the sperm
cell-expressed peroxidase gene ZmPOD65 further confirmed the role of ROS in haploid
embryogenesis [74]. Peroxidases wildly exist in the plant kingdom [82], and they convert
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) into H2O during the POD catalytic reaction [83]. Therefore,
POD65 may be functional in the removal of H2O2 in sperm cells, and POD65 mutation
can cause H2O2 to burst in sperm cells, which leads to sperm DNA fragmentation and,
eventually, haploid production.

In summary, vegetative cell-expressed MTL and sperm cell-expressed POD65 are
involved in the regulation of ROS levels, as well as the expression of ROS-related genes
in pollen grains. Mutations in MTL and POD65 do not appear to impair fertilization, but
the zygotes generated from the cross between mtl or pod65 mutants and WT plants will
undergo genome elimination to form haploid embryos (Figure 2b). An MTL mutation may
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cause an imbalance in the hydrolyzed phospholipids (such as PC) between sperm cells and
vegetative cells, resulting in the over-accumulation of PCs in sperm cells, which disrupts
mitochondrial homeostasis and leads to increased ROS levels [84]. Elevated ROS levels
in sperm cells will induce DNA damage and impair the expression of ROS-related genes,
leading to the chromatin fragmentation. The fragmented chromatins of sperm cells are then
eliminated after fertilization, leading to the formation of haploid embryos. This genome
elimination mechanism is different from that in CENH3-mediated haploid embryogenesis.
In the MTL- or POD65-induced haploid embryos, chromosome fragmentation occurs
before fertilization and the fragmented paternal genome cannot function properly after
fertilization and is eventually eliminated, whereas the CENH3-induced post-fertilization
genome elimination is largely due to the incompatibility of the parental genome.

4. Transcription Factors Triggered Haploid Embryogenesis

Normal zygotic embryogenesis is triggered by the fusion of a sperm cell and an egg
cell. However, recent reports have demonstrated that egg cells can bypass fertilization to
trigger embryogenesis by expressing the transcriptional factors BABY BOOM (BBM) or
PARTHENOGENESIS (PAR). BBM, an AINTEGUMENTA-like (AIL) transcription factor,
belongs to the APETALA2/ETHYLENE RESPONSE FACTOR (AP2/ERF) family, which
was previously shown to play a critical role in inducing or enhancing somatic embryo-
genesis [85–92]. In addition to triggering somatic embryogenesis, recent studies have
demonstrated that the ectopic expression of BBM in egg cells can trigger egg cells to initiate
embryogenesis in multiple sexual plants [93–99], indicating the conserved role of BBM in
promoting embryogenesis. For example, in rice, the ectopic expression of BBM1 in egg
cells can produce embryo-like structures without fertilization [96]. An expression pattern
analysis revealed that OsBBM1 is expressed in sperm cells, and only the paternal allele
of OsBBM1 is expressed in 2.5 HAP (hours after pollination) zygotes. Both the maternal
and paternal transcripts could be detected in 6.5 HAP zygotes, possibly due to the auto-
activation ability of BBM. Recently, the ectopic expression of BnBBM in the egg cells of
A. thaliana, B. napus, and S. lycopersicon also bypassed fertilization for embryogenesis [99],
although how BnBBM triggered the egg cells to initiate the embryo program remains un-
known. Besides BBM, PAR has also been reported to be able to induce parthenogenesis in
sexual plants (Figure 2e). PAR encodes a zinc finger domain protein with an EAR motif,
which may function as a transcription factor in dandelion (Taraxacum officinale). The ectopic
expression of ToPAR in an egg cell can also promote that egg cell to produce embryo-like
structures without fertilization in sexually reproductive lettuce [100]. There are two PAR
homologs, named DAZ3 and TREE1, in the Arabidopsis genome. It is worth investigating
whether the homologs of PAR can also trigger egg cells to initiate embryogenesis in other
plants, especially in crops.

5. Application of Haploid Embryogenesis
5.1. Haploid Breeding

The main application of haploid embryogenesis is to generate haploid plants which
can accelerate the gain of homozygous plants and efficiently shorten breeding times. Most
haploid induction systems have been tested in multiple crops (Table 1). The CENH3-
mediated haploid induction system can be used to generate both maternal and paternal
haploids, whereas the other haploid induction systems discussed above can only produce
maternal haploids. The CENH3-mediated paternal haploid induction method can also be
used to introduce a nuclear genome of interest into the targeted cytoplasm, such as the
cytoplasmic male sterile (CMS) line. Therefore, the CENH3-mediated haploid induction
system is also a useful tool for the establishment or improvement of the CMS line for hybrid
seed production. However, CENH3-mediated haploid induction systems have not been
successfully used in crop breeding [49], primarily due to the low HIR in crops and the
complex steps required to construct CENH3 induction lines. In addition, the MTL-mediated
haploid induction system has only been validated in monocots [58–60,79,80,101–104], while
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the DMP-mediated haploid induction system has been confirmed in both monocots and
eudicots [65–72,105]. Hence, it is worth optimizing the haploid induction systems to
promote their application in crop breeding in future studies.

Table 1. List of in vivo haploid systems tested in various species.

Gene Species Type of Induction System Reference

CENH3

Arabidopsis thaliana GFP-CENH3; GFP-tailswap [53,106]
Arabidopsis thaliana Point mutation [39,42,43]
Arabidopsis thaliana BnCENH3; LoCENH3; ZmCENH3 [41]
Arabidopsis thaliana CRISPR/cas9 mutant [39,79]

Zea mays GFP-tailswap [107]
Zea mays CRISPR/cas9 mutant [55]

Solanum lycopersicum Point mutation [49]
Oryza sativa Point mutation [49]

Cucumus sativus L. Point mutation [49]
Cucumis melo L. Point mutation [49]

MTL/PLA1/NLD

Zea mays CRISPR/cas9 mutant [58–60,79,102]
Oryza sativa TILLING [101]

Triticum aestivum CRISPR/cas9 mutant [80,103]
Setaria italica CRISPR/cas9 mutant [104]

DMP

Zea mays CRISPR/cas9 mutant [65]
Arabidopsis thaliana CRISPR/cas9 mutant [105]

Brassica napus CRISPR/cas9 mutant [66,67]
Brassica oleracea CRISPR/cas9 mutant [68]

Nicotiana tabacum CRISPR/cas9 mutant [67,70]
Medicago truncatula CRISPR/cas9 mutant [69]

Solanum lycopersicum CRISPR/cas9 mutant [71]
Solanum tuberosum L. CRISPR/cas9 mutant [72]

PLD3 Zea mays CRISPR/cas9 mutant [73]

POD65 Zea mays CRISPR/cas9 mutant [74]

ECS1/ECS2 Arabidopsis thaliana T-DNA mutant [76,77]

BBM

Pennisetu glaucum PsASGR-BBML [93]
Zea mays PsASGR-BBML [94]

Nicotiana tabacum PsASGR-BBML [97]
Oryza sativa PsASGR-BBML [94]
Oryza sativa pDD45::SiBBM1-3 [98]
Oryza sativa pDD45::OsBBM [96]

Ceratopteris richardii 35S::BnBBM [95]
Arabidopsis thaliana pDD45::BnBBM [99]

Brassica Napus pDD45::BnBBM [99]
Solanum Lycopersicon pDD45::BnBBM [99]

PAR Lactuca sativa pEC1::ToPAR [100]

5.2. Genome Editing

In addition to haploid breeding, a haploid induction system combined with CRISPR/Cas9
technology could be used for genome editing in crops that are resistant to genetic transfor-
mation. Gene-editing strategies, named haploid induction editing technology (HI-EDIT)
and haploid inducer mediated genome editing (IMGE), have been developed based on
in vivo haploid induction systems, respectively [79,108]. In the HI-EDIT system, CRISPR-
Cas9 technology was combined with the MTL-mediated or CENH3-mediated haploid
induction system to create a one-step genome editing method. Targeted genome loci could
be efficiently edited in the haploid progenies and steadily inherited in the next generation,
and at the same time, the Cas9 construct could be completely removed through genome
elimination. This method is based on the post-fertilization genome elimination of the hap-
loid induction systems. In maize, when pollinated by mtl pollen grains that carry the Cas9
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construct, five of six maize germplasms received a more than 3% editing efficiency increase
in the haploids via the HI-EDIT method. In Arabidopsis, a CENH3 haploid induction system,
in combination with CRISPR-Cas9 technology, was developed for the HI-EDIT method. The
results demonstrated that when Arabidopsis Landsberg erecta pollen grains pollinated to the
Arabidopsis cenh3-1 mutant (Columbia ecotype) expressing CENH3 from maize and the Cas9
construct [109], 16.9% of the targeted genes in the haploid progenies were edited [79]. Thus,
the HI-Edit method works effectively in both monocots and eudicots, which can provide a
power tool for wide applications in genome-editing technology of the commercial variety.
Similarly, Baobao Wang et al. [108] developed an approach, named IMGE, for genome
editing. They introduced a CRISPR/Cas9 cassette into the CAU5 inducer line and tested its
ability for genome editing in haploids, and they reported an approximately 4.1% increase
in editing efficiency in the haploids. Hence, HI-EDIT and IMGE can be efficiently used for
genome editing in crops that are resistant to genetic transformation, and their use avoids
the interference of transgenes on crop traits through uniparental chromosome elimination.

5.3. Heterosis Fixation

Another application of haploid embryogenesis is for heterosis fixation, when used
in combination with the MiMe (Mitosis instead of Meiosis) system [110–112]. In MiMe
system, the combination of the mutations in the genes which are responsible for abolishing
meiotic recombination, separating the sister chromatids and skipping the second division
during meiosis, respectively, will shift meiosis into a mitosis-like division [113,114]. Since
MiMe gametes are diploid, the introduction of a haploid induction system into the MiMe
background can produce clonal propagation seeds with hybrid genotypes [96,102,115]. For
example, osd1–pair1–rec8–mtl quadruple mutants (named Fix, for Fixation of hybrids) were
used for heterosis fixation in rice [102]. Approximately 6.2% of the Fix diploid progenies
with the same genotype as the mother were obtained, indicating that the Fix system can
produce clonal seeds and fix heterozygosity in the F1 generation of hybrid rice. Recent
results have demonstrated that the heterotic phenotypes and synthetic apomixis traits of
these clonal seeds could be stably transmitted to the next generation [116]. Similarly, the
MiMe system, in combination with the ectopic expression of BBM1 in egg cells, was also
successfully used for heterosis fixation in rice, and clonal seeds were obtained from 11%
and 29% of the progeny of the two transgenic lines of the MiMe plus BBM1-ee (ectopic
expression of OsBBM1 in egg cells) constructs [96], respectively. In further studies, more
attention should be paid to increasing the efficiency of clonal seeds.

6. Conclusions and Perspectives

There are two alternative roads for generating haploid embryos, as described above.
Microspore embryogenesis can not only be applied for haploid breeding, but it also is
an ideal in vitro system for investigating cell fate determination and plant embryogene-
sis. Epigenetic reprogramming is critical for the initiation of microspore embryogenesis,
which appears to be similar to somatic embryogenesis. It worth comparing the mecha-
nisms behinds the different roads to embryogenesis, including zygotic embryogenesis,
microspore embryogenesis, and somatic embryogenesis, in further studies. In addition, as
the single-cell epigenome sequencing technologies develop, profiling DNA modifications
and histone modifications during the initial stages of microspore embryogenesis will greatly
aid us in understanding the mechanisms behind microspore reprogramming and haploid
embryogenesis initiation.

The studies of in vivo haploid embryogenesis in flowering plants greatly promote
the use of haploid technology in plant breeding, especially for maize. Based on the cur-
rent in vivo haploid induction system discussed above, haploid embryogenesis may be
induced by uniparental centromere defects, sperm chromosome fragmentation, and the
ectopic expression of transcriptional factors related to embryo initiation in egg cells. These
genes responsible for haploid induction are closely related to plant reproduction and, in
particular, gamete development and fertilization. For example, MTL, POD65, DMP, and
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PLD3 are involved male gametophyte development, ECS is involved in egg cell develop-
ment, and BBM and PAR are involved in embryogenesis initiation. In addition to haploid
embryogenesis, sperm-central cell fertilization to form endosperm is necessary for haploid
generation. Thus, basic studies related to the molecular and cellular mechanisms for gamete
development, fertilization, and embryogenesis initiation will greatly aid us in establishing
or optimizing haploid indcution systems.

At present, there are still several questions that remain to be answered about these hap-
loid induction systems. First, a high haploid induction rate is critical for their applications
in plant breeding. Presently, in vivo haploid induction systems are typically accompanied
by a high frequency of seed abortion. Reducing seed abortion and increasing haploid in-
duction efficiency are key points for the improvement of in vivo haploid induction systems.
Second, haploid induction systems have been established for only a few species, primarily
for grass and Arabidopsis. Expanding these haploid induction systems to other important
economic crops must be investigated with great care. Thus, more attention should be paid
to the mechanisms of haploid embryogenesis, which will not only aid us in understanding
haploid embryo formation, but it will also help us to optimize these haploid induction
systems and expand the applications of haploid technology in crop breeding.
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Root-knot and cyst nematodes are two groups of plant parasitic
nematodes that cause the majority of crop losses in agriculture.
As a result, these nematodes are the focus of most nematode
effector research. Root-knot and cyst nematode effectors are
defined as secreted molecules, typically proteins, with crucial
roles in nematode parasitism. There are likely hundreds of se-
creted effector molecules exuded through the nematode stylet
into the plant. The current research has shown that nematode
effectors can target a variety of host proteins and have impacts
that include the suppression of plant immune responses and the
manipulation of host hormone signaling. The discovery of effec-
tors that localize to the nucleus indicates that the nematodes can
directly modulate host gene expression for cellular reprogram-
ming during feeding site formation. In addition, plant peptide
mimicry by some nematode effectors highlights the sophisti-
cated strategies the nematodes employ to manipulate host pro-
cesses. Here we describe research on the interactions between
nematode effectors and host proteins that will provide insights
into the molecular mechanisms underpinning plant–nematode
interactions. By identifying the host proteins and pathways that
are targeted by root-knot and cyst nematode effectors, scien-
tists can gain a better understanding of how nematodes establish
feeding sites and subvert plant immune responses. Such infor-
mation will be invaluable for future engineering of nematode-
resistant crops, ultimately fostering advancements in agricul-
tural practices and crop protection.

Keywords: cyst nematodes, effectors, Globodera, Heterodera,
immunity, Meloidogyne, resistance, root-knot nematodes

Plant parasitic nematodes cause considerable losses in
agriculture. This review will focus on two major groups
of sedentary endoparasitic nematodes: root-knot nematodes
(RKNs, Meloidogyne spp.) and cyst nematodes (CNs, Glo-
bodera spp. and Heterodera spp.). Both RKNs and CNs have
generally similar life cycles, in that they will hatch from the
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egg stage in the soil as a migratory, nonfeeding second stage
juvenile (J2). The J2s will freely move in the soil until they
penetrate host roots, migrate to the vasculature, and establish
their feeding sites. The nematodes possess a hollow, needle-like
structure called the stylet, which they use for feeding from their
feeding sites. Both RKNs and CNs are stylet-bearing nematodes
in Clade 12, as based on small subunit rDNA sequences (Bird
et al. 2015; Quist et al. 2015). Despite having a common
bacterivore ancestor millions of years ago, they are currently
placed in different families within this clade. One of the obvious
differences between RKNs and CNs is in their feeding sites.
RKNs will choose a cluster of five to eight plant cells that grow
into large, multinucleated cells called “giant cells” (Caillaud
et al. 2008; Perry et al. 2009). CNs craft a feeding site referred to
as a syncytium, formed through the fusion of a solitary plant cell
with adjacent cells, followed by endoreduplication (de Almeida
Engler and Gheysen 2013; Grundler et al. 1998). Because RKNs
and CNs remain sedentary upon establishing their feeding sites,
these sites are crucial to their survival in the plant. Both RKNs
and CNs will undergo three additional molts to reach the adult
life stage. In the case of RKNs, the females lay eggs on the
outside of the root surface in a gelatinous matrix called an
egg mass. CNs retain eggs inside the body of the female.
When the CN female dies, the cuticle undergoes melanization
and fortification, culminating in the formation of protective
egg-containing cysts. In general, RKN- and CN-infected plants
may present symptoms like stunting, wilting, and reduced
growth, and overall, infections can lead to significant crop yield
losses unless they are controlled (FAO 2019).

Plant parasitic nematode effectors are secreted molecules
that promote parasitism by suppressing plant immune responses
and/or facilitating the formation and maintenance of the feeding
sites (Molloy et al. 2023; Rosso et al. 2011; Vieira and Gleason
2019). Nematodes can secrete effectors from their amphids
and/or cuticle (Jones and Robertson 1997). For example, the
RKN effector MiMIF2 is secreted by the Meloidogyne incog-
nita hypodermis to the cuticle. This effector is translocated into
the host cells, where it interacts with the host annexins AnnAt1
and AnnAt4 (Zhao et al. 2019). Because annexins are involved
in Ca2+ signaling (Davies 2014), MiMIF2 might be interacting
with annexins to modulate calcium signaling and interfere with
host immune responses (Zhao et al. 2019). Although MiMIF2 is
an interesting example of an effector secreted from the cuticle,
most characterized effectors are proteins that are synthesized in
the subventral or dorsal glands and then secreted via the stylet
during the root invasion and infection (Vieira and Gleason 2019).

There have been many reviews published that thoroughly dis-
cuss effectors in nematode parasitism (Ali et al. 2017; Eves-
van den Akker 2021; Mejias et al. 2019; Perrine-Walker 2019;
Rutter et al. 2022; Sato et al. 2019; Vieira and Gleason 2019).
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Although several nematode effectors have been reported so far,
only a few of their host target proteins have been identified. In
this review, we will focus on characterized RKN and CN ef-
fectors with known targets in plants (Tables 1 and 2). These
interactions predominantly relate to plant defense and immune
responses, which can be attributed to well-established immune
assays to study effectors (Eves-van den Akker 2021; Molloy
et al. 2023). However, there are also effectors related to alter-
ing host hormonal and developmental pathways, with potential
intersections with immune responses.

Effector-Mediated Suppression of
Basal Plant Defenses

The basal immune response, known as pathogen-associated
molecular pattern (PAMP)-triggered immunity (PTI), is an in-
ducible immune response that nematodes must effectively con-
trol to successfully infect plants (Holbein et al. 2019; Mendy
et al. 2017; Sato et al. 2019). The PAMPs derived from nema-
todes (i.e., NAMPs) are recognized by membrane-bound pattern-
recognition receptors, such as the leucine-rich repeat (LRR)
receptor-like kinase called NILR1 in Arabidopsis (Mendy et al.
2017) (Fig. 1). Ascaroside 18 is a secreted nematode pheromone
that is abundant in both RKNs and CNs, and it acts as a NAMP

to trigger basal immune responses (Manohar et al. 2020). Re-
cently, AtNILR1 was identified as the receptor that directly binds
ascaroside 18 and activates PTI (Huang et al. 2023).

One of the hallmarks of PTI is the rapid production of reactive
oxygen species (ROS), a phenomenon predominantly governed
by membrane-bound NADPH-oxidases. None of the currently
characterized nematode effectors interact directly with NADPH-
oxidases, but evidence suggests that ROS levels must be finely
calibrated to prevent cellular damage and, instead, direct the
host metabolism toward infections (Chopra et al. 2021). There
are nematode effectors that help achieve a nuanced regulation
of ROS levels and their associated defense functions. This is
accomplished by effector interactions with plant proteins impli-
cated in ROS accumulation or ROS-mediated signaling cascades
(Holbein et al. 2019). For example, the Meloidogyne graminicola
effector MgMO289 targets a novel rice heavy metal-associated
plant protein 04 (OsHPP04), a copper-binding metallochaper-
one. Both OsHPP04 and MgMO289 stimulate the activity of the
cytosolic copper/zinc superoxide dismutase 2, which decreases
superoxide radical accumulation in the roots (Song et al. 2021).
Another effector shown to affect ROS scavenging and help
manage oxidative stress is the Meloidogyne javanica effector
MjTTL5 (Lin et al. 2016). This effector interacts with Arabidop-
sis FTRc (ferrodoxin: thioredoxin reductase catalytic subunit), a
key protein that regulates the oxidative stress response in plants

Table 1. Summary of characterized cyst nematode effectors with their plant targets

Effector IDa Protein identityb Interaction partner in the hostc Reference

Effector-mediated suppression of basal plant defenses
Hs10A06 Pioneer protein AtSPDS2 (spermidine synthase 2) Hewezi et al. 2010
Gr29D09 29D09-like effector family

protein
StHXK7 (hexokinase 7); StHXK1 (hexokinase 1) Chen et al. 2024; Yeh 2021

Hg30C02 Pioneer protein AtPR2 (β-1,3-endoglucanase) Hamamouch et al. 2012
NMAS1 Pioneer protein ATG8 (AuTophaGy-related protein 8) Chen et al. 2023
HaGLAND5 G16B09 family protein Pyruvate dehydrogenase subunit Yang et al. 2019b
Hs25A01 25A01-like effector family

protein
AUF1 (auxin up-regulated F-box protein 1), CHS

(chalcone synthase) and eIF-2bs (translation
initiation factor eIF-2β subunit)

Pogorelko et al. 2016

HsSNARE1 t-SNARE domain-containing
protein

AtPR1 (pathogenesis-related protein 1) and
AtSNAP2 (soluble NSF attachment protein)

Zhao and Liu 2023

HgSLP-1 t-SNARE domain-containing
protein

Rhg1 α-SNAP (alpha soluble NSF attachment
protein)

Bekal et al. 2015

Effectors and effector-triggered immunity (ETI)
GrSPRYSEC-15 SPRYSEC family protein NRC2 (NLR required for cell-death 2) and NRC3

(NLR required for cell-death 3)
Derevnina et al. 2021

Hs4E02 Pioneer protein RD21A (Responsive to dehydration 21) Pogorelko et al. 2019
GrVAP1 Venom Allergen-like protein PLCP-Rcr3pim (papain-like cysteine protease) Lozano-Torres et al. 2012
GpRbp-1 SPRYSEC-like protein GPA2 (R gene) and UPL3 (ubiquitin E3 ligase) Sacco et al. 2009
GrSPRYSEC-19 SPRYSEC family protein SlSW5 (R gene) Postma et al. 2012

Effectors and the nematode feeding site
Hs2D01 Pioneer protein HAESA (leucine-rich repeat receptor-like kinase) Verma et al. 2022
GpSPRY-414-2 SPRYSEC-type StCLASP (CLIP-associated protein) Mei et al. 2018
Hs19C07 Pioneer protein LAX3 (Like Auxin3) Lee et al. 2011
Hg27D09 Pioneer protein GmIPK-2 (Interacting plant kinase 2) Yang et al. 2022
HgCBP Cellulose-binding protein Pectin methylesterase Hewezi et al. 2008

Effectors in the nucleus
Hs10A07 Pioneer protein IPK (Interacting plant kinase) and IAA16

(indole-3-acetic acid inducible 16) transcription
factor

Hewezi et al. 2015

HsGLAND4 DNA-binding protein LTP (lipid transfer protein genes) Barnes et al. 2018
Hs30D08 Pioneer protein SMU2 (Suppressor of mec-8 and unc-52-2) Verma et al. 2018
Hs32E03 Pioneer protein AtHDT1 (Histone deacetylase) and AtFKBP53

(FK506-binding protein 53)
Vijayapalani et al. 2018

HaVAP2 Venom Allergen-like protein 2 HvCLP (CYPRO4-like protein) Luo et al. 2019
Effectors mimicking host peptides

Hs4F01 Plant annexins mimic Oxidoreductase (2OG-Fe (II) oxygenase family) Patel et al. 2010
CLE-like effectors CLAVATA3 (CLV3)/ESR (CLE)

hormone mimics
StCLV2 (CLAVATA2), BAM1 (Barely any

meristem 1) and BAM2 (Barely any meristem 2)
Chen et al. 2015; Guo et al. 2011, 2015

a Hs, Heterodera schachtii; Hg, Heterodera glycines; Ha, Heterodera avenae; Gr, Globodera rostochiensis; Gp, Globodera pallida.
b Protein identity corresponds to the known complete or partial annotation of the effector proteins; the identity is still unknown for pioneer proteins.
c Interaction partners in the host correspond to the categories based on their targeted plant processes.
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(Lin et al. 2016). Yet another M. javanica effector is MjNEROS,
which was shown to suppress ROS accumulation by localizing
to the plastid and interacting with an iron-sulfur protein (ISP)
(Stojilković et al. 2022). MjNEROS interferes with ISP function
in the electron transport chain to suppress ROS accumulation and
other defense responses (Stojilković et al. 2022). In M. incognita,
the effector MiPDI1 interacts with the tomato stress-associated
protein 12 (SAP12), a redox-dependent sensor involved in
biotic and abiotic responses (Zhao et al. 2020). This interac-
tion may help protect the nematode from oxidative stress and
modulate SAP12-mediated defense responses. Intriguingly, a re-
port found that the M. incognita C-type lectin effector MiCTL1a
could interact with plant catalase, an antioxidant enzyme (Zhao
et al. 2021). Transient expression of MiCTL1a could suppress
an elicitor-triggered ROS burst, indicating that MiCTL1a inter-
acting with host catalases may help modulate H2O2 levels to
promote nematode virulence (Zhao et al. 2021).

Because ROS are often linked to plant defense responses,
it was surprising that CNs activate NADPH oxidases RbohD
and RbohF to produce ROS during infections. Moreover, the
NADPH-oxidase mutants are more resistant to CNs, indicat-
ing that ROS are required for successful cyst nematode para-
sitism (Siddique et al. 2014). The data stand as an intriguing
deviation from the prevalent association of ROS with plant de-
fenses (Heller and Tudzynski 2011). However, CNs are likely
using effectors to tune ROS levels in order to stimulate spe-
cific downstream responses, including auxin accumulation, that
help promote cyst infections (Chopra et al. 2021). A case in
point is the effector from Heterodera schachtii Hs10A06, which
was shown to interact with Arabidopsis spermidine synthase
(AtSPDS2), an enzyme involved in polyamine biosynthesis

(Hewezi et al. 2010; Mejias et al. 2019). Nematode-infected
plants exhibited increased polyamine oxidase (PAO) gene ex-
pression and PAO activity. The authors concluded that when
Hs10A06 is secreted into the plant, it causes an increase in
spermidine content and a subsequent increase in PAO activity
(Hewezi et al. 2010). Because the catabolism of spermidine by
PAO leads to the production of H2O2, the effector may be stimu-
lating low levels of ROS to promote infection, or it may be con-
trolling the ROS levels from reaching cytotoxic levels by increas-
ing antioxidant gene expression (Hewezi et al. 2010). Another
CN effector is the Globodera rostochiensis 29D09 (Jones et al.
2009), which interacts with the mitochondria-associated hexok-
inase 7 (StHXK7). When Gr29D09 is transiently expressed in
Nicotiana benthamiana leaves, it suppresses flg22-ROS produc-
tion. It does so by either enhancing StHXK7 expression or sta-
bilizing the StHXK7 protein on the mitochondria, thereby stim-
ulating the cellular antioxidant potential and effectively control-
ling ROS levels within the cell (Yeh 2021). More recently Chen
et al. (2024) showed that Gr29D09 also interacts with potato hex-
okinase 1 (StHXK1), which is homologous to StHXK7. Tran-
sient expression of StHXK7 in N. benthamiana leaves also sup-
pressed flg22-induced ROS and defense gene expression (Chen
et al. 2024).

In addition to impacting ROS levels, effectors also target
other proteins integral to the immune responses of host plants.
For instance, the CN effector Hg30C02 was shown to interact
with PR2, an Arabidopsis β-1,3-endoglucanase (Hamamouch
et al. 2012). This interaction may control defense-related cal-
lose formation or prevent the release of β-1,3-glucan oligosac-
charides that function as damage associated molecular patterns.
Another example from CNs is the effector Manipulator of Au-

Table 2. Summary of characterized root-knot nematode effectors with their plant targets

Effector IDa Protein identityb Interaction partner in the hostc Reference

Effector-mediated suppression of basal plant defenses
MgMO237 Pioneer protein OsGSC (1,3-β-glucan synthase component),

OsCRRSP55 (Cysteine-rich repeat secretory
protein 55), and OsBetvI (Pathogenesis-related
BetvI family protein)

Chen et al. 2018

MgMO289 Pioneer protein OsHPP04 (Heavy metal-associated plant protein 04) Song et al. 2021
MjNEROS Pioneer protein ISP (iron-sulfur protein) Stojilković et al. 2022
MjTTL5 Pioneer protein AtFTRc (ferredoxin:thioredoxin reductase catalytic

subunit)
Lin et al. 2016

MiPDI1 Protein disulfide isomerase-like SlSAP12 (stress-associated protein 12) Zhao et al. 2020
MiCTL1a C-type lectin Catalase Zhao et al. 2021
MiMIF2 Macrophage migration inhibitory

factor-like
AnnAt1 (annexin 1), AnnAt4 (annexin 4) Zhao et al. 2019

Mc1194 Pioneer protein RD21A (Responsive to dehydration 21) Davies et al. 2015
MiMSP32 Pioneer protein OPR2 (12-oxophytodienoate reductase 2) Verhoeven et al. 2023
MaMsp4 Pioneer protein B-g11 (β-galactosidase 11), sam2 (S-adenosyl

methionine decarboxylase 2), pec (pectinestrase),
eth-pct (ethanolamine-phosphate
cytidylyltransferase)

Przybylska et al. 2023

Effectors and the nematode feeding site
Minc00344 Pioneer protein GmHub10 (kinesin light chain-related protein 2) Godinho Mendes et al. 2021
MjNULG1a Pioneer protein GmHub10 (kinesin light chain-related protein 2) Godinho Mendes et al. 2021
Mi8D05 Pioneer protein TIP2 (tonoplast intrinsic protein 2) Xue et al. 2013

Effectors in the nucleus
MiEFF18 Pioneer protein SmD1 (spliceosomal protein) Mejias et al. 2021
MiEFF1 Pioneer protein with nuclear localization

signal (NLS)
USP (universal stress protein) and GAPCs (cytosolic

glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenases)
Truong et al. 2021

Mg16820 Pioneer protein DIP1 (Dehydration stress-inducible protein 1) Naalden et al. 2018
Effectors mimicking host peptides

MiRALF1, MiRALF2 Rapid alkalization factor (RALF) mimic FERONIA receptor kinase Zhang et al. 2020
Mi16D10 CLAVATA3 (CLV3)/ESR (CLE)

hormone mimic
SCL (SCARECROW-like transcription factors) Huang et al. 2006

a Mi, Meloidogyne incognita; Mg, Meloidogyne graminicola; Mj, Meloidogyne javanica.
b Protein identity corresponds to the known complete or partial annotation of the effector proteins; the identity is still unknown for pioneer proteins.
c Interaction partners in the host correspond to the plant proteins that are targeted by the effector proteins.
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tophagy System 1 (NMAS1). This effector interacts with the
AuTophaGy-related protein 8 (ATG8) (Chen et al. 2023). It is
hypothesized that the NMAS1 binds to ATG8 to inhibit defense-
related selective autophagy. Thus, the NMAS1-ATG8 interac-
tion might facilitate infections by orchestrating the degradation
of cell-surface immune receptors, thereby altering basal immune
responses, and contributing to the ability of the nematode to
evade host defenses (Chen et al. 2023).

CNs contain the “G16B09 family” of effectors, which in-
cludes 2D01, 16B09, 2D01, and GLAND5 (Cotton et al. 2014;
Thorpe et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2019a, b). Within this family, the
HaGLAND5 effector can interact with the Arabidopsis pyru-
vate dehydrogenase subunit. This interaction may interfere with
salicylic acid (SA)-mediated plant defenses, which thereby can
thereby help promote nematode parasitism (Yang et al. 2019b).

Exogenous application of the hormone jasmonic acid (JA) can
enhance plant resistance to RKNs (Fujimoto et al. 2011; Gleason
et al. 2016). Interestingly, the M. incognita effector MiMSP32
was shown to interact with 12-oxophytodienoate reductase 2
(OPR2), an enzyme involved in converting a 12-OPDA deriva-
tive to JA (Chini et al. 2018). Thus, this RKN effector seems to
be altering OPR2-dependent host defenses to promote nematode
parasitism (Verhoeven et al. 2023).

Although many of the examples provided describe effec-
tors converging on one host target, there are also examples of

a single effector interacting with multiple host proteins. For
example, the Meloidogyne arenaria effector MaMSP4 inter-
acts with several host proteins, including β-galactosidase 11,
pectinesterase, S-adenosyl methionine decarboxylase 2, and
ethanolamine-phosphate cytidylyltransferase (Przybylska et al.
2023). β-galactosidase 11 and pectinestrase are known to play a
role in cell wall modifications, and S-adenosyl methionine de-
carboxylase 2 and ethanolamine-phosphate cytidylyltransferase
are involved in polyamine-mediated plant defenses (Przybylska
et al. 2023). The H. schachtii effector Hs25A01 can inter-
act with Arabidopsis AUXIN UP-REGULATED F-BOX PRO-
TEIN1 (AUF1), a chalcone synthase (CHS), and the transla-
tion initiation factor eIF-2β subunit (eIF-2bs) (Pogorelko et al.
2016). The effector Hs25A01 may be involved in regulating
auxin levels through interaction with AUF1, CHS, and eIF-2bs,
interfering with production of defense compounds, and quelling
plant defenses by suppressing translation of defense proteins
(Pogorelko et al. 2016). The M. graminicola effector MgMO237
targets three distinct rice defense-related proteins: 1,3-β glu-
cansynthase component (OsGSC), cysteine-rich repeat secre-
tory protein 55 (OsCRRSP 55), and pathogenesis-related BetvI
family protein (OsBetvI) (Chen et al. 2018). This effector’s in-
teraction with these defense-related proteins suppresses several
hallmarks of PTI in the host, including defense gene expres-
sion, callose deposition, and the ROS burst. In H. schachtii, a

Fig. 1. Overview of the characterized cyst nematode (CN) effectors and their plant targets. CN effectors are typically secreted by the nematode stylet into
the apoplast or directly into the host cell cytoplasm. In some interactions, the effectors are targeting plant proteins involved in pathogen-associated molecular
pattern (PAMP)-triggered immunity (PTI) or effector-triggered immunity (ETI). Many effectors have plant targets involved in controlling reactive oxygen
species (ROS) levels or their downstream responses. Some effectors contain nuclear localization signals and move to the nucleus of the feeding site. They
may carry plant targets to the nucleus or bind to plant targets within the nucleus to modulate host responses. A subset of effectors, such as the CLE-like
effectors and the cyst annexin-like effector (Hs4F01) can mimic plant proteins/peptides. A localized auxin accumulation is modulated by effectors targeting
the transcriptional regulation of auxin-responsive genes and auxin transport proteins. Although CN effector research is summarized here, some effectors may
be secreted by both CNs and root-knot nematode (RKNs). Cyst nematode syncytium photo provided by Dr. Mirosław Sobczak. The figure was created in
BioRender.com. S, syncytium; DAMPs, damage associated molecular patterns; NAMPs, nematode associated molecular patterns.
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SNARE domain-containing effector HsSNARE1 can bind to two
plant targets: AtPR1 and AtSNAP2. Expression of HsSNARE1
in transgenic Arabidopsis suppressed plant expression of AtPR1
(pathogenesis-related protein 1) and AtSHMT4 (serine hydrox-
ymethyltransferase isoform 4) (Zhao and Liu 2023). The overex-
pression of AtPR1, AtSNAP2, and AtSHMT4 enhanced resistance
against H. schachtii (Zhao and Liu 2023; Zhao et al. 2022).

The HsSNARE effector is interesting, because SNAREs are
proteins that are involved in vesicle fusion to the plasma mem-
brane, and work in plant–pathogen interactions indicates that
some SNAREs may be controlling the trafficking of immune
proteins (Yun et al. 2023). The Heterodera glycines effector
HgSLP-1, which contains a tSNARE domain, co-purified with
the soybean resistance protein Rhg1 α-SNAP (Bekal et al. 2015).
The role of HgSLP-1 is still speculative, but it may be binding
to and sequestering the α-SNAP to prevent membrane fusion of
vesicles containing defense-related or other proteins. However,
considering that virulent populations of SCN have fewer copies
of HgSLP-1, this effector may also function as an avirulence pro-
tein (Bekal et al. 2015). RKN and CN effector targets in basal
defenses are summarized in Figures 1 and 2.

Effectors and Effector-Triggered Immunity
(ETI)

Plants contain resistance (R) genes that encode intracellular
nucleotide-binding LRR (NLR) receptors (Lolle et al. 2020). The
recognition of pathogen effectors, either directly or indirectly, by
the cognate R-protein can trigger a strong immune response, and
this is referred to as ETI. In the case of sedentary endoparasitic

nematodes, ETI is typically characterized by a hypersensitive
response (HR) around the head of the nematode, presumably
to block feeding and prevent successful infection (Williamson
and Kumar 2006). To counteract ETI, nematodes have effectors
that prevent R gene-mediated defense activation. For example,
the SPRYSEC family of effectors from CNs have been studied
for their ability to function as suppressors of the plant immune
responses (Ali et al. 2015; Diaz-Granados et al. 2016). More
specifically, members of the G. rostochiensis SPRYSEC effec-
tor family can suppress the HR mediated by specific R proteins
containing coiled-coil nucleotide-binding LRR (CC-NB-LRR)
domains (Ali et al. 2015, 2017; Diaz-Granados et al. 2016; Mei
et al. 2015; Postma et al. 2012). One of the SPRYSEC effec-
tor members, GrSPRYSEC-19, can specifically interact with
SW5F, a member of the SW5 R-gene cluster in tomato (Rehman
et al. 2009). Curiously, the interaction between SPRYSEC-19
and SW5F did not suppress cell death or disease resistance;
SPRYSEC-19 can only suppress defense-related cell death me-
diated by some CC-NB-LRR resistance proteins (Postma et al.
2012). The cyst nematode SPRYSEC family has undergone a
large expansion and functional diversification, which may help
add novel versatility to the SPRYSEC effectors that enables in-
teractions with one or more host targets and disruption of plant
immune responses (Diaz-Granados et al. 2016).

Only a few nematode resistance genes have been cloned so far,
and among them, the cyst nematode R gene Gpa2 is well char-
acterized (Van Der Vossen et al. 2000; Zheng et al. 2021). In the
potato cyst nematode Globodera pallida, the SPRYSEC effector
called GpRbp-1 is involved in Gpa2-dependent HR when tran-
siently expressed in N. benthamiana leaves (Sacco et al. 2009).
The GpRbp-1 effector directly interacts with the RanGTP-

Fig. 2. Overview of the characterized root-knot nematode (RKN) effectors and their plant target proteins. RKN effectors secreted by the nematode stylet are
deposited into the apoplast or into the host cell cytoplasm. A cohort of effectors are known to suppress pathogen-associated molecular pattern (PAMP)-triggered
immunity (PTI), and some of these effectors help orchestrate an intricate manipulation of host reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels and their subsequent
downstream signaling cascades. Specific RKN effectors were shown to enter the plant cell nucleus. Their roles are postulated to be modulating gene expression,
protecting nucleic acids, or affecting gene splicing to alter host responses. The rapid alkalization factors (RALF)-like and 16D10 effectors are host mimics that
alter plant developmental and physiological processes to promote successful parasitism. The figure was created in BioRender.com. GC, giant cell; N, nematode.
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binding protein RanGAP2. The CC domain of GPA2 also binds
to RanGAP2, and it is hypothesized that RanGAP2 is monitored
by GPA2, and the interaction between GpRbp-1 and RanGAP2
triggers the GPA2-mediated HR (Sacco et al. 2009).

Interestingly, GpRbp-1 has also been shown to interact with
a potato homolog of the Homology to E6-AP C-Terminus
(HECT)-type ubiquitin E3 ligase, UPL3, whose function is to
transfer ubiquitin from the E2 ligase to the target protein (Diaz-
Granados et al. 2020). UPL3 is known to play a role in plant
immune responses because mutations in UPL3 abrogated SA-
mediated defenses (Furniss et al. 2018). The interaction between
the effector GpRbp-1 and UPL3 points to the nematode manip-
ulating proteasome-dependent ubiquitination to promote nema-
tode parasitism, potentially through changes in SA-dependent
host immunity (Diaz-Granados et al. 2020).

Most characterized effectors are involved in host defense sup-
pression, but in some cases, the effector is recognized by the plant
to trigger plant defenses. One such case is the venom allergen-
like effector VAP1 from the CNs. In the susceptible host, VAPs
are thought to play roles in the suppression of basal immune re-
sponses by binding to an apoplastic papain-like cysteine protease
(PLCP) called Rcr3pim (Lozano-Torres et al. 2014). However, if
the plasma membrane immune receptor Cf-2 is also present, it
can detect the GrVAP1-induced perturbations of the Rcr3pim,
triggering an HR in the tomato (Lozano-Torres et al. 2012). In-
terestingly, like VAP1, H. schachtii effector Hs4E02 also was
shown to interact with a PLCP. Hs4E02 interacts with the Ara-
bidopsis PCLP called Responsive to Dehydration 21A (RD21A),
and although this interaction does not affect RDA21 enzymatic
activity, the effector relocalizes RD21A from the vacuole to the
nucleus and cytoplasm (Pogorelko et al. 2019). The mislocalized
protease promotes parasitism, perhaps by altering the carbohy-
drate metabolism of the host (Pogorelko et al. 2019). Like 4E02
in CNs, the RKN effector Mc1194 can also interact with RD21A.
Arabidopsis mutants of RD21A showed enhanced susceptibility
to Meloidogyne chitwoodi infection (Davies et al. 2015). Al-
though the underlying mechanism of action of this effector is
unknown, its interaction with a PCLP underscores the impor-
tance of PCLP in plant immunity (Misas-Villamil et al. 2016).

The most well characterized R genes are the sensor NLRs,
which encode proteins with the canonical TIR (toll/interleukin-
1)-type or CC-type NB-LRR architecture. Gpa2 in potato, which
provides resistance against certain populations of G. pallida
(Gartner et al. 2021), and Mi1.2 in tomato (Kaloshian and Teix-
eira 2019), which confers resistance against certain species of
RKNs, are both CC-NB-LRR-type sensor NLRs. The NLR im-
mune network also has “helper” NLRs that help translate the
recognition of the effector signal by the sensor into the signal-
ing pathway leading to HR. These NLR helpers are referred
to as NRCs (NB-LRR protein required for HR-associated cell-
death) and are part of a widely expanded family in the Solanaceae
(Wu et al. 2017). Evaluation of the CN effector GrSPRYSEC-15
showed that the effector could suppress the cell death induced by
autoactive NRC2 and NRC3 (Derevnina et al. 2021). SPRYSEC-
15 binds the nucleotide-binding domain of NRC2 and NRC3
and alters their function, resulting in suppressed host immune
responses (Derevnina et al. 2021). Recently, it was shown that
the binding of SPRYSEC-15 to NRC2 inhibited the oligomer-
ization of the NRC2 proteins (Contreras et al. 2023). Inhibiting
NRC2 oligomerization subsequently prevented the activation of
downstream immune signaling (Contreras et al. 2023). RKN and
CN effector targets in ETI are summarized in Figures 1 and 2.

Effectors and the Nematode Feeding Site
Sedentary endoparasitic nematodes must establish a feed-

ing site within plant roots in order to survive. Thus, it makes

sense that some nematode effectors are playing roles in feeding
site formation and maintenance. For example, the RKN effec-
tor 8D05 was shown to interact with plant aquaporin tonoplast
intrinsic protein 2 (TIP-2) that is predicted to facilitate giant
cell formation by regulating cellular turgor pressure via water
and solute transport (Xue et al. 2013). The H. schachtii effec-
tor Hs2D01 was shown to interact with the intracellular kinase
domain of HAESA (HAE), an LRR receptor-like kinase (Verma
et al. 2022). HAE has documented roles in cell wall modifica-
tions for abscission and lateral root emergence, and the interac-
tion between Hs2D01 and HAESA may modulate its activity to
promote infections, perhaps by regulating the expression of cell
wall-modifying enzymes needed for syncytial formation (Verma
et al. 2022).

Both CNs and RKNs secrete cellulose-binding proteins
(CBPs) (Ding et al. 1998; Gao et al. 2003, 2004). Interestingly,
the CBPs do not have enzymatic activity but have roles in RKN
and CN pathogenesis. In the case of the CNs, CBP can bind to and
enhance the activity of an Arabidopsis pectin, methylesterase
(Hewezi et al. 2008). As a result, there is an increase in the lev-
els of methylesterified pectin in the cell walls, which may allow
for cell wall-modifying enzymes to have increased access to cell
wall polymers and accelerate the development of the syncytium
(Hewezi et al. 2008).

The SPRYSEC effector from G. pallida, GpSPRY-414-2,
was shown to interact with a potato cytoplasmic linker protein
(CLIP)-associated protein (StCLASP). The StCLASPs regulate
the dynamics of microtubules (Mei et al. 2018). During syn-
cytial formation, the microtubule network undergoes rearrange-
ment (de Almeida Engler et al. 2010); GpSPRY-414-2 may be
binding to the CLASPs to target the microtubules to regulate
the development of syncytia. CLASPs are also involved in auxin
and brassinosteroid signaling (Ambrose et al. 2007; Ruan et al.
2018), both of which are hormones involved in plant–nematode
interactions (Gheysen and Mitchum 2019). GpSPRY-414-2 may
be influencing these hormone signaling pathways to help estab-
lish successful infections.

Auxin is an important hormone needed to invoke the transcrip-
tional and developmental changes required for CN and RKN
feeding site formation (Abril-Urias et al. 2023; Gheysen and
Mitchum 2019). Nematode effectors are known to manipulate at
least one mechanism linked to the nematode-induced changes in
auxin homeostasis. In the case of CNs, the H. schachtii effector
Hs19C07 has been shown to bind to the auxin importer (LAX3),
and this may result in the increased auxin levels and flow in the
developing syncytia (Lee et al. 2011).

In some cases, the same plant protein is targeted by more than
one nematode effector during infections, perhaps indicating the
importance of specific targeted host processes for successful ne-
matode parasitism. For example, two RKN effectors, Minc00344
and MjNULG1a, were shown to interact with the soybean Hub10
protein (Godinho Mendes et al. 2021). In Arabidopsis, Hub10 is
a kinesin light chain-related protein 2 involved in moving cargo
along microtubules in plant cells for plant defenses and devel-
opmental responses, including pollen tube growth and cell wall
deposition (Ganguly et al. 2020; Mukhtar et al. 2011). Interest-
ingly, bacterial and oomycete pathogens also target Hub10 in
Arabidopsis, indicating that diverse pathogens are focusing
on this “immunity hub” protein to promote their infections
(Mukhtar et al. 2011).

In the CN–plant interaction, two CN effectors (27D09 and
10A07) are targeting “interacting plant kinases” (IPKs) in order
to exploit the phosphorylation activity of the host kinases. The
H. glycines effector Hg27D09 interacts with the plant kinase
GmIPK-2 (Yang et al. 2022); overexpression of GmIPK-2 en-
hanced plant susceptibility to CNs, but the specific downstream
signaling processes leading to the enhanced nematode suscepti-
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bility are not clear. GmIPK-2 is also targeted by the CN effector
Hs10A07 (Hewezi et al. 2015). The phosphorylated Hs10A07
translocates to the nucleus, where it binds to the IAA16 tran-
scription factor and regulates auxin responses (Hewezi et al.
2015). RKN and CN effector targets in feeding site formation
are summarized in Figures 1 and 2.

Effectors in the Nucleus
Some nematode effectors have been shown to localize to plant

nuclei during nematode infections (Chen et al. 2017; Harris et al.
2023; Hewezi et al. 2015; Jaouannet et al. 2012; Molloy et al.
2023; Tytgat et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2015). One example is
the CN effector 10A07, described earlier, which translocates
to the nucleus, but only after host-mediated phosphorylation.
Another CN effector called Hs10A07 relocalizes to the nucleus,
where it binds to the auxin-responsive protein IAA16 (INDOLE-
3-ACETIC ACID INDUCIBLE16) and modulates the tran-
scription of specific auxin response genes in the developing
syncytium (Hewezi et al. 2015). The cereal cyst nematode effec-
tor HaVAP2, a homolog of VAP1, also localizes to the nucleus.
HaVAP2 physically interacts with a Hordeum vulgare CYPRO4-
like protein (HvCLP) in the nucleus, although the role of HvCLP
in plant–nematode interactions has not been investigated (Luo
et al. 2019). Another example of a nuclear-localized effector is
GLAND4, found in both H. glycines and H. schachtii. GLAND4
translocates into the host cell nucleus and binds to DNA in the
promoters of two lipid transfer protein (LTP) genes. Because the
overexpression of the two LTP genes decreases the host’s sus-
ceptibility to nematodes, it is hypothesized that GLAND4 is a
nuclear effector involved in LTP gene suppression (Barnes et al.
2018). The CN effector Hs30D08 is also targeted to the nucleus.
Once in the nucleus, Hs30D08 interacts with SMU2 (homolog
of suppressor of mec-8 and unc-52 2). The SMU protein is a
member of the spliceosome complex that splices out introns dur-
ing mRNA processing and mediates alternative splicing (Chung
et al. 2009). The interaction between SMU2 and Hs30D08 may
influence host gene expression and the regulation of genes that
are critical for infection (Verma et al. 2018). Similarly, the M.
incognita effector MiEFF18 localizes to the plant nucleus and
interacts with the plant ribonucleosomal protein SmD1 (Mejias
et al. 2021). SmD1 is essential for the functioning of the spliceo-
some complex, and its interaction with MiEFF18 modulates the
alternate splicing of plant genes to promote nematode infection.
Another RKN effector called MiEFF1 was shown to be secreted
in planta and targeted to the giant cell nuclei (Jaouannet et al.
2012). It interacts with both the universal stress protein (USP)
and cytosolic glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenases
(GAPDHs) in Arabidopsis (Truong et al. 2021). MiEFF1 may be
modulating the GAPCs in the giant cells to promote feeding site
formation and maintenance, perhaps through a role as a nega-
tive defense regulator (Truong et al. 2021). Mi16D10 is an RKN
effector that also moves to the nucleus, and it binds to a host tran-
scription factor (Huang et al. 2006). The M. graminicola effec-
tor Mg16820 is secreted to the apoplast and cytoplasm (Naalden
et al. 2018). However, during giant cell formation, Mg16820 is
found in the cytoplasm and nucleus. Because Mg16820 is small
(7.5 kilodaltons), it may be diffusing into the nucleus rather than
being imported into it (Naalden et al. 2018). Mg16820 interacts
with DIP1 (dehydration stress-inducible protein 1), a protein
with roles in abscisic acid responses (Naalden et al. 2018).

Another mechanism of host cell reprogramming is through the
epigenetic regulation of susceptibility genes. The H. schachtii
effector Hs32E03 localizes to the nucleus, and it is also the first
nematode effector that exerts influence by modulating the acety-
lation of histones in plants (Vijayapalani et al. 2018). The his-
tone modifications are mediated through the direct interaction of

Hs32E03 with two proteins in the plant nucleus: Arabidopsis his-
tone deacetylase HDT1 and the FK506-binding protein FKBP53
(Vijayapalani et al. 2018). By binding and inhibiting the histone
deacetylase, Hs32E03 causes chromatin changes that alter plant
rRNA levels. The impact of Hs32E03 is dose dependent; at low
levels, it promotes parasitism, while higher levels lead to si-
lencing of rDNA and an impediment of nematode development
(Castroverde 2018; Vijayapalani et al. 2018). Nucleus-targeted
RKN and CN effectors and their targets are summarized in
Figures 1 and 2.

Effectors Mimicking Host Peptides
Some nematode effectors have been shown to mimic plant host

proteins to subvert plant developmental or defense pathways. For
example, the H. schachtii effector Hs4F01, a mimic of plant an-
nexin, interacts specifically with a member of the plant oxidore-
ductase of the 2OG-Fe (II) oxygenase family (Patel et al. 2010).
The role of the 2OG-Fe (II) oxygenase in plant–nematode inter-
actions is unclear, but downy mildew research suggests that plant
2OG-Fe (II) oxygenase is required for pathogen susceptibility
(Van Damme et al. 2008). RKN effectors MiRALF1 and Mi-
RALF3 are peptide mimics of the highly conserved plant rapid
alkalization factors (RALFs) that are involved in plant growth,
development, and defense (Zhang et al. 2023). Similar to plant
RALFs, the MiRALFs can interact with the receptor-like kinase
FERONIA (FER). Data suggest that the nematode MiRALF pep-
tides block the FER receptor to regulate nematode parasitism
(Zhang et al. 2020). Equally intriguing are the CLE-like effec-
tors found in CNs that resemble plant CLAVATA3 (CLV3)/ESR
(CLE) hormones. The CLE-like effectors are secreted into the
host cell by the nematode. They are then processed and se-
creted into the apoplast by the plant’s endogenous machinery
(Chen et al. 2015). The perception of processed nematode CLE-
like peptides activates downstream signaling processes needed
for the feeding site formation and maintenance (Kiyohara and
Sawa 2012). Processed CLE-like effectors from the cyst nema-
todes (potato cyst, beet cyst, soybean cyst) have been shown to
bind to receptors CLAVATA2-like (StCLV2), BAM1 and BAM2
(Chen et al. 2015; Guo et al. 2011, 2015), although the interac-
tion data require further verification (Mitchum and Liu 2022;
Shinohara and Matsubayashi 2015). Interestingly, the RKN ef-
fector Mi16D10 also exhibits sequence similarity to the CLE
protein family (Huang et al. 2006); 16D10 stimulates root pro-
liferation and differentiation when ectopically expressed in the
host by interacting with two GRAS family SCARECROW-like
(SCL) transcription factors (Huang et al. 2006). AtSCL genes
may be involved in reprogramming the cell cycle to promote
the giant cell formation. RKN and CN effectors acting as host
mimics and their host targets are summarized in Figures 1 and 2.

Concluding Remarks and Future Directions
Plant parasitic nematodes have evolved an array of effectors

that manipulate various aspects of plant physiology, immunity,
and development to establish successful infections. These ef-
fectors target a wide range of host proteins and pathways, from
suppressing PTI and ETI to influencing hormone signaling, mod-
ifying cell walls, and even altering nuclear processes, such as
gene expression (Figs. 1 and 2; Tables 1 and 2). The work on
nematode effectors underscores the importance of host–parasite
coevolution and the intricate arms race between nematodes and
their plant hosts. Despite significant progress, many questions
remain unanswered in the field of nematode effector research.
Future studies should focus on uncovering the precise molecular
mechanisms by which effectors target and manipulate host pro-
teins, as well as the downstream signaling events that result from
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these interactions. Additionally, investigating the genetic diver-
sity of nematode populations and the variations in their effector
repertoires will provide insights into how different nematode
species and populations within a species can adapt to different
hosts. Understanding the full scope of nematode effectors and
their interactions with host plants holds promise for developing
novel strategies to mitigate nematode-induced crop losses. Tar-
geting specific effectors or their host targets could potentially
lead to the development of resistant crops or innovative control
measures. Ultimately, a comprehensive understanding of nema-
tode effectors and their roles in parasitism will contribute to more
sustainable and resilient agricultural practices.
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Review

Structural mechanisms of mitochondrial
uncoupling protein 1 regulation in
thermogenesis

Scott A. Jones ,1 Jonathan J. Ruprecht ,1 Paul G. Crichton ,2 and Edmund R.S. Kunji 1,*

In mitochondria, the oxidation of nutrients is coupled to ATP synthesis by the gen-
eration of a protonmotive force across the mitochondrial inner membrane. In
mammalian brown adipose tissue (BAT), uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1, SLC25A7),
a member of the SLC25 mitochondrial carrier family, dissipates the protonmotive
force by facilitating the return of protons to the mitochondrial matrix. This process
short-circuits the mitochondrion, generating heat for non-shivering thermogene-
sis. Recent cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) structures of human UCP1 have
provided new molecular insights into the inhibition and activation of thermogene-
sis. Here, we discuss these structures, describing how purine nucleotides lock
UCP1 in a proton-impermeable conformation and rationalizing potential confor-
mational changes of this carrier in response to fatty acid activators that enable
proton leak for thermogenesis.

Thermogenesis and UCP1
To support thermoregulation, many mammals, particularly newborns, use specialized fat de-
posits, known as BAT (see Glossary), to carry out non-shivering thermogenesis to protect
against cold temperatures [1–3]. BAT is distinct from white adipose tissue due to its higher den-
sity of mitochondria, larger number of blood vessels, and smaller fat deposits. Heat generation by
BAT occurs due to the presence of mitochondrial UCP1, also called thermogenin. The oxidation
of breakdown products from fats and sugars is used by the complexes of the mitochondrial elec-
tron transport chain to generate a protonmotive force, which is used for ATP synthesis
(Figure 1A). However, UCP1 short-circuits the mitochondrion by allowing protons to leak back
from the intermembrane space to the mitochondrial matrix, dissipating the protonmotive force,
which generates heat rather than chemical energy in the form of ATP (Figure 1A).

The activity of UCP1 is tightly controlled by regulatory ligands. Cytosolic purine nucleotides
bind with high affinity to UCP1 to inhibit proton leak activity [4–6]. However, a cold environment
induces sympathetic nerve activity and the adrenergic stimulation of BAT, leading to UCP1 acti-
vation. Intracellular signaling within brown adipocytes results in the phosphorylation of hormone-
sensitive lipase and perilipin, lipolysis of triglyceride stores, and the release of free fatty acids [7].
These fatty acid activators directly interact with UCP1 [8], stimulating proton leak across the
mitochondrial inner membrane by a mechanism that is as yet unresolved [9].

UCP1 activation is of therapeutic interest as it can help increase calorie expenditure and the clear-
ance of triglycerides and glucose from the bloodstream [10,11]. Human brown fat correlates in-
versely with age-related obesity [12–14] and, when activated, improves insulin sensitivity and
glucose homeostasis [15]. Recently, several atomic structures of UCP1 were determined by
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cryo-EM, revealing the molecular details of the protein for the first time [16,17]. In this review, we
discuss the new molecular insights into the inhibition and activation mechanisms of UCP1. Un-
derstanding these is vital for the advancement of therapeutic strategies to stimulate thermogen-
esis for the treatment of obesity and associated metabolic diseases.

UCP1 is a mitochondrial carrier
UCP1 (SLC25A7) is a member of the SLC25 mitochondrial carrier family, which is the largest
transporter family in humans. Most mitochondrial carriers are involved in metabolite transport
across the mitochondrial inner membrane [18]. SLC25 members are defined by three homolo-
gous domains, each comprising two transmembrane α-helices separated by a loop and a matrix
helix (Figure 1B). Studies of the mitochondrial ADP/ATP carrier, another member of the SLC25
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Figure 1. Physiological role and structure of uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1). (A) Brown adipose tissue cell (left).
Mitochondrial membranes (right) showing a crista with ATP synthase at the tip with the phosphate carrier (PIC), ADP/ATP
carrier (AAC), UCP1, and electron transport chain (ETC) within the mitochondrial inner membrane. UCP1 dissipates the
protonmotive force across the inner mitochondrial membrane, which is activated by free fatty acids and inhibited by purine
nucleotides. (B) Structure of UCP1 (PDB ID: 8G8W chain A) [16]. Lateral (left) and cytoplasmic (right) view with bound GTP
(green) and three cardiolipin molecules (purple). Substrate binding in mitochondrial carriers occurs at the contact point
residues (black circles), which are situated between the core (blue, yellow, and red helices) and gate elements (gray
helices). The core and gate elements undergo substantial conformational changes during c- to m-state interconversion.
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Glossary
Brown adipose tissue (BAT):
specialized fat tissue found in mammals
that contains mitochondria with UCP1
expressed at high levels. When exposed
to cold temperatures, mitochondria in
BAT uncouple oxidative phosphorylation
fromATP synthesis to generate heat and
maintain body temperature.
Chemical uncouplers: compounds
that carry protons across biological
membranes, dissipating the
protonmotive force generated by the
electron transport chain, which removes
the driving force for ATP synthase.
Contact points: amino acid residues
on the even-numbered transmembrane
helices of mitochondrial carriers,
including UCP1, involved in substrate
binding and coupling to conformational
changes.
Cytoplasmic network: salt bridge
network on the cytoplasmic side of a
carrier protein, which closes the central
cavity and substrate-binding site to the
intermembrane space when formed,
holding the carrier in a m-state
conformation. The network is highly
conserved in mitochondrial carriers.
Cytoplasmic state (c-state):
conformation of mitochondrial carriers
where the central substrate-binding site
is accessible from the cytoplasm.
2,4-Dinitrophenol (DNP):
protonophore that disrupts the
protonmotive force across the
mitochondrial inner membrane by
transporting protons.
Fatty acid activators: free fatty acids
generated from lipolysis of stored
triglycerides in response to cold
exposure, which are known activators of
proton conductance by UCP1 and,
therefore, thermogenesis in BAT.
Matrix network: salt bridge network
formed on the matrix side of UCP1,
observed in all UCP1 structures, which
holds the protein in a c-state closed to
the mitochondrial matrix.
Matrix state (m-state): conformation
of mitochondrial carriers where the
central substrate-binding site is open to
the mitochondrial matrix.
Mitochondrial carrier: group of
transporters of the SLC25 family that
transport metabolites and ions across
the mitochondrial inner membrane.
Nanobodies or sybodies: single-
domain antibodies raised to bind folded
protein epitopes specifically, which aide
structural determination by cryo-EM or
X-ray crystallography.
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family, revealed the fundamental transport mechanism of mitochondrial carriers [19–21]. These
carriers cycle between two conformations: one open to the intermembrane space, which is con-
fluent with the cytoplasm (cytoplasmic state; c-state) [22,23] and another open to the mito-
chondrial matrix (matrix state; m-state) [24]. The conformational changes are coupled to the
formation and disruption of two networks on either side of the carrier, which are part of the access
gates to a central substrate-binding site [25]. The binding site comprises three contact points
on the even-numbered transmembrane helices [26,27]. In the c-state, the residues of the matrix
salt bridge network [22] and glutamine braces [23] interact, closing the central cavity to thematrix,
whereas the residues of the cytoplasmic salt bridge network and tyrosine braces are not [24],
opening the carrier to the intermembrane space. In the m-state, the configurations of the two net-
works are switched, opening the carrier to the mitochondrial matrix [24]. The conformational
changes involve all three domains, each comprising a core and a gate element [24]. When the
carrier changes from the c-state to the m-state, the three core elements rotate outward, opening
the matrix side, whereas the three gate elements rotate inward, closing the cytoplasmic side
of the carrier [24]. The same elements operate in reverse when the carrier moves from the
m-state to the c-state.

Cryo-EM structures of human UCP1
Determining protein structures by cryo-EM is challenging for proteins <100 kDa [28], but UCP1 is
particularly difficult due to its small size (33 kDa), the presence of three pseudo-symmetrical do-
mains, and its dynamic nature. Therefore, to facilitate its structure determination, fiducial markers
were used to increase both the size and asymmetry of the protein. Nanobodies or synthetic
nanobodies (sybodies) are attractive fiducials, because they are single-chain antibody fragments
that can bind conformational epitopes and stabilize states [29,30]. Since nanobodies are small
(15 kDa), they need to be enlarged, either by creating a fusion protein, such as a Pro-
macrobody [31], or by creating protein complexes, such as legobodies [32]. Both strategies en-
abled the processing of particle images, taken by cryo-EM, to generate a density map of sufficient
resolution for the building of atomic models of UCP1.

Structures of human UCP1 were solved in the GTP-bound state (PDB ID: 8G8W), ATP-bound
state (PDB ID: 8HBW), and unliganded state (PDB ID: 8HBV), as well as in a 2,4-dinitrophenol
(DNP; a proposed activator [33])-bound state (PDB ID: 8J1N) [16,17]. The structures show that
UCP1 has a typical fold for a SLC25 family member [20] and that the protein is monomeric with
three bound cardiolipin molecules [16] (Figure 1B), as determined previously [34]. Notably, all
solved structures used nanobodies or sybodies selected against the nucleotide-bound state of
UCP1. While the amino acid numbering differs between the deposited structures, 8G8W follows
the Uniprot sequence (P25874), which is also used here. These structures revealed the molecular
properties of UCP1 for the first time, enabling analysis of the molecular mechanisms that control
non-shivering thermogenesis in humans.

Purine nucleotides lock UCP1 in a proton-impermeable configuration
The structures of UCP1 with bound GTP [16] and ATP [17] have revealed how purine nucleotides
inhibit UCP1, preventing proton leak. The independently solved nucleotide-bound UCP1 struc-
tures are very similar [root mean squared deviation (RMSD): 0.86 Å] despite using distinct li-
pidic mimetic systems (detergent and nanodiscs) and fiducial markers that bind to different
epitopes [16,17,29]. Purine nucleotides bind in the central cavity of UCP1 and lock the protein
in a conformation that is open to the cytoplasm (c-state). Given the similarities between the chem-
ical structures of ATP and GTP, most interactions are conserved. The binding arrangement ac-
counts for their comparable affinities, although GTP has a slightly lower KD in radiolabeled
nucleotide-binding experiments compared with ATP [35]. The triphosphate and ribose groups
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Non-shivering thermogenesis:
physiological process in which heat is
generated through the dissipation of the
protonmotive force produced by
oxidative phosphorylation in BAT, rather
than through shivering muscle
contractions.
Protonmotive force: membrane
potential and pH difference across inner
mitochondrial membrane generated by
the proton pumps of the electron
transport chain, which is used for ATP
synthesis and other cellular processes,
such as transport.
Purine nucleotides: phosphorylated
ribose bonded to purine bases, such as
guanine and adenine, which comprise
fused pyrimidine and imidazole rings.
Root mean squared deviation
(RMSD): measure of the structural
similarity of two proteins, quantifying the
average deviation of atom positions.
Uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1):
mitochondrial carrier (SLC25A7)
responsible for dissipating the
protonmotive force generated across
the mitochondrial inner membrane
during oxidative phosphorylation, short-
circuiting the mitochondrion and
causing thermogenesis.
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of both purine nucleotides have similar interactions with UCP1 (Figure 2A,B). The triphosphate
group forms electrostatic interactions with the positively charged central cavity comprising con-
tact point residues R84, R277, and R183 (the ‘arginine triplet’) [26,27] andmatrix network res-
idues K38 and K138. In addition, Q85 forms a hydrogen bond with the α-phosphate and R183
forms a hydrogen bondwith the ribose group. R92 forms a cation-π interaction with both adenine
and guanine heterocyclic rings. The interactions of the nucleotides with UCP1 differ at the base:
adenine forms hydrogen bonds with two asparagine residues, connecting N6 with N188 and N3

with N282 (Figure 2A); by contrast, the N2 of guanine interacts electrostatically with E191,
whereas N3 and N2 form hydrogen bonds to N188 (Figure 2B).

Notably, nucleotide binding to UCP1 [16,17] differs fundamentally from ATP binding to the mito-
chondrial ADP/ATP carrier (AAC) [36] in agreement with ATP being an inhibitor of UCP1 and a
transport substrate of AAC [4,37]. In mitochondrial carriers, substrate binding primarily occurs
at the contact points [26,27], which also act as hinges between the core and gate elements,
which undergo large conformational changes between the c- and m-states [24,26,36]. In the mi-
tochondrial ADP/ATP carrier, both the triphosphate and adenine groups interact with the contact
point residues to disrupt one salt bridge network and form another, leading to substrate translo-
cation [36]. In UCP1, purine nucleotides interact not only with the contact points, but also with the
matrix network and gate elements, as well as with residues toward the cytoplasmic side of the
cavity, explaining how they act as inhibitors, preventing conformational changes [16].

The UCP1 structures reveal an unusual state-dependent distortion on transmembrane helix H2.
In the unliganded UCP1 structure, residues 92–96 form a π-bulge (Figure 2C), where the stan-
dard main-chain i, i+4 hydrogen bonding is changed to i, i+5. By contrast, in the GTP- and
ATP-inhibited structures, residues 92–96 form a standard α-helix, but residues 85–89 adopt a
π-bulge (Figure 2D). As a result, the main-chain carbonyl oxygen of S87 misses a hydrogen
bond donor and rotates toward the membrane (Figure 2E). The switch from a π- to α-helical
arrangement in the region of R92 induces localized rotation of the main chain (Figure 2F). Conse-
quently, R92 moves from interacting with M285 and F289 (both on helix H6) in the unliganded
state to interacting directly with the α-phosphate and purine base of the inhibitor in the bound
state (Figure 2F). Consistent with this notion, π-bulges in helices are frequently located in
functionally important sites, and transformations between α- and π-helical arrangements have
been proposed to help active sites accommodate ligands of different shapes and sizes [38]. Su-
perimposition of the three domains of UCP1 for the nucleotide-bound and unliganded state
shows movement of the gate element of transmembrane H2. A similar movement occurs during
c- and m-state conversion of the ADP/ATP carrier and suggests that UCP1 is in an intermediate
state when inhibited by nucleotides [16,24]. Otherwise, the unliganded state is very similar to the
nucleotide-bound state and is also likely to be proton impermeable, having a closed matrix gate
preventing the leak of protons.

A plausible molecular explanation for the pH-dependence of purine nucleotide
binding
The binding affinity of purine nucleotides to UCP1 is pH dependent (Figure 3A) and decreases
above pH 6.5 [16,35,37,39]. Previously, residue E191 was proposed to be responsible for the
pH dependency of nucleotide binding [40–42], and was suggested to form an ionic bond with
R92 [43]. Above pH 6.5, this interaction would block nucleotide binding [44], whereas, below
pH 6.5, the ionic bond would be broken by protonation, opening the site for nucleotide binding
[6,39,45]. This interaction has been observed in molecular dynamics simulations of a c-state
model of UCP1, based on the ADP/ATP carrier [46]. However, E191 is not in bonding distance
with R92 in the unliganded state structure (11.3 Å) [17], even when all alternative conformers are
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considered. Indeed, in simulations, substantial distortion of the helical arrangement is required for
this bond to occur [46]. Furthermore, E191 would not be protonated unless the local pH is <4,
which does not match the pH-dependent profile of nucleotide binding. Importantly, E191 does in-
teract with GTP [16], but not with ATP (Figure 2A) [17], even though the pH effect is observed for
both nucleotides [6]. In agreement, the E191Q mutation weakens binding, but does not abolish
the pH dependency of GTP binding [41], indicating that there must be an alternative explanation.

Both nucleotide-bound structures show that the negatively charged D35 and E135 of the matrix
gate are positioned within bonding distance of the negatively charged triphosphate moiety of the
purine nucleotides, which, at high pH, could cause repulsion (Figure 3B), but, at low pH, could
form proton-mediated bonds (Figure 3C) [16]. The nucleotide-binding site has net negative overall

Figure 2. Purine nucleotide binding to uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1). (A) ATP (green) binding site (PDB ID: 8HBW
chain A). The arginine triplet residues are shown in black; matrix network residues are shown in blue, and other residues
involved in nucleotide binding are shown in gray. Salt bridge, hydrogen bond, and cation-π interactions are shown in
green, black, and purple broken lines, respectively. (B) GTP (green) binding site (PDB ID: 8G8W chain A). Residues and
interactions are depicted as in (A). (C) Unliganded UCP1 (PDB ID: 8HBV chain A) shown in cartoon representation, as in
Figure 1B in the main text, but with the π-helix on H2 represented in green. (D) GTP-inhibited UCP1 (PDB ID: 8G8W chain
A) shown as in (C). (E) Close-up view of the π-helix shown in (C), with mainchain atoms shown in stick representation.
Conventional i, i+4 hydrogen-bonds are shown as yellow broken lines, and π-helix i, i+5 hydrogen-bonds are shown as
magenta broken lines. (F) Comparison of uninhibited UCP1 (semitransparent cartoon) and GTP-inhibited UCP1 (opaque
cartoon) showing the localized main-chain rotation (red arrow) and shift in the position of R92, which allows the residue to
interact with the guanine base and α-phosphate of GTP.
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Figure 3. The pH dependency of purine nucleotide inhibition of uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1). (A) The pH-
dependent binding of GTP to purified human UCP1, as measured by a thermal stability shift assay [16]. The first
derivatives of the unfolding curves are plotted in the absence (black) and presence of 1 mM GTP (green). The peak of the
first derivative is the apparent melting temperature (Tm). The change in apparent melting temperature (ΔTm) caused by
GTP binding as a function of pH is indicated in green. (B) Nucleotide binding at high pH, showing the negatively charged
residues of the matrix gate (in red) repelled (red arrows) by the negatively charged phosphate groups of the nucleotide (in
orange and red). (C) Nucleotide binding at low pH, showing the negatively charged residues of the matrix gate (in red)
interacting via a proton-mediated bond to the terminal phosphate group of the nucleotide (in orange and red).
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charge and, thus, neutralizing this charge with protons will lead to stronger binding of the nucle-
otide. One proton could mediate bonding between the terminal phosphate and D35, in agree-
ment with the pKa of 6.5 for purine nucleotides in solution (Figure 3C). However, in this
conjugated system, another proton could also be drawn in to provide an additional proton-
mediated interaction with E135. This bonding arrangement provides a plausible molecular mech-
anism for the pH dependency of purine nucleotide binding to UCP1.

The dinitrophenol-bound structure does not resolve the activationmechanism of
UCP1
Weak acids can transport protons across biological membranes [47] and can function in mito-
chondria as chemical uncouplers by acting as protonophores, dissipating the protonmotive
force. DNP is a well-known chemical uncoupler, which was used as weight-loss medication dur-
ing the 1930s because of its ability to uncouple mitochondria [48]. However, the compound is
highly toxic due to its unpredictable accumulation and distribution, which can lead to dangerous
levels of oxidative phosphorylation inhibition [49]. Even though banned, DNP is still used as a
weight loss agent, causing numerous deaths [49,50]. It was recently reported that UCP1 medi-
ates DNP-induced proton leak across the mitochondrial inner membrane, which was abolished
in mitochondria from UCP1-knockout animals [33].

Kang and Chen solved a UCP1 structure with bound DNP, used as an ‘activator’, by using the
same sybody that was selected against the nucleotide-bound inhibited state [17]. The authors re-
ported that DNP binds with extremely low potency, with an IC50 of 3.86 mM being measured for
DNP-induced destabilization of UCP1; thus, a concentration of 10 mM DNP was utilized in the
study. Despite using a high DNP concentration, only ~42% of 3D classes showed density for
DNP during cryo-EM reconstruction, meaning that the KD must be >10 mM [17]. In the structure,
DNP binds to UCP1 via hydrogen bonds between R92 and R84 and N4, a hydrogen bond be-
tween N282 and N2, an ionic bond between R277 and the hydroxyl group, and a π-π stacking
interaction between W281 and the benzene ring of DNP (Figure 4A). Importantly, DNP does
not induce any significant structural alterations, as the RMSD between unliganded and DNP-
bound UCP1 is 0.25 Å. In addition, the central cavity is closed to the mitochondrial matrix with
a large proton-impermeable layer similar to the unliganded and nucleotide-bound states
(Figure 4B). As such, there is no structural evidence to support the hypothesis that DNP binding
generates a proton-conducting state. Therefore, Kang and Chen propose that UCP1 is activated
when bound toDNPby dynamic thermalmotions,which transiently open thematrix gate to allow pro-
tons to pass through the central cavity [17]. However, there are several problems with this proposal.

First, DNP is chemically distinct and not a clear surrogate for fatty acids, the physiological activa-
tors, and may utilize a different mechanism. In addition, at the high concentrations used, DNP
may bind to a UCP1 site that is unrelated entirely to the activation mechanism by either class of
compounds. Moreover, the sybody was raised against the nucleotide-inhibited state and may re-
strict alternative activator-accessible conformations. Notably, the destabilization by DNP re-
ported by the authors [17] only occurs at millimolar concentrations in a manner compatible with
nonspecific denaturation, compared with the distinct ordered destabilization induced by micro-
molar concentrations of fatty acids [51]. As such, the DNP-binding site may not be relevant to
fatty acid binding or the reported DNP activity [33].

Second, the reported structure of the DNP-bound UCP1 [17] is in a c-state through the formation
of the matrix network and glutamine braces, comprising three ionic and two hydrogen bonds
(Figure 4C) [16]. This matrix network arrangement is similar to those of the unliganded and purine
nucleotide-bound states (Figure 4C), which do not conduct protons [3]. Therefore, it is unlikely
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that thermal energy is sufficient to break this bonding arrangement. In the related mitochondrial
ADP/ATP carrier, which has a weaker interaction network, conformational changes only occur
upon substrate binding [52], explaining the equimolar adenine nucleotide exchange [53]. Here,

Nucleotide-bound DNP-boundUnliganded state

DNP
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(B)

(A)

H1 H2

H4

H6

H3

H5
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Figure 4. The dinitrophenol-bound structure does not reveal an activated state. (A) Cytoplasmic view of uncoupling
protein 1 (UCP1) bound to 2,4-dinitrophenol (DNP). Core elements are colored by domain in blue, yellow, and red, and gate
elements are in gray. Insert shows the DNP-binding site, black dashes represent hydrogen bonds and purple dashes
represent π-π stacking. (B) Cross-section of the surface view of nucleotide-bound (PDB ID: 8G8W chain A), unliganded
(PDB ID: 8HBV chain A), and DNP-bound (PDB ID: 8J1N chain A) UCP1 states. The blue semitransparent surfaces reveal
the internal cavities. (C) Matrix gate of the nucleotide-bound (left), unliganded (center), and DNP-bound (right) UCP1
states. Positively charged residues are in blue, negatively charged residues are in red, and neutral residues are in gray.
Broken lines show polar interactions and thin gray lines represent distances between non-interacting residues.
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the structure clearly shows that DNP binding does not provide sufficient energy input to break the
networks. Any shift to a proton permeable state without breaking the network in an unrelated
mechanism would likely require significant novel features in UCP1 distinct from other mitochon-
drial carriers, although none are apparent [54].

Third, many of the residues interacting with DNP in UCP1, for example, key residues W281, R92,
and N282, are not conserved in the mitochondrial ADP/ATP carrier, which has also been pro-
posed as a facilitator for DNP-induced uncoupling [33]. The UCP1 site is situated between H2
and H6 (Figure 4A), whereas the binding site of DNP proposed for the ADP/ATP carrier based
on molecular dynamics simulations is between H4 and H5 [33].

In conclusion, DNP binding does not provide evidence for any activation mechanism. The binding
is extremely weak, does not induce conformational changes, has insufficient binding energy to re-
lease the matrix network and glutamine brace interactions, and is most likely unrelated to fatty
acid binding.

UCP1 has all the functional elements for a carrier-like mechanism
As described earlier, all structures of UCP1 are likely to be in a proton-impermeable c-state
(Figure 4B), which could be due to the matrix network being stronger compared with the cyto-
plasmic network, increasing the probability of its formation [20]. Indeed, the matrix network is
stronger than the cytoplasmic network due to the absence of a salt bridge between H2 and H4
(Figure 5D) [20]. Importantly, for all determined structures, nanobodies or sybodies were used
that were selected against the nucleotide-bound state of UCP1 and, thus, could be responsible
for maintaining a single conformation.

While some assert that the c-state is the only functional state of UCP1 [17], we believe that the
observed changes in proteolysis sensitivity in response to fatty acids have provided evidence
that conformational changes are part of the activation mechanism [55,56]. Furthermore, ther-
mostability studies show that UCP1 shifts to a less stable population in response to activators,
indicating that some conformational changes accompany activation [37,51,54]. In addition,
UCP1 has both salt bridge networks and braces, which are key conserved features in the
mechanism of mitochondrial carriers (Figure 5). Moreover, the interaction energy of the cyto-
plasmic network is even stronger than in many other mitochondrial carriers with an established
transport function [20], indicating that formation of an m-state is a conserved property of
UCP1 [20].

Vital to the conformational cycle of mitochondrial carriers is the rotation of the even-numbered he-
lices across the surface of odd-numbered helices [23,24]. In addition, the transmembrane helices
on the cytoplasmic side need to come close together in the m-state for the formation of the cyto-
plasmic network [16,24] (Figure 5B,D). Although the m-state structure has not been solved, all
small residues in the helical interfaces that allow thesemovements to occur in other mitochondrial
carriers are also present in UCP1, indicating that the ability to cycle between states is likely to be
conserved [16]. Finally, the nucleotide-bound structures are in an intermediary rather than a pure
c-state [16]. More specifically, the gate element of H2 is rotated into a position closer to that of an
m-state, suggesting that UCP1 has retained its ability to convert to the m-state. Notably, the re-
lated UCP2 and UCP3 proteins share these functional features and have four-carbon metabolite
transport activity [57–59], suggesting that a transport conformational cycle is retained in these re-
lated proteins to support their respective functions. Thus, all the sequence and structural data are
consistent with the notion that UCP1 is a mitochondrial carrier capable of undergoing conforma-
tional changes, similar to those of a transport cycle.
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Physiological activation of UCP1
The mechanism by which free fatty acids activate UCP1 remains undefined, but four main bio-
chemical models have been proposed [54]. The competition model suggests that fatty acids
act merely to remove purine nucleotides from an otherwise intrinsically active protein [60].
The cofactor model proposes that fatty acids become part of the proton conductance path-
way, acting as a protonatable group [61]. Two alternative models propose that fatty acids
are transport substrates of UCP1. In the shuttling model, fatty acids are transported by
UCP1 but remain bound to the protein, chaperoning the proton across the membrane [62].
In the cycling model, fatty acid anions are exported by UCP1, after which the protonated
fatty acids flip back across the membrane, independently from the protein, causing a net
proton flux across the membrane [63,64]. However, the recently published structural studies
have not revealed an activated state [16,17] and, thus, are unable to discriminate between
the current proposed models of activation.
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(B)c-state putative m-state
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Figure 5. Proposed conformational changes of uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1). (A) Structure of UCP1 in cytoplasmic
(c)-state (PDB ID: 8G8W chain A) and (B) a model of UCP1 in the matrix (m)-state based on the m-state of the mitochondrial
ADP/ATP carrier (PDB ID: 6GCI, chain A) [24] (C) Matrix-side view of c-state structure of UCP1, showing the matrix gate
residues, with interactions between residues shown in black broken lines. Positively charged residues are in blue,
negatively charged residues are in red and neutral residues are in gray (D) Cytoplasmic view of the m-state model of
UCP1, showing the cytoplasmic gate residues colored as in (C).
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UCP1 likely evolved from the closely related dicarboxylate (DIC) and oxoglutarate (OGC) car-
riers, which transport their substrates without proton coupling [25]. A direct comparison with
these proteins provides insights into how UCP1 might have evolved a proton-translocating
function. All three proteins share a similar central substrate-binding site, containing the sym-
metric arginine triplet R84, R183, R277 at the substrate contact points and Q85 [25]. UCP1-
specific adaptations in this site include the negatively charged D28, which has been shown
to be important for proton conductance by UCP1 [25,65]. In the nucleotide-bound state, the
arginine triplet interacts with other residues: R84 with the carbonyl backbone of G131; R183
with S230; and R277 with D28 (Figure 6A). However, in the nucleotide-free state, these inter-
actions are broken and all three arginine residues point into the central cavity (Figure 6B). Im-
portantly, D28, which was in an ionic bond with R277, is released and, thus, could become
available for proton binding. The proposed substrates of UCP1, free fatty acids, are highly hy-
drophobic, especially when compared with the substrates of dicarboxylate and oxoglutarate
carriers. The only mitochondrial carrier that transports substrates with a fatty acyl group is
the carnitine/acylcarnitine carrier (CAC) [66]. Comparison of the central cavity residues with re-
spect to hydrophobicity reveals that UCP1 is overall less hydrophobic compared with the car-
nitine/acylcarnitine carrier and more like the ADP/ATP carrier and dicarboxylate carrier
(Figure 6). We believe that this observation suggests that the central cavity of UCP1 has not
evolved extensively to enable fatty acid binding as a transport substrate, but does not exclude
it. It is likely that UCP1 evolved from dicarboxylate carriers along with the other related UCP2
and UPC3 for a particular anion transport function, such as for small four-carbon metabolites
[57–59]. A limited number of subsequent adaptations occurred for its role in thermogenesis
[25], as a late evolutionary development, consistent with phylogenetic analysis [67,68]. Further
studies of UCP1 activation, both structural and functional, will be required to determine how
UCP1 activates thermogenesis.

Concluding remarks
The structures of human UCP1 in the nucleotide-bound and free state represent a major advance
in understanding the molecular mechanism of UCP1 inhibition in non-shivering thermogenesis.
Comparison of both states shows how purine nucleotides inhibit UCP1 in a pH-dependent man-
ner. While the molecular mechanism of activation of UCP1 remains unresolved, several potential
elements have been uncovered, such as the release of the arginine triplet and D28, the presence
of networks and braces, the conservation of small interhelical residues, and the partial conforma-
tional changes, indicative of state interconversion as part of the activation mechanism. However,
many questions remain (see Outstanding questions), in particular how UCP1 is activated in vivo
by free fatty acids. A molecular understanding of how fatty acids initiate proton leak across the
mitochondrial inner membrane by UCP1 will provide an improved mechanistic understanding
of non-shivering thermogenesis in humans and offer potential therapeutic strategies for address-
ing metabolic disorders.

Figure 6. Substrate-binding site area of mitochondrial carriers. (A) Contact point residues of uncoupling protein 1
(UCP1) inhibited with GTP (PDB ID: 8G8W chain A). Black broken lines represent hydrogen bonds with distance in
angstrom labeled. (B) Contact point residues of UCP1 free state (PDB ID: 8HBV chain A). Gray lines show distance in
angstrom between arginine residues. (C) Cα atoms of residues lining the cavity of bovine ADP/ATP carrier (AAC) (PDB ID:
1ΟKC) [22], (D) human UCP1 (PDB ID: 8HBV chain A) [17], (E) Tetrahymena thermophila oxoglutarate carrier (OGC) (PDB
ID: 7W5Z chain M2) [69], and (F) human carnitine/acylcarnitine carrier (CAC) AlphaFold homology model (PDB ID: AF-
O43772-F1-model_v4.pdb). (C–F) 2D projections of the cavity-lining residues, viewed from the center of the cavity. Each
Cα atom is represented as a sphere at its appropriate azimuthal angle and Z-height above a plane perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis. The sphere area is proportional to the solvent-accessible surface area of the residue (calculated by
AREAIMOL [70]), and the color represents the normalized consensus hydrophobicity of the residue [71], where red is the
most hydrophobic and blue the most hydrophilic. Cavity-lining residues lie on transmembrane helices, indicated by the
dotted lines, and labeled in (C). Contact point residues are labeled I, II, and III.
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Outstanding questions
Where in the structure of UCP1 do fatty
acid activators bind and how do they
activate? Do fatty acids act as
transport substrates or cofactors?

What conformational changes are
required to activate UCP1 proton
conductance. Is there a specific
activated state, or does UCP1 use a
dynamic mechanism?

How do fatty acids overcome purine
nucleotide inhibition during activation,
when purine nucleotides are present
at millimolar concentrations in the
cytoplasm?

How do various purine nucleotide
species in the cell compete to influence
regulation of UCP1? Are there UCP1
isoform-specific adaptations?

Does UCP1 cycle between a c-state
and m-state for proton leak activity,
as observed for the metabolite trans-
port cycle of other SLC25 family mem-
bers, or are these states used for a
similar, but so far unknown, metabolite
transport function of UCP1?

What specific molecular adaptations
has UCP1 acquired to facilitate proton
leak and thermogenesis? Do these
occur in other carriers and bestow a
related proton conductance activity?

What biochemical and physiological
function do other uncoupling proteins
have (UCP2–5)? Understanding
whether these related proteins also
cause mitochondrial uncoupling may
help to reveal the mechanism of
activation.

Do purine nucleotides inhibit other
mitochondrial carriers? Multiple
conserved residues in the central
cavity between UCP1 and related
proteins suggest similar regulatory
mechanisms.

What is the physiological activation
mechanism of UCP1? Do other
endogenous molecules, in addition to
fatty acids, activate in vivo, related to
other physiological stimuli, such as in
response to eating?

Can we develop novel pharmacological
agents that specifically target UCP1
in vivo and enhance its thermogenic
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